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Preface

For me, the journey to the physics of life began in the sixties when I was a theoretical
physics student searching for a proper subject for a continued carrier. I started with statis-
tical thermodynamics and with lattice models. A great challenge at that time was to provide
a proper theory of phase transitions. At the same time I enjoyed reading about the progress
and development of molecular biology, in particular, through articles in Scientific
American. I read these articles with a physicist’s mind and thought I saw a lot of physics
aspects. This was exciting. I had and still have a great interest in Nature and biology, a form
of which can be seen on the cover of this book.

Then, from some different directions I found that statistical thermodynamics and the
models I had started to work with had potential applications in polymer science and in
molecular biology. With a support from the growing discipline of biophysics and Rudolf
Rigler, Anders Ehrenberg and Måns Ehrenberg, I dared to take the step to begin research in
“theoretical biological physics” as it is called nowadays. I got resources to form a small
group, which I think became quite successful.

This book can be characterised as a mixture of my experience with the field, influences from
all co-workers at The Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm and elsewhere at different
times, teaching at different levels and inspirations from numerous discussions on deep ques-
tions from those on organisation and the second law of thermodynamics to the esoteric ones
about consciousness, determinism and free will. Important inspiration sources for the book
are the activities in Agora of biosystems together with Peter Århem and Hans Liljenström as
well as the recent discussion group at the Karolinska Institue around Ingemar Ernberg.

I want to mention two prominent physicists, whose works are of significant importance
to biology. One is Edmé Mariotte, a 17th century French scientist. He among other things,
studied pressure and is often mentioned together with the British scientist Robert Boyle for
the relation between pressure and volume, often called the Boyle–Mariotte’s law. His
physics activities comprised studies in hydrodynamics with applications on the importance
of pressure for raising the sap in trees. He also considered vision, found the blind spot in
our eyes, and had ideas on colours and paintings, ideas that are still applicable and are
referred to at the internet. The other person, Albert Einstein, is maybe the best-known
physicist of all times besides Newton. He is famous for the relativity theories, which do not
play much role in biological physics. However, he did much more than this, in particular,
he made important progress in statistical thermodynamics. In his remarkable year 1905, he
had two papers, which were as pioneering as relativity theory. He gave a basis for Brownian
motion, and by that could show how the irregular movements of atoms provide observable
effects, a very important finding at that time. This is still an important theme that takes a
prominent part in my book. He also laid the foundation of quantum mechanics, probably
the greatest achievement of the 20th century. By this, he solved some severe dilemmas of
light effects and of statistical thermodynamics, which I discuss here as a particular path to
quantum mechanics, maybe not the commonest one. He gave the relation between radiation
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frequency and energy, a relation that is crucial for understanding the effects of light and
radiation, effects that are very relevant for all life, for instance, in maybe the most impor-
tant process of life: photosynthesis.

On the cover I show two basic formulas. One is the formula by Einstein about the rela-
tion between energy quanta and radiation frequency, a formula as important as the well-
known E � mc2, but much more relevant for daily life. That formula is here found on page 47.
The other formula is Boltzmann’s formula for the entropy, which comprises a basic starting
point for the statistical thermodynamics that plays a principal role in the development of
this book. This is in the text formula (8.1) on page 73.
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Part I

General introduction

§ 1 INTRODUCTION: THE AIM AND THE SCOPE OF THE BOOK

Physics of life. What physics, what biology? I think it is important to pose these questions
before going further. Often, it is suggested that an aim of physics is to accomplish an explan-
ation of everything by some kind of basic theories of everything. I don’t think that is a
proper way in general. I don’t think one gets a better explanation of life by string theory.
(In the next chapter I will discuss the meaning of “explanation” and “understanding”.) Life
could not really be explained from the knowledge of atoms. It must be necessary to see
everything from its appropriate level description. Life is as we will call it in this book, a
“macroscopic phenomenon”, a phenomenon at a high level. Is it also appropriate to inves-
tigate to which degree one can follow the features at that high level down to lower levels,
to the atoms and the atomic forces. Now, we shall consider biology. Isn’t biology very dif-
ferent from physics? Yes, it is. It is certainly very varying, more complicated than the ques-
tions traditionally taken up by physics. But why shouldn’t physics be able to handle also
complicated things. Physics should be a proper science to describe nature. No part of nature
is really simple and pure. I can agree that physics often tries to simplify very far, to regard
isolated phenomena, purified described by simple laws. I will not say that this is not a pos-
sible way for biological physics, but one must always know what one is doing and what is an
appropriate way of regarding phenomena. What concerns biology, it is necessarily the lowest
level biological phenomena that are most appropriately attacked by physics analysis. Indeed,
there is also a biological reductionism to basic molecule processes, where physics appears
as a natural instrument. That is the way we shall go.

Our basic aim will be to investigate the relevance and importance of basic physical ideas
to questions of biology. In doing this, I think it is important to specify and to some extent
adjust physical principles to be appropriate for biological applications. A point is also that
some of our comprehensions of Nature has a biological basis, not generally acknowledged.
The view we have about the world is created in our brains with a primary aim to be appro-
priate for our survival. This is important for grasping concepts of comprehension. We most
easily “understand” features that are important for our lives in this world. This is further
discussed in the next chapter.

My starting point is the recognition that the study of Nature implies an identification of
various levels, each with its own prominent features. Often, one regards reductionism as a



central theme of physics, where an aim may be to reduce all features to basic laws at the
lowest possible level. I will partially, but only partially follow such a path. When we regard
high-level objects as those around me at this moment, it is relevant to acknowledge that they
all are composed by atoms that are coupled together in certain ways to provide their prop-
erties, their forms, colour, brightness and so on. The atoms in their turn are composed by still
smaller entities, going down perhaps to superstrings. For biological objects, we may most
appropriately finish at atoms.

The kind of reductionism that goes back to lowest possible levels does not provide the
whole truth when studying the world around us and in particular the biological world. The
higher level objects (in what we called the macro-world) get features of their own. These may
be related to the atomic structure, but this cannot be anticipated in a simple way solely from
the low-level description (which we call the micro-world). We then speak about large-scale
properties and what we see as emergent concepts. I see this as very relevant for physics
although there are also claims that emergence does not belong to physics. [cf. Mayr, 2004]

This identification of concepts at different levels, their relations, but also apparent con-
trasts is here a basic theme. This is also related to the second law of thermodynamics and
the arrow of time, which features will be thoroughly investigated.

The aim is to discuss this together with certain examples from molecular biology and
cell-biological processes, although the ambition is not to do that in a systematic, exhaustive
manner. Rather, the discussion will be centred on concepts as order and disorder, deter-
minism and randomness. One point is that the high-level description, relevant for biological
questions, is basically indeterministic (in some sense), irrespective of what we believe about
basic physical laws.

The ambition is to see certain basic biological concepts in a physical framework. Biology
implies great variety, while traditional physics mainly concerns simple, often idealised situ-
ations. Thus physics has to be generalised in that respect, and I will discuss what that means
for evolutionary paths, both biological and non-biological. The aim is also to get to what
we may regard as “deep biological functions”, learning, thinking and at the end, the mind.
What may physics say about the concept of consciousness? Some people claim that physics
is very relevant; some may say that physics is totally irrelevant. At that stage, we may not
completely abandon the physicists’ search for simplicity, and look for such aspects. How
simple can a living system be? What was required to start life, and how can that be under-
stood from a physicists’ point of view? Are there basic biological laws?

I also have an ambition to follow up the principles of the second law and the arrow of time
and see that in a cosmological, scope. Which may lead to the question: What are the par-
ticular properties of our universe to lead to life?

This is not intended as a textbook for, e.g. a biological physics. There are good examples
of that. Neither have I wanted to provide an exhaustive account of the latest achievements
of a particular subject. Rather, my ambition is to provide a view about how physical prin-
ciples relevant for and biological applications can be seen in a large framework. The argu-
ments shall be deep, but with a hope that this may be attractive both to biologists and
physicists at a research level, I try to work out arguments from a basic starting point. With
this aim, I think the book could well be read by a general scientifically inclined public. The
chapters here are intentionally of two kinds. I have a number of purely descriptive parts,
where I try to describe principles without mathematical formulas. Then I also have chapters
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full with mathematical formulas for those who want to go deeper, sometimes quite deep.
My ambition is also to be self-contained, to start everything as basically as possible. For that
reason, an aim is that much shall be possible to read without much previous knowledge.

The plans I have described here are inspired by numerous discussions with colleagues
from various scientific disciplines, also in the form of regular seminar series.

A book like this is necessarily limited in scope. There are many very interesting proper-
ties that are not taken up, and I have no ambition of being exhaustive. Instead, I concentrate
on certain subjects and also certain important lines: thermodynamics, stochastic processes,
non-linear theories.

The book contains nine main parts. The first one is the present one with this introduction
and an introductory chapter on my views of physics, the reductionism and the level struc-
ture of nature, which I think have to be at the basis of a full physics of life.

The second part takes up the basic physics. There is a chapter on the concepts of classical
physics, followed by chapters on electromagnetism and on quantum mechanics. These
chapters as much of the book contain both descriptive parts with attempts to show the general
features and formula sections, where I go in some detail. The principles of these chapters
will not be followed up in the rest, and they serve as reference to later developments. This
part also contains the basics of thermodynamics and statistical physics, here in a descriptive
style. These parts will be developed further in later parts, and shall be regarded as important
main threads throughout the book.

The third part in a purely descriptive manner takes up general trends of physics, which
are of relevance for applications to biology, and there is also a preliminary chapter to pro-
vide the relevant molecular biological background. One chapter shows the analogy view I
find important, and takes up physics models, mainly of magnetic systems, that have been
generalised to describe also molecular biological problems and concepts, such as spin
glass, which has been very useful as metaphor. In another chapter, we at this early stage take
up the question “What is life?”, unavoidable in a book like this, and here serving as a starting
point. All these ideas of these chapters will be followed up in later parts.

Thermodynamics is further developed in the fourth part, which to a large extent takes up
mathematical formalisms. Here, the thermodynamic and the statistical formalisms are fur-
ther developed. This part also takes up the principles of linear non-equilibrium thermo-
dynamics with discussions about possibilities of further generalisations. One chapter discusses
the entropy concept and can be regarded as a key chapter for grasping the basic concepts of
order and disorder. That chapter is based on combinatorial expressions with an aim to show
the very large numbers already appearing at not too large systems. There are examples from
shuffling a pack of cards and the sometimes cited monkey library, a library consisting of
pages unintentionally, randomly written by monkeys on typewriters or, less spectacular but
maybe more relevant, produced systematically to cover all combinations of characters on one
page and then saved in a fictitious library. Finally, that part takes up the proposed physics
models in a more elaborate way. All the concepts of that part will be followed up in later
chapters.

The fifth part is about probability and stochastic processes, important for the applications.
A first chapter is descriptive, presenting the general ideas, while the rest contains much, but
self-contained, mathematical formalism, to some parts quite deep. The concepts are pre-
sented in an introductory chapter and in the rest I take up a number of examples. One chapter
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takes up step processes, processes that are characterised by a number of discrete steps, with
random transitions between the steps. The physical–mathematical treatment is based on
what we in physics call “master equations”, of which there are many examples. Other chap-
ters consider continuous, random movements, based on differential equations that describe
random movements. An archetype is provided by Brownian motion, which is covered quite
comprehensively, also for describing a barrier passage due to random influences and,
related to that, the background to what is called stochastic synchronisation. I also take up
diffusion with some applications and the continuous correspondence of the step processes
and the so-called Fokker–Planck equations. Fokker–Planck equations are also used for the
Brownian motion and the barrier passage problem.

In the sixth part, we get to the more proper applications, and the chapters there concern
questions associated with protein structure, recognition and kinetics. They rely much on
the developments in Parts IV and V. Main states of a protein can be considered according to
the random processes, which provide important aspects. Thermodynamic step models can
be relevant for the folding process of proteins, and they also to some extent can be regarded
as an analogy to a spin glass discussed in Part IV. Thermodynamic principles are relevant
for all kinds of chemical kinetics as well as for the recognition of molecules in a cell. All that
comprise the basis of the control of enzyme kinetics.

In the seventh part, we go further to non-linear problems and some biological applica-
tions. This was preliminarily discussed in Part III. We go deeper here and discuss general
aspects. In one chapter, I consider generation of pulses, oscillations and waves with examples,
in particular as used for describing oscillating cell processes, generation of chemical signals
between cells and generation of nerve signals. Although the basic applications are different,
the formalisms can be of quite similar structures. One chapter is about what is called “deter-
ministic chaos”, the possibility that relatively simple sets of (deterministic) differential
equations provide solutions that give rise to irregular, non-predictable features. I take up the
basic aspects without going too deep into the mathematics. There are many suggestions that
such processes are applicable to biological phenomena, which is discussed. What certainly
is relevant is that they, in an elucidative manner, show that even simple mathematical–physical
relations can provide an irregular, non-predictive behaviour, a fact that is conceptually
important in discussions about determinism. I also in that part have a chapter on the effects
of random influences on non-linear phenomena. As randomness (noise, fluctuations) play
a large role in cell processes, this is an important point, but this provides a science area where
still many important questions are still unclear. There are few possibilities to make systematic
studies and to achieve analytic results. (The Brownian motion studies in Part V are among
the successful examples). In many cases, it is not even clear how to make proper numerical
calculations. (There exist calculations that do not take these difficulties into account.) I take
up such questions at this point.

Part VIII goes entirely to applications. Here are certain points taken up here where the
physics aspects, I think, are very important. One concerns the selection of units in the sys-
tematic synthesis of macromolecules, nucleic acids or proteins. These are very accurate in
a cell, but also controlled by molecular mechanisms. Thermodynamics play a role and there
are thermodynamic limits on how accurate selection can be. Indeed apart from being an
important cell biological problem, this provides important thermodynamic questions, as the
outcome depends on how far from equilibrium the selection mechanisms are driven. Basic
thermodynamics also play a role for the next problem, that of unidirectional motion, getting
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ions to go in one direction or moving a unit, for instance muscle parts, in a particular direc-
tion. Again, these depend on processes driven from equilibrium. A metaphor is what is
called “Brownian ratchet”. A Brownian particle normally goes randomly in any direction,
and a primary question is whether there exist possibilities for the particle to proceed in only
one direction. Another application here is about the neural system and the basic function of
the neural network and its signals. Again, here we see a very complicated system where the
concept of a spin glass is a useful metaphor, relating to other questions of the book. We fol-
low up network ideas in questions on gene regulations and the immune system, where
again recognition questions play an important role. Finally, in that part, there is a large
chapter about the origin of life, where first general ideas of early molecule synthesis are
discussed with some recent ideas on how the first cells might have been developed. That
chapter also takes up some mathematical models used for discussing selection processes and
possible difficulties of an early stage without proper control mechanisms.

Finally, Part IX provides a summary and also widens the scope by going further with some
deeper questions that are briefly dealt with previously in the book, and where the physics
aspects are extended. In one chapter, I take up physics aspects on evolution. Evolution may
be considered a main core of biology, but it is also made clear at many points that the basis of
evolution theory is easily reconciled with a rational physics view. The basis of evolution—
genetic variation and selection are themes that are taken up in other chapters. There is here
also a chapter which sums up a general view on determinism and randomness, again aspects
that have appeared in other chapters, but here deeper analysed. Then, we go to the deep ques-
tions on what can be considered higher functions: thinking, mind with all that implies and the
free will, concepts that have been discussed since the beginning of a scientific view without
any clear agreement. Here, I discuss these aspects together with the general multi-level basis
and with ideas on how such concepts shall be interpreted. The preceding question on deter-
minism provides central aspects. Then, in the last chapters, we extend the physics. In one
chapter, we take up the question on time and its direction, closely related to thermodynamics
and the entropy aspects that form important themes throughout the book. That also mean that
we extend this aspect to ideas about the “end of time”, what may happen in a distant future?
What is meant by heat death? There is here also a highly speculative but nonetheless intrigu-
ing question on how long life can survive. And then, I also take up somewhat related ques-
tions, not completely unmotivated here about the elusive anthropic principle, the fact that
natural laws and their parameters are as they must be to provide the world we live in with the
right kind of elements that are suited for forming life. I will analyse this principle, which cer-
tainly is striking, although it is difficult to make any firm conclusions.

§ 2 THE PHYSICS OF LIFE: PHYSICS AT SEVERAL LEVELS

Physics of life. Is that a preposterous dream of an arrogant physicist, believing that the
whole world is nothing but strict, mechanistic laws, which also enter the almost sacral phe-
nomenon of life? Or is it an expression of a powerful tool to understand also living organisms?
Can physics and biology be unified into an all-embracing natural science? Well, that is my
view and what I want to discuss in this book.

Chapter 2. The physics of life: physics at several levels 5



Today, there exist a very optimistic view among many physicists and some biologists that
physics really can provide a deeper understanding of biological systems and what we call
life. At the same time, there are critical voices that the typical features of physics, to reduce
processes to underlying basic laws and also to simplify phenomena, cannot be applicable
to the diversity of life.

There are many “jokes” that go around about physicists, and which have an undeniable
kernel of truth. Physicists always strive for the simplest descriptions. There is the speaker who
starts a lecture by saying that a cow can be approximated by a sphere. There is the circu-
lating story about the shepherd meeting a wanderer who in varying stories has different occu-
pations, but here he is of course a physicist. The shepherd promises the wanderer one of his
sheep if he can tell how many there are. Of course the physicist can tell that, and he takes his
promised animal. The shepherd is then allowed to get it back if he can guess the occupation
of the wanderer. Which the shepherd can do, and why? Well, the physicist had taken the dog.

There is an undeniable arrogance among some physicists who may claim that physics is
at the top of all science. Everything is basically physics. There are physicists who apply estab-
lished methods to biology without understanding that they oversimplify or that the methods
are not relevant to biology. Shall physics be applied to biology, one has to understand the
biological background and also to look for the relevant physical description. One has to ask
“What biology?” and “What physics?”.

There are obvious biological systems where physics in a significant way has contributed
to clarifying and deepening our understanding. Most clearly, this concerns the structure and
function of the biological macromolecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids. Here, phys-
ical principles and physical experimental methods are fundamental for our understanding
of their properties. Processes in a cell as well as transport of various substances through cell
membrane can be comprehended as governed by physical principles. Can we go further?

Ernest Rutherford, one of the most important physicists in the early 20th century is often
cited (by physicists of course) as having said “all science is either physics or stamp collecting”.
Again physical arrogance? One may identify some biology as “stamp collecting”, but is the
rest physics? Again I think we must ask “What physics?”.

Clearly, we must see physics in a greater scope than often is done. For me, physics is
essentially about mechanisms, to understand how things work, to ask questions about how
and why. (And we need some idea of the meaning of “understand”.) Physics shall not only
be about simplified systems, it must be able to cope with complicated ones. The physicist
who shall contribute to biology must learn the difference between a dog and a sheep. At the
same time, the aim of simplification can be useful. In some cases, it would not matter if it is
a dog or a sheep, and there are problems where it is a practical simplification to treat a cow
as a sphere. All the time, we must know what we do.

A first step is to recognise a certain level structure of the world where our relevant
physics will fit in. We can identify a low-level world with the atoms themselves that move
and bind together to form larger entities according to well-studied natural laws. We may go
even deeper, to the constituents of the atoms, but in most of the cases that we take up, this
will not provide any further insight. The low-level atomic world is very detailed. The number
of atoms in a room may be expressed by a number of 29 digits. It is not possible to keep track
of all these atoms and how they move, although if we wanted a complete description, that
should be necessary.

6 Part I. General introduction



Rather, we will have another level of description, the world as we see it with ourselves
and objects such as we apprehend them. The description at that level is necessary for our com-
prehension. We could never grasp a 29-digit number of atoms, and the situation is indeed
still worse than that as the number of various combinations to distribute energy among the
atoms may even be numbers with 1029 digits, totally incomprehensible. (There will be many
discussions later about such features.) That view leads to some necessary concepts that will
be important for out presentation. One is that the objects as we see them cannot be completely
well determined. There is a necessary indeterminacy due to the atomic structure. (This is
not the same indeterminacy as appears in quantum mechanics, and which we also will con-
sider). Atoms move incessantly and thus the atomic basic structure of the objects changes all
the time. What also is important at the higher level is that its aspects and concepts are based
upon how we apprehend the world. There is no easy way to deduce all that from the under-
lying atomic structure, although one goal of physics might have been to understand every-
thing from the basic laws. It is very important that the high-level structure involves “emergent”
features, not anticipated from the low level.

It is also important to go downwards, and consider how the high-level concepts are related
to the low-level atomic structure. In particular, this concerns the interpretation of what usually
are called secondary features, or qualities, emergent features. In traditional physics, this has
been a very powerful way to interpret concepts like colours (why is grass green and gold
yellow?), as they can be associated to the features of the atomic structures.

My view is thus that we have basic laws at a low level, which for our purposes means the
quantum mechanical description of atoms, of atomic forces and how atoms build up larger
units, in particular the macro-molecules. The basis of that picture is very well studied, very
well accepted, and I see no reason to question it. When going to higher levels, we follow a
path from the atoms, how they form the large molecules, how the molecules become important
units in their own rights that can bind to and influence each other, and then we go further
upwards to the cell units and to the cells that build up biological organisms and individuals
like ourselves. At that stage we are units that in turn influence each other. The view is that
there are no basically new physical laws when we go upwards; everything is built up by the
same basic physics laws. However, the higher units are built up and act in ways that are not
anticipated form the lowest level vies. This is what see interpret as emergence.

So, I don’t think there are any new principles entering when going to the higher levels.
The high-level objects are built up by the basic atomic principles. Their features, their prop-
erties are due to their structures and special properties of the large objects. One may put the
question, and many people have done that, whether the basic atomic laws already at the low-
est level contain anything that points to the development of life and still more, to the devel-
opment of a mind. We cannot deny that the main elements in the world, hydrogen, carbon,
oxygen, nitrogen are perfect for building up the complexity that is needed for life, and we
cannot deny the importance of liquid water, which is formed by the two most abundant ele-
ments in the universe which form compounds, and the distinction between water and organic
compounds that are perfect for building up demarcated units that as cells act in an autonomous
manner. All this depends on the particular possibilities for compounds of carbon, oxygen and
hydrogen. And the possibilities of cell function are due to the structure of the macromolecules
(proteins, DNA and so on) built up according to the basic principles. These properties
appear, emerge as the higher order units are built up, they are not apparent in the basic
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quantum mechanical laws. There are no special laws for living matter, there does not seem
to be any purpose, no particular property of the basic laws that yields the basic of life. For
many persons, these are trivial statements, for other they are not. But I will keep to such
preconditions.

The properties of large-scale objects and large biological organisms are due to how they
are built up according to the basic laws, but there is nothing in the basic laws that anticipate
their final behaviour. These points will be further discussed in the last part of the book.

It can be appropriate at this point to say something about the meaning of “understand-
ing” and “explaining”, terms that occur frequently, often without any further analysis, and
often with an ambiguous sense. In a book like this, I think it is quite appropriate to suggest
that “understanding” basically has a biological origin: what we basically mean by under-
standing is what the brain can grasp, how the brain interprets the world around us, a propo-
sition that goes back to an evolutionary principle: The interpretation, understanding by our
brains is developed during evolution to be appropriate for our handlings, for us to manage
and survive in the world. Clearly, the picture we have about our environment is something
that is formed by our brains. There is a question that often is raised, especially among
philosophers: Is this a true picture of the real world? Then we get to think about what we
mean by “true” and “real”? I think I will avoid such terms. It is not quite clear what is meant
by “true picture” and “real world”. But there are strong biological arguments that the pic-
ture we get about the world by our brains is a meaningful picture that is important for us.
The objects we see are there in some sense. Their forms, their properties are there in some
sense. Loosely we may say they are real, but when going very deep, I don’t know what real
would mean. It is important here that the world we comprehend is the macroscopic level
world with macroscopic concepts, what we may call “classical concepts”. Objects are at
specific places and they can move by specific velocities. This is a meaningful world for us,
and I then want to say that when we speak about “understanding” it means that this is
according to the picture we get by our brains. The brain is particularly good to recognise
objects and patterns, and that is in my view crucial for our handlings.

When we go to questions about “real nature”, we go deeper that this, downwards to the
basis of reductionism, the basic laws of nature and questions about how everything is built
up. It seems that the low-level basic description of nature cannot be depicted by the classi-
cal concepts we form in our brains. One can put a counter question: Why should the high-
level classical concepts, those formed in our brains, be appropriate also at the lower level,
which we interpret as most fundamental? The atoms and their constituents at the lowest
level are described by quantum mechanics, and it is repeatedly emphasised “no one under-
stands quantum mechanics”. What is meant here is that the effects of quantum mechanics
appear contra-intuitive, appear to go against our ideas of the world. But think, we get a pic-
ture of the world through our brains in order to manage, but there is no biological reason
why we should “understand” the atomic world. That is not needed to manage in our macro-
scopic level.

So, my view is that we cannot understand quantum mechanics because we have no bio-
logical use for it. The concepts we “understand” are the classical ones that are provided by
the comprehension through our brains developed for our lives. To find food and manage in the
world, our brains provide pictures about objects, where they are and how they move. This
is useful for us, but this is not the basic reality of the world if that concept has any meaning.
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In fact, as will be developed further in the chapter on quantum mechanics, the classical view
cannot provide a complete, correct description.

We go further with this and the meaning of “understanding”. As proposed, a primary
meaning of understanding is an interpretation through our brains. This in itself is not very
illuminating—our intuitions often go wrong, and primitive intuitive ideas must be cor-
rected. As an example, we primarily apprehend the sun as circling around us. But we can
accept that kind of features that easily are included in our “classical picture”. Scientists
have developed all that into the Newtonian physics, a seemingly consistent view of the
world based on basically clear concepts, position, motion, and forces as something that
influences motion. However, when we get down to the atomic world, this does no longer
seem to be possible. Again, why should it be? Can’t we accept that we get to a stage that
cannot be comprehended by our brains?

Now, the situation is not too bad. We have an almost perfect mathematical formalism.
And here we find conflicting concepts. At the same time one claims that it is impossible to
understand quantum mechanics, on can rightly claim that quantum mechanics makes it
possible to understand (!) chemical bonds. Understanding takes two different meanings. In
one sense, it refers to concepts that we can apprehend through our mind. In the other sense,
it is a question of formulating this in a mathematical framework. In the first sense, we don’t
understand what we describe, but it works quite well.

And I can comment also what we mean by “explain”. Here, I think there is a greater
acceptance to a formal description. Explanation is often formulated in some kind of “theory”
framework: A common apprehension is that phenomena are explained by conforming to
some basic theoretical view. A theory can have a great explanation value if comprises and
describes a lot of different situations in a satisfactory way.

Perhaps one should say that we cannot understand quantum mechanics but that quantum
mechanics explains a lot of basic features, in particular chemical bonds, which cannot be
“explained” in any other way.

For me at least, the idea is strange that we should understand the basic features of Nature
by the intuitive concepts of the brain. It seems that such ideas to some extent go back to old
ideas that the world is created in a way that we humans can grasp it and utilise it. Such ideas
have been clearly formulated in the past and although they often are denied today, they seem
to remain also in our times. Einstein, the scientific giant, who did not accept the strange
quantum mechanics views and worked hard to find a formulation in classical terms also
showed such views.

We also have a kind of biological aspect here. The world “as we see it” is a picture, formed
in our brains. One may of course wonder whether that view is a true view of a “real world”,
whatever that would mean. There are strong, often cited biological arguments the picture of
the world as formed in our brains is important for our survival, and that this in some sense
shall be a true view. The objects as we see them can be seen as interpretations in the brain,
but these interpretations are crucial for our life, and they shall reflect some true structure.
They exist in some sense. I will take that view further in that this also constitutes a basis of
what we mean by “understanding”. Primarily what we understand is what the brain can
interpret. This also concern forms like colours and concepts such as time.

The identification of different levels of description leads to thermodynamics and its stat-
istical foundations. The crucial entropy concept can be considered as a quantitative measure
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of the details of the low-level structure behind what can be assigned as a well-defined high-
level state. More specific, the entropy of a certain state is proportional to the logarithm of
the number of ways the total energy and the atomic constituents can be distributed accord-
ing to the low-level atomic picture and provide the same high-level state within a certain
accuracy. A state in which energy and particles can be distributed in a larger number of ways
(which always means many more ways) will be more “probable”, and that means that this
state is what will be apprehended. Stages change to attain more probable situations, and they
do not spontaneously go to states with a lower probability. This is the basis of the interpret-
ation of the second law of thermodynamics in the statistical thermodynamics. It should be
basic knowledge, but is still the source of so much confusion, in particular when applied to
living systems. It is also the basis of the arrow of time, the fact that all processes of nature
change in a definite manner, that the past is not the same as the future.

I have often seen ideas that life with its building up of order could not be compatible with
this second law believed to lead to disorder. Even established scientists can claim that life
must upset the second law. This is a reason to go further into this.

I also very often hear statements that speak about the relevance of “open systems” as if that
was a kind of new concept. Open systems are important but nothing new. Thermodynamics
started with open systems by investigating heat (steam) engines, which work as heat is trans-
ferred from a hot source (an oven) to the colder environment. It is true that certain concepts are
defined and often discussed together with the simplified, idealised consideration of closed sys-
tems, units that are independent of their environment. But, of course, everything is connected
to its environment. If temperature is an appropriate concept when describing systems and their
possible changes, then the development of an open system is described by what is called “free
energy”, a kind of available, changeable energy, which contains a combination of true energy
and entropy. The free energy tends to decrease, which can mean increase of energy or decrease
of entropy, two tendencies that often work in different directions. Simply speaking, one can say
that energy tends to establish order and entropy disorder. What gains depends on temperature.
At low temperatures, energy is the most important, and most systems stiffen in more or less
well-defined hard forms, most obviously crystals. At high temperature, entropy is the most
important and systems become free in a liquid or gaseous form.

Such different kinds of tendencies should be regarded as very fundamental and appear 
at many instances when looking at living systems from a physical point of view. Basically,
we find it with the macro-molecules, for instance the proteins. These shall perform 
well-defined functions and attain for that purpose well-defined structures. It is also impor-
tant that these structures can be changed, partly in order to establish the proper forms, 
but also to switch between certain modes of function, in particular between active and inac-
tive forms. Here, temperature plays a crucial role. If the temperature were higher, then 
the molecule structure would be too loose. No clear-ordered form could be established 
and therefore no action. On the other hand, if the temperature were lower, the structure
would be too stiff. The structure could not be changed, and this in turn would preclude 
any activity. At proper temperatures, proper structures are obtained that prevail for rela-
tively long times to form a clear functional role, but they can also change within reasonable
times.

We here encounter a fact about timescales that is very crucial for the processes of a living
cell, generally accepted, but not often strongly emphasised. For this, there is a subtle balance
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between order and disorder. Thermal equilibrium, when energy and particles at the lowest
level are distributed in the most probable way, at normal temperatures, is established within
rather short times, say 10�12�10�10s when relevant dynamics of energies and particles are
simple without severe obstacles. For the constituents of living cells, this is relevant for the
water and solutes as well as for simple degrees of freedom of the macro-molecules, such as
vibrations of molecule bonds and simple motions of small groups. This also establishes a
definite temperature. However, many processes take longer times, in particular changes of
the protein structures. Relevant timescales can be about 10�6sec and longer. This differ-
ence in timescales is very important. It means that a meaningful temperature is established,
and that the biologically important molecular structures are stable at times longer than the
simple timescale, but still change within what we apprehend as reasonable times. This is a
point that will be further developed.

Concerning thermodynamics, it basically gives statements about what is not possible,
that changes cannot go along certain paths. This is the basis of irreversibility and also of the
arrow of time. It does not tell about what will happen, although it tells what in principle is
possible. It implies a certain tendency to increase probability, and one can regard a final
equilibrium state as the most probable.

However, paths towards more probable states are not always open for various reasons.
Processes go along paths that are open and possible. This is very important for biology:
Processes can be directed along open paths, while other paths and general roads to equilibrium
are not possible. We will show examples of that. Still, all such processes follow the second
law, as they go along paths that are not disallowed, and they decrease free energy, although
not as much as might have been possible.

Let us summarize this picture.
At the bottom, we have a very detailed atomic picture,which is also, in some sense, reliable

and represents a kind of “underlying truth” with the most accepted picture of atoms and
bonds between atoms.

We also have conservation laws. The characters of the atomic constituents do not change,
and we have the first law: The total energy is constant. This total energy can be regarded as
composed by various motion energies—translational, rotational and vibrational as well as
potential energies due to forces between the constituents.

In our accepted picture we have, the basic particles move incessantly, and the individual
energies change, while the energy sum as well as the particle numbers are always constant.
In an open system, energy and particles can be transferred to a specific system, and this is
described by definite fluxes between the observed system and the environment.

The high-level description with objects and concepts is much less detailed, described in
quite different scales. For conventional, “macroscopic” physical systems, such as gases,
liquids or solids, we can form averages of energies and energy as well as particle distributions.
There are dynamic “transport” laws that describe the time development of such distributions,
in particular what we regard as hydrodynamic and heat conduction laws. Such laws are for-
mulated as deterministic (partial) differential equations. They comprise conservation prop-
erties and assumptions about changes of distribution of particles and energies. They may be
well motivated, but are not absolute equations, and they are valid within some accuracy, at not
to low scales. When one looks at fine details, all processes involve intrinsic irregularities, what
we refer to as “noise” or “fluctuations”.
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The mentioned formalism describes averages of quantities defined from the low-level
atomic description. As large-scale systems, fluctuations, variations around the averages play
a relatively small role. Most is given by the averages (“law of large numbers”).

In biological systems, the situation is more complex as we can identify several intermediate
levels, which can be considered as “mesosystems”, systems considerably lower than the pure
atoms, but not sufficient large to make fluctuation effects negligible.

First, we have the macromolecules, in particular the proteins. They contain a relatively
large number of atoms and can well be treated by statistical physical methods. Much of the
atomic energies, in particular those that are related to vibrational modes of the atoms get
within short timescales equilibrium distributions. The molecules as a whole are influenced
by atomic forces, both from their own constituents as surrounding entities. At these scales,
fluctuations are relevant at scales that are large compared to the atomic time and length scales,
but still small enough to play an important role in the dynamics of cells.

The archetype example of this kind of fluctuation effect is Brownian motion, the irregular
diffusional motion of large particles driven by variations of the forces of the environment.
Motions of protein molecules in any solvent, and in particular in a cell can well be considered
as a type of Brownian motion. Further, what from the high-level view appear as irregular
energy influences also provide changes of the molecules such as opening and re-arranging
protein structures. These imply what can be apprehended as relatively improbable effects.
They are infrequent in the low-level timescales, but this confirms our important picture: The
protein structures are stable during relatively long times, but now and then, they meet infre-
quent, improbable influences, which lead to changes.

Atomic variations influence the macromolecule dynamics, the structure changes as well
as their movements. These also have an effect in a cell and by that for an entire organism.

The properties of biological systems depend to a high degree on the actions of macro-
molecules and cellular compartments, and these are governed by what can be interpreted as
random effects due to uncontrolled motions at the lowest, atomic scale.

Now to another point. Physicists like analogies. Ideas behind some theoretical description
of a certain problem can be relevant for quite a different kind of system. Concepts can then
be overtaken and the analogy can provide illuminating aspects. Such views have often been
very powerful for developing methods in new fields.

Models that have played an important role as analogies concern molecular moments and
magnetic interactions. The simplest models have magnetic moments ordered along a line
(one-dimensional (1D)), in a square lattice (2D), or in an ordered 3D crystal structure. The
magnetic moments can point in different directions and represent the low-level structure of
a large magnetic system where the total magnetisation is given by the sum of the individ-
ual molecular moments. An entropy is defined from the number of combinations of indi-
vidual spins that lead to the same total magnetisation.

Then, one adds interactions between neighbouring atomic moments. In the simplest case,
there is a gain in energy if neighbouring moments point in the same directions. This means
that the energy is lower the more one direction of moments dominate. If we then consider the
entropy, i.e. the number of distributions of the individual moments that provide a certain
energy, this is largest when there is an equal amount of moments in all directions.

For systems held at a certain temperature, the relevant concept is the free energy that con-
tains both energy and entropy, and these two parts provide two different tendencies. Energy
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is most important at low temperatures, and the tendency is then to have a high magnetisation
with one direction of individual moments dominating. Entropy is the most important at
higher temperatures, and its tendency is to keep the number of moments of different direc-
tions equal, which means that there is no magnetisation without any external field.

One can speak about order when energy is relevant and moments mainly point in one
direction, and disorder when entropy is most relevant, and no moment direction is promin-
ent. The models of two or three dimensions show strict, sharp transitions between these two
tendencies at definite temperatures, reflecting the situations in real, magnetic systems with
a sharp phase transition between a ferromagnetic state with a definite magnetisation and a
paramagnetic state without any magnetisation (with no external magnetic field).

What is interesting for our general purposes, is that the main ideas and principles of these
models can be generalised to quite other type of systems. At an early stage, such models were
applied to studies of alloy structures where different atoms at particular sites corresponded to
the magnetic moment directions. They have been applied to macromolecular problems, where
conformations of single bonds correspond to the moment directions. Such models played an
important role for development of certain theoretical features particularly in the sixties. (Flory,
1969; Poland and Scheraga, 1970) A general idea then is that the monomers along a polymer
chain can attain certain configurations, which also influence the large-scale structure. The
monomer configurations correspond to the molecular moment states, and there are also energy
contributions depending on the consecutive states of close-lying monomers. As for the mag-
netic model, there are two conflicting tendencies, an energetic one, which favours an ordered
overall molecule structure and an entropic, which favours a disordered, flexible molecule
chain. This corresponds to a 1D model, which provides a transition around a certain tempera-
ture between these tendencies. However, that kind of transition is not completely sharp as a
true phase transition, but appears within a rather small temperature interval. One has used such
methods for nucleic acid and protein helical structures, and describes what is referred to as
“helix-coil-transitions”. Indeed the biological macromolecules, proteins as well as the nucleic
acids attain ordered structure that are important and perform their functions in the cells as
structures that are stable under certain circumstances, in particular low temperatures but can be
disintegrated, “denaturised” to flexible, non-ordered randomised coils at higher temperatures.

Indeed, competitions between order and disorder are crucial in description of biological
processes. Order is crucial, but there must be a certain flexibility. To describe this, the mag-
netic models serve as an important kind of generic system.

There is more than that. In the strict magnetic model we described above, the interactions
between close units are simple and well ordered. There are other types of physical systems,
also basically defined with magnetic moments, where energy interactions are not regular, but
vary in a seemingly disordered fashion. This provides what is called “spin-glasses”. (A glass
is usually considered as a solid system with an irregular structure). In such a system, there
is no clear simple ordered structure of lowest energy, but rather a large number of different
structures that correspond to a kind of “local energy minima” in the sense that all small
changes of individual moments provide larger energies. For such systems, which also cor-
respond to real magnetic materials with no clear ordered space structure, systems do not
acquire a definite state at low temperatures but will rather get stuck in some local state.
Thus different systems may attain different states at low temperatures, a behaviour quite dif-
ferent from most uniform physical structures.
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There are many analogies to spin glass systems in biology. The interactions between the
amino acid units of a protein chain may not provide a clear tendency. If the system is left to
attain a low-energy structure, it may not attain a definite structure, but may rather get stuck
in one of a number of various possibilities. This provides a big dilemma—proteins should
attain definite structures for their biological roles. There are ways to get around that. A pro-
tein may during its synthesis be forced into a certain structure, which also relates to its
function. Or, maybe, the spin glass analogy is not quite relevant: The relations between unit
conformations do lead to a definite structure. This is a problem, which has to be resolved
by physical ideas.

The spin glass features are also apparent in various network structures, and it has played
a role in the analysis of neural networks where individual neural cells attain states of activity
or inactivity and interactions between cells either excite of de-excite neighbouring cells. In
such systems, the low-energy local structures may correspond to various memories.

An important formal procedure for visualising the relations between different level con-
cepts is to consider a kind of space consisting of all possible states of the system studied in
the low-level representation. This means that each point is a complete representation of the
instantaneous states of all basic entities. It can mean that the points describe the instantan-
eous positions and velocities of all atoms in the system or quantum mechanical states of the
entire system. For the spin models mentioned earlier, a particular point can represent spin
states of all molecule entities. In that way, the space can consist of discrete points or be con-
tinuous with a very large number of dimensions (which will be some factor times the total
number of particles in the system). Then, we identify regions in that space that represent
particular states of a high-level description, which provide well-defined concepts and entities
that characterise that high level, including some indeterminacy measure, which shows how
well we can we define the high-level objects.

In physics one usually considers spaces where each point has a definite energy. These
spaces then represent all possible states of a closed system with given total energy. For an
open system, one can generalise this and consider states of all possible energies, but where the
points are assigned get an energy-dependent statistical measure (exp(�E/kBT )), what we
call Boltzmann factor and which appears frequently in the book.

Finally, we consider trajectories in this space of the entire system. One has the charac-
teristic of “ergodicity”, which essentially means that any trajectory during sufficiently long
times will pass close to every point of the space. In such cases, instead of considering the time
average of a certain system, one can consider an “ensemble” average of all possible states
in the entire space. This lies behind the basic formalism of the statistical mechanics of simple
physical systems, and it usually works well. The trajectory for a closed system, where the
energy is given is usually regarded as deterministic and reversible (i.e. without a clear direction
of time) in the detailed low (atomic) level description, but random in the high-level descrip-
tion, based on large-scale features which means a large reduction of details.

It is easy to see obstacles in this point of view. The spaces we speak about and the num-
ber of points is so immensely large that a trajectory will never pass more than a tiny part of
the space. To take the simplest kind of a system, the spin system with, say, 100 units, which
each can have two possibilities, the number of different states are 2100 � 1029. If we assume
that jumps between different spin states take 10�13sec (which is a reasonable atomic
timescale), then the time needed to pass all possible spin configurations would be about
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1017sec, or about the age of the earth. And this is for a relatively small and simple system.
With more particles and more states, times will greatly exceed any estimates of the lifetime
of the universe. Other chapters will show many examples of this. One may then question
the idea that the time average of such a time development would represent the entire space
features. For simple physical systems, such as the consideration of gases of liquids or
solids, everything still works because the space we speak about is uniform for the aspects
we consider. There are large regions that provide the same large-scale behaviour, and also
a development during reasonable observation times in our timescales, say minutes, hours
or days cover a part of the total space with the same features as a trajectory through the
entire space. This is important.

This picture fails if parts of the space become non-uniform, if there are large regions with
different large-scale behaviour, and where a development may get stuck in such a region.
This is the case for what are considered as glassy states. Then, there are many possible low-
energy configurations, and a system at low temperatures gets to one such state. It is not mean-
ingful to speak about averages of some measure of the entire space. This is also the typical
behaviour at low temperatures of spin glasses (see above). One can then speak about non-
ergodic systems.

A comment here: There is a difference between a strict mathematics and these applied
discussions. In mathematics zero means zero and infinity means infinity. In our arguments
we sometimes get to vary large values or very small numbers, but still not infinite or zero.
I may speak about numbers with some thousand digits, and there may be still larger num-
bers. A probability that is the inverse of such a number is not really zero, but we can with
confidence say that an event with such a probability will never happen. There are problems
with these large (or small) numbers, which one shall take into account.

What we may apprehend as non-ergodic systems such as spin glasses and macromol-
ecules are easily included as complications of this picture of low/high-level relations, and
the problems are anticipated in the ordinary physics formulation. For these systems, we
have a formulation of the large, low-level space and all its points and what they mean also
for the high-level concepts. That means that our formalism contains ideas of various com-
binations of spin states of all units or conformation states of all peptide units.

For biological organisms and their evolution, we may consider three levels. A lowest
atomic one, but then also a genotype description, a reduced biological level based on the
complete organism genome. The time development of that level is fairly well understood
through mutation rates. We have a space of all possible genomes, enormously large, but in
some sense something that we at least can apprehend. Then we get to the phenotype level,
and here I think, we lose the picture about where our systems go and what can be achieved.
There, the phenotype through its behaviour determines the behaviour and the development
at lower levels. The low-level events are not independent of what happens at the high level.

For us at the high, macroscopic level, we apprehend a great variety and also we have a
very large amount of memories. One often speaks about “information” and wonders what will
become of that. Do all our thoughts simply vanish? Think again on the microscopic world
as the basic one. As will be emphasises over and over again, even if we apprehend a varying
world, this is nothing like the enormous microscopic complexity. From the microscopic view,
everything we encounter is only a very tiny droplet in the microscopic information. As with
energy distribution, this can be spread out, in that case mixed with all atomic information
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and then lost. As with energy, it can be kept, but this necessarily requires some effort, some
preservation. Otherwise everything is mixed up with all the microscopic details.

We may get away from simple physical systems, get to systems we cannot completely
classify and get developments we do not know where they go. Is that still physics? Yes I
think, but that is new physics, physics of living system, principles that may be anticipated
but not really encountered in traditional physical, of non-linear systems.

A classical book on the ideas of theoretical physics as applied to biology is that of
Schrödinger (1947). More recent presentations are mentioned in the particular chapters, but
we can here mention that of Berg (1993) as well as Kauffman (2000). Schneider and Sagan
(2005) also describe a non-conventional thermodynamic approach to living systems. Their
ideas differ from those presented here, and I will not take up them further. A good, general
physics discussion of reductionism, not attempted to our questions here, is found in
Weinberg (1993).

When considering such kinds of problems, one may well try to go further and try to see
them in a still larger context. I will do that in what follows.

A classical starting point for the physics of life is given by Schrödinger (1947). A discus-
sion of various questions is given in (Berg, 1993). The reductionism, of physics is throughly
discussed by Weinberg (1993). A recent book with an emphasis on thermodynamics but with
another kind of approach as mine is given by Schneider and Sagan (2005).
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Part II

The physics basis

§ 3 CONCEPTS AND NUMERICAL REFERENCE

We need to start with a primary presentation of the physics concepts and themes that will
be widely considered in the book. In most cases, this means a first introduction that will be
further used and developed in later sections. Of course, concepts like forces and energies
should be well known and it is motivated to start with them. Is it really clear what a force is?
Certainly, energy is not a quite evident concept and requires some deeper consideration. We
start with a first presentation of classical dynamics. The conventional dynamics, based on
Newton’s equations of motion is still important. In that context, it is important to characterise
various forms of motion and associated energies.

The view presented in the first section with a two-level microscopic/macroscopic
description of nature will be followed up and further developed in this section. Indeed, the
microscopic view can be regarded as the most fundamental and one in which energies and
forces should be most clear. Indeed, for the applications to processes of life, we may well
state that everything in the reductionism low-level picture goes back to electrodynamics,
primary electrostatic forces and energies. There are electrostatic forces that keep the bio-
logical molecules together and also provide mutual forces, thus directing their motion in
cells.

The gravitation force is probably the force that appears most evident for us, the one that
makes objects fall to the floor, makes difficulties for us to stand upright and that makes the
moon to encircle the earth and the earth to encircle the sun. Certainly a force that is very
relevant, but unlike the other kinds of forces, this is a force that is relevant at the macro-
scopic level. Gravitation forces are very small at an atomic/molecular level and play a small
role at the cell level. As I choose to put the emphasis on the molecularly based processes of
the cells, they become less relevant for our account.

It is necessary to make a choice, and I also avoid hydrodynamic and elasticity questions;
relevant questions but quite different from those that I take up.

By all standards, the most important kind of forces in our framework here are the electrical
ones, and we will take up electrodynamics in some detail. We can well claim that everything
is electrically governed.

We start with general accounts of classical mechanics and electromagnetism. What
becomes an important theme for this book is thermodynamics, and general accounts are



given in this section together with a first account of the statistical–microscopic concepts. These
will be developed and applied in later sections.

In this section, we also provide a rather broad account of quantum mechanics. Quantum
mechanics is crucial for describing how molecules are kept together. Quantum mechanics
is also crucial for describing chemical reactions and electron transfer, normally the basic
feature of a reaction. Indeed, we cannot understand the low-level structure of any matter
and the effect of electromagnetism unless we go to quantum mechanics. Matter would not
be stable in a Newtonian classical framework. This statement will be discussed in this sec-
tion in relation to thermodynamics and the low-level formalism. This is perhaps not the
most common view on the road to quantum mechanics, but it certainly contains aspects that
were very important for the 20th century physics, and it suits well in our themes here. I will
in this section also show a relevant example of quantum mechanical formalism of the
hydrogen atom. Although quantum mechanics forms an important background and aspects
will be discussed in later sections, that part will not be developed further, and is therefore,
in contrast to the thermodynamics chapter more complete at this first stage.

It is important to emphasise numerical relations. Length and timescales will play an import-
ant role, and we will devote some part to that. An important point is that as the biologically
relevant timescales are comparatively slow, in particular in comparison to atomic and quan-
tum mechanic events. This provides an important point for our descriptions: Atomic events,
including equalisation of most atomic features can be regarded as a fast background to the
relevant biological events.

My view here and in the further developments is very much that I want to give a clear
and meaningful description of the basic physics descriptions, of thermodynamics as well as
quantum mechanics, to tell what it is and what role it plays in the events we encounter. On
the other hand, I will not go further. The idea is to investigate what can be said and how we
can interpret various features of the phenomenon of life. I will not restrain from some
speculations, but not go further and suggest properties of thermodynamics that are not in
accordance with basic knowledge and what one might get out from a pure physics analysis
of the type I want to do. I will not propose any ideas of quantum mechanics that goes
beyond its very important role in establishing the molecular bonds and forces at the atomic
level. I will give some reasons for that, and one reason is what I said here, the difference
between the biologically relevant slow timescales and the rapid atomic ones, which means
most processes where quantum mechanics is relevant.

3A Numerical values

I will here give a summary of various numerical data, primary of molecular features. This
will serve as a general reference. It is important to get a feeling for these numerical values
and a possibility to compare different values. Without that, values 6 � 10�34J sec or
4.3 � 10�18J doesn’t tell very much. We need this for all kinds of comparisons. Basically,
this forms a basis of the analysis of molecular properties, in particular relevant forces and
energies involved in molecular motion and interactions.

First, basic constants in SI units: J � Joule (energy), K � Kelvin (absolute temperature),
C � Coulomb (charge), A � Ampere (current), N � Newton (force), T � Tesla (magnetic
force).
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Avogadro’s constant NA � 6.02 � 10�23 Number of atoms/molecule 
in one mole

Boltzmann’s constant kB � 1. 38 � 10�23J/K Thermal energy unit
Gas constant R � 8.31 J/mole K
Electron charge e0 � 1.60 � 10�19C Unit charge
Electron mass me � 9.11 � 10�31kg
Atomic mass unit mu � 1.66 � 10�27kg 1/12 of carbon mass neutron

and proton masses
Velocity of light c � 3.00 � 108m/sec In vacuum
Permittivity of free space �0 � 8.85 � 10�12 Electrostatic force constant

A2sec4/(m3kg)
Planck’s constant h � 6.63 � 10�34J sec

� � h/2p � 1.05 � 10�34J sec
Magnetic moment me � 9.28 � 10�24J/ T Molecular magnetic unit
of electron

Energy units: 1 eV � 1.6 � 10�19J � 9.65 � 104J/mole
1 J/mole � 1.04 � 10�5eV; 1 J � 4.418 cal
Thermal energy: kBT at T � 300 K is 4.14 � 10�21J � 2490 J/mole � 0.0259 eV

Electrostatic energy between two unit charges at a distance 0.2 nm (�2 � 10�9m) �
1.15 � 10�19J
Weak molecular interactions, Van der Waals force:
Typical minimum energy of Lennard Jones (van der Waals) potential: 10� 20J
Binding distance: about 0.3 nm
Quantum mechanics values:
Hydrogen atom:
Electron (Bohr) radius: a0 � 5.29 � 10�11m
Electrostatic force between electron and nucleus e2

0 /(4p�0a
2
0) � 8.23 � 10�8 N

Potential energy: e0
2 /(4p�0a0) � 4.35 � 10�18J � 27.2 eV

Kinetic energy is half of the potential energy
Binding energy is potential energy minus kinetic energy, which is observed as minimum
ionisation energy. (All energies here are positive quantities.)
Average electron velocity 2.19 � 106m/sec from kinetic energy mv2/2

§ 4 BASICS OF CLASSICAL (NEWTONIAN) DYNAMICS

An important aim of this work is to be self-contained, and so is the purpose of this chapter.
It is certainly too general but the concepts are needed for further development. They are
important when we take up their roles in thermodynamics and its statistical mechanics and
also in quantum theory.

Thermal velocity of water molecules at 300 K: /B H O2 526
2

k T m � mm/sec



Let us see how the picture of the world according to Newtonian mechanics is built up. The
basic concept is motion. A main idea is that any object that moves with a constant velocity
continues that motion unless it is influenced by a force. This is expressed in a more general
concept, the momentum of motion, which is equal to velocity multiplied with mass. In this
description, a mass provides a resistance to motion—the heavier an object is, the more dif-
ficult it is to move it and to achieve large velocities. The mass is also what is relevant for
gravitation forces. It is easy at this point to run into circular definitions, so let us simply
define mass as the basic contents of matter—primarily the sum of the masses of the atomic
nuclei. That works well for our purposes.

The momentum of motion can be generalised to a group of several molecules and then
be a (vector) sum of the various velocities multiplied by the respective masses. Without the
influence of a force, the momentum of motion is kept constant. This is also valid for a group
of objects that may interact with each other but which are not influence by further, external
forces. In that respect, it is relevant for describing an encounter of two particles. In accordance
of this, we can say that a force can be apprehended as something that changes a constant
motion (momentum of motion).

This is how it is presented in basic courses of mechanics. One normally also starts with
an ideal picture of motion in an empty room (that is the only possibility to avoid friction
forces). There are obvious examples when that is relevant. Planets move in essentially empty
space, influenced by a large force from the sun that forces the planets in elliptical, nearly
circular orbits, but also influences form other planets. To the other extreme in size, the mol-
ecules in air move most of the time in straight lines with constant velocities in what is appre-
hended as empty space. That motion is changed by rare encounters (collisions) between
particles. The principle of momentum of motion is relevant for the relation between velocities
before and after the encounter.

Before going further to see more of forces, let us say more about various kinds of
motion. An object can move in three different directions, up/down and in two horizontal
directions. It can also rotate. Earth goes around the Sun in a large elliptic orbit, but it also
rotates around its axis, one turn per 24 h. There are three perpendicular axes for every
object and there can be rotations around any or all of the axes. Thus, an object can move in
three directions and rotate around three axes. These motions are independent of each other.
The daily rotation of the Earth is independent of the yearly orbit around the Sun. When this
is said, it can be easy to accept the statement, but this is intricate and not what one intu-
itively expects.

This can be demonstrated by an example, often used here to illuminate the situation.
Consider two persons equipped each with a bullet. One of them just drops his bullet, while
the other one shoots his bullet by a rifle held strictly horizontal. The landscape shall be con-
sidered as completely flat. The question is: which bullet reaches the ground first? Is this a
trivial example? Well, hardly anyone who gets this question and hasn’t heard about Newtonian
principles of motion, the principles we just speak about, gives the correct answer. The bullet
goes away horizontally with a high velocity, but it drops also towards the ground, and that
part of it motion is completely independent of the horizontal motion. The bullets reach the
ground at the same time.

A rotational motion has a concept corresponding to the momentum of motion, the angular
momentum, which is the sum (possibly integral) of the product of mass, velocity and distance
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to the axis of all parts of the object. Often, the main part of the mass of the rotating object
is along a circumference. As for the momentum of motion, this rotation momentum
remains constant as long it is not influenced by a force. In other words, a force is needed to
change the rotation. This can provide a strong stability. If the momentum of rotation is large,
quite a large force is needed to change the state. This is used in a gyroscope, rotating with
a high velocity that keeps this state of rotation and shows a constant direction for instance in
an aeroplane, which itself may change directions.

These motion concepts provide important contributions to a kinetic energy. That should
be well known: for straight motion with velocity in a definite direction, the kinetic energy
is simply the mass times the square of the velocity divided by 2 (mv2 �2). For a motion with
several components in different directions, one gets that kind of contribution for each direction,
This also applies to rotational motion, and we also here can have three different contributions
to a rotation energy.

These independent kinds of motion with particular energies provide what in the previous
chapter was called “degrees of freedom”. Each kind of motion with its energy is regarded
as one degree of freedom. A solid object should thus have six degrees of freedom: three
directions of straight motion and three possibilities of rotations.

We get here to the concept of energy, maybe the most important, but also somewhat 
elusive. What is energy? One primary way to define it is to claim that it shall be a quantity
that has a certain value for a particular state, defined by all kind of measurements. Energy
comprises several different contributions, which can go over into each other, always leav-
ing the total energy constant. Some energies are easy to comprehend. The motion defines
one contribution to the energy, a position in a force field as the gravitation field, another
contribution, the potential energy. Electrically charged objects get potential energies in
electric fields. There shall also be an intrinsic energy of an object, intuitively less obvious.
For that I will refer to the low, atomic level description, and interpret as the total
atomic/molecular energy, primarily of electrodynamic nature, to a large extent given by
electric potential energies and energies of motion. In that view chemical energy corre-
sponds to the binding energies of chemical compounds, which also basically is of electro-
dynamic origin. We get back to that in the chapter on quantum mechanics and chemical
bonding.

The following is a summary of basic dynamics. An energy force is equal to the change
of the energy along a certain direction. (What one refers to as gradient.) The potential energy
is defined such that it decreases in the direction of the force. The gravity force acts towards
the ground and the corresponding gravity energy increases when going upwards. A high
position represents a high energy, a low position a low energy. The sum of the potential and
the kinetic energies are constant when there are no further forces (in particular no friction
forces). Again, consider the ball thrown upwards. It has at the onset a high kinetic energy and
medium potential. Continuing upwards, the potential energy increases, the velocity goes
down and so the kinetic energy. Then it turns, the potential energy decreases when falling
down and the kinetic energy increase. A proper treatment of energies makes it possible to
go around the force concept, and all more advanced treatments of dynamics use energy
concepts as the most relevant ones.

This picture is then closely related to the concept of work. The basic idea of work is related
to the movement of some object by a certain force. The force times the distance of the
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movement provides a work and yields an energy contribution. This needs not be related to
a potential energy; also friction forces contribute to a work. Mechanical work in this sense
should be an obvious concept, and this also provides a relation between the force concept and
energy, an important theme for thermodynamics.

An important situation with many applications appears when there is equilibrium, for
instance, where two forces balance each other. Close to stable equilibrium positions, there
is a force acting towards these, tending to establish equilibrium positions. This is usually
considered as proportional to the distance to equilibrium. The motion will then not stop at
the equilibrium position, but goes beyond that, although the velocity will decrease, and
change direction. Such situations lead to oscillations around the equilibrium state.

An obvious situation is that of a spring with a weight hanging freely and influenced by
the gravity. The spring can be considered elastic and there is a force acting along it, which
provides equilibrium at a particular length and then forces that act to restore the equilib-
rium if the weight is pulled away from equilibrium. Without influence the weight will be in
equilibrium, immovable. If it is pulled downwards, the force along the spring increases 
(the gravity force is constant) and pulls the weight upwards. It will accelerate and pass 
the equilibrium by some velocity, continue upwards, then compress the spring. At that
stage, the force changes and acts downwards. Eventually the motion stops, the weight turns
down, now again accelerated by a force. And so on. It may oscillate up and down for some
time.

We can describe such a situation by an energy expression. The positional potential energy
has a minimum at the equilibrium position and then it grows proportional to the distance to
that state. To this comes the kinetic energy, proportional to the square of the velocity. This
provides the energy of a harmonic oscillator:

(4.1)

m is the mass and k a constant, representing the strength of the elastic force of the spring.
That kind of motion appears frequently and we will consider many applications of this. A
pendulum has another, important possibility. It can oscillate as this kind of oscillator.
However, if it gets a sufficiently high velocity in either direction, it may turn upside down
and rotate and not only oscillate around the suspension point. Such situations can appear in
non-linear systems that are important for our development, considered further in later sec-
tions. An object can in such cases perform small oscillations (as the pendulum) but also
pass a high threshold and move over towards another equilibrium state, which may be of a
quite different character.

With an energy formulation, this can be expressed such as there is a primary potential
energy well with an energy minimum representing a first equilibrium. The energy reaches
a maximum, the threshold point (the upside down position of the pendulum) where after the
energy goes down to a new minimum, i.e. a new equilibrium position.

E
mv kx

osc

2 2

2 2
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This would mean an energy expression:

Now, there is an important feature that we hitherto have ignored. All motion is being damped
due to what most often is referred to as “friction”. No oscillator will vibrate forever; the
string will stop at an equilibrium position. A pendulum will stop. Even if it has such a high
velocity that it can pass the highest point and rotate for some turns, it will first stop rotating,
then show successively decreasing oscillations until it stops. (This of course under the assump-
tion that there is no restoring force as there is in a clock-work.) Any vehicle moving along
a road must have a force to move. Without force it stops. The principle of constant momen-
tum does not seem to be fulfilled. What we say here applies to “macroscopic objects”, the
objects we have around us of sizes that are meaningful for us. Friction is a property of the
macroscopic world. Friction can be apprehended as a force, but it is not expressible as a
potential energy. In many cases, it can be considered as a force acting against the motion
and being proportional to the velocity.

Friction and damping will play an important role in what comes. What are there sources?
Simple friction is an interaction between a moving object and the ground along which
it moves. There are always small obstacles, which may be in a very small scale, but any-
how provides forces that hinder the motion. We also have a damping, similar to proper fric-
tion as the resistance of air or water to the motion. The air resistance may be the most
important damping source for a cyclist, damping in water is what stops a boat. I used the
word “resistance”, which is quite appropriate here. The air resistance a cyclist feels is
similar although of a quite different scale as what hinders an electric current in an electric
conductor.

Resistance, damping, friction, viscosity. All are examples of damping. And these also give
the result that the sum of kinetic and potential energies is not constant in time but decreases.
An object will stop at the potential energy minimum. Objects fall to the floor and stops there.
Vibrations are damped out. Principles about this are important for our presentation, and we
start with some aspects here to go deeper with these problems together with thermodynam-
ics and statistical mechanics later.

The sum of kinetic and potential energies as well as the momentum is not preserved. An
object falls to the ground and remains there. It has gained energy by the fall, but then, this
seems to be lost. It should be quite clear that this energy has been taken up by the ground (and
to some extent by the air). We can express this as saying that the ground has been heated and
the lost energy is taken up by increasing motion of the atoms (molecules) of the ground.
The momentum is likewise not lost but transferred to the ground molecules, by moving them
a little. There are many of them, and they are held together by strong forces which decelerate
the motion. (Some of the loss of energy can have been taken up by a deformation: the fallen
object gets broken.) The spreading of kinetic energy and momentum is what we refer to as
“dissipation”, a central concept in much of our account.

E
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The dissipation is perhaps easiest to grasp by considering the resistance by air or water.
Any moving object, in particular one with an extensive surface moves against the molecules
of air. This leads to a pressure against the moving object, exactly what we see as resistance.
The object moves against the air molecules and by that transfers momentum and kinetic
energy. This is still more apparent for motion in water. An object will be stopped and for
proceeding, it needs a continuous force, a continuous supply of energy, which then is spread
out, dissipated to the damping medium (air of water): A result will be that the motion proceeds
with a velocity that is proportional to a driving force.

We go one step further and think about the further stages of the spread energy. Think about
air where there are a manifold of molecules, which moves along straight lines with constant
velocities (and constant angular momentum) to a large degree independently of other mol-
ecules. Molecules are influenced by a moving object, getting a higher energy and velocity.
Now and then they encounter other molecules and at those occasions exchange energy,
momentum and angular momentum in such a way that the total sum of these quantities are
preserved. In these cases, the energy and the momentum taken up from a moving object is
further spread out among the molecules.

We can add some relevant numbers here. Air molecules move quite rapidly with average
velocities a little less than the velocity of sound; around 100 m/sec. (These quantities are
closely related). They thus normally move faster than moving larger objects. At normal
temperatures and pressures, an air molecule (nitrogen or oxygen) may move about 10�8m
(10 nm) between successive collisions. With a velocity around some hundred metres per
second, this means the time between encounters is around 10�10sec. These are small num-
bers, but much larger than the scales of the molecules and the atomic timescales. The time
between encounters provides a timescale for the energy equalization at small distances, 
and this means that the spreading of energy is a relatively rapid process in a small environ-
ment. Going back to the resistance, there are about 2.7 � 1027 molecule collisions per sec-
ond and square metre against any surface. This is, of course, what provides the atmospheric
pressure.

We can also mention that this picture of damping is exactly what we have in the most
typical case of “resistance”, that of electrical resistance. Valence electrons, with high veloci-
ties but low masses are drawn by the electric potential but become damped by interactions,
primarily to the atomic nuclei at fixed positions. This means, as in the other cases, a transfer
of momentum and kinetic energy to the heavier nuclei and an equalization of energy. It leads
to an average velocity of the electrons (the electric current), which becomes proportional to the
driving force, the electric field. This provides Ohms law: The current is proportional to the
voltage as in the friction motion.

There is a very important principle, which we will discuss a lot in what comes and which
is very important for much of out developed physics of life. When energy is spread out by
such encounters between the basic molecules, there is a tendency of equalizing differences
of energy. When two molecules collide, the outcome depends on their mutual positions. It
is reasonable that these are essentially randomised and then, there is a large probability that
possible differences in energy between the colliding molecules are diminished, levelled
out. The result is that through the collisions of the air molecules, a supply of energy will be
spread out and distributed to a high degree uniformly among all molecules. That is, there
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will be variations, but the variations are kept in a certain range. There is a universal meas-
ure of this, related to temperature. The higher the temperature, the higher is the average
velocity and kinetic energy of the molecules. The average kinetic energy of the molecules
is proportional to the absolute temperature and is equal to 3kBT/2, where kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, 1.38 � 10�23J/K. (We speak about atomic quantities now, and this is an appropri-
ate measure of the atomic energies.) The spreading and equalization of energy is what we
apprehend as “tendency towards equilibrium” and we will interpret the equalized state with
molecular kinetic energies around 3kBT/2 as “thermal equilibrium”. What is important, and
which we will discuss further in a later section is that this comprises an irreversible process.
Energy is spread out and equalized as this is the most probable process.

Water is, of course, denser than air, but the main principles of damping and spreading of
energy remain the same. The elementary encounters appear on still smaller scales, and the
establishing of a thermal equilibrium with molecular energies in the described manner 
is still valid but can appear faster than in air. This has important consequences for biologi-
cal processes, which normally are much slower than the establishing of equilibrium.
Biological processes may be around 10�6–10�3sec or often larger as compared to maybe
10�9sec for the main energy equalization. In turn, this means that we generally can appre-
hend the watery biological systems as being in an essential equilibrium with a definite tem-
perature. (We will later take up these concepts in more detail.) This facilitates much of the
arguments.

These ideas are basic when we go to phenomena in a cell. There are molecules that move
and interact via forces and bind together. There is kinetic energy, but also rotational and, to a
large extent, vibration energies. The large molecules are kept together and attain firm struc-
tures due to forces, to interactions, and they can move in various ways. Energy is supplied
and to some extent spread out to accomplish a kind of thermal equilibrium with a definite
temperature. One peculiar feature when we go to living systems is that the systems often
are quite small. A cell is in itself relatively small, and when we go down to the molecules they
are still much smaller. One can say that they often comprises a kind of intermediate stage
between what we refer to as properly microscopic, the one where we distinguish the basic
atoms and what we see as macroscopic, the large scale we have around us. Of course, large
individuals like us are clearly macroscopic, most of the interesting processes appear on such
an intermediate scale, what one often refers to as “meso-scopic”. Then we may be much
larger than the single atoms, but small enough that the probabilistic principles become rele-
vant. We often cannot say that the molecular energies are 3kBT/2, but should rather say that
they are around that value, and we have to be cautious about variations, what we will refer
to as fluctuations. More about that in separate sections.

We shall go further with the basic dynamics and we cannot avoid quantum mechanics. That
turns out as the (at least for our purposes) lowest kind of stage where the classical mechanics
is no longer appropriate. Quantum mechanics makes things more complicated but, in order
to understand the molecular level correctly, one needs a descriptions of how molecules are
kept together and of the forces between molecules and between molecule groups. Quantum
mechanics is needed for everything that involves electrons, but when considering the molecu-
lar objects as entities, classical concepts are quite appropriate for discussing molecular
dynamics.
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§ 5 ELECTRICITY: THE CORE OF REDUCTIONISM BASIS

We are now prepared to go down a reductionist road and get to a crucial question: What, at
the very basis, keeps the constituents together and provides the basis of function in the living
cells? The answer can be formulated easily: Electrodynamics. Atoms and molecules are built
up by the forces between negatively charged electrons and positively charged atomic nuclei.
This is described by quantum mechanics, and I will say more about that in a separate chapter.
What is relevant at this point, is that the light electrons are not particles in a conventional sense
with definite positions and motions, but rather distributed in what somewhat loosely can be
considered as “electron clouds” with well-defined properties. These lie around the nucleus in
an atom and are stretched around several (normally two) nuclei in molecules. Such nega-
tively charged electron clouds around more localised positively charged nuclei hold the
molecules together, and contribute to their structures and properties. At the moment, we need
not say much more, and we will see more about forces and principles in further chapters about
quantum mechanics and macromolecule features.

The basic forces are the electric forces between charges, and we will in this chapter go
into more details about them. When speaking about forces, we mention here that physics at
the lowest level speaks about four (not more) basic forces, of which one is the electromag-
netic. Two forces are important for the atomic nuclei, but for the characteristics of the
processes of life, they play a minor role. In most of our considerations, we can regard the
atomic nuclei as firm, very small, well localised positively charged units. Nuclear reactions,
effects of the nuclear forces, have an impact on biological matter, but that will only be briefly
mentioned in some contexts here. The fourth force of nature is gravity. Gravity plays a role
on biology, but then mainly on biological organisations as a whole and on large biological
individuals. It plays a very minor role for the atomic/molecular features, and its effects are
small in cells and for small living organisms. It is of little relevance for most of this book.

5A General electrostatics

Having said that, we now turn to electrostatics. It concerns charges and forces between
charges, and, the importance for our purposes, the main constituents of life, the primary
molecules are built up by charges, electrons and atomic nuclei.

A starting point is usually the consideration of charges surrounded by empty space, and
mutual forces between them. The basic statement is Coulomb’s law, which says that two
charges influence each other by a force that is inversely proportional to the square of the
distance between the charges. The force is also proportional to the product of the charges,
and its direction depends on the type of charges. If they have the same sign, both negative
or both positive, the charges repel each other and the force on one of the charges is directed
away from the other one. If the charges are of different types, one negative, one positive, the
charges attract each other and a force is directed towards the other one. This should be com-
mon knowledge, but according to the aim to be self-contained we start at that point.

In a general case, there are many charges of various types, and each charge influences all
other charges. A particular force is influenced by the sum of forces from all other charges, all
given according to the basic Coulomb law. This is described by the electric field strength,
which is a vector, i.e. it has a direction as a velocity or a force, with a definite value and
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direction at each point. The force on a particular charge is the product of the field strength
at that point and the value of the charge with its sign. The force is directed along the field
if the charge is positive, against that direction if it is negative.

It is common to consider field lines, lines such that their direction at a certain point is along
the field vector at that point. The field lines start at positive charges and end at a negative ones.
The field lines from a single charge or from a collection of charges, for which the total charge
is not zero, can go towards infinity, which is out of any regions. In most cases, the total charge
is zero, and the field lines start and end at the respective charges. Field lines never intersect
each other—the field has a definite value and a definite direction at all points.

The situation can be quite complicated. Every atom, every molecule comprises both nega-
tively charged electrons and positively charged nuclei. In atoms and in many molecules these
charges are symmetrically distributed and their net contributions to a field are weak, as well as
an influence of an electric field. Naturally, the electric effects are strongest on ions, electrically
charged atoms or molecules. In many molecules, the electron and nuclei charges are not
symmetrically distributed, which lead to net electric effects, they are what we call electric
dipoles (Figure 5.1).

An obvious example is the water molecule, which is known to be composed of two hydro-
gen and one oxygen atoms that together form a V-shaped molecule. The hydrogen electrons
are displaced and surround both the original hydrogen nucleus and the oxygen. (Think of
electrons as forming charged clouds.) This means that the hydrogen atoms lose some of
their electron charge, while oxygen gets a surplus charge. As the molecule is V-shaped, 
it becomes positively charged around the hydrogens at the open end, and negatively charged
around the oxygen at the closed end. One assigns a specific property for that, dipole moment.
For a situation with a positive and a negative charge at a distance from each other, that
moment is the product of the charge and the displacement of charges. It is directed from the
negative to the positive charge. As charges are measured by the unit “coulomb”, the dipole
moment is measured by charge times length, that is “coulomb times metre”.

For the “phenomena of life”, in particular molecules and molecule parts composed by
oxygen and nitrogen, which may or may not be connected to hydrogen, are electric dipoles.
The forces between such dipoles are very important for our themes. They form relatively
strong bonds although not as strong as the covalent molecular bonds; see numbers in
Chapter 3. The bonds are sufficiently strong to keep units together for long times although
they also break under observable times. (The timescales at the microscopic level are such
that everything longer than about a nanosecond (10�9sec) is a long time.) Dipole forces are
important for forming structures of macromolecules and also forming relatively strong
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Figure 5.1 Water molecule that is a strong dipole as the electron distributions stretch over the oxygen,
which becomes negatively charged and the reduction of electron distribution around the hydrogens
provide a positive charge.



temporary bonds between various compounds, for instance between controlling proteins at
DNA or between substrates and enzymes in first steps to chemical transformations.
According to the pictures we have here, molecular dipole moments can be strengthened by
forces from neighbouring dipoles. Interactions between suitably posed dipolar molecules
are thus enhanced (Figure 5.2).

This is particular so between oxygen or nitrogen (showing a negative charge) and hydrogens
attached to an oxygen or nitrogen, which shows a positive charge. The interaction “pushes”
the hydrogen electron further towards the oxygen and nitrogen. This provides what is called
“hydrogen bonds” and appears much in the rest. These interactions are important between
water molecules, there contributing very much to the special properties of water, and also
for stabilising the structures of macromolecules. In carbon–hydrogen compounds, the
hydrogens and the binding electrons are distributed more symmetric, and show no or small
dipole moments. As charges are not quite uniformly distributed, there are further effects at
small distances that depend strongly on directions, primarily what we call quadrupole
moments. They play a relatively minor role in what we have here, but are sometimes important
in some measuring techniques. On the other hand, there are forces, basically of electrostatic
nature between all kinds of atoms and molecules, even those that appear completely neutral
(like noble gases). These forces, often referred to as van der Waals forces because of their
relevance for condensation of all gases, are quantum mechanical, due to the fact that the elec-
tron wave functions of neighbouring atoms or molecules are correlated. They are important
for much in the book, but we will not go further into their nature. They are also mentioned
in the quantum mechanical chapter. These forces are weak compared to the more direct elec-
trostatic forces, but they depend on size and how atom groups are positioned towards each
other. They are important for selection of long hydrocarbon chains, and they are important
for all kinds of molecular biological recognition.

Let us go further to more complex situations. An electric conductor is usually a metal
where electrons are free and move very easily. An electrostatic field does not penetrate into
a conductor, but induces surface charges. Field lines end there and are always perpendicular
to such a surface.

“Living matter” does not comprise metals, and pure conductors do not normally appear
in living organisms. Still, electric and dipolar effects are very important in the cells, for their
constituents, and for their surrounding membranes and cell walls. If influenced by an electric
field, all these components are influenced.

Concerning polarisability, there are primarily two, not unrelated, effects. One is directly
related to permanent electric dipoles such as the water moments. An electric field influ-
ences moments by a force that tends to direct the moments along the field. This results in
an electric field from the moments, the polarisation field, directed against the original field.
There is also another effect. For a dipole like a water molecule, the electric field influences the
electrons, and displace these against the field (as negative charges, electrons will tend to move
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against the field). This leads to an increase of the dipole moment. This also occurs for mol-
ecules without permanent dipolar moments: in a field, electrons are displaced against the field,
and a polarisation is established. Where there are ions (and there are a lot of ions in the cell
fluid), positive ions tend to move along the field and negative ones against the field. Thus,
a field that acts in a cell (or another polarisable medium) provides displacements of charges
in a way that counteracts the electric field, which becomes weaker. The cell gets polarised,
with a polarisation field, directed against the electric one.

5B Formalism of electrostatics

General comments: The theory of electromagnetism makes thorough use of vector analysis
and theorems of vector analysis. However, these play a relatively small role in the rest of this
book, and most relevant results for biological applications can well be described without use
of vector analysis. For that reason, I will not go through any basics of vector analysis, but will
show some formulas for those who are accustomed with the formalism. For most of the devel-
opment I avoid advanced vector analysis but rather explain the main results and their signifi-
cance. There are many good textbooks on this subject, and we mention here Jackson (1988).

We start by electrostatics, where the main quantities are charges, usually denoted by Q or
q, measured in Coulomb, and the electric field strength, a vector, which provides the force
on a charge. The starting point is the formula for the electric field E that is caused by a certain
electric charge Q. The field points in the direction away from a positive charge or towards
it for a negative charge, and its strength is inversely proportional to the square of the distance
r to the charge. This is expressed by Coulomb’s law:

(5.1)

where �0 is a fundamental constant, often referred to as “permittivity of free space”. This is
written in the SI system, where �0 � 8.854 � 10�12Nm2/C2. The value is directly related to
the velocity of light, c: 4p �0 � 107/c2. The formula can be written in other ways in other books.
In particular, the factor 4� can be absent in this formula but can appear in other formulas.

The force of a charge in an electric field is simply the product of the charge and the field,
and its direction is the same as the electric field.

Force: F � EQ (vectors are denoted by bold signs).
When there are many charges, the electric field is the corresponding vector sum of the

contributions from the different charges.
One also introduces the electric potential, V. In vector notations, we have �	V � E,

which is an abbreviated form for component expressions.

(5.2)

where the indices stand for components in the x-, y-, z-directions in space.
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The Coulomb’s law above provides a potential, which is inversely proportional to the
distance to the charge:

(5.3)

Next, consider a sphere with radius R around a charge Q, and integrate the amplitude of the
electric field over the surface of the sphere. We get simply:

The amplitude of the field is constant over the surface, the area of which is equal to 4pR2.
(dS denotes the surface integration element.) More than that, if we make use of vector laws,
it can be shown that this result is valid for any closed surface around a charge Q (but not
containing other charges), where one integrates over the components of the electric field
that is perpendicular to the surface.

(5.4)

where n stands for the normal vectors of the surface, thus E � n comprise the compo-
nents of the electric field perpendicular to the surface. The distance to the charges has 
no significance here. This can be generalised to a surface around many charges, and eq.
(5.4) is valid for any closed surface where Q is equal to the sum of all charges within the
surface.

As said, the electric field provides a force acting on a certain charge. When a charge is
moved in the field, one gets an electrostatic work. With the definition of the electric potential
and vector analysis theorems, one can show that the work when the charge is moved between
two positions is simply proportional to the difference in electric potential between these
points. It does not depend on how the charge is moved.

The electrostatic work when moving a charge Q from a point r1 to a point r2 is:

(5.5)

Next, we consider dipoles and polarisable matter. Polarisation plays an important role in
biological material.
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The simplest example of an electric dipole is a unit with two opposite charges �q,
and �q separated by a small distance d. Its strength is simply qd and it has a direction from
the negative to the positive charge.

Coulomb’s law and the relation for the electric potential can be used for obtaining the
potential respective field provided by a dipole. Assume a dipole directed along the z-axis in
a coordinate system with the positive charge at z � d/2 and the negative charge at
z � �d/2. The potential at a point with coordinates (x, y, z) can then be:

(5.6)

The last relation is valid for small values of d(��r). r is the distance to the point (x, y, z)
and r � �(x2 � y2 � z2). qd is the dipole moment denoted by p; The numerator is thus pz.
This expression then yields an expression for the electric field from a dipole:

(5.7)

r stands for the position vector (x, y, z) and p for the dipole vector (0, 0, p) (Figure 5.3).
When one describes general situations with polarisation effects, one introduces two kinds

of “electric fields”. The actual electric field strength is E as before and this is what determines
a force on a charge: force � electric field strength � charge. While dipole moments influence
this field, one introduces another field, the displacement field D, which is related to the
sources. For that field, the surface integral result is universally applicable in the following
general form:
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Figure 5.3 Field lines around a dipole at the centre with positive part pointing upwards.



This replaces the previous expression with the electric field E (eq. 5.4). A vector expression
that expresses this relation is

(5.9)

where r is a charge density. Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) are equivalent formulations, which follows
from vector theorems. For the surface formulation, Q is the total integral of the charge dens-
ities inside the closed surface.

This means that the flow of the displacement field, D out of a closed surface is equal to
the total charge inside that surface. We can apprehend the two fields such that the displacement
D-field is related to the charges, and the electric E-field provides the forces. It follows from
the formulas above that the fields are simply proportional in free space, E � D�0. In a
polarisable medium, we have a more general relation: E � D��0. � is the dielctricity constant,
usually considered to have a definite value for a particular substance. For small distances,
it is a function of position. Usually it is assumed to be a constant, which also means that the
vectors D and E are proportional and point in the same directions. This need not to be so in
anisotropic media and that can then lead to birefringence effects.

As already mentioned, there are three important effects to account for when one considers
the effect of an electrostatic field on a medium such as a living cell. Ions, of course, appear as
free charges and one effect is that ions become displaced: positive ions are moved in the field
directions, negative in the converse direction. Then, molecules can show an uneven distri-
bution of charges and form electric dipoles. There are many examples among “biological
molecules”. In compounds with hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen, the hydrogens are usually
positively charged while oxygens and nitrogens are negatively charged. The third effect is that
an electric field changes the electron distribution in all molecules, pushing negatively charged
electrons against the electric field, providing induced dipole moments. For polar molecules
such as water, this kind of effect increases the dipole moment. All these effects contribute
to a polarisation field P of a medium with the same direction as E and D, and which acts to
decrease E. One writes the relation between these three fields as:

D � P � �0E (5.10)

With the relation: D � ��0 E, this gives relations for the polarisation:

(5.11)

The relation between D and the charge distribution is valid: div D � r where r stands for the
density of free (real) charges. It does not include charges of dipoles or any induced charges.
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A standard system for studying electrostatic effects is a capacitor with two parallel
metallic plates (Figure 5.4).

As metallic plates, they have a constant electric potential. There is no varying electric field
inside a metal as electron charges move very easily and counteract any such variation. 
The metallic plates can be charged by opposite charges, �Q and �Q. We assume a (some-
what idealised) situation where the field lines go between the metal plates, perpendicular to
these. There shall not be any free charges between the plates, and therefore, the D-field is
constant there. We assume the plate surfaces are equal to S with total charge Q, thus charge
density per surface unit is equal to Q/S. The basic relation for D implies that the value of D
between the plates is equal to that charge density: D � Q/S. If the space between the plates
is filled with a dielectric substance with dielectricity constant �, it follows that the electric
E-field is equal to D/(��0). For the electric potential V, it is valid that dV/dx � E. This
means that V(x) � Ex � Dx/(��0) where x is a distance of a point inside the capacitor to
one of the plates. The total potential difference (the voltage) between the plates is then
VT � Dd/(��0) � Qd/S(��0) with d the total distance between the plates. The capacitance
is defined as the quotient between charge and voltage of a capacitor.

Thus, the capacitance in this case is: C � Q / VT � S(��0)/d.
The capacitance is proportional to the surface of the plates, inversely proportional to their

distance and proportional to the dielectricity constant. (The capacitance is a standard way
to establish dielectricity constants.)

In a biological organism, we do not have metal plates of this type, but the situation around
an excitable membrane corresponds much to this description. The fluids of water and easily
movable ions provide a situation in many respects similar to metal plates where the mem-
brane acts as a dielectric.

One here also speaks about electric energy and electric work. It is here easy to get confused
as one can argue in different ways and it is not always clear what energy corresponds to what.

We start to think of a capacitor without any dielectric. The work to move one plate with
charge Q1 in the electric field towards the other plate is according to the given rules Q1

times the change in electric potential. Thus, the stored energy in a capacitor should be Q1V.
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There are two plates with a total charge Q � 2Q1 then the final expression for the energy of
the capacitor is ½VQ, i.e. half the product of the electric potential over the capacitor and the
total charge on the plates. According to the rules there is an attractive force between the
plates. If the plates move towards each other, one would just gain this energy. As Q/V is
equal to the capacitance C, the energy can be written as ½Q2/C or ½V2C. We may then ask
how the energy is changed when a dielectric is introduced in the capacitor. This implies that
the capacitance increases. What does a change of energy mean? How is it related to a polar-
isation energy of the dielectric?

It makes a difference whether one interprets the change of the system when either the
voltage or the charge is given. With given voltage, the energy increases as the capacitance
does, in the latter case with maintained charges, the energy goes down. How do we inter-
pret this?

The question is not very complicated to be settled. If the voltage over the capacitor is
given, there will be an addition of charge, which provides an increased energy. On the other
hand, if the charges are kept, the energy decreases because of a decrease of electric field
(and potential), which can be assigned to the polarisation energy, considered as negative.

The energy ½QV can be expressed with the D and E field expressions. For the capacitor
geometry, these fields go between the plates, perpendicular to these. All fields are parallel.
With the area of the plates equal to S, and the distance between them d, we get the fields 
as E � V/d, and D � Q/S. Thus, VQ is equal to ED(Sd). ½ED is thus equal to the energy
density, total energy divided by volume Sd. For a capacitor without dielectric, we have
fields E0 and D(��0E) and energy E0D. With a dielectric and with maintained plate
charges, the D remains the same while the E-field is reduced (to E � E0 /�). The reduction
of the energy is: ½(E0D � ED), which can be written in various ways, in particular �
½(E0(D�D/�)) � ½E0P as P � (1�1/�)D, see above (eq. 5.1). The energy density of the
dielectric according to this expression is thus the original electric field multiplied to the
polarisation.

The E-, D-, P-fields represent a macroscopic description. We might have had a purely
microscopic description with a distribution of charges including those of molecular dipoles
and one electric field, which varies over small, i.e. atomic distances. With merely a charge
distribution in free space, there is only one field. The description we have given concerns an
E-field that varies on a macroscopic scale, for instance that of the capacitor. This requires
the introduction of the polarisation and displacement fields. It is important to follow a stat-
istical thermodynamics path and relate the atomic/microscopic features with the macro-
scopic ones. A primary question concerns the dielectric constant. How can that be related
to atomic/molecular properties? This is an intriguing question, and there is a clear formalism
that works well for many systems, but when one gets to substances like water with a very large
dielectric constant, the question becomes quite subtle.

For this, one shall provide a description of the actual interaction at an atomic scale
between the actual molecular charges and dipoles and the actual electric field. To get the
latter correctly, one has to develop a suitable strategy to describe a proper field that works
at the molecular scale. There is a standard method, described in many textbooks. Kittel
(1956) includes also some of the further steps of the development below. One starts with 
a certain dielectric specimen, for instance the kind of box type of the capacitor, but prefer-
ably with an ellipsoidal or spherical shape, as such geometry provides a clearly defined
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field inside the specimen. (The field lines are distorted at the sides of the capacitor unless it
is very thin, which distorts the field description.) In such a specimen, one then takes out a
spherical hole, which shall be the basis for the determination of a primary electric field at
a dipole position.

One writes the electric field as E � E0 � E1 � E2 � E3, where E0 is the field outside the
dielectric specimen, E1 the field that arises from the surface charges of the specimen, E2 the
field from the charges inside the spherical hole and, finally, E3 as the field of the dipoles
inside the spherical hole. The three first contributions are readily obtained and the description
often stops there. For a polarisable solid with cubic symmetry (for instance NaCl), one can
show that E3 is zero; the dipoles in the hole counteract each other. On the other hand, to get
the high dielectric constant of water, one has to consider that part in great detail (Figure 5.5).

Basically, one considers a uniformly polarised medium with a polarisation vector
P � (� � 1)�0E with E pointing along the z-direction. In this, there is a spherical hole with-
out polarisation. At the surface of this hole, the electric field in the radial direction is dis-
continuous, changing from Er to Er�, with a difference (� � 1)Er � Pr�0 � P�0cos u if u
is the angle between the radial direction and the z-axis. Thus, inside the hole, the electric
field is equal to the field in the dielectric medium plus a contribution proportional to the
polarisation. The latter contribution, is given from the average over the spherical surface.
This provides:

The first cos u-term gives the P-component in the radial direction, the factor 2pcos u is the
length of a circular slit of the sphere at the angle u and the last sin u comes from the inte-
gration element.

This means that the electric field in the hollow sphere as given from the polarisation
charges of the sphere is E � P/(3�0) where E is the electric field in the dielectric specimen.
Consider the situation where dipoles in the spherical cavity compensate each other. This, in
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Figure 5.5 The polarisation picture described in the text. There a capacitor and an ellipsoidal
dielectric specimen with surface charges as shown in the figure. One then regards the spherical hole
in the dielectric, and the problem is to calculate the local field inside that hole.



particular, is the case of a symmetric crystal. For that case, this field represents a local field
that interacts with a dipole at the centre of the cavity:

(5.12)

Assume that there is a molecule (or atom) at the centre that gives rise to a dipole moment
proportional to the local field by a relation:

p � cEloc

where c is a molecular polarisability. Next, let c stand for an average polarisability of N
molecules per volume, which means that the total polarisation per volume is equal to

P � NaEloc

As Eloc � E � P/(3�0), this yields:

(5.13)

As P/E � (� � 1)�0, this provides the following relation for the dielectricity constant:

(5.14)

which is called Clausius–Mossotti relation. Note that we here have interpreted c � Na as
an average polarisability. Often, the factor Na is written as a sum Niai over molecules with
varying polarisabilities.

We also see from the formula above that the polarisation can be infinite and even negative
when 3Na�0 becomes equal to or larger than one. What this may imply is that the system
can become “ferroelectric”, which means that there will be a polarisation also without any
external electric field, reminding of a “ferromagnetic” material. 

Now, it must be said that (5–14) may be a reasonable starting point, but it is not a good
formula for a dielectric liquid like water. According to that, water and ice should be ferro-
electric, which they are not. What has to be done is to consider expressions for the field E3,
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resulting from dipoles inside the cavity mentioned above. In the past there have been 
several proposals for that which also can provide values of the dielectricity constant of
water that are not too far from the actual value. A first attempt was made by Onsager (1936)
who used a model with a single dipole in the cavity, and his result has been generalised by,
most notably Kirkwood (1939) and Fröhlich (1948, 1958). However, methods are much dis-
cussed, and there is no clear consensus. The problems are difficult and comprise rather
complicated calculations. We stop our discussion on this topic here.

5C Magnetism

Magnetism is closely related to electricity. Indeed, they can be regarded as different aspects
of the same basic effect. A current gives rise to a magnetic field, and a time-varying mag-
netic field provides an electric field, and by that a current. Let us here consider some of its
properties.

The most obvious outcome of magnetism is the action of magnets, its influence on other
magnets and on iron objects. One sees a magnetic field originated around a magnet with two
poles, usually called “north” and “south” poles, and where there are field lines going from
the north to the south poles. There is a magnetic force field directed along these lines and this
provides the force to other magnetic objects. There are magnetic dipoles of all sizes and at
all levels: free electrons and protons, also neutrons as atoms and molecules have magnetic
dipoles and their features are determined by the same magnetic formalism as the dipole
structure of large scale magnets, even the earth.

Although there are clear similarities between magnetic and electric materials there are
also important differences. Important differences are due to (1) the magnetic energies and
magnetic forces are much weaker than electrical energies and (2) there are no magnetic
charges (at least not in the kind of systems we speak about here). Also, magnetic fields are
not shielded in the same way as electric fields are shielded by polarisation. In a magnetic
material, the magnetic field interacts with magnetic moments and gets them ordered in the
direction of the field. If interactions between magnetic moments are strong enough they can
order without any field to form magnetic materials. However that kind of strong interaction
that makes this possible is not a true magnetic force (which is weak) but due to a quantum
mechanical effect and the relation between the electron wave function and what is called spin,
which also provides a contribution to the magnetic moment. The electron wave function is
coupled to the spin and the magnetic moment by quantum mechanical symmetry requirements
and thus the basic factor behind magnetic ordering are strong electric interactions between
electrons.

Magnetic phenomena do not play as large role for living systems as electric ones do.
Magnetic forces are usually quite small. We still consider them here and there are some rea-
sons for that. One is that magnetic models play an important role for developing general
models and important concepts of statistical thermodynamics and we shall consider them in
that context. They are advantageous as they are comparatively simple and still realistic, pro-
viding the most complicated models that can be attacked by analytic methods. These models
also provide deep concepts that are applicable to a lot of problems, which also appear in the
physics of life. We will discuss such aspects in later chapters on statistical thermodynamics
models.
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Magnetic interactions are used for very powerful measurement techniques with many
applications in both molecular, as large-scale biology, as well as in medicine. Nuclear mag-
netic resonance technique is a primary example. As these are methods rather than con-
tributing to any relevant effects, they are outside the scope of this book.

The question whether magnetic phenomena have a role for living phenomena is unclear and
rather controversial. As the magnetic interactions are very weak, there does not seem any
obvious role unless large magnetic moments are built up, which could be done by iron clusters.
Such clusters can certainly be formed and could be used for instance in bird navigation,
maybe for other organisms. The iron clusters need not be very large, but they do not seem to
comprise a general feature. One might have corns of the size of, say, about 10 nm (10�8m)
that may contain some thousands of iron atoms but still be relevant for molecular action.
These get large magnetic moments and may act as small magnets on what can be considered
as a meso- (nano-) scale. It is clear that migrating birds can feel the magnetic field of the
earth (around 0.1 mT). This can influence such small iron grains and provide a clear effect.

There are, still very unclear, claims about the influence of even rather weak magnetic
fields on living organisms. As the question is raised, it is of interest to think about possible
effects of magnetic fields, although our description may rather show that effects appear too
small to be of relevance.

The magnetic force field is usually called B, which is a vector directed along field lines.
The generation of a magnetic force field around a magnetic dipole is given by the same type
of formulas as the electric force field around an electric dipole. The action of a force field on
a dipole is also of the same type as the force on an electric dipole. Further, magnetic effects
are not shielded in the same way as electric effects, and this also leads to the possibility to
building up large magnetic dipoles.

If one looks at the atomic/molecular level, the previous discussion about polarisation
showed that electrostatic effects and the action of electric dipoles are strong and because of
that sometimes quite complex. Magnetic forces at the atomic level, compared to the electro-
static forces, are quite weak. There is a magnetic dipole energy, which similar to the elec-
trostatic analogue, is a product between the force field, B, and the dipole moment m, which
both are vectors (i.e. having directions). The energy is lowest (most favourable situation)
when the dipole moment points in the same direction as the field. Thus, there is an energetic
tendency for magnetic moments to align along a magnetic field. However, when one looks at
numbers, this is a small effect when one considers atomic and molecular magnetic dipoles.
Even very strong magnetic fields (1 T or more) interacting with atomic magnetic moments,
lead to quite moderate energies. A magnetic field of 1 T (considered as a large magnetic field)
acting on one electron magnetic moment yields an energy about 10�23J, much smaller than
many other relevant molecular energies that can be around 10�21J or larger. The typical
“thermal energy”, is around 4 � 10�21J at “normal” temperatures, several hundred times
larger than the magnetic energy. This is also what is found experimentally; magnetic effects are
very weak but become important at very low temperatures. Indeed magnetic effects comprise
important methods to cool materials below 1 K.

The atomic and molecular responses to magnetic fields are of two kinds. One is already
hinted at: the basic particles themselves, the electrons, protons and neutrons have intrinsic
magnetic moments (more of that shortly), but also the electron orbits can be considered as
atomic currents. These currents also provide magnetic moments and, moreover, the currents
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are influenced by magnetic fields. The intrinsic magnetic moments tend to be directed along
a magnetic field and thus amplify the field by a magnetisation. The influence on electron
orbits act in the opposite direction; the changes of electric currents in general is to counteract
the magnetic field effects. The former effect is referred to as paramagnetism, the latter as
diamagnetism. All substances, in particular organic compounds show diamagnetic effects,
not all show paramagnetism, which, however, usually prevails when present.

Up to now, little has been said about what we have hinted at—the intrinsic magnetic
moments. These are quantum mechanical objects, associated to the strange kind of intrinsic
angular momentum, called spin. See Chapter 6 about quantum mechanics. For particles like
electrons, protons and also neutrons, the spins are quantities that can take two discrete values.
It should also be said that the magnetic moment of the electron is 660 times stronger than
that of a proton. These provide magnetic moments with fixed values. In a magnetic field, it can
be considered as having two possibilities, either along the field with value �m or opposite
with value �m. This simple basis with two possibilities forms a basis of the magnetic 
models, which we take up in a section of its own.

As said, magnetic interactions on an atomic level are weak. Magnetic moments can,
however couple together and provide strong magnetically ordered materials (such as mag-
netised iron). This is not an effect of magnetic interactions between the magnetic dipoles, but
is a quantum mechanical effect, due to couplings between the quantum mechanical spins.
According to deep quantum mechanical principles, spins and wave functions, providing the
electron distributions in space, are strongly coupled. Therefore, couplings between electron
distributions given by the wave functions lead to couplings between the spins and thus
between magnetic moments. We do not go here deep into these questions but state that such
effects are most important for what is called transition metals, metals with partially filled
higher order electron states, d- or f-states. Iron is the most important representative, but also
cobalt and nickel and some of the rare earths like gadolinium get the same kind of magnetic
ordering as iron, called ferromagnetism. Other, related metals as chromium and manganese
as well as the rare earths show other types of magnetic ordering.

It should be clear from what has been said that magnetic moments of biological molecules,
even single irons in proteins cannot provide strong magnetic effects. Effects can, however,
be strongly enhanced in even relatively small pieces of ordered magnetism by iron.

We should also here consider the relation to currents. A circular current gives rise to 
a magnetic field, and this is also the reason why atoms with their electron orbits provide mag-
netic moments. In fact, any angular momentum of a charged particle provides a magnetic
moment, and that is also the case of the spin, which can be regarded as an intrinsic angular
momentum. There are further effects when charged particles move in a magnetic field and
when there is a varying magnetic field. A varying magnetic field gives rise to an electric field
and thus a current, perpendicular to the magnetic field and circulating the magnetic field lines.

This is what is called the Faraday effect, also referred to as induction, a very important effect
for many technical applications. We need not go much deeper in details of magnetism in this
book, but also state that as there are two fields associated with electricity, the force field E and
the source field D, there are two fields in magnetism, the force field B and a source field, H,
the latter directly related to a current source. The terminology is often confused, and often both
fields are denoted as H. As D and E differ in a polarised medium, H and B differ due to
magnetisation. As said, magnetisation effects are usually small, so the differences between
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the B- and H-fields are small. They differ in magnetic materials with a very strong magnetisa-
tion, and also in superconducting materials. Although interesting for many applications, also
for biophysical techniques, they play a minor role for the main themes of this book.

There have been a lot of discussions whether alternating magnetic fields of low or medium
strength can influence biological organisms and biological matter. If there is any effect, it
seems natural that it would be due to the Faraday effect, by inducing electric currents. This
is an effect that can be used for heating in certain modern cookers. Magnetic fields easily
penetrate a biological organism (as the interactions mostly are very weak), but the liquids in
an organism are not good conductors and the electric force field can be quite strong in bio-
logical matter. If there is an effect, it might be due to some heating by a current or an induced
current that might influence other currents or charge transfer in the cells. In spite of the rele-
vance of the effect, very little has been studied at cell level.

5D Relations between electric and magnetic fields: Maxwell’s equations

For completeness, we here take up the relations between magnetic and electric fields,
although they probably do not play any important roles in biological processes. They are
important in certain experimental techniques, which are not taken up here. Electromagnetic
radiation is certainly an effect of these relations, and that is certainly very relevant.

1. Any current provides a magnetic field. For a current I along a straight line, there is 
a magnetic field circulating the current. The field at a distance r is given by Ampere’s law:

(5.15)

As the D-field is directly related to charges in electrostatics, the H-field is directly
related to a current.

2. Induction: A magnetic field that varies with time gives rise to an electric field and thus
a voltage. A typical situation describes a conductor in the form of a loop that surrounds
a homogeneous alternating magnetic field B through an area A. Then, there is a voltage

(5.16)

These effects are used, in many applications, for instance to generate electric currents
and in transformers to change voltages.

3. The effects combine in what is called self-induction: According to point (1), an alternat-
ing current gives rise to an alternating magnetic field, which according to point 
(2) provides a voltage. Together, the effects give rise to a self-induction voltage:

(5.17)V L
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The proportionality constant L is called inductance. Its actual value depends on the geom-
etry of the conductor. Note that it is the H that is related to the current, while the induction
voltage is given by the B-field. If no strong magnetic material is present, the inductance is
proportional to m0(�4p � 10�7), the constant that gives the proportionality between B and
H in free space: B � m0H. This means that the inductance normally attains a small number.

If, as sometimes proposed, a weak alternating magnetic field shall have any influence on
an organism, it should most reasonably be due to an induction effect. The effects are small,
and it is not clear how they could lead to large effects. Suggested relevant magnetic fields
are around 10�4 T. If it has a frequency of 50 Hz, it should be multiplied to a factor
50 � 2p. Relevant influence areas can hardly be large, and it is difficult to imagine that this
could give rise to voltages larger than a millivolt.

To accomplish completeness, we here write down the full Maxwell’s equations, the central
relations of electromagnetism. To some extent they contain what we already have considered.

There are four equations. The first two equations can be said to describe how field lines start
and grow (or how they do not start). We have previously stated that electric field lines start
and end at free charges. There are no magnetic charges, and consequently, the magnetic (B)
lines are necessarily closed. These statements are formulated in vector differential form as:

(5.18)

(5.19)

r is the charge density. The second equation is what we have seen before (5.9): The flow of
the D-field out from a volume is equal to the sum of all charges within the volume. The first
equation means that the flow of the B-field out from any volume is zero; no field lines start
or end in any finite region. The B-lines are always closed.

The last two equations show the relations between the electric and the magnetic fields.
The first one is the induction law, which in vector notation reads:

(5.20)

In component form, this means
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The last equation is similar to this one as it relates the time derivative of an electric field,
the D-field to the H-field. It provides the generation of a magnetic field by a current—the
Ampere’s law (eq. 5.15)—but in this the time derivative of the displacement field D
appears in the same way as the current. The relation is expressed in terms of vectors and the
current density j:

(5.21)

or in component form:

We do not go further here, and the equations are not needed in the rest. (They will be men-
tioned at some places, but not further developed). The combination of the two last equations
gives rise to a wave equation, the equation for electromagnetic radiation.

5E Radiation

We shall conclude this section by some discussion about electromagnetic radiation and its
effects. The basis is already mentioned: electric and magnetic fields influence each other,
and this becomes more and more relevant the higher the frequencies are. The electric and
magnetic fields together provide what we see as radiation, waves that propagate in free space,
generated by, for instance, high-frequency currents. As a wave, there is a propagation and
a kind of oscillation in some directions(s). The oscillations are provided by the electric and
magnetic fields that are directed perpendicular to the propagation direction. (This is what is
referred to as transverse oscillations.) There are thus two directions for oscillations, referred
to as polarisation directions. As well known, electromagnetic radiation covers a very large
spectrum of different frequencies with quite different effects. Much can be said about this, but
I take up here what is most relevant for the themes of this book.

Relatively low frequencies as the situation described for low-frequency magnetic fields
can induce currents. And, as also said, any induced current has a tendency to counteract the
fields. Biological matter is not a good conductor, although there are significant currents along
in particular nerve cells, but it is difficult to see how weak low-frequency radiation would
influence biological organisms, although there are (controversial) suggestions about effects
of low-frequency magnetic fields as discussed above.

When going upwards in frequency range, one gets to the higher range called radio fre-
quencies, the conventional frequencies for radio transmission. These certainly penetrate our
bodies, but there are no suggested effects. What yields a controversial subject is when we get
to what is called microwaves, frequencies around gigahertz (109 periods/sec). This provides
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the radiation used in microwave ovens and also in microwave communication. The effect used
in ovens is that these waves are absorbed by water and can be regarded as in resonance with
rotation of water molecules. The energy of single wave quanta (we soon get to that topic) is
small; the heating in an oven is due to a relatively high-energy field and strong absorption
by water. Electric conductors are still influenced as what was said previously, by inducing
currents close to the surface, currents that absorb radiation and also provide heating—one
should not have metal objects in a microwave oven. Microwave radiation would be absorbed
by the water in any biological organism. If the field strengths are large, this could lead to
heating and severe burning or still worse damage. On the other hand, it is not clear what a low
energy radiation can do. It could lead to a heating, maybe with bad effects if it worked for
a too long time, but otherwise, it is difficult to see what it can do. Microwave cannot destroy
biological molecules in any other way than by burning by strong fields.

Radiation, according to basic quantum mechanics, consists of quanta, smallest units of
propagation with an energy given by the fundamental formula:

energy quantum � h � frequency (5.22)

where h is Planck’s constant (6.63 � 10�34J sec). Such energy quanta shall be compared to
other atomic energies and to thermal energies.

This formula is due to Einstein, not due to Planck, which often is said. These accom-
plishments of this formula have come in the shadow of Einstein’s relativity theories and the
formula E � mc2, often presented as the most important formula of physics. But this for-
mula by Einstein is in many respects more important and it has applications much closer to
our daily lives.

Note reference value numbers: Thermal energies at normal temperatures (20–29 °C) are
around 4 � 10�21J.

Typical energy values of electron binding in atoms and molecules is 10�19�10�18J.
Vibration energies range from 10�21J (angle oscillations) to 10�19J (oscillations of bond
lengths).

Now, consider the radiation quanta. Microwaves have frequencies around 109Hz, which
means quantum energies around 109 � 6.63 � 10�34J � 6.63 � 10�25J. This is much
smaller than thermal energies and much smaller than molecular binding energies. Radiation
at such a frequency is part of an equilibrium radiation, than at relatively low strength. It can-
not, as higher frequency radiation, destroy molecular bonds. It might lead to some heating.

There is a qualitative change of the radiation properties when the quantum energies reaches
values around the thermal energy, which means energies in the range 10�20�10�21J, cor-
responding to frequencies of 1013�1014Hz, much higher than the microwaves. First, we
get into a low infrared range. Such frequencies correspond to angle oscillations of simple
molecules, and this is the important radiation for the “greenhouse effect”, which is a threat
to the climate of the earth. Such radiation is a main part of the equilibrium radiation pro-
duced at temperatures at the earth, and they might be radiated out in space. The vibration
energies of the simple molecules of our atmosphere, nitrogen and oxygen are too high to be
influenced by this radiation. Molecules that contain more that two atoms provide vibrations
of molecule angles with energies that well fit to this radiation. Such vibrations can absorb
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radiation of the mentioned frequency and thus keep that part with the effect that the earth
is heated. The temperature of the earth is a balance between the radiation that is received
from the sun and what is radiated from earth. The temperature balance is thus changed when
some of the possible outgoing radiation is absorbed in the atmosphere.

Going further, we get to another breaking point of the spectrum, the visible light with
frequencies 4 � 1014 � 8 � 1014Hz (wavelengths around 0.5 Å) corresponding to energies
2.6 � 10�19 � 5 � 1019J. Then, the energies become much larger, but they are still smaller
than relevant molecular binding energies—visible light does not change most molecular
bonds. Visible light is not influenced by the gases in the atmosphere and therefore reaches
the ground quite unchanged—we apprehend the atmosphere as transparent. At the ground,
it is absorbed by various processes, and the energy is dissipated as heat or leading to other
effects that we discuss at some different places. Leaves absorb light in the red spectrum at
wavelengths around 0.7 �m, frequency around 4 � 1014Hz, energies about 2.5 � 10�19J
(1.7 eV). This is not sufficient to split a water molecule, but the photosynthesis has an intricate
mechanism that can use the energy of two quanta, sufficient to dissociate water.

When going still further in the frequency spectrum, we get to ultraviolet radiation, and then
the quantum energies are sufficient to break molecular bonds. Single quanta are absorbed
and bonds are broken. Here, we get to the part of the radiation spectrum that can change the
molecules of life and provide disastrous effects. (Which is not possible at microwave fre-
quencies; a million times lower, although I have seen much confusion about this.)

When we get to frequencies of visible light or higher, there are effects in an organism
that enhance the effects by single or a small number of quanta. At the more utilisable, non-
dangerous side, single quanta of visible light are absorbed in our eyes. This leads to acti-
vation of a single protein that can open a chemical pathway, starting a number of triggered
reactions. At another side, a single UV-quantum can lead to a change of a crucial compon-
ent, maybe at one place of the DNA, which means that information transmission gets
wrong. There are control mechanisms that are aimed to counteract such events, but the fact
remains that a single quantum can have a disastrous effects. This becomes still worse for
still higher frequencies, coming into the X-ray and gamma-ray parts of the spectrum
1017�1019Hz or larger.

§ 6 QUANTUM MECHANICS

Undeniably, quantum mechanics is important for our development. Quantum mechanics
describes molecular bonds and is to a large extent essential for understanding the molecular
structure. This is very important as the basis of the physics of life. But also, quantum mechan-
ics is sometimes assigned a still greater role in the biological processes. That is controversial,
and there I do not agree.

I have an impression that many scientists (in particular some physicists) have an opinion
that the very spectacular and fascinating features of life must at the bottom be described by
a likewise spectacular and fascinating theoretical framework. The macromolecular physics
that provides one of the prominent red threads in this work may seem too dull and unexciting.
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(I have met that kind of opinions.) Quantum mechanics is more fascinating. What many
people are aware of, quantum mechanics is strange, mysterious, to some extent not under-
standable. As is the phenomenon of life and thus, it is natural to see them related. Or? I don’t
find such arguments logically justified.

My view is that macromolecular physics by the description of structure changes in relation
to biochemical processes should provide the basic description and I do not see why anything
else needs to be introduced. Adherents of the other side claim that such a kind of descrip-
tion is insufficient, although it is not clear why, and there are many proposals, in particular
concerning signal transmission and brain activity, where some kind of quantum mechanical
mechanism is suggested. What I will stress here is that such mechanisms require quite par-
ticular conditions, which at a thorough glance are not easily complied with.

I think, because of all these reasons, it is relevant at this point to provide a good picture
of what quantum mechanics really is, where it is absolutely necessarily required and where
I don’t think it is justified, and my reasons for that.

In order to see the need of quantum mechanics, one often starts with a historical account,
to motivate why one once took these strange steps. I will not take the path that maybe is the
most common one in these contexts, discussing spectral function and interference patterns,
but one I myself find as relevant for the actual development and also closer to the themes
of this book.

6A The thermodynamic path to quantum mechanics

Accounts of historical developments are of interest as they provide a deeper insight in the
concepts and, very important, give reasons why classical descriptions had to be abandoned,
even why classical descriptions lead to unacceptable conclusions. Often, one emphasises the
properties of atomic spectra and certain interference phenomena for the development of quan-
tum mechanics, but I will take another way, not so often emphasised, which in my opinion
was more relevant for the necessity of quantum mechanics and also very close to those per-
sons that provided the first crucial progresses, Max Planck and Albert Einstein. It originates
from the thermodynamic concepts that are present as red threads in much of the presentation
in this book.

In the middle of the 19th century Maxwell and Boltzmann were aware of a principle that
is briefly mentioned in some previous chapters and which will be discussed frequently in
the coming chapters. This refers to the tendency to distribute the total energy of a large system
among all molecular energy contributions, all degrees of freedom, such that the average of
every kind of molecular energy is the same. This is what is called the equipartition principle.
This was already at an early stage well justified also quantitatively, based on ideas about
molecular properties. It lies behind the velocity distribution for molecules in any gas, the
basic law derived by Maxwell. As we see it today, these ideas about atoms and molecules
were sound and correct according to the basic physics at that time. But Maxwell already
realised some mysterious problems in the description. It gave exactly the expected result for
the kinetic energies of free molecules, and for at least some rotation energies, but that was
all. One also expected that there should have been contributions from vibrations of atoms
bound in molecules, but no such contribution was found. As we see it today, this suggestion
is correct; there should have been contributions from vibrations in the classical picture of
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that time. Already in the 1820s the Frenchmen Dulong and Petit had shown that heat capaci-
ties of many solids showed a remarkable similarity law. Their law is exactly what the
equipartition principle predicts for vibration energies in solids, and comparisons with gases
gave perfect quantitative agreement. Very fine. But it was also clear that all solids did not
show this relation, and the heat capacities decreased considerably when temperatures were
lowered. The conventional theory and the equipartition principle did not anticipate this.
Today it is clear that, according to the physics at that time, the equipartition principle should
be valid, and the classical theory could not explain the decrease of heat capacities at low
temperatures.

The worst problem, which also led to the start of a completely new theory, is related to
this. At the end of the 19th century, people had found that what we call heat radiation is
electromagnetic radiation generated by the thermal motion of charged constituents in ordin-
ary matter, and this could be in equilibrium with ordinary matter, then providing what is
called black-body radiation. Boltzmann had rather early studied this equilibrium radiation
and found that it was well described by thermodynamic laws—as ordinary matter. In the last
decade of the 19th century, this radiation was much studied. It was established that the inten-
sity of the radiation is proportional to the fourth power of the absolute temperature. There
is a frequency of maximal intensity, which is proportional to the absolute temperature.

But there was a conflict to the equipartition principle. If, as one thought (and this is jus-
tified today), radiation is in equilibrium with the vibrations of electrical dipoles of matter,
then the radiation energy should be distributed among all frequencies of radiation. As fre-
quencies could be unlimitedly large, that would mean that the equilibrium radiation would
take up an infinite energy, evidently an absurd result, but an undisputable result from the
classical theoretical approach, and not possible to go with.

Note this: according to what we see as classical world-view where all vibrations and radi-
ation frequencies are possible, it is not possible to go with that absurd result: the equilib-
rium radiation would take up an unlimited amount of energy, which means that the entire basic
picture is impossible.

The person who got the credit of solving the problem and anyhow started the new devel-
opment was Max Planck. In 1900, there existed good measurements for how the radiation
intensity varies with frequencies for the black-body radiation. Planck had two papers that
year. In the first, he merely suggested a particular form for the distribution function. Evidently,
he had an idea about how that kind of expression could be derived from a microscopic, stat-
istical mechanical description. Without looking for particular applications, for instance
Boltzmann had considered thermal distribution of vibration energies, which did not vary
continuously but are multiples of some smallest vibration energy. That had led to results
similar to the first Planck formula.

Planck now studied a model of vibrating electric dipoles in equilibrium with electro-
magnetic radiation according to Maxwell’s equations (Section 5E). He introduced a com-
pletely new idea: the energies of the vibrating dipoles did not take all possible values but
had energies that were multiples of certain “vibration quanta” that in turn were propor-
tional to the frequency. He then used the statistical mechanical type of methods as proposed
by Boltzmann and in particular Clausius (who Planck valued very high) and arrived to 
the complete formula that up till today has been accepted as a true law for black-bodied
radiation.
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The formula Planck suggested for the dipole vibration energies is the famous one, which
we also considered in the chapter on radiation, Section 5E:

Energy � Integer � Frequency � Basic constant

The basic constant is the famous h � 6.626 � 10�34J/sec. What is noteworthy with Planck’s
formula is that it contains two constants that provide direct relation to microscopic features,
this constant h and the constant kB, which normally is called Boltzmann’s constant but for
the first time was explicitly introduced at this stage. It can be mentioned here that Planck’s
formula provides a relation between atomic quantities and what could be directly measured.
As Boltzmann’s constant is directly given from the formula, this provides also a measure
of Avogadro’s constant, the number of molecules in what is called one mole.

I will point out here that one speaks about two kinds of frequencies, which can lead to
confusion. Frequencies stand for a periodic process, and the normal definition is to give the
number of periods per second, what also corresponds to the sort “hertz”. The expression above
shall be regarded in that way. In the formal developments of quantum mechanics or any
dynamics, one preferably speaks about an angular frequency. If one considers a rotating wheel,
the period frequency means number of full turns per second, while the angular frequency
refers to the change of angles per second. The latter should mean angles in radians, which
means that a full turn corresponds to an angle 2p. Thus, the angular frequency is equal to the
period frequency multiplied by 2p. If the energy formula is written with an angular frequency,
the constant h should be replaced by what is written as � � h/2p � 1.05 � 10�34J/sec. 
� may be the most relevant constant in the formal development.

It shall also be emphasised that Planck had no other motivation for his assumption of dis-
crete vibration energies other than that he could derive his important formula.

The next progress was due to Einstein. He is mainly famous for the relativity theories,
but his accomplishments with this kind of progress (for which he got the Nobel Prize) are
as important and pioneering. For the physics of phenomena that is close to our lives, as
what this book is about, they are more important. We may see here an attitude that the more
spectacular parts of physics (as relativity theory) arouse more interest and glamour than
those that appeal for the every day phenomena.

Certainly Einstein was worth two prizes.
One of his famous works in 1905 was about what is called photoelectric effect. To explain

that, he took the audacious step to assume that electromagnetic radiation is quantised.
Radiation with a creation frequency has a smallest energy, proportional to the frequency.
He thus gave a formula for radiation similar to that Planck has suggested for the vibrating
dipoles, indeed what we have in Eq. (5.22):

Energy of radiation � Integer � Frequency � Fundamental constant h

This formula is often ascribed to Planck, but as said here, he had another approach. This is
Einstein’s formula and this formula is extremely important. Einstein may be famous for his
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formula E � mc2, but this formula may be even more important. It changed the entire
development of physics, and it is strongly relevant for a multitude of phenomena around us.
It is essential for understanding effects of different frequencies of radiation on all kind of
matter, including living organisms as discussed in Section 5E. It provides the basis of the
most important process of life, the photosynthesis influences, it also shows how UV and X-ray
radiation in small amounts can destroy molecules and lead to severe damage, while this is not
done by lower frequencies, what is a colour and also the principles behind the greenhouse-
effect that may change the climate on Earth. All this depends on this formula.

Einstein’s formula, derived to explain how light can get electrons out from a metal, also
solves the black-body problem. As the quanta of high frequency radiation become quite high,
larger than normal thermal energies, they would not be able to take up any energy in the
thermal energy distribution.

Einstein also at an early stage showed how the principle of quantised, discrete energies
could solve the problem of heat capacities, why Dulong–Petit’s law might not be generally
valid and why the heat capacity of solids decreases with temperature.

There were other problems. In the first decade of the 20th century, it became clear that the
atoms had negative and positive constituents and that the negatively charged electrons were
distributed over a rather large region while the positively charged, heavier nucleus is con-
fined to a very small region. A negative electron circling around the positive, heavy nucleus
appears to be a nice analogy to the planetary orbits around the sun. But there are severe
objections against that. According to Maxwell’s equations which describe the dynamics of
moving charges, the circling electron would emit electrodynamics radiation and by that loose
velocity. Eventually, it would be drawn onto the nucleus. Again, there is no way out from
this in a classical description, and there are other objections of that kind. Classical theory
with Maxwell’s equations cannot describe a stable, microscopic world with charged basic
“particles”.

Again the solution is quantisation, and this was given by the atomic model in the 1910s
by Bohr, which also solved the questions of atomic spectra. The principle of that atomic
model is that the electrons go in orbits around the nuclei, but these orbits are not arbitrary but
given by certain requirements. Such orbits would be stable and not emit radiation. Spectral
lines correspond to transitions of electrons from one orbit to another. This worked well, but
at that time, there was no basic motivation behind it.

Other things happened at that time. Einstein’s quantisation of the electromagnetic radiation
(light) led to some deep arguments. One point was that this in a sense meant that the basic
units of radiation, the quanta appeared similarly to particles. They are not arbitrary waves, but
definite numbers of light quanta. Then a related question appears: if light waves could behave
like particles, could what we apprehend as particles behave as waves? The answer is yes.
These we see as negatively charged particles, the electrons can show interference patterns as
waves do. Particle/waves, both light and matter could sometimes be interpreted as waves,
more spread out, and sometimes as particles, specified objects.

6B Basic principles of quantum mechanics

The idea of Einstein of discretisation of light energy led to conclusions which Einstein himself
never completely accepted. There is here a basic uncertainty rule, Heisenberg’s uncertainty
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principle. In order to study the position and features of any object, we need a kind of meas-
uring instrument that can discern the finest details of an object. Primarily one uses radiation
waves, and to see, for instance details of atoms, one should have a wavelength smaller than
these. Here Einstein’s quanta enter. Small wavelength means high frequency. The smallest
quanta imply a high energy. Such a high energy necessarily perturbs the object. The smaller
details one wants to study, the higher energy quanta are needed and the more seriously the
object is perturbed by the quantum energies.

The uncertainty principle means that there is a fundamental limit of the accuracy by which
one can measure positions and momentum (mass times velocity). The better we measure
position, the more energy and momentum are transferred through the quanta and the less
accurate will a measurement of momentum be.

The uncertainty principle leads to problems about a reality concept, discussed in an
introduction chapter. Many people, also argue today that one still should be able to attain a
reality containing understandable particles with definite positions and velocities.

Everything tends to show that the quantum indeterminacy provides a fundamental restric-
tion of classical physics, and also a kind of restriction of reality. My interpretation is that
we must accept that electrons, radiation quanta, photons, and so on, are not particles in a clas-
sical sense to which we can assign definite positions and velocities. What are they? Well,
we don’t know. Although there is a perfect mathematical framework to describe these, we
cannot fully grasp such concepts. That is where we stand, and that is as I apprehend the
“Copenhagen interpretation”. There are many people, also serious scientists that refuse to
see this breakdown of the classical world-view and try to construct something more related
to that. It can be added that every time one has proposed possible tests of such alternatives,
the basic formulation of quantum mechanics has always won.

Quantum mechanics, what is it really? Certainly, it involves some intricate mathematical
framework and is not easily described in non-mathematical terms. As already hinted at several
times, it is about a kind of wave description and certain restrictions on the waves that lead
to clearly distinguished “wave states”. It describes dynamic situations, but maybe most often,
one regards time-independent situations with well-defined energy values.

So, there is a mathematical framework. At the bottom, there is this strange thing called
“wave function”. What we infer as observations and results from observations are provided by
what is called “operators”, mathematical operations, which correspond to our understandable
physical concepts. These operators act on the wave function and the outcome, our physical
interpretation, is then given from that “operated wave function”. Does it sound strange? Yes,
it does.

The wave function in itself can be interpreted as a probability function. That is, it is the
square of the wave function, and more than that, it is the absolute value of the square as that
wave function itself normally is formulated by complex numbers, those that contain the
mysterious imaginary unit i with the characteristic feature that i2 � �1. This means that
there is a part of the wave function, what we see as “phase factor” that is not directly related
to the observations, but which sometimes can yield significant effects.

A further strange feature of the mathematical formalism is that the wave function contains,
as we see it, different contributions related to different states and different interpretations.
When one makes an observation, but first then, the operator procedure gives a probability
measure for different observed values or, in general, of different situations. This is what is
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referred to as collapse of the wave function. It is at this stage, we seem to get to an indeter-
ministic, non-causal description: various outcomes are represented by various probabilities,
even if one can make predictions; the outcome has a random character.

This property that the wave function is comprised by various state possibilities is what has
led to the metaphor of Schrödinger’s cat. The wave function of the cat deals with both the
possibility that it is dead and that it is alive. First, when we make an observation, this provides
a probability that the cat is killed. It should be emphasised that this is a kind of metaphor:
life and death are according to the physics of this book macroscopic concepts, and hardly
interpreted as quantum objects. The relevant feature of the wave function remains. For
instance, the wave function can describe a sum over several molecular states; the molecule
can be said to be in all these states at the same time.

The interpretation of this kind of statement depends on our views and how we look upon
quantum mechanics. What is random, and what is not deterministic is the interpretation of
the results in classical terms, those terms we think we understand. However, from the first
discussion of different levels in nature, it should be clear that the classical concepts cannot
represent an absolute truth, and there should be some basic indeterminacy.

The wave function on the other hand is, as all basic physical quantities, given by deter-
ministic equations. The wave function develops in time according to strict rules, and that
does not contain any basic non-causality. In other words, the probability functions of quan-
tum mechanics follow strict, deterministic laws, it is the interpretation of classical concepts
that lead to an indeterminacy.

The wave function thus represents what we loosely refer to as “particles” although their
appearance is far from what is expected by ordinary ones. It is the basic concept, but only
something that provides probabilities for the concepts we think we understand and want to
consider in the world.

Let us now go to more relevant features. An electron at an atom or molecule cannot be
interpreted as a particle in a classical, ordinary meaning. It has no clear position and no
clear velocity. It is represented by the wave function that can be considered as an electron
distribution. Neither does it have any clear velocity in any clear direction. In some states, it
has a clear kinetic energy but no angular momentum, i.e. it is not a rotation around a spe-
cific axis. In other states, it has a definite angular momentum although no definite velocity.

When we get to molecules, the wave function distribution stretches around neighbouring
nuclei and in that way provides a binding energy. There are different symmetries of the atomic
wave functions, and there is an important symmetry difference between two types of mol-
ecule bonds. Consider a bond between two atoms. The wave function provides an electron
distribution around the axis between these atoms. For the lowest molecular bonds, the wave
function goes around this axis in a cigar-shaped fashion, with no angular dependence.

This corresponds to atomic s-states with no angular momentum and a wave function, which
only depends on the distance to the centre. In accordance to that case, these simple molecular
bonds are called �-bonds. The atoms that are bound by such a bond may be bound to other
atoms, other groups. As there is no dependence on the direction, the quantum mechanical
energy is independent of the orientation of the further groups. This means that the joined
groups are free to rotate around the bond, and this does not influence the bond energy. As
other groups are involved, there are other energies that can change by the rotation. This is
very important as it introduces a considerable flexibility of the biological macromolecules
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that to a large part are bound together along long chains to a large degree consisting of 
s-bonds.

This is the normal type of bond for what is called “single bond”. There are also bonds with
more than one joining electron. As in atoms, two electrons avoid being in the same state,
and a new type of bond appears which depends on the rotation angle, what one refers to as
p-bond. This is strictly confined by the geometry and not possible to rotate in any other
way than breaking the bond and rebind the atoms. When we have a bond by two electrons,
what we call double bond, one of the electrons will be in a s-state, the other in a p-state, and
this bond is stiff, not flexible.

There are numerous examples of single bonds with possibilities of rotations and stiff
double bonds in organic and biological molecules. The simplest example of a bond
between two carbon atoms is ethane CH3�CH3. The carbon atoms are joined by a single
s-bond and the molecule rotates freely around the bond. The rotation is to some extent
influenced by interactions between the hydrogens, which provide a repulsive energy if they
get close to each other. This affects the flexibility of more complex molecules to a high
degree, but still the free rotation is a basic feature. For propane, CH3�CH2�CH2�CH3

the positions of the outer groups affects the rotation of the central bond. Still the molecule is
fairly flexible. In contrast to that, ethylene, CH2��CH2, has a double bond with a p-character
and rotations do not occur. When it comes to conformations of, for instance, propene,
CH3�CH��CH�CH3 with a double bond in the middle, this means that there will be fixed
configurations with the outer groups in certain positions that do not go over into each other
unless the p-bond is affected in some way. There are examples of photochemical processes
where the configuration of a double bond can get changed by absorption of light (which adds
sufficient energy to break the bond and rebind the atoms).

We have here mainly considered quantum mechanics of bonds and motions in the bonds.
However, quantum mechanics also affects relations between “particles”, which may be elec-
trons, photons or atoms. A most striking is that quantum mechanical particles do not have
any individuality. We have to somewhat consider that point.

First, for atoms with many electrons, a most striking feature is the Pauli principle: two
electrons cannot be in the same quantum state. The quantum states in the hydrogen atom
are the s- and p-states that we described with formulas. There is a further quantum number,
relating to what is called “spin”, which has no correspondence in classical mechanics. It
appears as an intrinsic angular momentum of a particle, such as an electron. The electron spin
can be assigned a certain direction as an angular momentum, but can only take two possi-
bilities, either point upwards or downwards. This may be attributed to an internal rotation
either clockwise or anti-clockwise. As there are two different spin states, there can be two, but
not more, electrons in the lowest s-state. This is also the case for a helium atom with a lowest
state with two electrons in the lowest s-state. The next element, lithium can also have two
electrons in the lowest s-state, but a third electron must be placed in the higher (2s)-state. This
is a common picture, but the situation is more complicated than that. It is not—which our
intuition makes reasonable, that one places one electron in one state, then one electron in the
next state and then the third electron. No, all three electrons are the same and all three electrons
are at the same time in all three states.

This is the strange “entanglement” effect that occurs for all kinds of particles at their lowest
energy states. This is also a possibility for atoms of some kind in low-energy states where
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the atoms then appear as the same, all are together in the same states. The entanglement has
a lot of interesting features, and it is also something one tries to exploit for “quantum com-
puters”. The entangled particles (electrons or atoms) are all in the same state and when they
interact with each other or some external source, each of them represents a number of dif-
ferent states and possibilities, which would lead to the possibility to perform a number of
different tasks at the same time. In theory this gives the possibility to perform a number of
complicated tasks in parallel, in short time. To achieve this, it is needed that the relevant par-
ticles be kept in the entangled state which means essentially at well-defined quantum states
close to the lowest possible (ground) states. They shall be sheltered from irrelevant interactions
from any environment that would destroy the entanglement. In theory this provides a great
possibility, the difficulty is to keep the system sufficiently isolated and free from intervening
interactions.

There is another concept related to this, coherence. This is most apparent for photons,
radiation quanta. Photons, also apprehended as particles, albeit with zero mass, are another
type of particles than the electrons. There is in that case no Pauli principle, instead there can
well be many photons in the same quantum state, for a photon represented by the frequency
and polarisation direction. Again, the photons are the same. If there are many photons in the
same basic state, then they behave as a unity, there is no distinction between any individual
photons. This is what corresponds to a “coherent” state and such coherent states are in fact
familiar objects, the laser beams. They are formed by strong interaction between the radiation
and some kind of atom or molecule electron states, which gives rise to a uniform radiation
with all photons in principle the same. This uniformity, this coherence is used in various
applications. One can also have photons in entangled states, corresponding to the electron-
entangled states. An electromagnetic wave, as we describe in the electromagnetic section, has
an electric and a magnetic component and the directions of the components provide two
polarisation possibilities, either pointing in either of two directions or rotations in either of two
directions. This polarisation corresponds to the electron spin. One can then get entangled states
of photons, in the simplest case with one photon of one polarisation direction, another with the
opposite polarisation. This is not the quantum picture, according to which both photons are
in both states at the same time. This gives rise to the much discussed experiments where one
has had entangled photons that go away in different directions which is discussed later.

We shall also point out here that the wave functions at molecules are also influenced by elec-
trostatic forces from other ions, atoms and molecules. Forces from neighbouring charges
influence the wave functions and in that way enhance dipole moments. The electron wave
function that connects a hydrogen to an oxygen or a nitrogen can be influenced by a neigh-
bouring oxygen or nitrogen with a surplus or electrons, thus negatively charged. The electron
will then be moved from the hydrogen nucleus, enhancing a dipole bond. This is what is
called “hydrogen bond”, which plays an important part in forming bonds between various
units in a cell.

Even if there are units that appear essentially neutral, there are quantum mechanical
influences of electron wave functions of neighbouring atoms and molecules. The wave func-
tions will be correlated, in a sense moving away from each other, and by that reducing direct
Coulomb interaction and instead leading to relatively weak attraction. This is called disper-
sion interaction, and can be described by quantum mechanical formalism. The force goes
down with the sixth power of the inverse distance to (1/r6). More commonly, they are called
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“van der Waals forces” and are important for the condensation of gases. In principle, that
effect is always present, but it is most important in cases where there are no direct electrostatic
interactions.

It is also possible to have atoms with an even number of electrons in coherent states, in
what is called “Bose–Einstein condensation”. In low-energy situations with little interaction
between the atoms, these can for a very special state where again, all atoms are the same,
thus behave as a unit, coherently. This coherence gives rise to special features, in particular
as they all move as a unity, we get special possibilities of motion and this relates to super-
conductivity of some metals where there are currents with no resistance or special superfluid
properties of liquid helium at very low temperatures. The possibility to get a state of the
Bose–Einstein condensation character is suggested for photons in solids under special con-
ditions, in principle a state similar to a laser state.

We consider ideas about the relevance of the latter effects to phenomena of life in a 
later part.

6C The hydrogen atom

In order to illustrate the quantum mechanical concepts, I will show here some features of
the formalism of the treatment of the hydrogen atom. The intention is not to go in any depth
of quantum mechanics but rather to illustrate its kind of concepts and basic results. Parts
may here look quite advanced, but the importance lies in the main results.

Basically, quantum mechanics as classical mechanics works with energy and momentum
concepts. One regards the hydrogen atom as a heavy nucleus (proton) at the centre and an
electron in a suggested circular orbit around the proton. Classically, the problem is much
the same as the Newton (Kepler) description of planetary orbits around the sun. Thus consider
a circular motion of the electron around and at the distance r from a centre (the nucleus).
The electron velocity is v, at least classically along a circular orbit.

Kinetic energy: mv2/2 � p2/2 m; in the last expression expressed by momentum p � mv.
Electrostatic potential energy: q2/4p�0r, where q is electron and proton charge.
Angular momentum: mvr.

As we shall show, it is meaningful to describe the quantum mechanical motion in these
terms and we can get numerical values of various quantities that are much the same as the
corresponding classical quantities. However, if we begin to investigate the features in more
detail, we find that it has very little to do with planetary motion.

The primary principle of quantum mechanics is that the main quantities, energies and
momentums are not, as in the classical theory, well-defined concepts with well-defined values,
but represented by what is called ‘operators’. This means quantities that work on the central
concept in this formalism, the wave function, with no correspondence in classical physics.
The wave function or rather the square of the wave function provides a probability distri-
bution function of the position or of the momentum. The wave function is generally sym-
bolised by the Greek letter c, and is a function of the space variables x, y, z. In the formalism,
a component of the momentum in the x-direction is represented by a derivative of the wave
function with respect to x. More precisely, the effect of the momentum component operator
on the wave function is given by dc/dx multiplied by the Planck’s constant � (�1.05 � 1�34),
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the constant that signifies quantum mechanical quantities. (Planck’s constant appears in two
forms, with or without a factor 2p: h � 2p�.) We here have the lower value of �.

The total kinetic energy operating on the wave function corresponds to
the differential expression:

For the atom, we also have the potential electric energy equal to �q2/4p�0r. The total energy
is then represented by the energy (Hamilton) operator represented by a differential expression.
We write this for a situation which only depends on the distance to the origin, r and therefore
only contains that variable.

(6.1)

The main principle is to calculate a wave function � that is limited in all space and such
that this expression is equal to a constant (the energy value � E) times the wave function:
H� � E�. E is here the value of the energy, not another operator.

The differential expression is the same as before but expressed here by the radius variable.
Note the signs in the expression, both terms have minus signs. The potential energy represents
an attractive interaction, it shall be negative. The first, kinetic energy term, shall be positive
(kinetic energy is always positive), and thus the derivative contribution is negative.

We get an equation H� � E� where H� is the expression above and E the energy value.
The simplest possibility that also provides the ground state of hydrogen is that c (r) is equal

to an exponentially decreasing function of the form c0(r) � exp(�r/a). Straightforward
calculations show that this exponential function satisfies the requirements if

(6.2)

which with given numbers is equal to 5.29 � 10�11m (see Chapter 3). This value, usually
referred to as the Bohr radius, is interpreted as the radius of the hydrogen atom. The relations
also provide a value for the energy of the hydrogen atom:

(6.3)

which is equal to 2.16 � 10�18J.
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The last relation between the energy and the orbit radius (i.e. a) is the same as for classical
orbit motion (planetary orbits, with gravitation energy replaced by electrostatic one).

The position and velocity of the electron do not have any clear meanings, but are 
rather considered as distributed according to a probability measure, provided by the 
wave function squared, which has the meaning of a probability density. The general 
formula is

(6.4)

‘d3r ’ indicates that we take 3D integral over 3D space. Note that A in the integral expression
is not normally a function of the coordinates but an operator, which can mean derivatives
like: A � (d/dx) → Ac � dc(x)/dx. The bar over c indicates complex conjugation when
the wave function is complex.

For the parts of the energy, this expression used in a straightforward way yields:

(6.5)

Note that it is meaningful to calculate the average of a differential operator. Here, the aver-
age of the kinetic energy is equal to half the (negative) value of the electrostatic energy. The
negative total energy, the sum of these is thus equal to half the electrostatic energy. These
relations are similar to what is valid for classical planetary motion.

It thus seems that kinetic and potential energies have meanings corresponding much to
similar motion in classical dynamics. But there are significant differences. The wave func-
tion, which correspond to the distribution of the electron position is spherical symmetric,
i.e. it depends only on the radius. The electron has no specific position, but is rather con-
fined around a distance a around the proton. The direction to the electron does not have any
meaning. The electron in such a state has no angular momentum, which means that it does
not circulate around the proton in any classical sense. The electron has a kinetic energy, so
it in some sense has a velocity, but not in any specific direction.

We got these results from the simplest wave function exp (�r/a), which represents the
ground state with the lowest possible energy (which is negative) of the hydrogen atom. We
can continue this and consider states with higher energies. The next-lowest energy is pro-
vided by the following wave function:
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a is the same as before. This provides an energy value a factor 4 smaller than the preceding
one: E � ��2/(8ma2) � �q2/(32p�0a).

In the language of atomic spectra, this as the previous one represent s-states (states with
zero angular momentum) with main quantum numbers n � 0 and 1 (1 for the last case). A
continuation provides higher quantum numbers where a general number n corresponds to a
wave function proportional to an exponential factor exp (�r/na). Thus, the radii of the sub-
sequent states are proportional to na.

For higher wave function, one also considers angular momentum and situations where
the wave function also depends on the directions in space, not only the distance to the proton.
The angular momentum will be an integer, l, times the Planck’s constant, �, that is l�. It
appears in the kinetic part of the basic equation as a centrifugal force term of the form
l(l � 1) �2/2m2.

The Schrödinger equation for the radial variation now becomes:

(6.6)

There are also relations for angular variation, which we do not show. For the lowest situ-
ation with angular momentum, l � 1, we shall as above have the main quantum number
n � 1. There are now three wave functions, which provide the same energy, the same main
and the same angular momentum quantum values. We can write these as:

(6.7)

a is the same as above. These thus show asymmetries that are relevant for the angular
momentum. However, still these expressions do not make any sense in a classical motion
picture. The angular momentum should in some way mean that the electron goes around the
proton in some ordered way. However, if we consider the first of these expression with the
wave function proportional to the x-coordinate, this means that the probability is zero that
the electron in that state appears on the y-, z-plane. If the electron in any classical sense should
go around the nucleus, it should cross that plane, but the result shows that it never does.

A conclusion here is that we cannot interpret “position”, “motion” with “velocities” in a
classical way. Still, and that is the way one usually works with quantum theory, when one
doesn’t bother about such questions but merely uses the formalism and calculates the
results, everything works perfect.

As we have a relation for the kinetic energy, we can also calculate a value of the average
absolute value of the momentum (|mv|). With the energy value (see above)
E � �2/2ma2 � �mv2/2�, we can make the estimate:
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If we interpret p as the uncertainty of momentum and a the uncertainty of position, this is
the limiting uncertainty relation of quantum mechanics. It is of course not a coincidence
that we get this relation. These show that classical mechanics cannot be meaningful for
describing these quantum bonds, and definitely not for the lowest quantum states.

One also considers other types of energies. In molecules, there are possibilities for the
bound atoms to vibrate, which means that the molecular bonds act as oscillators. The classical
energy expression for an oscillator that vibrates in one (x) direction (see Eq. (4.1)) is:

This is the sum of a kinetic and an elastic energy where k is an elastic constant. kx is equal
to the elastic force in the system and the system oscillates around a equilibrium (x � 0).
The classical oscillation frequency v is equal to �(k/m). In the quantum mechanical 
description, energy values are En � n�v, where n is an integer. Then, the average of the
kinetic energy and the elastic energy are the same, equal to half the energy value. We may
consider these averages to represent uncertainties of the momentum and position and then
we have:

Thus: px � n�.
We again get the quantum uncertainty relation for the lowest energy state (n � 1).

Classical mechanics is not appropriate here. However, on the other hand, if we consider
higher states, say n � 10 or higher, the product px becomes significantly larger than the
quantum limit. This implies that the uncertainty is less relevant, and we may well describe
the situation at such energies by classical mechanics.

What can be expected about the numerical values in this case? The crucial parameter is
the elastic constant k. Molecular bond energies are 10�18�10�19J, and bond lengths
around 10�10m. kx2 shall correspond to an energy change when the bond length is changed
by a distance x. A value of k can be estimated in the following way. One may assume that
a change in distance by, say 10�11m corresponds to a change of energy around 10�19J. This
leads to a value of k around 1000 kg/sec2, which is fairly representative. The frequency is the
square root of k divided by the mass. The mass of an oxygen atom, 16 atomic units is
2.7 � 10�26kg. This corresponds to a vibration frequency close to 2 � 1014Hz, a represen-
tative value for molecular frequencies. This corresponds to an energy 2 � 10�20J.

In molecules with more than two atoms, there are possibilities to vibrate the angle between
bonds. Such frequencies may be around 1013Hz, ten times lower than the above estimate.
This leads to energies comparable with thermal energies, around 4 � 10�21J. These types
of oscillations have a very important effect as these are responsible for the “greenhouse
effect” as they absorb radiation from the earth at earth temperatures. The vibration frequencies
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of oxygen and nitrogen in the atmosphere are too large for absorbing such radiation, while
vibrations of larger molecules, carbon dioxide, water and methane do absorb the radiation
from earth, which then leads to a heating effect.

6D The strange features of quantum mechanics

We now go somewhat further about the strange consequences of quantum mechanics. What
should have been clear in what I have said, the wave function contains several possibilities,
which can mean several different states, several possible outcomes in an experiment. Note,
it can probably not be said too often: all such possibilities are there at the same time. It is
as if the system were in all these states simultaneously. First at a later stage, one gets prob-
abilities for different outcomes.

This is what is said in the metaphor of Schrödinger’s cat already mentioned, the cat 
that is dead and alive at the same time (Schrödinger, 1980). I say metaphor, because that
picture should not be taken literary. But the basis of the metaphor shall be taken seriously;
the wave function describes several possibilities as if all of them are there at the same time.
It develops into a probability function and provides a certain outcome by a certain proba-
bility first after an observation. When we do not observe the cat, it is both dead and 
alive. When we observe the system, we will find a definite answer, but that answer was not
there before. For the strange effects of quantum mechanics, see, e.g. Davies and Brown
(1986).

Although these ideas are basic, I don’t think they always become clear in non-specialist
presentations.

What is much discussed and what has great economic possibilities is what is called “quan-
tum computers”. These make use of what we have just presented; the fact that the quantum
mechanical wave function contains a number of different components, each representing
some particular possibility. The idea is that these components can perform a large number
of calculation steps at the same time. A limiting factor in “classical” computers is that all
computer decisions go through one or a limited number of central processing entities. The
advantage with the quantum computer would be that one can have a relatively large number
of coupled, entangled components, which together can represent a very large number of pos-
sibilities as long as no result is observed. Then, one can as in other cases here, observe the
state and get out a result. The method should be particularly efficient for situations where
a large number of calculations shall be tested in order to find a particular result, a task that is
particularly relevant for cryptography. The search for prime factors of very large numbers
is such a task, which could be impossible on modern computers, but which in principle could
be possible on a quantum computer.

In theory this works. Relatively simple calculations have been worked out with a small
number of components. The problem is to get a sufficient number of “entangled components”.
The wave function and its components must contain quantum pure states, and that means that
it is very sensitive to all kinds of disturbances.

Because of important applications, much money is spent on efforts to develop such systems.
Still, it is a long way to a workable system, but progress is going on and now and then, there
are reports on some kind of breakthrough.
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On the other hand, speculative scientists have proposed that certain cell processes involve
quantum computing, and all such proposals arouse a lot of interest. However, this possibility
appears very distant from reality. As said, it requires what is called entangled units in quite pure
states, which preferably should be kept rather isolated with little interaction to surroundings.
Where can such a situation be found in a cell? What probably is the strongest argument
against possible quantum effects in the physics of life, such effects should require very pure
situations, but everywhere in any biological organism, one rather finds a bewildering,
seemingly irregular structure with strong interactions.

An obvious measure of the relevance of quantum mechanics is the uncertainty relation.
When disturbances, interactions to various entities and relatively strong forces, provide vari-
ations of positions and moment (velocities) that are larger than the quantum, uncertainty,
then one would expect a classical behaviour, not quantum mechanics effects. There are numer-
ous examples of that.

Molecules that move relatively freely in a gas or a liquid, but then also interact with other
molecules exchange frequently energy and momentum, leading to what we can interpret 
as “natural uncertainty”. The obvious measure for that is the thermal energy kBT. With 
the relation for kinetic energy mv2/2, the thermal energy corresponds to a velocity
v � �(2 kBT/m) and a momentum, mass times velocity: mv � �(2 mkBT). If this represents
an uncertainty for the momentum, one can then calculate what the quantum uncertainty
gives for the position. The relation is pl � �. Thus, this criterion tells that quantum effects
should be relevant when the “natural uncertainty” of the position is around �/�(2 mkBT). For
a sodium ion (atomic weight 22), this gives a value 6 � 10�12m, smaller than the atomic
radius. That is not the object for which one should expect strong quantum effects. For that,
one should have very low temperatures, but we see from the formula that the temperature
should be reduced at least 100-fold to reach a 10-fold increase in the position uncertainty.
Could it be possible to get regions with extremely small temperatures in a cell? What mech-
anisms could accomplish that, how could that be shielded from external influences? I don’t
know, but I have seen proposals of such mechanisms. (Much lighter electrons would get
closer to the quantum limit, but free electrons are not expected in any fluid of a living body.)

I have seen proposals for quantum relevance when they have considered an uncertainty
of the position which can be around 1 nm � 10�9m, corresponding, for instance, to the
thickness of a membrane. The quantum rule then provides a value 10�25kg/sec for the
momentum, which means about 3 m/sec for the velocity of a sodium ion. Then, one notes
that there is an ion current through ion channels (we will speak more about these later),
which may be of the order picoampere (10�12A). As the charge of a univalent ion is about
10�19Coulomb, this means that one ion passes the channel in around 10�7sec. As the
length of the channel is about 1 nm � 10�9m, this provides an ion velocity of 100 m/sec,
which should be a representative value of ion velocities. Anyhow, it is much large than the
quantum limit, and not expected to provide quantum mechanics effects.

What often is seen as the most strange is the transfer of the wave function over large dis-
tances together with a final “collapse”.

Let me present some different kinds of transferring information in different direc-
tions over large distances. We can have a person (an army general) in the middle, who sends
two different messages in two different directions telling two persons at the ends what each
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shall do. They know what the messages are, but they do not know who will get which mes-
sage and who shall do what. (It can be in a war where one army shall withdraw and the
other attack.) This seems fairly trivial. Both armies get their orders, and they then also know
what order the other army got, a long distance away.

The central staff may intentionally send the messages to the two receivers, with a clear
motivation about who got which message. But one can think of alternatives. Perhaps, the cen-
tral staff rolls a dice and sends the messages according to that. Still more, the central staff
could have a random selection mechanism so that the messages were sent in the different
directions with certain probabilities so that no one knew what was sent to whom until the
receivers got their messages. Still because of the rules, they both immediately knew which
message the other receiver got. Of course it is nothing strange here. Messages are sent out,
even randomly over large distances, but when received, they are both meaningful, and both
receivers also knew what message the other got even if he was very far away.

I take up this in some detail because I want to emphasise strongly (and I don’t think that
really is done in many popular accounts) that this is not the view of quantum mechanics.

The quantum mechanical experiment means that one gets two or more particles (usually
photons) which are characterised by wave functions involving different states. As I have said
above, the wave function itself is not a probability function. Two quantum signals sent out
along considerable distances would contain both possibilities. If one sends out two photons,
both signals in the different directions contain the same photons (or rather, the photons appear
as one unity) and their possible states. First, when the signals are observed, the wave func-
tions at all places simultaneously (and the places can be very far from each other) change
and provide definite results to all receivers and they know what the message is at the other
end. This experiment and its strange interpretation have excited a lot of discussion, mainly due
to its strange concepts of locality and simultaneous response at two places that may be arbi-
trarily far from each other. But it has also been strongly emphasised that this does not mean
an instantaneous transmission of information. That part of the game is not different from the
other cases that were described above: information that is sent out in two (or several) dif-
ferent directions so that each recipient is also aware of what the other one has received. It is
not an instantaneous message sent from one person to another.

It should also be stressed that the quantum mechanical entities still are influenced by the
basic physical laws: quantum mechanical electrons are still electrical charges and are influ-
enced by electrical and magnetic forces. The strange quantum phenomena are highly influ-
enced by all kinds of interactions with ordinary matter. In fact, a main difficulty of these
interesting experiments and the greatest problem in the achievements has been to avoid all
disturbing influences. (I have seen proposals that the quantum special states should be able
to penetrate matter or get out of electrically screened rooms. There is no motivation for
such possibilities.)

Among possibilities of quantum phenomena that can be relevant for biological systems,
those that look most promising (or least untrusting) are proposals of what is referred to as
“coherent effects”, mentioned earlier. The most obvious example of a coherent state is a
laser and some of the most interesting proposals here at least as I see it, as a kind of laser
effect. A mechanism that was proposed by Fröhlich (1968), see also Davidov (1985) and
neither become generally accepted nor completely abandoned. It started from the assump-
tion of a band of photon (radiation) states with a lowest frequency, which shall be larger
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than what corresponds to thermal energies. Then, if there were excitations to that band and
a sufficiently slow decay from these states, the lowest state will fill up and provide a very
strong, coherent state, much in the way of an ordinary laser. That coherent state could (as
laser light) proceed long distances without decay. It is also analogue to what is called
“Bose–Einstein-condensation” of matter, proposed by Einstein in the 1920s and recently
constructed for atoms at very low temperatures. That effect deals with the unity of for
instance atoms at very low temperatures as a large number of atoms behave as a unity, as
we say coherent way. That possibility is out of the scope for biological applications, but the
laser-analogy is in principle possible. As for other of the effects which we speak about here,
there is a great question mark about interaction effects. A true laser uses mechanisms to
accomplish a very strong field, which in a very regular system becomes quite stable. The
conditions for that in the far from regular structure of a cell are in no way obvious and it 
is quite unclear whether it can work. As I have seen, formalisms of such a coherent phe-
nomenon normally are built up by assuming quite regular structures. I think that is a clear
weakness.

There are frequent ideas that coherent radiation effects, of Bose–Einstein character is
very important for, among others, signal transmission and also for understanding the higher
functions of the brain. I have seen suggestions that entangled states of nucleotides play a
role for DNA synthesis and that the cytoskeleton of the cells can act as a quantum computer
(Hammerhoff, 1987). Thus, nature has already made use of the invention electronics indus-
tries try to develop by intensive research ventures and large investment money. What do we
believe?

There are other ideas around these, which I neither accept. Life is strange and spectacular,
but it is not necessary to have a spectacular theory for that. Macromolecular science and
thermodynamics are no spectacular items, nor is quantum mechanics. Still, I have seen sev-
eral examples of spectacular theories in physics, most related to quantum mechanics,
which at some stage have been proposed as an important part of the physics of life. All these
concepts that I just mentioned, superconductivity, Bose–Einstein condensation, coherence,
entanglement and much more, including quantum, gravity have been suggested as serious
parts here. Much is probably hopelessly misdirected, and there are strange thoughts around
here, which also tell a lot about scientists. Spectacular theories are the most exciting ones,
and why should not the spectacular life get its spectacular theory. I have seen examples of
proposals of this type that have been taken up in an almost enthusiastic way by physicists
who see them as very interesting physics without realising that they do not represent real-
istic biological applications. I have seen biologists who do not fully understand the compli-
cated physics and do not see that these ideas are not applicable to biology but see that these
are fascinating ideas and as such, they should be important. Of course, when I write this, I
try to be free from all such ideas.

Why should such mechanisms be relevant? What can they explain that is not explained
in other ways? Another, can these mechanisms be relevant in living organisms? Are the con-
ditions for them met in real systems? A related question, what would we think about build-
ing up of a biological system to make such proposals relevant? And of course, are there any
experimental implications that these effects are relevant.

As for the first question, I have seen two different proposals about why this should be rele-
vant. The most physical is that generation of signals of relevant frequencies and timescales
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in general would require quantum mechanisms (Fröhlich, 1968; Davidov, 1985). It may be
possible that quantum effects might provide a suitable signal generation, but the type of
processes that are taken up here in other chapters clearly can do the work. Indeed, what is
relatively seldom said is, I think, an important point here: the timescales of biological
processes are hardly compatible with quantum effects. The quantum mechanical processes
should be rapid, but most of what happens in biological systems is slow. It would certainly
have been an advantage for the brain processes to be more rapid than they are—as the
fastest processes take about a millisecond. If the brain was governed by quantum mechan-
ically generated signals, it should be possible to have much faster processes. Indeed the
restriction of the timescale, as I also discuss at other places are clearly understood when we
see macromolecular processes and changes of macromolecular structures as important
parts of the processes. These processes restrict the timescales, but quantum processes could
be much faster. At a place where one really has quantum, effects, in photosynthesis, the
first, quantum mechanically directed processes, absorption of light, storing of the incoming
light energy to split water molecules proceed quite rapidly. Timescales rather speak against
quantum mechanics than for it. Concerning quantum mechanics ideas about the function of
the brain and the mind problem (see, e.g. Wigner, 1983; Hammerhoff, 1987; Donald, 1990;
Stapp, 1991; Beck and Eccles, 1992).

Maybe, the most spread quantum ideas are mainly that classical mechanics cannot
explain life or at least some aspects of life; something else is needed and that might be
quantum mechanics. In particular, it is claimed that life needs an indeterministic descrip-
tion, whatever is meant by that. One wants to keep the possibility of a free will, which in
the minds of many scientists must mean a fundamentally indeterministic world where we
also can have events without causes. I will say much about that kind of arguments at other
places, and I will not go in too much detail there. I think those who have such ideas misun-
derstand the nature of the macroscopic level that is relevant for understanding life, and that
also the free will must be seen from that aspect, not from a fundamental microscopic phys-
ical theory. The way we think and have ideas of our own individuality has nothing to do
with whether the atomic underlying physics is based on deterministic or indeterministic
principles.

The principle of determinism is taken very seriously by many people, and therefore I also
take it seriously in this book.

As I said above, the important quantum, effects are apparent at low-lying energy states.
What that means depends on the actual systems. Chemical bonds are strong, involving impor-
tant energies. There is no doubt on the quantum relevance for them. For other phenomena,
the energy involved might be much weaker albeit for the quantum mechanisms to be relevant,
the system should be held in very special states without being disturbed. In order to get
entanglement effects, one needs very little disturbance. In the cells, there is all the time a
rapid exchange of energy leading to an equal distribution of energies around the thermal ener-
gies. These energies are much larger than would be required for quantum entanglement. As
it is so difficult for the researcher who tries to accomplish mechanisms for quantum com-
puting which must be much undisturbed, how could one get undisturbed systems in a cell?
The thermal exchange of energy would destroy most such effects. The thermal energies that
are relevant in systems with reasonably constant temperature are normally far too large to
allow for the strange quantum effects.
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§ 7 BASIC THERMODYNAMICS: INTRODUCTION

The laws of thermodynamics are crucial for the processes of life and few people deny that.
Still, there are many misconceptions and, also among physicists and chemists, insufficient
knowledge of what thermodynamics really is about.

I have met other scientists who claim that the second law need not be valid for the
processes of life, although that might be necessary to understand the appearance of organ-
isation and order. I have seen statements such as biological systems are open systems and
they are not restricted by the second law. Certainly, thermodynamics is considered difficult.
Kauffman in his “investigations” (2000) considers himself lucky not to be a physicist, to
have to cope with the unfathomable thermodynamics.

Indeed, thermodynamics and the restrictions by the second law are crucial for the processes
of life. Without the restrictions, without the irreversibility, everything would be possible
and no order could be accomplished unless one finds out new laws, some kind of vitalistic
force valid for life but not for inanimate matter. I also repeatedly meet statements that it is
a new, strange observation that living systems are open systems and must work far from
equilibrium. As if this is new and astonishing. Thermodynamics started with the study of heat
machines which are open systems and which work “far from equilibrium”. Already in the
19th century, the pioneer Ludwig Boltzmann realised that the heat from the sun is necessary
to establish non-equilibrium conditions on the earth and to provide a condition for the foun-
dation of life.

7A Thermodynamic concepts

Let us proceed. What is important at this stage is to show a number of basic concepts, and we
have to see them in a clear light.

First, one speaks about states, characterised by all kind of measurements. The results of
some measurements can be dependent, and this comprises a particular feature of thermo-
dynamics, often regarded as a special difficulty: there are different characterisations of such
states, and it has been necessary to provide methods to relate such different variable choices.
When one speaks about “state variables”, one means variables that attain definite values at the
states, values that do not depend on how the state is achieved, no dependence of earlier events.

A particular kind of state is what we call equilibrium. All systems have a tendency to
approach equilibrium, which means that all observations, all measurements on the system are
settled to values that do not change further in time. Further, there should not be any flows
in the system, nothing like electric currents. We may also consider systems with constant
electric currents that do not change in time. These are characterised as stationary states, but are
not equilibrium states. Often, but not necessarily, such situations provide a clear uniformity.

Already at the concept of equilibrium, we see some complications. When we say that the
system shall not change further, what timescales do we have, what defines the system? A glass
of water in a room rather soon attains equilibrium properties: its properties do not seem to
change and the water appears quite uniform with a constant temperature, at least during short
observation times. We can apprehend the water as being in equilibrium. But in a longer
timescale, further things happen. The water evaporates. Even if the water at the first instant
could be regarded as in equilibrium, it was not in equilibrium with the surrounding room.
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The air in a room that is left for itself, can appear in equilibrium concerning quantities as
pressure and temperature, which should be uniform. (A kind of pressure variation due to
gravity forces is allowed.) But when we consider possibilities of chemical reactions, the air
is not in equilibrium, although at “normal (room) temperatures”, rates can be very slow. At the
conditions of the earth, we regard various elements as given, but in the centre of the Sun,
nuclear reactions appear as thermodynamic reactions. The equilibrium concept depends in
some way on further circumstances, which have to be specified.

We will consider further concepts here, and also idealised ones that are important to spe-
cify further concepts. A closed system is of course a system which is kept isolated from the
environment, and thus not influenced by any outside events. It is an important concept for
developing the ideas further, but it is not a basic concept of thermodynamics which often is
claimed. In particular, it is relevant to speak about changes of states that can be regarded as
isolated, changes that influence the state variables and take place without external influ-
ences. A primary example of an isolated process is the propagation of sound. This is to some
extent a question of timescales, influences from the environment may be relatively slow.
Thus, isolated processes should be rather rapid (as propagation of sound).

What makes a very important point is that all processes are normally irreversible, leading
in one direction, not possible to reverse. Heat flows from hot to cold, an apple falls to the
ground, the opposite does not occur. But as also hinted there, there is a very important idealised
type of process, a reversible process, a process that can be reversed and which is formed as
a limit between two quite different, converse types of dynamic behaviour. A way to conceive
a reversible process is to think about a process that proceeds slowly over equilibrium states.
At each stage, there should be time to reach equilibrium.

Such processes are very special, idealised, but it is possible to get very close to them in
experiments, and, which is very important, they comprise processes that are quite easy to
describe and for which one easily gets possibilities of formalistic descriptions.

To sum up at this point, there are three very important concepts: equilibrium states, isol-
ated states and reversible processes, all are well defined and readily developed by math-
ematical formalism, but all are in some sense idealised concepts. To be relevant for actual
situations, one has in some way to prescribe appropriate timescales: short times, rapid
processes, slow processes, features that understandably lead to confusion. One may claim that
applications of thermodynamics need a thorough analysis. Which is a reason why it is regarded
as difficult.

7B Energy and entropy

Then we get to the energy concepts. What is energy? I admit that energy is a diffuse con-
cept, and I agree with those that have such claims. (The energy is also misused in a number
of strange ideas about strange energy flows.)

We have previously in this book taken up the concept of energy, in thermodynamics usu-
ally denoted as U. One may simply assert that energy is a state variable, having clear values
at any state as described above, values that do not depend on how the states are reached. It
may look strange and too general, but it is indeed sharper than it may look at a first glance.

Related to energies are the two quite different types of energy changes when states are
changed. Work and heat.
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Work shall be related to elementary ideas of work. Mechanical work is what is done
when a force acts where an object is moved a certain distance. Mechanical work is force
times distance. The problem of work is that one does not stop there. There are many types
of work. There is electric work, the kind of mechanical work when a charge is moved in an
electric field, and also work associated with polarisation of a polarisable medium. There is
a similar magnetic work. There is chemical work, which may be less clear to comprehend,
but which is very important for the further development.

Work, and, in particular, work in isolated processes is important for the energy concept.
I have not yet said anything about heat, and a first statement here is that heat is not transferred
in an isolated process. In such a process a change of energy is given by the performed work.
The statement that energy is a state variable means the testable claim that isolated work
provides energy changes that do not depend on the details of the particular processes.

And then, we have heat, a kind of energy change that primarily is associated with energy
flow between sources of different temperatures. A heat flow can be regarded as a tendency
to equalise temperature changes. At equilibrium, temperature shall be uniform. In general,
we achieve energy changes as heat plus work. With basic ideas about work, we can apprehend
heat as the energy change, which cannot be assigned as some kind of work. (Which not always
is an obvious task.)

A further important concept is temperature. This is directly related to equilibrium situ-
ations. Two systems, which can exchange energy, can be in equilibrium with each other, and
then they by definition have the same temperature. This is a primary definition of temper-
ature (which at this stage does not define a temperature scale). Think of how we measure
temperature. A thermometer is an instrument that does not influence the large features of a
room. We bring it in contact, to reach equilibrium with some subsystem, and it then shows
what is interpreted as the temperature of that subsystem. We can check whether different
objects in the room have the same temperature. If not, one expects some kind of energy flow
to counteract the difference. A more precise definition of temperature is given by thermo-
dynamic relations, and this also provides a completely given absolute temperature, where
only a scale shall be fixed by determining one particular point (the point when liquid water,
ice and vapour are in equilibrium). That absolute temperature is denoted by T.

Thus, temperature is a property of equilibrium, not really defined for more general states.
If two systems are in equilibrium with each other, they shall have the same temperatures.
This also means that several systems can be in equilibrium with each other and then all have
the same temperature, which also means that all pairs are in equilibrium. This statement is
considered as a basic property and is often referred to as “the zeroth law of thermodynamics”,
a law that goes beyond the further laws.

What this means is also that if A is in equilibrium with B, B in equilibrium with C, C
with D, then it is also valid that A is in equilibrium with C and D and that B is in equilib-
rium with D. All states shall have the same temperature.

Can the temperature be generalised to more complex situations? Yes, it can in many cases.
It is possible to define local temperatures of small regions that can be considered as in “local
equilibrium”. These small regions shall be larger than atomic dimensions. This means that
we can have temperatures that vary in a room or some general system. Local, thermal equi-
librium can be reached rapidly in small regions, and one can use a local temperature concept
for further, slower processes. This seems to be well motivated for processes in a cell, and
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for most of what we say in this book; there are possibilities to define temperatures that vary
in a room or inside some object under study (which can be a living cell).

We illustrate here the ideas by the special process that once started all this and also today
is important for developing the main ideas, the Carnot process, works as follows:
Carnot process:

1. A gas (steam, air) is expanded at high pressure and high temperature. It expands, pushes
a piston and thereby performs considerable work. The process is most efficient if it
takes place at constant temperature, thus using the high temperature effect as much as pos-
sible. This means that the gas is heated during this stage. (Otherwise the temperature
would decrease.)

2. At a next step, the temperature is decreased by a more rapid expansion. In this step, no
heat is transferred to the gas. The system then attains a low temperature.

3. The processes are reversed at the low temperature. In this step, the gas is compressed at
the low temperature, which should be kept constant for maximum efficiency.

4. The system is further compressed rapidly without heat transfer (compare step 2). The
temperature increases and the system gets to the starting position of step (1).

The work that is performed at step (1) at high temperature is larger than what is required at
step (4). In both these steps, there is mainly an exchange of heat and work, and the energy
changes very little. The steps (2) and (4) are, most efficiently, reversed versions where energy
changes by an equal amount in both steps. There should not be any heat transfer.

It is important to go through all the steps, also the restoration steps (3) and (4) to provide
a continuous (cyclic) process.

Thus, there is a net flow of heat to the system and this is what has been converted to per-
formed work: as we get back to the initial state, there is no overall change of energy and heat
and work compensate each other. The steps (2) and (4) change the temperatures, and when
no heat is involved ideally, compensate each other. We very much refer here to an ideal
machine, which all the time passes through equilibrium steps. Such a machine is very relevant,
as it provides the limit performance of a machine working between two temperatures and
which produces work.

We shall also mention another energy concept, the enthalpy, denoted H. This is particu-
larly useful for gas changes and pressure effects; in particular steam engines as a change of
enthalpy includes a work by or against a constant pressure. In technical or chemical thermo-
dynamics where processes in gases are very important, it is usually treated as more relevant
than the energy U. When pressure effects play a minor role, as is in most cases in this book,
the distinction between energy and enthalpy is less important.

The analysis of the heat machine can be used as a starting point for the very important
definitions of the entropy concept. If the steps proceed at equilibrium (which corresponds to
an ideal process), then they are also limits between what can be attained in a real machine
and what cannot. A limit between what is allowed and what is not allowed. The entropy is
introduced to quantify the limit. We can think about the process as composed by limit
processes, but also that the four end steps are well-defined equilibrium steps, that is the
original high-temperature compressed state, the high-temperature expanded state, the low-
temperature expanded state and the low-temperature compressed state as four equilibrium
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states, while the process joining the states may not follow the ideal paths. Indeed no process
in reality is ideal. There is always some friction; some steps that make it impossible to attain
equilibrium at every stage of the processes.

Entropy shall be defined as a state variable that attains well-defined values in equilibrium
states. It shall not change for a process that proceeds reversely (that is through equilibrium
states) without heat exchange. This is the case for steps (2) and (4) in our description. The
entropy shall also be used for describing the efficiency limit discussed above. For an isol-
ated process, without heat exchange, between two equilibrium states, which does not follow
an ideal reversible path, the entropy shall always increase. In this way, the entropy marks the
difference between possible and impossible processes that proceed without heat exchange
(that is isolated): it increases for a possible process; a decrease would mean that the process
is not possible. This gives a general feature, next we want more. Entropy is denoted as S.

The entropy changes also in reversible processes, when heat is involved, as in the first
and third step in the process above. As we want entropy to be a state variable, the entropy
changes in the (ideal) processes at the two different temperatures must be the same. (Entropy
should not change in the steps (2) and (4).) The Carnot principle for the entire process is
obtained if we assume that the entropy change along an ideal process at a constant tempera-
ture is equal to the heat divided by a function of temperature which can be defined as an
absolute temperature T: entropy change � heat divided by absolute temperature. For any
process, not necessarily ideal, that starts at equilibrium at a particular temperature and ends
at the same temperature, the entropy change is always larger than the heat involved divided
by the absolute temperature. Again, we get a limit to what is attainable. This definition is
what is required for the Carnot requirement that there is an absolute limit for the quotient
between attained work and heat taken from the hot temperature source in this kind of con-
tinuous (cyclic) process.

Thus, in this way, we define entropy as a quantity that marks the limit between what is
possible and impossible. It is strictly only defined for equilibrium systems. There are some
limited possibilities to define more general entropy, which we shall see in later sections.

Entropy as defined here is a rather abstract concept, which is related to ideal processes and
shows closeness to idealised processes one can get. We will get a more tangible definition
in the next section about the statistical basis of the thermodynamics. Entropy is often regarded
as a measure of disorder. When entropy increases, disorder in some sense grows, and this
shall also be what defines the distinction between possible and impossible. That is often
considered as an elucidative way to understand the entropy concept. If one is not too strict
about the concepts, this may well do, but one shall also have in mind that we do not use the
terms “order” and “disorder” in basic definitions of entropy. We will get back to this point.

With this, we now finally get to the important second law, extremely important but often
misunderstood in various ways. Admittingly, it together with the entropy is no easy concept
to grasp perfectly.

7C The second law of thermodynamics

The second law can be and has been formulated in many ways. We go here to original, basic
formulations. Already there, this law is rather strange as it does not, as most “physics laws” do,
tell what can happen, but they tell what cannot happen. A proper expression of the second
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law is that it tells that there are impossible processes; in other ways it expresses the fact that
processes are irreversible, proceeding in only one way. This is also an expression of the arrow
of time.

Formulations of the second law can take up some type of process, which is stated to be
impossible, and this is sufficient. Once one knows that one type of process is impossible, one
can go further and show that other processes are also impossible.

There are two original formulations, due to the two main persons that developed this
foundation of thermodynamics.

Clausius claimed simply that it is not possible to have a process that takes heat from a
cold temperature source and transfers it to a warm if nothing else is involved.

The addition “if nothing else is involved” is very important but may also look quite vague.
Of course it excludes the possibility to transport heat against a temperature variation if suf-
ficient work is involved. That is the possible reversal of the Carnot process; that is what is
done in a refrigerator or a heat pump.

The other old formulation came from William Thomson, later lord Kelvin: one cannot in
a cyclic process take heat from one temperature source and convert it completely into work.

Note the impossible: the oceans comprise a lot of internal energy. Could it be possible to
take out some of that energy by cooling the water and using the excess energy drive a boat.
If so, there should not be any energy problem (but also, there would not be any possibilities
to anything regular and ordered as life). No, it is not possible. We can get work from heat
by using two sources at different temperatures, but not from one single temperature source.
It is possible to show that these formulations are equivalent. If one is true, then also the
other is so, and conversely, if one would be false, also the other is false. Such statements are
testable, in the formulated forms or in any form that can be regarded as equivalent to these
statements.

A statement that sometimes is taken up was given around 1900 by the mathematician
Caratheodory who wished to present statements of this kind in general mathematical forms,
with hope to develop some kind of axiomatic, mathematical framework. His formulations
are mathematical, but they mainly mean that if one has a state representation and starts at a
particular state, then there are states, which are impossible to reach for processes that proceed
without heat exchange (what we call adiabatic). This is sufficient, and then this proceeds by
mathematical development, that we do not take up here.

7D Free energies and chemical potential

We will in other sections consider explicit expressions of the entropy, and rather continue
to develop the concepts here. As said, and that is very often seen as the main statement of the
second law: in a closed system that does not exchange energy (heat) with the surroundings,
the entropy will always increase. On can well keep that as the important starting point as one
can think about a large closed system (eventually the entire universe) where one can identify
various subsystems and consider energy exchanges between them with a rule that the entropy
of the entire closed system always will increase. This is a view which we sometimes can use.
We may also consider a system that is in contact with other systems (open systems) and
then may exchange energy and also matter. Note that what we call a “system” can be a general
concept. It can be some object, but it can also be some part of a system. We may even see
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different types of energy as representing different states, such as the kinetic energies being
one state and rotation or vibration energies apprehended as another state.

An important situation is to see a system in contact with a room with constant temperature.
(That is almost always an appropriate way to consider biological matter.) When our system
can exchange heat with the surrounding the rule we now have requires that the entropy
change in any such process is always larger than the heat divided by the temperature. This can
be formulated with other energy quantities when work is involved. When the state of our
system is changed, there is a change of energy, equal to the exchanged heat and also possible
work, performed on or by the system. At a state change, the energy change is well defined
and then we can write the entropy restriction in the following way:

Work, equal to energy change minus heat, is smaller than energy change minus (entropy
change times the absolute temperature).

This is a very important statement. Difficult to grasp? Let us analyse it closer. In the last part
of the statement, there appears a change of state variables, which makes it relevant to intro-
duce a new state variable. Now, we introduce a new energy concept, the free energy, usually
called F.

The free energy is equal to energy minus entropy times (absolute) temperature.

First, this says that for all kind of processes at constant temperature, where work is not
involved, then the free energy can only decrease (or remain constant for an ideal, reversible
change).

This free energy statement replaces the entropy relation for closed systems when we
have heat exchange. One can well say that this is the appropriate form of second law state-
ment for any kind of cell process. The free energy rather than entropy is the quantity that
relates to the restrictions.

We can develop this further. Consider first a process in which something is performed that
requires energy. In biological contexts, that may mean building up of particular molecules
or moving objects in a particular direction. The relevant second law statement is then: heat
divided by (absolute) temperature is always smaller than or equal to the change of entropy.

Thus: required work � energy increase minus heat which thus shall be smaller than
increase of (energy minus entropy times temperature) equal to increase of free energy.

The required work for a particular process at a certain temperature is always larger
than or equal to the increase of free energy.

There is a reversed version of this, relevant for a process that performs work, driven by
changes in energy and entropy. It is suitable to speak about positive quantities, so we use terms
as “amount of produced work” and “energy decrease”, by which we refer to positive quan-
tities. (Otherwise, in the conventional thermodynamic formalism, the quantities are formulated
as negative, which may appear awkward.)

The maximum work that can be performed by the system at constant temperature is
equal to the decrease of free energy.
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Both these statements are crucial for many, if not almost all biological processes on
molecular and cell level, for building up of particular substances, for building up macro-
molecules, for generating signals, for providing movements in particular directions.

A complication in thermodynamics is that there are many different relevant variables of
the system. Some of them are considered as characterising particular states, and which are
chosen for that depend on particular circumstances; for instance which is most relevant for
a certain experimental situation, which variables are most convenient for a theoretical
description. Typical variables for simple systems are temperature, pressure and volume. These
are dependent, connected by some state relation, in particular the gas law: pressure times
volume is proportional to the absolute temperature. Another possible variable is the total
mass, which is proportional to the volume and the destiny, which in turn depends on the pres-
sure and temperature. The total number of basic atoms or molecules is also a relevant variable,
often expressed as a molar quantity, the number of moles, which is defined to be proportional
to the member of molecules.

One usually chooses some variables to determine the situation, while other ones are given
from these relations. It may then be relevant to change the description and go to relations
where another set of variables are the basic ones. There are clear rules for this, but it always
provides an extra complication in the descriptions.

Note further that we have two kinds of variables, presented in Chapter 3, on one side
temperature and pressure that (in equilibrium systems) take the same values in each part of
an entire system. “One has the same temperature everywhere”. In more general systems,
these can be considered as varying in the system, taken different values in different subsys-
tems. These variables are called intensive. The other group, such as the volume, or the total
mass as well as energy and entropy are proportional to the extension of the system. They
are assigned as extensive. They are given for the whole system, and if we divide the system
in, say in two pieces, then the values of these variables in each of these pieces would be half
of the values of the entire system. One also speaks about densities, which are of the intensive
type are quotients between extensive variables and some variable defining the extension,
which usually is either volume, mass or number of molecules (number of moles). Here, we
shall mainly use densities as some energy concept divided by the number of molecules or,
which in practise is the same, divided by the number of moles. As one in the literature finds
densities defined from any of these extensive variables, we will not, however, give any strict
definition, but rather always write out clearly what is meant when density concepts are used.

When we have enthalpy instead of energy in the definition of free energy, we get what is
called free enthalpy, normally written as G (sometimes called Gibbs free energy). This is
an important quantity as it comprises the intensive variables pressure and temperature (i.e.
variables that are proportional to the internal features, not to the extension).

This is particularly obvious when one considers situations when matter is also exchanged,
when particle identities change as is the case in chemical reactions. In such cases, a very
important quantity is what is called chemical potential, which is a very important quantity
in consideration of matter equilibrium, as equilibrium for chemical reactions. For a pure sys-
tem with only one component, the chemical potential is equal to the free enthalpy divided
by the number of particles. Instead of the number of particles, one can use a mole measure;
a mole is proportional to the number of particles, which merely implies a proportionality
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factor. For a mixture of several components (which also is the case of an equilibrium situation
in systems with chemical reactions), the chemical potential of one component can be
regarded as the change of the free enthalpy when one particle of that component is added to
the system under unchanged temperature and pressure. This is also equal to the change of the
free energy when one particle is added to the system with unchanged temperature and volume.

Thus, the chemical potential will be a very important quantity for very important questions
in the contexts that are important for our development. Let us think about what the chemical
potential comprises.

We can see in particular three parts of contributions: two parts are directly proportional
to the number of constituents, the atoms and molecules that build up the system, while the
third is one which also depends on the concentration. The first two, I think of are energy and
entropy parts. One part comprises contributions from energies of atoms, from internal atomic
energies and from interactions to other groups. Internal energies are important there, and
these are very important in chemical reactions when such internal bonds are changed and play
a very important role when these are relevant. Then, there is an entropy contribution, from
the term temperature times entropy. So, we have to see entropy contributions that influence
individual atoms and molecules, what can mean motion of individual atoms. Finally, there
is a concentration depending entropy, which relates to overall effects. A primary contribution
to that part for mixtures is provided by a mixing entropy. This is given by very clear expres-
sions, which we shall discuss in other sections. This entropy is always an important contri-
bution in mixed systems and at all kinds of concentrations. It is modified by some
contributions from energy interactions between different kinds of basic constituents.

These ideas will be continued in Chapter 14.
We will briefly mention another concept often introduced here, in particular for technical

applications, namely Exergy. Exergy is defined to be the amount of available energy, the
energy that can be used for work. In contrast to the concepts we have here, exergy depends
on the processes, on how one tries to get work. Thus, it is not a state variable. For situations
at constant temperature, it is equivalent to the free energies. It appears to me that the free
energies are sufficient relevant concepts at the conditions of life processes.

§ 8 STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS

8A Basic assumption and statistical entropy

Thermodynamics as it was presented in the last chapter is difficult to grasp appropriately in
a large scope, and its concepts as presented there are quite abstract. These concepts can get
a clearer interpretation foundation from the identification of different level descriptions as
presented in a previous chapter and by that, the whole theory gets a stronger foundation.
One can immediately identify the abstract internal energy with the total energy of the low-level
atomic structure, which is quite well defined. Dissipation and friction effects can then be inter-
preted as a spreading of a total energy to atomic states of motion. This also provides an inter-
pretation of the elusive entropy, which plays an essential role in the further presentation.
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The concepts of this chapter are difficult, but they are important for a proper understanding
of much of the following developments.

First, recall the macroscopic and microscopic concepts. The macroscopic world is the
world such as we apprehend it through our senses, objects around us with their particular
properties, forms, colours, electric properties and so on. This is contrasted to the microscopic
world, the atomic world, which describes atoms and how they couple together and build up
the high-level objects. This atomic—microscopic world is enormously much more complex
than the world we comprehend. It is not possible to perceive all these details, nor would it
be meaningful for us to do so; that is too detailed to be useful. (We will in the following give
several examples what “enormously much more complex” may mean.)

Think about it. The number of water molecules in a glass of water is a number with 24
digits. To provide a complete picture of the low-level system, we have identified all these and
also note that each of the water molecules can be in one of several different energy states.
They can move in this or that direction and can move fast or slow. It is impossible to keep track
of all these. A bacterium cell is much smaller, but it still has a lot of components. The num-
ber of water molecules and atomic constituents in the cell are given by 10-digit numbers, and
when one considers the number of possible energy states, one shall have some number up
to the power of the number of atoms—an incredibly large number.

Some readers may complain here that atoms and molecules are not distinguishable. That
is true, and I take up that question in the quantum theory chapter. However, that does not
change the general arguments about large numbers, and I think it is unwise at this point to
complicate things more than necessary.

It is here, the statistical–probabilistic view is introduced: As we cannot grasp all the atomic
details, we make a statistical view and consider the features and the influences on the macro-
scopic concepts, those that we do grasp by probability concepts. As the atomic picture is much
more detailed than our comprehension of a certain object and its properties, then there must
be many details at the atomic level that are not distinguished, that provide exactly the same
high-level behaviour. This makes it possible to quantify the number of details that are con-
sistent with particular properties of a particular object. And then follows a definition of entropy.

I will soon go to the definition that is customary at this point, but it needs some comments.
I will use a formulation with a discrete number of microscopic states, which means that we
shall comprehend the microscopic atomic states as discrete and distinguishable states. There
are many such states, but at this stage all this is a formal development. Another approach is
to have a description of atomic positions and velocities in what is called phase space. One
can well do that, but then it is necessary to introduce a number of mathematical concepts.
We avoid that by speaking about discrete steps. This is also consistent with a view that every-
thing at the bottom should be described by quantum mechanics, where everything is inter-
preted as having discrete, quantised states. These states give information about all atoms at
the lowest level and in particular their states of motion. With a classical description, this
would mean information about all positions and all motions of the atoms and their con-
stituents. One can always get a discrete set of states by regarding small intervals of positions
and velocities and consider how atoms are distributed in these intervals. The atomic states
shall be well defined but they change with time.

It is here important to distinguish macroscopic states characterised of the properties we
observe in the world around us and the much more detailed microscopic atomic states.
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The basic statement is about equilibrium and an isolated state (concepts we want to gen-
eralise). We consider equilibrium as a (macroscopic) state of a large system that has not
been influenced by any external sources during some time, and which has achieved some
kind of static, time-independent appearance at a macroscopic level. Isolated means essen-
tially that the total energy is given, and that there are no energy flows from an environment.

So, we are ready for the fundamental assumption of statistical mechanics:
All attainable microscopic states are equally probable for an isolated system in equilib-
rium. We call that number � (E).
What this says is that all states with the same energy, E, are equally probable, which of

course means that one denies any information about the microscopic states. The addition
“attainable” means that we only consider states that can be attained in direct ways. Changes
that are not supposed to occur within reasonable times (for instance certain spontaneous
chemical or nuclear reactions) are excluded.

This, then leads to a definition. First, we note that “the number of all attainable microscopic
states” is an enormously large number. (We will speak about many large numbers in the book,
but this kind of number dwarfs them all. It is equal to some number to the power of all com-
ponents, i.e. incredibly large.) It is more reasonable to consider its logarithm, which also
means that we get a quantity that is proportional to the extension of a system (as energy).

The statistical entropy is defined as a constant, kB, times the (natural) logarithm of the
number of all attainable microscopic states:

(8.1)

This formula, engraved on Boltzmann’s gravestone is the key formula of statistical mechan-
ics. kB is called Boltzmann’s constant, equal to 1.38 � 10�23J/K. It plays an important role
in our development. The value is chosen to fit together with the general formalism. Once
we have this definition for an isolated system, we can consider this as a general definition
of entropy as a function of energy also in other situations. The total energy is given and well
defined according to the motion and interactions of the atomic structure.

As in thermodynamics, entropy is primarily defined only for equilibrium systems. This
primary definition is very general, and it does not contain anything about equalisation—
nothing about order and disorder as discussed below.

In this definition, S is given as a logarithm of an integer number, and also the energy shall
be considered as a discrete quantity, determined by a state description. However, the div-
ision is very fine and the intervals between different values are small. The number of states
is enormously large. One may say that it is as close to infinity one can think of, and the rela-
tive intervals, interval length divided by the corresponding number of states, are as close to
zero as one can think of. This makes it meaningful to consider derivatives dS/dE, which
here can be defined from a quotient of close, discrete values. Such a derivative provides a
strict definition of temperature:
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As indicated in the (partial derivative), we also consider the volume, V, and number of
microscopic particles (atoms, molecules), N, as given in the definition of the entropy. This
provides an absolute temperature and the assignment of the Boltzmann’s constant kB estab-
lishes the scale. The latter is chosen such that the temperature at certain points agrees with
the accepted Celsius scale.

Let us think more about what all this means. At the bottom, there are a large number of
possible microscopic states, and we may have an idea about how these states can be
described. They comprise states of motion and positions of all atoms. It is assumed that
these microscopic states change all the time. It is not possible to get complete information
about these processes and about microscopic states that are relevant at one particular instant.
This is the main incentive to the fundamental assumption and the statement that all micro-
scopic states are equally probable. For this to be meaningful and to be able to lead to mean-
ingful results, the situation should be such that the microscopic states show some degree of
homogeneity—that they to a very large extent appear in the same way and lead to the same
macroscopic behaviour. Indeed, the microscopic states are so many that only a small amount
of them can be relevant during any reasonable time (the lifetime of the universe is a very
short time in that respect). We will discuss this point in later sections, but will state here that
a microscopic world that does not lead to any homogeneous description could not provide
meaningful macroscopic world picture.

It is very important here and in the further development to apprehend the distinc-
tion between “microscopic” and “macroscopic” states. These are very different kinds of 
concepts.

The microscopic states as already said signify descriptions of all the atomic constituents,
their positions, their motion, their energies and their interactions. The common way in
physics is to see this as a kind of objective world-view, governed by basic laws of nature. It
comprises relatively few kinds of basic constituents: for our purposes a handful of different
kinds of atoms (primarily hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen), which may be further
reduced to three main elementary particles (electrons, protons and neutrons). We need not
go further in detail. (This is discussed in the introductory chapter of various levels.) For a
picture of atoms, how atoms bind together in molecules, and how these build up a basic
world-view, we need a further description of energies and forces, but this can be regarded
as still simpler; for all our purposes, this is provided by one major force, the electromag-
netic, basically brought about by electromagnetic quanta, discussed in Chapter 5. Note that
each basic description of the atoms comprises a particular state. As emphasised many times
here, the microscopic states may be described by a small number of basic constituents and
a small number of well-defined basic physical laws, but there are a lot of them. They are all
the time changing and they can be very complicated.

The macroscopic world is the world as we see it. What shall be comprehended as “macro-
scopic” states is provided by our characterisations, our observations, our measurements.
Some of this characterisation can be subjective, but I don’t think that matters. We consider
the state of a certain object by its appearance, its form, its colour, its present position, its
motion, other obvious changes, also physical features such as mass and temperature. One
can provide more detailed properties, more intricate changes, the possibility to conduct
electric currents, to be elastic, to respond to light and so on. For the development of the stat-
istical basic assumption and the entropy definition, we can go further and assume that clearly
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characterised macroscopic states that are unaltered for some time, or at least change slowly,
are consistent with a very large number of microscopic states, and this makes it possible to
make a finer definition of entropy of various macroscopic states. This is in accordance with
the thermodynamics definition in the previous chapter where entropy was regarded as a
(macroscopic) state variable, that is, well defined for a macroscopic state, then primarily an
equilibrium state, but we have also seen there that what is apprehended as equilibrium may
be a question of timescales. A macroscopic state of a glass of water is well defined with a
specific entropy as well as its evaporated step, and one can here identify an increase in
entropy during the evaporation.

As said, the characterisation of a macroscopic state, say the state of a certain object is not
quite well defined. One can make further measurements of other properties and can char-
acterise the object in different ways. Now, what does that mean for the microstates and the
entropy? The entropy shall of course be an objective, well-defined quantity, and it should not
depend on how the (macroscopic) state characterisation is made.

There is a basic idea to go into finer details of the relation between the macroscopic and
the microscopic state descriptions. When we characterise the microscopic world, the atomic
world, we can try to get more information about the distribution of atomic energies. One
also seeks information about the distribution of velocities of positions, which determine the
energies and thus are not independent of the energy distribution. One can ask about the number
of microscopic states that correspond to such distributions. (Again, be clear about the enor-
mous number of microscopic states, which is much more detailed than a distribution of atomic
energies). We can then study various distributions by the frequency of microscopic states
consistent with such a characterisation. This leads to the possibility of “most probable” micro-
scopic distributions. In particular, one can define a most probable energy distribution. This
will be developed further and here we merely state that such “most probable concepts” nor-
mally dominate the total number of microscopic states.

All this can appear strange and unfamiliar, and certainly it is, but I will show some examples
later in Chapter 15, which may make some sense of the enormously large numbers, examples
of which hopefully can explain a lot.

Let us see what ideas about most probable distributions can lead us. The entropy is defined
through the number of microscopic states. We can think about macroscopic states, states such
as we see them, which are consistent with a certain large number of microscopic states. Then,
we can make narrower definitions of entropy from the number of microscopic states that are
consistent with some well-characterised macroscopic state. The entropy is always defined
through the relation between macroscopic and microscopic states in contrast to the energy,
which is well defined for the atomic microscopic states. The search for maximally probable
states can be regarded as a search for maximum entropy.

A first consideration can concern the distribution of two (macroscopic) sub-systems that
can exchange energy. The total energy shall be constant (the sum of the systems is regarded
as isolated), and we get a total entropy as S1(E1) � S2(E 2). It follows directly from the
maximisation rules of analysis that the sum of the entropies is largest when the derivatives
of these energy functions are the same, which according to the above definition means that
the temperatures of the sub-systems are the same. This is what at a first stage is seen as a
general property of temperature. One can also consider situations where the sub-systems
do not necessarily have the same temperature and where entropies are well defined for the
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sub-systems. In such situation, we can see an approach to equilibrium by an approach to
maximum entropy that is to a maximum probability, corresponding to a largest number of
available microscopic states, the situation when the sub-systems have the same tempera-
tures. The argument is that microstates go over to each other according to the microscopic
dynamics.

There is a very important point here, which can be difficult to grasp. We can consider the
distribution of energies in the atomic structure. The atomic states change according to basic
dynamic laws where energy conservation is important, and by that, energy is spread out in
a system. There is no particular dynamics that leads to a certain distribution of atomic ener-
gies; it is rather that the maximum probable distributions dominate. When the microstates
change according to the dynamics, it is most probable that states according to the maximum
entropy appear and then it will be most probable that these states go over to other states cor-
responding to the same maximum entropy. Note that all such states belonging to the max-
imum entropy correspond to the same kind of macroscopic state.

The temperature argument can be generalised to a consideration of an arbitrary number
of sub-systems. A total energy is distributed over sub-systems in the most probable way if
the temperatures of all sub-systems are the same. (This also means that each pair of sub-
systems have the same temperatures and are in equilibrium with each other; a statement
which is known as “zeroth law of thermodynamics”).

8B Energy distribution

One can go further with assumptions about the basic energy function. The simplest systems
just involve a large number of sub-systems where each is assigned a particular energy. 
The total energy is then the sum of the energies of the sub-systems. Then, we regard a 
situation with particular energies, E1, E2, … The total entropy is then given from the 
number of ways to get the same energy distribution. And that leads to the important energy
distribution law.

For the most probable distribution of energies in these sub-systems (which can mean
small parts, such as single elements of the total system)

(8.3)

where T is the temperature defined from the entropy derivative and kB the constant of the
entropy definition. This formula appears several times in our development for all types of
sub-systems of all sizes, from molecular energies to parts of whole rooms. We frequently
refer to this relation as “Boltzmann energy distribution”.

One can do more than this. The isolated systems can be regarded as too restricted. It is
more meaningful to see important sub-systems in contact and thus with the same temperature
as a main system. (Important examples can be certain parts of the large system, for instance
certain large features of biological macromolecules). Then, one can regard the division of
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a complete energy between the main system (which might be the rest of a cell) and the par-
ticular one of interest (the macromolecule feature).

Formally, we make the division of the total entropy: S1(E) � S2(E2), where “2” stands
for the larger part. We may assume the total energy is equal to ET. Thus, E2 � ET – E, and
we may assume that the energy of the small system, E as much smaller than the total
energy. That means that we can write: S2(ET – E) � S(ET) – E(dS2/dE) � S(ET) – E/T, the
total entropy is STOT � S1(E) � S(ET) – E/T.

The relevant part of the total entropy that involves the energy of the small energy is thus:

(8.4)

where F is the free energy and equal to E – TS. This means that a sub-system in contact
with and at the same temperature as a large system is described by its free energy rather
than an entropy. For such a sub-system, one shall regard the free energy rather than entropy
and the most probable distribution should correspond to a minimum free energy. This cor-
responds to a maximum of a total entropy.

This can be developed to a principle that is important for calculating thermodynamic
properties. We characterise all possible microscopic states of the small, relevant system, and
which are numbered in some manner, referred to as “r”. The energy of that state (which is
well defined in some way) is called Er, and we may further assume that there are �r micro-
scopic states having the same energy. This, thus correspond to an entropy Sir � kBln �r,
these microscopic states with the same energy thus provide a free energy Fr � Er – TSr.
But note again that this relates to the relevant part of a total entropy and then of a total num-
ber of microstates, which involves the microstates of the small system as influence by the
large system.

See it like this: The number of microscopic states that provide the same energy Er are
�T,r, where �T,r, stands for the number of microscopic states of the entire system, both 
the small sub-system and the influencing large one that provides the same energy Er of the
small system. Thus, ln (�T,r) is proportional to S1(Er) � S2(ET – Ee), i.e. S1(Er) – Er/T �
�Fr / T.

This means that the total number of such microstates of the combined system might be
written as:

(8.5)

In the first sum, we sum over states with the same energy and in the latter over all microstates.
The entropy S1 in the exponential provides the number of states with the same energy and the
two sums are thus equivalent. This expression is very important in advanced statistical thermo-
dynamics calculations. The sum Z is referred to as the partition function. It attains the same
role for systems with given temperature as the number of microscopic states � for the isolated
system. To go further, one needs some description of the energies of the microscopic states,
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and then one can also find at least approximation methods to calculate Z. Further, as � is
related to the entropy, Z is related to the free energy:

(8.6)

For the applications in this presentation, this is relevant for calculations of macromolecule
structures, and we will later show such examples.

8C More on micro- and macrostates

The entropy thus represents the number of microstates that are consistent to a particular
macroscopic state. A macrostate, the characterisation of a macroscopic object or system is
not a well-defined state when seen from a low level. It may be completely static, unchanging,
but its atomic constituents move and interact all the time. What we may see as microstates
change all the time. The microstate is not static. But a macrostate which corresponds to a
maximum number of microstates also means maximum entropy appears static. Its microstates
change, but with an overwhelmingly large probability they change to other microstates, which
provide the same macroscopic properties and thus are a part of the same most probable group
of microstates, which are behind the entropy concept.

There are some clear examples of this, and it is important to think through these examples
thoroughly. If gas molecules are distributed in a room, it is most probable that they cover the
entire room. If they were confined to part of the room at the onset, they will move over the
entire space. More molecules will move from the original, more concentrated part, to ori-
ginally empty parts than conversely as long as there are density differences. And when mol-
ecules are distributed over the entire room, it seems very unlikely that they will move in a
way that leads to large density differences. The molecules will be distributed over the entire
room, not because there is any force that drives them over the room (there is nothing of that
kind) but because the seeming motion over the entire room will lead to an even distribution.

Molecules, atoms and parts of larger units move, interact and then also exchange energy.
Again this will lead to a kind of even distribution, all single units that represent some basic
energy, kinetic energy, rotation energy, potential energy, will provide similar energy contri-
butions and there will be a clear distribution of energies. The single-atomic energies will all
be around the basic thermal energy, kBT. Units with much larger energies will interact with
other parts and in most cases lower their energies and at the same time increase others.
Such energy exchanges lead to an even distribution.

A first presentation of a linear macromolecule, built up by a large number of segments
describes very flexible molecules where the single segments can be configured along differ-
ent directions. In the simplest cases, one neglects further interactions between the segments.
The macromolecule can be entirely stretched out, but that is improbable. Again, the possi-
bilities of attaining various conformations leads to a high-level–low-level picture, where the
low level means the details of all the single segment conformations, and the high-level provides
the over-all properties of the macromolecules, in particular its extensions. Again, this leads to
an entropy concept and one expects to find the entire macromolecule in a state that corresponds
to a maximum entropy, in a state where a maximum number of internal conformations 
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provide the same over-all properties. That will not mean a structure that is entirely stretched
out but one that is rather compact in a way that the extension of the macromolecule is pro-
portional to the number of segments. (There are several such extension measures, but we
need not here go further on that point.) This is again an entropy effect: the molecules tend to
get an over-all conformation that corresponds to maximum entropy. This presentation may
be somewhat too simplified—there is always some energy effect—but it contains much of
the real situation for certain systems. Indeed the elasticity of typical rubber material is essen-
tially entropic. For instance, this has a consequence that the material becomes stiffer, with
more resistance to being stretched, at higher temperatures. The opposite is true for elasticity
of energetic origin, and that is what might appear as the intuitively probable situation. But,
for instance a rubber band stretched with a load will be pulled upwards when heated.

A very important entropy effect is mixing. Two substances that can be mixed provide an
essential increase of entropy by being mixed. A mixed state again corresponds to more
microstates; there are many more ways to distribute the single molecular units if they are
mixed than held separated. The situation is in some effects close to that of filling a space.
If two different substances are initially kept separately, but with the possibility to move into
each other’s realms, they will do so. Again, there will be a tendency for both of the sub-
stances to fill the entire space, and thus being mixed. This provided that there are not too
large energy effects. (We soon go further and take up energy effects.)

There are many proposed examples of entropy effects. I will discuss an illuminating and tan-
gible example with the shuffling of cards. This has the advantage that one can give exact val-
ues of all the combinatory numbers that occur in these connections and which also provide
explicit expressions for entropies. We think of an ordinary pack of cards, divide it into two
parts and then just ask how many red and black cards are there in the parts. One can take
together the parts, shuffle the pack more and repeat this. The result will be that the numbers of
red and black cards are relatively close. In situations like this with systems that are not very
large, there is a clear variation, but one will find that in most of the situations the number of red
and black cards do not differ much. And again, this corresponds to maximum entropy. It is very
unlikely to find large differences and situations with only a few or, still more unlikely, no or
only one card of some colour. The advantage here is that we can get explicit numbers for all
these possibilities. If one starts with two parts where one only consists of red and the other only
of black cards, then one at first continue to see rather few cards of one sort, but rather soon,
which can depend on how the cards are shuffled, one gets to a “maximum entropy situation”
and then only sees small variations. Once there, it will be unlikely to get large deviations.

I have seen different opinions, in particular on the Internet about the relevance of card
shuffling and tidiness of an office when discussing entropy but I think the main point is that
there is some kind of basic process, motion of atoms or shuffling of cards which has nothing
to do with ordering but just changes the details. Then, we get to something we apprehend
as equilibrium, something we see as “most probable state”. Here we also consider the terms
“order” and “disorder”. The point is that we distinguish what we apprehend as ordered states,
but not what we see as disordered. In this sense, “order” is a kind of subjective concept, but
I think that is acceptable. We recognise the “ordered” states as special, representing a small
part of all possible states, and then they represent a small probability. In that sense, we can
see “disorder” as what is not distinguished as special. Entropy is related to the number of basic
substates. In that sense, a large entropy is related to disorder, a low entropy to improbable
special states, what we may apprehend as “ordered”.
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Consider the disorder at an office desk. I can do things in good order. I can have three
kinds of papers, those that are relevant for my teaching, those relevant for my research projects
and those for the necessary administration. They should not be mixed. And I can have them
in three piles. To keep them in order, I have to be keen on the order and always carefully
look on what I put where. If I begin to be careless, read some paper and put it in any of the
piles, I soon get all of them disordered. Without strict control, the likely situation will be a
good mixture of the three kinds of papers in all the three piles. Then, certain energy is needed
to clean it up. For me this is what all this entropy is about. There is nothing in the basic
dynamics that distinguishes order or disorder, but that statement in itself leads to disorder,
to the most probable distribution.

Back to physics. The tendency of increasing entropy is to fill space, to spread out particles
and energy in all possible ways. This provides the entropy tendency as an equalisation: of par-
ticles, of energies, of unit conformations and of concentration. There are no physical forces
involved here, although these tendencies to spread out can be used in energy processes, for
instance, the spreading of molecules to fill an entire room can be used for production or work
in a heat machine, and mixing can provide temperature decrease and also osmotic effects.

Now, the important systems we regard are not isolated and there are always energy effects.
Then the important concept is the free energy, which tends to be minimised. There are two
conflicting tendencies here: the energy tends to be as low as possible, which normally means
strong interactions, strong binding and then ordered structures, and then entropy which we
now have discussed in some detail with more the opposite tendency to be able to cover as much
space as possible to be as flexible as possible and then disordered. Order and disorder are
two conflicting tendencies. This is seen everywhere in nature and is crucial for much of the
apprehension of the processes of life, a struggle between order and disorder. As the tempera-
ture appears as a factor in front of the entropy in the free energy, the entropy becomes most
important at high temperatures and the energy at low. At low temperature, most substances
are ordered, bound together in an ordered structure. At high temperature, on the other hand,
substances tend to have more free motion, and in gases they move essentially free, interact
weakly and tend to cover as much space as possible.

Macromolecules are typical examples of this. At low temperatures they are firmly bound
in some strict structure, which then hardly change. All is fixed, strictly kept together. At high
temperatures, the energies play less role, the molecules become flexible tend to change
freely and get conformations such as the ones we speak about above, essentially determined
by the entropy. These different tendencies are also the reasons behind strong transitions
when temperature or other parameters change, similar to phase transitions. A phase transition
provides a sharp transition between strongly ordered states, states of spontaneous order
attained without any influencing forces. Crystals, as magnetic materials show magnetic
order even without an ordering external magnetic field. Macromolecules stiffen and put up
in some order. And at the higher temperatures they become more flexible and without order
in the absence of any ordering forces.

In living systems with more complex constituents, there are seldom completely sharp
transitions as in true phase transitions. But still one sees sharp transitions, in particular for
macromolecules and for the membrane structures. (Freezing of water is of course a true
phase transition, but it is normally outside the temperatures that maintain life.)
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Part III

The general trends and objects

§ 9 SOME TRENDS IN 20TH CENTURY PHYSICS

The basic physics was presented in the previous part, and here, we will follow up some
general questions, some general trends and also provide a first presentation of the primary
objects of the applications, subjects that will be followed up in the rest of the book. The
chapters are presented in a descriptive, non-formal manner. Two chapters take up general
trends and serve as introduction to later main fields. One of them takes up trends in recent
physics, trends that are relevant for the theme of the book, and a discussion about what has
been regarded as most relevant. This considers what has been taken up and also what was
neglected during some periods, and I give my views on concepts that sometimes are pre-
sented as new, but which rather should be regarded as old ones, during some periods neg-
lected and later re-considered. In the following chapter, I take up some of the main concepts
that have been closely associated with the complex systems trends with proposed central
roles for biological physics. Physics has always used analogies, where original concepts and
developments can be generalised and applied to new applications, utilising original methods.
It also means that certain concepts can be used as general metaphors with many possible
applications for superficially quite different situations, but where the common aspects may
be readily identifiable. This development is presented in a chapter on theoretical physics
models, which are further developed together with actual applications in later sections.

Then, I also start with the biological side: give the first presentation of the main concepts
and the molecular biology background for the later development. The aim of the book is to
give a self-contained presentation that goes back to basics in both physics and the biological
applications. And I also take up here a deeper question of the type taken up in the last parts.
This concerns the question that is a common feature of the entire book with aspects that
will appear many times. Thus it suites among the first sections. It is a question that I often
have seen discussed in interdisciplinary meetings, the question by which Schrödinger
(1947) may be opened the field: What is life? Schrödinger (1947).

The aim of this chapter is to make an overview of some trends in modern physics with a pur-
pose to see “physics of life” in an appropriate perspective, and also to see which parts of early
20th century physics are relevant for us, and which are not. There seems to be some subjects
that attained a lot of interest in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, but which then for vari-
ous reasons were all abandoned. All this with a main aim to show the place of “physics of life”.



As hinted in the introductory chapters, modern physics involves some quite different
trends, which are directly related to the level description. One can be characterised as the
search for the most fundamental theory, and is almost exclusively associated with the low
level. There is an aim to go beyond the atomic picture, to still smaller and still more funda-
mental constituents. For these systems, quantum mechanics and further developments of
quantum mechanical formalisms are crucial. Together with applications to cosmology, this
part is clearly what gets the main emphasis in most kinds of popular accounts, and provides
what usually is apprehended as the most spectacular part of physics.

Another part of physics is regarded as more applied with an emphasis on properties of
macroscopic systems of various kinds. Here belongs solid-state physics and the somewhat
larger scope of “condensed matter physics”, which includes most kind of matter, metals,
liquids also other types of solid materials that can have more irregular structures, including
all kinds of polymer/macromolecular materials, plastics but also wood, what sometimes is
called “soft matter physics”. Physics of life fits well in that category. For these studies, statis-
tical mechanics plays an important role, and the interplay of macro- and microscopic levels
is usually a guiding theme.

There are more parts of physics than this, but what I want to stress there is that the physics
of life stands closest to the latter, applied part. When we put questions about how physics
of life stands against other parts and what can be learned from other parts, it should primarily
be condensed matter physics and statistical mechanics that are most relevant. But also in
these respects, one may see that many of the trends during the 20th century have been less
relevant for biology. For a large period in the middle of the century, the emphasis was to under-
stand properties of metals and phenomena related to metals. This meant, for instance, elec-
tric conduction and also magnetic properties. Initially the phenomenon of superconductivity
was an elusive problem, but later became an advanced formalism and something very inter-
esting with numerous applications, and then the special “high-temperature superconduc-
tors” again became an elusive problem.

These systems are not simple and require advanced tools. However, there are some features
that disqualify these systems to the problems we want to take up here. One point is that
their basic structures are quite regular and homogeneous. Further, metal physics and various
sub-disciplines are to a large extent about essentially free electrons. This also means matter
close to the simplest energy states of matter. Much of this can be characterised as low-
temperature physics. In these problems, quantum mechanics plays an essential role. Further,
as for general thermodynamics, most of the studies concern equilibrium. There are appli-
cations about flows that bring systems away from equilibrium, but these often concern what
we apprehend as linear laws in what we see as “linear regime”. A particular example is elec-
tric conduction with Ohm’s law and the linear relation between current and voltage. What
will be discussed here, is that such linear situations can be considered as generalisations of
an equilibrium description, and electric resistance can be formulated in terms of equilibrium
quantities.

Thus, quantum mechanics and equilibrium theory with generalisations to a linear regime
provide the basics. That is not the framework in which I want to see physics of life.

I think it is important to acknowledge all this. For a large part of the last century, the
emphasis of physics has been to investigate the most fundamental constituents, but also to
understand important properties of easily described systems, such as metals. For most of
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these studies, quantum mechanics is the leading force, and as far as thermodynamics is
concerned, most is about equilibrium or near-equilibrium situations and low temperatures,
a concept that shall be defined in relation to relevant energies. Quantum mechanics has meant
a formalism that is very different from that of classical mechanics. This also gave rise to
new branches of mathematics—studies of linear spaces. The motivation is clear—these were
problems that were regarded as most relevant, and, for the formalism, quantum mechanics
became a dominating foundation. Basic physics, at that time was far away from the irregular
structure of living cells, which are driven far from thermal equilibrium, where linear gen-
eralisations could not do much.

All this can explain why certain trends that were thoroughly studied around year 1900 to
a large extent became abandoned in later physics and mathematics, trends that later were
developed into important parts of biological physics. This concerns complex systems and
what can be considered as non-linear physics with non-equilibrium thermodynamics. These
disciplines have been taken up during the last quarter of the last century and an important
source of the growing interest was their potential relevance for biological phenomena.

It is also important at this point to ask what parts of “condensed matter physics” that are
relevant for “living matter”. Metal physics has little to do with it—the cells do not contain
free electrons. Quantum mechanics is, as said at several other places, important for describing
the molecules, their bonds, their structures and also the essential forces. On the other hand,
when one has achieved a good description of macromolecules and their structures, and a good
formulation of charge distributions, then most of this can be formulated in classical terms
with basically electric forces. Quantum mechanics is probably not needed any further. Maybe
everybody will not agree with that.

What is relevant from condensed matter physics is the formulation of a number of models,
originally derived for special situations, but of a kind that can be generalised and simply re-
formulated to other types of systems. In particular many ideas about structure stabilisation
and dynamics of macromolecules have been developed using such models and their concepts.

Many of these models were originally developed for magnetic systems, aimed to describe,
for instance, magnetic transitions from high-temperature non-magnetic phases to magnetised
systems that show a strong, persistent magnetisation without any external field. The advan-
tage of these models is that they in a way represent the simplest physical systems with coup-
lings between all basic constituents, and that they also represent the most complicated
systems, which are possible to analyse completely, at some cases with exact analytic results,
in other cases with very powerful approximation methods developed.

Also originally associated with magnetic couplings are the so-called spin-glass systems,
which also have found many different applications and which provide important metaphors
for many biological systems. We will meet this concept at some different places. What is
relevant here is that there are a large number of possibilities of low-energy states at which
a system can be trapped and which should be searched for finding a particular “most
favourable state”. This can be an equilibrium search, and we must stress here also that equi-
librium does not necessarily mean a simple state although we at many places emphasise
“far from equilibrium” as a source of complexity.

Perhaps, this is what is most useful from the mid-century physics. That is not, however,
the only parts of physics that has been proposed as useful to biology. One mistake I have seen
a lot is that scientists have proposed the methods before setting the problems. This must be
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wrong way: one should pose the problems, analyse them and then get to ideas about methods.
I think I have seen attempts to apply all kinds of the more spectacular trends of physics to
biological phenomena. There have been ideas that DNA helices might have the property of
being superconductors with possible implications, there are ideas of laser-like coherent
radiation that may play a role in signal transmission, and today with the elusive possibility
of quantum computation, there are proposals that quantum computation is utilised in cells
(Hammerhoff, 1987). Such ideas are spectacular and they easily arouse a considerable
interest. But a theory should not be considered relevant because it is spectacular. Still, if the
ideas are not obviously unreasonable (as breaking the second law or proposals of quantum
computation), they should be critically investigated.

What often is referred to as “non-linear physics” applies to the generalisations where
systems are no longer “close to thermodynamic equilibrium” but driven further by strong
influences. Then, away from the linear regime, essentially anything can occur. Here, we have
a lot of very intriguing questions, and there are also important applications to living systems.
One thing that has become clear in this field is that there are no simple generalisations. In
particular, this applies to dynamic phenomena. One encounter some first-order descriptions,
but there does not seem to be any possibilities to go deeper, at least not by any simple methods.
The Boltzmann equation for the kinetics of gases describes how transport is mediated by
collisions between molecules and transport coefficients can be related to molecular proper-
ties. This is a typical example that works well, but where attempts of generalisations have
failed. The general problem of describing general systems far from equilibrium is extremely
difficult, almost hopeless to treat by simple, systematic methods as ordinary thermodynamic
quantities such as temperature and entropy may not be possible to define. This makes sys-
tematic descriptions almost hopeless. A main possibility is to use simulation techniques and
trying to extract relevant features.

What was suggested by the Boltzmann equation and what is confirmed by various simu-
lation calculations is that a local equilibrium is attained quite rapidly after a few collisions
per molecule. Local equilibrium means that energies are distributed according to the statis-
tical thermodynamic description, and this also implies that there are well-defined local tem-
peratures and chemical potentials. An overall transport of energy and molecules in any kind
of dense matter (not vacuum) takes longer time as any motion is strongly damped by all kinds
of interactions.

Living systems show an advantage in that respect, to provide a “non-linear physics of life”.
These most intriguing phenomena are normally rather slow, mediated by infrequent macro-
molecule transformations, and they appear on a background, which to a large extent is in local
equilibrium with well-defined temperatures and other thermodynamic quantities. This
greatly facilitates the concepts of “biological non-equilibrium dynamics”.

At the end of the 19th century there were a lot of rather complex systems under study where
non-linear effects are crucial. This concerned hydrodynamics, all kinds of liquid and gas
flows as well as studies of planetary motion, a problem initiated by Newton 200 years earlier
and which to a large extent has contributed to the development of mathematical physics.
When the primary problem with two bodies, Sun–Earth, Earth–Moon, was solved by Newton,
one went further with consideration of mutual influences between the planets and moons,
questions that very much contributed to the development of mathematics. Laplace 100 years
after Newton could show that the orbits in some sense were stable. This kind of questions
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was continued in the 19th century. Around year 1900, one of the most important math-
ematicians at that time, Poincaré found that the orbits could be irregular, non-periodic with
irregular deviations from the simple elliptic orbits. That was the start of what we today call
“chaos theory”. It was difficult at that time to get more information about this—the possi-
bilities for complicated calculations were quite primitive compared to what we have today—
and the problems were all but forgotten until the 1970s. Another important problem studied
at that time was the appearance of stable, non-linear waves, what one today calls “solitons”
or “solitary waves”. There were some dramatic examples of these, quite stable single waves
that continued along a canal for some kilometres. Today we see that tsunamis and monster
waves in the large oceans are similar kind of phenomena. Such systems were studied and
mathematical models and methods were developed, but then put aside and nearly forgotten.

The reason for this change of methodological emphasis was due to the rise of atomic
physics and the quantum theory. That was something new and this came to dominate physics
and also large parts of mathematics. Quantum theory implied a completely new way of
regarding mechanics. Quantum theory is based on linear mathematics, which in this case is
more intricate than what we earlier discussed as “linear regime”, a kind of simplest gener-
alisation of equilibrium. With its wave aspects, it marked a completely new way of handling
the problems, which also lead to new mathematical concepts, for instance what is called “lin-
ear spaces”. To some extent, one discusses very similar problems. Planets moving around
the Sun and influencing each other’s orbits can be compared to electrons moving around
the nucleus, also influence each other, but the mathematics is different.

§ 10 FROM THE SIMPLE EQUILIBRIUM TO THE COMPLEX

As stated in the introduction chapter, physics usually looks for simple solutions, but life
may be the most complex thing that exists. Certainly, a physicist also looks for simplicity
in the very complex. How far can we do that?

What I want to do in this chapter is to take up the concepts of simplification and of com-
plexity in some detail, to make some of the aims clearer.

We start with the simplest, and that may be a single system with a simple dynamics without
any influences of the rest of the world. Maybe the simplest of all systems that still contains
non-trivial features is the harmonic oscillator. It appears as a standard concept with many
applications everywhere in physics as mentioned in some instances of this book. It can be
exemplified by a string with a weight, which oscillates up and down, in its most pure formu-
lation without any damping. Such oscillations occur in all kinds of systems, where there is
a balance between opposite forces and where small deviations from the balance result in oscil-
lations around a balanced position. In all molecules atoms are bound together to fixed pos-
itions, and they can perform oscillations around these positions. In homogeneous systems,
sound waves are oscillations of density in this homogeneity.

What I want to stress here is that this means a very simple system: equilibrium because of
balancing forces and a simple motion described by a simple dynamics, the system considered
independently of everything else. The dynamics is based on a linear dynamics with a force,
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often considered as elastic, aiming to restore the equilibrium position, and regarded as pro-
portional to the distance to that position. As a force accelerates the system, it has a velocity
when reaching the equilibrium point and thus overrun it. After that it is retarded, eventually
changing direction. In that way, it oscillates back and forth.

We here have signs of simplicity: independence, equilibrium and linear dynamics. In a
living cell, there is nothing of this kind: everything depends on everything else and is not in
equilibrium, and the events are also not linear.

We need to say more. If we gave up everything, it would be almost hopeless to do any
meaningful physics. Some kind of independence is necessary for providing a meaningful
description. At the atomic level, we speak about atoms and molecules as autonomous objects.
They appear in ways that make it meaningful to speak about their distinguished appearance
and states of motion at any instant of time. At the macroscopic, large-scale level, we identify
objects around us. And in some way, we regard ourselves as independent, autonomous per-
sons. If this was not the case, we would not get any meaningful picture of the world. We can
distinguish such features from the unavoidable influences.

Equilibrium: Equilibrium has different meanings. There is the kind of equilibrium hinted
at above where forces balance each other. To be strict, that kind of equilibrium is only attained
at a lowest possible energy; at higher energies there is always some motion and oscillation.
More relevant is the thermodynamic equilibrium concept, the state of macroscopic systems
that does not change, is homogeneous and in a strict sense uninteresting because of its steril-
ity. In thermodynamics, one changes the balance of energies to a balance of free energies.
In a wider sense, we consider equilibrium states as relatively (but not completely) static,
changing slowly in such a way that it can be classified as equilibrium all the time with par-
ticular relations between state variables.

Thermal equilibrium can be simple. As we have discussed in previous sections, this mainly
means that we have a system that appears uniform, stable, unchanging and uninfluenced. In
the micro–macro-world description, it means that energy and particles are distributed in a
most probable way. The microstates change all the time, but this may not be apparent at the
macroscopic scale, and it does not change the equilibrium features. It is possible to develop
a clear formalism for studying equilibrium properties, which, of course, makes it an impor-
tant concept. This is not the case for more general states.

Equilibrium states are, however, not always simple, they can have an intricate internal
structure and there are quite elaborate questions, for instance to understand phase transitions,
important objects for deep studies. Heterogeneity and features of the biological macromol-
ecules that can spontaneously change structures complicate the description. As we will dis-
cuss on other occasions, water, the most basic of all substances in living matter is not a
simple system. Indeed, it is very complex. All such features make a simpleminded picture
of “equilibrium” somewhat obsolete. We take up such points in other sections, and at this point
we assume that there are simple equilibrium systems, simple in the sense that there is a well-
defined, uniform, homogeneous, thermal equilibrium.

But here we shall discuss further. How is equilibrium approached? Can we describe
dynamics of systems when equilibrium is upset?

Note that certain basic concepts are defined exclusively for equilibrium states. Entropy and
temperature are among the most important ones. Can these be generalised to non-equilibrium
states? Yes, but only in a restricted way.
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Let me put some structure to this development. We know what simple systems are. A
glass of water left in a room will easily attain a state in equilibrium with the rest of the room.
It gets a uniform temperature and structure that appears unchanging. The same can be said
about a piece of solid, for instance a piece of iron. It soon attains an equilibrium state. Think
of the next step; a heated metal piece is put in the room. Soon it will attain equilibrium and
have uniform temperature with the room. (It has also heated the room somewhat). The
approach to equilibrium is quite direct in cases like these, and can also be described by con-
cepts that are generalised from the equilibrium ones.

This is well developed for what we can see as “linear regime”. By that we mean that there
is some measure of “the distance from equilibrium”, and that quantities that are relevant for
the approach to equilibrium are proportional to that distance. Distance to equilibrium may,
for instance mean the difference in temperature of the room and the heated metal piece. The
change of temperature in the metal is influenced by a “heat flow”, i.e., a flow of energy, which
in such a case is proportional to the temperature variation. This is Fourier’s law for thermal
conduction and it leads to the heat conduction equation, which is same as the diffusion equa-
tion. In such a linear regime, it becomes possible to define temperatures along the metal
piece and also entropy and free energy. The free energy is such that it attains a minimum at
equilibrium (entropy is maximum), as is shown in the next part of the book where it is possi-
ble to speak about entropy and free energy flows. A temperature variation (temperature gra-
dient) provides a counteracting heat flow that leads to temperature equalisation. Much of the
important action is proportional to the temperature variation, what we refer to as linear.
Although in no way trivial, this is a direct action toward equilibrium.

One important point is concealed. There can be a first stage where the atomic degrees of
freedom (microenergy states) were redistributed to provide a kind of local equilibrium: at
a relatively small (meso) scale, still large compared to the atoms but small compared to the
size of the metal piece, energy becomes locally distributed according to the equilibrium
distribution law. This is what makes it possible to speak about generalised equilibrium
quantities. The first step to the local equilibrium is quite rapid. Apart from some simplified
model descriptions, there are no good possibilities to generalise this to situations, when local
equilibrium is not reached in spite of many attempts to go to such a deeper description.

When one speaks about states “close to equilibrium”, one usually means a linear regime
where a local equilibrium is well defined. There are several different manifestations of this
all of which are in some way related. As discussed in the statistical thermodynamics section,
an equilibrium state is not purely static. It looks static at the macroscopic scale, but at a micro-
scopic atomic scale, there is an incessant dynamics. Atomic parts move and exchange energy
all the time. The importance of the atomic scale dynamics is not apprehended at the macro-
scopic scale, at which the system appears static—almost, we may say. When one looks at
features in larger details, there are, what we call, fluctuations, often apprehended as noise.
We discuss these at many other places in the book. Here, they are only part of the road to
further complexity. The fluctuations occur on a fine scale and are observable. Electric con-
duction in a metal is due to the motion of free electrons. When described from the macroscopic
equilibrium view, in a metal without external voltage these electrons are considered prac-
tically at rest. There are fluctuations that lead to irregular motion leading to irregular currents
and can be observed as electric noise. This is (as discussed further in the fluctuation section)
an indispensable part of the system and cannot be avoided.
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As said, there are many important situations when a system is driven by a force that give
rise to some kind of flow.

The “force” is usually accomplished in such a way that one part of a system is kept at one
kind of state and the other in another. This provides a difference of some relevant parameters
(electric potential temperature, concentration, etc.) and this in turn leads to a variation, what
we refer to as “gradient” in the system. In the linear regime, the gradient is constant, with a
direction showing the variation of the changed quantity.

This refers to Ohm’s law: In the presence of an electric potential gradient, the electrostatic
field drives easily movable electrons resulting in an electric current. With a constant voltage
and constant gradient, the current becomes constant and the system attains a stationary (not
equilibrium) state.

When there is temperature difference between the two ends of a system, thermal conduc-
tion takes place, which causes a thermal flow (in principle a flow of energy) through the
system in order to equalise the temperature gradient. The linear law is what is called Fourier’s
law: the heat flow is proportional to the temperature gradient. Again, this can attain a sta-
tionary state. In a metal, electric and thermal conduction are both caused by electron motion,
and they are thus related. An electric potential provides a thermal flow and a temperature
difference can cause an electric current.

A concentration change gives rise to a diffusion current, described by Fick’s law: the dif-
fusion current is proportional to the concentration gradient. All these examples are termed
as “transport processes” as they describe transport of energy and/or particles. All these
processes involve particular “transport coefficients”; the ohmic resistance of an electric
resistor, the thermal conductivity for thermal conduction and the diffusion coefficient of
concentration diffusion. In all processes, there is a kind of “driving force”, where “force” shall
be regarded in a general sense. In all the processes that we have described here, this is pro-
vided by a gradient that keeps the system away from equilibrium. The situation here is clear,
the flows are the cause of a kind of general tendency to equalise the system and level out
the variations of some energy or density. That is also where the second law of thermody-
namics comes into picture; this tendency to equalisation is usually what one thinks is the
main feature of the second law. As also emphasised at other places, there is thus a tendency to
equalise or to level out. The tendency is to get the system in what we, from the macroscopic
view, apprehend as the most probable distributions. There is no dynamic force or energy
behind that. What we may see as “entropy force” is no real force but a kind of tendency—a
tendency of molecules to fill a room, to spread out energies–although this tendency can,
with appropriate mechanisms, give rise to work and real forces.

Thermodynamically, we shall consider these systems as open systems with possible
exchange of energy and particles with the surroundings. In electric conduction, free metal
electrons are driven in a particular direction by an electric force due to the gradient of the
electric potential. This provides a work, i.e., an energy change. Still, these electrons are
obstructed by electric interactions (forces) between electrons and the nuclei, which are
essentially fixed in the metal, only providing small oscillations around equilibrium positions.
In this, the energy of the electrons is taken up by the nuclei and is then transformed to
Joule-type heat. The conductor becomes warmer. This is what we call dissipation: energy is
continuously transported through the conductor, first by influencing the motion of electrons
and then this is taken up by the nuclei motion and redistributed as general heating. Energy
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is continuously transformed to heat and then spread out toward the environment. There is
an energy flow originating from the work, which also spreads out as heat to the surroundings.

The approach to equilibrium, fluctuations around equilibrium and linear-driven transport
processes are treated as different aspects in this formalism, and they are all related. This
provides relations between these different phenomena, presented in somewhat different
forms with names such as “fluctuation–dissipation theorem” and “linear response”. We will
show detailed expressions in the next formalistic part. These are examples of strong rela-
tions that follow in this formalism. What also is found in the linear regime is a particular
law that directly provides the transport relations, the law of minimum entropy production.
One derives a relation that corresponds to entropy production; there is necessarily an entropy
production associated with the transport process and there is a tendency that this production
is as low as possible. (See Section 14E)

A consequence of this is that one can make derivations and calculations of transport
parameters starting from an equilibrium formalism. As this is well formulated, this means
that the equilibrium formalism can be generalised to comprise transport processes. In general,
linear mathematical expressions everywhere represent small deviations from some kind of
equilibrium, and this is so for the close-to-equilibrium thermodynamics. One may almost
always get some of such linear expressions sufficiently close to an equilibrium situation.

Far from equilibrium, non-linear regime: So, to the last stage. What has been emphasised
repeatedly is that the linear regime is just an approximation valid for small deviations. What
was stated is that this provides powerful formalisms that contain much of the equilibrium.
The relevance of the second law is clear and the tendency to equalise energy variations is
simple, straightforward and direct. In the linear regime, systems always tend to go directly
toward equilibrium.

But this is an approximation, and therefore we take in more possibilities. By this step, in
some way we make ourselves free from many constraints. The second law is still valid, so we
cannot say that we are free from all restrictions. (If that had been the case, it might not have
been possible to provide any meaningful process.) It should anyhow be emphasised here that
this non-linear regime is not (as the linear regime) a clearly defined subject. Here the pos-
sibilities can go in all kinds of directions.

When we give up the linear regime, almost anything is possible. There are no clear rules
how the processes may go; they may in fact go in an opposite direction as compared to the
linear regime. For electric conduction in the linear regime, we have Ohm’s law, which states
that current always increases with the electric potential. In the linear regime, anything else
is impossible—a statement that is also valid for other transport processes: heat flow goes
from a hot system to a cold, i.e., a diffusion current goes from a higher concentration to a
lower. When we leave the linear regime, it is possible to get situations in which these trends
are reversed. When a certain potential is overcome, there are situations in which voltage
decreases with increasing current.

Non-linear might only mean that the linear behaviour is just somewhat modified. A cur-
rent may not be exactly proportional to the voltage. One might, in such a case, speak about
a resistance that depends on voltage, although it remains positive all the time. Still, this might
only mean some minor modifications. There could still be a direct tendency towards equi-
librium. But in all situations that go beyond the linear regime, the simple formalisms do 
no longer hold, and, in spite of numerous proposals, there are no longer any clear ways to
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generalise these to more general situations. There might be some possibilities, approximated
fluctuation–dissipation relations can be alternatives of minimum entropy production, how-
ever without the strong possibilities of the expressions for the linear regime.

The linear regime always provides a kind of stationary situation with, for instance, a current
driven by a voltage where heat is transported and lead away in a way that the entire system
keeps a constant temperature. A more complex situation is reached if one takes into account
that the resistance depends on the temperature and a stronger heating thus influences the
resistance and the electric current. Then, one is out from the linear regime, but may still have
a qualitatively similar situation as close to equilibrium.

The most interesting and most relevant situations in the non-linear regime are met where
the situations are quite different from what is seen close to equilibrium. When, for instance,
there is some kind of device that causes a voltage to decrease with increasing current within
a given current range. This can be accomplished by an electric discharge when a large current
generates more charges and greater possibilities to transfer a current. This is an example of
a positive feedback—a certain action becomes amplified.

When linear and close-to-equilibrium restrictions are dropped, systems may reach other
types of possibilities. It is possible that there appear several stationary possibilities. Which
one occurs and becomes relevant depends on initial conditions and the properties of the sys-
tem at the onset. It is possible to have one state qualitatively to the one close to equilibrium,
and another with quite different properties. There can still be a kind of measure of the dis-
tance to equilibrium. When this is not too large and the modifications to linear expressions
are relatively weak, one may expect that the qualitative features of a stationary state might
not be drastically changed. What is important is that there are drastic threshold effects. If
some parameters are changed, a new possibility of a stationary state may occur, and when
the parameter is changed further, a state that was similar to the linear regime vanishes as a
possibility. What appears and what is seen in models of later chapters is that there may no
longer be any stable stationary states. This can give rise to a stable oscillatory behaviour.
An electric non-linear system can give rise to oscillatory currents. Such oscillatory circuits
have been used in electronic technology for a long time.

Let us discuss about oscillations. A string and a weight attached at its end, i.e., a pendu-
lum performs oscillations, but because of friction effects and the second law such oscilla-
tions normally become damped, just level off and stop. A friction can be overcome in a
linear regime. An alternating voltage gives rise to alternating current. With suitable chosen
frequencies, there appears resonance. If the frequency of the voltage is close to some res-
onance frequency of the circuit, it is greatly amplified, but it still shows the frequency of an
external voltage. Non-linear possibilities for oscillations are much more powerful that what
can be accomplished in the linear regime. There, we can have a circuit that is driven by a
constant voltage, and if that is sufficiently large, then there appear well-determined oscilla-
tions, the amplitude and frequency of which are completely given by the system, and are
independent of how the system is started. Such an oscillation is definitely stable. Often, the
situation is such that for low voltages, there is a stationary situation with a constant current
driven by the voltage, qualitatively as in the linear Ohm’s law relation. However, that constant
current possibility may lose its stability, since there is no tendency to approach that state
and instead an oscillating situation appears around the now unstable possibility of a constant
current.
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New types of stationary flows are stationary driven states, an appearance of several sta-
tionary states and also possibilities of oscillations when the system is driven uniformly.
These are important possibilities when a system is driven “far from equilibrium”, a regime
which we can regard as one where the distance to equilibrium (measured in a suitable way,
for instance as the magnitude of a driving force) leads to new types of stationary situations
compared with the simple linear regime.

It should be emphasised that there is no simpleminded theory of “non-linear” systems.
They do not, as we might consider the linear regime, comprise certain general laws. There are
certain typical features like these we just talked about, possibilities that are reached by a
system that is not influenced by any other causes than the relevant driving forces and that tends
to some kind of stationary situation. Note the terminology. Equilibrium means only thermal
equilibrium. These systems may reach states that would remind of a kind of equilibrium,
but we shall not use that term here. Such states can be seen as stationary, which means that
they do not change with time. They can, but may not necessarily, also be stable. By that we
mean that the stationary state is approached if it is somewhat changed. Any small change
should lead to that state. That the linear systems are stable is a necessity, but that is not so
for the non-linear systems. They can be unstable, in which case, for instance, there can be
oscillations. There are mathematical rules for that, which we take up in the formalistic part.

There can also be what is called “deterministic chaos” to which we devote a particular
chapter. This means a process where the system does not go to any stationary behaviour and
changes all the time but this is not done in any regular, oscillatory way. Although the require-
ments for that are given by regular mathematical expressions, the behaviour appears as
irregular. Moreover, there is a strong dependence on initial conditions. Two systems of the
same type that start from very similar conditions may for some initial period show similar
development, but will soon diverge from each other, and become completely different.

Have we got to the situations where “everything is possible? Are there still restrictions?
What does the second law signify in these cases?” The basic equations can still be regarded as
transport equations which describe a dissipative process, i.e., they describe driven situations
where there is some “driving force” that keeps the system away from equilibrium and pro-
vides flows that also allows dissipation: energy is taken up by the flows and spread further
through friction, interaction with the system, and eventually spread out to the surroundings as
heat. These processes must be according to the second law although in this regime, this may
mean very different kinds of possibilities. Prigogine and co-workers have coined the word
“dissipative systems” for these systems that are far from equilibrium and are governed by
dissipative processes, which are restricted by the second law.

There is no regular theory for the non-linear systems, but there seems to be a number of
similarities. One often sees analogies and terms like “generic behaviour” that are common in
use. One may consider such different possibilities (and there are only certain possibilities
available) and study conditions for various situations. Since the non-linear systems lack a
general description, one goes back to model systems, studies their behaviour and gets con-
clusions from there. Systems that are rather easily formulated are a result of the various
possibilities of chemical reaction schemes, and there also one finds close relations to processes
that are relevant in cell processes, for governing the basic processes of life. One may work
with certain model processes and use concepts taken from them. In the typical spirit of physics,
one looks for simplest possible schemes to achieve a certain behaviour. Such schemes are
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often regarded as simplifications of much larger and more complicated realistic schemes,
but the simplified ones are expected to show the relevant features. This is the goal that the
physicist often looks for.

Typical examples are signal generation and also signal transmission for which people have
applied very similar types of mathematical models for quite different situation, for instance,
electric circuit oscillations, signal generation in the nervous system and chemical signal
generation provided by certain simple organisms.

The situations are more complex when one takes space extension into account. Then,
non-linear effects can lead to the appearance of structures even for systems without any
intrinsic tendencies toward structure. There can also be time development of space structures,
which are apprehended as strong, very stable waves, seen as tsunamis or monster waves, which
in the mathematical formalism are interpreted as “solitary waves” or “solitons”, a term that
requires special features.

Further development will be shown together with their specific applications. For example,
situations where we see such features of non-linear behaviour, or where we are away from the
simple linear transport laws, or in regions where almost all behaviour is possible to some extent.

We can also note that strange types of behaviours often occur in non-linear systems when
there are several types of behaviours with different tendencies. Heat conduction together
with various processes in a liquid can lead to such conflicting situations resulting in a strange
behaviour. The most studied and described ones concern a liquid that is heated from below
in which heat currents go upwards. But since a cold fluid is heavier than a hot one, a situa-
tion with cold liquid at the top and warm at the bottom may turn to an unstable situation. There
can appear a circulation where there is an upward heat flow at certain places and the cold
top liquid falls down as a liquid flow. Such effects can result in regular patterns of the cells
since this is the appropriate form of second law statement for a liquid of cells with differ-
ent flow directions.

Another non-linear example appears in the great oceans where the combined effects of
the heat of the sun, the ocean movements and the tendencies from the rotation of the earth
result in the tropical hurricanes and stable structured states move with great velocities over
the oceans toward nearest landmasses causing terrible catastrophes.

There are certain situations, in narrow canals and also in the ocean, where large, single
and very stable waves are created that may move unhindered with terrible strength.

§ 11 THEORETICAL PHYSICS MODELS: IMPORTANT ANALOGIES

This may be a suitable point in this book to say some words about the models of physics,
what kind of models one studies, what are their aims and how they are formed? This is also the
origin of all these, maybe misinterpreted, ridiculed proclamations. “Let us first assume that
a cow can be approximated by a sphere.” Do physicists miss essential points as hinted at
sometimes? As I say in other places, there are certainly cases where physicists miss essen-
tial points, but I also think one should regard the models by a wide, open-minded sense.
There are questions that are relevant for certain biological aspects where one does not need
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to consider all the details of a cow; it might be a reasonable, simplifying assumption to treat
it like a sphere. Or as a point in a model.

Here let me again emphasise that the principal aim of physics studies is to accomplish an
understanding of mechanisms. Why do events appear as they do? There are many kinds of
models and various purposes. For physics, it is not sufficient to develop a model that merely
reproduces certain results, or merely simulates effects; it should also tell something about
underlying mechanisms.

Let us see more on the type of models that are used by physicists, and we start at an
extreme end of complicated models that contain almost everything. Such models are very
far from the approximated cow; in these models, one aims at a complete description. In such
cases, one often speaks about “simulations”. But as said, simulations shall be sufficiently
detailed to provide information that is not reached otherwise.

I will describe three quite different types of such all-embracing methods. The first type is
what one just speaks about as “simulation”, or molecular dynamics. One makes calculations
about structures and dynamics of large molecules, which include as much details and real-
istic assumptions as can be manageable by the largest possible computers. The aim is to be
able to study details about the structure and the dynamics, to learn more about these mol-
ecules and their roles in cell-biological contexts. One tries to make as realistic picture as
possible of the molecule details and uses realistic assumptions about actual forces between
various units of the molecule and also of the surroundings—water molecules are very import-
ant here and it is also important to learn more about their roles. These studies are important
for our understanding of the macromolecules and their features. They also give hints about
basic concepts and basic mechanisms.

Our next example concerns quantum mechanical calculations. Again, there are attempts
to make such calculations as carefully as possible, and again one stretches out to the actual
possibilities of computers. The aim of quantum chemical calculations is to understand electron
distributions, details of molecule bonds and also forces. Quantum mechanical calculations
are far more intriguing than the classical ones, which are the basis of molecular dynamics and
the extension of calculations is by necessity much smaller. But then it can provide much more
detailed information. Its results are important also for the molecular dynamics. It is necessary
for providing a correct description of forces and the role of water.

But, I admit, there are a lot of opinions about this. Many people may think that it cannot
be sufficient to provide sufficiently informative calculations about the real molecules and
their features. Details are, they may claim, still not sufficiently well known to really pro-
vide appropriate results. Some claim that these methods have been around for a long time
without leading to any real achievements. Certainly, there is some truth in this. But, at the same
time, my view is that it should be important to continue the development of the methods and
investigation of correct details.

A third kind of very extensive modelling concerns studies of systems with many com-
ponents, leading to studies of sets of around 20 differential equations. This also involves fitting
of various parameters and attempts to get as realistic description as possible of some phenom-
enon. Again, many people refrain from the use of very extensive systems with often phenom-
enological parameters. It is sometimes claimed that such schemes can, with suitable choice
of parameters, provide any kind of results and the studies done may become questionable.
Maybe. There are misdirected studies of this kind with too many parameters and too much
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emphasis on simulating some real process without deeper thoughts behind this. But there
are also other aims. The relevance to include many different processes and to look for suitable
parameters is to try to encompass everything that should be here—to do things completely
and to include a lot. In studies of biochemical networks, such studies serve the aim to char-
acterise all steps, to find the roles of all components and to describe their actions for some
main features. Such methods lead to what often is called “reverse engineering”, to get out the
details of the underlying mechanisms that provide main overall results. To make a metaphor
(more of that soon), to understand the detailed working of a television set by assumptions
about its components and the starting point from various general results. Some of what now is
called “systems biology” concerns such elaborate modelling, in that case, in the search of
discipline-embracing behaviour (and there is no clear border between “biological physics”
and “systems biology”).

There are other models that are less elaborate, but with the same aim: to provide models
that reproduce experimental results but seen in a smaller scope. Again to place in the physics
realm, it should also have merits beyond merely reproduction. What I see as a typical
example of that type is the Hodgkin–Huxley model (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952) for an
action potential, the basis for the generation of neural signals. This comprises four coupled
differential equations and the fitting of certain phenomenological quantities. (Certainly, this
was a very elaborate work in the 1950s.) The aim here is to provide a model for the action
potential generation based on some assumptions on the action of ion-channel proteins and for
which one gets a result that agrees with what is obtained experimentally.

Such models are always based on some basic assumption of the basic mechanisms. Another
kind of assumption made and one might get another model that might reproduce the exper-
imental results equally well. The fact that a model describes an experimental result can
never in itself be taken as evidence that the model is “correct”. (At this point we will not go
further with what that would mean.)

Often models of this type may be of a minimal type, a model with as few fitted parameters
and as few assumptions as possible and that still shows a good agreement with the experi-
ment. (This is sometimes referred to as “Ockham’s razor”.) There will be models presented
here that show a time course that can be interpreted as a sum of exponentially decaying
functions. Also, as we will see in later examples, in order to distinguish different exponential
terms, they should be determined by time constants that are not too close to each other. It
may well be possible to discern a model with a minimum number of exponential terms, quite
different from each other, but the result would not be distinguishable from one with modi-
fied exponential terms with the addition of one further exponential term. Even if a basic
theory implies that there should be a number of such terms and a relatively complex model,
such details are often not discernable in experimental findings. Sometimes, one can get further
by the addition of other constraints and ideas about the basic mechanism.

Such models can comprise various models of signal generation that can mean neural sig-
nals as well as chemical ones. With that aim, we can also see further simplifications and a goal
to primarily demonstrate qualitative features, how pulses and also oscillations can be gen-
erated in a way that qualitatively agrees with real situations. One can here see what we will
take up later as a tendency to simplify the equations for generation of action potentials, or,
in general, chemical or neural signals. There are several advantages to achieve simplified
sets of equations, and most important is that the models become much easier and more
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straightforward to analyse. (Here we come closer to the view of physics models as ridiculously
simplified. But there are important gains by these simplifications.)

The simplifications can be taken still further and one may often think that the most import-
ant is to achieve a qualitative result. Don’t bother so much about the detailed numerical
results; it is sufficient to understand how various qualitative behaviours can appear.

With such aims in mind, I think one can well accept the simplifications in these models,
usually with a very serious purpose.

We can go further, to models where we no longer have any roots in actual processes, but
rather construct and investigate models where the qualitative results are important, where the
basic idea is not to show a real situation but to represent a behaviour that may look like a
real situation. To say it in another way, the aim is not to have a model that shows how a system
really behaves, but rather to show how a realistic behaviour might appear. There are many
models of that kind which we also will encounter in this treatise.

When I speak about such models, I have some quite different possibilities in mind. I want
to see much of “neural modelling” in this way; these are models that have a pronounced
purpose to show how features such as learning and memory could be apprehended. One
suggests units of neurons that could appear as suitable parts of a large system. But one is far
from saying that this is the way our brain really works.

Don’t misunderstand me. I think it is a very important task to show how things could
work, even if they do not really follow the pattern of the suggested model. This must be an
important task in understanding biological function, to see how it could work. Then, we are
a good way toward an understanding of the actual phenomena.

There is another great biological complex where I might speak about similar aims although
the achievements and the studies are quite different, namely questions about the origin of
life. It is a situation where we probably cannot say how it really appeared, but a main aim
is to say that it could have been in this or that way. Basically, these questions are quite dif-
ferent. The neural system is enormously complicated, but there are some clear results and
perhaps one can discern certain basic behaviour. The system is enormous and it is not
strange that there are very different ideas about how things shall be apprehended and what
can be achieved by models. Concerning the origin of life, we can never really say how it
appeared. There are no clear traces of that. What one looks after are possibilities to see how
it could have occurred, how it could have evolved. That also makes it possible to study models
that maybe have nothing to do with the real situation but which can help us learn about how
it could have appeared and also how it could not have happened.

These problem complexes are meaningful objects of study from a biological point of
view. We may then get to a large complex of models; we will show some examples in this
book that are never proposed as actual models of biological reality, but their purpose is to
show certain important aspects that relate to actual systems. This can mean models of self-
organisation that is certainly an important concept in theoretical biology and can be demon-
strated by models, which also may show how an organisation can emerge. Cellular automata
are a large class of possible models where there is one well-known example, the game of
life. They are described on some kind of basic, regular pattern, for instance a square pattern
or in three dimensions a cubic pattern, where each square or each cube can hold a unit that
can be in many states; in the simplest case it can either be there or not, and which then can
change at the time steps according to some well-defined rules. The interesting thing with
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this kind of model is that it can give rise to a very complicated, well-ordered structured pat-
terns starting from quite simple rules.

When we get to such systems, we also get to ideas that there are some common features
in organisation and in the building up of biological systems that rely on some simple prin-
ciple demonstrated by a relatively simple model. A typical example of that is the “self-
organised criticality” by Bak (1996) who suggested this as a common feature of natural
systems. The title of the main book “How nature works” tells about its purpose. Again, we get
to a general view with models that are not regarded as true models of anything, but rather as
“generic models” providing simple descriptions of a scenario that is then common for many
biological and natural science processes.

I will at this point clearly declare my standpoint: I think that these models are interesting
and that they illustrate important features of life. The relatively simple game of life shows
how important features can appear (emerge) in a relatively simple type of model which
leads to a very complex behaviour with many types of behaviours that are important for biol-
ogy: replication, motion, encounter, building up complex structures and also erasing com-
plex structures. I am, however, reluctant to see these as principles of life. They illustrate
important aspects but I think that is all about it. Life involves so many aspects that I am
uncertain whether there are any simple basic features that describe the building of this organ-
isation. We know how organisation can be formed in various contexts. Why then go further
asking for a fourth basic law that underlies all we speak about here.

This chapter has mainly been about the philosophy of models, what kind of models we
look at and what can come out from them. I go further with models and model concepts in
Chapter 16. If models that have been developed for particular purposes in conventional
physics are generalised and extended to cover new possibilities, then the steps taken for
such a change may at a first glance appear quite strange. Models originally developed to
describe magnetic transitions are being used for describing macromolecular features. If
they are well chosen they can tell much more as they have been used for developing impor-
tant concepts in the past.

§ 12 THE BIOLOGICAL MOLECULES

In this section, we will make a survey of the basic constituents of biological organisms, their
roles, their structure and how they are formed. This means the proteins, the machinery of
the cells and their building units, the amino acids, the most relevant sugars, the nucleic acids
that keep the information of the organisms as well as stand for the transcription of that infor-
mation and the lipids of the surrounding membranes. The purpose here is to provide a gen-
eral background to the further descriptions and not to go into any further details. Some of these
properties are developed further in other chapters.

12A General properties of proteins and amino acids

Let us start with the proteins that stand for most of the activities of the cells, for the production
of basic substances, for the building up of the macromolecules, for the transport of various
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substances, for all kind of control purposes, for governing the genetic information by acti-
vation and regulation, by standing for crucial steps in the transcription of information and
also for much of the structural properties of certain organisms.

Proteins are a main component of living cells. They constitute 15–20% of the weight of
a cell and since 70–75% is water, they provide most of the dry components. The most import-
ant property of the proteins is that they make up the cell machinery: They are the active
components that catalyse various processes (as enzymes—all enzymes are proteins), and in
that way they control and direct chemical pathways behind all processes of a living cell.
Proteins, as haemoglobin, also transport various substances and control the transport of other
substances in and out of cells. They can act as receivers of various signals, for instance
light, trigger reactions and further signals if light is received.

They also have an important function in giving rise to various structural elements, par-
ticularly in animals: Our hair and skin is composed of proteins (keratin) as our muscles
(myosin). Our bones are to a large extent build up by the protein collagen (the by far most
common substance in our bodies besides water). Leather, wool and silk are protein materials
which one tries to mimic by synthetic polymers.

In plants, structures are mainly formed by carbohydrates and not proteins. The most
important is cellulose that is built up by glucose. Cotton is a carbohydrate material as of
course paper and wood. The same general principles as we discuss here are valid for such
polymers, but here we will not consider these further.

Proteins are synthesized in living cells by a complicated process where amino acids are
selected (by other proteins) to be placed at a specific position in a protein chain according to a
specific pattern that is coded in the cell DNA, which will be further discussed in another section.

Normal protein chains may have about 100–290 amino acid units, and there is a large
variation. They are often built up as complexes with several chains, which together may
contain many thousand amino acid units. Proteins can also contain other groups and atoms
besides the amino acid chains. They can contain metal atoms or ions such as iron or copper,
which have important roles in catalysis or transport. A group with iron in haemoglobin helps
in transporting oxygen in blood and chlorophyll-bound magnesium plays a central role in
its light-absorbing unit. A relatively unusual element, molybdenum, is used in certain
enzymes particularly those that take up atmospheric nitrogen for the biological compounds.

Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins. The relevant molecules have a basic
form as shown in Figure 12.1.

R stands here for a side group, of which there are several possibilities with considerable
variation of what concerns their size and physical properties: from a hydrogen in glycine or 
a methyl (�CH3) group in alanine to long acid or alkaline groups, and long, non-polar hydro-
carbon chains or aromatic groups. For building the proteins of the cells, twenty special choices
are used, which are considered as canonical amino acids (shown in Figure 12.4 below).
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The general structure of the amino acids in non-ionized form is the one shown above. At one
end, there is an alkaline amino group and at the other an acidic carboxyl group. At “normal
pH”, the molecule is doubly ionized (comprising what is known as a zwitterion); the amino
group takes up a hydrogen ion, being positively charged, and the carboxyl group loses the
hydrogen and becomes negatively charged.

The molecule has a particular 3D structure. Carbon atoms have a general tendency to
form bonds with four other atoms, see Figure 12.2.

The simplest case is methane, CH4. Its four bonds are symmetric in space, stretching in
the directions from the centre of a tetrahedron to its corners. In Figure 12.1, the bonds
around the central carbon atom, marked a in the amino acid, are directed in the way shown,
stretching out in four symmetric directions that are not in the plane of this page. The two
horizontal bonds N�C�C go upwards from the central carbon, out from the plane of the
page, while the vertical bonds H�C�R go downwards, the hydrogen and the side group
are below the plane of the page. All canonical and most-relevant amino acids of living cells
have this asymmetry, with the exception of the simplest amino acid, glycine, where the side
group R is just a hydrogen atom. This also means that the side groups provide a general
asymmetry to the entire protein as all amino acids turn polarised light to the left, and for
that reason, they are named L-forms (L for laevo, Latin for left). There are many more pos-
sibilities of amino acids, and some appear in cells produced in other processes than the nor-
mal protein synthesis. Such amino acids can have an opposite asymmetry to the canonical
ones and therefore will turn light to the right (D-forms, D for dextro, right). They can also
be used to build smaller peptides for certain purposes. As commonly done, we distinguish
proteins that are formed by the information on certain genes, involved in the complex pro-
tein synthesis of the cells, and peptides that are normally small chains of amino acids
formed in various other pathways or even spontaneously under certain circumstances.

Amino acids can be coupled together by bonds between the amino and carboxyl groups
according to the scheme:

NH CR HCOOH NH CR HCOOH
NH CR HCONHCR HCOOH H O

2 1 2 2

2 1 2 2

�

�

⇒
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R1 and R2 stand for side groups that can be of different types. This provides polymers, pep-
tides or proteins, which always are unbranched chains, connected through the NH�CO
bond. We use a common terminology where the connecting group (CO�NO) is referred to
as “peptide bond” (this kind of group is also termed amide), while the carbon between these
groups is still considered as “central carbon”, also called a-carbon. The bond character is
such that the bonds around this central carbon are single s-bonds, which means that the
molecule parts are free to rotate around these, providing a considerable flexibility of a peptide
(protein) chain. The peptide bond, on the other hand, has a double p-bond character and is
stiff. In contrast to the geometry around the central carbons, the groups around the stiff peptide
bond lie in a plane (Figure 12.3).

By rotations along the bonds around the central carbon, a protein chain becomes quite
flexible and can attain various structures. This is a very important point as the structure is
directly related to the function of the protein. The structures are stabilised by various bonds,
in particular of ionic or dipolar character (see Chapter 5). Oxygen and nitrogen atoms with
or without bonded hydrogen provide strong dipoles, always with a negative charge to oxygen
or nitrogen and positive charge to hydrogen. Hydrogen bonded to nitrogen or oxygen can form
hydrogen bonds (see the discussions in Chapter 5a and 6b) with other oxygens or nitrogens
along the same protein chain, and also to water—bonds that are quite strong. In particular this
means that the carbon–oxygen (CO) and nitrogen–hydrogen (NH) of the peptide bonds can
form hydrogen bonds (and usually do so). Such hydrogen bonds can be formed between
groups along the same protein chains, which provide structure possibilities that can be attained
for general proteins as the side groups would not be involved.

There are two main possibilities. Firstly, the bonds around the a-carbon can be consid-
erably rotated in such a way that the amino acid chain attains a helix structure where pep-
tide bonds with a distance of four amino acids appear in appropriate positions just above
each other with the possibility to form hydrogen bonds between the C��O and N�H groups.
In such a structure, the side groups, which can be fairly large, point out from the main
chain, causing little interaction with the helix structure. Such a helix structure has a maxi-
mum possibility of hydrogen bonds along the main protein chain. This kind of structure is
commonly found among proteins and is called the a-helix.

Secondly, usually a more common structure is essentially an extended structure 
where the amino acid chains are stretched out with small rotations, forming a kind of 
wiggled structure, usually called “pleated”. One chain can be extended, given a sharp 
turn and then sent back thus forming hydrogen bonds to the first part. Several extended
chains can be coupled together by hydrogen bonds between suitably placed peptide bonds
leading to what is called b-pleated sheet structure. Again, side groups point out with little
influence on the main chain structure. There is considerable flexibility in such extended
structures.
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In proteins, such structures form a primary general conformation structure of the entire
chain. A common term referring to these structures is “secondary structures” (by “primary
structure”, one refers to the amino acid basic sequence). Besides this, side groups also
interact. These interactions provide further possibilities of bonds thus modifying the 
secondary structures and leading to dense structures. One then speaks about the tertiary
structure.

To understand more about the possibilities of formation of various structures, we shall
discuss more about the various amino acids. The basics was dealt with above, where it was
said that there are 20 ‘normal’ canonical amino acids, all of which have the same asymmetry.
The structures of all amino acids are shown in the Figure 12.4.

One can divide amino acids in several groups depending on the properties of the side
groups.

The side groups whether alkaline or acidic can be ionised and thus they can feel ionic
forces or can have strong dipole moments. For these, we speak about polar residues. These
groups feel electrostatic forces and also interact favourably with surrounding water molecules.
Other amino acid side groups consist of hydrocarbon chains of different length without
strong dipolar moments. One then speaks about non-polar groups. Such chain groups have
unfavourable interaction with water and polar groups. They are usually packed together to
form a dense inner protein core with surface toward water being as small as possible. Protein
chains with that kind of side groups can also be favourably inserted in the non-polar membrane
around a cell, maybe thus providing transport protein complexes that comprise the contacts
between the cell and the outside world.

Let us make a brief survey of the various amino acids, setting out from such a grouping.
There is one group where the side group is straight or branched, non-polar hydrocarbon
chain. This is relatively simple in alanine, where the side group is just a methyl group (CH3).
Other side groups of this type have three or four carbon atoms with branched chains
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(valine, leucine and isoleucine). (Nature does not use a pure hydrocarbon side group with
two carbons.)

Further, there are ones with ring-forming side groups mainly composed by carbon and
hydrogen, thus non-polar; phenylalanine contains a benzene ring and tryptophan has a 
double ring with one nitrogen and nine carbon atoms. This is the largest amino acid.

Proline is a special amino acid with a hydrocarbon ring that connects the Ca with the
nitrogen of the amide bond. It should also be considered as a non-polar amino acid.

Other amino acids have side groups that contain electrical dipole moments. Three of
these contain alcohol groups (�OH): the relatively simple serine and threonine, and the
larger tyrosine with a phenyl group.

Two other polar amino acids that have amide groups (NH2�C��O): asparagine and glu-
tamine. They are closely related to two amino acids with acidic side groups, i.e., carboxyl
groups (�COOH): aspartic acid and glutamic acid. Asparagine and glutamine have amino-
groups NH2 instead of the O�H groups of the acids.
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Three amino acids contain amine groups (�NH2) with alkaline character: lysine, arginine
and histidine, the last one with a ring.

Finally, there are two amino acids that contain sulphur and are mainly non-polar in char-
acter: cysteine and methionine.

Some of these have particular properties for stabilizing structures or allowing functional
properties. The sulphur group in cysteine is important for binding together protein chains
by sulphur bridges. They permit reactions of the form:

Such bridges keep proteins chains together (e.g., in our hair). The sulphur group is also
important for binding iron in some proteins.

The nitrogen in histidine can be important for binding other substances and often plays
a central role in catalytic action.

Naturally, large side groups prevent high flexibility of the protein chains. Therefore, the
simplest amino acid glycine, without a side group, is relevant to achieve special conforma-
tions, for instance, it can provide bonds that are not possible with other amino acids. Proline
with a ring character provides a particular stiff character. These two, proline and glycine, are
often used for certain conformations that are not easily achieved by other amino acids.
Collagen, the main constituent of our bones, and the most common compound after water in
our bodies, is mainly built up by these two: proline and glycine.

Much effort has been devoted to the problem of finding the actual structure of a protein
when the complete sequence of amino acids is given. In the most ambitious attempts, one
considers the detailed protein with all side groups, and all forces between various groups
together with the rotation possibilities. One should also consider surrounding water as it
influences the surface energy of the protein. With present day computers, and well-developed
programs, one can, in a straightforward way, calculate the total energy of a certain protein
structure including surrounding water and can get a picture of all forces. Starting from 
a certain structure, one can consider possibilities to reduce the energy and achieve a mini-
mization. However, that kind of result is only of limited use; in general there remain several
questions. There are two main problems. First is that one should calculate the free energy,
which is more complicated than the energy, although there are ways to get that correctly.
We mention two main methods. Monte Carlo methods mean that one starts with a certain
state and calculates the energy, then again makes some random changes and calculates the
energy; one accepts the change if it leads to a lower energy, or accepts states with higher
energy by a probability based on the statistical mechanics measure exp(E/kBT ). In that way,
one gets a distribution of states corresponding to the thermodynamic equilibrium distribution.
The other type of method corresponds to what is called “molecular dynamics”. In this, one
calculates the changes in the protein structure as caused by various forces and also the assump-
tions that make the development in accordance with statistical mechanics.

But the problem is still much worse. There are many possibilities for a protein to attain
various structures, and there are indeed many that correspond to energy minima, which would
mean that any small change will lead to a higher (free) energy. More extensive changes can

� � � � � � � � � � �CH SH SH CH CH S S CH H→
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lead to other energy minima. The problem to find the structure that really corresponds to
the lowest free energy would require a very complicated search even for modern com-
puters and is essentially unattainable by direct methods. There may be methods that can make
the search more efficient or use more information on what to expect about the structure. We
leave these questions at this point and return to them in Chapter 24, which is directly aimed
to macromolecule structural changes (Figure 12.5).

The structure is taken from the Brookhaven database.

12B Sugars

The next type of substances and molecules of biological relevance comprise sugars, carbo-
hydrates with general formulas of the type CnH2nOn, where n is a number that can attain
several values. For the most relevant ones, n is 5 or 6. These carbohydrates usually have a struc-
ture with a main ring containing one oxygen and all carbons but one. The remaining carbon
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Figure 12.5 Example of a protein with its structure, here bacterie rhodopsin, which sits in a mem-
brane and changes some structure by light and then transport protons over a membrane. It contains
long molecule chains, retinals, which also appear in the light-sensitive receptors of our eyes. This
protein appears in archebacteria living in very alkaline environments, such as the Dead Sea.



is outside the ring, and the carbons are associated with hydroxyl (�OH) groups and hydro-
gens (H). See Figure 12.6 above. There are many different sugars with the same formula
that differ by the directions of the attached groups (�OH, �H).

Probably, the most well-known sugar is glucose for which n � 6 and formula is
C6H12O6. Glucose and other six-carbon sugars play an important role in the degradation of
our food and extraction of chemical energy. In certain plants sugars are often used for stor-
ing energy, and polymers, formed by chains of glucose bound to each other, are important
for plants as that is how starch and cellulose are built up.

However, there is another type of five-carbon sugars that play different but crucial roles
in the basic cell processes. An important example, one of the most important basic mol-
ecules is ribose with five carbons, thus formula C5H10O5 (see Figure 12.6). Its main role is
to form a structure element in nucleic acids and energy-storing substances.

Note that the sugar rings contain single bonds between carbons and oxygen, which
implies that the structure is not planar but wiggly and also has some flexibility, although the
ring connectivity prevents too large changes. (Many other ring molecules contain double
bonds and are stiff and planar, for instance those of amino acid side chains and the nucleic
acid bases that we shortly get to.)

12C Nucleic acids

These are the information-bearing and information-transferring molecules of the cells. The
buildup follows a strict scheme. There is a main chain, which is the same for all variants of
the macromolecules. (This is same as that for proteins with a connected main chain along
which the amino acid side groups provide the relevant variations.) We start by describing
the RNA, ribose nucleic acid, getting later to DNA with relative small deviations. The main
chain consists of ribose sugars that connect to phosphatein a sequence:

The phosphates are ionised under normal circumstances, which means that these are long,
negatively charged chain molecules. They will be surrounded by positively charged ions, in
particular magnesium ions (Mg2�). The repulsion between the charges leads to a tendency to

ribose phosphate ribose phosphate ribose phosphate . . .� � � � � �
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stretch the chains, which to some extent is compensated by other forces within the molecules.
The main chain itself, with the ribose groups, has a tendency to attain a screwed conformation.

There is a generally used numeration of the five carbons of the ribose groups where one
starts with 1� closest to the oxygen. The phosphates are attached to carbons 3� and 5�. This
terminology plays little role in this book but is frequently used for describing the chain
directions.

Now, coming to the most important part. There are further groups, generally called “bases”
or “nitrogen bases” (as they contain a considerable amount of nitrogens). There are four of
them that are the most relevant ones in RNA, and they are further divided in two groups.
They all are built up around stiff rings containing double bonds. Two consist of six-member
rings (four carbons and two nitrogens) further attatched to atom groups. This type of sub-
stance is called pyrimidine, and the essential pyrimidines in RNA are uracil and cytosine,
see Figure 12.7 of the base pairs. The other type of bases, called purines have a more complex
ring structure with one large ring of six atoms directly attached to a smaller ring with five
atoms. Together the rings have nine atoms, five carbons and four nitrogens further bound to
atom groups, see Figure 12.7. The two relevant purines are adenine and guanine. Usually, one
refers to these by their first letters: A for adenine, G for guanine, U for uracil, C for cytosine.
The important feature for information storage and transcription is that these bases fit together
pair wise by hydrogen bonds, A to U, G to C. Chains are coupled together by such pair wise
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hydrogen bonds. Further, these coupled large, (almost) planar groups have dipole moments
due to nitrogens and oxygens, bare or bounded to hydrogens. These lead to polar bonds
between the base pairs, keeping them together along stiff helical structures. Single RNA
molecules can attain rather compact structures primarily by such pair wise bonds between
bases on different parts of the entire molecule. Thus, RNAs usually consist of single molecules
and therefore they are “single-stranded”, in contrast to DNA about which we will discuss
shortly, which usually has two chains coupled together and called “double stranded”. At this
point the hydrogen bonds are stronger between the G and C bases than between A and U.
(There are three hydrogen bonds between the G and C bases but only two between A and U.)

Next, we go to DNA (deoxyribose nucleic acid), the most known of all the macromole-
cules. The main difference to RNA and the ribose sugars is that the DNA chain is built up by
another sugar, deoxyribose, where one OH-group is replaced by hydrogen (see Figure 12.6).
Thus, one oxygen is taken away, and therefore the name “deoxyribose”. This has some
implications for the structure and also for the stability. (DNA is more stable than RNA), but
this plays a relatively small role in this book. DNA is built up in the same way as RNA, but
among the four nitrogen bases, DNA uses the pyrimidine thymine instead of the simpler
uracil on RNA. The difference here is that Thymine has a methyl (CH3) group at the place
where uracil a has hydrogen. Thymine is abbreviated as T in the DNA structure.

The large differences lie in their roles. DNA is an information carrier. There is only one
copy of relevant DNA in cells. Bacteria cells have only one, long DNA and higher cells have
a number of DNA associated with various chromosomes, but again only one copy of each
variant is present in each cell. The sequence of bases stands for information and the DNA
molecules are very long as they contain all information of all proteins that are to be produced
in a cell. They can be a few metres or still longer, containing billions of bases.

As basic knowledge, DNA always consists of two chains that are coupled to each other by
the pair-wise hydrogen bonds of the bases (A to T, G to C). The chains go in different direc-
tions and shall be mirror images of each other.

RNA stands for the transcription of the DNA information. A part of DNA, which holds
the information for building a particular protein, a gene, is first copied to a RNA molecule.
Copying always means that the DNA strings are separated and a RNA chain is formed by
inserting RNA bases that fit together with the DNA ones, thus forming what can be con-
sidered a complementary copy of the DNA gene. This copy is called messenger RNA. It will
be attached to a large molecular complex, mainly consisting just of RNA (see Figure 12.8).
The actual proteins synthesis takes place at the ribosome. Another type of RNA, transfer
RNA (tRNA), is specific and coupled together with the appropriate amino acid at a previous
step. Then, three nitrogen bases at the tRNA are fitted together by appropriate hydrogen bonds
with three bases on the messenger RNA, referred to as “codons”, and corresponding to the
particular amino acid at the tRNA. When the coupling between the messenger and the tRNA
is found to be appropriate, the amino acid is put in its particular place of a protein.

Thus, a certain stretch, a sequence of nitrogen bases on DNA makes up a gene, the infor-
mation for the building up of a protein. In many living organisms (not bacteria), the processing
is more complex as genes can consist of separate fragments. The stretch of nitrogen bases on
DNA is composed of sequences of two types: introns, the actual parts of the protein gene,
and exons, intermediate sequences that do not seem to have any meaningful purpose, both
characterised as non-coding regions. After the whole stretch is copied to a messenger RNA,
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there are proteins that distinguish the actual coding sequences and which cut out the exon
parts and put together the separate intron regions to form the actual protein information. The
distinction between introns and exons is important when one endeavours to investigate the
full gene sequences.

We will say some more on these processes about selection in later sections , but will con-
tinue the discussion on the genetic code here, which is the primary expression of the relation
between DNA and RNA bases and amino acids.

12D The genetic code

The genetic code describes the connections between the nucleic acids and the genetic infor-
mation on one hand and the protein structures on the other hand. As already stated, and what
also is rather common knowledge, a sequence of nitrogen bases on the messenger RNA,
before being copied from DNA, is translated to a sequence of amino acids setting up a protein
with special function in the intricate functions of a cell. Then, three RNA bases are to be
interpreted as the information of one amino acid. We show the scheme for this in the form
of a genetic code in Figure 12.9 below. The code is not fully universal, and there are some
variations. What we show in the figure is the most accepted version. A particular place of a
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variant code is the mitochondrion, a separate organelle inside cells of higher organisms and
a place for important energy transforming processes such as oxidation of food. Therefore, it
is also known as “the powerhouse of the cell”. This organelle has its own DNA and it is now
generally accepted that the present day mitochondrion is a remnant that resulted from the
symbiosis between a kind of autonomous micro-organism and an advanced cell.

But now, let us go to some details of the genetic code as seen in the scheme (Figure 12.9)
below. First, there are 64 (43) possibilities to achieve a sequence of three nitrogen bases, but
there are only twenty amino acids that correspond to these possibilities. Thus, there is a great
redundancy; most amino acids correspond to more than one base sequence. (In the mito-
chondrion code, no amino acid corresponds to only one four-letter sequence.)

A first glimpse shows that it is primarily the first two of the three bases that determine the
amino acids. There are several amino acids that are completely determined by the first two
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Phenylalanine
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Glutamic acid

 GAG 
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Glycine 

 GGG 
Glycine 

Figure 12.9 The genetic code. See the text.



bases, and in most others, the distinction in the third bases is whether it is a purine (A or G)
or a pyrimidine (U or C). In the standard code as shown in the Figure 12.9, the amino acids
that correspond to only one specific base triplet are large and relatively rare amino acids:
tryptophan, the largest of all amino acids corresponds only to the triplet UGG and the large
sulphur-containing amino acid methionine corresponds to the triplet AUG. The methionine
code is also used as a start code, to show where the start of a protein code begins. In the
mitochondrion code, tryptophan is also coded by the triplet UGA, and methionine by AUA.

For triplets where the first two bases are G or C, the ones with the strongest hydrogen
bonds, the third base is not relevant. More than that, the amino acids that are coded by such
bases are quite special: they comprise the simplest ones, glycine with GGX and alanine
with GCX (X stands for any base). Also the very special amino acid proline corresponds to
CCX. The fourth possibility that starts with CG codes for arginine, an amino acid with a
relatively long-side group with three nitrogens and an amine group (NH2, ionized form
NH3

�), gives the amino acid an alkaline character. This is not in contrast to the other three
amino acids, coded in this way as a common or particularly special amino acid.

Because the two simplest amino acids are coded in this way, there is a proposal that these
codons comprised the start of the genetic code. At that stage, the triplets that today code for
arginine might have represented less specified amino acids with an alkaline character.

Arginine has another peculiar character; it is one of the amino acids that correspond to six
triplets, besides the ones that start by CG also ACA and ACG. There are two other amino
acids that correspond to six triplet bases, leucine with a relatively long, purely hydrocarbon
side group with four carbons, coded by bases UUA, UUG and CUX, and serine with a short,
polar side group with a hydroxyl (�OH) group. (As above, X represents any base.) Serine
is remarkable as it corresponds to triplet bases of two quite different kinds: UCX but also
AGU and AGC.

There are some trends in the code table that seems to have some obvious reasons. Similar
amino acids are coded by similar triplets. The codons with the second base U all code for
amino acids with mainly non-polar hydrocarbon chains. Those that start with GA have side
groups with acidic character: aspartic acid GAU and GAC and glutamic acid with GAA and
GAC. Of those triplets that start with CA, CG, AA or AG, most corresponding amino acids
have side groups with nitrogens and also comprise the amino acids with alkaline character.

Such traits point to rational features of the genetic code. They point to a simultaneous
development of codes and amino acids and also to the fact that mistakes, where wrong
triplets sometimes are accepted, may just be taken as triplets of the same amino acids or to
similar amino acids, where a substitution in the protein chain may not be crucial. For
instance, an exchange of the acidic aspartic and glutamine acids should usually not change
relevant features of a full protein chain.

These points will be continued in a later section about the origin of life and the origin of
the genetic code (Chapter 33). What are not easily understood are features such as the six
separate kinds of triplets that correspond to serine. Maybe, there are easily understood
rational trends, but also irrational traits that for some reason have become part of the game.
Obviously, the twenty canonical amino acids are sufficient for developing all possibilities
for functionable proteins. There are more possibilities to form amino acids, and alternatives
could well provide important possibilities for structures, but probably such alternatives
would have lead to other disadvantages such as worse accuracy or complications of the
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amino acid syntheses. The canonical amino acids only comprise L-amino acids although
some D-amino acids might have caused advantages, for instance easily providing turns.
This is also followed up in Chapter 31.

12E Energy-storing substances

There is another role of the molecular groups that build up the nucleic acids; they are 
used for energy conversion. The most important such molecule, ATP, (adenosinetriphosphate),
is just based on RNA groups: adenine-ribose-phosphate but with still two phosphate
groups. The phosphates represent unfavourable bonds and high free energies. Indeed, a free
energy is needed to form the bonds along an RNA chain. Such a free energy is provided 
by the three-phosphates tail, which means that the triphosphates represent activated forms
needed to accomplish the building up of RNA molecules, for instance, when RNA is copied
from a DNA gene. DNA uses similar triphosphate groups of the base deoxyribose–phosphate–
phosphate–phosphate.

For the energy turnover, ATP is formed in certain energy-providing processes, such as
photosynthesis and degradation and oxidation of “food” (sugars). It is then used in various
cases where an easily available free energy source is needed. There are several such situations
described in the book. For instance, ATP is used in the process of selecting amino acids and
binding an amino acid to its corresponding transfer RNA. In the final process of protein
synthesis at the ribosomes, this role is played by a similar triphosphate, GTP, guanosine
triphosphate. (G as in the description of nucleic acids stands for guanosine (Figure 12.10).)

To the right is adenine with possibilities of recognitions through the specific possibili-
ties of hydrogen bonds. It is attached to ribose, which is shown at the bottom of the
Figure12.10. Then, to the left are the three phosphates that represent a high free energy. Free
energy is released when one or two of the phosphates are split off by hydrolysis (which
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means that they combine with water to form phosphate acid). Adenine and ribose of the
phosphate groups form the main building blocks of the nucleic acids.

12F Lipids: membranes

The final, important group of the cell molecules consists of the lipids that form cell mem-
branes and also important internal structures of cells. These have the general structure of
three chains starting from a three-carbon unit (which is the structure of glycerine). Two of
these chains are long, non-polar carbon chains, generally with around 20 carbons, often
without double bonds and then quite flexible (saturated fats), while the third chain is a polar
group, usually a dipole often with a phosphate group (as shown in the Figure 12.11), which
attains a negative charge and a nitrogen group that attains a positive charge. There are sev-
eral possibilities, and there are also differences between some of the main categories of liv-
ing organisms, but we don’t need to go into further details about that here.

The long hydrocarbon chains have unfavourable interaction with water and these are
aligned parallel to each other, providing a flexible but compact (oily) phase turned away from
water and the ordinary cell fluid. The polar “heads”, on the other hand interact well with water.
One therefore gets a phase with such lipids with a polar, even ionized surface turned to the
water and a non-polar hydrocarbon layer, pointing away from water. Two such layers turn
the hydrocarbon chains toward each other and the polar groups to water, forming a separat-
ing structure. Such double layers can enclose a cell, forming a strict boundary that is not
easily penetrated. As water has unfavourable interactions with the non-polar hydrocarbon
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chains, only little water and still less ions pass the membrane: A cell is well shielded from
the outside by such a membrane. Proteins with hydrocarbon side groups, on the other hand
interact favourably with the membrane lipids and can penetrate the membrane, thereby pro-
viding important connections between the inside and the outside (Figure 12.12).

§ 13 WHAT IS LIFE?

Here, at some place, we need to go into this question to ask about the main features of what we
attempt to study. To ask how we characterise “life”. What is the difference, if any, between
life and no-life?

Of course, there are a number of important features we can think about when we look at
any living organism and when we compare different organisms. All life is based upon carbon
chemistry and reactions between certain carbon compounds. But is that really the essence
of life? Could there be other kind of systems, not based upon the carbon chemistry of today’s
life, that we could call “living?” What are the basic features?

This question appears again and again, and different people may approach the question
in different ways because of general beliefs about life, including religious. But let us avoid all
such ideas and simply try to investigate: what are the basic features of what we call life? For
a physicist working with the questions that are described in this book, this is a crucial question
that regularly appears at various meetings on interdisciplinary aspects of biology. People
are always eager to discuss the question, although the answers do not vary very much.

Indeed, there are some clear parts of the answer. Almost everyone agrees that there are four
basic requirements for something to be acknowledged as “life”. The first is reproduction;
living organisms are able to multiply by producing offsprings like themselves. A second
requirement is that the reproduction shall give rise to Darwinian evolution; the offsprings
shall not be exact copies of the parent(s), but there should be a genetic variation which can
lead to variety and also selection. Third, but as important as the others, that all this should
be driven by a metabolism, an energy turnover that provides the sources of reproduction
and everything that is needed to build up individuals and to maintain life, including metab-
olism itself. These parts about which everyone usually agrees should be accomplished by
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the basic machinery of the organism, which also means that there should be some demar-
cating structure, separating the organism from the outside and preventing free exchange of
the constituents, but keeping a controlled flow of energy and suitable compounds in and out
of the organism, a role that is put up by the cell membrane and the cell wall.

But then one can go further. One often makes analogies to computer and mechanical
designs. In a first place I think about a machine that is able to produce exact copies of itself.
It has everything in itself in order to make appropriate building elements, plates, moving
parts, screws and nuts to get everything together and so on. It can be driven by electricity
and the electric current is divided in the machine to perform various tasks. The copies of the
first machine can then make copies of themselves and thus multiply. This has much of the
requirements as life, but its possibilities to evolve are very small. If the machine makes some
error, the copy is generally faulty. It may still work, but its produced copies may be more
faulty and may not work. There may be a possibility that a copy is not exactly like the primary
one but may be more efficient in copying itself. But that is all; the copying of the machines
cannot lead to something completely new.

Instead, if we consider a computer, the possibilities are greater. We can have a computer
program that copies itself and also performs some tasks. One can then add some possibilities
of making variations (errors) in the copying, variations that are propagated and which may
lead to variations of the tasks and even new tasks. Now we get to the possibilities of evolution.
Still, I want more. The program of the computer shall also contain a scheme for its machin-
ery to build new computers, that is, the whole computer shall be able to make a copy itself
by the instructions of a program that is read by the computer itself. This also includes how
an electric source is utilised to make the details of the computer and get them together, and
to drive the electric circuits for the computing possibilities. In such a machine, variations
of the basic program and the instructions for building lead to variations of the computer,
which may develop new tasks, and improved possibilities, of course, also of faulty computers.
It is also clear that mutations in evolution may lead to more faulty offsprings than improved
ones, but it is also a fact that some offsprings are improved than is relevant and they can
transmit new possibilities. This might be possible by such a computer that copies itself, and
then, I think we can begin to think about a new form of life.

This means that we require some kind of instructions, in the computer the program and in
the living body, i.e. the genes of DNA. Without that, the possibilities of evolution are restricted,
but that kind of instruction that is found on a DNA and in a computer program, in principle,
has almost unlimited possibilities to change. For the machineries of the living organism,
proteins stand for the machinery and they are very good in performing everything that is
needed for a cell. But a protein world without DNA (or RNA) should be restricted as the
simple machine that copies itself. It might be able to do much, but it would not have the
possibilities of evolution.

It is also important to have an appropriate metabolic machinery, and this is usually
accomplished by the proteins of the organism. In this book we find many examples about
how an energy flow is used to drive various relevant processes. Kauffman in his “consider-
ations” (2000, 2003) puts a strong emphasis on what he calls “Carnot cycles” in his ideas of
“autonomous agents” that represent the simplest forms of life in his description. He refers
to the original model by Carnot, describing a heat machine where a hot mass of gas (air
steam) expands and provides useful work until the gas is cooled to room temperature where
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after it is compressed, along with a temperature rise, until the machine gets to the original
state and expands. The work that is provided at high temperature is larger that what is needed
for the compression phase, so there is a net gain of work in the process. What Kauffman
stresses very much is that in every energy turnover process one must include such restoration
phases. This is true, but from a thermodynamic point of view it is essentially a trivial fact.
The processes must be cyclic and one can never use the entire energy stored in a heated gas or
in some chemical compound. It is here where the concept of “exergy” enters that part of the
total energy that is available in a certain process. In cell processes where the temperature is
kept relatively constant, the free energy is the relevant quantity and provides what is available.

What complicates discussions of this kind for cell processes is the fact that almost all
processes are mediated by chemical energy, energy that is stored in the compounds and in
the structural energies of macromolecules. Then, it is not as clear, as in the mechanic
Carnot cycle, what work is and what restoration is. There are some clear examples, Kauffmann
(2000) has one, but it is also not always clear what shall be considered as primary energy
sources. For a cell, it is also a question of what happens inside the cell and what happens
outside. All life uses some external source of available energy in the form of light or free
energy in form of energy-rich compounds (food). An active transport of the models of mus-
cle motions, described at other places, takes up high free energy ATP, and the hydrolysation
of that is used for driving a transport against a concentration or a movement. The hydroly-
sis product, ADP is released; the system is moved back to its starting state. New ATP is then
taken up, making a new cycle. So, the system uses the ATP → ADP process to accomplish
chemical work. It fulfils all requirements of thermodynamics. Restoration? Well, that is
achieved in further steps where the used product ADP is transformed to provide new high
free energy ATP. But for this, some other energy source is needed. At the end here is a
process that uses energy that is provided by the surroundings, sunlight or some high free-
energy compounds (food) that by some restoring process produce ATP, which is a main
compound used for driving various metabolic processes in the living system. Thermodynamics
always restricts full use of the energy content of any source; it is always only part of that
which is available, and there must always be a restoration step. Any metabolic system must
have this. But it can be difficult to figure out all metabolic couplings within the complex cell
processes. In the glycolytic cycle, there are steps that consume ATP and there are steps that
produce ATP, but at the end, there is a net production. That is part of the restoration phase
of the cell, which is a must.

There is more to say about the requirements of a living system. An important requirement
is that it must achieve considerable stability. Life is very stable although there are instabilities
associated with certain paths—some mutations do not give rise to anything that can develop,
whereas sometimes cells can develop in wrong ways and destroy organisms as cancer or
ameloid diseases of the brain, such as Alzheimer’s disease, or prion diseases.

Stability is crucial. It could, to some part, be established by controlling mechanisms.
Feedback mechanisms that are discussed together with non-linear mechanisms are important.
Feedback usually means that a process is controlled by its products. There are some obvi-
ous examples here. As discussed at other places, enzyme action and also gene expression is
regulated by activation or repression by agents that can be the products of the process or are
related to the products. The genetic code and the protein synthesis are stabilised as they give
rise to proteins that control the translation process by which they are formed themselves.
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Proteins that are made up by one type of asymmetric amino acids induce the production of
such amino acids. All such processes are essential in order to build up the self-organisation
of life. Without them, a system that otherwise showed many of the properties, one might
say that life could go astray.

Whatever way we look at it, the important elements are reproduced in a way that leads
to evolution and that all this is driven by a metabolism that is built up and controlled by the
system itself. We come back to this in the chapter on origins of life which discusses about
how a simple system could start, and that these essential components should be there from
the beginning.

Sometimes, one adds that life also includes the possibility of death. I have an ambiguous
view on that. In a way, the demand of metabolism immediately provides the possibility of
death: if metabolism fails, an organism dies. If the controlling machinery fails, the organism
dies. Still, in a way, life can end, but all the time it proceeds by reproduction. Cells may die,
organisms may die, but the progenies continue.

In a way, death is also a prerequisite for efficient evolution. New species evolve and replace
older types. For that, older species must die.

On the other hand, is this really a basic requirement for life? Once, in the history of
Earth, there were only micro-organisms, which were probably dominated by photosynthetic
cyanobacteria and probably showed very little evolution.

An interesting aspect of this question is what else might be found at other places in the
universe. Maybe something we will never encounter, but the question is there. At least one
can discuss perceived experiments. What do we think about a place where life has never
come further than micro-organisms—organisms that show almost no evolution and no real
death as the organisms proliferate by division and thus do not vanish from the scene. Isn’t
that life?
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Part IV

Going further with thermodynamics

§ 14 THERMODYNAMICS FORMALISM AND EXAMPLES:

COMBINATORIAL EXPRESSIONS AND STIRLING’S FORMULA

We start this chapter by showing some very important combinatorial expressions that will
occur frequently in this book in various contexts, very much the same in different models.
In particular they are used for entropy expressions in this part and on other places. They all
are based on faculty expressions of the type 6! � 1 � 2 � 3 � 4 � 5 � 6 (�720).

Very often, we get expressions for very large values, and then the Stirling’s formula is
crucial for the development. This is an approximation expression for faculties:

This formula works well in particular for large values of N, although it can be fairly good
at not too large values. For N � 6, the exact result (the left-hand side (LHS)) is 720. 
The right-hand side (RHS) is equal to 710. For entropy, one works with logarithms of such
numbers and then we see that ln(720) � 6.579 whereas ln(710) � 6.565. This is not a bad
approximation.

A primary combinatorial quantity, which appears much in the examples of the book, is
the following. There are N objects of some kind. Then, we ask in how many ways can we
pick out M objects out of these.

Example, again N � 6, i.e. we have six objects, call them A, B, C, D, E and F.
Then, in how many ways can we take out two objects.
There are 15 possibilities: AB, AC, AD, AE, AF, BC, BD, BE, BF, CD, CE, CE, DE, DF

and EF.
A thorough analysis (found in many books) gives the answer expressed as:
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One recognises that expression as the binomial coefficient, the coefficient of xM in the
development of (1 � x)N.

The Stirling’s formula can be used for this expression and one gets:

For logarithms, useful in particular entropies, the expression becomes:

The first two terms are the main contributions and appear as main relations for entropies at
many places in the book. The last term is small compared to the other ones when N, M and
N � M all are large quantities. More relevant, it varies much slower with N and M, and is then
of less importance when one looks at derivatives. For the entropy expressions, one normally
neglects that term. The first two terms are extensive and proportional to the size. If N and
M are multiplied by a common factor (e.g. by 2), then these terms are multiplied by that fac-
tor, while the last term changes by (ln 2)/2. For example—In how many ways can one pick
out 50 objects among 100?

The complete expressions provides a huge number with 29 digits: 1.01 �1029. The square
root factor is not small, being 12.5. When taking the logarithms, the contribution of that factor
is comparatively small. The logarithmic terms according to the formula above are:

The first two terms dominate the expression and also provide the most important variation.
Combinatorial expressions of this kind appear in many places in the book, in particular

in the stochastic models of Part V.

14A General formalism: energy concepts

What is confusing for anyone who starts to study thermodynamic formalism is a multitude
of state variables. Basically, there are several ways to describe and quantify a thermodynamic
state as there are several possible variables that are not independent. For a gas, the most
typical starting point of thermodynamics, one can consider temperature, T, total mass, M, and
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volume, V, as variables. But we could also change volume to pressure, P, as there is a rela-
tion between all these variables according to the general gas law: PV � (M/mv)RT, where
mv is the molecular weight. M/mv � n, the number of moles and R is the gas constant. Three
out of the four variables, P, V, M and T are independent, and can be chosen to describe
a state of the gas. We also make the distinction—pressure and temperature are intensive vari-
ables, which are independent of the extension, whereas volume and mass are extensive and
proportional to the total extent.

Besides these, there are the energy and entropy state variables discussed at other places.
The energy, usually called U in thermodynamics, is the total energy of all molecules and
atoms, clearly an extensive variable and proportional to the number of molecules. In thermo-
dynamic applications, one usually considers another energy quantity, the enthalpy, H,
defined as energy plus pressure times volume: U � PV. This includes the work against a
constant external pressure and is considered as a more suitable quantity for actual experi-
mental and technological situations, in particular for studies of processes in gases. In con-
densed matter, solids and liquids, the difference between energy and enthalpy is small and
can be applied to biological processes; it makes no great difference which concept is used. I
will therefore use the enthalpy and the notation H as the principle energy quantity as that is
most commonly used in chemical thermodynamic.

Here entropy comes into picture, which is also an extensive variable, and has been much
discussed at preceding pages. Then, we go to changes, and there we have the fundamental
relation:

Change of energy � heat � work.

A starting point to see relations between changes of various variables is to write this in a
differential form, considering small changes. As the variables are state variables, one can
always consider such changes as reversible, which means that a small heat can be written
as TdS, with T (absolute temperature) and dS as small change of the entropy, S. Thus, we
can write:

Change of energy: dU � TdS � work
or (14.1)
Change of enthalpy: dH � TdS � work � d(PV)

We do not specify the work at this stage. In conventional thermodynamics, where gas
processes are the most relevant ones, it is obvious to put work � �PdV, the work that is
gained if a gas volume with pressure P is increased by an amount dV.

More relevant for the open systems with small temperature variations are the free energies,
which can be considered as a combination of energy and entropy. What we call free energy
is defined as:

Free energy � F � energy � (absolute) temperature times entropy � U � TS (14.2)
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The differential relation for this is:

dF � �SdT � work (14.3)

This implies that the entropy is minus the temperature derivative of the free energy. (Thus,
the free energy should always decrease with temperature). The energy is also given by the
temperature dependence of the free energy. Consider the derivative or F/T:

(14.4)

The energy is given by the temperature derivative of free energy divided by the absolute
temperature. For statistical mechanics calculations, considered at other places, there are ways
to primarily calculate the free energy and then relations as these are very important for cal-
culating energy and entropy. Here we will show other important applications of the relations.

Besides F, we have the other free energy concept, the free enthalpy (see Section 7D):
G � H � TS.

We add here that literature can be confusing about these concepts. What we call G here is
often called F (and F may be called A). “Free enthalpy” appears a very suitable term, but one
often calls G simply “free energy” or “Gibbs free energy”.

An important property of G is seen in the differential form. If we now write
“work” � �PdV, which is a proper relation, primarily for gas processes, then we have:

Energy change: dU � TdS � PdV (14.5)

As G � U � PV � TS:

dG � �SdT � VdP (14.6)

All these differential expressions, of course, describe changes of the various energy/
entropy quantities in terms of changes of other state variables—energy change in terms of
entropy, free energy change in terms of temperature and volume change and free enthalpy
in terms of temperature and pressure change. What distinguishes free enthalpy from all the
other quantities is that its change is expressed in changes of intensive variables, pressure
and temperature. Thus, the change of G written in this form does not seem to depend on 
the extension of the system. Of course, this cannot be quite true, and the statement is due
to the fact that we up to now have neglected one relevant variable, i.e. the number of 
molecules in this system. Of course, in many applications, the number of molecules does
not vary.
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If we regard the previous formulas here as describing a system with a given number of
molecules, N, then we can write the expression for G as:

which is a relation for what we see as (molecule) densities and can be written as S/N � s,
V/N � v. The density of the free enthalpy, G/N should thus be written as g, but it comprises
such an important quantity by itself that it gets a name and notation of its own, the chemical
potential � m � G/N, see also Section 7D.

Thus

dm � �sdT � vdP (14.7)

which is a relation that contains only intensive variables.
If we allow for changes in the molecule number, the relation for G is expressed as:

dG � d(mN) � Nd m � mdN � �SdT � VdP � mdN (14.8)

Here, a change of the extension enters through the last term and only there. This makes G
and m very important when considering mixtures of several components and chemical reac-
tions where the numbers of different components are not constant.

We also see that the relations between the various energies and free energies do not contain
the number of molecules, which means that the chemical potential term appears in all expres-
sions. With the gas expression for work � �PdV, we get the following equations for
energy quantities:

dU � TdS � PdV � mdN
dH � TdS � VdP � mdN

(14.9)

The chemical potential represents a change of energy or free energy when the total number
of molecules is changed. It is relevant at this point to think about what constitutes the chem-
ical potential, one of the most relevant thermodynamic quantities.

Energy and entropy contributions of the chemical potential:

1. A part that is very important for chemical reactions is the internal quantum mechanical
binding energies of the individual molecules. These are large, normally much larger than
other contributions.

2. There are further internal degrees of freedom of the molecules, in particular, vibration
energies but also for the large complex molecules of living systems, groups that can rotate
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rather freely. These provide energy but also entropy contribution; such energies are dis-
tributed according to the statistical thermodynamic principles.

3. There are dynamical quantities of the molecules when moving more or less freely in the
environment, essentially water for living systems. This includes kinetic and rotation ener-
gies and also entropies associated with molecules moving essentially freely. There is an
entropy contribution that depends on temperature and other internal variables, but there
is also an entropy term that is independent of temperature and related to the distribution
of molecules in the system. The explicit form is of a quantum mechanical origin and it con-
tains the mass and Planck’s constant. We will not need the expression for future devel-
opment, but can write down its important part for a mole as S0 � (3R/2) ln[2pmkB/h2].

4. The chemical potential also contains proper physics potentials, from external force fields,
for instance electric fields. Gravitation potentials also contribute, but normally provide
very small effects for molecules.

5. Then, in mixtures with several components, there is an important part as how different
types of molecules interact with each other. This effect is strongly concentration dependent.

It is common to separate the contributions of point 5 from that of others and write for a 
certain component:

mi � m0
i � mi

mix; G � S nimi (14.10)

where m0 contains the various contributions of the first four points, while mmix is the contri-
bution from the mixture, characterised as concentration dependent. m0 should refer to a
substance in pure form, not mixed with other units.

We now add that there is a certain ambiguity in this separation and it is not completely
clear what shall be included in one or the other part. This has also to do with what is con-
sidered as “concentration”. One can have a molecule concentration for a species “i”,
xi � Ni/NTOT, where Ni is the number of molecules of type “i” and NTOT the total number of
all molecules. These are most conveniently represented as mole numbers or the number of
molecules divided by Avogadro’s constant. Such a representation is convenient for physics
models and descriptions where the molecule numbers are relevant quantities. One might
otherwise have volume concentrations, ci � Ni /V or mass concentrations � cm

i � Ni mv
i/

MTOT where mv
i is the molecule weight of species “i” and MTOT is the total mass. These can

all be used for describing mixing features. It is not always clear what really should distin-
guish m0 and mmix. If we put some salt in water, it can be awkward to let m0 stands for the
chemical potential of the salt in solid form; rather it might refer to some ideal extremely
diluted system. This essentially means that one has to specify clearly what is meant by the
chemical potential terms and what kind of concentration is used. When once that is clear, there
should not remain any difficulties of this kind.

We have previously considered expressions for mixing entropies. A kind of ideal expres-
sion in terms of molecular quotients is:

Smix � �Rni ln(xi) (14.11)
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with ni the number of molecules of type “i”, and xi � ni/NTOT the corresponding molecular
ratio (concentration). One might also have volume or mass concentrations:

Smix � �R ni ln(ci) Smix � �R ni ln(ci
m) (14.12)

The difference between different expressions here is a term that can be included in the first part
of the chemical potential. It is not necessary to bother about that term in our development here.

These terms provide contributions to the concentration dependent part of the chemical
potential of a particular component with the volume concentration (the most common choice):

mi
mix � RT ln(ci) (14.13)

The use of a concentration in this expression is a simplification that takes the mixing entropy
into account but not other type of interactions between various components. As ln(c) this
expression is important at very low concentrations also (when the logarithm diverges) and
then often dominates over other contributions. The expression should be modified for larger
concentrations and situations where various interactions between different kinds of molecules
are important. As discussed in the section about water, this is often the case of water solutions,
and this simple expression is, for instance, hardly a good relation even for small concentra-
tions of organic hydrocarbon compounds in water solution. In such cases, the concentration
in the logarithm is substituted by a more general quantity, activity ai:

mi
mix � RT ln(ai) (14.14)

We will, in the further development, mainly use volume concentrations.

14B Mixing entropy

Again, back to entropy and spreading of atoms in a room. Atoms are spread uniformly over
a room at not too fine length scales as this is the most probable way to distribute atoms.
This is an entropy effect and when one considers gases with principles like Boyle–Mariotte’s
law (that pressure is inversely proportional to volume), the pressure is indeed a result of
entropy—the entropy grows as the volume increases. A force due to an expanding gas is
mainly an entropy effect. Indeed, energy changes very little if at all while expanding. 
The energy tendency is rather to decrease the volume as atoms and molecules attract each other.

We now turn to the mixing of two or more substances, which still more emphasises the
entropy concept. In the next Section 15A, there will be an example of card shuffling which
has much in common with substance mixing. If we have two kinds of molecules, there are
many more possibilities to have them mixed than having them separated, one type at one
side, and the other type at another side. There is a gain in entropy to mix molecules together,
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and the quantitative formula for that is essentially the same as what appears in a number of
related problems in this book, and it is the same as card mixing.

The fact that a mixing leads to an increase of entropy (more probable distributions) is
important for a number of relevant phenomena, of which a large group can be assigned as
“osmotic effects”. The very mixing can lead to a strong, osmotic pressure (more about that
below). Again, this is an entropic, thermodynamic effect; there is no true force that causes
a solvent to move toward a more concentrated solution.

There is an important next step. It is favourable from the entropy point of view to mix
components, but other effects may be opposing this, leading to relevant balances.

The osmotic changes of vaporisation and freezing are typical examples of that. For instance,
the freezing point for a pure substance is again given by thermodynamic rules when the free
energy of a solid, due to stronger forces and energies becomes lower in solid state than in
liquid. If one then dissolves some substrate into the liquid, the entropy of the liquid also goes
down. The constraints of the couplings between atoms/molecules are more requiring in the
solid state, and therefore, it is normally less favourable to get the solute into the frozen,
solid state. When a substance is solved in the liquid, the solvent entropy is lowered, while
the entropy of the solid changes rather little. Thus, a freezing balance between liquid and solid
is disrupted. This leads to a lowering of the freezing point until the balance is restored.

It should be clear that there is a general entropy increase when substances mix together.
But there are not only mixing entropies. Normally, molecules lose energy when going out
in a solution. A typical situation is when we put some salt crystals into water. In the salt, the
molecules are bound together more or less strongly. When going out in the solution, the
molecules lose energy. The energy of the single molecules in the solution is higher than
what is the case in the more strongly bound crystal. Still, the mixing entropy is always
there. At very low concentrations of a solvent, this mixing entropy is dominating. The energy
increase for solved molecules becomes more important at higher concentrations. What that
means, depends on the solution energy, and there is usually a certain maximum concentra-
tion for the solution. Above that concentration, solutes precipitate to form growing crystals.
The limiting concentration is given by the thermodynamic principles and the balance
between the mixing entropy and the energy lost in solution. This is formally given through
the free energy and the change of the chemical potential. The latter is regarded as a change of
the free energy when a molecule is transferred from a salt or some other source to the solutions,
taking various interactions into account. In most cases, the relevant quantities are the mixing
entropy and the energy. We show a more formal development below but here state that the
expression for the limit concentration is given by expressions very similar to what is obtained
in other situations—by an exponential function of the energy divided by Boltzmann’s con-
stant times the absolute temperature, exp(�E/kB/T). This should not be astonishing, the
expression for the mixing entropy is similar to what appears in other situations, and this is
as in other cases balanced against energy.

The situation can be more complex and we need not go further than to the commonest of
all liquids, i.e. water. There may also be entropy changes as the solvent, i.e. liquid, is disrupted
when a substance is dissolved in it. This may mean that there is a free energy change that
appears in the expression for the limiting concentration. Further, energy and entropy con-
tributions to a free energy appear in different ways; it is always possible to separate such
contributions and to see how energy and entropy changes the solution features.
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We make a distinction between two types of solvents. At one side, we have solvents such
as water where the solvent molecules are strong electric dipoles, and which we call “polar”.
Other polar liquids are alcohols such as methanol and ethanol, and ammonia, as well as acidic
liquids. At the other side with quite different properties, we have non-polar solvents where
the molecules do not have electric dipole moments or when those are very weak. Examples
are hydrocarbons, pentane and hexane (in various forms, benzene, toluene and so on).

14C Water: solubility

As said, the solution entropy is important also at very low concentrations. Besides that, the
solution energy contributes to the chemical potential of solution. Energy is lost when mole-
cules are transferred from an external source, a salt or any other substance, to be dissolved in
a liquid, then more substance can be dissolved as the limit concentration gets larger. This leads
to the rule that “like likes like”; similar substances or substances which interact in similar ways
are more easily mixed than those of different types. All this explains much of solution features
of salts which dissociate to ions in a solvent or substances that as water are strong electric
dipoles, such as ammonia or ethanol, all of which dissolves easily in water. We can also under-
stand this for organic, non-polar solvents such as hydrocarbons (e.g. pentane), cyclohexane,
acetone benzene and so on. They easily solve similar organic compounds, also fats and oils
while all these compounds that dissolve easily are almost insoluble in water. This can be
rather easily understood in this case—the energy lost when molecules from a salt go out in a
non-polar solvent is large and more important than the entropy gain, which is always there.

This looks clear for non-polar molecules; substances similar to the solvent and which
feel similar forces as in pure conditions dissolve easily, while molecules that are electrically
charged as ions or electric dipoles loose too much energy when dissolved. The latter fact is
compensated in water. The interactions with water molecule are still of an electric nature,
and the energy loss by dissolving is less relevant.

Organic non-polar substances are almost insoluble in water. At a first glimpse, this might
seem to be ascribed the same principle. They are different from the water molecules and may
then also loose too much energy.

But stop, here we have to think harder. These organic, non-polar molecules interact by
what we call “van der Waals forces” (see Sections 5B and 6B). These are forces that always
are there, also for substances that appear completely electric neutral, such as noble gases.
They are as everything else basically of electrostatic origin and they are an effect of quantum
mechanics—classical mechanics would not assign any kind of force (but the very weak
gravitational one) between two helium atoms. Hydrocarbon molecules such as methane
interact by such rather weak forces, and that is the reason why the boiling point of methane
with about the same molecular weight and size as water is quite low.

But when we admit this, we see that the picture of solution of methane in water is some-
what more difficult than we just discussed. A methane molecule feels almost the same van
der Waals force from the surrounding water as from other methane molecules. A solution in
water would rather have made interactions more favourable because of the higher density
in water than in a methane gas. The change in energy when methane is dissolved in water
cannot be the reason for the very low solubility. We have to find an explanation somewhere
else. If it is not an effect of methane energies, then it must be an effect of water.
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As stated above, one can get expressions for the change in free energy (chemical potential)
when dissolving a substrate, for instance methane in water. By analysing temperature depend-
ence, one can distinguish energy and entropy contribution. This has been done long ago with
a result that still puzzles the scientists. The difficulty to dissolve methane in water appears to
be an entropy effect. Indeed, dissolving seems to be favourable from the energy point of view.

Thus, these measurements show that the entropy is decreased when hydrocarbons are
dissolved in water, while energies also decrease. The energy features are to some extent not
difficult to understand. As just said, methane molecules may feel more favourable interactions
when dissolved (liquid) than in a gas phase.

The strange effect must be ascribed to water surrounding a dissolved hydrocarbon mol-
ecule. The most common view here is that the hydrocarbon provides an ordering effect on
water, whose molecules appear to get fixed in some way around the hydrocarbon and this can
lead to a more favourable energy and to a less favourable entropy decrease. One has some-
times talked about “icebergs” around the hydrocarbon molecule, structures similar to ice, but
at a temperature where ice is not the favourable state of water. This leads to what is called
hydrophobic interaction, an unfavourable interaction that seems to originate in unfavourable
water structures around a dissolved molecule. This effect is very important for stabilizing
structures among macromolecules in a cell. The strange entropic character makes this effect
less obvious to treat as a more traditional force. A common way to treat this is to assume that
these hydrophobic substances go together to build as small a surface as possible against the
water, and that surface may be a measure of the strength of the hydrophobic effect.

This will appear several times in the continued descriptions.

14D Formalism of mixing and solutions

The entropy of mixing follows principles very typical and very much the same as other
entropic contributions.

The basis is the following: We mix N units of one type with M units of another type. 
The number of different ways to mix them is given by the binomial expression

which together with the approximating Stirling’s formula is discussed at the beginning 
of Chapter 14. N and M are large numbers and as in previous expressions, we use loga-
rithms. The mixing entropy is kB times the logarithm of the binomial expression. Stirling’s
formula yields:

The two first terms are what we call “extensive”, i.e. the numbers N and M are multiplied
by a certain constant, k, and then these expressions are multiplied again by the same factor.
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That should also characterize the entropy. With large numbers N and M, the last term is
much smaller than the first two and it is normally neglected in expressions for entropies.
Thus, we get an expression for the mixing entropy:

(14.15)

For a solution with low concentration, one of these numbers, say N is much larger than M.
In such cases, one can write:

(14.16)

where we have used the approximation ln(1 � M/N) � M/N. The second term attains large
values when N/M is large, that is concentration is small, M �� N.

The free energy is (energy – temperature � entropy). Here if we supplement the mixing
entropy with energy associated with each solved molecules, represented by M, the free
energy is:

(14.17)

Processes are favourable and appear spontaneously as long as the free energy decreases.
When the substance represented by M is increased, the last logarithmic term grows, and
when the corresponding contribution to F is negative F decreases. It is favourable to mix
the substances. If the energy E is positive, there is a situation where increasing M eventu-
ally leads to an increase of F. This appears when 
F/
M � 0, which leads to the simple
relation:

(14.18)

which provides the limiting mixing ratio. We here get the typical exponential function with
an energy divided by kBT. This is seemingly the same as in the thermodynamic equilibrium
relation, and of course these expressions are related, as are equilibrium relations of chemical
reactions.
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This procedure is best represented by the chemical potential, which is simply the deriva-
tive of F, with respect to the molecule number. We here use the complete expression above
and get:

(14.19)

Processes are favourable as long as this is negative, leading to a decrease of the free energy.
The limit situation occurs when it is zero.

This concerns the sparse component with M units. We can also calculate the chemical
potential of the other component. The expression without the energy is similar:

If again M �� N, then ln((M � N)/N) � M/N. Thus, the chemical potential in this approx-
imation is equal to:

(14.20)

which is negative. Here also this term is dominating at low concentrations as other contri-
butions are of higher order in M/N; thus proportional to (M/N)2 or still higher exponent.

It is this term that leads to an osmotic pressure. The negative potential due to mixing can
be compensated by an increased pressure. If the system is confined to a certain volume 
density, v, this can be compensated by an increased pressure, Posm:

(14.21)

which provides a pressure that becomes proportional to the solvent concentration, M/N,
and this is a quite effective process.

The osmotic pressure is strong. A separation of pure water and water with one mass per-
cent NaCl leads to a pressure of about eight times the atmospheric pressure, and that could
raise water to a height of 85 m.

Osmotic processes are very important in processes of life as the membranes around cells
and other units separate fluids in different regions with different composition and then show-
ing strong osmotic effects.
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Exactly the same effect is relevant for instance for changes of a boiling temperature. 
We think of the chemical potentials of a gas and a liquid phase, where the liquid but not the gas
also contains a mixture.

(14.22)

The m0 are the chemical potentials for the pure substances. The boiling point for the pure
substance occurs when these chemical potentials are equal: m0

liq(T0) � m0
gas(T0).

When the temperature is changed somewhat away from that, the difference
m0

liq(T) � m0
gas(T) is proportional to the difference �T � T � T0 away from the temperature

of pure substances. The difference is then considered as proportional to the temperature
change. We may write:

m0
liq(T) � m0

gas(T) � s�T (14.23)

We write s for the factor, and this corresponds to an entropy, and we need not go further into
that. A new boiling point occurs when the liquid and gas chemical potentials are equal:

mliq(T0 � �T) � m0
gas(T0 � �T)

One may assume that �T is much smaller than T0, and with the expressions we have here,
we get:

s�T � kBTM / N � 0, which gives if the last T is put equal to T0

(14.24)

Thus, the change in boiling temperature is proportional to the concentration.

14E Chemical thermodynamics

This part starts off from the last part of Section 14A and the formalism of chemical poten-
tials. A purpose here is to develop expressions for chemical reactions, very important for
our main theme.

When temperature and pressure are constant, a situation that should be relevant for 
a cell, we consider the free enthalpy (see Sections 7F and 14A) and a differential expression:

dG � i midni (14.25)
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We here need a concept of chemical work. What is meant by work in chemical reactions?
It follows from the discussions in Chapter 7 and Section 14A that a change of G directly
corresponds to a reversible work when pressure and temperature are given. This means that
we shall interpret imidni as chemical work: When particle numbers are changed, chemical
work is given by the changes of particle numbers times the respective chemical potentials.

Next, consider chemical reactions. We here demonstrate the formalism of chemical reac-
tions by starting from a well-known reaction with typical properties of general reactions.
Consider the formation of ammonia

It is important that the reaction can go in both directions, and we are particularly interested
in an equilibrium situation. The free enthalpy can be expressed by chemical potentials

G � n(H2) m(H2) � n(N2)m(N2) � n(NH3) m(NH3) (14.26)

Now, consider the reaction where 3n hydrogen molecules combine with n nitrogen mol-
ecules to give 2n ammonia molecules. The change of the free enthalpy is then:

�G � �3n m(H2) � n m(N2) � 2n m(NH3) (14.27)

With no external work, the reaction will proceed spontaneously in such a way that G
decreases. Reactions proceed until G cannot decrease further. An equilibrium situation is
reached when the free enthalpy is a minimum and cannot change. This provides a relation:

Equilibrium: 0 � �3n m(H2) � n m(N2) � 2n m(NH3) (14.28)

For the next step, we divide the chemical potentials in the two parts as described in the last
part of Section 14A (14.10): the “pure parts”, m0 and the mixing parts RTln c. (We use vol-
ume concentrations here.) We get the following relation:

RT[2 ln(c(NH3)) � 3 ln(c(H2)) � ln(c(N2))] � �2m0(NH3) � 3m0(H2) � m0(N2)

which usually is written in the form:

(14.29)
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This provides a relation for the concentrations at equilibrium. �G0 is defined by the given
expression, and is the change of the “pure” part of the free enthalpy when three moles of
hydrogen and one mole of nitrogen react to form two moles of ammonia. The expression at
the RHS is what is generally called “equilibrium constant”, although it depends strongly on
temperature.

The relation is the well-known form of the “law of mass action”, and here we also get a
thermodynamic interpretation of the equilibrium constant of the reaction, equal to
exp(�(G0/RT).

This derivation should clearly demonstrate the principles behind the equilibrium relation
and how various parameters enter.

For a general situation, one considers a reaction written in a general form:

This is to be interpreted such that the S� species react and form the S� species, and the
number of reacting molecules in each case is represented by the ni mj numbers usually
referred to as “stoichiometric values”.

This provides a general equilibrium relation:

(14.30)

Rather obviously, m, j coefficients stand for the products, and n, i for the substrates. 
And basically, these terms refer to how the basic scheme is written with products at the right
and substrates at the left.

An important feature is that the equilibrium constant is a product of contributions of the
different components in the reaction. This statement also leads to the principle of detailed
balance. There are situations with several different reactions with a number of compounds, and
where these components contribute to different reactions. (There are several examples of
this in other chapters of the book.) As the same components contribute to different reactions,
equilibrium constants of different reactions contain some common factors and are then not
independent. This also means that in an overall equilibrium situation, all particular processes
are separated in equilibrium with each equilibrium described by the relations above.

It should be emphasised that this concerns true thermodynamic equilibrium. It may be
the case that some compound is so strongly bounded that a true equilibrium is not reached. 
The dynamics may be such that the reaction rates (more about that soon) are such that reactions
do not occur spontaneously during reasonable times. For such cases, the equilibrium relations
are less relevant.

It should also be said that as for other thermodynamic descriptions, it is assumed that all
variables are macroscopic quantities. When the numbers are small and fluctuations relevant,
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the relations may need to be modified. Note that it is pointed out in the sections about sto-
chastic processes, that processes similar to reaction schemes with several random variables
can be quite complicated and not necessarily providing detailed balance conditions. Situations
with components of quite small numbers aren’t unreasonable in biological processes where,
for instance, certain proteins can be present in only quite small numbers.

14F Non-equilibrium thermodynamics

The purpose of this section is to show a kind of generalisation of equilibrium thermo-
dynamics, when still being close to equilibrium and primarily consider linear extension. This
primarily means that flows (currents) that do not occur in equilibrium are described by lin-
ear laws (such as Ohm’s law, Fick’s law and so on). The entropy plays an essential role and
its deviation from the equilibrium value is given by some quadratic expression. The entropy
is largest in equilibrium and its deviation from equilibrium is in some sense proportional to
the square of parameters (for instance currents) that determine the deviation from equilib-
rium. A standard introduction to this subject is given by De Groot and Mazur (1962) and
also Keizer (1987).

In contrast to the equilibrium situation, a state need not be homogeneous. We can have a
situation with varying densities and local temperatures, which allows flows in the system.
Still, we assume that “normal thermodynamic quantities” can be defined locally.

Define extensive quantities by their local densities:

(14.31)

n(r) is the number of molecules in a volume d3r at the position r � (x, y, z).
There may be many components in the system, which are given indices: “1”, “2”, . . . .

ni(r) is the number of molecules of type “i” at the position r, and n(r) as above the total
number of molecules, both in a volume element d3r. The components are characterized by
their mole fractions:

(14.32)

The xi are proportional to volume concentrations ci � ni/V, the number of molecules per
volume unit. (ci � xi(n/V)).

It is also possible to use mass concentrations. This does not change anything essential in
the formulas, but it means that the molecular weight appears in the formulas and the mass
density replaces the number density.

There are certain conservation relations for quantities like energy and particle number
which are always constant. Such laws can be written in a form such that the time derivative of
a conserved quantity is the divergence of a flux. This implies that the amount of the conserved
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quantity in any region does only change by flows out or in to the region. Compare the elec-
trostatic flow features in Section 5B.

We write the equations for the particle numbers and the energy:

(14.33)

vi,x, vi,y, vi,z are the components of the local velocity of component “i”; � is the vector nota-
tion for derivatives as defined in the equations. The above notation is generally used.

ji � nivi is the particle flux, u is the energy density; Jux, Juy, Juz are the components of the
energy flux, Ju, which contains various contributions: convection, univi, heat flux, Jq,
energy from external work, e.g. electric current, Je, energy transported by diffusion Jdiff.

Next, we introduce the entropy changes. It is customary to divide the entropy change in
two parts: one that is produced in the system and another that is transferred from the envir-
onment (as heat is transferred). We write:

dS � deS � diS (14.34)

deS stands for a transferred entropy through heat from the outside. For this, we use the
reversible expression:

(14.35)

Heat can be positive (when it is transferred to the system) or negative (when taken away).
Thus this transferred entropy can be both positive and negative.

The internal entropy change diS is what is governed by the second law. That change is
never negative:

diS � 0 (14.36)

The total entropy change is not necessarily positive. The two parts of the entropy change
provide two principally different contributions. The “external entropy change”, deS can be
expressed as a flux term:
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This is of course a relation of conventional thermodynamics, but the definition of entropy is
here wider. S can be expressed by a local density s:

(14.38)

The external change of entropy in a volume with area A can be written as an integral over the
flow through the surface. (Compare the electrostatic flows in Section 5A.)

(14.39)

A is the boundary area of the volume V of interest, n̂ is the unit vector perpendicular to the
boundary surface; Js is the entropy flux.

Within a system, entropy is not conserved, and there is an “internal entropy change” as
result of a production (not a flux) which we write as

(14.40)

s is an entropy production, representing the increase of local entropy, which must not be
negative:

s(r) � 0 (14.41)

The formulas can be combined in an expression for local quantities:

(14.42)

We now turn to the general formalism of thermodynamics. We put the emphasis on entropy
quantities and use the energy thermodynamic relation in differential form (cf. 14.9):

(14.43)

The common expression with the energy at the LHS is changed as the entropy here is the main
quantity. mi are, as in ordinary thermodynamics, the chemical potentials of the components “i”.
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We neglect pressure terms, which plays a minor role in the treatment here. Ni is the total
number of moles of component “i”. The aim is to express the entropy flux and production
in terms of energy and particle quantities. The latter are more directly interpreted, although
the entropy quantities play a more basic role here.

Expressed in local quantities, this becomes:

(14.44)

xi are the mole fractions defined in (14.32).
Now, let the differentials represent time derivatives, and use the conservation relations

between time and flow derivatives. This provides the expression:

(14.45)

which can be rewritten in the following form:

(14.46)

According to (14.42) this means that the entropy flux can be written as:

(14.47)

and the entropy production:

(14.48)

One can regard the entropy production as a sum of products of fluxes and generalized
entropy forces, which can be expressed in a general form:

s � JaXa (14.49)
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The a-index denotes components and flow variables, “u” and “i”. The “forces” are the deriva-
tive components of 1/T and m:/ T: (
(1/T)/
x, 
(1/T)/
y, 
(1/T)/
z, 
(mi/T)/
x, and so on.

For a linear regime, one expects linear relations between fluxes and forces, written as:

(14.50)

This means that every entropy force defined in this manner can in principle influence every
flux by the coefficients Lag, which can be regarded as components of a matrix.

These relations are usually apprehended as phenomenological, linear relations. Examples
are Fick’s law (relation between flow of matter due to a concentration gradient), Fourier’s
law (relation between heat flow and temperature gradient), Ohm’s law (perhaps the most
familiar one is between electric current and gradient of electrical potential, part of the chem-
ical potential). They also represent what are apprehended as “cross-relations”, for instance,
between electric current and temperature gradient or between heat flow and gradient of
electric potential.

There is a highly relevant result here, the Onsager relations, which imply that the 
L-matrix is symmetric, Lag � Lga. This leads to non-trivial relations, most prominently
between quantities of electric and thermal conduction. The basis of this result is deep, relying
on the fact that they are related to correlation functions, which shall be symmetric in time.

It shall be added that they are primarily valid for quantities that are unchanged in a basic,
mechanic description when time is reversed. If the relations concern quantities that change
sign when time is reversed, then the corresponding matrix relations are anti-symmetric
(Lag � �Lga). An example of such a quantity is magnetic field.

The total internal entropy production according to (14.40) can be written:

(14.51)

The total entropy production, P, can change with time by changes in the fluxes or in the
forces. We distinguish these changes:

(14.52)

The total change is of course:

(14.53)
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If the fluxes and forces are related by linear relations as in (14.50), then the two derivatives in
(14.43) are the same, and we have the relation:

(14.54)

We will go further and show a general inequality in a particular example: heat conduction.
In this case, the energy flux is given by the heat flux:

We use the relation u � cVT, and write this in the form:

(14.55)

For the local and total entropy productions, we have

(14.56)

The “force” (X)-derivative concerns the time derivative of the temperature gradient:

“V” represents the volume of the system, and dV the volume differential. The order of the
derivatives can be changed, and one can make a partial integration:

The first integral on the RHS is over the boundary surface. We may assume a boundary
relation such that this is zero. For the second one, we use eq. (14.55), which means that
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Thus:

(14.57)

It then follows from eq. (14.54) that

(14.58)

The total entropy production thus decreases with time. Of course, the production in itself is
always positive. This means that the entropy production decreases toward a smallest pos-
sible value, compatible with the boundary conditions that will lead to stationarity: dP/dt � 0.

The entropy production is minimum at a stationary situation. This is the principle of
minimum entropy production. It also guarantees the stability of the stationary situation. (As
an analogy with terminology of complex systems, it can be mentioned that the entropy pro-
duction in this case is a Lyapunov function.)

The relation is here shown for a particular, relatively simple example. The important step
is to use the linear relation between the force (temperature gradient) and the (heat) flux.
Linear situations always lead to this inequality although its demonstration may be some-
what more complicated in a general case.

It is not difficult to see that eq. (14.57) is more general than eq. (14.58). In order for 
eq. (14.58) to be valid, we need a relation as eq. (14.54), which is only valid for the linear
situation. From its derivation follows that eq. (14.57) may well be valid in a more general
situation. What is needed is that the relation between the temperature gradient and the heat flux
leads to a positive expression.

It can be expected that the inequality of eq. (14.57): is generally valid, also in
non-linear cases even if dJP/dt is positive and eq. (14.58) is not necessarily valid. This is
one of the main points of Prigogine’s extension of linear thermodynamics.

§ 15 EXAMPLES OF ENTROPY AND ORDER/DISORDER

As an attempt to say more about the elusive entropy concept, I will here explicitly discuss
some models where also large numbers appear in ways that, hopefully, may make the con-
cepts of order and disorder easier to grasp together with their background for the general,
thermodynamic development as well as understanding the thermodynamic arrow of time. 
I will start with the models and then, in a last part, will go further to discussing their relevance
for thermodynamics, and what they say about order and disorder. For the combinatorial
concepts, see the beginning of Chapter 14.
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15A Shuffling cards

We start by illustrating the ideas by a pack of cards. It is not difficult to see the relevance of
order. Take a pack with 52 cards and divide it in two parts, each with 26 cards. Consider one
of the parts and calculate the number of red cards. At this occasion, we don’t bother about
further details. If the pack is well mixed, we expect to have a rather even mixture of black
and red cards. This corresponds to a large entropy, and the actual distribution of cards cor-
responds to the microscopic states.

In this case, one can calculate all relevant numbers exactly. With 26 red and 26 black cards,
the total number of possible mixtures, what we can apprehend as “microstates” is 495 918 532
948 104. There is just one possibility, one “microscopic state” that all cards in our part are red.
There are 676 (262) possibilities (microscopic states) to get one black card. (That black card
could be any of the 26 different black cards, and any of the 26 red cards can be missing.) The
number of possibilities grows rapidly with the number of black cards. We use the formula above
an get the number of possible ways to pick out two cards among 26 ones to be 325 (26 � 25/2),
and the number of possibilities to get 2 black and 24 red cards is (325)2 � 1905625. This
example is such that it is possible to calculate numbers of all possible mixtures.

I show the final numbers: The total number of possibilities (microstates), that is all pos-
sibilities to arrange cards in two equal parts is equal to—495918532948104.

Of them, the number of possibilities to get

0 black card 1
1 black card 676
2 ” 1905625
3 ” 6760000
4 ” 2235925900
5 ” 4327008400
6 ” 52905852900
7 ” 432700840000
8 ” 2440703175625
9 ” 97628112702500
10 ” 28214528710225
11 ” 59693548345600
12 ” 93271169290000
13 ” 108172480360000

Thereafter, the numbers go down, symmetrically. The number of possibilities to have 12
black cards is the same as having 14 ones.

There are some obvious conclusions.
The total number of possibilities is very large, and also the total number of possibilities

to get 13 red and 13 black cards is very large.
The probability to get a clear dominance of one colour, red or black (say 20 or more cards

of the same colour), is quite small.
The largest number of possibilities occurs (not unexpectedly) for a uniform distribution, 

13 red and 13 black cards. That corresponds to about 20% of the total number of possibilities.
The number of possibilities to get almost equal distributions, 10–16 cards of one colour,

is not much smaller than that of an exactly even distribution. Distributions with 10–16 red
cards dominate and provide 95% of all possibilities.
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Thus, if the pack is well mixed, we would expect to get between 10 and 16 cards of each
colour (black and red) but sometimes (every 20th time or so) a more uneven distribution.
We would not expect large deviations from that even if we make many trials.

If we start with a pack that is not mixed, that is the red and black cards are separated, and
then make a number of good mixings, we expect to get a more and more uniform distribution.
Then, we will see variations, possibly at each mixing. Note that one gets an exactly even
distribution only at every 5th trial.

The basic principles of this example are the same as our description of macro- and
microstates and the distribution of particles and energy. In that case, the number of mixed
quantities is much larger than in the example, and the conclusions about their numbers still
unclear, although the basic principles are the same.

We expect to get an even distribution, what we regard as “the most probable distribution”,
or (as in the example) minor deviations from that. With very large systems, these deviations
are small, but they can have important consequences. Biological compartments (i.e. cells
and cell structures) can be relatively small, and then the variations, the fluctuations become
relevant.

15B The monkey library and DNA

There is a nice story intended to illustrate large numbers, which is relevant for several
aspects covered in this book. Originally, this is the story of the monkeys who sit at typewriters,
all writing random letters and all their writings collected into a large library. What the mon-
keys write is done randomly, but in due time there might be a lot of meaningful writings.
The library, it is suggested, will contain everything that has been and is going to be written,
including this book together with a large number of improvements (but also new typing errors).

First, consider how large the library will be. Assume that one only collects single pages,
and we think the monkeys use the English alphabet (which is not exactly the same as the
Swedish one) and includes blanks so that words can be distinguished. A page may contain
about 4000 characters. There are 26 letters, 27 characters including blanks. (The exact values
do not matter for the arguments.) We get here to very large numbers. The total number of
possibilities of purely randomly written characters is 274000, which is a 5725 digit number.
This number looks very large but is much dwarfed by the number of possible energy distri-
butions among the atoms in a cell. All such numbers are unimaginably large, and are better
described by their number of digits or a logarithm, which is proportional to the number of
digits. (This is also how we introduce the entropy, proportional to the logarithm of a very
large number of distributions.) If we use thin paper and tiny letters one cubic metre may
hold about one million sheets (again the actual number doesn’t matter), and the volume in
cubic metres of all sheets would be a number containing 5719 digits. The visible part of the
universe, stretching about 1.5 � 1010 light years is around 1078 cubic meters. That volume
could contain about 1084 of the sheets the monkeys have written, which is only a tiny fraction
of all possible pages, about 105725. We would need 105641 universes to store all the possible
pages. And how would we find a particular page?

In the original presentation, there were a number of monkeys who typed these pages by
randomly pressing the keys of a typewriter. We may consider other schemes of changes more
related to a realistic physical dynamical scheme. This might mean that letters on a page are
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exchanged at successive steps according to some rule, which shall be such that all possible
combinations can appear. There should not be any kind of reduced cyclic behaviour where
a certain group combinations re-appear periodically.

For instance, one could start with a letter at a specific position, change that to a letter one
place forward in the alphabet, then move a fixed number of rows and columns to a new
position and change the letter at that place two places forward in the alphabet, then to a new
site, changing the letter three places in the alphabet and so on. When one gets to the border
of the sheet, one moves to the first column or first row and then continues from there. In the
same way, when one gets to the end of the alphabet, one goes back to “a” and continues from
there. These rules can be modified. As the described scheme involved one starting point
and a path from that, one can have many starting points and successively consider changes
from these in the same way. One can consider alternative steps in the sheet, and the change
of a letter at a particular position may depend on the surroundings letters.

The important feature is that the rules should be such that, from any starting position and
with given rules, a sufficiently long run should produce all possible combination of letters
on the sheet. This means that the process should fulfil the “ergodic” principle, discussed at
other places of the book. (A sufficiently long run exceeds any kind of reasonable timescale,
but here we speak about principles.) Such a scheme can be deterministic and the first steps
are completely predicable. If the time is reversed, we change the direction of changes, but
the development is essentially similar: one changes the letter one by one in a specific way
and reaches similar combinations of letters as in the forward direction. There should not be
any combinations that cannot be reached in both directions.

Keeping in view the last principles, this model is for a two-level dynamic system where
the letters and the changing rules comprise the low level and our interpretation of the text
comprise the high level. It should be clear that most of the letter combinations do not make
any sense; all letters appear with about the same frequency and they do so in what we appre-
hend as a completely disordered way. It can be interpreted such that the process provides
an “approach to equilibrium”. If we start with, in some sense, an ordered, meaningful text, then
after some run of all letters, this will be distorted. The text will no longer be meaningful.
We do not expect any appearance of a meaningful text within any reasonable time. This is the
second law of this system. Note that we would get the same distortion of an initial text if
the time is reversed—the arrow of time is at the high level.

There are many important aspects here that re-appear at other places of the book. The very
large numbers are typical of many examples. Here, we speak about ordinary letters on a sheet
of paper. We can well compare with a DNA string with a sequence of nucleotide letters—A,
C, G, T. The combinations of these letters along the string also provide enormous numbers.
The same number as that above with 5725 digits would be provided by the number of com-
binations of a part of DNA with 9509 nucleotides. This corresponds to about 3170 three-letter
codons or genes coding for 3170 amino acids, corresponding to a relatively large protein
complex or a not too large number (5–10) of single protein chains. (Most proteins contain
about 150–290 amino acids.) The number of possible combinations of DNA sequences of
a normal length is considerably larger and also larger than that of our monkey library. If we
go from the single sheets to full books of 500 pages, we get a number of combinations with
2.8 million digits. That would correspond to the number of combinations of 4.75 millions
of bases along a DNA string. DNA strings can be much larger than so. Even in bacteria
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cells they may comprise about a billion bases (109), and the number of combinations then
gets up to a number with 600 million digits.

The numbers are relevant as illustrations, although actual values might not be relevant. This
kind of large numbers appear in many places of the book. They show that it is not possible
within any reasonable time to accomplish all such possibilities. No selection uses that kind of
basic manifold. What is important from such discussions is to find out what might be meaning-
ful. In particular, for the origin of active macromolecules for life processes, it is relevant to ask
questions about how functional molecules could have appeared and how the genetic trans-
lation apparatus could have been developed and selected from reasonable manifolds.

What is very important here is that the dynamic process of the monkey library is inde-
pendent of the possible order, whether what is written is meaningful or not. In that way, every
possibility has the same basic value, the same basic probability. We should regard the second
law in the same manner: all microscopic states with the same energy (and there are many
more such states than the sheets in the monkey library) are equally probable. There is nothing
that can be regarded as “active tendency” towards a disorder or, still less towards order. 
I think the second law must be regarded from that aspect.

15C Order and disorder

When discussing these examples, one soon gets to the concepts of order and disorder, and
we should devote some space here to consider these. What do we mean by order and disorder?
What do we here mean by “randomness”?

First, let us say some words about randomness. What is emphasised by mathematicians
is that there is no simple definition of randomness, no simple mechanism to generate what
indisputably should be accepted as random events. One speaks much about random events,
and we will do so in this book, but these are usually due to the lack of information rather than
some true random mechanism (which no one knows what it is). There are definitions of a true
random sequence. In particular this should mean a true infinite sequence of digits where all
sub-sequences of a certain length appear with the same frequency. As one cannot have a true
infinite sequence, it is never possible to assign any finite sequence of digits as random. (On
the other hand, one can often tell that a sequence is not random.) Whatever rule we think
about for the generation of texts, we can anyhow think about the probability to get pages that
fulfil some recognised pattern.

By the rules we propose for the generation of pages for the monkey library, one may well
regard it as a providing a random sequence. All possible pages can be formed with the same
probability. Still, it was suggested that it can be successively generated. Note also that in a
“random sequence”, all kinds of sub-sequences appear, even what we may regard as highly
ordered. For example, there are certainly somewhere, although with very small frequency,
sub-sequences with an arbitrary number of the same digit, for instance ten sevens—
7777777777. In the pages of the monkey library, all possibilities occur with very ordered and
all kinds of meaningful texts.

Now, what about order? The interest of the manifold of the monkey library is not the enor-
mous number of meaningless text, but the meaningful productions. But what does one really
mean here? “What is order?” “What is a meaningful text?” These are high-level concepts,
and it is difficult to get to another definition than that “order is what we apprehend as order”.
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In that sense, order is a subjective concept. That may be a nuisance for those who think
physics is objective, about things that exist in a kind of realistic description. On the other
hand, is such a statement so bad? Whatever is considered as “ordered writings” is a very small
part of the total number. There are ways to analyse what basically are subjective interpret-
ations. Albeit difficult to accomplish, one might calculate the probability that a sheet contains
a text that provides meaningful English prose. It might be any language, in many cases
transcription in our letters of languages with other letters or even those without any written
language.

The library would contain also other kinds of ordered texts. There may be sheets with
only one letter, or patterns of regions of selected letters. There may be repeated phrases, also
meaningless ones, but recognisable as not really “disordered”. We should also recognise that
what we may apprehend as disordered, “random” texts can contain clearly recognisable
words. There would also be small sequences of the same letter, such as “xxxx”. The prob-
ability is small that there would not be any recognisable words or patterns. But there are only
small sequences, similar to what we apprehend in thermodynamics as “fluctuations”.

One may ask to what extent we can define “order”? Given one of all the sheets of the
monkey library, can one give some quantitative measure that classifies it as order or disorder?
What is needed to classify a page as disordered? The obvious thing must be to certify that
the page cannot be classified as ordered, and then we shall have some criteria about order.
There are well-established statistical methods that calculate the probabilities of certain pat-
terns and correlations. A quantification of “meaningfulness” may be more difficult.

It is important, both in this description of the monkey library and in the previous 
example about card shuffling that one pre-supposes some clear definition of order, which
is allowed to be subjective. By that one may say that a certain page is not ordered.

Note now that it is necessary to provide the rules first and then see if a page fulfils some
rule or not. A common misuse in such analysis is to search for possible definitions of order
when one has a page or a card shuffling available. As for the cards, we gave one rule: count
the number of red cards. If one has a division of cards and begin to look for some order, one
can find other criteria, at least for a not too large system. One might find numbers in sequence,
or similar numbers. There are a lot of such possibilities and the probability to find some kind
of order in a card division is significant.

As for the monkey library, the really meaningful texts are certainly very rare. But again,
one may use new forms of criteria. One may ask whether the text may be written in some kind
of code, and then, perhaps only some part of the letters are really significant. One may then
find something meaningful with not a too small probability.

Similar questions arise in DNA analysis, and there are many attempts to quantify some
order. One task is to distinguish coding and non-coding regions, DNA sequences that as genes
code for proteins, and sequences that do not, but there are proposals to recognise these coding
regions. But these are mainly based on probability analyses and there are no clear measures
that certify the distinction. One might be able to say, “this is probably a coding region”, not
really “this is not a non-coding region”. Analyses often tend to find certain correlations
between neighbouring bases but also between bases at certain distances (for instance, there
are established correlations between bases at distances that are multiples of three).

A similar analysis might be relevant for the monkey library. In a meaningful message,
there are correlations between letters, such as some appear close to another, some don’t. 
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“q” and “u” are always together in English, “t” and “h” very often. “h” can start a sentence,
then followed by a vowel and it is otherwise normally together with “c”, “s” or “t”, seldom
or never together with other consonants. Such correlations appear in all languages and an
establishment of these is important for classifying a message as “probably a meaningful
writing in some language”. Concerning DNA sequences, there are many attempts to find
correlations. One purpose is to find ways to distinguish sequences (introns) that correspond
to genes, code for proteins and thus be meaningful, and those parts that do not seem to contain
any message (exons).

15D The relation to the second law

There are different opinions about the analogies I have here. Some people like me think that
their opinions are relevant for clarifying important features of the second law while other
think they are misleading. Let me discuss more on this point.

Has the mixing of cards anything to do with this second law? I think so. It is useful to
clarify what is meant by “ordered”, “low-entropy” states, even what is meant by order. In the
card analogy, as for the monkey library, I think it is important to say that “order” is a high-level
concept, which to some extent is subjective. We may say that it is what we apprehend as
order. I don’t see that this would mean any restriction of the analysis. We can speak about the
“probability of some order”, where we have some kind of definition. This may be based on
some subjective conception, which, however, leads to a clear description. It is not necessary
to claim that the conception of order has any objective meaning, the important point is that
the observer, i.e. we, perceive certain situations as ordered. It is important for all real and
analogous situations that, if one starts with what is considered as an ordered state, and let it
develop uncontrolled, then system becomes more and more disordered, irrespective of what
definition one has. What is disordered remains disordered from any point of view and in all
these cases, when one starts from a disordered situation; the probability to get an ordered state
is very small, irrespective of the particular definition.

The definitions I have, red contra black cards for the card mixing, a meaningful English
text in the monkey library or some striking pattern formed by the single letters are in some
sense clear definitions of order, but they are also all subjective, all are decisions by an observer.
(The mention of an observer may lead to ideas of quantum mechanics, and I can see a certain
similarity. But, for the sake of clarity, do not confuse the issues at this point.)

One also has a metaphor of an untidy office. I have papers of different importance and
concerning different duties. As I normally have a limited time, I put my papers uncontrolled
in various stacks, and this leads to a considerable disorder. Again, this is the normal devel-
opment of the second law: an uncontrolled development leads to an increasing disorder,
whatever ideas one has about order.

When we speak about physical systems, about the thermodynamics of a cell, shouldn’t
there be an objective meaning of entropy of order and disorder? Clearly there is an order of
a solid, of the crystalline structure. The proteins of a cell have a structure, which is relevant
for the biological function, and there we have an order. There is also a flexibility, some kind
of disorder, also important for the function. But all the time, our concept of order shall refer to
the macroscopic view—the world as we see it. The world is in some sense subjective: it con-
sists of objects, which we apprehend as objects. I don’t think it is wrong to have a subjective
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definition of order, see some states as ordered and calculate an entropy for that. It is as
meaningful as the definition. What is important here is that we can define order in some way.
Sometimes that kind of order may not mean very much. A page in the library written in an old
language that no one speaks or understands today is not of much use. But a book can do more
than this. It can give a message to a person, which might have impact over the entire world.
It could contain an instruction of a machinery that is exactly what we need to manage a climate
crisis if read at the correct moment. It could of course also lead to bad things, provide bad
proofs and accusations.

With that I want to say that our concept of “order” may mean more than a sheet of letters
in the monkey library. The meaning may depend on special circumstances at a particular
time. A page written in a dead language may not be meaningful today, but if it was read when
the language flourished, or if we encounter a translation in English, it could have a large
impact.

This might be trivial, but it is highly relevant when we think about gene expressions and
what happens in a cell. A certain gene at DNA leads to a certain protein that plays an import-
ant role in establishing what we see as self-organisation. Then, we should not simply con-
sider “order” as something subjective.

I try to summarise: “Order” may just be something we subjectively consider as order. 
All such kinds of orders should correspond to “improbable” situations in the sense developed
here, all in a sense correspond to a low entropy. What is important and what should be a main
theme here is the establishment of an organisation, which certainly at the onset start from some
recognised order. What we can state from the statistical thermodynamic aspects is that the
probability for spontaneous appearance of any kind of order we describe here is extremely
small. There must be ways to select order.

Let me end this part by a description on how one might get a meaningful message from
this writing technique, which also is relevant for the development of meaningful proteins.

The probability to get a whole meaningful page is extremely small. But, yes, there will
be many recognisable words and, maybe recognisable sentences. One can start there, find
some parts that are meaningful, and then wait for further writing until something new enters
that can fit to what was taken out. One can continue part by part, getting more and more
meaning out of it, and finally find a whole page, perhaps a whole book. This is not an
impossible way to get something valuable out from the writing and to avoid the awful monkey
library. I imagine that this is a way to develop functions and organisation of a cell. It starts
with some random formation that fits well together, continues and later this can in itself lead
to some more meaningful. The probability of this needs not be very small.

I had some thoughts about what can be apprehended as a “macroscopic manifold”, macro-
scopic variation in the end of the second chapter. The variety of life, the complexity of all
living beings, the variety of our thoughts. All this may look large, but it comprises only a small
part of the variety of the microscopic world. Some of it is kept, preserved as fossils, ancient
marks, written treatises, but most simply gets lost as ordered energy spreads out according
to the second law. It would be as if everything written and everything thought upon is put
into the monkey library, and there it would be only a tiny—tiny part. Once there, it will not
be recognised, never reconsidered.

Note: The second law basically tells what will not happen. That disorder does not spon-
taneously develop into order. It does not say that order necessarily develops into disorder. 
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If there is no control and all developments are possible, it may develop into the most disordered
state of highest entropy, which simply can be defined as a collection of states where we do
not see any signs of order. From the low-/high-level descriptions, the “most disordered state
of highest entropy” corresponds to a dominating part of all possible realisations of low-level
distributions; equilibrium from the low-level description does not mean a particular state
but rather almost all possible low-level states that are consistent with the basic rules of the
system: the total energy, the fixed number of particles, the rules of the letters in the monkey
library, the particular cards in the card mixing.

There are several reasons why systems do not necessarily go to maximum entropy. Some
pathways for development can be more rapid than others and they may lead to states where
the system is caught up for long times in some kind of kinetic stationarity. This is particularly
apparent when chemical reactions play a basic role, as is the case for most of biological
processes at cell or molecular level. There are clearly defined equilibrium conditions for
chemical reactions and if all paths are opened (as it might be at high temperatures), then all
reactions can take place and one can get to final states with the most probable distribution of
various substances. However, at normal temperatures, which mean normal temperatures at
earth and of all biological systems, few chemical reactions appear spontaneously with any
significant speed. Gases can appear in the atmosphere without reacting, while some enhanced
temperature by any kind of ignition can cause an explosion. A proposed scenario for the
production of important organic compounds such as amino acids at the early earth is that they
were formed by particular processes in the atmosphere, triggered by ignition by electric
discharges of strong UV radiation and then dissolved in the seas where they could remain
stable without disintegration for millions of years if the temperature was not too warm. This
certainly represents such a kinetic stationarity and not a thermodynamic equilibrium.

Catalysis provides important paths for the development along certain paths by allowing
certain processes while others are prevented by too slow reaction rates. This allows the 
production of certain compounds and also the building up of macromolecules. There is no con-
flict with the second law here; as most pathways are closed, the development is restricted and
a complete disorder is prevented, but there is no question of building up order from disorder.

§ 16 STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS MODELS

16A Magnetic analogies and molecule conformations

It has been very useful for much of the progress in science and physics to use analogies, 
to take over ideas and formalisms originally developed for one kind of system and problem
to quite different questions. This should not mean that the systems are similar but rather that
one can make analogies between the concepts in the different systems and that a mathemati-
cal formalism developed for one system to a large extent can be taken over to another type of
problems. Comparisons between the systems treated in that way can lead to new insight. This
can mean powerful methods for new type of problems. We will see some examples of that in
this book. One of the most far-reaching concerns of stochastic resonance is where a primary
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problem concerned the occurrence and periodicity of ice ages on earth, which could be devel-
oped to a powerful, general formalism with applications, for instance to neural action.

Here I will take up a very important type of such analogy, that of originally magnetic
systems but with important analogies to macromolecular problems and also with other type
of applications. As in other analogies of that type, this does not mean that the original, mag-
netic systems are relevant for the biological problems we study here (neither does it mean that
they are not relevant), but it means that the original concepts can be taken over to macromol-
ecular and other kind of problems.

I will at this stage do this carefully, starting with the original magnetic systems and then
see how their formalisms can be taken over to important questions for this book.

Let us start with a general description of magnetic systems and developing models for inter-
action problems. First, note some important features of these original systems. Magnetic
systems are comparatively simple. The basic concepts concern magnetic moments of the
molecular units of the systems, and these only attain a small number of values. In the sim-
plest situation, and that is what we start with, they attain two values, which also mean that
the magnetic moments take a certain value and point in either of the two possible directions.
That can mean either parallel to or opposite an external magnetic field. We consider that main
direction and the magnetic moments can then be represented by two possibilities, either
equal to �m in the particular direction, or equal to �m along an opposite direction.

Now, consider N such moments, of which N� have the moments in one direction, corre-
sponding to value �m, and N� have moments in the opposite direction (N � N� � N�).
The single moments contribute to a total magnetisation that will be:

M � m(N� � N�)

Next, for thermodynamic considerations and for the entropy, we get to the kind of prob-
lem encountered at other places, i.e. the number of ways that are there to divide the N
moments in the described way. For these formulas, see the beginning of Chapter 14. The
number is the binomial coefficient of N and N�, equal to N!/(N�! N�!). As in other cases,
the entropy is proportional to the logarithm of this, and we can then use Stirling’s formula
(see this in the beginning of Chapter 14) if our numbers are very large. Then, we get entropy
for the moment distribution:

(16.1)

Now, the expression should be expressed by the magnetisation, and we use relations:
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(16.2)

We show below a picture of this function (with normalised quantities, Sr � S/NkB,
Mr � M/mN. It has a clear maximum when M � 0. The maximum entropy is equal to NkB

ln(2), which is the entropy of the mixing of two equally sized groups.
It is straightforward to find that the entropy for small values of M can be written:

(16.3)

This is shown in Figure 16.1 as Sapprox, and one sees that this is not a bad approximation for
most of the range.

The main conclusion here is that the entropy has a maximum for zero magnetisation, i.e.
for a state when there are equal numbers of moments pointing in different directions. In
accordance with other discussions here, this is what one should expect: the entropy normally
favours states with equal distributions. It also leads to an almost trivial statement. Without any
further energy, there is no magnetisation.
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Figure 16.1 Entropy (full curve) as function of magnetisation according to eq. (16.2). The dashed
curve is the approximation shown in eq. (16.3). The entropy scale is arbitrary.



Now, go to the next step, where we introduce a magnetic field B. Then, we get energies
for the single moments depending on whether the moments are parallel with the field or
not. We get energies �mB for moments parallel with the field and �mB for moments
pointing in the opposite direction.

The total energy is then equal to �mB(N� � N�) � �MB

We assume a constant temperature and then according to the thermodynamic rules:

(16.4)

A typical variation of the free energy is shown in Figure 16.2 below.
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We calculate the magnetisation that provides a minimum free energy by standard deriva-
tion methods and get:

(16.5)

For small values of 2Bm/kBT, this can be approximated by:

(16.6)

This means a linear relation between magnetisation M and the external field B. The propor-
tionality coefficient is what is called magnetic susceptibility, which thus is equal to
N(m2/kBT). It is inversely proportional to the absolute temperature, which (as in some other
cases) is due to the fact that the entropy is essential for the result. It means that the magneti-
sation effects are most pronounced at low temperatures. Normally, magnetic energies are
very small and this proportionality function works well also at quite small temperatures.
There are examples where this formula is valid down to temperatures well below 1 K.

Such facts are important for judging possible effects of magnetic fields on cells and also
when using measurement methods that are based on magnetic effects. To get appreciable
effects, one should have large magnetic fields and low temperatures.

The appearance of the formula above for the magnetisation should be rather obvious. At low
fields, one gets a linear response, a magnetisation that is proportional to the field. At larger
fields, one gets a deviation from linearity and saturation, an effect that should be obvious when
one is aware that there are limited number of moments that can contribute to the magneti-
sation. When almost all these point in the same direction, the magnetisation cannot be larger.

Up to now, this is just an application of thermodynamic rules to a relatively simple system,
and also a system where often interactions are very weak and play a minor role. But we all
know that there are strong magnetic effects. These are not caused by the magnetic fields that
are produced by the magnetic moments; such energy effects are quite weak and cannot
explain strong magnetic effects. The origin is quite different. Magnetic moments are caused
by angular momenta of the electrons of the molecules. Part of the angular momenta are the
strange “spins”, concepts that have a quantum mechanical origin and have no correspondence
in classical physics. These spins can be regarded as a kind of intrinsic angular momenta of
the electrons, and they have exactly the properties we have described—they attain values
and point in either of the two directions. We may here say that their appearance and the
couplings between spins are somewhat more complicated than what we have in the models
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here, but such complications are not needed for the description we need here. The corre-
sponding models are appropriate; although one might have somewhat more complicated
expressions for spin couplings. But what is important here is that when one takes the next step,
one should consider how electron spins may influence each other, when quantum mechan-
ics tells that the spins and the spatial distribution of the wave functions couple to each other
to provide a certain symmetry. This means that spins couple to each other, not because of
any direct, possibly magnetic fields but because the electron distributions, manifested in their
wave functions interact. And this can lead to strong effects, which can mean the magnetic
states of iron and some other magnetic materials.

Here we do not need to go further with the fundamentals of that—it forms rather com-
plicated parts of quantum mechanics, but we will discuss the information that there is a
coupling between electron spins and then also between magnetic moments that enhance
magnetic effects.

Our next step is to include such interactions in the formalism, and we shall go to two
rather different types of models. In the first, which is the simplest and maybe the one that best
tells what can happen, one starts with a view that one particular magnetic moment will feel
an influence of all other magnetic moments, which is a kind of mean field, that is an addition
to the external magnetic field, which is proportional to the total magnetisation, i.e. to the
difference of magnetic moments in the two possible directions according to our previous view.
We don’t change the basis of that.

Thus, for our model, let there be a term cM added to the magnetic field, B, of the previous
relations. We simply put this in our expression and get new expressions as:

(16.7)

These are implicit relations, and we cannot get simple analytic expressions for general 
situations. We may, however, start with the same linear approximation we had above, which
for this generalised expression becomes:

(16.8)

It has a similar form as eq. (16.6) but the temperature factor is now different. Now it grows more
strongly when the temperature decreases and it diverges at a temperature equal to cNm2/kB.
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As the total magnetisation cannot be larger than Nm when all moments point in the same
direction, then such a divergence cannot be true. The result shows that something new hap-
pens. The result is derived for very small external fields, and it provides a result, which is
also seen experimentally—the susceptibility, which is the proportionality between mag-
netisation and sufficiently small external fields, diverges in reality at the onset to a magnetic
state, which is the correct interpretation of this.

It shall be mentioned that this kind of expression was first found by Pierre Curie, and the
temperature when the susceptibility diverges is usually called Curie temperature.

Let us look at the complete situation with the relations above. Figure 16.3 shows how the
magnetisation, M, now depends on the field, B.

The low temperature curve here corresponds to a situation for a magnetic state, and it is
characterised exactly by what the figure shows—the system attains a magnetisation also
without an external magnetic field. What happens is that the mean field, cM, acting as a part
of the magnetic field is sufficient to put up a magnetisation. This effect becomes so strong
that the magnetisation can be sustained also when the magnetic field has an opposite direction.
When the curve turns, that is no longer possible, the external field becomes too strong for
that. This is an example of “hysteresis”, and it is fully consistent with a realistic situation.
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If one looks carefully at the free energies and we have expressions of that in the text above,
one finds that the lowest free energy states, the states that would correspond to true thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, are the branches where M and B have the same sign and are in the same
direction. If the system exactly follows thermal equilibrium, it would go from large M and
B to B � 0, and a non-zero value of M. Then, if we continue varying B at negative values,
M would drop discontinuously to the low branch. This is what one observes in a phase tran-
sition. A discontinuous drop from one state to another. A process that strict would follow
equilibrium values should be quite slow, and in reality, a process would proceed along what
we may call metastable branches where B and M have different signs. Again, there will be
a discontinuous drop when that part of the curve turns, but, as typical for hysteresis phe-
nomena, that drop would not be the same for a curve going down from positive to negative
fields as the opposite, going from negative to positive ones.

The onset of the magnetic state is characterised, as we have seen by an infinite derivative
of magnetisation as a function of the magnetic field.

This is a simple and very conspicuous picture of a magnetic phase transition, where the
mechanisms should appear obvious and quite clear. It is not quite realistic. It is based upon
the assumption that magnetic moment interactions are represented by a mean field, which
means a kind of average behaviour in the system. This provides a nice picture, but it does not
really describe what happens. It gives a too drastic effect. Above the transition temperature,
there is no average magnetisation without any external field, and the effect is very drastic.
In reality, there will be large regions with uniform magnetisation also above the transition.
They are, however, not strong enough to put up a complete magnetisation without external
field. Still, such uniform regions are important for the transition, and in principle, they grow
infinitely at the true transition. This gives a complicated, but very powerful description.
The methods can be of use for living systems, but for the situations we discuss here, they
are mainly relevant for the detailed behaviour of very large systems, following reversible paths,
i.e. follow strict thermal equilibrium. In that sense, the simpler mean field description may
often be more relevant for our kind of physics.

The magnetic transition provides an important concept, which is much emphasised in these
contexts. The magnetisation along a certain direction comprises a change of symmetry in
the system. In the description of the total energy of the system, the interactions between all
basic units with their magnetic moments for a situation without any external field, there is
no distinction between different directions and all appear equal. The mean field, however,
puts up a certain magnetisation in a certain direction. That could be any direction. Very
small fields would provide a magnetisation along the direction of the field and if that field
turns to zero, the magnetisation direction will remain. This feature is referred to as “broken
symmetry”, the symmetry attribute that all directions are alike is not valid for the actual
moment distribution. This is a general feature of phase transitions. In a liquid, all molecules
move around without any internal structure, while they attain specific positions in an ordered
crystal in a solid state. Together with other metaphors, this concept is widely used. “Living
matter” is certainly irregular, and there are no real phase transitions relevant for life, but the
same kind of features appear in non-linear systems, where new kinds of properties appear
when certain threshold conditions are passed. It will be mentioned in some further contexts
of the book that are quite different to the magnetisation example, such as the selection of
asymmetric amino acids and the direction of time.
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I now turn to model calculations that include such more complicated features, that can
involve very complicated mathematical manipulations, but which in some aspects are relevant
also for the physics of life. One of the most considered and most powerful models of physics
is the Ising model, marking a next level of quantification. We here discuss some general
features and consider more detailed calculations in later chapters. It was originally introduced
to describe magnetic systems, and today it is often regarded as a model of magnetism,
although its description of magnetic interactions is not in accordance with quantum mechan-
ical rules. Its importance lies in the fact that it (together with variations and also generali-
sations of this kind of model) belongs to the most complicated models for which solution
methods and complete analytic results can be obtained. It is also important as its basic concepts
and formulation can be taken over more or less directly to other kind of systems, for us to
macromolecular physics.

The formulation for a magnetic system, what we develop in this section is as follows: The
basis is a number of sites, points given in a regular manner. It can represent points regularly
distributed along a line (1D), or points, for instance at the corners of a square of a squared
paper or squared surface (2D system), or it can represent regular points is a space (3D system).
The dimension plays an important role here (which was not the case for the mean field
model). For a 1D system, all kinds of results, also for generalised models, can be calculated
relatively easily. For the 2D model, one has some exact, analytic results. For the 3D model,
there do not exist any exact results, but powerful calculation schemes.

For macromolecular applications, 1D results are most relevant, for which complete
results are known. One-dimensional systems do not lead to true phase transitions, although
we will show that they still can provide rather sharp transitions. Following the lines we
hinted at above, there are arguments that why the mean field theory is not quite realistic.
(The mean field model did not distinguish the dimensionality, and its arguments made no
distinction whether we considered magnetic moments along a line, along a surface, or in a
space). There will be what we may call fluctuations of regions with uniform behaviour, 
and such regions will remain in 1D systems and not give rise to complete order. On the
other hand, two- and higher-dimensional models show true phase transitions but some-
what more complex than what was provided by the mean field model. As in the mean 
field model, the susceptibility diverges at the transition point, but it does so in a singular
manner. Where we, for the mean field model, got an expression that was proportional to
1/(T � T0), these models show more singular expressions that involve a general exponent,
expressions proportional to 1/(T � T0)

g with g as a general exponent that depends on 
the dimension and the type of model, but which is supposed to be the same for similar 
types of systems, described by the same basic model. This entire complex of formalisms is
what is attributed as “critical phenomena”, where one by “critical” means the kind of phase
transition, as we have here, with the passage of a point where certain liberalised expres-
sions become singular, and then it is no longer possible to proceed through the transition
point.

Critical phenomena are about details of certain much-purified phase transitions. The sit-
uations of living systems are hardly purified to give rise to that kind of systems. However,
there are features where singular exponents appear and where the aspects of critical phe-
nomena become relevant. However, we postpone that kind of discussions until we get to that
kind of problems and go on with the Ising model here.
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As said above, the Ising model starts with points in some regular pattern. Following our
magnetic path, we then assign a magnetic moment to each such point, in the same way we have
it above, a value � or � m at each point. Entropies and relevant external fields are as before,
but now we also include an interaction between neighbouring points. (There should always
be some points that are the closest ones for each point in the pattern). We assign a negative
(favourable) energy, �J, for two neighbouring points that have the same magnetic
moments (both � or both �m) and a positive (unfavourable) energy, �J, if they have dif-
ferent moments. The total energy then contains the sum of all such pair-wise energies of the
entire distribution of moments.

Example

Consider a row with 20 moments, where ‘� ’ represents moment �m, and ‘�’ moment �m:

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

N� � N� � 10, 6 ‘��’ pairs, 6 �� pairs, 7 �� pairs. Thus interaction energy
(�6 � 6 � 7)J � �5J.

Applications

As said, originally this was proposed as a model of magnetism. It has, however, got a number
of various applications where the basic presumptions are similar. Here come the advantages
of making analogies.

It was at an early stage made as a model of alloys: We can think about a crystal lattice
where there are two substances. The energies depend on substances which are close to each
other, and that makes it analogous to the magnetic model. Here one can make the descrip-
tion more general. Apart form the fact that the states (directions of magnetic moments) are
more symmetric in the magnetic case, which for some calculations are an advantage, there
is no principle difference of the models.

One can also have what is called a lattice gas: At each lattice point, there is a certain atom
or that site is empty. This can also represent a surface, i.e. a 2D problem. There is certain
energy if two atoms are on neighbouring sites.

There are many such applications of the same basic schemes: There are a number of
sites, and at each site there is some object which can be in different states, direction of
moments, kind of atom, occupied site or empty and so on. The model can be generalised to
imply more than two states, for instance, we could have lattice with three atoms and differ-
ent energies for all kind of neighbouring pairs.

For us, the most relevant application is that this can represent conformations of macro-
molecular units. Successive units (monomers) along a macromolecule (polymer) chain can
be positioned in certain directions, and the energies how two (or more) monomer units are
positioned relative to each other. The directions can then represent the states of the Ising
model and the successive positions of the interrelations between neighbouring units. This
works well as a 1D model where there are exact powerful methods.
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There are also other representations of macromolecules in these respects. For possibly
ordered structures of, for instance proteins, one can assign states for instance as either being
in an ordered configuration or in a loose, coiled one. It is advantageous to have two ordered
states beside each other, but it is highly disadvantageous to have ordered and disordered states
beside each other. The disordered states are favoured by entropy, thus high temperature,
and the ordered states by energy, thus low temperature. Such models have been much studied
for “random coil transitions” and they provide relatively sharp transitions between almost
completely ordered situations and almost completely disordered ones.

Such models are useful for understanding general features of macromolecule conforma-
tions and general ordering effects. One can add that they had a great impact at an early
stage. Today there are more possibilities by more detailed descriptions, where more can be
said about specific macromolecules, and results can be made more specific. Still, and that
is an aim with this section, it can be useful to consider general models and general methods
to see general features. At least that is a point behind biological physics: to look for general
mechanisms. A good book covering magnetic models and applications also to macromole-
cules is that of Bell and Lavis (1989).

16B Ising-type models of 1D systems

We here consider a linear system with equally spaced points and at each point some rele-
vant “object”, which we, at this primary stage, don’t need to specify. What is relevant is that
these “objects” can attain a small number of object states, in the simplest situation it is two,
but there need not be any restriction of their number. There are then complete states of the
entire system where the sequence of object states of each object is specified. Such sequence
of object states defines a total energy of the entire system. This may at this stage look too
abstract and hard to understand properly, but I will soon give more specific examples. At
this stage I give a general presentation that can provide different possible applications. The
energies, given by the sequence of object states have two contributions.

(1) Each object provides an energy that depends on the object state. (2) Each consecutive
pair of objects provides an energy that depends on the both the object states of the pair.

Formulas

Denote the points of the linear system by “i”, i � 0, 1, 2, …, N.
Denote the object states of a point i by si. For a general description, it is not necessary

to specify these. We will have examples where they can be �1 or �1, where they are 0 or 1,
but we can also have more abstract notations, such as a, b or more a, b, c, ….

Then, the first kind of energy, dependent on a specific object state si, will be denoted E1(si).
The second kind of energy, dependent of the object states si, si�1, of a consecutive pair

i, i �1 is denoted by E2(si, si�1).
We then consider a sequence of object states s0, s1, s2 � si, si�1, � sN�1, sN, and a total

energy:

ETOT(s0, s1, s2,…,si, si�1, …,sN�1, sN) � i E1(si) � i Ei (si, si�1) (16.9)
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The important quantity to calculate is the partition function, Z, discussed in Chapter 8 and
what is directly related to the free energy F. This partition function is:

(16.10)

This provides the free energy by the formula (see Section 8B):

F � �kBT ln (Z) (16.11)

The problem now is to calculate Z. This is not a trivial problem, but there are several meth-
ods available. A nice method, which is useful for all possible situations and also possible to
generalise is to see the sum as a matrix multiplication.

Note the basis of matrix formalism. A matrix, A, is given by its elements, written as Aa,b.
The multiplication of two different matrices A and B is defined by the rule:

Usually, one considers the indices a, b as numbers 0,1, … or 1,2, …, but that is not neces-
sary. For the rule, it is not necessary to specify what they mean.

The square of a matrix has elements:

Now, turn to the partition function Z. Consider a matrix M with elements:

(16.12)

(We here write M(a, b) instead of Ma,b to be more in accordance with the expression for Z.)
Then, we see that the expression for the partition function can be regarded as a multiplication
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of a large number of this matrix M:

(16.13)

(16.14)

which can be interpreted as vector components.
Then, Z can be written as:

(16.15)

where MN is the matrix M to the Nth power, that is M multiplied by itself N times.
There are methods to calculate such matrices. One can write a matrix like M as:

M � P1MdP2

where Md is a diagonal matrix

in the case of two object states. l1, l2 are the eigenvalues of M, which can be calculated by
conventional methods. P1 and P2 are projection matrices, and it is valid that P2 P1 � EM,
the unit matrix with diagonal elements equal to one, non-diagonal elements equal to 0.
Then, it follows that:
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It follows that Z can be written:

Z � f1 � (l1)
N � f2 � (l2)

N (16.17)

One can write down expressions for f1 and f2, but the most important part here comes from
the eigenvalues l1 and l2, which are raised to a large power, N. Assume that l1 � l2. We
shall here consider cases where N, is very large, and then (l1)

N, …, (l2)
N. The latter can be

neglected and then we have:

(16.18)

Thus, the final result is:

(16.19)

If N is large, this is an appropriate expression, and the free energy here is proportional to
the “objects” of the systems, as it should be according to thermodynamics. This result is
independent of the number of object states, which can be more than two. It should also be
said that there are mathematical conditions on these matrices such that there is always one
largest eigenvalue, always larger than other ones. (Although, as we shall see in examples,
the difference between two eigenvalues can be quite small.)

So, the main task to get a satisfactory expression for the free energy is to calculate the
largest eigenvalue of the matrix M above.

Now, with these general results, let us consider various applications, explicit expressions
for the main matrix and relevant results.

For our purposes, applications to macromolecule conformations are the most relevant.
There are some different types.

(1) One can consider simple, non-polar polymer chains, in particular hydrocarbons,
where each molecule can rotate around the carbon–carbon bond. Typical examples are 
the hydrocarbon chains of the lipids of the membranes. Due to interactions between the
molecule groups, there are usually three rather well-defined “best conformations”, either
the bond represents a stretched conformation (no rotation), or it can be rotated 120° in
either direction. There is a nomenclature here such that the extended conformations are
referred to as trans while the rotated ones are called gauche. One can distinguish the rotation
directions by designing these as gauche� or gauche�. The rotated gauche conformations
have slightly larger energies than the extended one. Besides that, there are energies that
depend on a pair or successive rotations. In particular, atom groups get quite close to each
other with an unfavourable repulsive energy when two successive rotations go in different
directions.
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In this case, we consider a 3 � 3 matrix. We simplify the situation somewhat and write:

(16.20)

where � � exp{(E2 � E1)/kB}, where E1 is the energy of the extended conformation, and
E2 that of the rotated ones. The unfavourable conformation has got a weight zero.

One eigenvalue is equal to � with normalised eigenvector (0, 1/2p, � 1/2p). The two
others are solutions to the equation:

l2 � l(1 � �) � � � 0

The largest eigenvalue is:

(16.21)

The most relevant features in this case are the frequencies of the different rotation states.
They are provided by the eigenvectors of this largest eigenvalue.

As the matrix M is not symmetric, there are two eigenvectors acting from left, compo-
nents xl

i, and right, with components xr
i,

(16.22)

The eigenvectors are normalised in the sense that , and can be written:

where N is the normalisation factor:
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The frequency of state “i” is

(16.23)

Numerical example, � � 0.8, l1 � 2.169 and frequencies of the three states: 0.54, 0.23, 0.23.
A further conformation example is a simplified model for proteins where the amino

acids can be strongly bound to each other or in a more flexible form. A particular amino acid
is in the model assumed to be in one of the two possible states: either it is in an extended,
flexible state (coil), which we may represent by an entropy function s, or it can be in a helix
state that can be bound together with near-lying units (helix). In the latter case, the confor-
mations are assigned as energy, which is slightly higher than that of the extended state. Two
consecutive units can bind together with a low, favourable binding energy. This is a simple
but illustrative example of a helix-coil transition.

This can be represented by a matrix of the forms we just considered, written as:

(16.24)

Here w represents the number of conformations of the coil state per unit (an entropy factor).
�1 is the energy of the helix state (helix) relative to the coiled one. �2 is the binding energy
of two successive helix states. �3 is an unfavourable energy for the transition between
extended (coil) and helix states.

All energies are considered to be positive. As before, calculate the eigenvalues, given by
the equation:

(16.25)

with solution:

(16.26)
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The point now is that exp(��3/kBT) can be quite small. If so, the eigenvalue is either very
close to w or to exp{(�2 � �1)/kBT}, depending on which term is the largest. In such a case,
there is a sharp transition between either most units in a coiled state (at high temperature)
or a strongly bound structure with most units in a helix state, coupled together. The transition
occurs at the temperature:

We can simplify the expressions by putting:

r is thus equal to zero at the transition. The largest eigenvalue is:

The matrix formalism can also be used for calculating the probabilities for a single site to
be in the two states: either the coiled state or the ordered one. The probability for a coiled
conformation is

with

(16.27)

d turns to �1 and thus the probability to 1 if r is negative and r2/p �� 1. d is large for large
positive values of r (r2/p �� 1), which means that the probability turns to zero. This means
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that the probability for a coiled conformation is close to one for negative r, which means
high temperature above the transition, and it is close to zero for positive r, i.e. low temper-
atures. In the latter case, the system gets ordered. Pcoil is shown in the Figure 16.4 below.

The transition is never absolutely sharp (as a true phase transition), but occurs during a
small temperature interval–the smaller it is, the larger �3/kBT is. This is shown in the figure
below.

16C Renormalisation methods

This means a kind of methods that are very powerful for treating statistical physics models,
and it is clear that they are also useful for relevant molecular biological problems, and we
show here some examples how these methods work. We show applications related to two
kind of problems with some connection to macromolecular problems. This concerns the
Ising model for which applications are found at other places, and also the problem of self-
avoiding random walk. A good introductory book to this subject is (Cardy, 1996).

Example 1: 1D Ising model

The 1D Ising model, treated in a previous subsection, suites well to describe the basic prin-
ciple of renormalisation. Here it is here suitable to use magnetic type of model, maybe not
what is most relevant for our theme, but appropriate for the method. We recall the basic fea-
tures: One considers sites along a chain, which are numbered 0, 1, 2, …, N, and each site, i,
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is associated with a variable si that takes two values �1 or �1. There are two energy con-
tributions: (1) the energy in magnetic field, �mBsi where si � �1, if the moment has the
same direction as the magnetic field and �1 if it has the opposite direction, and (2) an inter-
action between neighbouring moments, written as �Jsi�i �1 which means that the energy
is �J if the moments at sites i and i�1 have the same direction, that is si � �i�1, �J if they
have different directions. The total energy can be written:

(16.28)

The last term is necessary as this energy contribution of the last moment of the chain 
is not included in the first sum. As in the previous treatment, one shall calculate the parti-
tion sum:

(16.29)

As done in other places, one here preferably simplifies the parameters, and we can write
m � mB/kBT, and U � J/kBT. The terms of ZN are of the type:

… exp(bsi�2 � Usi�2si�1)exp(bsi�1 � Usi�1si)exp(bsi � Usi�i�1)
exp(bsi�1 � Usi�1si�2) … i � 0, 1, … , N�1

Write the total sum as ZN(b, U) which is a sum over all si. The sum cannot be directly cal-
culated in a simple way although we have seen above that there are ways to perform the
sum. Here, we show another method.

The idea is to reduce the total number of sites by summing over every second s � �1
and �1.

Take the expression above and sum over si, which takes the values �1 and �1:
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The factors that are the result of this summation are the ones in the centre of the expression.
The next idea is to represent these terms by the same form as the original model. This is
possible if we supplement the expression by a constant factor:

exp(Usi�1 � b � Usi�1) � exp(�Usi�1 � b � Usi�1) � K exp(U�si�1si�1) (16.30)

K and U� can be determined by the explicit relations when either �i�1 � si�1 or
si�1 � �si�1:

e2U�b � e�2U�b � K eU� (16.31)

and

eb � e�b � K e�U�

Thus: e2U� � cosh(2U � b)/cosh(b) and K2 � cosh(2U � b) cosh(b)

(cosh(x) � (ex � e�x)/2)

Thus, if we sum over every other s, we get a new sum with a reduced number of sites of
the same kind of energy expressions with a new parameter U� and a constant factor K. We
can write for the partition sum:

ZN(U, b) � KN/2 ZN/2 (U�, b) (16.32)

Thus, we have reduced the original problem to the calculation of a sum with half of the
original sites. This reduction can be continued, and this can be used as an efficient calcula-
tion scheme. Also, the interaction parameter (which provides the complications) decreases
at every step towards zero. What has been done is that the original chain is reduced by elim-
inating half of the sites to provide a sparser sequence of sites also with reduced interactions.

This is the basic idea behind renormalisation: to transform the original system to a
sparser one, which leads to transformations of the basic parameters as the partition sum (or
some similar quantity) is unaltered. In most cases, one cannot get exact analytic expressions
of the transformed parameters as we get here. For instance, if one tries this method for a 
2D square lattice, the sums over single site states lead to relations between four surrounding
sites and this gets worse when continuing the summations. What one does is to make some
approximation; for the square lattice, one can introduce relations between four sites but
stop there, and neglect further complications. This is also what is done in the further example,
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the calculation of on-intersecting chains on a square lattice, corresponding to the non-
intersecting random walk and also to chain molecule problems: these might be placed along
lattices but not allowed to intersect. On the other hand, the simple 1D Ising model leads only
to a kind of calculation method, while problems like the one below have further features and
turn out to be very useful for describing critical phenomena at phase transitions and also other
questions that turn out to be quite related to the phase transitions, such as the non-intersecting
one we next turn to.

Example 2:2D non-intersecting walks

This calculation is based upon calculations in a lattice, and, for simplicity, we use a 
2D square lattice. We consider the problem to describe paths on a lattice that does not intersect.
The problem is also discussed in Section 19C, together with somewhat a simpler energy
arguments than we have here. The example here is taken from Stanley et al. (1982).

The main idea behind what is referred to as a lattice renormalization is to start with a par-
ticular lattice, then make a transformation to a new lattice with fewer points. This means
that the points and bonds in the new lattice represent several points and several bonds in the
original lattice. The main idea is that the features of the original model in the original lat-
tice shall be represented, essentially the same way in the transformed lattice with the
important parameters transformed in a way that can be calculated. The relevant, power laws
follow from such transformations, as we will show. The philosophy behind this is that the
power laws are independent of the local, detailed features, and rather are related to how the
global features are “scaled” in these transformations.

We consider a square or cubic lattice and lines that go along the lattice sides and never
cross themself, that is, they never pass any lattice point more than once. The length of the
line is equal to the number of single steps, the number of passed lattice sides. A main ques-
tion concerns the average number of steps of a line that goes a certain distance in the lat-
tice, in particular, the relation between this number and the distance.

First, we need a general formalism. Introduce a quantity F(r, N) equal to the number of
lines of N steps that go a distance r in the lattice. The next step is to make a kind of trans-
formation by a relation:

(16.33)

This is a sum over all non-intersecting lines that go a distance r where each step of the lines
is assigned a factor u. The number of lines grow with N, and the sum will not converge for
large values of u. There is a limit of convergence u0, and close to that, the function contains a
singular contribution (1 � u/u0)

n. We put u � u0(1 � �), and uN � u0
N (1 � �)N � u0

N e�N�.
It is reasonable that F(r, N) is proportional to a factor zN for large values of N, thus 

F(r, N) � F1(r, N) zN. If there is no further such factor in F1, z must be equal to 1/u0, the con-
vergence limit of u. We think of long lines and long distances, and it can be reasonable that
F1 is a function essentially on one variable, r/R(N), where R is the typical extension of a

G r u F r N uN
N

( , ) ( , )� ∑
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line of N steps. Thus, F1 � F1(r/R(N)), and the important problem concerns R and its
appearance. We now have a sum close to the convergence limit:

(16.34)

If we here multiply by r and then sum over r (and if r and N are large), we can take the cor-
responding integral. We should have some normalisation factor, and the important result is that
the integral over F1 should simply provide R(N) and some factor, which plays a minor role.
The corresponding result for the LHS provides a correlation length j, which depends on �.
R(N) should be given by a power law, and we assume it to be proportional to Nn. The sum
(or integral) over N is then of the form 3Nne�N� which provides a factor ��n. Thus, the cor-
relation length j is proportional to ��n. The main problem is to determine this exponent.

We now turn to the renormalisation procedure and consider repeated steps where the lat-
tice parameter is doubled at each step taking away every second row and column of lattice
points. Thus, the number of lattice points will be reduced by a factor 4. In this model, one
looks at the vertical and horizontal steps starting from a certain point.

Start from a certain lattice point and consider first the square upwards to the right. After
the transformation, only the four corner points remain. The paths in the lattice are given by
steps between the lattice points. There are then steps in the transformed lattice, represented
by a new, transformed parameter, u�, and chosen in such a way that the main results of the
calculations shall be the same in the original as the transformed lattice. A way to do this is to
choose the new parameter equal to the contributions from paths that go through points that are
dismissed in the transformed lattice. A vertical step in the transformed lattice is represented
by paths that start in a corner point that remains after the transformation and goes either to
the upper adjacent remaining corner point or to a point just to the right of that point (which
point does not remain in the transformation). This is shown in the Figure 16.5 below.

One in this way neglects lines that go along the omitted rows between points that are not
close neighbours in the transformed lattice. There is no way to include these in a simple
way and this shall be regarded as a reasonable approximation, the kind of approximation
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Figure 16.5 Transformations of the path steps on the lattice. The original square lattice is shown at
the left. The arrows mark the points to be omitted at the transformation. At the right we show lines of
the original lattice that together are to be considered as a vertical line in the transformed lattice
between the four filled dots that represent two points above each other in the transformed lattice.



that is necessary in this method for most problems. As shown in the Figure 16.5, there are
four paths that go upward in the mentioned manner. Of these one contains four steps (goes
through three points), two paths of three steps and one that goes directly upwards of two
steps. (The paths can of course not pass any point more than once.)

Each of these original steps has a factor u in the original lattice and then, we get the
transformed parameter as the sum of these contributions:

u� � u4 � 2u3 � u2 (16.35)

This is the basic transformation formula. One first considers fixpoints, the points u0 at which
u� � u. Besides u � 0 and u � 4, there is another, u0 � 0.466, which provides the interesting
features. (There is no such solution for the 1D Ising model above.) In accordance with the
general formalism, we linearise eq. (16.35) close to this fixpoint, which provides a relation:

(16.36)

l is a parameter defined by this relation. With u0 � 0.466, l � 2.64.
Now, turn to the description of the critical exponents. The fixpoint u0 relates to a phase

transition, and provides a value of the quotient K/kBT where the sum in eq. (16.34) diverges
and a singular (critical) behaviour occurs. This means that the previous parameter � is pro-
portional to u � u0.

Next, consider the correlation length j (see the discussion following eq. (16.34), which
shall be proportional to ��n, that is, (u � u0)

�n. In the transformed lattice, there is a factor
2 in the length scale, thus (in the scale of lattice lengths) the correlation length then is
j� � 2j. But we should also have

j� � (u� � u0)
�n.

It must be valid that:

(u� � u0)
�n � (l(u � u0))

�n � j� � 2j � 2(u � u0)
�n (16.37)

The proportionality factors should be the same and we therefore get:
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This result has the typical form of the renormalisation theory. As found above in eq.
(16.36); l � 2.64, thus from this calculation: n � ln(2)/ln(2.64) � 0.714.

As is not difficult to see, the method does not allow for all possibilities of paths, and it is
therefore only approximate. There are no exact methods of this kind, but one can take more
into account and become more complex. Methods that are believed to be more reliable give
slightly larger values of the exponent.

The procedure used here can also be used in three dimensions in a cubic lattice. One gets
a considerably larger number of paths that represent the transformed parameter, but it is not
too difficult to get track of them all. We write down the result here:

Cubic lattice: U� � 10u8 � 16u7 � 14u6 � 12u5 � 8u4 � 4u3 � u2

From this, and from the same arguments as above, one finds the fixpoint at u0 � 0.297, and
from that l � 3.244, and n � ln(2)/ln(l) � 0.588. This value is equal to what is obtained
at still more reliable calculations.

This problem is also discussed in Section 19D, there describing a non-intersecting ran-
dom walk. There a simpler energy argument gave a result for the exponent equal to 3/5,
quite close to the renormalisation value. Experimentally, one finds that the exponent shall
be about 0.6.

16D Spin glass

As we shall see, this is a physics model where analogies are very useful for discussions.
The basic model has been thoroughly studied, in particular in the 1970s and 1980s. Before
going to the actual model, let us take up some general points about glassy states. A first
question concerns what is meant by glass?

Glass state

With “glass”, one usually means a stiff, solid state where the basic components (atoms,
molecules) have fixed, but irregular positions. It then differs from “ordinary” solids where
the underlying atoms and molecules attain fixed, ordered positions in a crystal structure.
Glassy states are often kinetically formed, for example by a rapid cooling without time for
the system to achieve an ordered structure. In a typical window glass, chemical bonds are
formed between silicon and oxygen in irregular ways without time to reconfigure to struc-
tures, which may represent lower free energies. Stiff, polymer materials are also charac-
terised as glassy. They are built up by long, polymer chains, which have contracted structures,
bent back and forth and nestled into each other in a way that makes it impossible to attain
a regular structure. As a consequence of the irregularity, a glassy state does not have a
unique structure (as a regular, crystalline structure). One can assign entropies of systems at
high temperatures and follow this when cooling a system. Such assignments provide large
entropies of glassy states, corresponding to the number of ways to form the atomic struc-
ture. Still, within all reasonable times, such structures will not change and do not go over into
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each other. One can then consider them as “non-ergodic”; a glassy system has got stuck in
one of very many possible states, and it will not go out of this during meaningful time scales.

Sometimes one sees claims that glass represent a kind of liquid state. What then is meant
is that there is no sharp phase transition between a high-temperature liquid state and the
glassy state. The properties of the conventional phases, gas, liquid and solids are well
defined, and are separated by sharp phase transitions. The glassy systems we described are
in a liquid form at higher temperatures. Both the high temperature liquid state and the low
temperature glass state are clearly characterised, of course, the liquid is in some way fluid,
the glass state is stiff. However, in these cases, there is no sharp transition. Although the
typical states are clearly defined, what happens at the transition is that the liquid becomes
more and more viscous, stiffer and stiffer. Eventually, the glass is entirely stiff, but there is
no sharp, well-defined transition point as for the change between true liquid and solid
states.

Spin glass

The spin glass is related to the magnetic models as the Ising model, but as for the glassy
states, with a high degree of irregularity. As in previous models that are discussed here, there
are a number of spins, which can point in either of the two directions. There is also an interac-
tion energy between pairs of spins, which depends on whether the spins are directed in the
same way or if they have opposite directions. For the simplest magnetic interactions, this inter-
action energy is low if different spins point in the same direction; high if they point in oppo-
site directions. One can also have a model with interactions only between close-lying spins
such that the energy is lowest if the spins point in opposite directions. In that case, the most
favourable energy is achieved in a state where each spin points in a different direction com-
pared to its neighbour. Thus, half of the spins point in one direction, half point in the oppo-
site direction. A reference that shows various aspects of spin glasses is (Mezard et al., 1987).

The typical feature of a spin glass is that the energy interactions are irregular; there is no
clear tendency between any pair of spins. Real spin glasses can be formed by irregularly
positioned atoms with high magnetic moments and strong interactions to other atoms. This
should be of the same type as a glass structure, discussed above. Typically, this can be
formed by a magnetic substance dissolved in a small amount in a basic, non-magnetic
material. If interacting spins sit at varying distances, the interactions can be of different
character without any clear tendency, what is required for the spin glass.

These systems are well studied by models, and these can be formulated in different
ways. One may consider only interactions between close-lying spins, or the interactions of
a single spin can stretch out to include all spins of the system. One can have an interaction
strength that depends on the distance between spins, or the values can be the same for all
interactions, although the signs differ. If the interaction energy between a particular spin
pair is positive, then the energy is large if the spins point in the same directions, low if they
point in different ways. The situation is reversed if the interaction is negative. Much of the
qualitative results are the same for different models. One important feature should be that
there should not be any overall tendency. This should, in particular, mean that the energy of
a state where all spins point in the same direction shall be zero.
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One simply formulated model that has been well studied is that there are interactions
between all spins of the system, and all interactions have the same value, while the signs
are essentially randomly distributed. As the value is the same, it can be put equal to one.
This means that each pair of spins is assigned an interaction energy, either �1 or �1.
If �1, it is energetically best for that pair to have the spins in the same direction, if the
interaction energy is �1, it is most favourable to have the spins indifferent directions. The
total sum of all such interaction energies should be zero. If these signs are assigned ran-
domly, there is no tendency of any simple spin structure in the system. The systems show
what is termed “frustration” which means that when one picks out small groups of spins,
then one cannot find any spin distribution where all pairs have favourable interactions.

For a large system with such rules, an important result is that there is no simple distribu-
tion with lowest possible total energy. There are a large number of what are termed “local
stable states”, which are such that no change of spin direction yields a lower energy, which
would have corresponded to a more favourable distribution. One can then start from a gen-
eral spin distribution and change a randomly selected single spin direction. If this leads to
a lower energy, then one replaces the primary state by the new one, and repeats the proce-
dure, changes a new single spin direction, which may lead to a more favourable energy. By
such steps, the system can reach what we called a locally stable state, a state at which no
change of any spin direction leads to a further decrease of energy. It is important here that
there are many such states, and that any of these can be reached by a process of succes-
sively changing single spin directions. There may be some state with the absolute lowest
energy, but there is no simple way to find such a state. This is a type of notoriously compli-
cated problems, and, in general, there does not seem to be any simpler way to find the state
of lowest energy but looking up all locally stable states and looking for that with lowest
energy.

I have an elucidatory picture to show more of this model. We consider a village with a
number of teenagers and two different locals where they want to go on Saturday nights. The
young people have preferences and antipathies about whom they want to be together with
and whom they wish to avoid. As in the rules of the spin glass, all have preferences and
antipathies about everyone else, and there is an equal amount of preferences and antipathies.

At Saturday night, the teenagers go to one of the locals, may find that there are more
like-minded at the other place, and they may then go there. In that way the youngsters can
be distributed in such a way that no one can go from one local to the other to find more pre-
ferred comrades and less they dislike. This is what we term as “locally stable” distribution.
Then they stay there, and there are many ways to divide the teenagers in this way.

We will in the rest of our book find some situations, which are closely related to the spin
glass system. A macromolecule structure is characterised by the conformations of succes-
sive units. One can here make an analogy between the unit conformations and the spins and
between the effects of successive interactions and the interaction energy. As for the spin
glass, the macromolecule can attain a large number of conformations, each characterised
by a certain energy. And as for the spin glass, it can be difficult to find the conformation
with lowest energy.

Maybe more direct analogies are provided by networks, in particular, neural networks
where the mutual interactions between different neurons can be seen as analogous as the
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spin interactions. For the neural system, one has taken up such an analogy and related the
locally stable states to memories.

A third analogy is given by evolutionary states in a model that show what is called punc-
tuated equilibrium. There are, as for the spin glass, many different states and also possibil-
ities to reach states that represent a kind of temporary equilibrium, of similar type as a
locally stable state. We will see more on these analogies at the descriptions in the appropriate
chapters.
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Part V

Stochastic dynamics

§ 17 PROBABILITY CONCEPTS

This book is much about probabilities in various contexts. The intention is not to go deeply
into probability theory but we need to clarify definitions and notations of basic concepts
that are used in this book. The field is somewhat confusing as different books can have dif-
ferent terminology, and physicists and mathematicians sometimes use different terms.

We start with the terminology of ordinary probability theory and basic definitions. Then,
we take up two outstanding examples, which in different forms will re-appear in other parts
of the book. One concerns events with two possible results, such as tossing of a coin and a
repetition of such events. The second example is the normal distribution, and we also show
important approximations for the repeated events and how that can be approximated by a
normal distribution. The second part of this chapter is devoted to stochastic processes,
where a random variable changes with time. We start with a general, non-formal introduc-
tion about its relevance, important applications and relevant concepts. Then, we develop the
terminology of the first part of the chapter, and extend this for the time-dependent stochastic
processes. The chapter ends with some thoughts about the ergodicity concept in biological—
very diverse systems. Ergodicity is presented in earlier parts of the chapter, and is very
important for discussions of stochastic processes in general and for the statistical thermo-
dynamics to be developed in coming chapters. The later Chapters 19–22 contain a number
of examples of stochastic processes, and the concepts appear in many parts of the book.

A random variable X is simply a variable that can vary randomly. It can either attain a
discrete set of values or it can vary continuously. Note the difference between the random
variable, often written in capitals as X, and a value that X may attain, often expressed by
small letters, x. We will further use a probability function, where one more or less synonym-
ously uses terms probability density and probability distribution. For a variable that attains
discrete values, this is simply the probability that X attains a certain value. For a process
that attains continuously varying values, it represents the probability that the value of the
random variable is close to a particular value. More precisely, we can start by defining a
cumulative probability distribution as the probability that the variable X attains a value
smaller than a certain value x. The probability density or distribution can then be defined as
the derivative of the cumulative probability distribution. We write the probability distribu-
tion as: P(x). Naturally, �P(x) dx � 1 for a continuous variable or 	P(x) � 1.



Then we consider averages (the common term in physics; statisticians often prefer to
speak about expectation values). These are in physics usually expressed by angular brackets
�…�. Thus, �X� is the average of X, and it can be calculated as �X(t)� � 
xP(x)dx or 	xP(x)
for a discrete process.

One also calculates averages of the square of the variable �X2�. More important is the
square of the deviation from the average value, the variance:

V � �(X � �X�)2� � �X2� � �X�2 (17.1)

The square root of this is called standard deviation:

17A Examples

We will also show some standard examples. These are, however, more that simple examples;
the expressions will re-appear in many different contexts of the book, and we need this part
also as a basic reference for formulas to be used several times in what follows.

The simplest variable is one that can take either of two values with different probabil-
ities, say it takes value ‘a’ with probability P(a) � p and value ‘b’ with probability
P(b) � q � 1 � p.

The average is �X� � pa � qb � b � p(a � b). (q � 1 � p.) Choose the values such
that b � a.

The variance is pa2 � qb2 � (pa � qb)2 � pq (b � a)2.
Next, we make things more complex and think that this is repeated a number of times. If

it is repeated n times, the variable X take values between nb and na. Values in between can
be written in the form: (n � m)b � m(a � b), where m is an integer that goes from 0 to n.
This value is obtained if the primary results at m times are equal to a, and (n � m) times
equal to b. Thus, m out of n repetitions, we get the high result a.

Now, we need an important factor that will appear many times in the formalisms, a fac-
tor that tells in how many ways one can select m objects of a total of n ones. The result is
the binomial factor, occurring at many places of the book (see the beginning of Chapter 14).

The expression also appears in as coefficient of (x � y)n:

This is also an expression for a selection.
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One writes (x � y)n � (x � y)(x � y)(x � y) … (x � y). The coefficient of xmyn�m is
just the number of times one can select x m times from the n factors (x � y). If x and y are
replaced by p and q � 1 � p, then the terms in the expansion are the probabilities of the
various results. The probability to get value ‘a’ m times is:

Now, go to explicit values and the averages. For simplicity, we now put b � 0, a � 1. Our
variable that represents the repeated events can attain all integer values between 0 and n.
The probability to get value m is given by the binomial expression. The average is:

One can see the result in the following way. First note that

as n! � n � (n � 1)! Then, for the sum:

as the sum over the rest of the factors is equal to one.
One can also get this result from the binomial expression. As

it is seen that the average is obtained if one takes the derivative with respect to x, multiplies
with x and puts x and y equal to the probabilities p, q:
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As x has an exponent m � 1, one shall multiply with x to get the correct exponents. This
means that:

where the last sum is the proper expression for the average. We here use the same notation
for the values m as for the random variable in �m�. It should be clear that this means the
average of the relevant random variable (for which we here do not have any particular nota-
tion). Then we calculate the derivative:

We then put x, y equal to p, q with sum one. Thus the expression is equal to pn, which is
average value.

We also calculate the average of the square of the variable and the variance. We can
repeat the derivation procedure and get:

With x, y replaced by p, q, this is equal to the average of m(m � 1). The derivation, in
accordance with the previous expression gives a product n(n � 1)p2. Thus:

�m(m � 1)� � n(n � 1) p2 or �m2� � n(n � 1) p2 � np

and the variance is:

�m2� � �m�2 � n(n � 1) p2 � np � n2 p2 � np(1 � p) � npq

This is proportional to the number n of repeated events and the product of the probabilities.
If p � q � 1/2, then the variance is equal to n/4.
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17B Normal distribution: approximation of binomial distribution

This provides one of the most important probability distributions of a continuous variable
that varies over an, in principle, infinite interval. The normal distribution function is:

(17.2)

With this probability function, the average �x� � x0 and the variance V � �x2� � �x�2 � a.
We will use this form and these results a lot in various developments.

Sums of independent events such as the repeated process we just described turn to a nor-
mal distribution when the number of repeated events becomes very large. What also is
important is that sums of normal distributed variables are normal distributed. It describes
situations that are relatively straightforward to handle, and it is at least a good approxima-
tion in many cases. We will meet this kind of distribution many times.

Let us go back to the probability distribution of the sum of a number of simple random
events above, which lead to the expression:

which is the probability distribution of n repeated events, where the basic events mean that
the primary random variable is one with probability p, and zero with probability q. The
probability function provides the probability to get value m after n repeated events. (That
is, the sum of the individual events shall be m.)

We make some simplifications to provide more elucidatory results: (1) let p � q � 1/2, (2)
assume that the number of repeated events, n is an even number, put it equal to n � 2N. Then,
the value with largest probability is N(� n/2). The Stirling formula (Chapter 14) yields:

(17.3)

The value for m � N is (compare the calculation with n � 100, m � 50, above).
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The larger term compensate each other exactly, and only the third approximation term, dis-
cussed above, remains. Let us now consider relatively small deviations from the value of maxi-
mum probability. Put m � N � x, and consider the two first terms, the ones which vary the most:

Expand this in powers of x, using the expression ln (1 � x/N) � x/N � 1/2 (x/N)2 � … .
We stop the expansion at second-order terms. The result is:

This yields:

which we can write as (n � 2N)

(17.4)

This is a normal distribution with average n/2 and variance n/4.

§ 18 STOCHASTIC PROCESSES

18A Introduction: general account

We go on and now turn to stochastic processes, random variables that change with time.
Basic references for this are Keizer, 1987; van Kampen, 1992; Zwanzig, 2001.

A stochastic process means that one has a system for which there are observations at cer-
tain times, and that the outcome, that is, the observed value at each time is a random variable.
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This comprises essentially everything we speak about. This means that, at each observation
at a certain time, there is a certain probability to get a certain outcome. In general, that
probability depends on what has been obtained in the previous observations. The more
observations we have made, the better we can predict the outcome at a later time. However,
such a general situation becomes very cumbersome, and is almost hopeless to treat by any
manageable formalism. For that reason, one usually tries to keep to simplified processes,
still quite relevant.

A Markov process is a process where all information that is used for predictions about
the outcome at some time is given by one, latest observation. Its result and the time lapsed
since then are everything we need for assigning a probability for a new observation.
Whatever is observed before that latest observation has no influence on the outcome we
next want to attain. Most of the processes we describe can be assumed to be of this type. As
it leads to relatively simple, well-defined formalisms, one usually keeps to such processes.

Brownian motion is a typical example of a continuous process of Markov type. If one
observes the position and velocity of a Brownian particle at one time, one can predict the
future motion. Further information does not provide better prediction possibilities. Note that,
however this concerns the observation of both velocity and position. If we only observe
positions, this is not a Markov process, simply because we have no information about
motion. Then, we should need further observations. This example shows that the neglect of
some relevant variable can destroy the Markov character and, indeed, lead to a more com-
plex process. One way to simplify more general, non-Markovian processes is to include suit-
able extra variables. This leads to a larger scheme, but, if it provides a Markov character, 
it can be a substantial accomplishment.

Step processes that have been mentioned in the previous discussions are usually regarded
as Markovian. If the variable we consider at one point of time is in a particular state, then
there are certain probabilities to go from there to other states, and these probabilities do not
depend on previous events. Again, an ignorance of certain details can destroy the Markovian
character. It maybe that one cannot by observations distinguish certain states, and then keep
these together into larger states. But then we lose the possibility to assign probabilities for
future steps. To achieve that, one has to resolve the details, even if these cannot be observed,
as that provides a much simpler possibility of analysis.

A Markov step process can mean that we have a number of states where if the system is
in one state at one instant and then move to certain other states with given probabilities. The
states can, for instance, represent conformation states of macromolecules (proteins) or 
various numbers of reactants and substrates in a reaction scheme.

A stochastic treatment of chemical reactions considers primarily the number of various
reactants. These numbers can be sufficient to predict further development. That may be
insufficient, however, also if internal states and positions influence what will happen next.
Then, the numbers are not sufficient to provide a Markov process. An extended scheme
works, but can be quite complicated.

Another type of simple process is a Gaussian process, for which all probabilities for cer-
tain outcomes and their dependence on previous observations is given by an exponential of
a quadratic form of all that kind of values. Such probabilities with exponential quadratic
forms are advantageous to handle, and they can therefore also successfully cover processes
that are not Markovian. Brownian motion is both Gaussian and Markovian.
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Then, we have the concept of ergodicity. By that we mean that a process can go from any
state to every other state with a non-zero probability. A typical non-ergodic process is one
where there is one state or a group of states where the process “becomes trapped” and can-
not leave these. An example is a population model where the population can become
extinct and then is extinct for future times.

Ergodicity was originally introduced in statistical mechanics by Boltzmann and Maxwell
to motivate the probability concepts. In that case, one considers a very large system of
atoms that move and interact with each other. This is assumed to follow basic rules of
mechanics, but to get a meaningful description, one only considers overall features and form
a statistical picture. The basic idea of ergodicity is that a system, in whatever state it starts,
will pass close to any other state and this motivates a basic rule that all states are equally
probable, the basics for statistical mechanics. This idea seems to work, but it works because
the system and its states show a high degree of uniformity. As the system of study is enor-
mously large (it may well include 1029 atoms or so), the state space of all possible distributions
of positions and energies among these atoms is still much more enormously large. The time
for such a system to get close to all parts of the state space greatly dwarfs any estimate of
the life space of the universe. In that sense, the ergodic idea is not meaningful; as not all
states can be reached in meaningful times, one may question the idea of having a probabil-
ity measure based on the totality of all states. But again, the principle works because an
enormously large part of all the states will provide the same over-all features, features that
are meaningful for us in the necessarily restricted observations we perform.

18B Terminology and formal basis

Next, we go on with the statistical terminology developed above to cover time-dependent
processes. As previously, we will consider probability functions, for which we again 
use terms probability density or probability distribution. Also, as previously, the variables
can vary continuously (example Brownian motion) or attain discrete values. We write the
probability distribution as: P(x, t), the probability that a variable X(t) attains a value x at
time t.

These defined functions are single time probabilities and provide the probabilities when
there is no knowledge about previous times. We also have probability distributions for obser-
vations at several times: P(x(t1), x(t2), . . . , x(tn�1), x(tn)), which represents the probability
to observe values close to x(t1), x(t2), . . . , x(tn�1), x(tn) at the respective times t1 � t2 � … >
tn�1 � tn. Besides that, there are conditioned probability distributions P(x(t1)| x(t2), . . . ,
x(tn�1), x(tn)) which is the probability distribution for getting x(t) at time t when we have
observations x(t2), . . . , x(tn�1), x(tn) at preceding times.

As already said, the more preceding observations there are, the more information we get
about the possible outcome of a stochastic variable X(t). (Think about weather forecasts.)
As already presented, a Markov process, is such that observations before a latest time (t2)
do not provide any further information about the probability of X at time t1 (�t2).

By a stationary process, we mean that the timescale is arbitrary. If all times in the prob-
ability definitions above are changed by some value that will not change the probability.
This implies that the single time probabilities (probabilities with no knowledge of previous
observations) are independent of time and that a conditioned probability distribution for a
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Markov process P(x(t1)| x(t2)) does only depend on the time difference t1 � t2 (which shall
be positive). We may write it as P(x1| x2, t1 � t2). Almost all our processes are stationary.
All the concepts are directly generalised to cases of many stochastic variables.

We also work with averages. �X(t)� is the average of X at time t, and it can be calculated as

(18.1)

These averages do not depend on time for stationary processes. For stationary Markov
processes, we write conditioned averages as:

(18.2)

To these, there are averages of products of variables, which also show features of deviations
from average values, what we can call fluctuations.

One defines correlations as averages of products of the variations around averages at the
same time or at different times:

(18.3)

The times t1, t2 can be the same. The terminology is not consistent here. These correlations
are sometimes called variances, and correlations can be defined as products of the bare
variables without the subtraction of averages. Standard deviations are usually the square
roots of a one-time correlation function.

18C Ergodicity in biology

The relevance is then the homogeneity of states, rather than ergodicity. Anyhow, when we
get to biology, a typical feature is a lack of homogeneity. Then, these ideas must be regarded
in a different way. I often see statements that we go beyond physics, to problems that cannot
be covered by physics. Why that? I admit that we in physics often want to stick to simplified
situations and to simplified models that we can handle, but that doesn’t mean that physics
excludes complex situations. Or rather, I would say that physics as a basic science of all
course of events in nature should be allowed also to go to more complex situations. Physics
must not be regarded as something that simply looks for simplifications and only considers
simplified systems.

A very clear situation is that of evolution. In fact, the basic Darwinian ideas complemented
with what we know about the molecular biology background are quite meaningful from a
physical point of view. All terminology of evolution appears appropriate also as physics

C x t x X t X t X t X t( , , ) [ ( ) ( ) ][ ( ) ( ) ]1 2 1 1 2 2� � �〈 〈 〉 〈 〉
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statements. Again, we find a development in a very large possible state space, in this case
formed by all types of ecologies and organisms to inhabit it.

The large difference to traditional physical systems is a lack of homogeneity. Evolution
chooses a certain path of several possible ones, and two paths are never identical. If every-
thing is included, this is a Markov process; what may happen next depends on the present
situation. From a certain state, a number of slightly different states can be reached and from
them, new states are reached. Kauffman (2000) uses a well-founded term, “the adjacent
possible”. Evolution can go from what is here now to a state in the adjacent possible, which
then has its new group of adjacent possible states. I find all that meaningful, but it is very
far from the traditional view of simple systems where we have a time development through
a state space that may be equally large, but where paths from a macroscopic observer look
very much the same. That we do not see in biological evolution, and this to a large extent
excludes any kind of predictions. (Still, it may not completely exclude predictability.) The
idea of ergodicity becomes meaningless in any discussion of evolution. But it is still physics.

§ 19 RANDOM WALK

Random walk is in a way the ultimate simplification, and then it also serves as a kind of
archetype for all applications. Because of its simplicity, it can relatively easily be analysed
by mathematical methods and by their use provide analytical results.

The basic rules are simple. One considers successive equal time steps and during each time
step, the considered object moves a specified distance in a random direction. Normally, one
assumes that the motion at the time steps goes between points in a specified lattice. The
motion can take place in one, two or three dimensions. In one dimension, it proceeds along
a straight line going a certain distance at each step, either to the right or to the left.

A frequently cited and elucidative example is 2D and concerns an alcoholic in a town
(usually an Irish one) with a pub on each corner. The drunkard goes from pub to pub. When
he has visited one pub, he goes in any direction without any preference to a next pub at a
near lying corner. After that visit, he continues in a random direction; possibly back to the
pub he visited at early step. This provides a motion between points in a square lattice, the
blocks in the drunkard’s town.

Random walk in three dimensions is along distances in a space pattern, for instance
along lines in a cubic lattice.

One can think about modifications of the basic rules. It may not be necessary that there
is a movement at each time step. One can for instance add an assumption that the drunkard
stays at a certain pub at each time step with a given probability. Thus, by some probability,
the motion stops for a time step, by another probability, it moves in a random direction.

One can also think about motion along distances in some more general network.
A general result, and the one that is most emphasised, is that the average of the square of

the distance the process has moved during N time steps is proportional to the number of
steps, N. Indeed, that result follows rather directly from the definitions. Start with the 1D
system, where one at a particular time step goes a distance x, where x is �a or �a. 
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The total distance (in that case along a straight line) is the sum of such distances. The average
of each step is zero. If one considers two steps x1 and x2, both of these are either � or �a,
and their products are either �a2 or �a2 with equal probabilities. Thus the average of the
product x1 � x2 is zero. The square of the distance along the two steps is (x1 � x2)

2 �
(x1)

2 � (x2)
2 � 2 � x1 � x2. The squares (x1)

2, (x2)
2 are both equal to a2, and the average of

the product is zero. Thus, the average of the square of the distance after two steps is equal
to the sum of the squares of the distances, thus 2a2. One can continue that argument for any
number of steps with the result that the average of the distance after n time steps is equal to
the sum of the squares of all single distances, thus na2.

These arguments are valid also for 2- or 3-D systems, if we treat each step by a vector
with length, again a, in any of the possible directions. The average of products of such vec-
tors is again zero, and the final result is what we got, independent of dimension.

19A Formalism

One important quantity is the distribution of lengths after a given number of steps, that is
the probabilities that the moving object is at a certain position after a number of steps when
the starting point is given.

We start with the 1-D case, where the result is fairly simple. Let the process start at a
point x � 0, and let the distances along each step be one.

We look at the various possibilities at successive steps. At the first step, the process is
either at x � �1, or �1. These have equal probabilities of 1/2. After two steps, there are
four possibilities, the process can be at x � �2, or �2 each representing one possibility, and
there are two possibilities to get back to the starting point: first �1, then �1, or the converse.
The probabilities to get to �2, or �2 are both 1/4, and the probability to get back to x � 0 is
1/2. After three steps, there are two possibilities to have processes that have gone in three
straight steps, �1, �1, �1 or �1, �1, �1, total �3 and �3. Two steps along one direction,
and one in the other provides three possibilities each for a distance �1 or �1. In total, there
are 8(23) possibilities. Note that if there are an odd number of steps, the total distances from
the start will be an odd number, and if there is an even number of steps, the total number is
even. The process can return to the starting point, x � 0, only for an even number of steps.

The general formula is rather straightforward and similar to other results in this book, in
particular, the entropy calculations.

Consider N steps, leading to positions between �N and �N. Distances between 
possible final positions are equal to two, so the final positions are �N, �N � 2,
�N � 4,…, N � 4, N � 2, N. For the process to reach the position N � 2p, there should be
p steps in “�”-direction and N � p steps in “�”-direction. The rule for calculating the
number of possibilities to accomplish that follows other derivations in the book (see the
beginning of Chapter 14). It is a question to calculate the number to get p steps in one direc-
tion out of a total of N, and is equal to the binomial coefficient

N
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p N p
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If N � 2M is even (these include zero), the starting position and the distances are centred
on that. In that case, we can put p � M � r, N � p � 2M � (M � r) � M � r. The bino-
mial coefficient (2M)!/[(M � r)!(M � r)!] gives the number of possibilities to reach posi-
tion 2r (distance from starting position).

As there are 1/2N total possibilities for N steps, the probability to reach position 2r after
N � 2M steps is (see beginning of Chapter 14):

(19.1)

This expression appears several times in the book, for instance as a probability in Section
18B, and for a distribution of magnetic moments with applications to macromolecular con-
figurations in Section 16A. We show here some clever tricks that can be used in these 
contexts. We can get the formula for the various possibilities of distribution of the single
steps by considering the product

(Compare the discussion in Section 17A). As in eq. (19.1), we assume that N is even, equal
to 2M. The single terms in this product are then of the form (x)M�r(1/x)M�r. We can inter-
pret this as each x factor represents a step in direction ‘�’, and each 1/x, a step in the opposite
direction. (x)M�r(1/x)M�r, thus means M � r steps in � direction. The product is equal to
x2r, which can be interpreted as a process that has reached a position 2r steps from the orig-
inal position. This means that the coefficient of x2r in the development of (x � 1/x)N pro-
vides the number of possibilities to get to this position 2r from the starting point. Using the
expression with the binomial coefficients in such expressions, we get eq. (19.1).

It is shown in Section 18B that the binomial expression of eq. (19.1) can be approximated
by a normal probability distribution for values around the central point by an expression:

(19.2)

In this expression, it is not required that the number of steps should be even.
Next, consider 2- and 3-D models.
The 2-D case based on a square lattice leads to a formula somewhat more complicated,

but not too different from what we have in one dimension. Assume from the onset that there
is an even number, 2M steps, and consider the number of possibilities to get to a position 
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r in the positive x-direction and s in the positive y-direction. When the number of steps is
even, r � s shall be even.

One can use an extension of the method used in the 1-D case. Consider the expression
(x � y � 1/x � 1/y)2M and its development. The coefficient of xrys provides, as in the pre-
ceding case, the number of possibilities to get to the position just described, r in the x-direction,
s in the y-direction. This does not provide a direct formula as there is more than one contri-
bution to terms as xrys. However, we can write

and

In the last formula, r � p � q, s � 2M � p � q, thus p � M �(r � s)/2; q � M �(r � s)/2
We finally get a formula:

(19.3)

which means that the explicit signs in the expression for P can be changed. They depend on
how the steps of the derivation are written.

Expansion of the same type as in the 1-D case around small deviations of the most prob-
abilities provides an expression:
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For the 3-D case, one can in principle use the same approach, but the result is still less
direct and in that case it is not possible to get to a simple formula with a product of bino-
mial coefficients. It may be most easy to get number of possibilities and probabilities by
numerical expressions, and we just give them in a table. It is again possible to derive a sim-
plified distribution function of the same form as before and we simply get:

(19.5)

The estimates of the probabilities of the zero position (that is at the starting position) is sim-
ply [pN]�d/2, where d is the number of dimensions, one, two or three. The probability goes
to zero for a very large number of steps, but the strength of this varies. As we shall see later,
this has important implications.

The random walk problem can be further generalised. We can have some borders. As it
is formulated above, the process is unlimited and will cover very large regions for a large
number of steps. This is, of course, the reason for the probability to be at the starting pos-
ition after many steps go to zero. Boundaries are most appropriately represented as reflect-
ing, i.e. if the process reaches the boundary it goes back and adds to the near lying positions
as it would have done for further points in an unlimited description.

19B Absorbing and reflecting boundaries

Besides that, one can consider absorbing boundaries or absorbing positions, which means
that a process that reaches that boundary, or that set of points will vanish from the walk.
The total probability to be at the proper walk goes down as the process goes out through the
absorbing states.

Naturally, the 1-D case is again fairly straightforward. If we have a boundary, either
reflecting or absorbing at a distance p from the staring position, then one can consider two
distributions, which are mirrors of each other. One first takes the previous distribution
around the starting point, and then considers a mirrored distribution around a position 2p
from the starting position. These distributions are the same at the boundary position, p. For
an absorbing point, one takes the difference between these distributions, and for a reflect-
ing boundary, one takes the sum. These represent the true, bounded distributions.

If there are two boundaries, one can again use that kind of mirrored distributions but one
then has to introduce “mirrors of the mirrors” to get appropriate conditions at the bound-
aries. That way is possible, but there are others also.

One can use methods that are common in theoretical physics where one regards the basic
functions as sums over expressions with what can be regarded as “basic” functions that
change by particular factors in the steps of the random walk. For the 1-D problem, one
introduces trigonometric functions. If we have a line of points between which the random
walk precedes with boundaries at certain points, one can use functions like cos(pnp) where
n stands for the walk position and p is a suitably chosen number in accordance with the
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boundary conditions, for instance, absorbing or reflecting boundaries. The rules are such
that if the walk position at one stage is at point 2m, it will, during next step by equal prob-
abilities, go to points 2m � 1 and 2m � 1. In a next step, it goes either to 2m � 2 or
2m � 2, or back to the original point, 2m. Thus, it moves two steps in either direction with
probabilities 1/4, or it comes back with probability 1/2.

Now, see what that should mean for the cosine function. We may consider double steps
and let 2m � n in the cosine function as above equal to cos(pnp). Thus, it changes in a 
double–step as

By conventional trigonometric formulas, this expression is equal to:

cos( pnp) (1 � cos( pp)) /2

Thus, two steps of the random walk mean that the cosine function is multiplied by a certain
factor, here 1/2 [cos(pp) � 1], which is independent of the positions. For each double step,
we get the same factor, and we thus get an expression for an arbitrary number of steps.

We can illustrate that method by points lying between two absorbing barriers at �N
and �N and a walk that starts at point zero. For this we choose trigonometric functions,
which are symmetric around zero, and are equal to zero at the absorbing points. 

Appropriate functions are:

where p is an integer. This is chosen in such a way that the argument of the function 
at n � N is an odd number multiplied to p/2, which means that this cosine function is 
zero. The function vanishes at the absorbing boundary as it should. Appropriate expres-
sions are:

(19.6)
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y(m, n) is the probability that the walk is at site n after m steps. This provides the correct
starting conditions (at n � 0) and continued motion including the absorptions (at n � N).

For a reflecting boundary, one shall select similar functions that attain maximum or min-
imum at the boundary, which also means that the process does not go through the reflect-
ing points. A relevant function corresponding to the cosine function above is:

(19.7)

We do not go into any further details here, but use and develop similar methods for other
models in the next chapters. The method, which is an example of Fourier methods are
found in specialised books on that subject.

19C First passage time

Another type of question is to consider such a random walk that starts in some point (zero),
and ask when it reaches some other given point for the first time. In the distribution expres-
sions we have considered up to now, the path can go back and forth between some points,
and we don’t consider whether that happens for a first time or not. The first time passage
has interesting applications. Something can happen when the walk reaches a certain point.
In applications to chemical reactions, it may react to some substrate at that point. The
drunkard may eventually get home, and when he gets home, he stays there.

The last remark reveals that there is a clear similarity between this first time passage and an
absorbing point. The question when a walk reaches a certain point for the first time is the same
as to ask when the walk reaches an absorbing point. Thus, calculations of first passage features
can be done in the same way as those concerning absorbing points. And of course, vice-versa.
The approach to an absorbing point can be calculated in the same way as the first passage.

We now go further with that kind of question yielding a certain expression, which can be
used for numerical calculations but also has interesting implications.

Let P(m, n, n0) be the probability we have considered hitherto, the probability that a walk
that starts at point n0 is at point n after m steps. Then let P0(m, n, n0) be the corresponding prob-
ability that the walk, which again starts at point n0, reaches point n for the first time after m
steps.

Then, consider a relation between P and P0. When we have the probability that the walk
is at point n at step m, this may be the first time it reaches that point. If it is not, then, it had
reached that point for the first time at an earlier step, m0 � m, and then continued to end at
that point. In the latter case, it might pass the point in question several times. This can be
expressed by a formula:
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The sum here is over all possible m0 from 1 to m � 1. If we have expressions for the 
P-functions, this can be used for successive calculations of the first passage functions.

We can here put n � n0, which means that we ask for the probability that the walk
returns to the starting point after a certain number of steps. Of course, it can turn back
almost immediately, but it can also go away and return first after long times. Will it cer-
tainly return, or is there a probability that it vanishes forever?

A question of that type can be answered from the relation above. First, let n � n0, and
then sum over m up to a large value M. We can then also assume that the last sum can be
written as a product of two sums. We would get:

The terms here contain all paths that start and end at the point n. The last product is 
the product of (1) all paths that start at n and end there without passing that point in the
meantime, and (2) all paths, which start and end at n without further restrictions.

We write that as:

(19.9)

The expression at the LHS is the sum of all probabilities P0 that the walk ends after a num-
ber of steps at the starting point without passing that point. The RHS expressions are sums
of the distributions functions we have considered before. The probability that the process is
at the starting point after m number of steps is given by previous formulas. This depends on
the dimensionality, for walk along a line, it is proportional to 1/�m, for a square lattice in
two dimensions, it is proportional to 1/m, and in three dimensions, it is proportional to
1/m3/2. In all these cases, the probabilities go to zero, but they do so in different ways and
the sums appear differently when one sums overall values of m. The sum of terms going
like 1/�m diverges. (It goes like �M if M is an upper limit of m.) Then, the sums at the RHS
become infinite, and the LHS goes to one. This is interpreted that the walk returns to the
starting point with probability 1.

At two dimensions, at the big city with the drunkard, P goes as 1/m. Again that means
that a sum diverges, although rather weakly. Again, it means that the walk gets back; the
drunkard gets certainly home by a probability one.

At three dimensions, a random walk in a spatial lattice, P is proportional to 1/m3/2 and then,
the sum converges, meaning that the sums remain finite. That means that the sum for P0

becomes smaller than one. There is a probability that the walk never returns to the starting
position.

The conclusion is valid for all points: In 1- and 2-D systems, a walk will certainly pass
all points, but this is not so in three dimensions.
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Besides being a first stage towards diffusion, random walk has a number of applications. For
our themes here, it can serve a model for macromolecular random conformations. The macro-
molecules are regarded as composed by a number of units, which to some extent are free to
move relative to each other. If the directions are at random, a conformation can be regarded as
a random walk with the directions and lengths of the single units corresponding to the random
walk steps. And as in the random walk, this leads to a relation between the square of the
end-to-end distance of the random macromolecule that is proportional to the number of units.

19D Non-intersecting random walk

Random walk has its definite importance as it is fairly simple and because of that it is pos-
sible to attack by a number of fruitful methods. It is in that respect important for develop-
ing methods for use in more complicated problems that may be more close to applications.
When we use random walk concepts, it may mostly be a kind of metaphor, and in that
respect, important. We know what we mean when we say that a macromolecule can in some
sense be regarded as a random walk. It is of course relevant that the distribution function is of
the same kind as the entropies in many of the models we consider in this book.

But it is also important to go further.
In the random walk description we have up to now, the walk can go several times along

the same stretches. It can turn and immediately go back to a previous point. An obvious
generalisation is to abandon that, which means that the walk is not allowed to return to a
point, which is already visited. In the Irish town, the drunkard is not allowed to visit a pub
where he has already been (and he must also be aware of that). It is an important problem
with relevant applications, for instance, for describing feature of chain molecules that can
attain random configurations but not intersect themselves.

This provides a much more difficult problem, which has been intensively considered and
for which powerful methods have been developed. A main question about non-intersecting
walks concerns how they spread out. We have seen that the ordinary random walk proceeds
so that the square of its extension is proportional to the number of steps. It is reasonable
that the non-intersecting walk is more extended. Instead of being proportional to the num-
ber of steps to the power of 0.5, it is proportional to the number of steps with an exponent
close to 0.6 (about 0.59). We show here a simple argument that leads to such an exponent.
The problem is also taken up in Section 16C with a more advanced method using what are
known as re-normalisation arguments, which provides an exponent 0.588.

Here, we use a simple argument, originally by De Gennes (1969) that provides such an
exponent equal to 0.6. It uses thermodynamics and free energy arguments in accordance to
other treatments in our development.

The arguments may be most relevant for a polymer model. One considers an entropy of
the polymer conformation walk, given by the logarithm of the distribution function, above
of the random walk, (eq. (19.5)), which means that it is proportional to the extension
squared, divided by the number of units:
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Then, one considers energy from a mutual repulsion between the units. It is proportional to
the number of unit pairs, N2, and inversely proportional to the volume given by the 
extension, which is proportional to R3:

C1 and C2 are constants that need not be specified. These give a free energy:

(19.10)

Then, one looks for the most favourable extension, the extension for which F is minimum
with a given value of the number of units, N.

Taking the derivative of F with respect to R, and putting that to zero yields:

with the result:

(19.11)

That is, R is proportional to N3/5.
This result is astonishingly correct, while the method in itself can be questioned for sev-

eral reasons. We don’t go any further about that here, but, as said a more advanced method
is used in Section 16C.

§ 20 STEP PROCESSES: MASTER EQUATIONS

In this chapter, we show examples of a number of stochastic processes. They all represent
Markov processes where the stochastic variable can attain certain states, denoted by dis-
crete values, and at each instant, the process can change by one step. The time change of the
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probability functions is then given by what in physics is usually called “master equation”
(in mathematics, the term is normally called “Kolmogorov equation”). One studies the
development of a conditioned probability function P(x, t/x0, t0), the probability that the sto-
chastic variable is equal to x at time t when its value at time t0 was x0. Then, one presupposes
transition probabilities p(x, y) that the system during a short time interval changes from x to y.
The standard form for the time evolution equation, the master equation is then:

(20.1)

Note that x and y, both shall here attain discrete values. The first sum at the RHS represents
processes that change to value x from any value y during a short interval, while the last sum
represents processes that change from x to any other value. We do not denote the condition
x(0) � x0 explicitly, but rather consider that as an initial condition for the solution.

In most of the examples, the stochastic variable attains integer values in some interval,
usually starting at zero, sometimes including negative integers. We then usually use the
notation n instead of x for the variable. Also, in the processes of this chapter, it is assumed
that the transitions during a short time interval only imply a change of one unit, from n to
n � 1 or n � 1. That means that x and y in the equation (20.1) above, only differ by 1.

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the general features of these equations and
their solutions. I will also take up some problems that can arise in the interpretations and
also in the general handling. Some of the examples are widely used in these contexts, and some
represent a general random motion of diffusion type. The idea here is to show the formal-
ism in some detail in order to illustrate some important principles and methods. There are
many applications for the themes of biological physics. The chapter starts with a standard
example, the Poisson process. Then, there is a detailed treatment of a model with a small
number of states with a main purpose to demonstrate the solution method, based on matrix
methods. This method is applicable to all models here, and also for more general ones, but
with many states, it is necessary to use an advanced calculation program. The next two mod-
els concern systems with absorbing states, which in these models can mean population dynam-
ics, where the populations can become extinct. If this is the case, the stochastic process after
sufficient time must end in the extinct states with probability 1. The two models show some
features of that which at a first sight can look confusing. The first model concerns a diffusion
kind of dynamics, and it is easily seen that the average is constant. Still, after long time it shows
extinction with probability 1. The point is that it with a small probability can grow to large
values without any limits. The other model has a non-linear decay, which in a simple aver-
age picture suggests that there would be a stable, stationary state with a definite non-zero
average. Still, as it comprises an extinct state, it must after long time end in that state. This is
true, but the point here is that this may take a very long time, and the formalism of that
models is intended to show that there is a long-lived distribution, and to calculate an estimate
of the decay (extinction) time. This decay time can be very long; it provides a metastable
distribution that corresponds to the average picture. That aspect is similar in several of the
examples: one has a step model where a general solution is given by a sum of contributions
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represented by exponential decays with certain decay rates which can be calculated. One then
puts the main emphasis on the slowest of all these decays which provides the important time
course. Then, there are some models, which show features of reaction dynamics. The first
shows how to formulate reaction dynamics as a stochastic process with its results. In particu-
lar, we here show an instance of what is referred to as the fluctuation–dissipation theorem. The
next two examples illustrate questions of reaction rates  and they shall be interpreted as pro-
viding relevant time constants. There are two different situations. In the first, one considers a
particle moving randomly by diffusion motion, and which can become bound, here repre-
sented as being in a group of states of higher probability. This shows aspects of the interpre-
tation of rates in diffusion-controlled processes. The other shows two basic states separated by
a barrier, which in this case means a sequence of improbable steps. In both of these models,
the formalism is to calculate non-stationary probability distributions associated with slowest
possible rates of the stochastic process, which correspond to slow transition rates. Finally, we
show an example with a process that easily can be misinterpreted. Similar processes as this
have lead to misinterpreted results in the past. The model shows a population, which can start
by an improbable mutation, and when it has started can grow fast, exponentially.

One often represents states of macromolecules by discrete variables like those in some of
the models, and considers randomly driven changes of conformations by this kind of stochas-
tic formalism. One gets stochastic descriptions of chemical reactions and a way to treat fluc-
tuations in this way with stochastic variables representing numbers of reacting molecules.

20A Poisson process

The first one is a kind of archetype of an unbounded Markov process. The states are all the
integers from zero to infinity, and the process can proceed stepwise upwards with constant
transition intensities. It is reasonable that the process starts at the value zero. The probability
function is written P(n, t/0, t � 0) � Pn(t). The Master equation with constant intensities w is:

(20.2)

This is most conveniently solved by starting from small n values: 0, 1,…, and recursively
going to larger values. First:

This fulfils the initial condition P0(t � 0) � 1. For the next state, we have:
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where we use the previous expression for P0 and the initial condition P1(t � 0) � 0. The
general transition probability is:

(20.3)

which is a Poisson distribution that grows towards larger states with time. The average is a
standard result from elementary probability theory:

(20.4)

20B Processes with a small number of states and constant 

transition probabilities

We will here take up and go in details about processes that represent a rather small number
of steps with given constant transition probabilities. As we shall see, this leads to a standard
method for solutions. This part is quite detailed, as the solution method is important also for
further models, and I think it deserves a detailed presentation.

In a general scope, we do not put any restrictions on the number of states. The processes
can be branched, which means that some substrates are connected to two or more other
substrates. The process can then also contain loops, which means that there can be several
pathways between two states. (Another way to say that is there are paths which start and
end at the same state, and which do not pass the same states.) There can also be absorbing
states, which are discussed in other sections, such that the system stops at these states during
the timescales we consider. We will also speak about the subsystems of a “system”, which
we don’t need to specify further for the general framework.

A primary application for these equations is about macromolecule dynamics, where the
states represent macromolecule structure states, which can go over to each other, and where
the rates also fulfil free energy conditions. This means that a quotient of transition proba-
bilities between two states should be equal to the corresponding equilibrium constant,
given by the difference of free energy of the states. For processes with loops, the principle
of detailed balance becomes relevant and must be taken into account, as discussed a lot in
various contexts here. That means that unless there is an external free energy source, all
pairs of states can be pairwise in equilibrium with each other. This is discussed a lot in this
book. Free energies are here a good measure of the stability of the various states. What the
principle of detailed balance means is that if one goes along different paths between the same
two states, both paths must lead to the same change in free energy. One cannot go along a
path from a particular state to itself and gain free energy. (One cannot go strictly down-
wards and return to the starting-point.) If there is a free energy source, this is altered: it is
possible to drive a system to go in a circle by driving it. (And one can get to the starting-point
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by “loading” extra energy.) We remark that there are examples of processes where states have
other interpretations, and where detailed balance is not necessarily valid.

20C Formalism: matrix method

The various states are numbered in some way 0, 1, 2, 3… and we denote the probability for
state ‘i’ as Pi. Here we use a rate terminology and speak about a transition rate kji from 
state ‘i’ to ‘j ’, rather than a transition probability. (This is only a change of terminology.)
Seen in the previous terms, with probability function Pi, the probability of a transition from
‘i’ to ‘j’ per time unit is kjiPi.

Thus, there can be a network of states, connected to other states through the transition
rates. If there are paths connecting every state with all others, we have an ergodic situation.
In particular, that means that there is a well-defined equilibrium distribution, which doesn’t
change with time and which involves all states. For an ergodic system, any starting distri-
bution will lead to the equilibrium distribution after sufficiently long times.

Equilibrium between connected pairs means that

Detailed balance means that the rate constants are such that this relation is valid for all
pairs. If there are no loops, this is always possible, and when there are loops, this means
that the products of all rates going in one direction along the loop, kijkjlklm … is equal to the
product of rates in the opposite direction: kmlkljkji.

As already said, it can be possible to have one or several absorbing states, which also can
involve a group of states. By that we mean states or group of states, from which there are no
connecting transition rates to other states of the system. Formally, an absorbing state ‘j’
means that there are transition rates of type kji leading to that state, but that the reverse rates kij

are lacking (we may say equal to zero). There are transition possibilities that lead to these
states, and the system get stuck in these states. There can be several absorbing states or group
of states. There can be a group of states between which there are mutual transition rates, but
no transitions to states outside that group. With absorbing states, the system will eventually get
stuck in any of these, and with several such possibilities, there are several possible end states.
The probability for the final destination will depend on the initial conditions.

The master equation can then be written as:

(20.5)

As the coefficients are constants, the solutions are simple exponential functions. A general
solution of the equation is:
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� designates the particular solutions with Ea as a set of characteristic rates. The coefficients
Ci,� are determined by initial conditions at t � 0. There is always at least one type of solution
“a” for which Ea � 0. In an ergodic system, where all states are connected, there is only one
such solution, which represents the equilibrium distribution. If there is one or several absorb-
ing states, Ea � 0 correspond to such states.

To proceed with the formalism, one introduces a matrix M, the elements of which are
given by the transition rate constants:

Mij � kij when i �j

and

Thus, the set of differential equations can be written as:

The particular solutions in the exponential sum above are given by eigenvectors of this
matrix. We see that due to the definition of Mii, it is valid that:

This is a criterion that there is (at least) one eigenvalue equal to zero, corresponding to an
end distribution, in particular, an equilibrium distribution. The eigenvalue is either zero or
negative. The characteristic rates shown in eq. (20.6), of �Ea, are the eigenvalues of the
matrix M.

For a symmetric matrix, a matrix for which Mij � Mji, there are some results for these
that are not generally valid. Most of the matrices in our applications are, however, not sym-
metric. If detailed balance is valid, it is possible to redefine quantities to get a symmetric
matrix, and then some results for symmetric matrices are valid, in particular, the eigenvalues;
the E rates are real. More general matrices can have complex eigenvalues (always with 
negative real parts).

The particular solutions, providing the exponential sum, are given by the eigenvectors of
M, and we can write:
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The notation should be clear: ‘i’ and ‘j’ designate the states, a the particular eigenvalue and
corresponding particular solution of the differential equation system.

For non-symmetric matrices (and most of our models are of that type), we also have to
consider left hand eigenvectors za

I such that:

The y and z eigenvectors are orthogonal to each other, which means:

They can always be normalised so that:

Next, consider the formal solution presented above:

This can be expressed with the y eigenvectors:

The C-coefficients in this expression are independent of the states and denote the relative
weights of the particular solutions. When t � 0, this becomes:

This leads to the initial value problem. We assume that the values of the probabilities, Pi,
are known at the onset when t � 0. This may mean that the system is in a particular state, 
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i.e., only one Pi is different from zero, or we may have a particular initial distribution.
Whatever we have, the next problem is to determine the C-coefficients for these known initial
values. The number of states is equal to the number of particular solutions, the coefficients
of which are to be determined. This can be done directly by the use of the left hand z eigen-
vectors. By using the orthogonality and normalisation relations above, we get:

Thus, we get complete solutions for these step process models. These matrix manipulations
are easily used in modern computer calculation programs.

(20.7)

Some numerical examples: We show some examples in order to demonstrate the formalism.
The examples are chosen to provide simple numerical results, nothing else. These are example
with three substrates which all are directly connected to each other.

(1) The first example implies detailed balance.
Rates in clockwise direction are:
Step 1 → 2, k21 � 2, Step 2 → 3, k32 � 2, Step 3 → 1, k13 � 1
And in anti-clockwise direction:
Step 1 → 3, k31 � 4, Step 3 → 2, k23 � 1, Step 2 → 1, k12 � 1
The product of the rate constants is the same in both directions, the requirement for detailed
balance.
The matrix is:

Eigenvalues are: 0 (equilibrium), –4 and –7.
The respective eigenvectors are
Equilibrium: (1/7, 2/7, 4/7)
Corresponding to eigenvalue –4: (0, –1, 1)

to eigenvalue –7: (3, –1, –2)
The corresponding, normalised left eigenvalues are
Equilibrium (1, 1, 1)
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Corresponding to eigenvalue –4: (0, –2/3, 1/3),
to eigenvalue –7: (–2/7, 1/21, 1/21)

The set of differential equations is:

The previous formalism and the expressions above provide the solution that starts at state
‘3’, i.e. with P3 � 1, P1 � P2 � 0:

Next, take a slightly changed scheme, where detailed balance is not valid with transition
rates:
Clockwise direction:
Step 1 → 2, k21 � 2, Step 2 → 3, k32 � 1, Step 3 → 1, k13 � 1
Anticlockwise direction:
Step 1 → 3, k31 � 2, Step 3 → 2, k23 � 2, Step 2 → 1, k12 � 1
The matrix is:

Eigenvalues are: 0 (equilibrium), –4 and –5.
The respective eigenvectors are
Equilibrium: (1/5, 1/2, 3/10)
Corresponding to eigenvalue –4: (0, –1, 1)

and to eigenvalue –5: (–1, 0, 1)
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The corresponding, normalised left eigenvalues are:
Equilibrium (1, 1, 1)
Corresponding to eigenvalue –4: (1/2, –1/2, 1/2),

and to eigenvalue –5: (–4/5, 1/5, 1/5)
The set of differential equations is:

The solution that starts with P3 � 1, the others � 0 is

Finally, we make a further variation to get a situation with complex eigenvalues. (This is
probably not much encountered in realistic models relevant for our purposes, but it is shown
for demonstrating all possibilities.) We choose a symmetric example with a clear rotation
tendency. All rates in each direction are the same, but the rates of different directions differ.
Clockwise direction:
Step 1 → 2, k21 � 2, Step 2 → 3, k32 � 2, Step 3 → 1, k13 � 2
Anti-clockwise direction:
Step 1 → 3, k31 � 1, Step 3 → 2, k23 � 1, Step 2 → 1, k12 � 1
The matrix is:

Eigenvalues are: 0 (equilibrium), �9/2 � �3/2i.
The respective eigenvectors are
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Equilibrium: (1/3, 1/3, 1/3)
Corresponding to the complex eigenvalues (�1/(2�3) � i/2, � 1/(2�3)–i/2, 1/�3) and the
complex conjugated: (�1/(2�3) � i/2, � 1/(2�3) � i/2, 1/�3).
The left-hand eigenvectors are similar to these ones, and we do not write them down. The
set of differential equations is:

The solution that starts at state ‘3’, i.e. with P3 � 1, P1 � P2 � 0: is

The solutions can be regarded as damped oscillations that go through the loop of three
states and eventually reach an equalised, equilibrium distribution.

Let us now consider some other types of stochastic processes.

20D A process with constant average and extinction possibility

The following is an interesting process, which may not correspond to any actual example
for our theme, but the features of which features are of a general relevance. It can refer to a
development of a population where the birth and death rates are the same. It has an absorb-
ing state, corresponding to an extinct population, but it is also constructed such that it can
go away to very large values and its average value is time independent. A process with the
latter property is called a martingale, which is an important concept in the study of stochas-
tic processes. Diffusion processes and random walk, which we also study here, are other 
examples of martingales. The process may refer to a population with any number of indi-
viduals, where we the probability transition rates for decrease (death) and increase
(growth) are the same, and proportional to the population number, equal to an.
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The stochastic (master) equation for the probability function P(n, t) is:

(20.8)

The relations for P(0) (extinction) and P(1) are:

The only time-independent end probability function is the extinct state, n � 0. One can see
directly from the stochastic equation that the average is constant: d�n�/dt � 0, that is the aver-
age remains equal to an original value. The system can be extinct, and in fact the probability
that the system becomes extinct goes to one at long times. However, there is a small probabil-
ity that the system grows unlimitedly, and this property allows the average to remain constant.

One can get analytic relations for general probability functions. We do not show the der-
ivation but present results for an initial situation with population 1, that is P(1, 0) � 1.

General results are:

(20.9)

These expressions can be verified in the equations above.
By direct calculation, one finds:

�n� � 1; �n2� � (1 � 2t) (20.10)

The probabilities go to zero for all n � 0 when time goes to infinity, while the average
remains constant and the variance grows proportional to time, as is the case for other mar-
tingale processes we have here, Random walk, diffusion and Brownian motion.
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20E Birth–death process with extinction

The next model can be regarded as a more realistic population model of birth and death
terms, which shows some important aspects of the probability formalism.

Assume a population of n individuals, and that the probability to grow is proportional to
this number and where the death rate is proportional to the square of that number. This
means that the death number increases at large populations, for instance by food shortage.
We can then think about a differential equation (deterministic equation) for changes of the
population:

(20.11)

A solution of this that starts with n � n0 at t � 0 is:

(20.12)

There is a stationary value, reached after long time: n � a/b. This value is stable in the
sense that the population will increase for any initial value of n less than a/b, and decrease
for any value larger than a/b. Any initial value of n provides a development that eventually
ends at n � a/b. n � 0, i.e. no population, is also a stationary value. If there is no popula-
tion at the start, there will never be any. Still, by this equation, any small starting value will
increase.

Next, look at this as a stochastic process with probabilities. We keep the notation and
regard an as a probability rate that a population of n individuals increase by one unit, and
that bn2 similarly is a probability rate for population decrease. If P(n, t) is the probability
distribution at time t, we get a probability equation (master equation) as

(20.13)

The probability description shows another appearance than the differential equation. The
stochastic process can only have one final, stationary possibility, viz. complete extinction:
n � 0: P(n � 0, t) � 1. Any initial population will eventually be extinct. How does that
relate to the results of the differential equation and a stable population at n � a/b? To
analyse that, we shall include a time-dependent probability distribution that decays slowly
and remains for a considerable time. As the result show relevant features for this type of
processes, we do it in some detail.
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As the time is not appearing explicitly, one expects the time dependence of such a solu-
tion to be proportional to an exponential factor e�r t, where r has the role as an eigenvalue.
We write a solution that may remain after considerable time as:

(20.14)

P0 represents the extinct state, the only possible stationary distribution: P0(n � 0) � 1,
P0(n) � 0 for all n � 0. As the probabilities shall always be positive numbers and the sum
of all probabilities shall be one for all times, it must be valid that:

Thus:

(20.15)

r is a rate by which the P1 distribution vanishes. Consider a situation with a, considerably
(at least a factor 10) larger than b, which means that the “stationary solution” of the differ-
ential equation, a/b is not small. (It needs not be very large.) Consider such a solution
where r is much smaller than the time constants a and b. We assume that this is the case,
and verify that claim in the final result. Relations for the lowest values of n are:

(20.16)

Now, assume that r is much smaller than a and b, which means that one can neglect the
LHS expressions of the relations for n � 1, 2, 3, (Note the first P1(0) is the negative sum of
all other probabilities, and is much larger than P1(1).) From the equation for n � 1, we then
get P1(2) � (a � b)/4b � P1(1), from the next relation: P1(3) � (2a � 4b)/9b � P1(2) – a/9b �
P1(1). Then, use the expression for P1(2) to get that expressed in of P1(1). In this way, all
P1(n) are expressed in terms of P1(1), and so is the sum of all P1(n). P1(0) is given by 
eq. (20.15), and the relation eq. (20.16) between P1(0) and P1(1) then provides a value of
the time constant r.

This works, but we can simplify the procedure. We would get rather simple analytic expres-
sions if it were valid that a P1(1) � 4b P1(2), 2a P1(2) � 9b P1(3), 3b P1(3) � 16b P1(4)
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and so on. One easily sees that this is not quite correct. However, when considering the
expressions carefully, one can also see that a correct solution is not far from that.

Let us introduce a function that fulfils these simplified expressions:

in general f(n) � (a/b)n[n!/[(n+1)!]]2 � (a/b)n/[(n+1)!(n+1)].
Then write: P1(n) � f(n)g(n) P1(1).
g(n) is a correction of the simplified expression. Put this in the set of equations, and 

we get

Generally,

and thus, g(n � 1) – g(n) � n! (a/b)n.
If we put g(1) � 1, we get . The terms of this series decrease

as long as m is relatively small. Then, it looks as if g(n) goes to a constant value and this
can be used for the important probabilities P1(n). In fact, the terms of this sum turn and
later increase for large values of m. However, this will be the case for values of n where
P1(n) decreases rapidly, and will not contribute significantly to the sum of P1(n). It is a
good approximation to put P1(n) � f(n) g1P1(1), where g1 is a value of g(n) for some small
n-value. (This determines the accuracy of the approximation, but as we mainly look for an
estimate, the actual choice is not relevant.)

An appropriate approximation is:

(20.17)

Next, we shall calculate . There is an exact relation for the main sum:
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If x here is relatively large (at least equal to 10), then the integrand is largest close to the upper
limit. A good approximation of the integral is equal to ex/x(1 – 1/x). Thus, we get a relation:

Use this for (20.16):

�rP1(0) � bP1(1)

This now gives an expression for the rate r (the probability of extinction per time):

(20.18)

If a/b is 10 or larger, this is a small number, meaning that the extinction rate is small and a
probability distribution represented by P1(n) will survive for a considerable time. If a � 10,
b � 1, r � a exp(�a/b) � 0.000045, 1/r � 22000 time units. Larger values of a provide
more extreme values. a � 20, b � 1, yields r � 4 �10�8, 1/r � 2.4 �107 time units.

Still more, if a � 100, b � 1, then r � 4 � 10�44; 1/r � 2.7 � 1043 time units. Our results
show that if the quotient a/b is large, which corresponds to a large “stationary population”, then
the probability of extinction is very small even after long times. The population remains and,
not unexpected, the probability distribution, represented by P1(n) has a maximum close to a/b.
(If a/b is very large, the maximum is at n � a/b, while for a/b � 10, the maximum is at n � 9.)

What we see here is that even if there is only one stationary possibility, meaning that
everything gets extinct, there can be a time-dependant contribution which survives for very
long times and thus can be interpreted as a “metastable” distribution that corresponds to the
actual “deterministic differential equation description”. There need not be any contradiction
here, although it is true that for any stochastic formulation of population dynamics, where
the system can get extinct, the only true stationary probability distribution is the extinct one.

20F Reaction kinetics as step processes

Chemical reactions are also driven by fluctuations. Molecules move by diffusion and ran-
domly encounter each other. If positions and internal states are appropriate, molecules can
bind to each other or re-distribute bonds—reactions occur. This also concerns splitting of
bonds, which can be considered similar to our previous discussion of barrier passage and
macromolecule transitions.

Chemical reactions, in biological contexts often considered in networks are generally cal-
culated by deterministic equations, representing average numbers. This is mostly appropriate
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as the number of reacting molecules is large, and correlations small. Stochastic features are
primarily relevant when molecules appear in small numbers. This can well occur in cells,
where important molecules may exist in only a few copies, and even be missing. Then, a sto-
chastic treatment is important (Gillespie, 1977; Berg, 1978). There is a recent review by
Paulsson (2005) (see also Hanggi, 1983; Paulsson and Ehrenberg, 2001).

Here we restrict ourselves to simple examples, with some far-reaching results. The simplest
example of a chemical reaction is similar to what we have previously. A certain substrate can
appear in two forms A and B, and we can have transitions that usually are described in the form:

A ↔ B

There are rates going from A to B, and conversely, directly corresponding to the transition
probabilities in the previous descriptions. As there, we have frequencies for the two states
(there is only one rate constant here):

(20.19)

It is customary to write rates in reaction schemes with letter k, that is kAB for the rate from
A to B, and kBA for the reverse process. The general result is that the exponential rate r is
equal to (kAB + kBA), and

These represent frequencies, and their sum shall be one. PA,1 and PA,2 are to be determined
by the condition at t � 0, and their sums shall be zero. If, for instance, there was no B at
t � 0, then PB,1 � �PA,1 � �PB,0. The quotient of the equilibrium frequencies provides
the equilibrium constant, equal to the quotient between the rate constants. (All this should
be common knowledge.) We go one step further and ask for the probability to find NA mol-
ecules in A-form and NB in B-form. The total number of molecules, NA � NB shall of course
be constant, equal to Ntot. This is not the same kind of quantity as before, and we may get
these probabilities by a more complex equation. Write the probability to have N molecules
of form A at time t (and thus Ntot – N of form B) as P(N, t). Then, we get a master equation:
(The k stands for transition probabilities):

(20.20)

Although we have not really made the problem more complicated, we have got to a seemingly
more complex equation. The various terms represent transitions leading to a state with exactly
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N molecules of A-form. The first term at the RHS provides the transition by one of (N � 1) 
A-forms, and the second the transition by one of (Ntot � N � 1) B-forms. The last term repre-
sents transitions leading from the state with N A-forms, either (the first term in the parenthe-
sis), from A to B, or, (the second term) in the opposite direction from any of (Ntot – N) B-forms.

The equation may look unfamiliar, and without previous experience of that kind of rela-
tions, it is unclear how to proceed. There are general methods of this kind of relations, but as
they do not provide any insight in the problem, I will skip them here. We may use the experi-
ence from the previous treatment of the two-state problem above. The present problem should
be closely related to that, and there should be a close relation between the solutions. In fact,
there is. The present problem means that we consider a number of independent units of the
same type as before. We can use well-known standard relations for a number of independent
events, for instance tossing a coin, with two possibilities, ‘a’ or ‘b’ (see Section 17B). If the
probability to get ‘a’ at one event is p, then the probability to get ‘a’ n times after m trials is

These expressions appear many times in the book, see for instance, Section 18A, where
they have a similar meaning as here. This can now be used for our model, and the previous
relations for the one-unit model above with solutions, given by eq. (20.19), PB(t) � 1 � PA(t).
The expected solution to have NA A-forms among Ntot molecular units is

(20.21)

This can be verified by direct substitution in our equation and using the previous relations
for PA(t), PB(t). One can get expressions for the average and the correlation directly from
the equation for the probability distribution.

For the average we get, not unexpectedly:

(20.22)

which is what one should expect for the average, here an exact relation. The second term
contains the common kinetic rate, (kAB � kBA). This also gives the equilibrium value
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For the correlation CA(t) � C((NA(t) – �NA(t)�)2), we get:

(20.23)

The first term on the RHS is a kinetic expression, similar to that of the average. The factor
2 comes from the exponent 2. The second term, as we see from the above expression, is the
sum of the two flows (going A → B and B → A). This expression thus provides a relation
between the correlation function, which is a measure of the fluctuations around the averages,
and the average flows. It is a general expression, which can be generalised to a system of
reactions. It is again a manifestation of the relation between flows, dissipation, and fluctu-
ations and is often referred to as a form of the fluctuation–dissipation theorem. (It also goes
under other names.) It was examined in some details for gene-transmission processes in a
review by Paulsson (2005).

In fact, average relations normally work quite well for chemical reactions, also compli-
cated ones as the correlations normally are small, also down to fairly low numbers. Still,
there are situations in cells where there are very few copies of, for instance, some protein, and
here is also a possibility that there is none. One has to be cautious in such cases.

There are also cases, where the average picture may be deceptive, or, at least, incomplete.
One such situation is when the system can be extinct, and where an empty state is an absorb-
ing point—there are steps leading to it, but none from it.

20G Diffusion-controlled reaction as step process

The following model illustrates the rate assignments of chemical reactions. We consider a
kind of 1-D diffusion-controlled reaction by the following rules:

The system is characterised by a number of steps, ordered symmetrical around zero,
from n � �R to n � �R. The endpoints n � �R are supposed to be reflecting points.
Then, we assume a kind of bound state around n � 0, from n � �r to �r.

Then, consider a probability function P(n, t). Outside the bound state (n � r), we have a
discrete type of diffusion equation:

(20.24)

with D acting as a diffusion rate.
At the reflecting boundary, we have: P(R � 1, t) � P(R � 1, t) (The discrete equiva-

lence to the requirement that the length derivative is zero).
Inside the bound state, we may have another kind of diffusion coefficient:

(20.25)
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Then, assume that the rate from state n � r to n � r � 1 is given by a much smaller rate, q,
representing the escape from the bound state. Around n � r, we have equations:

(20.26)

q is assumed to be much smaller than D and V.
There is an equilibrium state with all probabilities of non-bonded states with |n| � r

equal to a value P1, and all probabilities of bonded states, |n| � r equal to another value P2.
From the stochastic equations follows that qP2 � DP1. The number of bonded states is
2r � 1, and the number of free states is 2(R � r).

As the total probability is 1, we get:

and the quotient between the total probability of bonded states to the total probability of
free states:

(20.27)

This quotient corresponds to an “equilibrium constant” of the reaction. Next, we want to
assign a reaction rate, and for that we calculate the lowest non-zero time rate of this reac-
tion scheme, provided by the set of equations and particular conditions given above. We
look for an exponential time behaviour as:

The equation is similar to what we have had previously. For free states, n � r, we get:

�cp1(n) � D[p1(n � 1) � 2p1(n) � p1(n � 1)]

An appropriate type of solution is provided by:

p1(n) � p1cos(kn � m) r � n � R
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The boundary relations at n � R shall be reflecting, which means that p(R � 1) � p(R � 1).
This is fulfilled if p(n) has a minimum at n � R. (It is reasonable that the probability

function decreases towards the upper boundary.) This means that we can write:

p1(n) � �p1cos[k(R � n)]

It follows from the relation above that the time constant c is equal to 2D(1 � cos(k)).
For the states within the bonded region, n � r, we shall have a symmetric function:

p2(n) � p2cos(k2 � n) n � r

The time constant c is then equal to 2V(1 – cos(k2)). It shall of course be equal to the pre-
vious value and it relates k and k2. These values and the constant m are then given by the
relation at the n � r boundary.

We can for a general situation have different diffusion constants V and D. The calcula-
tions are, however, much simplified if we put V � D, and we do so for the rest. This also
implies that k � k2.

Next, consider the boundary at n � r. Relevant relations for the probability functions
around that point are:

(n � r): �cp2(r) � Dp2(r � 1) � (D � q) p2(r) � Dp1(r � 1)
(n � r � 1): �cp1(r � 1) � qp2(r) � 2Dp1(r � 1) � Dp1(r � 2)

As both sets of probability functions obey relations: �cp(n) � D[p(n � 1) – 2Dp(n) �
p(n � 1)], this reduces to the following set of relations:

(20.28)

and we have p1(n) � P1cos(k(R � n)) and P2(n) � P2cos(kn).
The constraints provide relations for determining k and the quotient P1/P2. With R � 10,

r � 3, q/D � 0.1, we get values:

This describes a slow diffusion decay to an equilibrium distribution. In the latter, all states
within the bound region and all states outside that have the same amplitudes. Call the former
Pbound and the latter Pfree. Then, Pfree/Pbound � q. As these correspond to a time-independent
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probability distribution, their total value is 1: 2(R � r)Pfree � (2r � 1)Pbound � 1. Thus:
Pbound � 1/[2r � 1 � 2 (R � r)q]; Pfree � q/[2r � 1 � 2(R � r)q].

There is an equilibrium constant:

(20.29)

20H Barrier passage as step process

Step processes can describe transitions over barriers, where there are a number of unfavourable
steps that must be passed until downward steps can lead to a final state, and we can also think
about a reversed process, from the latter state, over the barrier to the initial state.

We can see this as starting from the states, from which we go “upwards”, which simply
means that the upward step transition rate is considerably smaller, we choose a factor a,
than the reversed transition rate. A number of similar steps lead to a top state with a very
small probability in an equilibrium distribution. Then, there are steps going in reverse,
downwards towards an end state.

Formally, we write k1,0 � k2,1 � … � kN,N�1 � a � 1 for the steps leading upwards
from starting state ‘0’, and k0,1 � k1,2 � … � kN�1,N � 1 for the reversed states going
downwards from ‘N’ to ‘0’. ‘N’ is considered the top state. Further steps form that goes
downwards to an end state ‘M’:

kN�1,N � kN�2,N�1 � … � kM�1,M � 1

Steps from ‘M’ go upwards:

kM�1,M � kM�2,M�1 � … � kN�1,N � a

There are typical step process differential equations:

and similar relations for the later part of the process.
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dPM/dt � �aPM � PM�1 for the very first step,

Finally, for the top state, we have:

As previously, for the general formalism, we look for eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.
There is an equilibrium distribution which go down by a factor a for each upgoing step:

In particular, we are here interested in the transition rate, from a first lowest state, over the
barrier to the final state. This is represented by a low eigenvalue, corresponding to a long
time of change. There is in these processes just one such low eigenvalue, with much lower
transition rate than other which merely establish equilibrium relations between neighbour-
ing states, and processes going downwards.

The probability of the top state (N) compared to that of the starting state (0) is aN, which
should be a small number.

It is not too difficult to make calculations directly from the use of differential equations,
assuming solutions with a certain, small eigenvalue. This, means that it should be propor-
tional to exp(�Et), where E is the eigenvalue. One may then assume that the eigenvalue E
is much smaller than other ones, and calculate expressions that are linear in E.

To make things somewhat simpler, assume that there are an equal number of steps
(N � 1) in the first part as in the last one, which means that M � 2N � 1. The process is
then completely symmetric, which also leads to a symmetric solution. The eigenfunctions
of the lowest eigenvalue are the same with opposite signs along the two outer parts:

Then, successively calculate the Pn from n � 0, up to the top state and keep terms 
independent and proportional to N. That means that we neglect terms of higher order in the
small eigenvalue. This leads to a relation:
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Thus, we get an expression for E where we can also neglect the last terms in the right hand
denominator:

(20.30)

This agrees well with more complete calculations with the general step process method
described separately, and the eigenvector that corresponds to this eigenvalue provides very
well the complete transition process very well. Other eigenvalues and details of the process
play a minor role.

These terms then directly correspond to a two-state process:

This process goes towards an equilibrium with NA � NB by a rate 2k, i.e. an exponential
decay, exp (�2kt), Thus, k, corresponds to E/2 in the model.

As discussed previously, what these calculations lead to are decays towards an equilibrium
distribution. This is not the same as one would interpret as “transition from A to B”. Intuitively,
one assigns that role to k, the rates of the reaction scheme, which in this case corresponds to E/2.

The obvious interpretation of “the rate from A to B” is to redefine the step process and
let one of the endpoints be an absorbing state. In that way, we calculate a first time appearance
at one end point when the process started at the other end point. One again looks for the
lowest eigenvalue of the process, and again, one can make direct successive calculations of
the probability functions and taking terms linear in the eigenvalue. This can be done here,
and it is clear that this transition rate is close to E/2, but not exactly equal. Such rates can
also be obtained through a flow consideration with a stationary flow passing from one end
point to the other. This flow provides directly the first passage time or the time from an end-
point to another, absorbing end point.

For most purposes, however, these rates can be considered essentially equal. This is also
the case for an asymmetric situation. Assume a situation with a first part shorter than the
latter, i.e. M � 2N. One can then calculate first passage times from either of the end states
to the other. These agree well with the similar calculations for a symmetric case, and then
equal to half the rate towards equilibrium distribution. The corresponding lowest eigen-
value is again equal to the sum of rates in a reaction scheme, and, again, these are close to,
although not exactly equal to the first passage time calculation.

20I When an average picture goes wrong: mutations and 

exponential growth

A situation where the average picture can go totally wrong can occur in population dynamics
or in questions about evolution of new functions.
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Assume a certain species A, which can mutate and lead to a well-fit species B, which,
once formed will divide by a certain rate, and then give rise to an exponential growth. This
kind of situation is by no means unrealistic. It can be treated by our developed methods.

The mutation step A → B is assumed to be improbable, with a low probability rate q.
Once formed, the division B → 2B goes rapidly with probability rate k.
A relation for the average number of B is:

which gives the solution if the number of B at the onset is zero:

(20.31)

Clearly, B once formed increases exponentially. The result implies that, even if the quotient
q/k is very small, this average may attain appreciable values at not too large times.

The result is strange, and misleading. To see that, let us go to numbers. Let k be 1 (thus
determining the timescale) and q, as proposed, small, equal to 10�6. Then, at a time 20
(timescale 1/k), the expression shows that �NB�/(NA) is equal to 10�6 � e20 � 400. So, if we
started with one mutated A-species, there are, on the average, 400 B-species after 20 time
steps. And these grow by a further factor e every time step.

Now, is this really correct? Well, the average is correctly calculated, the point is only that
it is not a really meaningful concept here.

Let us instead look at probabilities. The probability that A mutates after a time 1/k is q/k,
that is 10�6. The probability that A has mutated after 20 time steps is about 20q/k, about
0.00002. The probability that no mutation has occurred is thus 0.99998. The probability
that B has grown to 400 species is still smaller. The probability is very small that the system
had grown to the average value.

What went wrong with the average picture? Let us again look at probabilities, and con-
sider the conditioned probabilities after an original mutation. That is, N � 1 at time 0.

The master equation for the probability is:

dP(N, t) � k[N � 1) P(N � 1, t) � NP(N, t)]

with solution

P(N, t | N (0) � 1) � e�kt (1 � e�kt)N (20.32)
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The average �N(t)t� is equal to ekt. With kt � 20, this is equal to 4 � 106.
In fact, the situation is similar to that of a lottery with a small probability to win a large

sum of money. If one can win one million euros with the probability 1/one million, the
average gain is €1. A small probability times a large gain gives a not too small average. Our
model shows just this: There is a small probability of a mutation, but if a mutation occurs,
the molecule number grows fast to yield a large average.

One can meet erroneous conclusions of this type in some discussions of population
dynamics or evolution theory, based upon equations for averages. The example shows that
one must be cautious, and that it is easy to get inappropriate results.

When understood correctly, this model also gives a very important hint to the appearance
of organisation. There may be a very small probability for a certain event, but if that event
occurs, the gain can be great. For instance this has implications on a spontaneous appearance
of organisation in a simple system with rather unspecific events. Then, with a small probabil-
ity, although not unrealistically small, something can occur which leads to a rapid increase
due to some improved reproduction and, maybe new, emergent properties. This event in spite
that it is very rare, provides very important features, and may then stand out even in a very
unsystematic mixture.

§ 21 BROWNIAN MOTION: FIRST DESCRIPTION

Brownian motion, mentioned above is an important object as a starting point, but it also
illustrates a number of important concepts for the continuation, and its formalism is also
central for further development.

21A Introduction

The principal object of study is a particle moving in a liquid, small enough to be influenced
by the underlying molecular motion. The motion demonstrates the concepts mentioned here,
dissipation and fluctuation. Its motion is governed by forces from the molecules. These forces
can be regarded as being of two kinds. One is a systematic force that damps the motion, by an
exchange of energy and momentum between the Brownian particle and the molecules of the
liquids. This provides a dissipation, and is assumed to be proportional to the velocity. The
other force concerns irregular interactions from incessant collisions between the molecules of
the liquid and the particle under study. Most of times, these constitute forces that almost com-
pensate and provide small net results. However, rare and large fluctuations provide consider-
able influences. Molecules colliding against our particle from different directions may give
the particle a significant push in some direction. The motion is damped by the systematic,
damping force component, but the rare, large encounters, may make particle to move in new
directions. In these encounters, there is no preferred direction, and the particle all the time
changes its direction and its velocity. For the formalism, one assumes that such strong pushes
are fairly rare, and represent a highly singular type of random force, which at each moment is
entirely independent of whatever has happened previously. This is hardly a realistic picture as
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no event is entirely independent of previous events; although it works well as an approximate,
idealised view, and is appropriate for the formalism and its results. The combined influences
of the force types will bring the particle in equilibrium with the molecules in the liquid. Its
velocity distribution shall be the same (Maxwell distribution) as that of the molecules, and the
average of its kinetic energy will (as for all molecules) be equal to 3kBT/2. (As above, kB is
Boltzmann’s constant, and T absolute temperature.)

This provides exactly what we mean by diffusion, an irregular way by which particles
are spread out in the system. As in the formalism of diffusion, the Brownian particle is
spread out in such a way that the average of the square of the distance from an original pos-
ition is proportional to time. The proportionality constant gives a relation that corresponds
to the diffusion constant.

The Brownian particle can also be influenced by external, more conventional forces. For
instance, it can be a charged particle (ion) driven by a constant force in an electric field. The
particle is damped and achieves a constant velocity as a balance between the damping and
the force. This means that energy is taken up by the particle from the force field and by the
damping force distributed among the basic molecules according to the tendency of equilib-
rium. This is exactly what is meant by dissipation.

So, the two force components, the damping one, and the irregular, pushing one, show these
two aspects, dissipation and fluctuation. They are consequences of the same kind of inter-
actions between the particle and the underlying structure, and thus closely related. In the
formalism, they contain the same proportionality constants. Together they provide equilibrium
energy of the Brownian particle. The average and the variance of its energy are to be equal to
the averages of all energies of the various degrees of freedom of the system. This requires
a certain consistency in the influencing terms in equations dealing with Brownian motion,
which also appears in what is called fluctuation–dissipation theorems, formulated in many
different ways but based on the same principle.

21B Formalism

We here take up the basic formalism for Brownian motion and important results. These will
then be continued to further relevant situations.

We start from the general law of motion: Acceleration is force/mass, which provides a
differential equation. In the simplest case, we only treat the velocity v, and the acceleration
is simply its time derivative dv/dt. As said, the force will have two components, one propor-
tional to the velocity, and one irregular. In order to avoid too many constants, we at this
stage include the particle mass in the defined quantities and write:

(21.1)

The first term is the damping component, and g is proportionality constant. The second
term is the irregular component. It takes some value at each instant, but that value is
assumed to be completely independent of previous values. This can be expressed by the
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correlation function (see above) at two different times. As previously, we write �…� for
averages. Then,

at two different times. The correlation function for Firr at the same time is very singular, and
we do not give any value for that. Instead, we introduce a very singular kind of function d(t),
appreciated by physicists, but not by mathematicians. (There are strict mathematical ways
to formulate these features.) d(t) is considered as a kind of generalised function that is
strictly zero for all times, t, which are not zero, and such that the integral over any interval
which includes t � 0 is equal to one: 

(21.2)

The integral over any interval that does not include t � 0 is (of course) zero. The stochastic
Brownian force is defined such that its correlation function is proportional to a d-function:

(21.3)

We here define F as force/mass. The constant in front of the d-function is what is required
for a consistency with general result and the fluctuation–dissipation requirement.

Next, we write the basic equation for Brownian motion without external force. This is
known as the Langevin equation:

(21.4)

This equation is relatively straightforward to handle and provides all results we wish to get
for Brownian motion. In particularly, one can calculate all kinds of averages. We can take
the average of all terms as they stand. Put vav � �v�. As the average of the irregular force is
zero, we get simply:

(21.5)

which, is the equation of an exponentially decreasing function. A solution is:
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where v0 is an initial velocity. A particle that at the onset had a certain velocity v0, continues in
the same direction, with a declining velocity in a timescale given by the damping time 1/g.

One gets a solution of (21.4) which expresses the velocity as an integral over the random
force component:

(21.7)

This can be used for further development, and, in particular, to calculate correlation func-
tions. These are given by averages of products of two integrals containing random force
components. This leads to an integral over a correlation function of the irregular force, thus
the d-function. That integral falls out simply, and one gets the desired result: 

(21.8)

This is important and shows the consistency in the explicit choice of the proportionality
factor for the irregular force given by the delta-function. It means that the average value of
the kinetic energy of the Brownian particle in equilibrium is the same as the average energy of
all other particles, which is what the classical statistical thermodynamics requires.

One can continue with expressions for the position x(t) as function of time. The velocity
is of course the time derivative of the position, and the previous equation becomes:

(21.9)

The average of the position can be calculated easily:

(21.10)

where x0 is the starting position and v0 the initial velocity. The second term signifies the
average distance (v0/g) travelled by the particle along the direction of the velocity.

Again, we are interested in the correlation function, the average of the square of the dis-
placement from the initial position at a time t. We can use the above expression for velocity,
which again leads to products of integrals with the irregular force component and d-functions,
which according to their definition leads to simple integrals. The final result is:
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The actual path is very irregular, and no direction is preferred. This result means that irre-
spective of direction, the square of the distance the particle travels from an initial position is
proportional to time. This is an important and very general result. It is the case for many
similar models, and is independent on the number of dimensions. The results here are valid
for one space direction, but the results are the same for a motion in the ordinary three space
directions. It is also the general result for diffusion motion. Indeed, the motion of the Brownian
particle can be regarded as an example of diffusion of a large particle in a liquid. Diffusion
provides the same proportionality between the average square of the displacement and
time, and the proportionality factor is the diffusion constant. Therefore, we can identify the
diffusion constant of the Brownian particle, D as.

(21.12)

Note that g initially was introduced as a damping rate. This equation can be interpreted in
quite another, important way.

21C Brownian motion in linear force fields: fluctuation–dissipation theorem

Let us extend the differential equation by introducing a constant external force:

(21.13)

(We let here E be an actual force, and the division by the particle mass gives the correct
dimension.) As before, refer to an equation for velocities:

(21.14)

and take the average of each term. The irregular force does not contribute to the average,
and we get a result:

(21.15)

The last term is the same as before. The exponential terms go to zero at a timescale 1/g, and
then remains a constant result:
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Thus, a constant external force provides a proportional constant velocity. In an empty space,
it would have lead to a constant acceleration, and an ever-increasing velocity, but here, that
is damped out. (Note that �v� is proportional to E � t at small times.)

The proportionality between velocity and force is what we have, for instance for electric
currents, given by the average velocities of the electrons and which is proportional to a con-
stant electric force. Energy is transferred by interactions of our particle with the surround-
ing medium. The energies of all atoms increase, and temperature goes up a little, but is also
further spread out to any environment. This is what we have discussed previously as dissi-
pation, a constant power (energy per time) provided by the constant force being dissipated
among all the atomic degrees of freedom.

The quotient between the constant velocity and the force is usually called mobility, m,
and it is a measure of the dissipation. With the quantities introduced here, it is equal to
1/mg. Thus, with the result above for the diffusion constant, we get a relation:

(21.17)

The diffusion constant and the mobility are proportional, the proportionality factor simply
given by the temperature. This expression was derived by Einstein and Smoluchowski in
their first treatments of Brownian motion and referred to as the Einstein–Smoluchowski
relation. It is a form of the universal fluctuation–dissipation relation with D representing
fluctuations and m dissipation.

§ 22 DIFFUSION AND CONTINUOUS STOCHASTIC PROCESSES

Now, we go on to stochastic processes described in a continuous space, for which diffusion
is an obvious starting point. Distributions that can describe probabilities and also density
distributions are given by partial differential equations. For general probability distributions,
we get the so-called Fokker–Planck equations, which also can be regarded as a kind of limit
relations of master equations as considered in the preceding chapter. We also in this chapter
take up Gaussian processes.

22A Diffusion

Diffusion concerns the spreading of a non-uniform distribution of some substance in some
system, primarily in a liquid but also in gases or solids. It is important for the development
of substance distributions in biological systems. The diffusion can be regarded as governed by
random influences. There are no particular directions, no particular tendencies of motion.

We will see a number of models related to diffusion, in particular models more directly
related to random influences. There is Brownian motion, the study of the motion of particular
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particles influenced by random forces, which can be regarded as a basis of diffusion motion.
There is random walk, a purely random motion along particular steps at particular time steps.

For the diffusion formalism, we consider a distribution of a particular kind of matter, n(r, t),
in some region. This can be 1D, along some line (or curve), 2D, along a surface or 3D. r is
a vector in the region. There are two basic relations.

First, there is an equation, the continuity relation, which represents the fact that the total
matter is constant; it is not created nor annihilated anywhere. Besides the distribution, one
considers a flow of matter, a vector function: q(r, t) with components (qx, qy, qz). The con-
tinuity relation expresses the fact that the matter distribution is only changed by the flow:

(22.1)

This can be written in vector form as: 
n/
t � 	q.
The relation expresses the fact that the amount of matter in some region can only be changed

by the flow out from or into the region.
A further relation is due to the fact that the flow is caused by variations of the matter dis-

tributions, deviations of a strict constant distribution. For the simplest situation, it is assumed
that there is a linear relation between the flow and the variation of matter, provided by its
gradient, the vector formed by the derivatives in different directions: 

(22.2)

and similar in other directions. This is also written as q � D 	n
Here D is a constant, the diffusion constant with dimension (distance)2/(time). This rela-

tion is known as Fick’s law and is a typical expression of linear theory: a linear relation
between the flow and the deviation of complete equalisation.

When the flow is eliminated in these two relations, one gets the diffusion equation:

(22.3)

This can be considered for various situations and different dimensions.

1D case

First consider a 1D situation, diffusion a long a line. The equation then is:

(22.4)
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Look at the situation along a full line, when the distribution at the onset, t � 0 is 
concentrated at one point, x � x0.

The solution can be derived in many ways, for instance by using trigonometric 
expressions as in the step processes. We here write down the solution:

(22.5)

which can be confirmed by direct calculation. n0 is the total matter, which all the time is
constant: �n(x, t) dx � n0. We recognise n(x, t)/n0 as the normal distribution where the cen-
tral position is independent of time, equal to �x (n(x, t)/n0) dx = x0. The spreading of the dis-
tribution corresponds to the variance and is �(x � x0)

2 (n(x, t)/n0) � 2Dt. (compare formula
(17.2) for the normal distribution, also (19.2)–(19.6) for random walk). This is proportional
to time, and we find the same relation for several other models of random motion: random
walk and Brownian motion.

This expression can be used for a situation where there is a mass distribution n0(x) at the
onset. For instance, n0(x) can mean a constant concentration in some interval, being zero
outside. Then, the distribution at any time is given by an integral expression:

(22.6)

This is referred to as a Green function expression in mathematical physics.

Higher dimensions

For two or three dimensions, this kind of expression can be used for each direction. For a
situation in three dimensions where all directions are equally relevant, a solution can be
expressed by the distance r to the initial point:

(22.7)

Spherical symmetric situation

A general diffusion in three dimensions can be fairly difficult to treat because of difficult
geometries. One gets a rather simple situation if the geometry is spherical symmetric. 
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This means that the distribution only depends on the distance to some point. This is the case
if the distribution at the onset is spherical symmetric. It may start out from a particular
point or a spherical region and then spread in all directions. It should also mean that the
system itself is spherical symmetric, for instance a sphere round an original starting point.

When the distribution function only depends on the distance r to a certain centre, the 
diffusion equation becomes:

(22.8)

The normal distribution function in three dimensions, above is a solution and it can be 
confirmed by direct calculation.

22B Diffusion-controlled reactions

We can here go to a situation encountered in the step equation form in the previous chapter,
and which describes a diffusion-controlled reaction, where the system is determined by the
following steps. (A similar model based on discrete steps is considered in Section 20G):

1. The distribution n(r, t) is confined to a spherical region r � R. At the boundary, we have
a reflecting condition, which is expressed by the condition: 
n/
r � 0 when r � R.

2. There is an absorbing region at r � r0, which represents a strong binding site. As in the
step equations, this corresponds to a condition: n(r0, t) � 0.

The solution for this situation is similar to that of the discrete equations—Chapter 20. 
A spherical symmetric solution of the equation that fulfils the absorbing condition at r � r0

is given by the following expression:

(22.9)

Again, this can be confirmed by direct calculation. The sine function is such that n(r0) � 0 for
all times, which should be the case at an absorbing boundary. n0 is a constant that deter-
mines the total density.

This shall fulfil the reflecting condition at the outer boundary, which yields a relation for k;

(22.10)

This can be written as:
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which is a relation for k. There is an infinite sequence of solutions for k, and a general solu-
tion should be a sum over contributions of different k-values. The most relevant solution,
however, is given by the smallest k-value. (Compare similar treatments in Chapter 20.)

We can assume that R is much larger than r0, and some consideration shows that the
solution provides a relatively small value of kR. One can then expand the tan function: 
tan (x) � x � x3/3, and get a relation: 

(22.12)

The time–factor in the expression above has the form exp(�Dk2t); thus there is a rate
q � Dk2 � Dr0/R

3, which can be interpreted as a main binding rate, the rate for absorption
at r � r0.

In a reaction scheme, we can in accordance to previous models interpret this as the on-rate,
the binding rate in a chemical reaction scheme where the approach to the binding site and the
binding is determined by diffusion (there is no further barrier). The dissociation rate, the
rate of leaving the binding site is q/K when K is an equilibrium constant. As in previous
models, this is appropriate when the K is large, when the binding is strong and the dissociation
much slower than the association.

22C Gaussian processes

Gaussian processes constitute an important class of stochastic processes. These are charac-
terised by that their probability functions are given as (multi-variate) Gaussian (normal)
distributions, which are exponentials of a quadratic expression. With one changing variable,
x, it is valid that:

(22.13)

for the probability that X(t1) � x1,…,X(ti) � xi,… . (This does not necessary describe 
a Markov process; thus all observations at various times are relevant.) C is a normalisation
factor, and �i,j coefficients which can be regarded as components of a matrix with only 
positive eigenvalues. Alternatively, one may write a conditioned probability that X(t1) � x1

when the values of X(t) at n � 1 previous times t2,…,tn � x2,…, xn are known:
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All information about such a process lies in the averages �X(t)� and the autocorrelation func-
tions �X(t1) X(t2)�. This makes the process relatively easy to handle even if the process is not
Markovian.

If one requires that the process is Gaussian, Markovian and also has a stationary 
distribution, then there is only one possibility. With one variable, its relevant probability
functions are:

(22.15)

x0 is the average of X(t). All other probabilities are given from these. This process is called the
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process. We will encounter this process in later example, in particular
concerning Brownian motion, Chapter 23. The velocity distribution of Brownian motion is
of this kind.

22D Fokker–Planck equations

Transition from discrete steps to continuous equations

In the previous chapter, we considered discrete processes, characterised by certain discrete
states and probabilities of transitions between the states. The development of the probability
distribution of the respective states was described by the following type of equation, called
master equation.

(22.16)

where Pn(t) is the probability for being in state ‘n’ at time t; a(n) is the transition probability
rate for going one step downwards from state ‘n’ to state ‘n � 1’, and b(n) is the transition
probability rate to go one step upwards from state ‘n’ to ‘n + 1’. The states may mean number
of particles of some kind (e.g. reacting substances) or certain positions.

These equations can be difficult to handle, and one may try other possibilities. If the state
numbers are large, it might be advantageous to go over to a continuous description, to treat
the state values as a continuous variable. A way to accomplish this is to use the first terms
in a Taylor expansion:
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where F� is the first derivative, F � the second derivative. This is to be applied to the master
equation with P(x, t) � Px(t), the probability to be at state ‘x’ (now a continuous variable)
at time t. We get:

(22.17)

This kind of equation is known as a general Fokker–Planck equation. A general time-
dependent solution can be difficult to achieve, and, as we shall see later, it is not certain that
this provides better possibility for calculations than the master equation. An important
application to Brownian motion will be considered in the next Chapter 23.

A stationary, time independent solution is achieved relatively easily. In that case, it is
valid that

which can be integrated once to yield:

a�, b� are the derivatives of a(x) and b(x). ‘const’ represents an integration constant, but it
must be chosen as zero to provide a meaningful probability function. The equation can be
written: 

(22.18)

which can be solved by conventional methods.
One often goes one step further in simplification. There is usually a state with maximum sta-

tionary probability. States around that should be the most relevant ones appearing with great-
est probability. Let this most probable state be x0. If ‘const’ and P�(x0) are zero, it follows that:
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This is in accordance with the master equation above, where a stationary solution satisfies:

(22.20)

As discussed in the previous models, see Section 20D, the Pn increase as long as 
b(n) � a (n � 1), decrease when b(n) � a(n � 1). At the maximum probability we should have:

b(n) � a(n � 1)

We may assume that the a and b values do not vary much when changed one step. Such an
assumption is also behind the possibility to achieve a continuous description. If we put
x0 � n � ½ in this last relation, we get:

which is exactly the relation for maximum probability in the continuous Fokker–Planck
equation.

Now, one in the Fokker–Planck equation replaces the functions a and b by their lowest
order contributions close to the probability maximum, which means that one writes:

(22.21)

(22.22)

The notations K, L for these constant values are commonly used. With the functions
replaced by these expressions, we get the equation:

(22.23)

This equation is commonly known as “the linear Fokker–Planck equation”, and the previ-
ous one is then called “non-linear Fokker–Planck equation”. As often pointed out, these
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terms are not quite appropriate. Both equations are “linear partial differential equations”;
the terms linear/non-linear refer to the x-dependent functions.

In this way, one gets a standard type of equation representing various possible stochastic
equations close to a probability maximum. One here also have a complete time-dependent
solution to the linear equation. If one knows that the system was in state x � x1 at time zero,
the expression for the further development is given by:

(22.24)

This equation is exactly describing the Brownian motion of the velocity, which means that
x corresponds to the velocity v, and the value of largest probability is zero, x0 � 0; K cor-
responds to the damping rate g, and L /K � 2kBT/m. The relation goes then towards the
Maxwell velocity distribution at long times (the stationary expression). We take up this in
Chapter 23.

Let us now mention some properties when comparing the continuous equations with the
discrete master equation. Normally, the behaviour close to a probability maximum is similar
in the continuous equation and the discrete master equation. That is, unless the coefficients of
the master equation leads to a more strange behaviour close to the maximum probability.
For instance, the stationary probability might vary in another way than exp(�(x � x0)

2), or
there could be two maxima close to each other with a minimum in between, We here disre-
gard such possibilities. Then, also the linear equation provides a good description. As the
expansion is performed, it is not clear that the continuous equation really is well describing
the features of the discrete master equation further away from the maximum. That may
mean regions with low probabilities which are less relevant. However, that also means that
it is questionable that the general, “non-linear” equation represents the master equation better
than what the linear equation does.

For instance, a stationary probability function may have two maxima, which might mean
two possible stable states. In a thermodynamic equilibrium description that may mean two
possible phases with different free energies, and there may be some similar features in a non-
equilibrium description. The maxima will get different probabilities, the one with largest prob-
ability would be what one expects to find in a stationary situation. It is possible to have systems
where the discrete and the continuous descriptions point out different states as the one with
largest probability. One has to be cautious when comparing results for discrete and continuous
descriptions. They can differ considerably at important points, although they of course also can
agree well, but that should be investigated in each particular situation (see Blomberg, 1981).

It should be said that one usually regards the master equation as a basic description and the
Fokker–Planck equations as possible simplifications, but one might also regard the continuous
equations as the basic description.

This kind of descriptions we have here can of course be generalised to account for more than
one basic variable, what we here describe as n, the discrete state value, or the continuous x.
There are corresponding master equations and also Fokker–Planck type of equations. 
An important example is the Fokker–Planck type of equation we at another place use for
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Brownian motion in a potential. There may be situation where one again has relatively simple
situations, in particular for stationary distributions. However, this is far from clear, for
instance for stochastic equations describing coupled chemical reactions with more than one
basically varying substrate. It may even be difficult to find reasonable expression for a sta-
tionary solution. If deterministic equations for the averages may do not have any stationary,
stable solution, but show oscillations, a stochastic equation does not have any meaningful 
stationary solution. In such cases, one should probably abandon formal possibilities and ana-
lytic expressions and rather use some kind of simulation of the random process. That is what
we do here for some applications to non-linear stochastic problems.

22E Examples: comparisons between master equations and

Fokker–Planck equations

Let us consider some of the examples from the previous chapter about step processes.
The simplest process is a pure random motion:

(22.25)

where the system at each step can go upwards or downwards with the same probability.
Here, the coefficients are constants, and the transition to a continuous equation is simple. With
previous notations, we have: a(n) � b(n) � d; thus a(x) � b(x) � 0, a(x) � b(x) � 2d. The
continuous equation becomes:

(22.26)

This is the diffusion equation, which we have treated in some detail.
Another simple situation with a clear maximum probability is a step process with

a(x) � a0x, b(x) � b0 � constant. Note: a(x) is the rate going downwards x → x � 1, b(x)
the rate going upwards: x → x � 1.

The general Fokker–Planck equation for this case is: 

(22.27)

The linearised equation is described by the general equation above with K � 0, and
L � 2b0 � a0/2. The probability maximum appears close to b0/a0 � ½.
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The solutions of the different approaches agree well in this case, which can be shown by
direct calculations. In all such cases, one can get analytic expressions for the stationary
solution, and there are also analytic relations for the complete time-dependent solutions of the
master equation and the linearised Fokker–Planck equation. These agree well. The general
Fokker–Planck equation is definitely the most complicated one. We do not go to a complete
solution of that one.

The solutions for the stationary situation are:

● Master equation:

(22.28)

● General Fokker–Planck equation:

(22.29)

where N is a normalisation constant.
● And the linearised Fokker–Planck:

(22.30)

Stochastic chemical reaction dynamics

We consider these kinds of equations for the chemical reaction model treated in Section
20F. We have the simple reaction A ↔ B. The terminology here is slightly changed from
the previous treatment. The number of A-molecules is here called n, and the number of B
is N � n; N is the total number of molecules. Let a be the rate from A to B (called kAB pre-
viously), and b be the rate from B to A (kBA).

In this section we are content with stationary solutions, and the result from (20.21) for
the step process is:
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The discrete master equation has rates: a(n) � a � n; b(n) � b � (N � n). Thus the
Fokker–Planck equation becomes (with x as the continuous variable taking all values
between 0 and N corresponding to n which only takes integer values):

(22.32)

We consider here the stationary distribution P(x) when the time derivative is zero. (The
complete, time-dependent solution is not simple.) We may then also integrate once and get
the relation:

The term 1/2 (a � b) in the last factor of P(x) is small compared to the other terms, and 
can be regarded as a small correction. It could be omitted, but we keep it as it need not 
be completely negligible. The solution can be obtained by conventional integration 
methods:

(22.33)

Note that (a � b) can be positive or negative. If it is zero, then this relation is not appropriate.
Rather, one then also at this stage gets the relation for the “linear” Fokker–Planck equation
treated below. “const” stands for a necessary normalisation constant; the integral over all
values of x (between 0 and N) shall be one. It does not take a simple form. (It can be expressed
in terms of advanced functions, but we don’t need that here.)

Indeed, this expression is rather strange as the exponent 4abN/(a � b) can be quite large,
and each of the factor functions provides values and variations that are much larger than the
actual variation of P(x). The best way to make calculations of this expression is to put both
factors in the exponential function.

In fact, even if there is some idea behind the form of the Fokker–Planck equation, this
expression does not differ much from what is given from the much simpler linearised equa-
tion, our next step here.
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This equation is obtained from the one above if we replace x by its most probable value x0

in the factor of the derivative. That means the value of x for which the derivative is zero,
that is the factor of the first P-function is zero:

The last term is small compared to the first one, again regarded as a correction. It provides
a difference between the average value, which always is equal to bN/(a � b), and the most
probable value. The linearised Fokker–Planck equation is now:

(22.34)

We can here get a complete time-dependent solution from the previous general solution if
this type of equation. We however, are content with the stationary solution in order to com-
pare to previous expressions, which can be expressed in a quite simple form:

(22.35)

where x0 is defined above and c � 2abN/(a � b)2.
We have here three expressions that look quite differently: the binomial expressions

(22.31) for the step process, (22.33) for the general Fokker–Planck equation and (22.35) for
the linearised Fokker–Planck equation. It turns out that when one compares these expressions
numerically, they look almost identical. This is shown in the Figure 22.1 (see Next Page).

Obviously, all the essential variation of these probability functions is given by the variation
around the most probable value, the variation primarily given by the linearised equation. That
covers also the variations of the other expressions around the top. Expressions further from the
top maximum differ, and here the two types of Fokker–Planck equations can differ greatly.
However, one shall probably be cautious about general Fokker Planck equations., in particular
in a large variation range. It is derived by replacing the terms in a master equation by up to sec-
ond derivatives. But this is not a consistent procedure, and there is no clear reason why this
should provide a good approximation (see van Kampen, 1992, and also Blomberg, 1981).
Indeed, we can compare our three expressions in a larger variation range and evaluate the log-
arithms. Then, one finds that the master equation result and the simplest one, the linearised
Fokker–Planck result with simply a normal distribution term are quite close to each other also
over a large variation range although the general Fokker–Planck equation differs from these.
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One conclusion is that the general Fokker–Planck equation may not be an appropriate
method. It gives here a rather complicated expression for a stationary distribution, and this
appears to differ more from the original master equation result than the linearised, simplified
method. More than that, it does not seem to provide any good possibilities for time-dependent
solutions.

The discussion here is much centred on the treatment of step processes and their exten-
sions to continuous differential equations. Fokker–Planck equations for other applications
can be motivated more directly as meaningful stochastic equations. One such example is
used in a next chapter for Brownian motion in potentials (see also the monograph by
Risken, 1984).

§ 23 BROWNIAN MOTION AND CONTINUATION

We here continue the description of Brownian motion with the concepts that are developed
in Chapter 22. In particular, we shall consider probability distributions and develop
Fokker–Planck type of equations that will be applied for some important situations con-
cerning transitions over potential barriers and stochastic resonance when there is a cou-
pling between a periodic force and the irregular noise forces. First, we will improve the
basic formulation with the singular force description, and from that develop Fokker–Planck
equations.
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23A Fokker–Planck equations for Brownian motion

The white noise previously represented by !(t) is a very singular expression, which should
be avoided in a stricter framework. A common way to do that is to introduce what formally
can be regarded as an integral over the white noise, a Wiener process:

(23.1)

This shall be regarded as a symbolic expression, and W should rather be defined through
the average and the correlation function:

and

(23.2)

In particular:

(23.3)

These results follow from the formal treatment with the d-function, but they can be
regarded as definitions, and in that way avoiding the singular description.

The result implies a probability distribution for the Wiener process:

(23.4)

(This is the distribution function for diffusion, Section 22A, and this means that diffusion can
be regarded as a Wiener process.) Let us now reconsider the equation for the velocity of the
Brownian particle, originally written as:
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In a stricter language, this is written as a relation of differentials:

(23.5)

and instead of the singular expression (21.5), we write the solution formally as:

(23.6)

The next step is to derive a probability distribution for the velocity and then also for the
complete Brownian motion. This can be done in many ways. One can use the expression
for the Wiener process, also the known results of the correlations, and one can also go over
a Fokker–Planck type of equation. We will consider the last possibility as this approach
will be further developed in later developments.

Thus, we want a differential equation for the probability function P(t, v). For this, we have
to consider the fact that v varies with time according to the relations above, and we see how
the distribution function varies with time: P(t � �t, v(t � �t)) A first consideration of the
time change would mean up to second order:

�v would be given by: �v � dv/dt �t. Thus, the second term might be equal to (
P(t, v) 

v) � (dv/dt) �t. However, this does not provide a complete relation for the change of P
because of the simple reason that the total probability, integrated over all velocities must be
equal to one. Thus, the second term must be supplemented to correct for the total probability,
and the expression should be written as:

Then, we have to take the last term into account. To get an appropriate equation, we
consider terms of order �t. Again, note the equation for the velocity in the last form 
above:
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This means that to order �t, it is valid that:

Then, use the averages of the �W-term: ��W� � 0 and �(�W)2� � �(W(t � �t) � W(t))2� � �t.
Thus, we get a relation:

which provides the Fokker–Planck equation for velocity distribution (q2 � " kBT/2m):

(23.7)

This is the same type as the “linearised” Fokker–Planck equation of Section 22D. The solu-
tion follows from (22.24):

(23.8)

We can go further with a distribution of both position and velocity, P(t, x, v). To the previ-
ous equation for velocity, we now add the simple relation: dx/dt � v. This provides a seemingly
simple addition to the previous equation with a further term:

We then get a Fokker–Planck equation of both position and velocity:

(23.9)

The addition to the previous equation may appear small, but the solution is more compli-
cated. As the case for the velocity distribution, it is given by an exponential of a quadratic
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expression containing both variables. One way to get the solution is to make such an ansatz
and to adjust time-dependent functions. One should also use our previously derived expres-
sions for correlation functions in Chapter 21. A full account of this solution (and more than
that) is found in the classical article by Chandrasekhar (1943). We write down the solution
in the following way, essentially using Chandrasekhar’s notations:

(23.10)

Here:

are average values of x, v due to initial values x0, v0.

(23.11)

We get the previous distribution of velocity by integrating over x, which yields (v – v0(t))
2/2G

in the exponential function, and we get a distribution of position by integrating over velocity,
leading to (x � x0(t))

2/2F in the exponential function. This means that the correlation func-
tion of the velocity is proportional to G and that of the position is proportional to F. In the
latter case, we see that for large times, the term proportional to time dominates, and the aver-
age of (x)2 becomes proportional to time as it should be.

The presentation here, for simplicity, considers a 1D situation with position x and one
velocity component v. Generalisations to three dimensions with three directions and three
velocity components follow fairly directly.

23B Brownian motion in potentials

The generalisation of the Fokker–Planck equation above (23.10) to a situation with poten-
tial that influences the motion is fairly straightforward. Assume the motion is influenced by
an external force F1(x). Then we have an addition to the equation of motion
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The previous arguments about the Fokker–Planck equations imply that this means that there
shall be a term added to the previous expression, coming from

This provides a complete Fokker–Planck equation for motion in a potential as:

(23.12)

This equation is the natural starting point for describing Brownian motion in external fields.
It was first derived by Oscar Klein in Stockholm in the 1920s, and later re-derived by
Kramers (1940) who used the equation for describing the passage over energy barriers by
thermal fluctuations. Its usefulness has been renewed from the late 1970s.

Equation (23.12) is difficult from a mathematical point of view as the terms on the two
sides describe processes of different type: the LHS describe a flow with an external force
(these are the same kind of terms as in the Boltzmann equation), and the RHS describes
relaxation, and dissipation of kinetic energy. The equation is not self-adjoint and many
methods for partial differential equations are not applicable.

If the force is given by a potential: F1(x) � �df/dx, one obtains a stationary solution:

(23.13)

C is a normalisation constant. This is, of course, the ordinary equilibrium distribution as
f(x) � mv2/2 is the sum of the potential and kinetic energies.

The problem has clear application, in particular for macromolecular transitions (see
Edholm and Blomberg, 1981; Blomberg, 1989).

23C Brownian motion description of the passage over a potential barrier

Consider now the problem of a Brownian particle that moves in a potential of two wells with
a barrier in between. We assume that the particle at the onset is confined to one of the wells.
Because of the random force, it is possible for the particle to cross the potential barrier and go
over to the other well. Our problem is to calculate the probability rate with which this occurs.

For this, we shall use the Fokker–Planck type of equation derived in the preceding section.

(23.14)
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First, consider a situation of a strong damping, in which case the velocity is almost Maxwell-
distributed. We get a transition rate from the probability change with time and there is a term
that represents a flow. We introduce an approximate probability:

(23.15)

When this is introduced in the Fokker–Planck equation, we distinguish two types of terms:
The first type consist of those that are even in velocity:

and the second type of those that are odd in v:

If we integrate the Fokker–Planck equation over the velocity, the contribution that is odd in
v is zero. v2 gives a factor kBT/m, so we get the relation:

(23.16)

To get the contribution form the odd terms, multiply the equation with the velocity and
integrate. The result is:

(23.17)
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E

Figure 23.1 The two-well system. The particle can be pushed over the barrier by Brownian forces.



The process we are interested in, the passage of the barrier is slow with a timescale much
larger than 1/g. For this reason, we can neglect the time derivative in (23.17). Then, (23.16)
and (23.17) without time derivative makes the main set of equations for our problem. There are
several ways to get a result from these equations, but we will here use a scheme that relates
to that of Kramers (1940). With the neglect of the time derivative, (23.17) can be written as:

(23.17a)

First, we consider the general contributions P0 and P1. P0 is close to a Boltzmann-distribution
exp(�f/kBT) in the well. P1 is roughly the integral over this, starting from zero at the far
side of the potential maximum, increasing around the potential minimum, and then essen-
tially constant close to the potential maximum, where it represents the flux between wells.

Now integrate (23.16) over the potential well, where the particle is at the onset. The integral
of 
P0/
t is the time change of the total probability, W, that the particle is in that well. The
corresponding integral for the P1-term provides the value of P1 at the potential top. Thus:

The RHS corresponds to the rate we are looking for. Now, integrate our re-written expression
(23.17a) over the position x from the potential bottom to the top. The RHS gives the differ-
ence between the values at the top and the bottom. We then assume a situation where the
probability distribution is essentially confined to one well. Inside this well, the probability
is close to the Boltzmann-type distribution exp(�f(x)/kBT), but at the top, P0 which is
flowing over to the other well also goes down and can be put to zero. If the wells are sym-
metric, this is strictly so for symmetry reasons. As P1 increases and goes to a maximum at the
top, the integral at the LHS of (23.17a) gets its largest values from points close to the poten-
tial top. We may there neglect the variation of P0. Thus, the integral over the LHS is that of
the exponential function, which has a maximum at the top. One gets:

The index ‘b’ refers to the potential bottom. P0b is essentially the normalisation factor for
the distribution. It can be assumed that the potential close to the bottom can be written as a
harmonic potential: fb(x) � c1(x � xb)

2/2, where xb is the position of the potential mini-
mum. This part will dominate the distribution, and P0b is essentially the inverse of the inte-
gral of exp(�fb(x)/kBT), equal to (c1/2�kBT)½.
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The integral of exp(f(x)/kBT) is dominated by the appearance at the top, which can be
written as: fT(x) � � � c2(x � xT)2. � is the energy height of the barrier and xT is the posi-
tion of the potential maximum.) If this is used for the integral, one gets

This provides the following (Kramers’) result for the flow over the barrier.

(23.18)

The exponential factor will always enter this kind of rate, but the factor in front is less clear.
In this case of large friction, it is inversely proportional to the friction coefficient �.

There are other possibilities to derive a result like this and the precise definition of the rate
may vary. The main factors remain the same. Another method is to treat this as an eigenvalue
problem, and define the rate as the lowest non-zero eigenvalue (see Blomberg, 1977, 1989;
Risken, 1984).

The relation for large damping means that the most relevant time constant is given by the
damping coefficient. The expression can be generalised by introducing a time constant of
motion close to the top, which determines the timescale of the barrier passage. This is given
by the (noise-free) differential equation at the top:

The positive time constant of an exponentially increasing x is:

This becomes c2/m� at large values, and �c2/m at low values of �. Introduce a parameter y,
equal to �c2/m times the inverse of this expression such that y turns to one at low �-values.
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We may now replace �c2/m by y/�m in (23.18) and get a generalised result for the rate:

(23.19)

For large values of �, this becomes equal to (23.18). At small �-values, y turns to one, and
the expression goes to a value independent of �. This reflects well the behaviour at inter-
mediate and large values of �. It does not lead to a true behaviour at small values where a
particle oscillates weakly damped in the wells with a small damping. One can get a simple
result also for that case, and it is not unexpected that the rate in that case is proportional to
the friction �.

23D Low-friction situation

At low friction, there are weakly damped oscillations, where the total energy E � mv2/
2 � f(x) remains constant during many oscillations. In lowest approximation, we assume
that the probability solely depends on the energy, P1(E). With the expression for E, we can
write:

(23.20)

Then, the Fokker–Planck equation becomes:

P1 shall here be a function solely of the energy E � mv2/2 �f(x). As the oscillating energy
changes slowly, during many oscillations, we may then replace the kinetic energy factors
mv2 by their averages during full oscillations. Simply, assume that these are given by the
equipartition principle, which means that the kinetic energy mv2/2 is simply half the total
energy. (The assumptions here are strict in a well that is completely harmonic up to the
maximum. With a softer well as treated above, the expressions should be modified.) Then
mv2 can be replaced by E, and the equation becomes:

(23.21)
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In this case, we use an eigenvalue method for the passage rate, and look for a slowly varying
solution of the form:

where # is a small rate. The equation for f becomes:

For small values of #/�, a solution can be written as: f(x) � const [1 � (#/�) f2(x)] where:

We then assume that the potential is symmetric around the top potential, which means that
this time-dependent probability contribution shall be asymmetric around the top potential,
and thus zero at the top energy, E0. f(E0/kBT) � 0 yields:

The transition rate, # is thus in this case proportional to the friction coefficient, �. The func-
tion f2 is related to the exponential integral function Ei(x) (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964).
For large values of the argument, it is approximately equal to: f(x) � ex/x, thus:

(23.22)

Let us sum up features of the general situation: At large friction, the particle is heavily
damped although also strongly influenced by the random force. Although the latter can cause
large velocity changes, the particle will usually get damped before it reaches the potential top.
The rate goes down with increasing friction. At a low friction, the motion is almost undamped,
but the influence of the force that would push the particle to the top is weak. Then the rate
goes down when the friction decreases. Somewhere in between, there is a maximum rate.
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This can be obtained from a full treatment of the full Fokker–Planck equation (see e.g. Risken,
1984; Blomberg, 1989). No simple results are available. One has proposed interpolating
expressions, where (23.19) is complemented by a further factor, similar to y but proportional
to � at small values of the parameter, and turning to one at large values. As briefly noted
above, the derivation here does not strictly correspond to the same kind of potential as pre-
viously and we do not write down such an interpolation.

23E Brownian motion description of stochastic resonance

Stochastic resonance refers in general to processes where a response to an input, normally a
periodic input is enhanced by a random influence, usually what is referred to as noise. The most
typical situation is a two-well potential as the one above where a periodic input in a noise-free
situation leads to oscillations within one well but is not strong enough to cross the barrier. As
discussed in the previous sections, a random force (noise) can always provide a barrier passage
and this is particularly efficient if the periodic input and the noise are related in a particular way,
what is referred to as stochastic resonance. General aspects of stochastic resonance are found in
(Nicholis, 1993; Dykman et al., 1995; Moss and Wiesenfeld, 1995; Dykman and McClintock,
1998). Indeed, this can be regarded as similar to the Kramers’barrier passage rate, which is low-
est at a particular noise level. We will study here stochastic resonance by the formalism devel-
oped in the preceding section by also adding a periodic force. If the period of the force is lower
than the scales given by the friction and potential strength (it should be of the same order as the
transition rate), we can simply add the periodic force to the potential contribution for the tran-
sition rate. Then, there is a Langevin type of relation similar to what we had in Chapter 21:

As before, !(t) is a white noise term. This can be expressed by a Fokker–Planck equation:

(23.23)
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Figure 23.2 The variation of rate along the vertical axis and friction along the horizontal axis. The
dashed curves show the high- and low-friction limits. The full curve is calculated by the eigenvalue
method of Blomberg (1977, 1989). (From Blomberg (1989).)



Then, we have three types of probability contributions:

(1) The equilibrium of Maxwell–Boltzmann type: P(v, x) � exp(�mv2/2kBT � f(x)/kBT)).
(2) Terms that as before describe the stochastic transition, proportional to e�#t

(3) Periodic contributions, proportional to sin/cos (vt)

We assume that the oscillation is slow; in relevant cases, v is of the same order as the tran-
sition rate #. In order to get simple expressions, we also assume that A/m is small so that
the oscillations can be considered in lowest order. These are no necessary assumptions for
the effect nor for a full treatment, but the formalism otherwise gets quite complex.

As previously, we can express the transition rate as a friction-dependent factor, r0(�) and an
exponential factor, involving the potential, exp(�f/kBT). With a periodic force, equal to 
a sin(vt), and slow oscillations, this can simply be replaced by: exp{�f/kBT � axb/kBT
sin(vt)}. (The sign of the periodic term is chosen for convenience. xb is the distance between
the bottom and top positions of the potential. For simplicity, we here ignore the potential
dependence of r0.) We may simplify things further by assuming that the periodic force is small,
i.e. ax0/kBT is small, and thus can be expanded. We will also change the terminology slightly
and consider the total timescale of the transition dynamics. For a symmetric situation, without
any oscillating force this would be equal to twice the previously defined rate, 2# in the previ-
ous Kramers’ problem. (The total rate constant is given by a sum of the rate constants from
each well.) This means that we have periodic transition rates from the two wells equal to:

From left to right:

(23.24)

and from right to left:

We assume, again for simplicity, a symmetric situation with equal potential wells and the
same non-periodic transition rates in both directions. This can correspond to the laser rings,
but not necessarily to the climate transitions. An integration of equation (23.23) over one (say
the left one) of the potential wells would provide the time change of the probability W that the
system is in this well (compare the discussion leading to formula (23.18). The probability that
the system is in the other well is then 1 � W. This yields a differential equation of the form:
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In a stationary situation without periodic force, the probability is 1/2. Now use the expres-
sion for r and look for a contribution, proportional to the periodic force. Again, ax0/kT is
considered small. We may put W � 1/2 � W1 sin($t � w), and get:

Identification of coefficients of cos and sin terms then yields the result:

(23.25)

w is a phase shift of the stochastic oscillations, W1 is the amplitude of the oscillating con-
tribution of the probability. This is usually compared to the spectral function of the noise,
in this case, the Brownian motion in the potential at the frequency $. This spectral function
is in this case primarily given by the Fourier transform of the slowly decaying probability
with the exponential decay function exp(�r0t) which is 1/($2 � R2

0). Thus, that quotient,
the signal–noise ratio, becomes proportional to v r0. As a function of the friction (which
also determines the strength of the irregular term, and what is called noise), it will have the
same maximum as found in the Kramers’ problem.
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Part VI

Macromolecular applications

§ 24 PROTEIN FOLDING AND STRUCTURE DYNAMICS

24A General discussion

The folding of macromolecules has provided a severe riddle for a long time. The problem
is that the number of possible conformations of a protein is very large, and it is suggested
that there is no time for a folding molecule chain to go through all possibilities to reach what
should be a native state. It is reasonable that a protein should attain a state of lowest free
energy.

The way one should regard the folding of macro-molecules is the following. The general
structure is influenced by the incessant motion at the lowest, microscopic level. The segments
of the macromolecule change rather rapidly but get trapped in local free-energy minima,
states surrounded by barriers. The molecule segments can move and lead out from such a
state by some escape rate, where the Boltzmann factor exp(�E/kBT) always enter as a slow-
ing factor. �E is the barrier height. The molecule thus all the time changes form, resides for
some time in some locally stable state, but can escape from that and go over to other states.
A main idea is that a native state should be a state where the molecule resides for a substantial
time, and it should preferably be unique. It must then be a state of minimum free energy,
and there should not be any other state where the molecule stays for very long times.

There may be alternatives to this picture, but let us wait a little to discuss this, and rather
consider the question about the proposal of the last sentences. Is this a reasonable scenario?
There is a much cited discussion by Levinthal (1968), see also Anfinsen (1973) at an early
stage which pointed to the fact that there are very many local energy minima and that it is
questionable whether a molecule really can find a proper native state within a reasonable
time. The number of possibilities that the macromolecule should go through is comparable
to other large numbers of this book, and one can see the relation between free energies and
macromolecule structures similar to the spin glass picture that has several other applications
in our treatise (Bryngelson and Wolynes, 1987). What is possible here?

The picture one has developed is that although a general amino acid chain may have these
problems and not being able to be folded into a unique native state within reasonable time,
there are possibilities for proteins with favourable composition to find a native state. This puts
some restrictions on the proteins, but it can be reasonable that evolution have developed such



properties to provide an appropriate folding pathway (Anfinsen, 1973; Noguti and Go,
1989; Fersht, 1999; Fersht and Daggett, 2002).

The possibility to find appropriate structures have been investigated by simplified models,
closely related to the statistical mechanics models we consider at another place. Sali et al.
(1994b) have studied a model of relatively small chains of 27 monomers connected along
a chain. These are placed on a cube with 3 � 3 � 3 positions such that the connecting seg-
ments go along the three main directions and no two connections are along the same path.
There are 103,346 such structures. It is assumed that the native protein attains a structure
along this cube, but that it can be stretched over nearlying lattice sites during the folding
process. One then also generates interaction energies for all pairs if they are one lattice unit
from each other; larger distances are not contributing to the energy. The idea is then to provide
a simulation of the dynamics based on the interaction energetics, that is, a segment can always
move towards a lower energy state, but it goes to a higher by a probability, proportional to the
Boltzmann factor. Figure 24.1.

The number of possible conformations on the compact square in this case is not larger
than that all can be analysed and one can find the one with lowest free energy and also others
with slightly higher energies. Then, one makes the dynamics simulation during a given time,
and a primary question is whether the native states is reached during that time or not given
the basic energy assignments.

It is found that the native state is not reached for most prescribed interaction energies, but
that it is reached for a not too small proportion of all possibilities. The probability to pro-
vide energies and structures that each the native state within a reasonable time is not van-
ishingly small.

Any protein chain may fold and bind together in various ways. The possibilities are what
one may call “astronomic”, although even astronomic big numbers are dwarfed by these
possibilities. It is a common belief that an observed, seemingly stable structure of a particular
protein is a structure of lowest free energy, the thermodynamically most stable. But there is
no time for a protein to go through all possibilities to finally find the most stable structure.
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Figure 24.1 The basic structure of polymers of 27 units.



This is a problem. How can it be solved? There are several proposals. One is that the structure,
we assign to a certain protein is not the thermodynamically most stable, but a structure that
still is quite stable, but is formed as a consequence of the course of protein synthesis. It
would be what one may call a “kinetically stable structure”. It is a reasonable view, but it
has some drawbacks. Any variation in its synthesis, any interaction with the synthesis pro-
cedure might lead to something else. And if the structure is partially opened, it might not
refold to the previous structure.

Some points seem to be important here. The mentioned possibility of various structures
that still perform the same tasks open the possibility to have proteins with some common,
firm parts, and other parts that may be less relevant. An important view is also the “funnel”
view that the proteins by evolution have evolved a certain process of folding which avoids
alternatives that only would interact with the folding procedure and maybe lead to wrong
products. Perhaps evolution has envisaged procedures to facilitate the process and provided
roads that more directly lead to what shall be regarded as the thermodynamically most stable
structure. This seems to be an important principle, but still it is difficult to see whether it
always can work. The problem is not completely solved.

This depends on the energy distribution, and a criterion for an efficient folding is that
there is an energy gap to the lowest energy, that is, there are no states with energies close to
that of the native state. With that criterion fulfilled, it is possible to build up structures that
can find their native structures. Sometimes one has spoken about a “funnel picture”, where
the pathway to the native state is facilitated by the energy features and that there are rather
direct pathways towards the state with most favourable energy, which becomes unique, and
that the system will stay there for along time. It is suggested that the functional proteins have
developed such properties during evolution, a very reasonable idea (Leopold et al., 1992;
Sali et al., 1994a, b; Wolynes et al., 2000; Vendruscolo et al., 2001).

There may be other possibilities. Some proteins may attain a long-lived structure by their
production pathways. For instance, a protein can be produced in ribosome complexes at the
membrane and directly inserted in the membrane in a way that stabilises a certain structure
with an important interaction energy to the membrane. That structure should be important
for the function of the protein in the membrane, but it may not be the most favourable struc-
ture, nor has there been any possibility in the production process to provide another fold-
ing. Prion proteins seem to have a normal structure settled in the brain membrane, but they
can also be attached to similar proteins and attain a more stable structure in the cell plasma
which in such a case is devastating for the organism.

There are clearly proteins that can fold in different ways and lead to quite different results.
Ameloid protein structures in the brain, which deteriorate the brain function in prion and
Alzheimer diseases, are example of proteins with normal functions and normal structures,
which, however, can under certain circumstances change and lead to devastating consequences.
Probably there can be other such situations (Dobson, 1999, 2002; Vendruscolo et al., 2003).

Another possibility is that details of the structure may not be crucial for the function of
a certain protein. The relevant features may mean the functions of some groups, but a sub-
stantial variation can be allowed. Such possibilities are suggested for myoglobin, the per-
haps most studied protein in these contexts (see Frauenfelder et al., 2001). This would
mean that the same kind of proteins can differ a lot in structure and details although the
main function remains the same.
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Some authors have strongly emphasized a picture of “fluctuating molecules”, primarily
proteins that may not achieve any stable, equilibrium structure, but rather be fluctuating all
the time with molecular time scales. Although, according to the previous statements, this
should be the case for minor motions of the protein, motions that may not interact with the
grand scale features, it is not as clear what concerns the large-scale features. The picture may
even be that there is no completely well-defined structure, but this is changing all the time,
and even the all proteins of the same kind may not even have the same structure. Structures,
we said change during relatively large time scales. That means that if a certain proteins may be
folded in various ways, this may lead to different structures that are stable during long times.
A main idea is that such changes do not influence the protein function. It works although it
does not have a firm structure, and although the structure may change.

24B Protein folding as stochastic process

From what has been said, it should be clear that a certain protein (or other macromolecule)
has many possible structures that have achieved a “local” stability, i.e. bonds have to be
broken and the molecule energy increased in order to accomplish a structure change. 
A structure change is mediated by fluctuations of all kinds of degrees of freedom that have an
influence on the structure elements. As the structure change is a rare event, it can appropriately
be treated as a stochastic process, for such as a Brownian motion type of formalism, basically
based on the probabilities of paths leading from one locally stable structure to another. 
(Go, 1983) For all paths that represent changes of all kind of angular and length parameters
that may vary during the transition, there is a highest energy that has to be passed. By “energy
barrier” of a certain path, we simply mean the difference between such a largest energy and
the energy of the initial state. For the rates of the simplest kinds of transitions, one always
get the typical factor exp(�E/kBT ), where E is the lowest energy barrier (the lowest energy
maximum minus initial energy). Then, there is a prefactor that depends on the geometries
around this lowest energy maximum and around the initial state, and also the Brownian
motion friction. The prefactor is in the simplest descriptions (activation state theory) given
as a frequency of the same order as the typical frequencies of groups associated with the
changed structures. The Brownian motion picture provides a more complex description. If
many variables are involved, and if there are several paths close to the one with smallest
energy maximum and with only slightly higher energies, the prefactor can get a strong tem-
perature dependence. This is in complete analogy with a “molecular entropy” (Blomberg,
1979; Edholm and Blomberg, 1981; Go, 1983).

Rates are usually analysed by measuring the temperature dependence, which then is
studied in “Arrhenius plots”, diagrams representing the logarithm of the rate on one axis
and 1/T on another. If one gets a straight line, which most often is the case, the barrier energy
is calculated from its slope. (This is of course a standard procedure.) However, a prefactor
with a strong temperature dependence can drastically change that interpretation. For obvious
reasons, one can only study the temperature dependence of rates in a restricted interval. It
is then well possible that the prefactor also yields a straight line in the Arrhenius plot, and that
it may be interpreted as providing an addition (or decrease) to the energy barrier. This just
means that experimental interpretation of rates and energy barriers may be awkward, and that
it is difficult to distinguish effects from a strong temperature dependent prefactor.
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One can consider local states of a protein as discrete states, and see conformational changes
as stochastic step processes. In particular such approaches have used for describing opening
and closing of ion channels (Patlak, 1991; Århem, 2000; Blomberg et al., 2001).

24C Stretched kinetics

A complex structure transition can mean paths in a high-dimensional space that passes sev-
eral energy maxima, and then also several energy minima, what we consider as “local stable
structures. We can then consider the sequence of such steps between energy minima, each
represented by its rate factors as A1 ↔ A2 ↔ A3 ↔ … ↔ An. This corresponds to a kind of
serial process. We may also think about possible different pathways, each represented by
its rate factor, which would correspond to a kind of parallel process. Often, there is a dom-
inating rate or combination of rates, which provides a typical rate function with one barrier
represented buy a single exponential factor, e�rt. However, the other possibilities can give
rise to more stretched processes, covering several decades. There are several studies where
the time development is considerably stretched in such a way, and both serial and parallel
processes may be relevant. There are observations of molecular correlation functions that
show a stretched behaviour for a large systems of molecules, while observations of single
molecules show a more “conventional, exponentially decaying correlation. This points to
parallel situations, where different molecules can be in different states and show different
pathways. If there is an effect also for serial processes, these should show a stretched behav-
iour also for single molecules.

There are also certain analytic expressions proposed for this. In principle, one could
always represent this behaviour by a sum of exponentials with rate factors that differ
greatly. Other proposals concern simpler expressions. One such stretched form is what is
called “stretched exponential”, for which the time course is given by an exponential with
time to some power exp(�ktb). Such expressions have been discussed a lot for various cir-
cumstances, and there is no obvious basic principle behind it except that it represents a time
course that is stretched to some orders of magnitude in a particularly manner. Another form
is a simple exponent decay, t�g. Such expressions can be fitted to experimental data. It
should, however, be emphasized that the fitting is always made in some time interval, at
best, around 2–3 decades. The fitting is seldom made over very long time intervals, where
asymptotic features, which really should distinguish these expressions, are apparent. Often
one can make good fits with both these expressions. It is also always possible to provide a
scheme with a number of steps and not too strange rates that leads to behaviour close to, for
instance, stretched exponentials and experimental data (Austin et al., 1975; Goldstein and
Bialek, 1986; Nagle, 1992; Edholm and Blomberg, 2000).

Here we give an example of a step process with three states which decay to a further
state, and which shows a stretched behaviour. The model is previously given in Blomberg
(2006):
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It is described by the following system of differential equations:

For the rate constants, we put: k1 � 1, k12 � 0.8, k21 � 0.1, k23 � 0.8, k32 � 1, k34 � 0.02,
k43 � 0.008. The solution is found by the general formalism of Section 20B. We show
below a logarithmic plot comparing the solution of the step process with a fit to a stretched
exponential expression between times 1/10 and 1000. Clearly the expressions are very
close to each other. Figures 24.2 and 24.3.

A still more stretched situation is represented by what is interpreted as “fractal” where
rates are stretched over some decades and provide about the same weight at each decade.
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Figure 24.2 Comparison between the step process described in the text with an initial condition that
all states are equally populated and a stretched exponential function (dashed line) K � exp(�a � tb),
and K � �0.94, a � 0.057 and b � 0.67.



Expressed in another way: The features of the time course are not changed when the time
scale is changed by some scale factor. Such a behaviour is found for what is called deter-
ministic chaotic processes (we will get to such processes later), and have been interpreted in
that way. But that is not necessary; certain choices of step diagrams provide such a process
(Liebovitch and Thoth, 1991a; see also Weissman, 1988).

Thus, a view is that all such stretched behaviour can be represented by elementary step
processes, where each step is provided by simple rate constants. This does not mean that
this is a correct interpretation of such processes in all cases, but it is not difficult to imagine
that proteins with their often very complex paths between structure changes can provide such
different types of behaviour by different assignments of intermediate states and intermediate
rates.

§ 25 ENZYME KINETICS

25A Enzyme actions: organisation

The really great achievement by living organisms is to put up everything to put up an organ-
isation. How is that accomplished? Is there any deep problem here? Indeed let us first go
back to thermodynamics. What can this tell and what it cannot, if there are many specula-
tions and suggestions about extra mechanisms that are necessary to establish order, to go
from disorder to order.
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First, of course, we agree that this is about open systems, driven far from thermal equi-
librium by sunshine or by chemical processes that make a substantial amount of free energy
available for driving processes further. But that doesn’t tell very much; almost anything may
happen with the sole restriction that we can not get out more work or free energy than was pro-
vided in the primary process. There is no fundamental principle that tells that the released
free energy will be used in some particular way in order to build up order, something some
authors have speculated over and suggested. What must be there is some further mechanism
that can canalise the released free energy and use it to build up order in some sense. There
is no contradiction in such a process, and the next step is to characterise such mechanisms.
If one wants to provide a general way to establish order, one shall identify some general kind
of mechanisms that do this.

Note that when reaction paths are open, the natural way is that any work and release of
free energy is dissipated as heat, just leading to warming. Sunlight that shines on a rock is
simply and rapidly dissipated and the rock is warmed. In order to use the free energy to build
up something, the incoming free energy must be kept, prevented against rapid dissipation,
and further canalised to particular processes that build up something new. The mechanisms
behind such processes are not simple, but they exist. Chemical compounds are ideal to keep
free energy as spontaneous decay or reactions proceed very slowly or virtually not at all.
And the macromolecules of life are ideal to provide the machinery of the cell. The details
of the actions are not simple and are of quite different kinds.

What we take up in other sections is that what determines rates of various processes and
reactions are barriers that must be passed in order to perform the tasks. Proteins in various
forms can direct the processes by establishing barriers and prevent rapid decay and also
decrease barriers to facilitate processes that otherwise take very long times.

When sunlight shines on a stone, light quanta are primarily absorbed according to quan-
tum mechanical laws exciting electrons to some higher states. These states will, in most
cases, decay rapidly by spreading out the energy in all possible ways, in the way we have
discussed in the thermodynamic chapters. In a green leaf, sunlight also primarily excites
electrons to high-energy states. But, in contrast to what happens in the stone, the ways of
spreading out the energy are restricted. The electrons are kept at particular states, which do
not decay rapidly. We remark that there is some decay from a first excited state to a lower
energy state from which the probability for further decay is small. This implies some dissi-
pation according to the second law as the process shall be unidirectional and irreversible.
Then also water binds to these molecule complex and the particular geometry makes it pos-
sible that water molecules react with the excited atomic group, providing hydrogen ions,
essential for building up important chemical substances and releasing oxygen All these
processes are quite complex, and we will not go into any further details. It is important that
liberated oxygen atoms bind together to molecules. Oxygen with its oxidizing capabilities
can destroy chemical organic compounds. Oxygen atoms would be disastrous but when
producing molecules, they are at least made somewhat less dangerous. Note that free rad-
icals, about which dangerousness is much said, are simple compounds with oxygen and
hydrogen and also results in this kind of reactions.

In other cases, some particular substance is bound to a macromolecule (usually one protein
or a protein complex), which provides further action possibilities. Often, the protein structure
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and possibilities to change structure play an essential role. Different protein structures can
bind to a substance differently, and it is also possible that the binding of a substance changes
their structure.

A simple example is given in the transport of oxygen by haemoglobin. Haemoglobin is
composed of four protein chains around a group with an iron ion, which binds the oxygen.
When oxygen is bound, the corresponding protein chain is changed as the iron–oxygen bond
is moved somewhat, causing a slight change of overall structure. This also causes a change
in the interaction energies between the four different protein chains: without oxygen, the four
chains are most favourably bound together when all four have the same structure states.
Together with the features of oxygen binding, this means that there are primarily two relevant
states of the entire complex: either all four are in the same state with no oxygen bound, or all
four have oxygen bound and are then in the changed structure state. This provides a relatively
sharp threshold effect and an efficient transport mechanism. To be transported, oxygen shall
bind to all four chains, and to accomplish this, its pressure shall exceed a certain threshold
value. At lower pressures, no oxygen will be bound. The pressure is sufficiently high when
we breathe air, and then haemoglobin becomes saturated with oxygen. In the capillaries the
oxygen pressure is low. Then oxygen gets off from the haemoglobin, opening the possibil-
ities for the cells to use the oxygen for energy-producing processes.

There are many examples where a certain substance is bound to a particular place on a
protein or protein complex and this binding can change the equilibrium between structure
states of the protein, which in turn can lead to changed possibilities of the protein (or a com-
plex) to bind to a certain place or perform a particular task.

An obvious example occurs in gene expression, in regulation of certain protein produc-
tion. A certain gene on a bacterium DNA can be blocked by the binding of a repressor com-
plex, consisting of some protein chains. As long as the repressor sits there, the protein is not
synthesised. The protein that corresponds to the particular gene can have a role in the usage
of some substance, and as long as that substance is not present, the protein is not needed and
should not be produced. This is the action of a repressor protein. The gene is blocked. If the
actual substance, or someone related to this, appears in the cell that can bind to the repres-
sor, then the repressor bond to the gene at DNA is loosened. It loosens, the gene become
free and the protein can be produced. In this case the gene is opened to make a relatively
rare process possible. There is an opposite action by what is called activator, regulating a
gene and production of a protein involved in a more common process. In that case, protein
production may be stopped in order to prevent overproduction. A high concentration of some
compound, involved in the processes of that protein, may bind to the activator and make it
bind to the gene and then momentarily block the gene and the protein production. If the
concentration of the relevant substance falls, it also gets off from the activator, which gets
off from the gene-regulation site. The gene becomes free and protein is again produced.

Such processes are important for regulation of the cell processes. There are certain pro-
teins that are bound to DNA and open to produce certain other proteins and production
pathways. If these pathways are not present, then the genes are to be blocked. Often, as for
haemoglobin, such repressing or activation is amid protein complexes of several subunits
that have to act together: all subunits shall appear in the same way, and shall have the same
structure (conformation), and all shall bind or not bind to the repressing or activating agent.
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There are other such examples: channel proteins in the cell membranes can open to allow
transport of some substance and then under the influence of some agent close, shutting down
the transport pathway. Such processes can be regulated by, for instance, photo processes. The
absorption of radiation by some protein complex, for example in an eye, can change this com-
plex, which can open a certain type of chemical process, producing some particular substance.

This might be the most important type of action—to make certain chemical processes
possible. There can be particular sites on an enzyme where one or a few particular sub-
strates are bound. Their bonds can be described according to the equilibrium thermo-
dynamics and the free energy of binding. The particular substances shall fit better than any
others, which mean that the binding constants and the binding free energies shall be suit-
able. By fixing the substrates in particular positions and then by modifying these, such as a
certain chemical reaction, transformations of the bound substances take place. Details for
this can change. There can be some mechanical stress by structure changes or electrostatic
influences that distort substrate molecules and make a reaction easier. It is also possible to
remove groups from or add groups to substrates that facilitate the transformations. We need
not go in details of this. What is important is that the enzymes can reduce reaction barriers
for certain reactions and thus make these possible, and in that way direct certain pathways,
which may involve a number of reaction steps. In this way the particular units of cells are
synthesised and also put together. Mechanisms as those we discussed previously can be
used to regulate the reaction steps, and thereby regulate the concentration of various sub-
stances and also products. There should not be any overproduction. It should be important
to keep a constant level of certain substances irrespective of the sources and external cir-
cumstances. And as in the first examples the effects are also done in complexes in a con-
certed matter, which strengthen threshold effects. Typically, the enzymes can exist in
various (at least two) forms, one more active, the other less active or even inactive. The
active form, of course, facilitates a certain reaction, the less active or inactive form is
slower or does not accomplish any effect. These effects can be caused by impoverished
binding of the substrate to the enzyme or inadequate molecule transformations.

One speaks here about feedback effects. Both a substrate and a product can bind to the
enzyme complexes and trigger the active or inactive forms. If the substrate binds to a par-
ticular site of the enzyme, (not the same as the action site) the active form may become more
favourable (get lowest free energy/chemical potential). This leads to an effect similar to the
first examples: A low concentration does not lead to any reactions, while the reaction is
enhanced considerably if the concentration exceeds a certain threshold value. In all such
case, the total amount of enzymes is limited, which always limits the reaction rate as the
enzymes become saturated. The product of the actual chemical reaction can also bind and
(negative feedback) then favour the inactive form. This regulates the production and the
product concentration that is not allowed to grow too much. The other possibility also exists:
the product can bind and favour the active form and thereby its own production. This is an
example of autocatalysis; the product facilitates its own production. Such processes become
important in building up ordered structures and also to generate and regulate signals, where
effects of that type are highly relevant. Such processes can also trigger clocks in an organism,
making periodic processes possible.

From this it follows that these enzymes can bind, make processes possible, i.e. trigger or
stop processes. They catalyse and make processes possible that otherwise would take very
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long time, and in that, they can direct synthesis and build up, primarily very particular
substances to then form very particular molecule structures.

When doing this, it is very important to keep the free energy at a high level. Organisms
are fed by substances representing high free energy (well, we might also talk about negative
entropy or exergy) or some energy source as sunlight. The free energy shall be kept high in
the synthesis processes and in that way, necessary energy and substance production can be
directed to what is needed for life. Some free energy is dissipated, which is important for
driving processes in one direction. Life processes are heavily dependent on a direction of
time and thus ultimately on the second law. It seems here difficult to accept any ideas of a
general formation of order, driven by a large free energy, the ultimate thermodynamic force.
In the processes, it is important that the compounds representing a high free energy do not
simply disintegrate but that their energy can be used for building up appropriate product.
We shall continue this in later sections.

One important way to keep a high free energy is by the formation of activated compounds.
On the enzymes are formed intermediate compounds with, for instance, certain groups
attached to the substrates. Such compounds then react to form the final products. There is
also a possibility that the high free energy is stored by a high energetic conformation of the
protein itself, which can be utilized to use a free energy source to drive what might be con-
sidered an improbable process, for instance, to drive some substances against a concentration
gradient, from a relatively low towards a high concentration. As we will discuss later, this
is a suggested mechanism for what is called active transport.

25B Formalism: basic enzyme kinetics

We will begin this part by considering the simplest example of enzyme reaction. Consider
a reaction:

By which we mean that a substrate S and enzyme E forms a complex (ES) by a rate k1 in
which the product P is formed by rate kp. The complex (ES) can also be disintegrated with
rate k2. In this scheme we, as usually done, neglect a back reaction in which product and
enzyme bind together, and possibly the substrate can be reformed. There is no real diffi-
culty to include that, but we do not gain any further insight at this stage to do so. We, also
as usually done, assume that the substrate is produced by a certain rate k0 and that the prod-
uct is taken up in further processes by a final rate q.

The time development of this can be described by a set of differential equations. Let S,
P, E, (ES) stand for the concentration of the substrate, product, empty enzyme and enzyme
with substrate bound. Further, note that the total enzyme concentration is constant:

E � (ES) � ET
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Differential equations for the development are:

(25.1)

The relation for the enzyme states is used to eliminate the bound state: (ES) � ET � E.
There is no analytic solution of the system, but numerical solutions are easily provided

by standard integration methods.
One commonly introduces here a further simplification, which later becomes very useful

for more complex situations.
It is reasonable that the formation and possible disintegration of enzyme is much faster

than other rates. That can also be expressed such that we assume that the enzyme is changed
more rapidly than the substrate and product, and that we can replace the enzyme concen-
tration E by an expression, here depending on the substrate, such that the time derivative of
the enzyme concentration is (almost zero)

(25.2)

With this, the equation for product formation becomes:

(25.3)

In the same way, the equation for S can be rewritten:

(25.4)

This type of equations goes under the name. “Michaelis–Menten relation”, and can be
derived and written in somewhat different ways. These expressions are strictly valid when
the enzyme reaction is much faster than other steps, which means that rates k1 and k2 are
much larger than other rates. Still, the solution of this set of two equations is always very
similar to that of the full set of three equations. One does not lose any essential features in
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the simplified system, and that can in itself be a motivation for the reduced scheme. In this
case, it is possible to write down an analytic solution of the set of equations, which maybe
is not very useful (see e.g. Fersht, 1999).

The real advantage of the reduction of the enzyme states is most clearly exposed when
one goes further and considers more possible enzyme states.

25C Allosteric action

The basic principle behind allosteric action, a central concept in most kinds of biological
regulation, is that there is a macromolecule, normally a protein, which can attain two
forms, which we call R and T, where one has an active role, and where the equilibrium
between these forms are changed by the binding of some substance(s). We here write down
formulas for that binding in order to describe the possible effects more deeply.

Assume that a substance, called A, can bind to the R-form but not to the T-form. Further,
assume that there are two different binding sites of A at R with the same binding properties.
Thus, two A can bind to the macromolecule in the R-form, and we get a scheme like:

(25.5)

To that, we have a relation between the bare R- and the T-form:

(25.6)

It is assumed that A binds to the two binding sites in the same way, governed by the same
kinetic constants. The bounded states are denoted by parentheses: (RA) and (RA2). As com-
monly done, we use the same notation, A, R, (RA), … for the entities themselves as well as
for the concentrations. The schemes imply the following equilibrium relations, expressed
in T, the concentration of the T-form:

The sum of these macromolecule forms in equilibrium shall be equal to the total macro-
molecule concentration, M. Thus,
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The factor 2 comes from the fact that there are two binding sites. In the last expression, we
have introduced the quantities L � b/a, the equilibrium constant between R- and T-forms,
and K � k1/k2, the binding constant of A to R. This provides relations for the T- and 
R-forms:

(25.7)

If the parameter L is considerably larger than one, which is the natural situation, the
T-form dominates at low A-concentrations, the R-form at high A-concentrations. This can
be relevant for control of gene expression. One of the T-, R-forms may bind to a particular
site at DNA and either prevent the gene to be expressed or, the opposite, promote that
gene. Either R or T can have that function, which then also means that the substrate A can
have either a supporting or a suppressing function. (If L is less than one, the R-form always
dominates, and the scheme would be less relevant for regulation or for any meaningful
function.)

One can have more general expressions in the scheme. In particular, the binding con-
stants at the two binding sites can differ, and the binding of the second substrate may be dif-
ferent from binding the first one. (The expression above means that the bindings to the two
sites are equal and independent of each other.) Instead of the squared function, one could have
a more general second-degree polynomial (1 � c1A � c2A

2). A natural situation is that the
A2-term is the most important one, and the exact expression of the first order term is less
relevant. One may well use only the square term (KA)2.

The scheme can be generalised to a situation with more binding sites. For instance, there
may be four such sites (and there are actual examples of that), in which case the reaction
scheme should go further two steps to (RA4) with four A-substrates bound to it. The term
(1 � KA)2 would then be replaced by a fourth-degree polynomial, either (1 � KA)4 in
accordance with the expression above, or simply by (KA)4, or by a more general fourth degree
polynomial. Another number of binding sites, e.g. 3, yields similar relations.

The macromolecule switches from T- to R-form when (KA)2 or (KA)3 or (KA)4 (depending
on the number of binding sites in the model) becomes larger than L. The higher the exponent,
the sharper is the transition.

Two substrates bind to an enzyme

We can generalise this scheme to a situation with an enzyme that besides the controlling
agent A also binds the substrate S which is involved in a chemical reaction, leading to a
product P. It is possible, and we shall later consider that situation where A is the product P,
which may suppress a reaction (negative feedback) or support it (positive feedback). We
start here by developing the previous scheme to one that concerns the enzyme-bound states
with two separate substrates A and S where both can have two binding sites. We retain the
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notations R- and T-forms, and the assumption that A only binds to the R-form. We, however,
allow S to be bound to the T-form. A general scheme is as follows:

As in the previous case, we consider equilibrium relations and replace the kinetic rate con-
stants by equilibrium constants. Detailed balance shall be valid. Then, we get relations:

The sum of the 12 enzyme forms is equal to the total enzyme concentration:

ET � T � 2(TS) � (TS2) � R � 2(RS) � (RS2) � 2(RA) � 4(RAS) � (RAS2)
� (RA2) � 2(RA2S) � (RA2S2) (25.10)

With the expressions above, we get a relation of the following form:

(25.11)

where a11, a12, a21, a22 are the products of equilibrium constants of (AS ), (AS2), (A2S ),
(A2S2) in the above expression.
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As in the preceding case, we can generalise the expression to situations with more bind-
ing sites and exponents up to 3 or 4, but also consider simplified expressions with fewer
parameters. A much used expression for the denominator above has the form:

where the term with K1S corresponds to T-forms with bound S, and the last term to R-forms
with bound A and S. (A does not bind to the T-form in this description.) The concentrations
of the various R-, T-forms all have this denominator. We consider more specific expressions
in later chapters. It is also possible to have higher exponents than two.

These kinds of expressions are used in enzyme kinetics where S is considered as a sub-
strate that is to be changed into a product P. This means essentially a simple reaction S ↔ P.
The essential points of the kinetics concern the formation rate of the product and the rate of
taking up the substrate S. In principle, all the states in the scheme above should appear in a
general kinetic scheme. Usually, one assumes that this part of the kinetics is rapid and essen-
tially equilibrated until the final production of the product takes place. Every enzyme state
that contains enzyme bound S can in principle give rise to the product, so the product rate
should be a sum of the concentrations of S-bound enzyme states, each with a particular prod-
uct rate. The rate of substrate taking up is the sum of the enzyme states that take up substrate
multiplied with the respective kinetic rate constants in the full scheme for all steps Ei → EiS,
where Ei can be any enzyme state (except those of a maximum number of bound substrates).

Now consider the “controlling agent” A. It is reasonable that it is a substance that in some
way is related to the main reaction and to the substrate or the product. A can thus be involved
in a further reaction, related to the S ↔ P reaction. As before, A supports the R-form of 
the enzyme. Usually, it is assumed that the main reaction can appear both in the R- and the 
T-form, but it is also assumed that the product rate is faster in one of them, which can be either
R, in which case A enhances the reaction, or T, in which case A slows down the reaction.

But A can also be the product itself. If T is the efficient enzyme form, which means that
a high product concentration slows down its own production, which certainly is an efficient
way to regulate the reaction and product levels. This is an example of negative feedback. The
opposite situation does occur, i.e. the R-form that is enhanced by the product is the most
efficient enzyme form. The product enhances its own production, which is an example of
positive feedback.

These kinds of expressions in sets of differential equations, primarily for substrate-
reaction schemes comprise many possibilities for non-linear behaviour and are among the
most realistic non-linear expressions for biological applications. Negative feedback is cer-
tainly efficient to stabilise the levels of relevant compounds. Positive feedback occurs and
can give rise to excited pulses and oscillations. When one goes to sets of three or more non-
linear equations, the behaviour can be more complex. For instance, it is possible to get what
is called chaotic behaviour. That is discussed at another place with the question whether
that could have any biological significance. It might be relevant to have some kind of gener-
ation of a dynamics with a development well adapted to a certain purpose.
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As for excitations and oscillations, these certainly have important roles in biological
function, in particular, in generating signals and providing responses to changes, for instance
of the concentrations of certain compounds. As such compound concentrations can enter the
segments we have in the roles of A-agents, they can influence the behaviour of the dynamics,
for instance trigger oscillations or in other cases stabilise the system.

Expressions of the kind we have considered here are suggested in several, also quite 
different applications. They are used by Lefever, Goldbeter and their collaborators at Brussels
by describing certain chemical networks and possible oscillations, for instance in the 
glycolytic process (see Goldbeter, 1996, 2002). They are also used in various situations
together with gene expressions and gene regulation. We add that expressions of the same
type appear in the Fitzhugh–Nagumo equations for generating neural signals. We take this
up in a later chapter in Part VIII.
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267

§ 26 WHAT DOES NON-LINEARITY DO?

We need at this stage to go deeper into the questions about non-linearity. As in other cases,
where we have a definition which tells what it is not, non-linearly is not linearity, we should
think about what is meant by linearity and what it does not provide. Perhaps the properties
are not completely well defined although there are some clear features. One today often
relates non-linearity to “far from equilibrium”, but that is not the whole truth. The magnetic
phase transition, described in Chapter 16 comprises the typical signs of non-linearity; there
is a qualitative change in behaviour when some relevant parameter such as the temperature
changes through a specific threshold value. The formalism in the magnetism chapter, 16
takes a non-linear form and shows how a magnetisation can be established without an
external field. This is certainly an equilibrium situation, and it shows that equilibrium needs
not be simple. When the temperature decreases, the simple, non-magnetic situation becomes
unstable and there are possible stable situations with magnetisation in different directions.
This also leads to hysteresis effects, a change of an external magnetic field through the
transition point provides a magnetisation when the external field is zero and after that, the
magnetic field is directed in an opposite direction than the external field up to kind of limit
field when the magnetisation switches to be directed along the external field.

Otherwise, it may be more common to speak about driven systems, systems that are
driven far from a simple thermodynamic equilibrium. Equilibrium, as repeatedly said, is a
state with strong equalisation. There shall be a uniform temperature, a uniform pressure, a
uniform structure, a uniform chemical potential, which means uniform distribution of vari-
ous constituents and that all kinds of energy potentials are equalised. There can be forces,
but all forces shall be kept in balance with each other.

When we speak about systems “close to equilibrium”, one means that there is a direct
tendency for a direct approach towards the uniform equilibrium state. There will be flows
that go against any non-uniformities. Without any driving force, any motion shows a trend
towards equalisation, and all movements will be damped. With some kind of driving force,
there will be a steady motion, but a motion where the tendency to approach equilibrium is
as relevant as the driving force. There will be a steady flow with a balance between these both,
between the driving force and what we see as “friction”, where free energy, made available
by the driving force, is spread out continuously as “dissipation”. There are linear laws for the
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flows such as in Ohm’s law, which means proportionality between a flow, the electric cur-
rent and a driving force—an electric voltage. The proportionality, in this case, the conductivity,
can be given by equilibrium features by fluctuation–dissipation relations. Periodic
processes are simply analysed by spectral composition. Any periodic force of a particular
frequency gives rise to a periodic current with the same frequency.

We can see two primary different aspects in the previous description. One is the appearance
of new kinds of structures, which may be uniform and static, also occurring in equilibrium
systems. The other aspect concerns the establishment of new kinds of temporal processes,
different from the behaviour close to equilibrium.

Another simple and also easily understandable example of a transition is provided by an
elastic rod. One has a rod of a certain length and puts a force between the ends. The rod is
elastic and with a relatively small force, one gets the linear result: the rod is pressed
together by an amount proportional to the strain force. When the force exceeds a certain
value, something new happens: the rod buckles out in a new direction. The buckling
requires a bending that necessitates a certain stress. As in the magnetic transition, there is a
broken symmetry, a direction of the buckled rod appears, which is not there in the original
statement of the problem. In this buckled solution, there is also a variation of the deviation
of the rod from its equilibrium position, which is a new and relevant feature Figure 26.1.

Elastic non-linear features are certainly relevant for understanding properties of certain
biological structures, for instance a skeleton and a tree, features that although important are
outside the themes of this book.

For the themes of this book, main sources for the non-linear special effects, and anyhow
main parts in most of the descriptions, have their basis in chemical reactions. However, the
non-linear effects are not as apparent for chemical reactions as in elasticity theory or engin-
eering scientific studies of electric non-linear circuits. When chemical oscillations first were
demonstrated in the Zhabotinsky–Belusov reaction (Zhabotinskii, 1967; see also e.g. Nicolis
and Prigogine, 1977), there was a general doubt that this really was an effect of the reactions.
There was a belief that chemical reaction dynamics should not lead to that kind of results.
Now, of course, we know after a number of instructive studies that this really is so, but also
that the key to understand the possibilities is the concept of “autocatalysis”, reactions where
production rates are enhanced by the product itself. This is frequent in the processes of life.
Template reproduction provided by the nuclide acids where a copy is built up after an existing
specimen as a primary example of such an autocatalytic process. Further there are many
processes where a protein shall be activated by binding some substrate in order to produce
a certain reaction, and there are frequent cases where this is accomplished by the product itself:
thus a product activates the catalytic process by which it is produced. This is of course what
is considered as “positive feedback”, a common and well-studied effect in control theory.

In this, one of the most important non-linear effects is mentioned: the generation of oscilla-
tions. Chemical reactions which are driven by the steady supply of some substance can, under
certain circumstances lead to sustained oscillations. With given circumstances, these oscilla-
tions have definite amplitudes and frequencies. Sometimes, the non-linear systems eventually
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lead to stable, uniform states, but the time course to that can show rather spectacular features
and also depend on starting positions. An initial position, close to the uniform state usually
leads to a direct, simple process towards the final point. But there can be a threshold, and ini-
tial positions away from that can provide spectacular different responses, which can be inter-
preted as large pulses, often followed by some decreasing ones (as damped oscillations). Such
pulses as well as oscillations are relevant for signal generation.

Static responses such as the buckled rod can be more complex and provide non-uniform
spatial structures. Such structures can also be established by driven chemical reactions.
Possibilities to get a variation of some compound in a cell or another structure open possi-
bilities of cell differentiation and also to mark out various parts of a cell, an important task
in cell division. If some compound concentration varies in a cell or in some other structure,
this opens the possibility to get different activities in different parts.

The tendencies of spatial non-uniform structures and oscillations can be combined and
provide non-linear waves, quite different from the kind of waves that are studied by linear
wave equations. Linear wave equations lead to simple periodic processes where an ampli-
tude is determined by initial conditions and independent of the frequency. For a non-linear
wave, the amplitude, the velocity and the appearance of the wave pattern are all determined
by the wave equation itself and some initial condition. These waves are much more special
and stable than any linear waves. Linear waves show a superposition principle: different
waves can be added together and provide a new type of wave consistent with the wave
equation. This can also lead to interference: waves that are not in phase with each other can
annihilate each other. These features are quite different in non-linear systems: the sum of
two waves is not a proper wave. Indeed, the interaction between waves can be quite complex.
Note that a non-linear wave can be very different from the way we apprehend linear waves.
Maybe, the important sign of a non-linear wave is that it is some kind of pattern that is
propagated by a certain velocity, the wave velocity. For instance, one can see the motion of
a candle when it is burning down as a non-linear wave with a constant velocity. One can
have two non-linear wave patterns that meet each other. They do certainly not show some
interference as linear waves should do. One important possibility is that the waves meet as
two solid particles should do; they collide and go away from each other as two colliding
particles. Waves with that particular property are called solitons, and they have been con-
sidered as models of particles. Such properties are not simple to establish, and one may
rather use the term solitary waves to emphasise the stability and uniqueness of the wave
patterns. Certainly, neural signals are solitary waves as are also other biological signals.

The possibilities of non-linear effects and their particular effects are crucial for the
processes of living organisms. In fact, the non-linearity leads to questions about which very
little is completely understood. Neural signals are generated by non-linear mechanisms and
they are transported as non-linear waves along the neural cells. And in the brain system, it
seems that everything is non-linear. OK, I have previously said that most problems in nature
are in principle non-linear, that non-linearity may be more natural than linearity. That may
be true, but for the researches who try to understand how all this works and try to under-
stand basic principles of sensory inputs and outputs, this provides very difficult analyses.

When an electric engineer analyses signals, generation, transmission and reception, he/she
usually makes linear analyses. One considers the signal spectrum and the effects on the fre-
quency components. This provides a linear description, which can be generalised in modern
digital analysis. But what does the brain do? When we study our environment, it is certainly
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not a spectral analysis. It might be some kind of point by point analysis, but everything
points that it is more complex than that. It seems that a pattern in our environment is propa-
gated and stored in the brain as just that—pattern. No spectral analysis, probably no point
by point description. This makes the propagation and analysis of signals a very difficult
task, where even our mathematics is deficient. In ordinary (linear) signal analysis, one con-
siders a frequency spectrum and then provides a clear formalism for relating an input to an
output. When everything is non-linear this becomes much more difficult, and there is no clear
way to relate inputs and outputs. These can be of quite different nature. These questions
also consider how signals are coded in the neural system. How do we know that the system
has just recognised something that requires a rapid act, a withdrawal of something hot, a
reaction to a threatening danger? Our neural system knows, but this means primarily a kind
of sensory input, some signals that code for the reaction, an interpretation in some brain
centre, which recognises the messages and send out a new signal for the reaction in some
non-linear forms. The brain makes this very efficiently. As discussed at other places, signal
rates in our bodies are quite restricted due to slow molecular processes. While a computer
or modern telephones can use frequencies up to gigahertz, our bodies are a million times
slower, hardly providing signals of frequencies larger than kilohertz. This restricts the times
of signals and responses. An individual can still act relatively rapidly, at least at times of the
order of a tenth of a second or faster.

There are also more irregular, strange possibilities. There are these processes called
“chaotic”, characterised by an irregular time course, which does not settle to any stable situ-
ation, not steady state, no oscillation. There are some different types of such processes, and
a general classification is difficult to accomplish. There are some well-studied forms, what
can be called “strange attractors”. (Ruelle, 1989) Typical features comprise (1) a very
strong sensitivity on initial conditions and (2) a fractal dimension of the solution trajectory.
Two processes that start close to each other diverge exponentially with time, which means
that they after some time lapse get very far from each other. They can be taken as examples
of processes that are not predicable at long times although they can be described by deter-
ministic basic equations. The typical relations for chaotic processes also provide a large
number of regularly oscillating processes, which are unstable in the sense that they are sur-
rounded by the irregular process. There are, however, methods to find and to stabilise at least
the simplest of these oscillations. We will not here go through mathematical details which
here go quite deep, but also are restricted to relatively simple basic expressions, sets of differ-
ential equations with a small number (preferably 3) of variables or, still simpler, considerations
of discrete variables. A classical treatise about fractal features is (Mandelbrot, 1977).

It is not clear to which extent chaotic processes are relevant in biology. There are ideas that
an irregular behaviour of this type can be useful for instance in the neural system, and a chaotic
process is a way to provide an intentional irregular behaviour. There are also proposals that the
stabilisation of unstable oscillations can provide a possibility to generate a variety of oscil-
lating processes that can be used for signalling purposes. (Babloyantz and Lourenzo, 1996).
Other ideas are found in (Degn et al., 1987; Ruelle, 1989; Liebovitch and Toth, 1991b).

It should also be said that non-linearly generated processes in systems with an intrinsically
complex geometry, for instance of spin glass type can provide very complex behaviour.
One can have processes that pass quite different states, not getting settled in any simple sta-
tionary state but proceeding between various possibilities for long times.
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26A Non-linearity in cells: oscillations, pulses and waves

Non-linear effects appear at many instances in living organisms, and we here take up some
of the most conspicuous examples, which also are among the most studied ones. As in most
of this book, we focus the discussion on basic properties that are relevant for the organisms.
There is no place here for going further with problems, for instance occurring in ecology or
concerning spreading of diseases. Some important problems concern occurrence of non-
uniform structures, but we will put the main emphasis on special time effects. There, we have
possibilities of generating pulses, or sustained oscillations, and also to provide changing
spatial structures, in particular in the form of waves.

Regular oscillations are important for providing a kind of clock in the cells, to provide a regu-
lar rhythm. Certainly, there are such mechanisms in all cells, and they are also important for
synchronisation of certain reactions. Oscillations and pulses are also important as first steps
in signal generation. Often signals can be provided by the production of certain substances that
are produced by a special reaction, move in the cell and get to some complex where its pres-
ence can give rise to some response, which in this way can be regarded as triggered by the first
reaction. Non-linear signals proceed at longer distances and provide a better ordered process.

The most typical signalling processes, and the most studied ones, concern the nerve signals.
The generation of nerve signals is rather clear. By energy-driven processes ions are transported
against their concentration differences in what is called active transport (also discussed at
other places), non-equilibrium distributions of ions are put up at different sides of a cell
membrane. This provides considerable concentration differences and by that also an appre-
ciable electric potential over the membrane. (This is also discussed at other places. The voltage
over a membrane of width a few nanometres is about a tenth of a volt, which leads to very
high electric field strengths, of the order of 107V/m.) By a weak leak current through the
membrane and a continuous active transport to keep the ion non-equilibrium concentrations,
this provides a stable, stationary balanced situation. The most relevant, positive ions, sodium,
potassium, calcium can cross the membrane in channels formed by particular protein com-
plexes through the membranes, what are called ion channels, which are specific for the par-
ticular ions. In the balanced situation, these are almost closed, allowing small ion currents
that retain the stationarity. Then, as a response to some disturbance (and there are many
possibilities for this, ion channels can open, the balance is broken, and there will be con-
siderable ion currents through the ion channels, which provide slightly different dynamics for
different ions, leading primarily to a pulse (action potential) where the voltage over the
membrane may be reversed for some instant, and then restored. The system can go back to
the original state or the process can be continued by providing regular oscillations. This also
triggers oscillating ion currents along the nerve threads. There is, also for moving charges,
a damping force, but the oscillating or pulsed behaviour can be reset by the ion channels
mechanisms, and provide a stable wave going along the nerve cell. For general accounts of
these questions, see Nicolis and Prigogine (1977), Haken (1983, 1987) and Bar Yam (2003).

We discuss this process in more detail in a later chapter. An interesting signalling process
has been studied for a kind of primitive organisms, certain kinds of what are called slime
molds, Dictyostelium. These are basically unicellular organisms that live on the ground of
forests. If they have organic nutrients available in the vicinity, these organisms live independ-
ently of each other. If, however, there are less nutrient concentrations to be found, the cells
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organize and form small organisms with different roles of different cells. In that way they can
use available food sources more efficiently and are in a way a first stage of a multi-cellular
organism. It is clear that there are organization signals between the cells, and that they react
on these signals by moving towards each other. These signals are treated by mathematical
models using reaction equations. This is in particular made by Goldbeter and co-workers in
Prigogine’s department in Brussels (Nicolis and Prigogine, 1977; Decroly and Goldbeter,
1982; Goldbeter, 1996).

In this case, there is a specific signalling substance, cyclic AMP (cAMP). We have pre-
sented the energy processes of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) in another section. Adenosine
monophosphate (AMP) is usually a degradation product by ATP. ATP provides a special
bond in the AMP molecules, yielding a cyclic structure, which keeps some of the free energy
of ATP. This is not a normal substance of the cell, and then an appropriate signal substance.
There is a protein the cell that governs the reaction by which cAMP is formed from ATP.
That reaction takes place inside the cell, at the surrounding membrane. Cyclic AMP can go
out from the cell, and there eventually providing the signal. This cAMP at the outer cell sur-
face binds to and activates the enzyme that provides cAMP inside the cell. This provides the
autocatalysis, the positive feedback step: cyclic AMP, when going out from the cell activates
the process by which it is formed. This process provides a pulse or an oscillating pattern that
goes away from a cell and that can trigger similar types of responses by activating the same
kind of protein at the outside of other cells.

We show the formal equations for this process in a next part.
It is also known that there is a step in the glycolysis process of cells that can provide

oscillations. Glycolysis is a process that proceeds in a number of steps whereby glucose is
transformed to lactic acid and in some steps forming the energy carrier, ATP. (ATP is used in
some of the steps, but there is a net gain in the entire process). The process that may oscil-
late are among the important ones where ATP is formed. This process has been studied by
Goldbeter and co-workers with very similar kinds of equations as those used for the slime
mold signals. One uses the enzyme activation forms described in a particular chapter, and
as in the slime mold case, it is important that, at one stage, products activates the enzyme
by which they are formed. What also is discussed by Goldbeter is that these processes when
some more substrates are involved easily can lead to chaotic behaviour.

In the next part, we consider the formalism of these pulse- and oscillation-generating
processes. It can be said that the basic mathematical structure of this formalism is similar
and also similar to older types of equations developed for electric circuits, also there with
the aim of generating oscillations and waves. That kind of formalism was also used for the
generation of nerve signals in the FitzHugh–Nagumo equations (See also the tutorial by
Freeman, 1992; FitzHugh, 1961, 1969; Nagumo et al., 1962) These equations were origi-
nally proposed as an analogy to electric circuits, and they are rather different from the more
used approach by Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) which puts an emphasis on the opening and
closing of ion channels. As will be discussed in the formalism section, most of this formalism
considers a set of two coupled differential equations, which is necessary and also sufficient to
describe an oscillating pattern. Mathematically, it is a great advantage to work with two equa-
tions, in particular because all essential features can easily be depicted on a sheet of paper.
The original Hodgkin–Huxley equations contain a set of four coupled differential equations.
Although today not complicated to treat by various mathematical programs on a computer,
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the results become more complicated to handle and analyse. Therefore, there are proposals to
reduce the set of four equations to two equations without hopefully losing anything essential.
This is a relevant purpose of equations like those of FitzHugh–Nagano and also of Morris and
Lecar (1981) who reduce the Hodgkin–Huxley scheme. However, in all such reductions, one
may loose some features, and if the purpose is to make a theory that is a relatively good model
of a real situation, one should probably not reduce such systems too far.

Oscillations are also considered as a basis for biorhythms (see e.g. Moran and Goldbeter,
1984; Leloup and Goldbeter, 2003).

§ 27 OSCILLATIONS AND SPACE VARIATION

In this chapter, we show some of the types of equations that are used for oscillating and
even chaotic systems.

27A Electric circuit

A generation of oscillations was studied by electric engineers well before this was taken up
by physicists, and before any of their role was established in biology. Oscillations are
accomplished by circuits where there is some positive feedback and non-linear effects. The
“normal” linear Ohm’s law is well known: current is proportional to the voltage, and if the
voltages increase, so does the current. To get oscillations, one needs a more general circuit
where, for example, an increasing current, in a certain current interval, can lead to a
decrease of voltage. A simple circuit can be like the one below (Figure 27.1):
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R

V0

L I

V C Φ(Ι)

Figure 27.1 There is a “normal resistance” R, where the voltage drop is simply R � I, an induc-
tance L where voltage is proportional to a current change: and there is a capacitor
where the current is proportional to the change of voltage: I � C dV/dt (see Chapter 5). There is further
a special element with a more complex relation between voltage and current, which we may express as
V � f(I). This relation can be such that the voltage decreases with increasing current in some interval.
Such a behaviour can be achieved by gas discharges, and is accomplished if the system at a low volt-
age and low current has few charge carriers (electrons, ions), and thus a high resistance. A larger current
can produce a higher frequency of charge carriers by ionisation. V0 is a driving voltage. V is the voltage
over the capacitor and the special element. I is the current of the main circuit.
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The electric relations are (see Section 5D):
V0 is the input direct voltage; I1 is the current over the resistance R, I2 the current over the

capacitor C.
Voltages over the main circuit

The main current I1 is the sum of the currents over the capacitor and the special element:

I1 � I2 � I

Voltage–current relation of the right part of the circuit:

These relations can be formulated as a set of two coupled equations:

(27.1)

This system, leads to oscillations of the voltage and current for suitably chosen parameters
(L, R, C, V0) (Figure 27.2).

The system can give rise to oscillations if the two curves intersect at the curve part with
negative derivative.

For all such differential equations, one studies solutions when the variables, here current
and voltage, vary by time. A general terminology is to call these solutions “trajectories”,
which can be studied in diagrams of the varying variables, voltage and current in the actual
example. The trajectory can be considered as a motion in the variable diagram. In such a dia-
gram, one shows the relations between V and I at which the derivatives are zero. This provides
two curves. The intersections between these curves yield points that represent stationary solu-
tions, where both derivatives are zero. The curves are borders of regions where the trajecto-
ries have definite directions. The trajectories can only change direction when they intersect
the curves where the derivatives are zero. It should be clear that this is easiest to analyse in
cases of two variables, as here, where a variable diagram can be represented on an ordinary
page. An analysis is possible also for more variables, but it becomes more complicated.
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27B Chemical oscillating systems

Schemes like this were well known and much studied as sources of radio oscillators by
applied scientists, but they were not much considered in more pure physics and chemistry
before the discovery of oscillating chemical reactions. I mention the first observations of
oscillating chemical reactions at other places also together with a primary scepticism and
later great interest. One relevant point that contributed to the scepticism was that there are
no inductances in chemical systems and in cells. There are capacitors and mechanisms sim-
ilar to these. As in the scheme above, it appears important to have both inductances and
capacitors to provide oscillators, but further analysis shows that this can be accomplished
in other ways. In fact, basic features are different from those of the electric system,
although when analysed by diagrams, they can look quite similar. What is important for the
chemical systems are (1) the interplay between several substrates and (2) auto-catalysis:
the production of some substance is enhanced by the appearance of the substance itself,
what is called positive feedback.

It is suitable at this stage to consider the brusselator model, a model suggested by
Prigogine and co-workers (Nicolis and Prigogine, 1977) in order to show how a chemical
system can lead to oscillations. The model does not correspond to any actual chemical
reaction scheme, but it is chosen to provide the simplest possible scheme that gives rise to
oscillations. (This is discussed in the given reference.) For this, it is necessary to have two
substances, auto-catalysis and also a third-degree term. The reaction scheme is thus a fictive

O

B

Figure 27.2 A schematic analysis of the set of differential equations. The current is along the x-axis
and voltage along the y-axis. The curves show the points where one of the variable derivatives is zero
and thus trajectories have horizontal or vertical directions, as indicated in the picture. O is the sta-
tionary point. A position in region B proceeds in the shown direction and does not turn until at the low
part of the curve. This gives rise to a pulse as indicated by the arrow directions. In this case, the point O
is certainly stable and a trajectory always approaches that point although it can show a large amplitude
and maybe a number of successively damped pulses.



one, presented as a simple system for providing sustained oscillators. The model is thus a
fictive system of four chemical reactions:

A, B, C, D are thought to be substrates whose concentrations are held constant in the reac-
tion. The interest is put on the intermediary substances X and Y. Usually, all rate constants
k1,… k4 are put equal to 1. The aim of the model is to be enlightening, and it may therefore
be formulated as simple as possible. One gets two coupled differential equations for X
and Y:

(27.2)

There is always a stationary point, which does not change with time, when X � A, Y � B/A.
The conventional way to analyse the stability is to consider small deviations from the

stationary point and make a linear approximation. One puts:

where j, h are small deviations. These relations are put in the equations and only first-order
terms in j, h are kept. The equation yields:

(27.3)
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The state j � h � 0 is stable if all solutions of this set of equations decay to zero so that its tra-
jectories approach the stationary point. This is the case if the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix

have a negative real part, which is the case when A2 � 1 � B. (For relevant values, the
matrix has complex eigenvalues.)

The stationary solution is unstable (all trajectories close to the point go away from it) if
A2 � 1 � B. In that case, there occur stable oscillations around the stationary point.

Next, we go further to more realistic examples. Goldbeter and co-workers (Goldbeter,
1996) use schemes for enzyme control, given in Section 25B. There is a reaction where a
certain product P is formed from a substrate S, and this product formation takes place on an
enzyme E, and this is activated by a substance A, which can be the product P. A formalism
for such processes is shown in Chapter 25, where expressions for the product formation are
derived. A somewhat simplified form is give by, (cf. Chapter 25):

k1, k2, k3 are rate constants, ET the total concentration of enzyme. At low concentrations of
substrate and activator and no saturation of enzyme, the production rate is (k1/K)ET S. The
cause of the denominator is the saturation of the enzyme at high concentrations while the
activator A can give rise to positive feedback.

Usually, one writes equations in a dimensionless, simpler way. With this expression, one can
put x � k2S, y � k3A, and introduce certain combinations of variables. In that way, one can
reduce the previous expression to a simplified form:

(27.4)

(Goldbeter uses Greek letters a, b, g where we have x, y, z.)
Typical equations by Goldbeter for glycolytic oscillations are:

(27.5)
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f provides the reaction rate from x to y, and it is assumed that the product y also has an acti-
vating effect. v is the rate by which the substrate is introduced by other reactions, q is a rate
by which the product is taken out by disintegration of by another process.

This process has again the features of auto-catalysis: the product activates the process by
which it is produced. The system can be analysed in a similar way as the electric circuit
equations, and we can represent the relations between x and y when the derivatives dx/dt or
dy/dt are zero. The expressions are more complicated than those of the electric circuit as the
f-function contains both variables. However, with suitable constants, the structure of the
equations is rather similar to those of the electric circuit.

Goldbeter considered a scheme for slime mould signals, see previous discussion, with
three variables:

Here, x corresponds to ATP, y to cell (interior) cyclic AMP, and z to external cyclic AMP
outside the cell.

The first equation is the same as before: cf gives the rate by which ATP is producing
cyclic AMP. The second equation shows the relation for interior cyclic AMP (y), produced
by ATP (x) by the enzyme that is activated by exterior cAMP (z). The last term ay shows
how this is taken away, at least some to the outside of the cell. The third equation concerns
the exterior cAMP that is provided by the interior cAMP that goes out from the cell, and then
by the qz term that is taken away by further processes.

A common simplification of this type of equations is to eliminate the last equation, and
simply assume by � qz. This is motivated if the last process, change of cAMP is faster than
the enzyme processes, and it is anyhow a qualitatively reasonable simplification. The scheme
then gets the same appearance as we had before, and the same possibilities of generating
pulses and oscillations.

27C Neural signal generation

Neural signals are generated by influencing ion channels, by controlling the flows of
sodium and potassium ions through the membrane. The condition is given by the active
transport, dealt with in another chapter, which separates ions, thereby creating concentration
differences which also give rise to electric potential differences (Figure 27.3). A general
reference to this topic is Hille (1992), and some other treatments, not mentioned at further
places, are: Patlak, 1991; Rinzel and Ermentrout, 1989; King, 1996; Freeman, 1992.

The mechanism is best illustrated by a scheme with four parallel elements through the
membrane: (1) A capacitance over the membrane, (2) An unspecific, conventional type of
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“leak” resistance, (3) A voltage-dependant potassium channel, (4) A voltage-dependant
sodium channel. “Conventional resistance” means that the ordinary Ohm’s law is valid:
current is proportional to the electric potential. The ion channels can be open or closed.
When open, the respective ions flow through, and yield currents driven by the respective
concentration differences. The channels’ opening and closing are driven by the voltage over
the membrane in a dynamic fashion. The sodium channels are faster than the potassium
ones and, moreover, the sodium channels close at a slower rate, also depending on the volt-
age. On can then write the total current through the membrane at a voltage as:

(27.7)

If the total current is held constant, which is a common experimental condition, it yields a
differential equation relation for the voltage. The constant current condition can be pro-
vided by a constant voltage and high resistance (see Figure 27.3). The voltage is defined as
positive if directed out from the cell. In what is considered as a resting situation with no
overall current, the voltage primarily acts against the potassium concentration difference, thus
acting inwards, being negative. Its value is slightly smaller than 0.1 V, about 70 mV. (As the
membrane is about some nanometres in width, this means a very high electric force field,
something like 3 � 107V/m.)

The potassium and sodium currents go in different directions due to different concentra-
tion differences. When the sodium channels open and allow a sodium ion flow, the voltage
increases from the low negative values and may even change direction, being positive,
pointing out from the cell. The general scheme to account for the dynamics is due to
Hodgkin and Huxley (1952), and there are some variations of their original proposal (see
e.g. A° rhem et al., 2006), where conditions for oscillations and pulses are investigated.
Their scheme introduces three time- and voltage-dependant functions that account for the
opening and closing of the channels: m(V, t) that describes the opening of sodium channels,
n(V, t) that in a similar manner describes the opening of the potassium channels. Then,
there is a counter-acting function h(V, t) that describes the closing of sodium channels. A
parameter is one when its contribution is to open the respective channel is open, zero when
it closes the channel. m and n increase towards one when the voltage increases, while h
changes in the opposite way. In accordance with other macromolecule effect that are
considered in the book, the opening effects are regarded as co-operative effects, which are
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Figure 27.3 Scheme for the ion-channel scenario (see the text).



represented in such a way that the probabilities to have open channels are is proportional to
m3h for the sodium channels, and n2 for potassium channels. (There are other expressions
in alternative models.) These functions change with time by voltage-dependant expressions
and by the same general type of expression:

(27.8)

where f is any of n, m, h and Af, Bf are voltage-dependant coefficients. We can recognise the
general form of the relation as that of the simplest chemical reaction .

The opening and closing parameters, m, n, h, are assumed to be governed by cooperative
processes, leading to non-linear expressions. The sodium and potassium currents are
assumed to have the forms:

(27.9)

where nNa, nK represent the density of respective channels, I0Na, I0K the currents through
open channels. They depend on the chemical potentials of the respective ions, thus also on
the electrical voltages. The exponents of the n, m represent the cooperative effects, and
these are also voltage-dependant.

The scenario after an initial current input as the follows:
First, a current through the capacitance immediately leads to a voltage increase. Then,

there is the important positive feedback effect. The voltage increase starts opening the
sodium channel as the m-function increases. An increasing sodium current yields a still further
increasing voltage, which may even change sign. At that stage, by a slower rate than the
opening of the sodium channel, the potassium channel opens, providing a potassium cur-
rent opposing to that of sodium. The voltage reaches a maximum and then decreases. At the
same time, the h-function increases and closes the sodium channel. The voltage at that
stage can be quite low until it again grows as the h-parameter changes from zero. The system
change appears as a large pulse, and then again approaches a stationary state. The scenario
can be repeated and continue as regular oscillations. If we consider long neural cells, this
leads to a propagating pulse or to an oscillating wave pattern.

The details of ion-channel dynamics are quite interesting for the aspects of this book,
and are at present frequently studied. An interesting problem is how the channels can dis-
tinguish the ions. Sodium is smaller than potassium, which clearly is a feature that is rele-
vant. This, however, doesn’t make it clear how to prevent sodium ions to pass the potassium
channel. However, these ions also bind water molecules (they are hydrated), and here sodium
as being smallest binds water harder. It is then reasonable that potassium easily can get rid of
bound water and pass a narrow channel, while sodium with stronger bound water pass more
infrequently. Again we have Boltzmann factors exp(E /kBT) that provide possible distinction
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ratios. Certainly some sodium ions also pass the potassium channel, although there are
more potassium ions.

It is of interest here to compare with other means of generating pulses and oscillations.
As the scheme is described here, it looks quite different from the previous kinds of equations.
However, further considerations may show that the difference is not as conspicuous. It is
also relevant to think about the structure of the schemes and the number of equations. The
previous schemes involved two coupled equations, the simplest possibilities to get oscillations,
while the present scheme contains four variables and four coupled equations. However, in
situations like these, one often tries to simplify the situations and it is natural to consider
reduced schemes with only two relevant variables. Indeed, at an early stage, a scheme quite
similar to the electric circuit scheme was proposed for neural signals by FitzHugh (1960,
1969) and Nagumo et al. (1962). As previously said, this implies schemes rather similar to
the generation of the chemical signal generation. There are various direct attempts to
reduce the Hodgkin–Huxley equations. One way is to assume that the n-parameter, which is
the one that varies fastest, simply follows the potential and that this is also the case of some
other combination of functions. Indeed in an analysis of a variation of the Hodgkin–Huxley
scheme, it seems as the dynamics of the four-variable scheme indeed appears on a two-
variable manifold, as that general processes rather quickly approaches this, thus essentially
providing a two-variable dynamics. This does not mean that this two-variable scenario can
be formulated in any simple way.

One may well ask about the relevance of the number of variables in these schemes. There
are two aspects. On one side, one tries to get a relevant description as simple as possible.
On the other hand, one can not entirely ignore that these represent real situations. There is
always a dilemma to judge between the demand of simplicity and an aim to be realistic.
Often a realistic description necessitates a formulation with many components, while that
can be too cumbersome for any careful analysis.

27D Diffusion–reaction equations and spatial structures

Up to now, we have not considered the possibilities of getting spatial structures from dif-
ferential equations. The simplest way to get this possibility is to include diffusion terms
besides non-linear terms. If the non-linearities are assumed to originate from chemical
reactions, it is very reasonable to consider diffusion terms that describe the spread of the
substances in a solution. A general form of that kind of equation is:

(27.10)

Y represents substrate concentrations. It can be just one component, but also a vector with
several components, and it stands for them. F(Y) provides the corresponding non-linear
(autonomous) reaction contribution, and it can be a vector-valued function. x finally stands
for the spatial coordinate(s), and D is the diffusion coefficient. We can consider diffusion in
one, two or three spatial directions. For more than one dimension, the last term in eq. (27.10)
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shall of course be a sum of the corresponding coordinate derivatives. While there are many
studies about equations in one spatial dimensions, it is difficult to make any systematic
studies for diffusion in two, not to say three dimensions.

We illustrate the basic features by a reaction contribution in the form of a relatively sim-
ple polynomial, which can be regarded as a generalisation of a simple potential equation. It
contains a straightforward type of non-linearity.

(27.11)

To this, there shall be a boundary condition, which may be q(x � 0) � q(x � 1) � 0. (We
restrict x to values between 0 and 1.) The following treatment is due to Haken (1987).

There is a stationary, homogeneous solution q(x, t) � 0. If there is no diffusion, this is
stable if a � 0. In the lowest order, one usually tries to get linear expressions, and with the
boundary conditions, it is reasonable to have a trigonometric mode description (compare
the treatments of the stochastic equations.):

(27.12)

This shall be put in eq. (27.11). There will be a large number of terms and products of up
to three jn. We do not here go through all details in the further analysis. A more complete
analysis is given in the reference above by Haken.

Different modes can be separated by using the formulas:

(27.13)

The last integral is zero if n � m is even. With these relations, eq. (27.11) can be written as
a set of equations for the jn.

This is a set of equations of the type we have treated earlier, but with an infinite number
of variables. We now want to analyse what kind of solution this leads to. As said above,
there is a solution with all jn equal to zero, and a primary question is whether this solution
is stable. Stability in all this kind of problems means that a small deviation, that is small
values of jn, yields decay and vanishing of all deviations. The zero solution is unstable if
the equation leads to an increase of some jn. This is decided by the linear terms in j; if all
have negative sign, then there is decay towards the homogeneous state, when all j are zero.
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If all terms but the linear ones are neglected in eq. (27.11), one gets with eq. (27.12):

(27.14)

Evidently, the diffusion terms stabilise the homogeneous state (jn � 0). What is relevant is
whether a is smaller or larger than Dp2. If it is smaller, then the homogeneous, stationary
solution with all jn � 0 is stable. All linear terms have negative coefficients, and every
small deviation from a homogeneous distribution decays rapidly.

When a passes the value Dp2, then j1 becomes unstable, and grows from low values.
(The linear coefficient is positive.) The behaviour close to this bifurcation point can be
described by the following method referred to by Haken as the “slaving principle”. In that
case, j1 is small and changes slowly with time (as the coefficient of the linear term is
small). Other modes have negative, linear coefficients. When j1 changes, other modes
quickly attain values that are adapted to the j1 value.

This means that one can assume that djn /dt is essentially zero when n � 1. This means
that higher jn follow the development of j1. The jn will be smaller than j1, of the order j2

1.
In the expressions for djn /dt, (which we do not give here), the most important contribution
to the higher-order sum is the term that only contains the j1, i.e. that one with n � 1. We can
approximately put a � Dp2 (we are interested in the features close to that bifurcation point)
and neglect other terms in the sum but those with only j1. The relation for djn /dt � 0 yields
an expression for jn in terms of j1:

(27.15)

If we keep terms up to j3
1, the equation for j1 now becomes:

(27.16)

Now, use eq. (27.15) in the sum. If a � Dp2, the homogeneous solution becomes unstable,
and the modes attain non-zero values. Eq. (27.16) shows that there is a stationary solution
which in the lowest order, j1 is equal to:
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This means that we then get a first-order stationary solution of the original eq. (27.11):

(27.18)

with j-values given by as in eqs. (27.15) and (27.17).
If b � 0 in the basic eq. (27.11), the second-order terms disappear and we get in lowest order:

(27.19)

jn is in this case then in lowest order proportional to j3
1.

This can be regarded as a standard method to investigate the appearance of spatially
inhomogeneous solutions. Often, as above, the lowest mode (j1) dominates, but this is not
always the case, in particular not in higher dimensions.

27E Non-linear waves

Next we consider some features of non-linear waves. A wave here means that it is some spa-
tial structure that moves with a certain wave velocity. There are some noticeable distinctions
between these waves and more traditional linear waves. For non-linear waves, there is no
superposition principle: Two waves do not sum up to a common wave pattern with interfer-
ence phenomena. Non-linear waves do not show interference. Non-linear oscillations are
more rigid than linear, harmonic oscillations. They are often very stable and more insensitive
to disturbances than linear waves. The interaction between separate non-linear waves is com-
pletely different to that of linear waves. In particular, it is possible that non-linear waves inter-
act as ordinary particles: they can collide, and get out from the collision as colliding particles
with a final state determined by the conservation of momentum and energy. Waves with such
a particle-like behaviour are called solitons. They constitute a particular a particular type of
the non-linear waves, and are the most studied group. They can also annihilate each other.
Non-linear waves usually form particular patterns, which are completely determined by the
basic equations. This means that the amplitude and the velocity are directly related (this is not
the case for a linear wave). Although one may analyse a wave by a mode description, it is not
as a linear wave composed by constituting components. A more general concept than soliton
is a solitary wave: a single wave pattern. To establish the soliton character, one shall besides
the wave behaviour, consider the interaction features, which may be a difficult task.

The solitons are much devoted studies in recent times. Besides their obvious importance
in, for instance, plasma physics, a clear reason for this is that there exist very elegant analytic
methods for their study. These studies are mainly confined to a small number of equations,
which are studied in much detail.

It may be appropriate here to say some words of the background. Early inspirations to
the mathematical studies came from direct observations and detailed descriptions of solitary,
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very stable waves in shallow canals. The mathematical description was founded at the end of
the 19th century, where many of the essential analytic methods were developed. In fact, this
development was, to a large extent, forgotten until the 1960s when this field was revived.

As for references of this field, there is an extensive chapter in Jackson’s book (1990), which
includes some advanced methods. There are few general accounts of the field, which makes
the field somewhat confusing as methods are often quite complicated, and there are many dif-
ferent kinds of applications in various disciplines in which each has its own typical problems
and basic formalisms. Some good but not new reviews are: Lamb (1971), Barone et al. (1971).

Basic equations

Let us first write down some of the equations that are relevant for this case. There are equa-
tions of three different types:

I The first type of equations is based upon an ordinary wave equation supplemented
with a non-linear term:

(27.20)

Expressions that are used for F are:

F(c) � Ac � Bc3 (27.21)

or

F(c) � A sin c (27.22)

Eq. (27.22) is usually referred to as the “Sine—Gordon equation”. The name alludes to the
“Klein–Gordon equation”, which is eq. (27.20) with a linear expression for .
These equations are directly related to conservative, non-dissipative systems.

II Another type of equations are derived from hydrodynamics and the conservation
equation for momentum. The most discussed equation which shows a kind of dispersive
character is the Korteweg–de Vries equation:

(27.23)

This equation was proposed already at the end of the last century, and is still one of the
most studied one. For this and eq. (27.22) both, there exist methods for getting general
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solutions (see Jackson, 1990). The equations are sometimes formulated with other types of
coefficients.

III The third type is the diffusion–reaction equation which we already encountered in
the previous subchapter. A non-linear diffusion equation looks like:

(27.24)

Although all provide waves, not all equations get solutions that could be considered as
solitons. For such solutions, one has in particular studied the Sine–Gordon eq. (27.20 � 22)
and the Korteweg–de Vries eq. (27.23). We may here go into some details for the
Sine–Gordon equation, where the variables can be scaled to provide a normal form:

(27.25)

One looks for a solution of eq. (27.25) in the form of a travelling wave, i.e on the form:

c � f(x � ut) (27.26)

Inserted in eq. (27.25), this leads to:

(27.27)

We do not go through details but state that this can be integrated once, which leads to the
equation:

(27.28)

A general solution can be given in terms of elliptic functions (see Abramowitz and Stegun,
1964). (Elliptic functions are very typical for solvable problems of this kind.)

We get a particularly simple solution when C � 1, as 1 � cos w � 2 sin2(w/2):

(27.29)

This is a wave front that moves with the velocity u (�1).
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If C � 1 in eq. (27.28), one gets a solution that is more like a traditional wave with many
nodes. It is important to note that this is a non-linear wave, where the amplitude directly
depends on the velocity, and with little arbitrariness in the wave structure. Two waves of
this type do not give an interference pattern.

This rather direct method is normally straightforward for the equations above. It is some-
what more complicated for the diffusion–reaction type of eq. (27.27) where one normally
does not get simple, analytic solutions (Figure 27.4).

Some further comments on non-linear waves

As said above, non-linear waves occur in many different contexts. Some may be rather triv-
ial and not really connected with concepts such as “solitons”. For instance a candle that is
burning goes down as a front of the same type as those we have encountered above. In that
case, two meeting fronts would mean that the candle is burning from both ends, and the
fronts annihilate each other. Such solutions exist in the equations above. The flame of a
candle is a quite complex structure with temporal and spatial irregularities, most closely to
be described as a “turbulent phenomenon”, but clearly in line with these “complex phe-
nomena”. Another clear example is a front corresponding to a transition between two struc-
tures, where one becomes dominating, and goes over the other structure. Regular weather
fronts are also of this type. Solitons in this way occur in different contexts, in conservative
as well as dissipative systems.

Solitons have also been proposed in some different contexts in quantum mechanics, but
there the situation is far from clear. The principle is that certain quantum mechanical coup-
lings between quantum mechanical waves might lead to non-linear effects. This has been
proposed as a model for elementary particles: the solitons clearly have a particle-like
appearance. It is also proposed as a means to transport signals in biological molecules
where couplings between vibrations of the molecule atoms and polar groups might give
rise to non-linear waves. This has not been established, and such ideas shall be regarded as
speculative at least.

At a classical level, non-linear waves certainly occur in biological systems. The most rele-
vant ones are the nerve impulses, which are studied by similar types of non-linear equations.
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t < 0 t > 0

t = 0

Figure 27.4 Soliton action. In the left figure, we think of two wave fronts of the form in eq. (27.29)
going in the directions of the arrows that meet each other. In the right figure, there are again two wave
fronts, now going from each other.



It can be remarked here that the first theoretical description of nerve impulses was devel-
oped at a time when the soliton concept was almost completely forgotten, and where the
concepts we just have discussed were virtually unknown.

The electric signal along a nerve fibre is mediated by ions and may be described by the
ordinary cable (telegraph) equation for electric transmission. If the inductance of the nerve
fibre is neglected, this is essentially a diffusion equation. This is then coupled to a non-linear,
driving force by an active control effect in the nerve membrane that controls a balance of ions
inside and outside the cell. This is treated with various models. One of the simplest, the
FitzHugh–Nagumo model is based on a scheme of the same type as the electric model in
Section 27A. When written as a second-order equation for the current i, and complemented
by a diffusion term, corresponding to a dissipation along the nerve cell, one gets the equation:

(27.30)

The notations are similar to the electric model in Section 27A. i is the nerve current, C the
capacitance over the cell membrane, R resistance, c(i) is the non-linear function that describes
the active response by ion channels in the cell membrane that react to the transmitted wave.

Solitons are proposed for signal transmission along macromolecules (e.g. proteins) (see
Davidov, 1985). This is a controversial point, and it may seem uncertain that a simple wave
equation, derived for uniform media, should be valid for the highly varying structures with
very strong couplings to adjacent structures, which includes water. There is no clear
demonstration of this. It seems unlikely that macromolecular dynamics could be described
by simple equation, although there certainly are oscillatory motions and influences that
stretch over the entire macromolecule structures.

It may be clear that the treatment of the soliton equations is in itself a very rich subject
that reaches beyond what can be included here. In contrast to most equations that we con-
sider here, there are very nice, analytical methods to treat the soliton equations, and a full
treatment of everything here should require a further course, as large as this one.

§ 28 DETERMINISTIC CHAOS

We now turn to the possible irregular solutions that appear in various problems. We will
consider both what we again may call step processes, relations between quantities that change
in a well-determined manner in each step, and differential equations, describing continuously
varying functions. What we mean by a chaotic process is a deterministic, systematically
generated process, which provides a seemingly irregular pattern that is not predictable at
long times. What also shall be strongly emphasised is that it is described by a relatively simple
mathematical formalism, with a small number of variables.
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They are interesting for a number of reasons, not the least the conceptual implications of
a deterministic generation of irregular features where prediction becomes impossible. It is
relevant for the discussions in various chapters in this book about randomness and deter-
minism that appear in various places. This also concerns the quotation by Laplace given in
Chapter 35. This contains a claim that an “intelligent being”, often regarded as “Laplace’s
demon” “would embrace in a single formula the movements of the greatest bodies of the
universe and those of the tiniest atom; for such an intellect nothing would be uncertain and
the future just like the past would be present before its eyes.” This is also today considered
seriously in discussions about determinism and, in particular questions about the free will
(taken up in Chapter 36). I take this seriously as it has been taken seriously by many people
until our time, and my aim is to show that important conditions for the conclusions are not
valid. The appearance of what we see here as chaotic processes, good representatives to
more complex formulations, contain very well the relevant features in these respects.

28A General features of irregular sequences

Let us start here with some seemingly simple sequence descriptions and some examples at
this stage. Consider first some number sequences that are formed by strict deterministic
rules, where there are also formulas that describe the entire process which might look as
possibilities of general predictability. There are the sequences found in intelligent tests,
with questions to tell what is the next number. A much considered sequence is:

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, …

This is the Fibonacci series, much studied and recently made famous in “Da Vinci Code”. The
rule is simple; each new number is the sum of the two last ones. (The next number is thus 34.)

For this sequence, one can derive a formula from which any number in this series fol-
lows, also those further away in the sequence. It may not look very simple, but here it is:

(28.1)

yn stands for the nth number in the Fibonacci series sequence. The number in the expression
(�–

5 � 1)/2 is what is called “the golden mean”. It can be used to calculate any number in
the sequence, for instance, the 100th number. (High order numbers can be large but it is
always possible to get good estimates of any number, also very high up in the sequence. Note
that the first term in the parenthesis is soon very much larger than the second one.) This
may correspond to Laplace’s formula, by which any value can be predicted.

To derive this formula, first write the sequence relation as: yn�1 � yn � yn�1. This linear
relation should have a solution of the form: yn � Axn � Bzn. When this is put in the relation,
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if follows that x and z shall be solutions of the second-degree equation: x2 � x � 1, indeed
the equation for the golden mean.

Next, we go to another example that may appear almost trivial, although our continued
developments shall show that such a statement may be premature.

Consider an example of a generation of a sequence of numbers that first may appear as
very simple. Take a number less than one, represented by a fraction. Then multiply it by 2.
If it is larger than one, just drop the integer part (a one). Then repeat the procedure, and con-
tinue. Every time, the multiplication with two provides a number larger than one, one loses
information of the initial value.

For example, start with 0.3, multiply with 2, this gives 0.6, multiply with 2, gives 1.2,
drop 1, thus 0.2, then 0.4, gives 0.8, next time 1.6, drop 1, 0.6, gives 1.2, that is 0.2. After that,
one gets a periodic sequence: The total sequence is thus

0.3 � 0.6 � 0.1 � 0.4 � 0.8 � 0.6 � 0.2 � 0.4 � 0.8 � 0.6 � 0.2…

This example is easiest described by a binary fraction of the type a computer sees it, a frac-
tion of base two with only ones and zeroes.

The successive multiplications by 2 means that the fraction part shall be moved one step to
the left and any integer shall be removed. Thus, the sequence becomes:

0.01001001 � 0.1001001 � 0.001001 � 0.01001 � 0.1001 � 0.001 � 0.01 � 0.1

The only remaining fraction number in the last value was originally the 8th fraction
number. The seven first numbers (zeroes and ones) are lost. If we kept the infinite sequence
of zeroes and ones, we see that this is a periodic fraction sequence (as is the case for any
rational number), and that is also the reason that there will be a periodic sequence.

But start instead with an irrational number, such as for instance p/4. This provides an
infinite fraction sequence. After the steps of multiplying and possibly cutting out an integer,
one loses information about the first digits and numbers further and further down in the frac-
tion sequence eventually become relevant. If this is done on a good pocket computer, one
gets an irregular sequence, to a high degree depending on how the computer works and how
it makes rounding of fractions after multiplications. If this is done on two different computers,
the sequences can differ greatly after the first multiplications.

A general number means a seemingly irregular sequence of ones and zeroes and each time
it is multiplied by two, the sequence is moved one step to the left. If the sequence exceeds one,
the integer is dropped. In this way all ones in the first places are successively dropped and
numbers far down in the sequence proceed upwards and become important and then dropped.

Example of such a fraction is: 0 3
1

4

1

32

1

64

1

512

1

1024
. � � � � � ��

�� 0 01001001. …
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After 10 steps, the 10 first numbers in a binary fraction sequence are dropped and what was
the 11th number from the start is the leading one, the one that represented 1/210 � 1/1024.
After 20 steps, the number that represented 1/220 � 1/1,048,576 is the leading term.
Information is successively lost and values further and further down become leading. To be
able to predict the first the first (binary) fraction number, one or zero after 20 steps, one has
to know the first number by an accuracy of 1/1,000,000, and to do it after 50 steps, one
needs to know the first value by an accuracy better than 250 � 1015. And so on. One all the
time loses more and more information, the leading value is further and further down.

We then consider another sequence of numbers, this time numbers less than one. For one
number in the sequence, one calculates the next number by taking one minus the number;
multiply this with the original number, and then multiplies this product by 4. By formula:
yn�1 � 4y(1 � yn). This is called “the logistic equation”, evidently as it first appeared in
problems of logistics, we will shortly discuss it in a larger context.

Starting with 1, we get sequential numbers 8/9 � 0.889, 32/81 � 0.395, 682/6561 � 0.956.
This can then be further developed. There is no problem to do that on a pocket calculator
but the values soon do not show any simple pattern.

It is indeed possible to provide an exact formula for arbitrary numbers in the sequence,
which shows quite interesting conclusions. If the first value in the sequence is y0, then the
nth number is:

yn � sin2(2n � arcsin(�—y0))

To derive the formula, note that if we write yn � sin2xn, then yn(1 � yn) � sin2xn,
cos2xn � (1/4) sin2(2xn), from which the formula follows.

The formula is easy to use on a pocket calculator. Take the series above with y0 �
1/3. arcsine (1/�–

3) � 35.2644°. To get the second number, multiply this with 2, to get 70.5288;
sin(70.5288) � 0.9428, and its square is 0.8889 (the value 8/9 we had above).

At a first glimpse, this looks similar to the previous situation and the Fibonacci series.
There are no difficulties to use this formula to calculate sequence numbers of orders up to
10 and 20. But eventually, it turns out not to be useful. The problem is that the argument of
the sine-function is multiplied by a factor, 2n, that increases strongly, and that a contribu-
tion of any integer times 360° (or 2p if one prefers radians) does not contribute to the value
of the sine function. What is relevant is how much the argument differs from an integer
times 360. With a good accuracy of the calculator, this does not impose any problems as long
as the sequence number, n is not too large. However, eventually, the argument becomes so
large that the number of full turns (of 360°) cannot be determined. If the calculator, for
instance, uses an accuracy with 12 digits, this occurs when 2n arcsine (�—y0) is larger than 1012.
For my calculator this occurred for n around 35, not an extremely large number. Up to 
the 30th term, the formula works well, but eventually, the calculation begins to produce
meaningless numbers, not belonging to the sequence. One easily sees the reason for 
this: the accuracy of the initial value, y0 gets lost as the argument in the formula can not 
tell the actual numbers of full turns and then not at all what the relevant angle argument
should be.
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The factor 2n in the sine argument in the formula is what characterise “chaotic behaviour”;
as the function of the starting value arcsine (�—x0) is multiplied to this strongly increasing
factor, small differences of the initial value y0 will be greatly expanded. Compare a
sequence with an initial value equal to 1/3, and another with an initial value that differs
from 1/3 by one digit in the 7th decimal. It would provide an angle of the arcsine function
equal to 35.264391°, which for the two initial values differ by one unit in the fifth decimal.
After being multiplied by 1024, this corresponds to an angle 110.7413 in the 100th full turn,
and the resulting sine2 is 0.87458. There is a difference of 7 units in the 5th decimal. The
formula provides an accurate value, but the accuracy has diminished from one unit in the
7th decimal to two units in the fourth decimal.

Then do the same for the 20th number. The angles are multiplied by 1020. The angles this
time correspond to 102714 full turns (360° each) and angles 353.01° respectively 354.06,
relatively close. Now, they differ in the second decimal. The sine2-values are 0.015 and
0.11. Still, they are close, but most of the great accuracy (10�7) is lost. Go further to the
25th value. Then, we get to little more than 3 million full turns. Still the values are at the
same turn, but now further from each other. The original (1/3) value corresponds now to an
angle 136.3°, and the sin2 becomes 0.48. The slightly different value now provides an angle
169.8 and sin2-value equal to 0.03. Although the values still are at the same turn, they are
now completely different from each other. When we go further to the 30th number, the
angles multiplied to 230 are no longer at the same turn as they show a difference of about
1000°. The high accuracy at the start is completely lost.

The relevance here, and that is the main characteristic of what is called “chaotic sequence”
is that the initial accuracy becomes lost after a number of steps and then the continued num-
bers appear more or less out of nothing influenced by features out of control.

There is a formula here, and here is a possibility to use it for calculating arbitrary numbers
in the sequence. But we also see from the very form of the sequence that is of a limited
value. With a general initial value, we cannot calculate the 100th number.

The formula also tells that as for the sequence above based on successive multiplications
with 2 and keeping only a fractional part, there are all kinds of periodic sequences. Go back
to the relations: yn � sin2(xn), then we get a periodic sequence if xn is a rational number
times 180° (or � if we use radians for the angles). If xn � 180/3 � 60°, then yn � 3/4,
which is a fixpoint of the basic relation yn�1 � 4yn(1 � yn). If x1 � 180/5 � 36°, then
x2 � 2 � 36° � 72°, x3 � 2 � 72° � 144°, and sin2(36°) � sin2(144°). sin2(36°) and
sin2(72°) form a periodic pair. We get a further period with x1 � 180/9 � 20°, where sin2(20°),
sin2(40°) and sin2(80°) form a periodically appearing triplet. The next value is sin2(160°),
which is the same as the initial value sin2(20°). The result is that a general initial irrational
value provides a sequence that does not show any periodicity, while an infinite number of
initial values, corresponding sin2(180r), where r is any rational number, provide periodic
sequences. As we shall see further below, this is a general feature of the “chaotic processes.”
Almost all initial values lead to an infinite aperiodic sequence. Moreover, for this particular
case, that sequence covers almost all values between 0 an 1, that is all values that are not
expressed as sin2(180r).

The sequence relation, called logistic equation, presented above can be expressed in a
more general form yn�1 � ayn(1 � yn), where a shall be between 1 and 4. This relation is
also used for population biology, and may describe sequential populations (May, 1976),
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where the population at one stage is proportional to the previous population, that is yn, and
the factor (1 � yn), which is thought to reduce the reproduction for a high population. The
equation is studied for various coefficients, and shows a number of quite complex features.
There is always a fixpoint, y � 1 � 1/a, for which yn�1 � yn. If a is smaller than 3, any
sequence, starting from a value between 0 and 1 (not equal to any of these values) eventu-
ally approaches the fixpoint. When a varies between 3 and 4, there occurs a lot of various
strange features, often within very small intervals. First, any initial value will approach an
oscillation between two values. For instance, if one puts a � 3.2, values x � 0.5129 and
0.7995 lead to each other and provide a sustained oscillations. Any starting value will
approach these values. In a further interval, there is a sequence of four values that are
approached from any initial value and which appear periodically. Then, there is a period of
8 values and so on until there is an interval with an aperiodic sequence when a exceeds 
a value about 3.57. Eventually, one gets to a � 4, and the situation described above. The
details of the intervals of various periodicities have been extensively studied by Feigenbaum
(1978).

In the descriptions here, most evidently in the example of the successive multiplication
by two, we saw that information was lost at each step where an integer was cut off. There
is a similar loss of information loss in the logistic equation. One might think that this could
be a cause of the irregular behaviour, but this is not quite true. We can extend the process to
involve two variables, and where nothing is lost. This is the case in what is called “baker’s
transformation, which is an extension of the “multiplication by two” sequence model where
we also consider change of another variable, y, which is divided by two when the first variable,
x is multiplied by two. Then, we have rules such that the new values are restored inside a
square of side one: What is called “baker’s transform” is a transformation of a unit square
in two steps: first a stretching of x by a factor 2 and a contraction of y by a factor 2. If that
leads to a point outside the unit square, it is restored to the square by subtracting x by one
and added 1/2 to y. The subtraction of x by one is exactly what was done in the previous
consideration. In formulas, this means:

(28.2)

We may make a modification of this with a contraction by a factor b, larger than 2, and
an extension n, larger than 2:

(28.3)
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Here, m is an integer between 1 and n. n shall be an integer, and b shall be larger than n, but
otherwise, we need no condition on b. With this transformation, the original square is divided
into n slices of width 1/b. At the next step, this will be divided into n2 slices and so on
(Figure 28.1).

This transformation which can be repeated an arbitrary number of times, and then the
coordinates of the original square are very mixed. If b � 2, they all the time fill the entire
square, but the coordinates are changed in a manner that much relates to the entropy dis-
cussions. A sequence is ergodic in the sense that with the exception of certain values that
give rise to periodic variations (as the certain values of the logistic equation), all parts of the
square will be equally covered by the elements of the sequence. When b is larger than n, the
sequence will cover thinner and thinner sheets in the square, definitely of lower order than
the square although covering an infinite length. We get what is called a fractal structure.

Thus,

(i) The limit set after an infinite number of iterations is a fractal structure.
(ii) Any initial accuracy is lost in the x-direction, similarly to the example of multiplication

by two. This means that limiting structure is apprehended as a chaotic attractor, a kind
of archetype of a strange attractor.

We can get characteristic numbers for this limit set. A main fractal dimension, usually
referred to as Hausdorff dimension is calculated in the following way. (There are other ways
to define dimensions and we will meet another possibility later). At the N th iteration, one con-
siders squares of side 1/bN that covers the resulting slices. Each slice is covered by bN squares,
and as there are nN slices (n for each iteration), there are totally (bn)N squares that cover the
entire structure at that stage. The fractal (Hausdorff) dimension is defined as the limit of the
quotient of the logarithm of the number of covering units and the length size of the unit:

(28.4)

The one corresponds to the length in the x-direction, which certainly has dimension 1. The
last term is the dimension in the y-direction. Obviously, if n � b, the transformation at each
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step covers the entire square, and then, D � 2, the dimension of the complete square. (The
original baker’s transformation has n � b � 2.)

Another characteristic value is the Lyapunov exponents. As the structure is stretched a
factor n in the x-direction, the largest Lyapunov exponent will be l1 � ln(n). (It is defined
by an exponential factor: el � n.)

In this case, one can also easily determine a second Lyapunov exponent, which is negative,
and which corresponds to the contraction in the y-direction: l2 � �ln(b). Note: the first,
positive Lyapunov exponent refers to the stretching of distances between neighbouring initial
points in one direction, the negative exponent refers to the contraction, i.e. the values get
closer to each other. As b � n, we have l1 � l2 � 0. This is a sign of area contraction. If
the area is conserved, n � b, and l1 � l2 � 0.

We see that there is a relation between the fractal dimension in eq. (28.4) and the
Lyapunov exponents:

(28.5)

This relation can be understood. The positive exponent stands for the stretching factor,
which also provides the number of slices in the transformation. This is of course related to
the number of squares that are needed to cover the structure. The negative exponent stands
for the contraction, which also provides the size of the squares that are used for covering
the structure in the definition of the fractal dimension.

The same general properties are effective in other situations: there is a stretching in one
direction and a contraction in another and these together determine the fractal dimension.
It is believed that the arguments behind formula (28.5) are valid in general cases. This
expression defines a dimensional measure for general strange attractors. It has been found
to be equal to other dimensional values.

28B Chaotic differential equations

Let us then look at some differential equations that give rise to chaotic behaviour:

The Lorenz equation

The perhaps most studied differential equation with irregular solutions is the one proposed
by Lorenz (1963) as a reduced version of a coupling between convection and temperature
conduction in a liquid (Figure 28.2). The equation involves three variables:

(28.6)
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The notations here are of a standard type for this equation. We may very briefly say some
words about the situation to which this equation refer. One has a liquid where convection is
coupled to a heat flow by a temperature gradient. Thus, there is a convection pattern estab-
lished in the liquid. This is represented by simple trigonometric expressions (usually called
“modes”). Of the three dimensions of the liquid, the convection currents appear around
lines in one direction. The trigonometric mode represents the flows in the two other direc-
tions, of which one is along the temperature gradient. x represents the convection current in
that mode. y represents a temperature contribution that has the same trigonometric behaviour
as the convection current. z is a temperature contribution that only varies in the direction of
the temperature gradient. Its wavelength is half of that of the convection flow. The param-
eters represent relevant flow parameters: s is the Prandtl number (the kinematic viscosity
divided by the thermal conductivity), r, the most important parameter is the Rayleigh num-
ber (gah3/nk) divided by a certain geometric critical number. g is the ordinary gravity con-
stant, a the derivative of the density with respect to temperature of the liquid. h is the depth
of the liquid in the temperature gradient direction, n the kinematic viscosity, and k the tem-
perature conduction constant. Finally b is a geometric constant, usually put equal to 8/3.

We start by a characterisation of this model as in the previous schemes. It is primarily of
interest to see what happens for different values of r. Besides choosing the value b � 8/3, one
usually puts s � 10, while r is the primary parameters that varies. If r � 1, the only sin-
gular point is the origin, which then is stable. When r � 1, the origin is an unstable stationary
point (saddle point), and there are two new stationary points at x � y � �√(b/r � 1);
z � r � 1 that are stable for r up to the value rc � 470/19(s(s � b � 3)/(s � b � 1)) �
24.7368. This value is found by linearising around these points and analysing the eigenvalues
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of the coefficient matrix. When r is slightly larger than 1, the two stable points have all their
eigenvalues real, and trajectories go direct to these points. For larger values of r, but smaller
than the instability value above, a trajectory can go a number of turns around the two stable
points until it eventually settles at one of then. Which one depends on the initial condition.

When r is larger than the threshold value that marks the instability of the two stationary
points, one gets a chaotic behaviour that has become a kind of signature of chaos and is
illustrated in most articles on the subject. It involves rotations around the two points C1 and
C2 and frequent jumps for one part of the space to the other. This attractor has all the prop-
erties that were discussed above for the chaotic solutions:

(1) There is a sensitivity of the initial condition and a positive Lyapunov coefficient.
(2) The trajectory is characterised by the turns in the respective parts of the space, for

instance going around C1 gives ‘0’, going around C2 gives ‘1’. One then gets what is
called a Bernoulli sequence, which is as irregular as a sequence of coin tosses.

(3) The structure of the curve shows clearly a fractal character and scaling features: the
structure of the trajectories are the same at all scales.

Rössler models

Rössler (1979) has made a systematic study on the appearance of chaos in differential
equation models with a minimum of non-linear terms highlighting features that are relevant
for chaotic behaviour.

One idea is to start with an unstable focus that gives rise to a spiral going out from a cer-
tain point (origin). Then one considers a third variable which in a sense “drives” the ori-
ginal variables. The equation for this is chosen so that the trajectory rapidly rises, then turns
and “refolds” onto the original plane close to the original focus. One has original equations:
dx/dt � �y � z, dy/dt � x � ay which can be written as a driven oscillator with negative
damping: d2y/dt2 � ady/dt � y � �z. Then, by feedback, z is connected to the original
variables by a third equation:

(28.7)

Typical chosen values are a � b � 0.2. Solutions are normally studied as functions of
the parameter c. When this grows, one first gets a single limit cycle, and then what may be
considered as a “normal path to chaos”: the limit cycle becomes unstable and one gets a
cycle making two turns before closing itself. Then a cycle that makes four turns and so on.
All this ends in a typical fractal type of strange attractor. As in other cases, further increas-
ing c yield windows with stable limit cycles of all kinds of periodicities (Figure 28.3 shows
a typical time course).

We also mention that one can find chaotic behaviour in the coupled enzyme reactions
described in previous chapters, in particular Section 27B, by Goldbeter and coworkers
(Goldbeter and Decroly, 1983; Goldbeter, 1996).
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28C Characteristics of chaos

After these examples, we may primarily define a chaotic process as a process, which provides
an irregular pattern, and which is confined to a finite region without any stable fix point, or
stable periodic solutions. It may cover an infinite region, which can be transformed to a finite
region, but this must still be without stable fix points. A good account at a reasonable mathe-
matical level is Jackson (1990) (see also Eckman and Ruelle, 1985; Auffray et al. (2003)).

A trajectory must not go towards infinity. A rule xn�1 � 2xn with positive x provides an
ever-increasing sequence that fulfils many of the conditions for chaos. If the entire x-axis is
transformed to a finite region, e.g. by putting y � 1/(x � 1), the transformed relation reads
yn�1 � yn/(2 � yn), which has a stable fix point at y � 0, corresponding to x � %.

The most important property of chaos is the sensitivity to initial conditions, formulated
through the Lyapunov exponents, which describe how neighbouring initial points are
changed during the time course in different directions. This can be described by a formula
valid for large time differences t � t0 (t � t0):

|r(t) � r�(t)| � A � |r(t0) � r�(t0)| � el(t�t0) (28.8)

r(t) and r�(t) stand for two trajectories that at the initial time t0 can be arbitrarily close. A is
a constant, and the parameter l, the Lyapunov exponent determines the divergence of the
distances. Note that this is fulfilled for the previous sequences.

Besides these general features, there are a number of properties that are fulfilled to a
varying degree. Thus, one can characterise various kinds of chaos. In the chapters of this
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book, as in most experimental situations, one considers dissipative processes, where energy
is not conserved but spread out to undefined, low-level degrees of freedom (see e.g. Jackson,
1990). A dissipative system shall be contracting, which means that a region of initial points
in the variable space shall always be shrinking with time, and eventually be confined to an
attracting set with lower dimensions than the entire space.

When studying several trajectories starting close to a given one at t � t0, one finds that there
are varying tendencies along different directions. Eq. (28.8) provides a dominating behaviour,
but there may be a weaker stretching along other directions, and there must be contractions
along further directions. In fact, a dissipative process means that there shall be an overall
contraction. As described for the baker’s transformation, there are further Lyapunov expo-
nents, in principle given as eigenvalues of a linearised equation around the chaotic trajectory.
The number of exponents is the same as the dimension of the variable space, i.e. equal to the
number of degrees of freedom. These shall be both positive (representing stretching) and
negative (representing contraction). Their total sum shall be negative for dissipative sys-
tems, zero for conservative ones. (For these questions, see e.g. Chapter 7 in Jackson, 1990).

The combination of stretching and contracting in different directions leads to the typical
fractal character of a chaotic attractor as was seen for the baker’s transformation. The rela-
tion (28.5) is suggested to be a general relation, proposed by Kaplan and Yorke (1979)
between the fractal dimension and Lyapunov exponents (see also the discussion in Jackson
(1990, Chapter 7) or (Farmer et al. (1983)). Let the number of variables (the dimension) be,
m, and that the exponents are ordered so that l1 � l2 & l3 � … � lm. Further let k be the
largest integer so that 	k

i�1li & 0. k is the number of dimensions for which there is not a
contraction. Note that lk may well be negative. (For a conservative system, k is equal to m,
the total dimension, while k � m for a dissipative system.). Then the Kaplan–Yorke expres-
sion for the fractal dimension is:

(28.9)

The motivation of this is given by consideration of mappings with well-defined stretching
and contracting. It will be shown by an explicit model in the next section. It is found to
agree with the fractal dimensions for some standard chaotic models (we say more about
this later) (see Jackson, 1990 and further references therein).

The Lyapunov exponents as well as fractal dimensions should be regarded as global val-
ues for the entire attracting set. It is possible to make definitions that are valid locally and
vary in space. Actual characteristic values should then be regarded as some averages over such
values. Large local variations lead to difficulties of calculating proper values. Most inves-
tigations on chaos concern what could be called “normal chaos” or “low-dimensional chaos”,
which is described by a relatively small number of variables (not more than 3–5), with just
one positive Lyapunov exponent and then a fractal character. Of course, one cannot in gen-
eral expect that chaos encountered in a realistic situation would be of a simple kind.

Another fruitful way of characterising chaos is over sequences of periodic trajectories
that become unstable. A well-known early characterisation of the onset of chaos has been
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the occurrence of period-doublings: this was first demonstrated for the logistic map, con-
sidered above: xn�1 � axn(1 � xn) as discussed above. For values of a between 1 and 3, this
has a stable fixpoint. When a is then increased, the stable fixpoint first becomes unstable
together with the appearance of a periodic sequence involving two points. (That is, the
sequence provides two alternating values.) Then this becomes unstable and a stable period
with four points occur. After that, there are stable periods with 8, 16, … points until all stable
periods are unstable and one gets a chaotic region (see Jackson, 1990, Chapter 4). At higher
a-values, all the periodic sequences exist but are unstable. Further, at still larger a-values,
stable periods of any period exit and become unstable until in a last stage, one normally
gets an irregular, chaotic sequence, but there exist unstable periodic sequences with any
period. This scenario is seen to be a fairly general (although not universal) behaviour
before the appearance of true chaos.

This also implies the existence of an infinity of all kinds of unstable periodic orbits
(UPOs) of any period inside the chaotic attractor, what we also saw in the solution for the
logistic equation when a � 4. In fact, the periodic orbits can be dense in the attractor: close
to each point in the chaotic trajectory, there is a point on a periodic orbit. These orbits can
be used as an important tool of characterising the chaotic attractor (see Auerbach et al.,
1987; Cvitanovic, 1988).

Periodic orbits can be identified also from an experimental time series. In fact, they can be
stabilised by what is called control of chaos (Ditto et al., 1990; Ott et al., 1990). It has been
used as a tool for identifying chaotic behaviour in nerve systems (see Pei and Moss, 1996).

I don’t get any further in the mathematical characterisations (see e.g. Eckman and Ruelle
(1985) or Gaspard and Wang (1993)).

In an experimental situation, one sees primarily a time series of some measured entity.
Usually, one does not know about the mechanisms that generated the time series. In the time
series, we see a variable x(t) as a function of time. There are now well-established methods to
extract relevant variables and recreate the chaotic behaviour. Early papers on this problem are
by Packard et al. (1980) and Broomhead and King (1986).

The main principle is to extract a vector by what is called delay coordinates, values of x
taken at definite intervals. In that way one forms an m-dimensional vector: x(t) � {x(t),
x(t � t), x(t � 2t), … x(t � mt)}. If the delay time, t, and the number of components, m,
are chosen properly, the time development of this vector can reproduce what is believed as
original chaotic behaviour. Ways to do this are discussed in the cited paper by Broomhead
and King (1986). Normally, one forms a sequence of vectors at regular intervals, and
analyse this sequence.

The question then is to determine whether such a sequence can be attributed as chaotic
and separated form a noisy process as described in the previous section (and we will shortly
say more). In general, a chaotic process can be distinguished if the short time determinism
can be detected, but this may not be feasible for actual processes. At a larger timescale, one
may use probabilistic concepts for characterising the chaotic process, but there are no
direct, simple ways in an experiment to distinguish a chaotic from a noisy process.
Probabilistic concepts may mean a correlation function (relaxation function) and its spectral
density. Chaotic and noisy processes may, however, have similar correlation functions and
spectral densities. Although a spectral function often is used to characterise the onset of
chaos for a deterministic model, it is not a proper way to distinguish it from other types of
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apparent randomness. One may also calculate entropy functions, see above, but again they
do not provide any behaviour that is clearly different from some random (noisy) process
(see Gaspard and Wang, 1993).

Ways to identify chaos are rather based upon general features of the generating equations:
in particular (1) attempts to establish the short-time systematic generation, (2) calculations of
fractal dimensions or fractal structures, or establishing that the process can be described by a
small number of variables (embedded in a low-dimension space) or (3) attempts to find UPOs.

In principle, a chaotic process with a small number of relevant variables could be
straightforward to identify, if there is sufficient data available. This should have a low-valued
fractal dimension which would not be the case of a noisy process. A noisy process should
not display any fractal or low-dimensional character. However, this seems to be a matter of
the amount of data available. A low fractal dimension (say lower than two) of a simple,
chaotic process may be determined by some confidence with as little as a few hundred data
points. In general, there is no reason to believe that the processes one is analysing are that
simple, and they may require data sets that are larger by some orders of magnitude. Normally,
experimental data are analysed in the form of time series of one variable. The full set of
variables is normally not known, but one can reconstruct data that correspond to a high-
dimensional variable vector, from which the characteristics of a chaotic process in principle
can be deduced (see e.g. Broomhead and King, 1986; Theiler et al., 1992). It can then be
possible to calculate characterising parameters such as Lyapunov exponents and fractal
dimensions. Still, as mentioned above, values of high dimension, deduced from a limited
amount of data, are in most cases not conclusive. Problems that occur here are discussed,
by Eckmann and Ruelle (1992) and Ding et al. (1993).

A realistic system is inevitably disturbed by various kinds of noisy influences. Thus, a
possible experimental chaotic process is to be described as “noisy chaos”. How, then dis-
tinguish this from a general kind of noisy process?

As discussed above, UPOs, in principle of any periodicity, are embedded in an important
class of chaotic time processes (although not necessarily in all kinds of chaos as we have
defined it here). These can be localised by certain, not too complex procedures, and this has
been a basis for the control of chaos, as discussed above (see e.g. Ditto et al., 1990; Ott et al.,
1990). The method has successfully been used by Moss and collaborators (Pierson and
Moss, 1995; Pei and Moss, 1996) to establish the chaotic character of certain biological
signals. A UPO acts as a saddle point in a variable space, and it is possible to determine tra-
jectories that first approach, and then turn away from such a point. The method is limited
by the possibilities to get the correct conditions for approaching a UPO.

It should be realised that in the search for “true chaos”, the important task is to distinguish
it from some kind of noisy process. There can be various kinds of non-linear systems with
noise as was discussed in the previous section. Now, it must be admitted that there is no sys-
tematic overview of what noise can do to various kinds of non-linear systems, in particular
not for systems with multiplicative noise, see previous section. Situations that may have a
chaos-like appearance can be a situation with a stable focus, i.e. a stable fixpoint which is
approached by oscillatory trajectories. In that case, the noisy process may get a kind of oscil-
latory behaviour, and some periodic orbit may be identified, although it will not be associ-
ated with a saddle point as a UPO in a chaotic system. An isolated unstable limit cycle,
which is possible in a non-linear system that is afflicted by noise could be indistinguishable
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from a chaotic UPO. However, in a chaotic system, several UPOs should be identified, a
fact that would exclude other kinds of unstable limit cycles. A non-chaotic system which gets
an apparent UPO, which also can be controlled by chaos methods has been studied by
Christini and Collins (1995). This contains a pulse generating system, which is influenced
by noise. Without noise, the system generates a pulse if an initial variable exceeds a certain
threshold. Noise may then generate an irregular sequence of pulses in a system that appears
very chaos-like.

We also note that there are other deterministically driven processes (i.e. provided by a
mechanism described by a deterministic mathematical framework) that can provide irregular
pattern. There can be transient processes that eventually settle, but first after very long
times, and the final fate is, for some reason, not seen. Probably the possibilities of non-
linear equations are not completely explored, and there may well be new classes of chaos
that differ from the behaviour of what is given by the thoroughly studied equations. There
should also be a possibility in a biological system that what is seen is some kind of coded
message or some regular process (maybe some kind of thinking) for which we do not at the
moment understand how to explore the meaning (see Freeman et al., 1997).

We can give here some further comments. Mathematically, a chaotic trajectory is a strange
entity in which there for instance can be qualitative differences between rational and irrational
numbers or between various types of irrational numbers. There can be a special behaviour
along closed loops that are dense in the chaotic manifold. In a real situation or on a com-
puter, a true irrational number cannot be constructed. One may then ask a question on
whether what we see experimentally really could be identified with the mathematical, very
special object. The situation seems to be saved by the great sensitivity. Most numbers are
appearing as irrational with easily recognised rational numbers giving special behaviour.

We should here consider an important question: is it of any interest to identify a chaotic
process in a biologic system? What can chaos do? Why not accept this as an irregular
process among other irregular processes. Some aspects of that question are taken up by
Ruelle (1994). What several times are emphasised here is that chaos is generated by a sim-
ple process, governed by a relatively small and controllable set of parameters. Noise is
inevitable, but chaos is not. If it can be established that some processes are chaotic, it seems
to be reasonable to ask about their meaning. Of course, chaos is a frequent phenomena and
it may simply be the effect of some non-linear coupling without any purpose, but also with-
out any great harm. However, it is also possible that chaos has been introduced by some
evolutionary process is generated because of some favourable property. It might, for
instance, be a kind of “random number generator” where a non-regular process is desired.

An interesting aspect of chaos lies in its content of unstable orbits (cycles) and the possi-
bilities of controlling these. This means that there may be an unlimited number of possible
regular behaviours that can be reached and stabilised. There are several possible uses for this.
It is, for instance, proposed that memories can be stored as such regular cycles, with the pos-
sibility to be recalled by controlling techniques. Messages or sensory inputs may be identified
and understood by the chaos control mechanisms. The possibility for using chaos in brain
activity is discussed by Babloyantz and Lourenzo (1996), and also by Freeman et al., (1997).
It seems that heartbeats have a minor, chaotic component. This seems to provide an advanta-
geous flexibility that makes it possible to easily change the heart rate and adapt to more
demanding situations (Ditto et al., 1990; Garfinkel et al., 1992; see also Peng et al., 1991).
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As mentioned above, evidence for chaotic components in sensory signals of the crayfish
nervous system has been presented by Moss and colleagues (Pei and Moss, 1996). Likewise,
certain EEG signals have been suggested to be of a chaotic nature, and there are several
attempts to characterise EEG-signals by the characteristics of chaotic processes (Babloyantz
et al., 1985; Fuchs et al., 1987). As will be discussed below, it has also been suggested that
deterministic, chaotic processes control the opening and closing of ion channels (Liebovitch
and Tóth, 1991b; see also Bassingthwaighte et al., 1994). Certain neural network models
are found to give rise to chaotic patterns, which have been compared with the EEG-patterns
(Liljenström and Wu, 1995).

Calculation of Lyapunov exponents and fractal dimensions

It is appropriate at this stage to say something about practical calculations of the fractal
dimensions and the Lyapunov exponents. Usually, the largest Lyapunov coefficient do not
provide any difficulty, while higher order ones may be more difficult to get. Still, these are
much simpler to calculate than the fractal dimension. For a 1D model, calculation of the
latter may be reasonable. In two dimensions, it may still be possible. For a strange attractor,
generated by a two-variable discrete equation, about 100,000 points with greatest possible
accuracy are needed. For a strange attractor in three dimensions of, for instance the Lorenz
equation, it is an almost hopeless task to estimate a Hausdorff dimension directly. What can
be done is to make a calculation and use some projection to a lower dimension. As we shall
see, there are other measures of a fractal dimension, which are easier to calculate, and
which can be generally used for numerical purposes.

The largest Lyapunov exponent can always be estimated by calculations of how solutions
from close initial points diverge from each other. One can get to a more systematic method, and
we can show that for a simple sequence relation such as the logistic equation. The problem is
much the same as what was previously considered for the logistic equation. We need to
describe how values differ at each step, and this is provided by taking successive derivatives.
Assume a sequence relation: xn�1 � f(xn). If two initial values close to a value x0 differ by a
small amount d, the difference between the next values is given by the derivative: f �(x0) � d.

For the first successive steps, we can write:

(Prime as usual denotes derivation.) Thus, there is a general chain rule for these derivatives:
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This means that we can write the Lyapunov exponent as:

(28.10)

This formula can be used in a straightforward way, and often not very many terms are
required to get a good estimate.

The method can be generalised to more variables with the derivatives described by
matrices. We do not get further into that. It is still relatively straightforward to get the
largest exponent in this way. As for the other Lyapunov exponents, these may be more dif-
ficult to calculate, but can be obtained by various methods. In particular, the determinant of
the matrix product gives the product of the eigenvalues. For the 2D case, the lower eigen-
values can then be obtained from the knowledge of the determinant and the largest eigenvalue.
For more variables, one tries to get expressions for successive products of eigenvalues (this
is simpler than a direct successive calculation).

As said above, the calculation of the basic fractal dimension as defined above requires
very many points and becomes very cumbersome for 3D systems such as the Lorenz attractor
and virtually hopeless in higher dimensions. For such cases, it is important to get an easier
measure of the fractal dimension.

Correlation dimension

There is another dimension measure that starts from the manifold distribution of points. In
an ordinary space of n dimension, and randomly distributed points, the number of points
within a radius r of some chosen point is proportional to the volume of an n-dimensional
sphere with that radius (circle in two dimensions), i.e. it is proportional to rn.

We generalise this for a fractal structure and a number of randomly distributed points on
that structure. For this, one calculates the distances between all pairs of points, and defines
a correlation measure:

(28.11)

From this, one defines the correlation dimension as

(28.12)

This is in general not the same as the previous (Hausdorff) dimension in eq. (28.5). It can
be proven that DC is not larger than the previous D. They are equal in many models. In the
simplest examples with one basic structure that is repeatedly iterated, all these are the same.
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A problem which can be solved with the correlation dimension is to provide a fractal
measure for a time series of one variable. In such cases, one may only know that variable,
and no further variables are known. Let the measured variable as function of time be
given as x(t). One constructs a vector u(t) of m dimensions by putting u1(t) � x(t),
u2(t) � x(t � t1), … um(t) � x(t � (m � 1)t1). Then, construct a sequence of m-dimensional
points 'n by putting: 'n � u(t � nt2). If the dimension m is large enough, such a vector
should provide the same features as the attractor of more proper variables. For instance,
consider the chaotic three-variable Lorenz or Rössler models. The method here means that
we create a 3D vector from a time-series of one of the variables, say x. The proposed con-
struction works if all three variables x, y, z show the same type of fractal behaviour. 
The three variables can be replaced by a suitable choice form the time series of one of the
variables.

In practice, one calculates the correlation dimension for successively higher values of m.
Eventually, the dimension becomes independent of m, and the lowest value for which this
happens is an estimate of a proper number of variables that provide the chaotic attractor.
This, then also provides a dimension number. This is a method that is much used for esti-
mating the fractal character of disordered behaviour, and has among others been used for
measuring the dimensionality of the EEG of the brain. In that way, one has found that the
proposed correlation measure depends on the state of activity of the brain. It is different if
one sleeps, meditates, rests, works with simple or complicated problems.

Not unexpectedly, such calculations are controversial, and that for two reasons. First,
one makes this kind of analysis to processes such as EEG, for which one does not know its
real causes. There is no clear reason why it should be represented by a fractal, strange
(chaotic) attractor. In principle, one could in this way analyse some sequence like the let-
ters in a novel in any kind of language, which certainly should not be regarded as a chaotic
sequence.

A severe practical difficulty with the method is to be sure that the dimension measure
really is that, at least to establish a high dimension, very many points are needed to get a
reliable result, and the number of useful experimental points may be limited. A problem with,
for instance, EEG is that a time series is not uniform. Probably the general state of the brain
changes quite often. In that kind, a meaningful time series may have an upper limit of about
some seconds, and a lower limit of some milliseconds, which reflects the frequency that
reflects the pulse rate. Some references to EEG analysis are Babloyantz et al. (1985), Fuchs
et al. (1987) and Kay et al. (1995).

One difficulty is also that the scaling of the trajectories or sequences may differ locally.
That would mean that the stretching and contracting may be different in different regions,
which might lead to fractal dimensions and Lyapunov exponents that differ along the tra-
jectory. For the strict definitions, one shall have non-local quantities and the definitions we
have above with a time that shall go to infinity should provide global measures. Still, with
strong local variations, these may be difficult if not to say hopeless to calculate. It can also
be mentioned that chaos is studied essentially only by the relatively limited number of
equations that are already presented here and which form a relatively coherent picture.
However, there are certainly some more complicated forms of chaos with many dimensions,
with several positive Lyapunov-exponents, with strong local variations and so on, which are
very little studied and for which there are essentially no systematic results.
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Where does one see irregular oscillations?

One may see irregular oscillations in a very large number of situations. It should not be
astonishing that they appear in biochemical-coupled processes as did oscillations, systems
that are treated by generalisations of the equations discussed in Chapter 28 (Olsen and
Degn, 1977; Decroly and Goldbeter, 1987). A typical example is the weather, for instance
temperature variations, and here it started. Lorenz was a meteorologist. There are economic
variations, and they occur in many circumstances in biology. Populations may change in an
irregular way. So do some epidemics, in particular those of the “child diseases” such as
measles or mumps. A good review of chaos in biological systems is Olsen and Degn (1985),
see also articles in Degn et al. (1987) and Pierson and Moss (1995). Some physiological
characteristics such as blood pressure in the kidneys or the heart beats show irregular vari-
ations. Some references aimed to study and even use chaos for heart failures was men-
tioned above. Other references are: Leyssac and Baumbach (1983); Mosekilde (1996); Yip
and Holstein-Rathlon (1996). Finally, there are several irregular oscillations in the nervous
system, in particular the electric activity in the brain, measured as EEG, which was men-
tioned above (see Fuchs et al., 1987; Skardea and Freeman, 1987; Kelso and Fuchs, 1994).

Such irregular behaviour may be due to a chaotic mechanism, but there are also other
sources of irregularities. A first question is: can we decide whether an irregular behaviour
is chaotic or due to other causes? A related, and very important question is: does it matter?
Is it relevant to know that something is chaotic?

Why should it be of interest to know whether an irregular time series is due to a chaotic
mechanism. Well, consider the alternatives: there are always possibilities to get irregular
behaviour by large uncontrolled influences. These can be described as stochastic processes,
meaning that the outcome at each instant is a stochastic variable. The balls in a lottery are
a good example of this: there is no way to get any control over the outcome of this as there
are many balls rolling around each other in an uncontrolled way. On a low level, there are
always irregular effects of molecules. This may be regarded as a small effect, but it is seen
in accurate measurements, and there are ways in living organisms where the influence
(fluctuations) of the molecular world is greatly enhanced (certain receptors in our bodies
may react to single molecules, and our eyes are capable to see single photons).

In contrast to that, a chaotic development is caused by a simple mechanism involving a
small number of relevant variables. It should be a mechanism that one may reproduce and
have some control over although the outcome in the long run is irregular (chaotic). The dif-
ference between the two different kinds of irregularities is one between a simple mechanism
which may be well understood or a very complicated one which can only be described in
statistical terms. It is the knowledge that something has a simple cause that motivates the
search for chaos. Further, we know that the chaotic process is deterministic and at a short
timescale follows a predictable, well-defined course from an initial value although the pos-
sibilities of predictions disappear after longer times.

What are now the distinctions? It may not be difficult to recognise a very irregular, ran-
dom process such as “white noise” without any structure. Typical chaotic processes as the
Lorenz equation certainly have some structures, which are characteristic. However, this is
being further complicated as there may be a combination of, for instance, limit cycles and
a random process (noise) which provides some structure, and the experimental data may
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not be sufficiently good to distinguish characteristic features of a chaotic process. (The
chaotic process may be further distorted by noise.)

(1) Chaos should provide some structure and may have a fractal appearance. The latter
may be destroyed by noise and experimental accuracy. Also, at a short timescale, the
chaotic time course should show a regular appearance. However, that also may be dis-
torted in experimental data.

(2) Chaos and various random processes (noise) cannot be distinguished by the means by
which random processes are characterised. This means probability distributions, correl-
ation functions of values at two different times and spectral functions, normally taken pro-
portional to the square of the absolute values of the Fourier transforms. (Such spectral
functions are Fourier transforms of correlation functions.) Chaotic processes can well be
described by such means and can provide the same type of characteristics as purely random
processes. Spectral functions of chaotic processes usually have an irregular structure with
peaks but that is possible to get also for random processes.

(3) What one normally has regarded as the typical characteristic properties of chaotic
processes are their typical parameters: the Lyapunov exponents and the fractal dimen-
sions. The most important Lyapunov exponent is not difficult to extract and the correl-
ation dimension is normally straightforward to calculate. For the latter, it is important
to get a proper number of components for the pseudovectors. Such extractions are pos-
sible to do but may be restricted by the limitations of data. High fractal dimensions
require many points of the vector sequence, and that is often not meaningful. Values of
fractal dimension higher than about four are not considered as reliable. The problem is
clearly seen in the interpretations of EEG data. This is comprised by pulses of kilohertz
frequencies, but restricted as the character of the signals change at a timescale of sec-
onds. To get a uniform situation, one is restricted to about 1000 points, which may be
insufficient for reliable conclusions.

(4) Perhaps more interesting and more relevant for diagnostics is the occurrence of UPOs
in the chaotic mess. This has been mentioned several times: inside a chaotic attractor,
there are periodic orbits that may be of any periodicity. These are not stable—most tra-
jectories in their neighbourhood go away from them. However, they normally represent
saddle (hyperbolic) points, which mean that they are approached along some directions
although such trajectories bend and go away. This fact means that they can be recog-
nised in a chaotic process. Moreover, it is possible to stabilise any of such recognised
processes. This is what is referred to as “control of chaos” which has yielded a lot of
interest in recent years and which is what we now shall take up at the end.

28D Unstable orbits: control of chaos

How does one find the UPOs? One starts with the time series, and the simplest is to use dis-
crete time series points. The unstable periodic orbit is in some sense a saddle point (hyper-
bolic point). With a suitable choice of period (this requires some effort); it is a fixpoint of
the sequence, which is approached along some direction. One regards pairs of points in the
sequence and notes when the distance between successive pairs become small along some
direction, and then again grows along another direction. To be sure of the nature of this, one
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shall identify a number of such events with an approach and later divergence along the
same directions. By looking at many points of that kind one gets a picture of linear features
close to a periodic orbit, which information then is used for stabilisation.

Stabilisation of unstable orbits

There are always possibilities by modifying parameters to stabilise the unstable periodic
orbits. That is what we want to take up here.

The procedure can conveniently be demonstrated for what is known as the Henon map:

xn�1 � axn � byn yn�1 � xn (28.13)

For values of a above a certain threshold (�1.06), this shows a chaotic behaviour. In
studies of this map, b is normally kept fixed, usually put equal to 0.3, while a is varied.

There are always two fixpoints of this equation:

(28.14)

As in other cases, one makes a linearisation around the fixpoints

xn � x0 � zn yn � y0 � hn (28.15)

Close to the fixpoint, one gets linear expressions

jn�1 � �2 x0 � jn � b � hn hn�1 � jn (28.16)

The conventional stability analysis works with the matrix:
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One fixpoint has negative coordinate values (x0 is negative). This point is always a sad-
dle point. The point with positive coordinates is stable for sufficiently small values of a, but
becomes a saddle point for large a. It is that point which is our concern in the rest.

Assume values of a, b so that we are in the chaotic regime, for instance put a � 1.4, b �
0.3. Now, consider the possibility of stabilising the positive (unstable) fixpoint. The main
idea is to choose a neighbourhood sufficiently close to the fixpoint so that a linear expression
is appropriate. In this neighbourhood, one perturbs the original a-value in a way that depends
on the xn, yn, that is, we put an � a � axjn � ayhn. The linearised relations should be the same
as before. Then, we get the following modified, linearised map:

jn�1 � (ax � 2x0) � jn � (ay � b) � hn hn�1 � jn (28.18)

The idea is to choose ax, ay so that the origin now becomes a stable fixpoint of this
expression.

If the chosen neighbourhood is small enough, the modifications of the a-parameter are
small.

We show the procedure by a numerical example:
Choose a � 1.4, b � 0.3. Then, the positive fixpoint in (9.2) is (0.884, 0.884). The

eigenvalues are �1.924 (the unstable one), and �0.156 (the stable one). A simple choice
of the a-values is such that the stable eigenvalue is kept, while the other one may be put to
one (limit of stability), which is the case when ax � 1.924, ay � �0.3.

The procedure is made in the following way:
A chaotic trajectory always gets arbitrarily close to any point. One may therefore start

with the full chaotic expression and wait until there is a point inside a properly used region
around the fixpoint that shall be stabilised. Once within that region, one modifies the
parameter as described above. In that way, the fixpoint becomes stable and the sequence of
the map goes towards it.

The described procedure is possible to use for all kinds of chaotic systems. Note that any
differential equation system can always be expressed as a map, which in these respects is
easiest to handle. A fixpoint in a map normally corresponds to a simple periodic orbit (limit
cycle of the differential equation system). The system can be used for any number of variables.

From that, there are methods of finding fixpoints and to provide proper linear expres-
sions so that the modification method can be used. As we have shown it above, there is an
arbitrariness in the choice of the parameters ax, ay, and also here, it has been investigated
what leads to the most appropriate action.

It shall be emphasised that this is not only an abstract method for the chaotic models, it
is possible to use for an experimental chaotic system to stabilise periodic behaviours. This
leads to rich possibilities of getting various stabilised pulses. There are several kinds of fix-
points and each needs only a small modification of a parameter such as a above. Using 
the method in a proper way, one can stabilise a very large number of various periodic
processes by only slightly modifying one parameter at proper values of the basic variable.
This gives a rich possibility of applications for getting very different types of signals in an
easy way.
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§ 29 NOISE AND NON-LINEAR PHENOMENA

29A General remarks

We here take up some questions concerning the effect of noise in the context of non-linear,
complex systems. The aim is to provide a general survey, and not go into too much detail.
A general point, which we shall discuss further, is that calculations become worse. There
are few systematic results, and most are provided by unsystematic calculations based on
stochastic equations. It is not even always clear how stochastic equations shall be formulated.
We here shall make a clear distinction between internal noise, caused by the fluctuations of
the system in study, and external noise, due to various kinds of irregular external influences.
The internal noise is unavoidable, directly related to the dynamics through fluctuation–
dissipation relations. The external noise, on the other hand is less restricted, and can to some
degree be controlled and avoided to some degree. What will be pointed out here is that the
internal noise causes complications when dealing with non-linear effects, and there may 
be small possibilities of systematic studies.

Non-linear effects of particular interest are features such as sustained oscillations and transi-
tions between different types of behaviour. Many non-linear models lead to possibilities of
changing the behaviour of a system when some parameters change. For instance, that can imply
excitation and generation of signals. A typical feature of such effects is the existence of a thresh-
old. When a certain threshold is overcome, a response appears. Noise here changes the situation.
A general effect of noise is a levelling, which to a large extent can make threshold effects to van-
ish. This may be apprehended as an undesired effect that destroys a desired transition and thresh-
old. One thing, it does is to make the system less sensitive. Noise can modify oscillatory and
excitatory behaviour, not necessarily in an undesired way. They lead to a softening of thresholds,
making desired transitions more easily accomplished. Compared with deterministic threshold
equations, this may mean a difference between impossible transitions and infrequent, but impor-
tant ones. The influence of noise to bifurcation and threshold effects is studied by Wiesenfeld
(1989), and further accounts given in (Moss and McClintock, 1989; Wiesenfeld, 1989).

In equilibrium thermodynamics such effects are often related to phase transitions: when
a temperature or pressure is changed past a certain value, the system features change drasti-
cally. Ideally, this is completely sharp, but various irregularities (noise) soften up the sharp-
ness. These are particularly marked close to what are called “critical points” with a particular
singular behaviour. Typical critical points are points of maximum temperature and pressure
for liquids or magnetic transitions without any external field. It is well known that fluctuations
grow significantly close to such transition points, which provides a strong sensitivity and
remarkable fluctuations. A biological cell and its constituents are small and too irregular to
show clear equilibrium critical behaviour, but in such cases, there are transition phenomena,
not as sharp as in large, pure equilibrium systems, but transitions that appear in rather small
temperature intervals with pronounced increase of fluctuations and sensitivity to various
parameters, in particular temperature, changes. It is well known that such transitions appear
in cell membranes, and also the equilibrium structures of macromolecules change in such
temperature intervals, providing strong temperature sensitivity.

The possibility of several stable states occurred in our previous treatments of two-well mod-
els. Also there we saw the relevance of a separating state and a threshold, the top of the barrier.
In a deterministic formalism with friction terms (dissipation) a particle ends at the bottom of
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one of the wells depending on where it started. With noise, fluctuations, on the other hand,
a particle would with a relatively small probability cross the barrier. This would be the case for
any model with several stable states, separated by some kind of threshold regions. Typically,
the time course would be such that they start close to one such state, vary around that, irregu-
larly for some time, then, suddenly move over a threshold to a new state, stay there for some
time, and then again move back or to another state. There may be several states of that kind.

It is feasible that neural networks, artificial ones but also real ones can show that kind of
behaviour. Signals in the networks may go towards some stable states which might be identi-
fied with some kind of recognised pattern, then go away and find another related pattern.
Signals may move from pattern to pattern. This is fully consistent with the well-known
oscillating interpretation of certain pictures, we see them for some time in one particular way,
then suddenly, that is changed and we interpret them in a new way. A cube like the one below
which, when one looks at it oscillates between two states is among the most typical examples,
but there are numerous ones (Figure 29.1).

What is advantageous? To have a sensitive system with clear thresholds and clear transitions
or the noisy one with softer, sometimes completely in distinct transitions? Probably both fea-
tures are relevant in biological systems. There are certainly cases, where there should be possi-
bilities of different types of behaviour triggered by some kind of influence. An external
influence shall cause a response only if it passes a certain threshold. In such cases, noise is a dis-
advantage, and its effects should be avoided. If the cell shall make a certain task, it shall do that
and not be influenced by any effects that may change the result. On the other hand, noise effects
are always there. What can they do? Can they trigger unwanted effects if they cause the system
to pass thresholds and provide unwanted behaviour? Certainly, this is a very relevant question.

Stochastic effects have been studied in regulatory networks, see e.g. Paulsson and Ehrenberg
(2001), Paulsson (2005), and many studies have taken up noise and general stochastic
processes in the brain. See, e.g. Holden (1976), Buchman and Schulete (1987), Liljenström
(1996), Liljenström and Århem (1997), Tuckwell (1989), Århem (2000) as well as the articles
in the book edited by Århem et al. (2000).

29B Stochastic resonance

Stochastic resonance was treated above with a Brownian motion kind of method. There are
several variants of that scheme, which means that noise in some way triggers oscillations
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or contributes to a more favourable signal transmission. There is no place here to go further
into these models. For general accounts (see Dykman et al., 1995; Wiesenfeld and Moss,
1995). Variants, also without thresholds, have been discussed (see Bezrukov and Vodyanov,
1997), but there is no place here to go deeply into that. One point is that if signals below a
certain threshold are cut out, noise would help signals to cross the threshold and be trans-
mitted. A medical application of this, which has been proposed, is for hearing aids. There,
the threshold for hearing may for some reason becomes too high for appropriate hearing. It
may then be sufficient and helpful, just to add noise to pass the barrier.

As said in Chapter 23, an interesting starting application of this is to periodicities of 
ice ages (see Nicolis, 1993). A typical example concerns laser beams in a circular apparatus
(McNavara, 1988). The beams can go in either direction, and can change due to fluctuating
disturbances. With a relatively small periodic force, not in itself sufficient to accomplish
changes of the wave directions, stochastic resonance can yield synchronised changes in the
beam directions.

It is suggested that some animals, in particular, water-borne ones which look for small
signals from possible predators or prey for their own food can make use of existing noise
everywhere in the surroundings to amplify signal effects (see e.g. Moss and Wiesenfeld,
1995; Dykman and McClintock, 1998).

The brain may use irregular signals for seeking previous memories (as computers use
random effects for similar purposes). There may in such cases be optimal effects, closely
related to stochastic resonance. Such a proposal has been proposed and studied in artificial
neural networks (see Liljenström and Wu, 1995).

This kind of model has been generalised in various directions and different types of
models have been proposed. Normally, they involve a threshold effect, but not necessarily
several steps and barrier passages. In another model, it is proposed that simple noise in the
form of irregular spikes can be modulated by a signal and then accomplish a response.

29C Non-linear stochastic equations

We had previously Brownian motion as a archetype of stochastic motion, and let us now use
that approach also for more complex situations and more general forces. Then, situations are
not quite straightforward.

General methods are always possible as long as the basic equation is linear. This is also the
case for a harmonic oscillator, oscillating influenced by a force proportional to the deviation
from a certain stability point. With damping, the particle may go to the resting position with
lowest potential energy, but with the fluctuation force, there is always some activity and
oscillations.

However, there are no simple ways of treating this kind of equations for more general
forces. What always is possible to do is to make numerical calculations where the irregular
force is treated just as it is, a random variable. For each integration step, its influence is 
represented by a suitable selected random number. For the pure Brownian motion, the 
basis of this is clear as the influence at subsequent times is completely independent of 
each other.

Before going further, we can give an outline of various generalisations of the basic equation
and some of their difficulties.
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The particular form of the irregular force is, of course, an idealisation. No such forces
appear in reality. Still, to provide meaningful results during reasonable time scales, it is a
good abstraction. We cannot expect the forces to be independent at very small time intervals,
but if the time intervals where there is a considerable correlation are much smaller than the
times during which the motions are considered, this effect only complicates the problem.
So, we in some sense look at the equations as limits of a system where the times the correl-
ations between successive irregular forces are significant go to zero.

One can, and sometimes does treat the irregular force by what may be regarded as a more
realistic form where the correlations for the irregular force remain for some time and decay
by exponential factors: (The same proportionality factor as before is used.)

If we integrate the exponential function over a time interval much larger than 1/g, we get
similar results as before. Such an expression is possible to use, but one must remember that
the force and the damping are related, and they shall together be consistent to fluctuation–
dissipation relations. With this expression for the irregular force, one can then no longer have
a damping force simply proportional to the actual velocity at a certain time. The damping
force must depend not only on the actual velocity but also on previous velocities. There has
to be an integral expression:

Thus, one gets a combination of differential and integral equations. The variables are then
no longer Markov processes, which also complicates the treatment. With the exponential
functions in the expressions above, this is simplified if we introduce a further variable

From this, one gets

and the integral in the equation for v is replaced by u. This makes the system manageable. 
A more complicated integration kernel such as �g(t � t1)v(t1)dt1 is more difficult to handle.
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The situation gets still worse when an equation is no longer linear, when there is a more
general force. Then, it is no longer possible to extract such kind of results. The average of
a function of position is not equal to the function of the average. � f (x)� is not the same as
f(�x�) for general functions f(x). Stochastic equations with an explicit contribution from a
random variable can still be used for numerical calculations where the random variable is
treated in a reasonable way. This is a possible way, but, as said above, one must avoid certain
traps, and the equation must provide certain consistent results. Such calculations can provide
answers to questions about the role and relevance of random influences. For large systems,
such as the treatment of chemical reactions with many reacting substrate molecules, which
at the bottom move randomly and interact randomly, their large number means that deviations
from averages are small and averages of functions can well be approximated by functions
of the average. It is also possible to consider random, small deviations. Still, in general such
calculations are very unsystematic. They are also awkward for describing improbable events,
and questions about small probabilities as that would require long calculations with the
possible difficulties that results may go astray if one is not very cautious.

We can still start by the Langevin equation of Brownian motion which we had in Chapter 21
(see e.g. Haken, 1987, Chapter 5; van Kampen, 1992).

A generalisation of this with non-linear expressions can be written as:

(29.1)

f(x) can be regarded as a general force, and g(x) a general, non-linear noise amplitude that
depends on the value of x. If g is a constant, independent of x, the RHS is simply the sum of
a systematic force, f(x) and the noise contribution F. In that case, one speaks about additive
noise. The situation becomes more complex if g is a general function of x, in which case, one
speaks about multiplicative noise. One cannot, in general, obtain analytic solutions similar
to the ones in Chapter 21 from eq. (29.1).

Eq. (29.1) may look as an obvious generalisation, but the situation is more complex.
First, we must be aware that eq. (29.1) with a multiplicative noise is not meaningful as it
stands, if F refers to white noise. It then needs some further interpretation. The point is that
F(t) is a highly singular function. It is uncorrelated to anything that occurred before time t,
thus also to x at an earlier time. However, as x is influenced by the random force F, there is
a strong correlation between F at time t and x at times somewhat later than t. Now, in eq. (29.1),
we have the product of F(t) and g(x(t)) at the same time. The question arises whether they
shall be treated as uncorrelated or not. There are two, essentially equivalent, ways of interpret-
ing this. In the Itô interpretation, x(t) and F(t) are considered uncorrelated, in the Stratonovich
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interpretation, they are considered to be correlated. In the latter case, the correlation is half
the correlation at a time immediately after t (see van Kampen, 1981, 1992).

With such rules, eq. (29.1) is well defined for external noise, see above, which should be to
be independent of the basic dynamics. This means that the two terms on the RHS of eq. (29.1)
are independent. For internal noise, i.e. noise within the system, the situation in less clear,
and an equation such as eq. (29.1) cannot be a strict representation of the system, although
this kind of equation occurs frequently. The point is that the fluctuating force is then part of the
dynamics and should not be independent of force f(x). In the linear case, the explicit choice of
the noise term leads to the fluctuation–dissipation theorem. There is no similar, simple relation
in the non-linear case, i.e. eq. (29.1). One also sees that the relation for the average of x, �x�,
in the simplest case of Chapter 21, leads to the simple damping equation d �x�/dt � �g �x�.
However, there is no simple relation following from eq. (29.1) for such an average, which
then is influenced by the noise term. Note that, in general, � f (x)� � f (�x�). An alternative is
to develop a mathematical formalism for calculating a probability distribution. This needs
some insights about details of the system, and we will not go further into that possibility.
Equations of type (29.1) may be used and motivated for qualitative results with an intrinsic
noise. However, this kind of equation can lead to completely wrong results (see the discus-
sion by van Kampen, 1992, Chapter 9).

Now, go back to the problem of interpreting the multiplicative noise of eq. (29.1). The
problem appears because of the singular variation of the white noise also during a brief
time interval. To see the problem and how to overcome it, introduce the Wiener process
(see Chapter 23).

In the Itô description, one writes the change of this entity during a time interval �t as
�W � W(t � �t) – W(t). The white noise function values at two different times are com-
pletely uncorrelated, �F(t1)F(t2)� � 0 if t1 � t2, which means that W(t) and �W as defined
here are uncorrelated. (They are defined in time intervals that do not overlap.) A derivative
of the RHS of eq. (29.1) contains the change �W, and expressions containing �W occur in
numerical solutions of eq. (29.1). If one maintains that W(t) and �W are uncorrelated, then
eq. (29.1) is not consistent with ordinary differential and integration rules (such that a function
is the integral of its derivative), and these have to be modified. This can be done and leads
to what is called Itô rules (Itô, 1944) which provide a consistent way of treatment. This is
usually considered in mathematical literature as the most elegant way to treat the problem.

There is, as mentioned, another way to treat the problem considered by Stratonovich
(1963), by which the normal differential and integration rules are kept, but where �W is
redefined to provide a consistent procedure. It is then defined for an interval around the
time t: �W � W(t � �t/2) – W(t � �t/2). Then W(t) and �W are not uncorrelated, a fact
that is important in any integration procedure.

The white noise can be regarded as a limit of a more general (coloured) noise function
for which Fc(t) gets an autocorrelation (correlation between values at two different times)

W t F d
t

( ) ( )� t t

0
∫
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within a correlation time tc. When tc goes to zero, one would get the white noise. At least
for external noise, a natural way to attain the limit leads to the Stratonovich interpretation
(see van Kampen, 1981). Ordinary rules for differentiation and integration should then be
valid. One may consider the Stratonovich rules as a kind of limit of a physical process.

Equations of type (29.1) as those of Chapters 21 and 23 are equivalent to partial differential
equations of Fokker–Planck-type for probability distributions. Itô and Stratonovich interpret-
ations lead to different equations. The Stratonovich interpretation yields:

(29.2)

while the corresponding equation for the Itô interpretation is:

(29.3)

For general functions, f(x) and g(x), there are no easy ways to get expressions for the
time-dependent solutions of these equations, and the best possibility for achieving results
can be to use eq. (29.1), and simulating the effect of the white noise. This can always be
done, but it is a cumbersome way, which is not useful for systematic studies.

When treated by simulation methods, eq. (29.1) requires further caution, in particular for
multiplicative noise (g depending on x). General integration methods for differential equa-
tions are based upon some expansion for providing proper change along integration intervals.
However, the noise term F(t) is singular everywhere, and even for the Wiener process above,
the derivative does not exist anywhere. For that reason, common expansion methods cannot
be used. This problem is not always recognised or dealt with in simulations. We give here
expressions for this in a one-component, general system described by Manella (1989). We
need an expansion for x(t � h), and may do this to a third order in h1/2: x(t � h) � x(t) �
d0x � d1x � d2x � O(h2), where the d0x, d1x, d2x are contributions of order h1/2, h, h3/2

respectively. One finds:

W(h) is the Wiener process, introduced above. The mean of W(h) is zero and
is another Gaussian Wiener process with mean zero and[ ( )] ( ) ( )W h h W h W d
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�[W2(h)]2� � h3/3, �W(h)W2(h)� � h2/2. (All these expressions follow directly from
eq. (29.1), with the use of Stratonovich interpretation.) The derivation of these expressions
and a more full treatment including the next order term, and more than one component is
found in Manella (1989). Manella and Palleschi (1989) provide a further development of
this algorithm.

It is important to use such an expansion for a proper treatment of eq. (29.1). Note that, the
average of the last, random term in eq. (29.1) is, in general, not zero with the Stratonovich
interpretation. A careful treatment above is particularly important for a situation with external
noise with known features, where comparisons with experimental data can be made. In cases
where only qualitative results are needed, the treatment may not be so strict. For instance,
if one wants to get some qualitative idea of the behaviour of a system with multiplicative
internal noise, where eq. (29.1) cannot be completely correct, the detailed integration algorithm
may not matter. However, one should still always be cautious. Numerical procedures can go
entirely wrong.

The discrete processes may be easier to handle. They avoid the difficulties with the sin-
gular white noise, although it is still important to satisfy fluctuation–dissipation require-
ments. It is always possible to write down master equations, but they may be complicated
to handle, at least for time-dependent situations. When there is a strange behaviour, for
instance oscillations or large pulses, such expressions are hardly helpful. The best way
would simply be to simulate the processes by taking together the various reagents and
assuming probability rules for various processes. A reasonable calculation may not require
too large systems, and there should not be any problems with such calculations on modern
computers.

But it must be said that all kind of calculations based on stochastic equations and simulat-
ing random events are unsystematic. There are many works of that type, but it can be difficult
to get a coherent picture.

Stochastic chemical reactions of the type we considered in Section 20F are basically quite
clear when regarded as step processes. We consider the numbers of various reagents as sto-
chastic variables that increase or decrease at each time step with certain probabilities given by
the concentrations according to the reaction schemes. The rules are clear. Simple cases as that
treated in Section 20F can be completely solved in terms of analytic expression. However,
the situation soon becomes complicated.

The situation is not so bad if one considers only one particular compound which in reactions
always changes (increases or decreases) by one unit. This was the case for the simple model
previously treated, but we allow here for much more complicated schemes, still with only
one considered species that only changes by one unit. Then, if the number of that species is
X, we have probability rates for increase one unit equal to W�(X) and for decrease one unit
W�(X). For such a case, we have a general form of a master equation (cf. eq. (6.4)) for the
probability density that the number of our considered species is X:

(29.5)
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Figure 29.2 Noisy oscillations as described in the text with x, dashed, and y, full line, as function
of time for b � 18,000, below the bifurcation point. One sees clear (irregular) oscillations here and a
very strong influence of the noise.
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Figure 29.3 Here, b � 22,000, in the oscillator region, other parameters as in the preceding figure.
The oscillations are here more pronounced, but they are still quite irregular. The difference between the
figures is not very striking. Without noise, this figure should show oscillations above a threshold, the
previous figure just an approach to a steady state.
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It is straightforward to calculate the probability for a stationary situation, when the time
derivative is zero. Then, it is valid that:

(29.6)

This can be used repeatedly to get a general relation for a stationary probability density
from which one can calculate (numerically) averages and correlation functions.

The complete time-dependent equation is more intricate, but it should be possible to treat
numerically, again by a recurrence method. One should limit the number, the values of X,
say by Xmax, and start with an initial probability distribution with probability values for vari-
ous X. Then, at each time step, these values are changed according to the basic reaction
rules, and we get a sequence of density functions as a development in time. Such a method
may look cumbersome, but should not provide any difficulty on a modern computer.

If the species X also changes by, say, two units by reactions of type A ↔ 2X, then the step
method above (29.6) does not work, and some more intricate method is necessary. The pro-
posed development for the time-dependent situation still works.

If there is a very slow development, manifested by a slowly varying exponential function,
and a small eigenvalue, one might find appropriate approximation methods. Compare the
method for the barrier passage in Chapter 23.

The situation gets worse when there is more than one varying reacting main species. It is
still possible to write down a master equation for a probability density as P(X, Y, t), with
expressions for increase and decrease of the different species. Still, for that situation, there
is no simple iteration procedure such as eq. (29.6), and no simple method even for the 
stationary distribution.

Otherwise, it is possible to make what can be called “simulation”, calculation of successive
states of even a complicated situation by direct use of random changes. At each time step,
each species can increase or decrease by probabilities given by the rate functions, and we
thus get a general picture of a kind of direct stochastic “computer experiment”.

This method can always be used, and it also provides values for averages and correlations
as well as possibilities to calculate probability densities (at least for stationary situation).

We will use this kind of method for a highly non-linear coupled reaction scheme of two
species based on the so-called Brusselator model.

Assume a relatively small system and rewrite the scheme to represent the numbers of the
reacting species. Put X � x/n, Y � y/n, A � a/n, B � b/n2 with n equal to 100. x, y, a, b shall
now represent number of molecules. Further, put, a � 100, b around 20,000, that is A � 1, 
B around 2, the bifurcation value. The stationary values of x and y are both equal to 100. Next,
assume a random scheme where the probabilities to increase or decrease the molecule
numbers during one time unit is equal to the terms of the reaction scheme: The probability
rates are: to increase x by one unit: a � x2y/n2, to decrease x: (b/n2 � 1)x, to increase y: bx/n2,
do decrease y: x2y/n2. The rules are used to simulate the process. We get the results below
(Figures 29.2 and 29.3).
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Part VIII

Applications

§ 30 RECOGNITION AND SELECTION IN BIOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS

30A Introduction: recognition

Recognition in various forms plays a very important role in molecular biological processes.
Molecular units, in particular, nitrogen bases and amino acids are recognised when build-
ing up long macro-molecule chains, substances of various kinds are recognised and
processed in biochemical pathways, proper molecules, what we refer to as ligands, bind to
enzymes in order to activate or deactivate their functions, numerous proteins are recognised
and bound to specific places along DNA chains with specific functions in genetic process-
ing. Maybe the most advanced recognition is performed by the immune system, in which
all kinds of foreign proteins are recognised, dealt with and then remembered for later
attacks (Wiegel, 1991).

The way to look at the recognition is that (non-covalent) bonds are established between
the substances in the recognition process. These can usually be regarded as bonds between
complementary parts. Probably, the most well-known situation is the hydrogen bonding
between bases along the DNA double helix. In the translation process, where the informa-
tion on a messenger RNA is used for building up a specific protein, successive triplets,
three consecutive nitrogen bases on transfer RNAs (tRNAs) coupled to specific amino
acids are recognised.

In other processes, single or groups of amino acids are recognised. It is the specific side
groups of the amino acids that are recognised, and again one has a picture of “complemen-
tary” bonds. As in the case of nitrogen bases, hydrogen bonds can be established between
polar groups with oxygen and nitrogen. Charged (ionised) side groups of different types
establish strong bonds to each other. (Positively charged groups recognise negatively
charged ones and vice versa.) Concerning non-polar hydrocarbon side groups, the main
idea is that the recognising complex has a “pocket” of non-polar units into which the hydro-
carbon side group fits well by van der Waals bonds (see Sections 5A, 6B). These bonds are
fairly weak, but depend on the sizes of respective pocket and side group. When these fit
well together, the bond can be fairly strong, comparable to bonds of other amino acids.
Note here, that the binding energy shall be interpreted as an energy difference between the
pocket bond at one side and a more free position. A polar or an ionised side group may fit



into the pocket with the establishment of van der Waal’s forces, but it loses a favourable
energy from a water environment, while the interaction between a non-polar group and
water is unfavourable. This means that there is a gain in (free) energy when the non-polar
group is bound to a pocket while a polar or ionised group loses energy.

Such features are relevant when an amino acid is recognised by a particular enzyme that
establishes a bond to a specific tRNA. In other cases, a part of a protein is recognised. In
the immune system, the main idea is that a motive of a number of amino acids is recognised
by corresponding complementary groups or structures, complementary charged groups for
charged amino acid side groups, hydrogen bonds or pockets for those with non-polar
hydrocarbon side groups.

If a certain substance is produced by enzymatic, catalytic reactions, then the rates of for-
mation are greatly reduced. Thermal equilibrium can be established. Similar substances can
be formed through the same processes, and they may occur in rations according to their
equilibrium constants. This can provide a selection, due to the thermodynamic equilibrium
features; the thermodynamically most stable substrates appear most frequently, and that
might be sufficient.

Recognition, very much along the lines discussed here are important in many processes
of living organisms. Unfortunately, there is no place for everything, but I will here mention
its importance for the immune system, where the immune cells recognise foreign “invaders”,
also providing memories. The bases for recognition is what we have here, specific forces,
appropriately positioned polar groups and non-polar pockets that recognise patterns of
hydrocarbon chains. It can be remarked that it is important for such a system to provide
suitable interactions, but it need not be as specific as the selection mechanisms we take up
later. Indeed, it is an advantage fore the immune system to be able to recognise for instance,
similar viruses. An exhaustive review with emphasis on physics is given by Perelson and
Weisbuch (1997) (see also Mak and Yeh, 2002; Mak, 2003).

Recognition is also important for gene regulation and gene expression, where specific
molecules shall bind to specific proteins that are activating or inhibiting genes. A gene shall
be translated to a RNA molecule by a polymerase protein and to do that, the gene shall be
open, i.e. the polymerase shall be able to attach to DNA and start reading the gene sequence.
The genes can be controlled by repressors which hinder polymerase to bind and sometimes
by activators that open the genes. These controlling proteins are in turn controlled by fur-
ther substances, in accordance to our previous descriptions of allosteric mechanism appear
in an activated or inactivated form. These control substances are often related to the processes
that are opened by the proteins transcribed by the particular gene. For these processes, see
Orphanides and Reinberg (2002), Ptashne (1992, 2003) and Ptashne and Gann (2002). An
old account but still relevant for general aspects is Savageau (1976).

In many cases, the selection is more complicated. This is most apparent in the building
up of large macro-molecules, polymers. There molecular units, monomers, are bound
together in a specific manner to form a complex with a definite task. That can refer to a pro-
tein, an enzyme whose function depends on the sequence of amino acids that are bound
together. Nucleic acids, RNA and DNA, are likewise built up as specific sequences of
nucleotides. It is crucial that a particular unit is selected at each stage of synthesis, and that
selection has nothing to do with the thermodynamic equilibrium features of that unit in the
final product. There are many selection steps involved in such and similar processes, but a
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main feature is that the selection is made in an intermediate complex, at which barriers and
transition rates are crucial. In principle, the selection then involves the binding of a sub-
strate to be tested to the molecule complex. If the substrate is firmly bounded, then it will
be at the complex for a long time and then be accepted for further processing. Another, simi-
lar substrate may be more loosely bound, and then break more easily from the complex.
What is tested is the energy bond between the tested substrates and the intermediary com-
plex. After further steps, it is placed at a certain site of a macro-molecule or is simply
formed into a crucial molecular unit of the cell.

This looks fine, and it works, but there are some remaining problems. One is of a thermo-
dynamic nature. Look at the complete situation. There is a substrate of a correct kind that
shall be selected for a particular role, for a place at a protein or as a functioning molecular
unit. There is also a similar substrate that shall be selected against. The latter is more
loosely bound to the selection complex, and has a smaller probability to proceed along the
steps of the process. But we still have the second law, and the processing unit cannot change
that. The process reduces transition barriers and makes both formation but also back
processes more rapid. At some other place, there must be some compensating rates for the
unwanted substrate. As stated above, there should not be any thermodynamic difference
between the products of these substances in their finishing positions, for instance in a pro-
tein. In order to achieve selection the process must avoid approaching equilibrium. There
must be means to keep the process away from equilibrium. One clear way for that is to put
the products in a firm position where the times for spontaneous breaking up are long. The
back process (due to detailed balance) may be slower for the incorrect product, but if both
are appreciably stabilised, that does not matter. The turnover times of these products in the
cell may be smaller than the spontaneous backward transition times, and than the correct
substrate still wins.

There will be examples of that. But before that, let me say some words about where we
have this kind of intermediary selection. In protein synthesis, there are several selections.
Particular amino acid and cognate, particular tRNA molecules are selected by certain selection
enzymes, the amino acyl synthetases. At a following step, that tRNA complex is selected at
the ribosome by testing the binding of the anticodon at the tRNA to the codes at a messen-
ger RNA that codes for the building up of a particular protein.

It was recognised at an early stage that thermodynamic equilibrium rations are not suffi-
cient to distinguish very similar substrates (Pauling, 1957; Loftfield, 1963). The solution to
that is that these selection processes use further steps and repeated testing to accomplish
what is named “proof-reading” (Hopfield, 1974; Ninio, 1975). It is crucial to keep to the
rules of thermodynamics and detailed balance: the further testing steps must be driven
strongly from equilibrium by a free energy source.

Let us now go further into details on cell biological selection.

30B Selection in nucleic acid synthesis

Let us consider actual examples of selection. For some reasons that will become clear in the
text, the selection in nucleic acids is relatively straightforward, and we start there. When
DNA is reproduced, the strands are opened, and these acts as templates for building up new
strands. New nitrogen bases attached to ribose and phosphate can form hydrogen bonds to
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an old base. If accepted, the ribose is bond to the new, growing backbone chain. In that way
new bases are successively tested, recognised and bond together, in order eventually to
form a new DNA strand. Free energy is needed to form the new chemical bond. To accom-
plish that, the base units come as tri-phosphates, the same type of the free energy storing
ATP. When a base is recognised, two phosphate groups are cut off and the backbone bond
is formed. The procedure is controlled by a certain enzyme, DNA polymerase which goes
along the DNA chain. It takes up nitrogen base units in tri-phopshate form. If the hydrogen
bonds to an existing template base are appropriate, the polymerase establishes a new bond
between the ribose of the base unit and a previous phosphate. In the reaction, the stored free
energy by the tri-phosphate is utilised. Two bonded phosphates are released. These may
later be split to two phosphates, in which case, its free energy is dissipated as heat. The two-
phosphate ion has still free energy which can be used for other reactions.

So, the hydrogen bonds between bases are tested, and this should select complementary
bases to an existing strand. However, now we get to the sophistications. “Wrong” bases can
also form hydrogen bonds to the exiting bases and they should be discarded. What deter-
mines the selectivity is the binding (free) energy, and we have the Boltzmann factor
exp(��E/kBT) which determines the probability to accept an “incorrect” base when its hydro-
gen binding energy differs by an amount �E compared to the “correct” base. If we then ask
whether this is sufficient, the answer is no.

First, it is important to test the appropriate hydrogen bonds and the appropriate base pair
positions. This is probably achieved by the polymerase by keeping tested bases in a firm
structure to assure the formation of appropriate hydrogen bonds. Still, that is not sufficient.
The DNA reproduction has to be extremely accurate. DNA in a bacterium cell can contain
about 109 bases, and only a small number of mistakes can be accepted. Mistakes can be
regarded as “spontaneous mutations”, they occur, they are relevant for evolution, but they
have to be kept low. If too many, they lead to disastrous effects. Maybe one error per 108

bases can be allowed without great harm. A simple testing of hydrogen bonds hardly pro-
vides such values of the Boltzmann factor.

As said in the introductory subchapter, the procedure can be improved by what usually is
called “kinetic proofreading” (Hopfield, 1974) see also the book edited by Kirkwood et al.
(1986). The polymerase enzyme has this kind of function. After incorporating a base along
a new strand, the enzyme can go backwards and again test the stability of the hydrogen
bonds. If a bond does not fit in this repeated test, the enzyme cuts off the newly formed
bond and tries another base unit. If differences in binding (free) energy between base pairs
are tested, this repeated procedure can be done at any stage after the original incorporation
provided that there is a difference between the old chain and the newer copy. An old chain
is marked chemically.

There are further important points. All reactions can in principle go two ways, and it
could be possible for a base unit to enter this late testing step and become incorporated in
the DNA strand. This should not be allowed. What is important, and what saves the situ-
ation is that a rejected base is a base with a single phosphate group. This means much lower
free energy than the original unit which three phosphates or a strongly bound DNA-group.
To go backwards in the last testing step (the proofreading), a high free energy is needed.
However, there is a price for this. Also correct, inserted bases can be released in the proof-
reading. This is inevitable; if it was not so, the total accuracy would be impoverished.
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We can give some numbers to demonstrate the principles. In order not to work with too
large or too small numbers, let the Boltzmann factor that provides an equilibrium accuracy
be 100. This is smaller than the situation for DNA, but reasonable for the later examples.

A testing step, where a certain binding is relevant, may be close to equilibrium, which
would mean that 100 times more correct units are accepted than non-correct ones. 
To improve this, there can be a proofreading step that may reject previously accepted bases.
This rejection step may again be 100 times faster for the non-correct bases. In the best possible
case, this might mean that the accuracy increases to a factor 100 � 100 � 10,000, which
means that there is one wrong unit accepted per 10,000 correct ones. The ratio of rejected
units depends on the ratio between the rejection rate and a rate to continue to the next state that
might mean final acceptance. Let us assume that a factor 1/(n � 1) of correct bases are
rejected, n/(n � 1) accepted. If the rejection rate is 100 times larger for the wrong units, the
corresponding factors become: a factor 100/(n � 100) of incorrect units are rejected, a fac-
tor n/(n � 100) are accepted. Then, if n � 1, one of every two correct units are rejected and
a factor 2/101 of non-correct ones are accepted. The total accuracy (correct units accepted/
non-correct units accepted) would be 10,000/2 � 5000, a factor 2 worse than the maximum
value. If n � 10, most correct bases are accepted, only 1 of 11 are rejected, but a factor
10/110 of non-correct units are accepted. This would mean that the total accuracy would be
only 1000 instead of the best possible, 10,000. On the other hand, if n � 0.1, then most
units are rejected, only 1 of 11 of correct ones is accepted, and only one of 1001 incorrect
units is accepted. The total accuracy � 100 � (1001/11) � 9100, almost the maximum pos-
sible value (10,000). There is a general conclusion here: to get a high accuracy, most cor-
rect units have to be rejected in the proofreading step. It means a considerable free energy
cost as the rejected units are of a low-energy form and the original free energy of the inser-
tion reaction is lost as dissipation, not used for any work. (Well, it is used for improving the
accuracy.)

There is a thermodynamic cost of the high accuracy improvement by proofreading. (An
accuracy equal to what is provided by the Boltzmann factor can be obtained in equilibrium,
which needs no dissipation.)

There is another cost: the testing takes time, and this is so also for the simple selection
process without proofreading. Of course, the proofreading step implies a delay: a number
of correctly accepted units are rejected and must re-enter the selection processes. In a first
selection step a unit is bound by an association rate and may then dissociate with a rate that
is faster for an incorrect unit. This yields a main first testing, and for this, the primary
bound complex should be close to equilibrium, and the dissociation rate should be rela-
tively rapid. Thus, a good testing means a long testing time.

A relevant factor for the proofreading is the energy level of the rejected unit. The possi-
bility for the low-energy units to go back and enter the selection process through that step
should be improbable. But how improbable? Well, the aim of the proofreading is to enhance
an initial accuracy, and this requires of course that there is an outgoing, rejecting flow
through the proofreading step. It is necessary that there is a free energy decrease through
that step. This requires that the free energy (chemical potential) of the rejected states must
be lower than the free energy (chemical potential) of the units that pass the first initial step.
For DNA, a very high accuracy is needed, and the initial step can accomplish a fairly high pri-
mary accuracy, say about 1 incorrect per 10,000–100,000 correct units, the final accuracy
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might be about 108 or higher. This poses a significant restriction for the free energy loss at
the proofreading step.

30C Selection in protein synthesis

Selection in protein synthesis proceeds with similar feature, but there are some obvious dif-
ferences. The accuracy is not as large, and the equilibrium factors show much more modest
values. Some amino acids are quite difficult to distinguish; that is particularly so for those
with long hydrocarbon chains. Already at an early stage Pauling (1957) suggested that
equilibrium factors from differences in bonding free energies could hardly provide values
larger than 50–100, definitely too small for accurate protein production.

There is one feature that yields a striking distinction to nucleic acid selection. In proteins,
amino acids shall be selected to be put at specific positions in the proteins to be produced.
This shall be arranged according to the information along a DNA gene, and there are no dis-
tinctions in the final protein that signifies the specific amino acids in contrast to the hydro-
gen bonds between pairs in DNA. Amino acids shall be selected in intermediate complexes,
which yield some distinctive features. In this case, there is no selection in equilibrium, and
the selecting intermediate processes must be driven from equilibrium, yielding further ther-
modynamic costs.

Three different processes are relevant for the selection relevant to amino acid selection.
One process means the translation (copying) of the DNA gene to a messenger RNA. This
selection as DNA reproduction is based on the hydrogen bonds of nucleic acid base pairs.
That part of the selections can be performed according to equilibrium values, and they seem
to be sufficient without proofreading support. The copied RNA-messengers are then attached
to the large complexes, the ribosomes, consisting of RNA parts together with proteins.

A crucial process is coupling of amino acids together with a particular nucleic acid, the
tRNA by a certain enzyme, amino acyl synthetase (von der Haar and Cramer, 1976; Hopfield
et al., 1976) There is (at least) one kind of tRNA and one kind of synthetase enzyme for
each genetic code, corresponding to a specific amino acid. There are several codes for most
amino acids, thus several tRNAs and several enzymes for each amino acid. The enzyme
recognises its specific tRNA (that part takes place without proofreading) and its specific
amino acid. The latter provides the most intricate selection, and here, proofreading is clearly
needed. Binding of amino acids hardly provide thermodynamics selection values in the
worst cases better than 100 or even lower, while the actual selection is about one wrong unit
in 3000 correct ones (Loftfield, 1963).

A pair of amino acids that are particularly studied in these contexts because of their similar-
ities is the selection of isoleucine, a relatively rare amino acid with a long, branched non-
polar side-group (see Chapter 12) that shall be discriminated from valine, another amino
acid with a large non-polar side group, also branched but somewhat smaller. However, it is
easy to see that it can be difficult to distinguish a long side group from a slightly smaller
one. (The opposite selection is easier.) Studies show that valine can appear where the
genetic code stands for isoleucine, but only about one error in 3000 correct ones.

Let us see what the general features should look like for an efficient selection process at an
intermediate complex. A certain substrate, here an amino acid shall be taken up, selected,
that is distinguished from similar ones, by its binding free energy to the complex. It shall
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be bound in a kind of product, here a tRNA with proper amino acid, then released. There is
a distinction between similar substrates, amino acids, by different bonding constants at the
selection complex, not in the final product. There is no difference in binding energies
between different amino acids when bounded to a tRNA. To achieve this, the selection
process must be driven by a free energy decrease from the initial substrates to the final
product and to be more efficient, there might be a proofreading step, also that driven.

A substrate, an amino acid, binds at a first stage to the selecting enzyme. The binding at
this stage is different for different substrates (amino acids), and to get the selection as effi-
cient as possible, this first step should be almost equilibrated until further processing at the
enzyme complex. The initial binding step shall be much faster than a next step at the
enzyme. There may then be a proofreading step at which most non-correct substrates that
have been accepted at the first step are rejected. The Boltzmann factor involving binding
energies always admit a certain part of non-correct substrates to be accepted. It is import-
ant that the proofreading step is strongly driven; the probability for any substrate, correct
or incorrect to enter the selection process that way should be very small. Then, there may
be further slow steps at the enzyme with rates that do not make any distinction of the sub-
strates, correct or not. A substrate shall be rather strongly bound at these steps, except at the
proofreading step. Then, there is a final step where a product is formed with a correct or, by
a small probability, an incorrect substrate, an amino acid, and this leaves the enzyme. After
that, the product is taken up in further processes or more strongly bound as in a protein.
Different substrates are bound with different free energies at the enzyme and as the law of
detailed balance must be valid, the final step where the product leaves the enzyme must be
faster when an incorrectly formed product is involved than for a correct one. Also the step
where the product is forwarded to further processing should be fast. The leaving step must
not be equilibrated which would mean that the selection would be lost. We show in the next
section some explicit formulas for this kind of process with explicit results for the main
selection quantities. The final selection should of course be high, and there are also other
“cost” quantities to consider. There are free energy losses, what can be considered as thermo-
dynamic costs for the main process from substrate to product and also through the proof-
reading step. There is also a time cost. To be efficient, the process must proceed by some
rapid, some slower steps. The proofreading also causes a time delay: as already said previ-
ously, even correct substrates are rejected through that step at a significant amount. There
is a primary selection and at the proofreading, there shall be a clear predominance of correct
substrates. Even if most of the wrongly accepted substrates are rejected at that step, there
are more correct than incorrect ones rejected.

One can say more about the processes for amino acids at the synthetase enzymes. The
process is driven by ATP, also attached to the enzyme. It is needed for accomplishing 
the amino acid bond to the tRNA molecule, but this also means that it can be used to drive the
selection. At a first step, ATP is hydrolysed, that is two phosphates are released, and then
the mono-phosphate, AMP, is bound to the amino acid to form what can be regarded as an
activated form, where the free energy of the ATP to some extent is preserved. This can then
be utilised in a proofreading step, where the amino acid and the AMP are separately
released, provided the necessary free energy driving. Remaining amino acid–AMP com-
plexes are then transferred to the tRNA, where the AMP bond is released, providing the
necessary free energy of binding, and the acylated tRNA, that is the tRNA with attached
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amino acid is released. The latter are then, relatively fast being coupled together with a cer-
tain protein and with GTP, an energy-rich molecule of the same type as ATP, before the
final selection process for protein synthesis. The steps are as shown (aa denotes the amino
acid to be selected and coupled to the tRNA):

(Released phosphates and final AMP are not shown.) After this, as said tRNA with amino
acid is coupled to a protein and GTP and can become attached to the ribosome where the
three bases on a messenger RNA, the codon of a particular amino acid, is exposed. Three
bases at the tRNA (at the opposite end relative to the amino acid) can be hydrogen bonded
to this codon and if accepted, the amino acid is removed from the tRNA to its place in a
growing protein chain. There are several steps before that. In particular, there are control
steps. There seems to be proofreading step where the tRNA with amino acid is released
after the GTP has been hydrolysed to GDP, providing the necessary free energy for driving
the proofreading. There also seems to be a control that the three bases of the messenger
codon appear in a proper frame shift; if it is displaced by one base units, the protein becomes
completely erroneous.

The process is quite complex where the tRNA attached by hydrogen bonds to the mes-
senger RNA at one stage moves from a first position to a further one and at the late stages
another GTP is involved and hydrolysed. At the end, the amino acid is coupled to a chain
of previously selected amino acids, and this process is repeated for the search of the next
amino acid.

It can be said that the process at the ribosome seems to be thermodynamically very
costly. In principle, the amino acid bond at the tRNA has sufficient free energy to drive the
final process and establish the peptide bond of the growing protein. It seems that this free
energy is not used but instead two GTP per amino acid are hydrolysed to drive the process
and for the bond. There seems to be several such riddles in the cell processes. Intuitively
processes should be efficient in all respects, which also mean use of available free energy.
The enzyme process where an amino acid is selected and bound to tRNA seems to make a
quite efficient use of the free energy from an ATP, while the final step seems to be very
wasteful. And protein synthesis is one of the most important processes in a cell.

As stated above, there are costs of selection, and in particular of proofreading. The
processes have to be driven by free energy, primarily from the degradation of ATP or GTP.
A first question is how much. This is a basic question of thermodynamics, where we may
try to find a limit of how far a process has to be driven from equilibrium. This problem was
studied around 1980 (Bennet, 1979; Savageau and Freter, 1979; Blomberg and Ehrenberg,
1981; Ehrenberg and Blomberg, 1980). There is also a time cost: the testing and, in particu-
lar, a repeated testing takes time, and time can be an important survival factor for any living
being. One can also go further and consider mutual processes. The mutual concentrations
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of amino acids are relevant in testing and also for time: Some amino acids occur much less
frequently than other and, as we have said, some are more difficult to distinguish. The
ratios of various amino acids are then quite relevant, and one can investigate what would be
most efficient for accuracy and process times. Evidently this is a problem that depends on
a number of factors and processes that influence each other. Some results were investigated
in von Heijne and Blomberg (1979) and Blomberg (1987).

30D Formalism in non-branched processes without proofreading

We here show the formalism of the selection processes and relevant results. First consider
an unbranched process with a general scheme:

(30.1)

As in other schemes the arrows with two ends mean that the reaction can go in both direc-
tions. The upper symbol marks the rate towards the right, the lower the rate towards the left.
S marks substrates to be selected; E the selecting enzyme, (ES)i enzyme states, and P the
product. The last arrow means that the product is taken up in an irreversible way by further
processing. That may mean that it is strongly bound in some complex.

To treat this, it is further assumed that the substrate S has a constant concentration, which
can mean either that its concentration is large so that this reaction does not change its con-
centration in a significant way, or that it is steadily produced in a controlled way, keeping
its concentration constant. What concerns amino acids, one can say that both arguments are
true, they are at high concentrations, but they are also all the time produced and kept at con-
stant concentrations. Amino acids are also liberated as proteins are broken down. We now
consider the scheme by formulas, and use the same notations for concentrations as for the
components; thus S stands for the substrate and for the concentration of the substrate (ES)1

for the first enzyme-bound state and for its concentration.
The scheme can be formalised by considering flows through the states; the flow from the

first state to the second is J01 � k1E � S � k�1(ES)1. We now assume that there is a constant
flow through all states. Apart from a possible initial stage, this is a reasonable assumption
for processes that go on all the time. This means:

J � k1E � S � k�1(ES)1 � k12(ES)1 � k21(ES)2 � k�2(ES)2 � k2E � P � kP (30.2)

From these relations, one gets expressions:
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where the last relation can be written:

(30.3)

which is the relevant expression.
A selection means that there are two competing substrates Sc and Sw. Sc is the correct one

and it is better bound in the enzyme state. The difference shows up as differences in the
release rates from the enzyme, k�1 and k�2, which are assumed to be a factor d larger for
the wrong substrate. (That is, the incorrect substrate comes off faster than the correct one
from the enzyme as it is less strongly bounded.) Other rates are assumed to be the same for
both kinds of substrates. We consider the overall accuracy as the quotient between correct
and incorrect products, both given by the formula above with respective substrates and the
release rates multiplied by the factor d for incorrect substrate off rates. One gets:

(30.4)

The largest value of this is d multiplied with the quotient of substrate concentrations, the
value attained at equilibrium binding. One sees from the expression that this is largest when
the off rates k�1, k�2 and the final product processing rate k are large compared to other
rates. It means as described in the previous section that the initial step shall be essentially
equilibrated which is accomplished if the first off rate k�1 is appreciably smaller than the
enzyme processing rate k12. Further, the second off rate k�2 and the product processing rate
k shall be large compared with the rates to the left: k21 and k2.

A further relevant quantity is the dissipation, the free energy loss of the process of the
correct substrate. If the product were in equilibrium with the initial substrate, this would be
zero, and we get a measure by comparing the actual product concentration with an equilib-
rium value. The latter is given from the product of reaction constants, given by reaction
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rates, in principle the product of all rates going to the right divided by the product of those
going to the left:

Thus we see that

(30.5)

This is related to a free energy decrease �F through the formula P/Peq � exp(�F/kBT) of
the same type as our common Boltzmann relation. It can be written as:

(30.6)

which certainly is negative. (The expression in this form is the free energy decrease per
molecule processed.)

P/Peq, which we write as d, gives a value for the displacement of the product concentration
from equilibrium. We will shortly consider such quantities in a development of the formal-
ism. The free energy decrease is lowest, i.e. the product concentration is closest to equilib-
rium, when the term with the enzyme factor, the product of rates going to the left, is large
compared to other term. On the other hand, the discrimination, the accuracy is largest when
the first term in the denominator sum, containing the product of off rates, is the largest one.

We can give a relation between the accuracy and displacement of the product for a
favourable situation. Consider the expression in the relation for the product concentration:

kk�2k�1 � kk21k�1 � kk12k�2 � Ek2k21k�1

As said, the first term shall be largest for a high accuracy, the last one for a low free energy
decrease. In both casers, the two other terms play a minor role and should be kept low. We
may thus neglect these terms and write the quotient of the most relevant ones:
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Y is large for a high accuracy, low for a low free energy decrease. If we again neglect the
two other terms, we can write the relevant expressions as:

(30.8)

and

(30.9)

After eliminating Y we find:

D � d � (d � 1)d (30.10)

To get close to the highest possible accuracy, d, the displacement d shall be small. If d � 0,
then D � d, if d � 1, then D � 1, i.e. there is no discrimination.

Note that we have neglected two terms in the expressions. That provides what one may
see as best possible situations, with these neglected, we get the largest values of D and d at
the same time. These terms lowers both D and d.

Another relevant quantity is the time of the process. An appropriate measure is to com-
pare the ingoing rate k1SE with the product processing, kP. We form the quotient between
these, which is larger than one and represents a time delay:

(30.11)

30E Formalism of proofreading kinetics

The general scheme with a product formation and an outgoing (proofreading) branch looks
like this (Figure 30.1):

The process is shown in the figure where a substrate S to be selected is bound to an
enzyme E to a first state (ES1), and then transferred to a second enzyme state (ES2). From
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that state, the process can either continue to the product formation step (EP) or the sub-
strate can be rejected through a proofreading (rejection step). The latter step leads to
degraded substrates marked S�. It is important that the steps from what is considered as
original substrate S to the rejected S� shall represent a considerable free energy decrease,
making the rejection step essentially irreversible. This may mean that the substrate entered
the scheme in an activated, high-energy form, while S� is a deactivated, low-energy form,
or the substrate to be selected enters together with a high-energy compound (typically a tri-
phosphate, which is degraded in the rejection step).

We also assume that the product formation is driven by a free energy decrease so that
both the rejection and the product-formation steps are considered as irreversible. These are
no necessary assumptions, and we have considered an extended formalism where the free
energy decrease through the rejection (proofreading) and the product formation steps are
explicitly taken into account (Blomberg and Ehrenberg, 1981). Here, we make the formal-
ism somewhat simplified in order to provide a more elucidative presentation.

This process shall be able to distinguish a certain correct (cognate) substrate (e.g. amino
acid) against similar but incorrect compounds. This distinction is believed to be based on
differences in binding (free) energy of the bound enzyme states. This is manifested in dif-
ferent dissociation rates from the enzyme states, in the scheme k�1, k�2, k�3 representing
dissociation from the first bound state (ES1), the dissociation through the proofreading step
and the final product dissociation from the enzyme complex. All these shall be significantly
larger for an incorrect substrate than for the correct one. In the situation studied there, there
shall not be any free energy difference at the product stage; the incorrect substrate should
be bound in the same way if it had been accepted through the selection. Typically, amino
acids are bound in the same way along a protein chain. The distinction of which amino acid
that shall be placed at a certain place shall be made before a new amino acid is coupled into
a growing protein. This implies that there shall be the same difference between correct and
incorrect substrates for the first substrate as well as for the product dissociations.

In the formalism, it is assumed that these dissociation rates are a factor d larger for an
incorrect substrate than for the correct one.

For explicit formulas, consider a situation with a steady flow through the scheme as
shown in the figure. We consider three flows: Pin, the flow to the first enzyme states, Pout

the product formation flow and Prej the flow over the rejection (proofreading) step. We
assume that these are constant in time and that Pin � Pout � Prej.
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Explicit expressions are (as before, we use the same notations for the states in the
scheme as for the respective concentrations):

Inflow: Pin � [k1E � S � k�1(ES1)] � [k12(ES1) � k21(ES2)]

Out (product) flow: Pout � [k23(ES2) � k32(EP)] � [k�3(EP)] (30.12)

Rejection (proofreading) flow: Prej � k�3(ES2)

To these flows we add the first in-rate:

In-rate: Rin � k1E � S (30.13)

From the flow relations (including Pin � Pout � Prej), one gets the following relations for
the state concentrations in terms of the primary enzyme and substrate concentrations:

Flows are directly expressed in terms of the product state concentration:

Pout � k�3(EP)

In this presentation, we consider the following quantities as the relevant ones for the selec-
tion process:
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(This is the time of the process where the first in-step is considered as reference. It thus
includes the delay due to dissociation from the first enzyme state (ES1) and through the
rejection step.)

Loss of correct substrates through the rejection step is represented by � � Pin/Pout, thus
(� � 1) � Prej/Pout. This represents a thermodynamic cost: the loss of free energy by the
rejected, degraded correct substrates. If � � 1, there is no loss, all the inflow goes to the
product. We consider incorrect substrates only in the expression of the accuracy. One could
have included these also for the other quantities, but that would have led to more compli-
cated expressions. As for the loss parameter, the correct substrates dominate this: most of
the incorrect substrates are distinguished already in the first step of the scheme.

We get explicit expressions for these quantities as follows. For the accuracy, it
is assumed that the difference between the rates for the correct and incorrect are, as
stated above, that the dissociation rates, k�1, k�2, k�3, are multiplied by a factor d for
the incorrect substrates, while other rates are the same; there may also be a concentration
difference.

(30.15)

(30.16)

(30.17)

d represents the difference in binding constants. By the two testing steps, the first step and
the proofreading, the accuracy D can get close to d2 the square of the accuracy of one test-
ing step, if the dissociation rates, primarily k�1 and k�2 are large compared to the process
rates at the enzyme, k12, k23, k32. Thus, the first dissociation shall be faster than the further
processing step, which means that the first binding is essentially equilibrated. Further the
rejection step k�2 shall be faster than the other process steps leading from the state (ES2).
The second requirement, that the rejection step shall be fast leads to a large loss term, given
by �. This also leads to an increase of the process time T as also a large first dissociation
rate. If we shall regard the accuracy together with the cost functions T or �, the quotients
k�1/k12 � t1 and k�2/k23 � t2 are the most relevant quantities. Both these provide opposite
tendencies for time and accuracy: If the quotients are large, then the accuracy is large
and so is the time. The loss function � is large if t2 is large. Other rates do not show such
opposite tendencies and might be chosen in a way to provide the best and fastest selection.
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For that, we can neglect all terms except those where these quotients appear, and we may
give expression for such a best and fastest selection as:

(30.18)

T � (1 � t1)(1 � t2) (30.19)

� � 1 � t2 (30.20)

Let us go on and consider the relation between the time T and the accuracy D. The
process should provide a large value of D, but at the same time a too long process is not
advantageous. For this, we assume that the quotients are the same: t1 � t2 � t, which is easily
seen to be a favourable condition in all respects. Then:

or (30.21)

Thus, there is a necessary extra time for providing a high accuracy. But there is also a
time cost for a low accuracy: the synthesis time of erroneous proteins. One might then optimise
the time for producing a correct polymer with all selections perfect. If all selections provide
the same selection and the same accuracy, then the probability of a correct polymer with N
monomers that are selected according to this scheme is

If D is large (it is usually expected to be larger than 1000), this can be approximated by:

Pcorrect(D) � e�N/D (30.22)
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With the time function above, we get an expression for the time of a correct polymer:

(30.23)

Pcorrect is small if D is small, and then TTOT will be large. If D is large, then the probability
becomes close to one, while the time function, T(D) is large. One can here determine the
accuracy level D which leads to a minimum time for the selection. The derivation of TTOT

yields:

T� is there the derivative of the T-function, equal to (d � 1)2/[(d � �–
D)3 �–

D]
The relation for the optimum D-value becomes:

D3/2 � ND1/2 � Nd � 0 (30.24)

It can be argued that this argument is too strong for being relevant as an optimisation
requirement in a real cell process. In particular, many errors leading to a wrong amino acid
in some protein do not yield a wasted product. Many such errors do not yield any large
changes in structure and function. It would therefore be more meaningful to have a require-
ment of optimisation of the time for producing a functional protein with some kind of prob-
ability that errors lead to non-functioning products. There is no clear rule how to get such
a probability, but the question appears meaningful, and it does also appear clear that the
accuracy level in cells is chosen in some way to provide a favourable situation. Cells can
work with a considerably lower accuracy, and the accuracy is also quite below possible
maximum values.

There are two crucial processes where amino acid selection is performed in protein syn-
thesis: the selection at the synthetase enzyme that couples an amino acid to a tRNA, and the
recognition of the anticodon of the tRNA by a codon of a messenger RNA to select and
insert an amino acid at a particular place in a growing protein. In a first process, the struc-
ture of the amino acid is tested, in the second the triplet of nitrogen bases that corresponds
to the genetic code for a particular amino acid. In both processes, proofreading is estab-
lished. It is clear from general considerations that differences in binding free energies in
both these cases can, for critical cases, hardly provide a discrimination factor d larger than
100 or even less than that. With “critical cases”, we mean situations that are particularly
difficult to discriminate: similar amino acids and similar genetic codes. Experimentally,
one has established that errors in proteins, also for the worst cases are equal to or less than
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one per 3000 (see Loftfield, 1963; also Kirkwood et al., 1986). To get such values, it is
essential with proofreading processes. It can be estimated that this would correspond to a
loss of correct substrates through the proofreading step, that is the quantity above called
� � 1, is about 20–30%, which is not a negligible energy or time loss in this process which
maybe is one of the most common, if not the most common, processes in a cell.

A pair of amino acids that have been particularly investigated because of a difficult
selection are isoleucine and valine. Both these have branched hydrocarbon side chains (see
Chapter 12), and that of isoleucine contains one methyl group (CH3) more than valine. It is
a general fact that if a molecule with a large hydrocarbon group can be bound favourable to
an enzyme, then a slightly shorter chain can also be bound. This can be done by a pocket
into which the large group fits well. Then, also the short group fits. These amino acids also
have similar codes, and differ by the first base as isoleucine codes start with adenine while
valine codes start with guanine. There are reasonable ideas about the evolution of the genetic
code which propose that similar codes are results from the fact that these amino acids are
synthesised by similar processes. It is also reasonable that valine might be an early used
amino acid (it is the simplest of the two), while isoleucine is a later addition, produced by
an extension of valine production. The discrimination between isoleucine and valine is fur-
ther complicated as valine is more common and occurs more commonly in proteins than
isoleucine. Such non-mutual features should pose a problem for selection, and this might
be adjusted for by an appropriate choice of concentration ratios and, maybe, also modifica-
tion of the selection process features. As for isoleucine and valine, it was suggested that the
proofreading (rejection) step goes over a state where a wrong substrate, that is valine, is best
bounded and then the rejection rate gets a further factor larger than that of isoleucine. This
requires that a major competitor is recognised and then can be selected against.

30F Further features of selection: error propagation

There are a number of quite interesting features associated with the selection processes. At
an early stage, one found and could study variations of protein accuracy in bacteria. One
got information from mutant bacteria where the accuracy could change; in particular, it
could increase. Then, one can influence the selection process by the antibiotics strepto-
mycin, which becomes attached at the ribosomes and then influences the selection of tRNA
and amino acid insertion at proper places of proteins.

The fact that normal bacteria keeps a particular selection accuracy, and that there are
mutants, which should be regarded as “less fitted”, seems to indicate that the “normal”
accuracy level is chosen according to some criteria as advantageous, such as optimising
some “cost” or time for producing functioning components, what was suggested above. As
should be expected according to the general principles, a higher accuracy also requires a
prolonged process time.

Streptomycin makes the selection worse, leading to a decrease of accuracy (Gorini,
1974; Rosenberger, 1982; Ruusala and Kurland, 1984.). There has sometimes been a mis-
understanding that the general theory would mean that this would imply a shorter process
time. However, a close look at the formalism above, how various rates influence the accu-
racy, and what an optimised situation should look like, would show that there are no clear
relations between time and accuracy in a deteriorated, non-optimised selection process.
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Observations of bacteria with given streptomycin show that the accuracy could be dras-
tically reduced and still bacteria survive. The reduction could be at least a factor 10. Again,
this points to a situation where the normal accuracy is chosen according to some criterion,
well above a minimum requirement and also well below a maximum possibility. One even
found mutant bacteria where the “selection improvement” seems to have gone too far.
These bacteria did not survive unless they got streptomycin to adjust the selection process.
Our formalism may provide suggestions how that could be explained. The relations between
proofreading and enzyme forwarding rates may be such that almost also all correct sub-
strates are rejected in the test steps and very little would be completed. Streptomycin could
make the proofreading less efficient and this might restore the accuracy to more normal
levels. (Other similar types of explanations are possible.)

A large amount of streptomycin kills the bacteria. How shall that be interpreted? Is there
a minimum accuracy level, below which bacteria could not survive, or is there some other
effect of streptomycin? What can be done is to investigate a low accuracy level.

One relation that provides a first indication about such a situation is our expression
above for the overall accuracy of a protein with N units (amino acids), each selected by an
accuracy D, with the same meanings as above: the probability to get an error-free protein is

As long as D � N, this is not much smaller than 1, larger than 0.3. When D becomes
smaller than N, the probability of a correct, error-free product goes down rapidly with
decreasing D. If the accuracy D is low enough, the probability of meaningful products (pro-
teins) becomes very small, and the system can hardly work. This is essentially the same as
what Eigen and Schuster (1979) in the discussion of origin of life calls “error catastrophe”.
In a situation like the one we have here, this may be an adequate description.

However, the scenario can be something else, maybe not completely unrelated to this
error catastrophe, and then more related to other non-linear descriptions of the book with
well-defined threshold effects.

The idea of error propagation originated by some papers by Orgel (1963, 1970) concern-
ing the origin of functional organisms. The main thought was that errors in the production
of proteins or other polymers lead to inefficient products, which comprise proteins that
have important roles in the protein production, including themselves, for instance those
that recognise and select proper amino acids. Errors lead to erroneous proteins that may
provide an impoverished control of the production, leading to more errors and, maybe, an
error explosion. The problem was developed by Kirkwood and Holliday (1975) (see also
Kirkwood et al., 1984).

Is this a peril of life process, a possible destruction factor? Some analysis showed that
the situation can be stabilised, in particular if the erroneous proteins were slower than the
correct ones. Then, as long as the amount of correct proteins is not too small, they may still
dominate the processes. If the accuracy is lower, and proteins less efficient as a result, for
instance, by streptomycin, the error can be propagated through erroneous, badly functioning
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control proteins. This can certainly lead to an error propagation that kills the bacteria if the
accuracy has increased above a certain value. With some assumption about how strepto-
mycin afflicts the selection process, this may be disastrous when the streptomycin concen-
tration exceeds some critical threshold value. Some demonstrations of such effects are
made in Johansson and Blomberg (1995).

An effect of this kind should take some time to develop completely and drastically
involve the protein synthesis system, but then, at a well-defined time they have developed
into a situation that can no longer be sustained. The cells simply die off. An error propaga-
tion effect of this kind would lead to a rather sudden death of the bacteria, which does not
comprise a large number of erroneous, non-functioning proteins that would be present in
the first kind of “error catastrophe”. A relevant distinction here is that the error catastrophe
provides a large number of erroneous products that take up all resources, and the driving
sources of the reproduction processes will be lost. For the error production, a major cause
of the sudden death is that erroneous substrates provide an increasing number of erroneous
and non-functioning products. It should be added that studies of bacteria that have got
lethal doses of streptomycin do not show an increasing accumulation of non-functioning
proteins that should be a sign of the error catastrophe scenario.

§ 31 BROWNIAN RATCHET: UNIDIRECTIONAL PROCESSES

There are many situations where a molecular biological machinery as a response to some
input signal shall provide a unidirectional motion. For instance, there should be a flow from
the outside of a cell to the inside or conversely, or muscle fibres shall stretch or contract.
How is that accomplished?

Indeed, this question is related to the problem of “Maxwell’s demon”, a kind of mech-
anism that could distinguish particles and let them go in specific directions. In the original
discussions, this is about a “demon” who can control a gate between two rooms and then let
one type of particles pass from one room to the other, and another type of particles go in the
opposite direction, thereby causing enrichment of certain particles. It might also be so that
the gate was opened allowing rapid molecules to pass in one direction, slow in the other,
which would lead to a temperature difference. Later proposals have been more sophisticated
than that, but the basic idea is the same, a certain direction of motion and some kind of sep-
aration is achieved, and the mechanism would violate the second law. Indeed ideas about
Maxwell demons are taken up in discussions of cellular unidirectional movements.

It is not my intention to go in any deep discussion about Maxwell’s demons here. Today,
it is centred about information, cost of information and relations to thermodynamics. My
impression is that it has developed into a game where one proposes sophisticated mech-
anisms, looks for flaws and then finds new mechanisms that defy previous arguments.

Tangible proposals involve some kind of ratchet mechanism, a mechanism that is driven
non-directionally, but where a backward motion is hindered. There are many examples of
that around us. A watch can be driven by an oscillating mechanism, but there is a ratchet
mechanism, a wheel with a bar that prevents a reverse rotation. It is clear that such a mechanism
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would work for a macroscopic mechanism that may be driven by a regular, oscillatory or
disordered influence, and then converted into a unidirectional motion. At a microscopic
scale, we have an irregular motion by the atoms and molecules. Could that be regulated by
some kind of ratchet mechanism for stretching of muscle molecules or to open paths into a
cell in order to enrich a certain kind of substrate? We still believe in the second law, so that
kind of mechanism should be impossible.

Brownian motion and the general irregular motion of the molecules in and around a cell
are fully consistent with thermodynamic principles and the second law. It is important to
emphasise that, without forces or energy flows; it leads to a motion of a diffusion type with-
out any preferred direction. No kind of geometrical obstacles, no kind of asymmetry that
are suggested to provide a unidirectional motion changes that basic principle, which has
been widely discussed in the past.

The ratchet mechanism we mentioned fails due to the principles we have emphasised
here, the relation between fluctuation and dissipation. One may think about a bar that is
made to prevent a backflow. But there are also always fluctuations, and these influence the
bar that should restrict the motion. The bar could be influenced by the fluctuations them-
selves and then open the ratchet for a backflow. Arguments about that are most strongly
presented by Feynman et al. (1963) who also showed that this mechanism cannot work on
a microscopic, atomic scale (although it works well on a macroscopic scale).

Of course, if there is an external force or, in general, an external energy source, the par-
ticle motion is adjusted according to that. An energetic influence can accomplish a uni-
directional movement, even if that influence (like a force) does not comply with a particular
direction. Such a motion, at the bottom triggered by random, molecular energy transfer but
also driven by an external energy supply, is very important biologically. They can drive var-
ious kinds of processes, such as DNA synthesis along a definite direction, active transport
through membranes, muscle movements as well as single cell movements in particular
directions. At the bottom, such processes can be ascribed as Brownian motion in a particu-
lar direction. To do so, they must be driven. A typical mechanism of that is to have some
kind of substance (often phosphates) that undergoes a reaction leading to a lowering of free
energy, and using that to prevent a backflow. General principles are discussed, for instance
by Schilwa (2003) and Fox (1998).

In discussions of molecular biological ratchet mechanisms, one has to consider the role
of an energy storage, and utilisation of (free) energy. Commonly, ATP is used and hydro-
lysed, releasing di- or mono-phosphates. As ATP is not in thermal equilibrium with its
degradation products, this can be used to prevent certain steps, and this is a main principle
for transport mechanisms and also for muscle action (Essig, 1975; Pollack, 1990; Demeriel
and Sandler, 2002). A thorough, recent review is given by Volgodskii (2006). A much stud-
ied example, although still not quite clear is the motion of kinesin, with a basic view as a
kind of walking steps, driven by the uptake of ATP and release of ADP (Visscher et al.,
1999; Carter and Cross, 2005).

Active transport is meant to account for the transport and enrichment of, in particular,
ions in or out of cells. A common proposed mechanism is the following. There is in the
membrane a molecule (protein) complex with two important states, one open to the out-
side, one opens to the inside. The state open to the outside can associate with the molecule
top be transported, and it also binds ATP. Then, the protein complex can change states, to
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the one open to the inside and, at that stage, ATP is degraded to ADP and phosphate, which
should leave the complex. That means that a considerable (free) energy is released, which
changes the protein complex to a high-energy state, where the molecule is removed from
its binding site. Because of the high energy in that state, there is a low probability for mol-
ecules to bind. The reverse process is hindered, as it should in a ratchet mechanism (Stein
and Honig, 1977; Tsong and Chang, 2003) (Figure 31.1).

Another mechanism, discussed a lot in recent years is what is called a Brownian motor.
For that, one proposes a kind of lattice (washboard) structure with periodic wells each with
an asymmetric shape, and one assumes a Brownian particle that moves in this. Without, any
further mechanism, the Brownian motion would proceed in all directions. The asymmetric
shape of the wells will not change that. One now proposes a model where the heights of the
barriers between wells are periodically changed. At one stage, the barriers are high, and the
particles are essentially confined to the bottom of the wells. As the wells are asymmetric,
this means a non-uniform distribution in the wells; the particle is closer to one barrier than
the other. At a further stage, the barriers are greatly reduced, and the particle can easily
move on to a neighbouring well. If the timescales are appropriate, the particle will most
probably pass the closest barrier. When the barriers again grow, the particle has moved,
most probably one step in a certain direction, and the motion will continue, most probably,
in that direction (Figure 31.2).

Thus, there is a periodic mechanism that leads to a unidirectional motion, but note that
this mechanism in itself does not involve any directional force. In this case, the asymmetry
provides a preferred direction of motion. This model has been proposed by Astumian
(1997) in order to show that it is not necessary to have a mechanism with a particular direc-
tion in order to drive a particle, although an energy source is needed. Again we see that the
mechanism implies certain optimum possibilities. If the lowering of the well boundaries is
too rapid, particles may not get enough time to pass to neighbouring wells. If this is too
slow, the asymmetric features can be lost, and the motion may go in all directions.
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Figure 31.1 The principle of active transport. At one state, to the left, the transport protein is open
towards the exterior, and it can bind ATP and the substrate to be transported. Then, the protein struc-
ture changes, and opens towards the interior. There, the substrate leaves after degradation of ATP to
ADP, which also leaves.



Stretching of muscles and movements of microbial cells are similar to these proposals.
There should be some asymmetry, and a mechanism that in principle can go in two direc-
tions. The proposed mechanism is that one direction is favoured by ATP, while the back
direction is hindered (see Leibler and Huse, 1993; Schilwa, 2003; Carter and Crossm,
2005; Lecarpentier et al., 2005; Volgodskii, 2006).

§ 32 THE NEURAL SYSTEM

32A General discussion

It is no exaggeration to say that the neural system represents the most advanced accomplish-
ments developed through the evolution and the most advanced skills, ultimately leading to the
human intelligence. And for our treatise, the physics behind this provides a special and utterly
remarkable theme. We will go stepwise into this, starting with the generation of signals within
the nerve cells, then going to the transmission between nerve cells, to network features and
then to the possible representations of learning and memories, finally to thoughts about think-
ing and to the most abstruse: awareness and the mind. Is it at all possible to understand these
in physical terms? With one of the main themes in the book, we shall also consider what is
seen as noise effects, that is randomness. And in that framework, what can be said about the
elusive free will. A comprehensive account is given by Freeman (1989).

The nerve signal and its generation were covered in Section 27C. We may here repeat
important features and make some additions. The signal itself relates to the electric potential
over a membrane and a cell, corresponding current through the same membrane that separates
the interior of the nerve cell from the surrounding organism fluid. This in turn is accom-
plished and driven by a concentration difference of certain ions, most notably potassium,
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Figure 31.2 The Brownian motor mechanism. A particle moves in an asymmetric lattice. When the
boundaries are large, the particle stays close to the minima. If the borders are reduced, the particle
moves, most probably to the right in the figure.



enriched inside the cell, and sodium, to a large part transported out from the cell interior.
This concentration difference is established by active transport, discussed in the previous
chapter. By this, ions are “pumped” into and out of cells by a protein complex, the action
of which is driven by the degradation (hydrolysis) of ATP. This establishes differences in
concentration, which are directly described as differences in chemical potentials, and this
in turn can be ascribed as differences in electric potentials, that is voltage. Such a voltage
can be interpreted as providing a force that keeps the ion concentration differences.

At the places of electric activity, the ions can pass the membrane. There is always a kind
of “leakage current” of ions although the resistivity of the membrane is very large. Besides
that, there are particular proteins, ion channels, which can be closed or open for one partic-
ular ion and allow that to pass the membrane through a particular hole in the protein com-
plex. The opening and closing of these ion channels can be regulated in various ways, by
the binding of some substrate, or, which will be the relevant mechanism in the present pres-
entation by the voltage over the membrane.

In an electric circuit terminology, this can be described by as parallel elements: a capaci-
tance over the membrane, a resistance through the membrane and non-linear elements 
represented by the ion channels. There are separate ion channels for sodium and potassium
ions, which strongly distinguishes these ions in the respective channels. The opening and
closing of these channels are, as said, controlled by the voltage over the membrane. The
picture of the full scenario can be described as follows.

First, there is a kind of stationary situation, usually referred to as “resting situation”
where there is an equilibrium between the voltage (electric potential difference) put up by
the active transport, the concentrations and the corresponding ion leakage currents through
the membrane without ion channels opened. The resistance through the pure membrane is
different for different ions, and it is lowest for potassium ions, being enriched inside the
cells. Thus, the equilibrium voltage is to a large extent determined as what is needed to
counteract the concentration difference of the potassium ion. This potential difference is
about 70 mV directed towards the inside of the cell, and thereby largely preventing the
potassium current. At that potential difference, the ion channels are mainly closed, and the
total current is zero. The ion channels are as said influenced by the voltage over the mem-
brane. If the potential difference is momentarily decreased, the ion channels will open,
however with different time rates. The sodium channel opens first, allowing a strong
sodium current driven by the voltage. This further changes the potential difference that may
even change direction, becoming directed towards the outside. Later, with a slower time
constant, the potassium channels open providing a current reversed relative to the sodium
current. Then, also influenced by the voltage, the sodium channels close, the current
changes and with that the voltage changes to be determined by the potassium current. The
voltage changes and exceeds the rest potential. At that stage, both type of channels close,
and the system is strongly closed. After some further time, the channels relax towards sta-
tionary conditions, the system turns to the original state. What is experienced is a single,
large pulse.

This is the process after a short change of potential. If the voltage over the membrane is
steadily changed, the system eventually turns to a new equilibrium state where the ion
channels can remain open and the corresponding currents counteract each other. It is also
possible that the first pulse does not entirely decay but is followed by a smaller pulse, and
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even some further still smaller one. Or even, there may a repetition of pulses, what can be
interpreted as regular oscillations or a “spike train”, a regular sequence of tiny pulses,
“spikes”. What happens depends on parameters, and may even be regulated by the densities
of respective ion channels: to generate oscillations, there should be a large density of
sodium channels, and the tendency to generate oscillations is largest for large densities of
both channels.

The opening and closing is considered as occurring in a number of steps as in the protein
reaction scenarios that are discussed at other places. These influence certain parameters
that regulate the opening of the respective channels and provide the basis for the Hodgkin–
Huxley equations to describe these events, which are discussed in Section 28D. We show
details of this in the formula section. In this, the sodium channel opening and closing is
described by two parameters, usually called m and h, such that values one mean that they
represent opening and zero closing. m increases towards one when the voltage decreases
(compared to the original rest voltage), which means the tendency to open increases. The h
parameter goes in the opposite direction; it is close to one at the rest state and decreases at
increasing voltages. h changes slower than m providing the behaviour presented above:
first opening (as m increases), then closes (when h decreases). The potassium channel is
determined by one parameter, called n, acting similarly to the m-parameter, but somewhat
slower. The Hodgkin–Huxley equations (and there are some variations of that scheme)
appear as a set of four differential equations: one for the voltage change and one each for
the three parameters m, h, n, see Section 27C, and the references there.

The opening and closing of ion channels are complex dynamic changes of the macro-
molecules similar to what has been discussed in the macromolecule chapter. It is also
important to emphasise that there are several types of ion channels and also various nerve
cells and various parts of the brain and the neural system where the generation of signals
may appear in different ways. It is known that signals can be generated by spontaneous
opening of ion channels. The fate of such generated signals is not known. Maybe they do
not exceed certain thresholds and may “die out”. Or, are spontaneously generated signals
necessary to support a strong activity in the brain? Anyhow, as for other macromolecule
actions, the single steps are driven by fluctuations (Århem and Johansson, 1996).

It is important to note that as this kind of signal generation depends on macromolecule
conformation changes, the timescale of the pulses and oscillations is determined and limited
by the timescale of the macromolecule structural changes. And the typical timescale for
that concerns milliseconds. A duration of pulses may thus be of the order milliseconds and
frequencies of spike trains can be kilohertz (or still lower). This, of course, restricts the
action times of the neural system.

Pulses and also spike trains (oscillations) are generated as just described at certain pieces
of membranes of the nerve cells (nodes of Ranvier). These pulses can then be propagated
along the long axons. These are relatively long. At most of their length, the membranes are
not open to currents. At these parts, the pulses proceed as described by what is called the
electric telegraph equation. This describes a decaying current. At a long distance, a pulse
would decay completely, but it will reach a new node of Ranvier. Where it still may be suf-
ficiently large to generate a new pulse of the same type as the original one. This is exactly
a relay effect, and the nodes of Ranvier thus having roles as relays to propagate the pulses
along long nerve threads (Rall, 1989).
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The next important stage appears when a pulse reaches a connection to another nerve
cell, a synapse. There, the electric pulse is converted to a chemical pulse which is trans-
ferred to the neighbouring synapse. In this, also calcium ions are involved. At the synapse,
the electric ion pulse is converted to a chemical signal that influences an adjacent neuron
cell. It may give rise to an electric pulse in the new cell by, for instance opening of sodium
channels. In other synapses, the influence may be the opposite, a signal can inhibit activity
in the adjacent neuron.

What happens in a cell depends on the combined action of connecting synapses, taking
into account excitatory and inhibitory tendencies with varying strengths. This is the basis
for models of neural networks. There nerve cells are considered as parts in a network con-
nected to other cells via excitatory and inhibitory synapses. An excitation in one cell can
generate new excitations (nerve signals in the connected cells by excitatory synapses and
absence of inhibitory ones). The inhibitory synapses are crucial to prevent exited nerve
pulses to spread over all nerve cells.

In the model neural network, the nerve cells are centres which are excited, with moving
pulses of the described type or silent, resting. These influence other cells by the synapses
of different characters and different strengths, and thus excite new cells or prevent excita-
tion. It is common here to regard the cells of various types in different layers to produce
certain propagation of excitation in the network. In that way, new cells (centres are excited,
and also inhibited), eventually lead to a stationary pattern where cells cannot excite or
inhibit further cells (Wilson and Cowan, 1972).

A common view is that such a resulting stationary pattern of excited cells can be appre-
hended as “memories” of a certain stimulus, a basic input as pulse generation of certain cells.
Such a pattern can be generated again by the same or a very similar stimulus—in order to
retrieve a certain memory, all details must not be present. By slower connections patterns of
this kind can be further transferred and associated with other memory patterns—there is a
kind of associative network (Kohonen, 1987, Kleinfeld, D. and Sompolinsky, H., 1989).

The common view is also that here is a mechanism, that the network when influenced by
various stimuli can modify the synapse strengths in order to provide stronger stationary pat-
terns, stronger possible memories. These modifications of the synapses are then considered
as parts of a “learning” procedure, a way to “learn the system features of an original stimulus
and to provide stronger and more easily retrieved memories” (Levy and Steward, 1979).

The number of possible “memories” in this kind of network is much larger than the num-
ber of network centres, of nerve cells. And as the number of cells in the brain is very large
and further the number of synapses, connections of each cell also is large, the possibilities
of a neural network are very large (Levy, 1985, Alexander and Moron, 1991).

32B Spin-glass analogy

Hopfield (1982) described an interesting analogy to a kind of magnetic model, the spin-
glass model, in order to accomplish a basis for the characterisation of a neural network.
Although not really correct in its details, this work opened, in particular among physicists,
important parts of this field and clarified basic concepts. See, e.g. the book on spin glasses
and applications by Mezard et al. (1987).
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The basis of the spin-glass model is described in the Section 16C about magnetic model
analogies. The spin-glass system consists of a number of sites, each with a spin (magnetic
moment) arranged in some manner which can be a lattice but that is not needed. For the
magnetic analogy, these spins are directed in either of two ways, say upwards or down-
wards. There is a total energy of the system that involves interactions between spins. In the
spin-glass model, these interaction energies do not have any systematic character. Two
spins in the system may have either the same or different direction. These possibilities are
assigned interaction energies which provide a total energy. Depending on what pair is
selected, the interaction energy can be negative if the spins have the same direction and
positive if the direction is different (which favours spins in the same direction), but this
assignment can be the reverse for another pair (which would favour spins of different direc-
tion). The value of the interaction (irrespective of sign) can be the same for all pairs. The
interacting spin pairs may be ones close to each other, but the interaction can stretch over
longer distances, even over the entire system; i.e. each point interacts with every other point
and there should be the same number of pairs for which the same direction interaction is
positive as for which this is negative. Thus, if all spins had the same direction, the total
interaction energy would be zero.

Because of the different kinds of interactions, there is no clear systematic state of lowest
energy in the system. (This is a contrast to other magnetic models that can represent mag-
netised systems.) Instead and that is the crucial feature, there are many possibilities of dis-
tributions of spins with various directions for which the change of any spin direction would
lead to a higher energy. We apprehend such distributions as “local energy minima”. There
are a large number of such states, much larger than the number of sites.

To see the analogy to the neural network is to identify the sites with the neural cells
and the interaction energies with the synapse strengths, where a negative interaction of
two equal directions can correspond to an excitatory synapse and the opposite, a positive
energy for two equal directions correspond to an inhibitory synapse; an upwards spin
should correspond to an excited nerve cell, a downwards spin to a silent cell. One gets
a total energy function when excited cells connected by excitatory synapses provide a
decrease of energy, while excited cells connected by inhibitory synapses correspond to a
positive energy.

This describes the network system as a model with an energy that should be as low as
possible. An advantage of this kind of model is that there exist well-developed methods for
these systems and, in certain special cases even exact analytic results. The model analogy
has been important for developing interests of these systems among physicists, although
this model system in many respects is not quite realistic compared to the actual neural nets.
In particular, the spin-glass means that there are strict mutual interactions. The assigned
features of a particular pair A, B depend on both elements of the pair in the magnetic
model. In the neural net, there is a transfer from A to B and one from B to A, and these
might not be the same, the one from A to B might be excitatory, the one from B to A might
be inhibitory. Thus, there is symmetry in the magnetic model that is not necessarily valid
for the network, and this means also that the network is not describable by an energy func-
tion and its features can be much more complex. Still, analogies of this kind provide rele-
vant ideas for the treatment of such systems.
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32C More on network features

In the network descriptions, one assigns certain values at the cell centres representing the degree
of excitation, and expresses the influence on further cells by a transfer function taking into
account excitation values of all influencing cells. Often, one also introduces a delay func-
tion as the response towards a new cell is delayed related to the excitation of a certain cell.
This may lead to stationary “memory patterns”, but they can also give, as discussed in the
non-linear chapter, other kind of attractors as an oscillation among a certain group of cells,
which again can be interpreted as a memory. At present, it is not possible to identify such
features in real brain networks.

A full action of the neural system may be triggered by some external impulse, a stimu-
lus that first leads to the generation of some pulse train in certain input cells. It is assumed
that the network is ordered in some way with certain typical input cells, then some interme-
diate layer which orders and directs the excited cell signals to evoke some memory and
identify the stimulus according to previous memories and previous experience. This shall
then be further continued and eventually lead to some action. An important question here is
how the information is coded, that is how is the information about some external stimulus
formulated, how is it transferred in the neural system and how is it eventually interpreted.
For references, see Koch and Segev (1989), and articles therein and Kohonen (1987, 2001).
In that context, it is important to recognise that the system might be relatively slow; the
shortest pulses are of the order of milliseconds. This might cause a problem if some input
requires a fast action, which can be the case at some threat, one has sometimes to act very fast
to avoid some danger, say an attack by a tiger. Also, the reverse, an attempted catch may again
require a very fast decision.

Thus, the information handling in the nerve system is slow, maybe a million times slower
than what is done in a modern computer. As frequently stated, this is compensated by the
very large number of calculation centres. Where the computers have one type of processor
unit, which all information must pass, the information can pass anywhere in the very large
system. This leads to large possibilities of parallel handling; many things are accomplished
at the same time. We also see that in the distinction of unconscious and conscious actions,
whatever conscious actions means, the interpretation is far from clear. It implies a large limi-
tation of information handling, which also is quite slow. Here, it is not a question of mil-
liseconds but rather fractions of a second. There are just a few actions that can be performed,
only a small number of information that is handled consciously. We often note that if we
don’t need to think about some actions, then they are easier to do and also they are made
more rapidly. The pianist can work more efficiently if he does not have to think consciously
over every step.

There is a strange situation about which there is no clear understanding: some persons
with a weak consciousness and some kind of autism have abilities of very fast mental cal-
culations. There are reported cases where these make calculations much faster than a fast
computer and they can also in short times find large prime numbers, a capability that is
complex even for a computer. No one really knows how this is achieved, but my proposal
is that these persons can use the unconscious nerve system to perform calculations that we
normally execute by the strongly limited conscious mind. In that way, they have all possi-
bilities of parallel processes available, and the achievements may well be reasonable.
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32D Noise in the neural system

As everything else, the neural signals and the spreading of information over a neural net-
work depend on random events, and the signals always involve some noise. As in other situ-
ations, there is a balance.

As said, the channel opening and closing are as for all kinds of macromolecule changes
driven by fluctuations, random influences. One obvious question is of course about what
may be negative effects. What is done to manage bad noise effects? One thing, which of
course also is used in any communications system is to try to adjust the transmission sys-
tem in a way that it may become insensitive to noise effects. For the nerve system, this con-
cerns the question of coding. This as other features may point that a brain uses pattern
recognition rather than a code based upon frequency of pulse spikes (Smetters and Zador,
1996; Moss and Braun, 2000; see also Buhman and Schulten, 1987; Haken, 1996).

As discussed in the chaos chapter (Chapter 30), there are also discussions about what is
considered as “deterministic chaos” in the neural network. One measures the electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) which in some way shows the electric activity of the brain. The EEG
looks much randomised, although there are certainly certain structures that differ accord-
ing to the activities. Still, very little is known about the generation of EEG and what it
really represents (Babloyantz et al., 1985; Fuchs et al., 1987; Kay et al., 1995).

This EEG has been interpreted as the result of some deterministic chaos and has been
analysed by methods developed for the characterisation of fractal dimensions. As discussed
in the section about chaos, one can use one particular time series, as the EEG is to define a
multi-dimensional process and to calculate fractal dimensions. In that way, one has assigned
rather high dimension values to the processes, values that also are related to an activity.

There are some problems, clearly discussed in the past about this. One thing, discussed
in Chapter 30 is that an accurate determination of chaos characteristics requires a large
sample, in particular if high dimension values are found, which clearly is the case. As stated
above, the shortest timescales are around milliseconds, and the EEG records are such that
one is limited to about 1 sec to achieve an accurate dimension number. At longer times, the
EEG diagram changes and it is no longer possible to sort out a uniform, possibly chaotic
behaviour. This means that one has about a thousand time points, which is far from suffi-
cient to provide reliable dimension numbers.

Thus, these dimension numbers are not quite reliable, although they certainly in some
way provide a quantitative characterisation of these EEG recordings.

One might wonder why deterministic chaos would appear in the brain system. There are
some possibilities. One is simply that some irregular component is advantageous for the
processes of retrieving and searching for memories. A systematic irregular process might
be valuable in such cases.

There is also another possibility that is suggested in some works (Babloyantz and Lourenzo,
1996; Kelso and Fuchs, 1994; Skardea and Freeman, 1987), namely that the brain uses
what is called control of chaos. As discussed in the chaos section, the irregular chaotic time
process unstable, regular oscillatory patterns, which can be found and stabilised. This leads
to a possibility to generate a large number of quite different types of oscillatory behaviour,
which can be used for a large representation of different signal types. Although this is clearly
the case, it is questionable whether this can be used for real applications. Around these
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oscillatory processes, there is a kind of “stable manifold” of states that turn to the unstable
periodic process (which has a kind of saddle point character, there is some manifold going
to it, but another that diverges away from it). Some event close to the stable manifold may
approach the unstable oscillatory state but later go away from it. The detection of such
behaviour makes a possibility to find and stabilise a regular oscillation pattern. This works
well if the states that proceed towards the oscillation comprise a sufficiently broad group,
so that a chaotic time process may appear in such a state with a sufficiently large probabil-
ity. It seems that there, in the studied chaotic processes, are only a few really approachable
unstable periodic orbits of a meaningful type in this context. Although there are an unlim-
ited number of such orbits, only a few can really be approached.

We can add here that the kinds of complex behaviour which have been studied and clas-
sified in relatively simple terms are quite limited. When one gets to dynamics of large net-
works with varying connections between the centre points, one may think about possibilities
far exceeding possibilities that hitherto have been characterised in strict terms. One may,
for instance imagine a kind of process that from a kind of original input approaches a first
kind of relatively well-defined structure, that corresponds to some retrieved memory.
However, from that the process may spread out in a new direction, reaches some kind of
associations and also later cross between various momentarily seemingly regular patterns.

§33 ORIGIN OF LIFE

33A Ideas about early molecular evolution

It is natural for a physicist with an interest in basic principles and an ambition to look for
the simplest representatives to wonder about the start, the big question on how life started
on earth and developed without all the biological machinery that is present today. The domi-
nating question for a physicist is how? There are many threads here and much that is not in
line with our general trends. These parts will be dealt with more briefly, and we put the
main emphasis on questions which were the most important steps towards life. What can
be said from a physicist’s point of view about what must have taken place and can we say
anything about the basic steps? A good review of the field is by Orgel (1988).

First, we must admit, no one can tell how life appeared. No one was there and there are
few actual evidences about the actual start. At present, there is no agreement about the first
traces of actual life, and there is an uncertainty of about a billion years. We can thus not
give a satisfactory answer about whether life appeared quite early during the history of the
earth or if it appeared after a very long time. It is often claimed that life started very early
and thus, that the conditions for life were there at the beginning and the development of life
followed a relatively clear and general path. A general opinion is that the probability to
develop life is relatively large if the conditions are appropriate, which one usually believes
were valid on earth. But this view is difficult to hold when it is not clear whether life
appeared early or first about a fourth of the time the earth had existed (earth has been there
for a billion years). Can we assert the view that the probability of appearance of life is large
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once the correct conditions are there? Or is the probability very small; is it just a coinci-
dence that life ever started here? Well, we don’t know. What we can do is to investigate pos-
sibilities for the origin of life and how probable various scenarios can be.

Well, let us go to the problems and first consider what steps there must have been towards
the first life on the primitive earth. Questions then concern what was the primitive earth like?
What chemical reactions relevant for the start of life could have been formed and how? The
first question one puts here is natural: life needs certain carbon compounds and a primary
question is how these could have been formed. There are some important alternatives. One
suggestion that has been around since the pioneering experiments by Stanley Miller in the
1950s and later repeated innumerable times. The idea then is that compounds could have been
formed in a reducing atmosphere with a dominating amount of hydrogen compounds like
methane and ammonia, and then influenced by high energy sources like electrical discharges
or UV-radiation that should have been frequent at an early stage. The experiments considered
electrical discharges in a mixture of these kind of gases, and the gas-formed products were
then cooled and forced through water where important compounds were dissolved. The
astonishing result was that the simplest amino acids, in particular glycine and alanine were
formed in a significant amount. The reactions that took place were primarily to split the ori-
ginal compounds, which lead to very reactive substances, resulting in intermediary compounds
in particular hydrogen cyanide (HCN) and formaldehyde (CH2O). These then lead to sub-
stances like amino acids. Indeed, an examination of HCN � CH2O � H2O shows that this
exactly provides HOOC�CH2�NH2, that is glycine. The idea was then that amino acids and
perhaps other important compounds could dissolve in relatively cold water where they could
remain without spontaneous dissociation in perhaps millions of years, leading to a consider-
able concentration, which would be a perfect origin of formation of macromolecules, pri-
marily peptides (unsystematic polymers of amino acids). This scenario, held since a long time
has recently been criticised for several reasons, the most important being that it is uncertain
that the early atmosphere was really of that type. Indeed substances like water and ammonia
are dissociated by UV-radiation. Dissociation of water leads to free oxygen and radicals (OH)
that could oxidise methane and produce carbon dioxide. Free hydrogen in the atmosphere is
light and with large molecular velocities, which makes it to vanish from the earth atmosphere.
The resulting atmosphere would be mainly carbon dioxide and nitrogen, which is the case
around Venus today. It would have been a thick atmosphere and the amount of carbondioxide
as a “greenhouse gas” would have lead to a high temperature. Estimates are around 100°C.
This is not a favourable setting for organic synthesis. Still, this view is not fully settled and
there are still proposals aimed to show that the original scenario was relevant and that an
important organic production could have taken place this way.

Still, this is not the only possible scenario. One alternative that has been proposed by
Wächtershäuser (1997) suggests that syntheses could have taken place at sulphur mineral sur-
faces close to hot springs at the ocean bottom. There are reducing iron–sulphur minerals that
also can use hydrogen sulphide as a hydrogen source and which could lead to desired organic
compounds. These are hot surroundings but minerals could bind and stabilise organic com-
pounds, even catalyse formation of complex compounds and polymers. The idea has been
questioned, but the conditions should have been there, and it also seems that the most primi-
tive microorganisms today which could represent the first life on earth are found at these sur-
roundings, at hot springs, managing high temperatures and using sulphur reactions.
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A third possibility is that organic compounds could have arrived from outer space. There
are meteorites (chondrites) that contain carbon compounds, also amino acids. It is also
known that comets consist of essentially ice with a considerable amount, again of organic
compounds, in particular hydrogen cyanide and formaldehyde, the intermediate com-
pounds that are important for the formation of amino acids. There is an important meteorite
that recently fell down in Australia (Murchinson) that has been analysed and which con-
tains a considerable amount of several amino acids. Such a kind of object, fallen down in
an appropriate way could have started the path towards life. During the first period in the
history of the earth, many such celestial objects fell on earth, with good possibilities to get
substances that way towards some suitable environment (Greenberg et al., 1995).

The ratios of amino acids in the Murchinson meteorite are similar to what is obtained in
experiments like that of Miller. It is suggested that the formation reactions are similar: high
energy influence from UV or even stronger radiation lead to reorganisation of organic com-
pounds and once formed, the amino acids may be stable for very long times in the cold
meteorite rocks (Figure 33.1).
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It is interesting to note that one has found that the amino acids in the Murchinson meteorite
are chiral, that is they show a small predominance of the L-asymmetry that is found for all
the amino acids used in the biological protein synthesis. What is found is that there are about
10% more amino acids of L-type than of D-type in the meteorite. There is no clear agree-
ment about the origin of this. Could it be contamination due to biological material at earth
or is it due to some effect before falling on the earth. There are many speculations about the
asymmetry enrichment. There is a very small energy difference between the different forms
due to the weak nuclear force, which is basically asymmetric, and the L-amino acids have
by that effect somewhat lower energy than the D-form However, the effect is very weak and
it is not clear how that effect could be enhanced and lead to an overall enrichment. For a
review of the field, see MacDermott (2000).

This is clearly a question of physics, and there is one idea that I see could work. That
would mean that the meteorite could move in space close to a neutron star or any one with
strong polarised radiation which could destroy amino acids of one asymmetry type, lead-
ing to some enrichment. Possibilities to get an asymmetric enrichment in space are dis-
cussed in Greenberg et al. (1995).

What all this shows is that there are ways for production of amino acids under certain
non-biological (prebiotic) conditions. And if amino acids could have been produced in a
sufficient amount, there should have been possibilities for formation of peptides, primarily
relatively small chains of connected amino acids, joined by peptide bonds as described at
other places in the book.

But then, what next? There is a question here that has been eagerly debated for a long
time, pictured by the old problem; what was first, the hen or the egg? In this case, what
started the path towards life: nucleic acids, the information bearers representing the egg or
proteins, the machinery, the hen? Both sides have had their proponents although one stand-
point has been dominating in recent times.

The fact that amino acids and peptide chains certainly could have been produced at the
early earth at processes that were possible in a suitable environment speaks in favour of
proteins. It might have been possible for relatively long peptide chains to form and these
could bind metal groups to achieve catalytic activity .Such appropriate groups are provided
by sulphur–iron bonds, which are used in many energy-converting proteins today, and 
also considered to be of very old origin. There are experiments, by Fox and Dose (1977) of
peptide formation in water of very high temperature and pressure, at temperatures above
100°C. Such peptides are formed in secluded entities where the peptides also have catalytic
function and lead to some growth and even division of the entities.

There are theoretical ideas about catalytic peptide reactions and formation of networks
that can reproduce, grow with some possibilities of evolution, in particular the autocatalytic
sets of Kauffmann (1986). In these, it is assumed that there are a number of entities (pep-
tides) with catalytic function such that some catalyse the formation of new entities. If such
a scheme becomes large enough, there is a great probability, which goes to one for a par-
ticular size that the set builds up itself in an autocatalytic way. This means that any entity
in the set has some other member that catalyses its formation.

It is evident that several physicists and physically inclined biologists as Kauffman have
emphasised the idea of an early peptide/protein world that had some possibility to evolve.
One of our greater physicists, Dyson (1985) has also suggested this kind of scenario and



although his “toy model” should not be taken too seriously, it points to the idea of having
an early development of a protein world.

It is easy to suggest a peptide/protein world where the entities have some catalytic activity,
and where special functions could have been developed. I can see the possibility of chiral
enrichment as such. It is reasonable that peptides with catalytic activity at an early stage
could facilitate the production of amino acids. This provides a feedback possibility between
the amino acids and the peptides that were composed by the amino acids, the production of
which they catalysed and controlled. If peptides were asymmetric and catalysed the pro-
duction of one type of amino acids, and if appropriate, catalysing peptides were formed by
such amino acids, then, there would be a selection: the peptides produced that kind of amino
acids by which they were composed.

However, what speaks against the idea of an early protein world is the lack of possibil-
ities of great variability. In the chapter on “what is life”, I had a discussion about an analogy
of a machine that produces copies of itself, but which could not evolve. Even if the possi-
bilities of a protein world are somewhat better than that kind of self-production machine, it
suffers from the same restrictions. Although there still are proponents of the protein, the
restricted evolution possibilities of a protein world together with recent achievements have
lead to a strong bias towards the egg-first view, that of the self-replicating nucleic acids.
The nucleic acids, RNA and DNA have all the features that are required for life. They have
possibilities of reproduction by binding complementary bases to an existing template
string. There are always some errors leading to new strings, mutations, which are able to
reproduce in the same way. They are perfect replicators, perfect bearers of the information
for life and they comprise the possibilities for forming an essentially unlimited variability.

The great achievement in recent times is the finding that RNA molecules can have catalytic
activity. RNA molecules do not only play a passive role in the transmission of information,
they can catalyse important processes, and they might have possibilities to catalyse their own
production (Gilbert, 1986; Joyce, 1989). It is known that catalytic RNAs, named ribozymes
can catalyse the insertion and joining bonds for new bases forming complementary parts to
an existing chain. This has caused a great interest and many researchers in the field now see
a RNA world of catalysing and self-reproducing RNA molecules as a first stage of life.

It could be said at this point that whatever view one has here, it is usually accepted that
the RNA molecules preceded DNA in the development of life, and should thus be regarded
as an original nucleic acid. RNA has also today more roles than DNA, which always is a
very long bearer of a lot of information, which is translated to RNA molecules before
finally transcribed. DNA has the advantage in a modern cell as it contains all information
at one place, but such a role is more difficult to understand at an early stage. DNA bases are
produced from RNA bases by a relatively complex enzyme-based reaction, which supports the
view that DNA and its bases appeared first at a late stage, after there was a well-functioning
protein syntheses, able to produce suitable enzymes. See the discussion by Maynard Smith
and Szathmary (1995), also Szathmary and Maynard Smith (1997).

However, there are some severe problems concerning the nucleic acids. First, no one
knows how they could have been formed at an early stage. In contrast to amino acids and
also spontaneous formation of small peptides, it is unclear how the units of nucleic acids
could have been formed and still less clear how they could have been coupled together. The
basic units, the nitrogen bases and the sugars can be formed in the same kind of reactions
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as amino acids but with inferior yield. The nitrogen bases may look rather complex mol-
ecules but they are not the worst problem. The large molecule adenine is not as strange as it
may look at a first glimpse; it is indeed identified in celestial objects, for instance in
Halley’s Comet. The most problematic base is cytosine, but there are possibilities of modi-
fications. No, the worst problem is the sugar ribose. It can be formed as other carbohy-
drates, but then together with several others and ribose is not among the most frequent
products. Sugars with six carbons, in particular glucose, are common than those with five
carbons, and ribose is not even among the common with five carbons. Then, to form the
correct bonds and units for building up a macromolecule chain, it is necessary to select
ribose with a particular asymmetry.

This is a much worse problem than it is for amino acids and peptides. In experiments like
that of Miller, L- and D-amino acids with different asymmetries are produced in the same
amounts, a natural result. When forming peptides with peptide bonds, L- and D-amino acids
can well be coupled to each other. There are peptides formed in cells, but not by the ordinary
protein synthesis that contains both L- and D-amino acids. There is no problem to assume that
early, primitive peptides could contain both type of asymmetric units, that the enrichment of
one type came later, with the development of the full protein synthesis mechanisms and by
the synthesis of amino acids in cells by proteins, formed by one type of units. This is dis-
cussed above for a possibility of a peptide world. The selection of one asymmetric form is
often considered as an example of broken symmetry, see Section 16A. An early model, still
much cited for the enrichment is due to Frank (1953). It can be regarded as a feedback similar
to other proposals here: as said above, proteins composed by one type of amino acid might have
catalysed the synthesis of that kind of amino acid, and this could for some reason have been
more favourable than using mixed forms. Still, it is not quite clear why it would be favourable
to have only one type of amino acid. A mixture of both L- and D-forms would provide greater
possibilities for structure formation. It is known that amino acids of the same type might be
better bound to each other, but the way protein synthesis works, that should not be any cru-
cial obstacle. One important point is that the synthesis of the larger amino acids starts from
simpler ones. But that would not exclude the selection of some simple D-forms.

For nucleic acids and its units, the problem is worse. It seems to be necessary to have the
proper form of ribose enriched in order to form the correct units. Because of this difficulty,
many people have come to a conclusion that the ribose units could hardly have been used
for the first type of template molecules, molecules with bases that are able to build up com-
plementary chains, leading to self-reproduction. There are proposals of forerunners to today’s
RNA with similar basic features. One is to use glucose, the commonest sugar type and also
frequently used in cells today. Another interesting proposal is to have a basic chain that
does not contain any sugar but is bound together by peptide bonds similar to what binds
amino acids together. This proposal is quite interesting as it avoids the asymmetry problem—
the basic units are then all symmetric, and it did not involve anything but units that should
have been present at an early stage. It is known that this peptidyl-nucleic acid (PNA), can
work similarly as proper RNAs with possibilities to replicate under proper conditions.

One might then think about an early development from perhaps a PNA world to a RNA
world which for some reasons was superior. Such a transition needs some comments. These
molecules are relevant as information-carriers, but it is not clear in the case of a change
from one type of molecule to another whether the information was preserved, carried over
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to the new type of molecules or whether the new type of molecules started by developing
its own, new information. Both possibilities could be possible, but they lead to somewhat
different scenarios. The transfer of information, which in this case must mean sequence of
nitrogen bases from one type of nucleic acid to another could be made, for instance as a
new type of units are coupled to the older type of molecule chain, that is in simple worlds
copying the PNA sequences to a RNA molecules in the same way as today the information
at DNA is transferred to RNA. In that case, the PNA and RNA represent continued stages
of a development. There might have been RNAs and PNAs at the same time. As it certainly
is favourable to have one type of macromolecule, RNA took over for some reason.

Maybe that is the most reasonable scenario, but it is not the only possibility. There could
have been a situation where various types of macromolecules, perhaps various types of pro-
tein syntheses with the possibility to produce RNA units and, maybe DNA at a relatively
advanced stage. Then, old information stored at PNAs would be lost but new information
on RNAs together with new protein synthesis could overcome alternates (Figure 33.2).
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What is considered very seriously is the role of mineral surfaces for early catalysis and
synthesis. What is called mineral clays, of which montmorillonite (Ferris, 2002) is a pri-
mary example, contain various metal ions in a kind of crystal basic structure. Such metal ions
can have catalytic properties, thus facilitating chemical bonds and formation of important
organic molecules and molecule units. These can also selectively bind certain organic units
and then also couple them together. The role of such mineral surfaces and zinc for proper
formation of RNA chains has been established since a long time. Such mineral surfaces can
also be anisotropic, asymmetric and then select asymmetric molecule types, providing the
kind of selection needed for the biological macromolecules.

Replicators

Such ideas are promising, but up till now, there are more important attempts, not entirely
proving pathways on how to build up a nucleic acid. Of course, the atmosphere was differ-
ent at that time and other minerals appeared at earth. However, minerals at the bottom of
the oceans, which might be the most probable place for early synthesis, might not be so
changed during the eons.

Let us then get back to the RNA world. The idea of such an early stage to life is interest-
ing, but it has some difficulties. All kinds of deeper consideration show that its evolution
potential would be quite restricted. The basic action of this is close to the concept by Eigen
and Schuster (1979), what they call hypercycles. Hypercycle is a model concept where one
has a number of units with possibilities of replication and also to catalyse the replication of
other units. In particular, a unit ‘1’ might catalyse the replication of unit ‘2’ which in turn
catalysis the replication of unit ‘3’ which catalyses the reproduction of unit ‘4’ which cata-
lyses the replication of the first unit ‘1’. There may be more members of this hypercycle, and
we show more details in the formula section. This, as Kauffman’s autocatalytic sets leads
to a closed self-replicating unit, the hypercycle. This might well be a model of a RNA
world where the RNA molecules both have the possibility to reproduce and catalytically
support this reproduction. Such a system can develop with rules similar to evolution, and
with a kind of selection. What has been pointed out by some authors (Maynard Smith,
1979; Bresch et al., 1980) is that this selection may also make the system vulnerable. The
same kind of basic unit, the RNAs have several properties, in this case, both that of repro-
duction and catalysis, which should include metabolism. But the selection does essentially
favour the reproduction. All models show that the groups which reproduce most efficiently
will eventually be the only ones that remain.

It was claimed that spatial organisations could save the situation (Eigen et al., 1980), and
there have been a number of model descriptions that show that atleast certain spatial struc-
tures are insensitive to parasites (Boerlijst and Hogeweg, 1991). This is further discussed in
the later section on formalism.

As the catalytic support is used for other members of the hypercycle group it is possible
for a new unit to appear, which is reproduced by this kind of catalytic support but which do
not catalyse any steps, what is interpreted as a parasite. Such a parasite might well be repro-
duced faster than other units and then grow faster and eventually dominate. As it will not
provide any catalytic support it cannot sustain itself, but the entire system can die out.



This would be a typical peril for a system that can characterise the RNA world, a system
of free genes. There are other perils, sometimes being still worse. A problem that has been
much emphasised for the first steps to life is the accuracy. A general belief is that it was
already important at an early stage to have a high accuracy, which would mean that self-
replication should mostly produce correct copies. Errors are inescapable, and they also pro-
vide a variation, the basis for selection, but they should be held at a low level, that is the
main view. What can be said about this question?

There are some different situations, which are described as mathematical models in a for-
malistic section. A simplest kind of model describes self-replicating units of a nucleic acid
type, but does not assign any catalytic activity to the units. One introduces a selection role:
there is a competition of resources. This can be made in different ways, but the result is
always essentially the same: One unit will dominate and overcome all others, and that will
be the one that replicates fastest with the best use of available resources. What the last state-
ment means, depends on the model formulation. This kind of model usually does not allow
co-existence with several replicating units. There should also be some variations as repli-
cations do not always give rise to exact copies. Eigen (1971) speaks about “quasispecies”
which includes a main self-replicating unit and a variation due to non-perfect copies.

It should be said that the models can be modified to allow some co-existence with a few
co-existing main units. The models, however, never allow a great variation.

What is clear is that these models put a limit on the length of the replicating units and the
accuracy. If the accuracy is too low, there will be too many incorrect copies, which can lead
to a situation which cannot be sustained. This leads to what is called “error catastrophe” by
Eigen and Schuster and it has been studied in models by Swetina and Schuster (1982). It
should, however be pointed out that this rather puts a limit to what can be obtained in such
a model. A stable system of this kind of self-replicating units can be destroyed in this way
because of external, unfavourable changes, but not because of unfavourable mutations (bad
copies). In the more elaborate models including catalytic support by the units themselves,
inappropriate mutants can destroy an originally stable system.

The discussion points to the importance to provide compartments, demarcated units
where a self-replicating molecule is together with the catalytic support. The catalytic action
goes then together with the reproduction and the compartment units compete as complete
unit. Then, we are closer to units of life.

Catalytic properties of RNA molecules are clearly of interest, but a picture of free RNAs,
“free genes” that can act as both replicators and catalysts does not seem to have the kind of
stability that could be relevant for real steps towards life.

Steps to life

It seems that the important steps to life should have been neither a peptide/protein world
nor a RNA world, but a situation with units confined to compartments and a cooperation
between peptides and nucleic acids (or a possible earlier molecule with possibilities of
replication). Even small peptides that are formed in an unsystematic way can have catalytic
possibilities and they can associate with metals to further enhance such accomplishments.
Peptides should be able to associate to nucleic acids or any replicating predecessor. With
the problem of early replicators solved in some way, it is not difficult to imagine a hybrid
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world where associations between replicators and peptides can provide the necessary cata-
lytic action. It also yields the possibilities of a systematic protein synthesis based upon
information on the replicating units.

Such views are also expressed, for instance by Szathmary and Maynard Smith (1997). The
conclusions here are that the real, late steps should be in some demarcated units which com-
prise both self-replicating molecules (genes), not necessarily proper nucleic acids, as well as
amino acids and small peptides. These may then develop a systematic protein synthesis,
which means more systematic proteins and greater possibilities of catalytic effects.

The systematic protein synthesis should be a great achievement at the path towards life
where the base sequence of an information-bearing molecule could be used for selecting a
particular amino acid sequence and forming a particular protein.

This could be a kind of smallest, most primitive form of real life: a kind of compartment,
demarcated by a membrane which strongly restricts, but then also can regulate transport of
various substances. The compartment should include a replicating unit and means to
achieve protein production which provides a kind of machinery that allows for metabolism
and catalytic support for the production of the relevant substances, including the proteins
and the replicators. Recently there are ideas about minimal forms of life which above all
emphasise the appearance of a metabolic system, a reproducing system and also a compart-
ment formation which can also serve as a selective contact between the cell and the envi-
ronment. Proposals of primitive, possible life forms are given by von Kiedrowski (1986)
and Rasmussen et al. (2003).

Genetic code

There are interesting aspects on the origin and the evolution of genetic code. The genetic
code is discussed in Section 12D. There have been many ideas about the code. Is it possible
to say anything about why it is as it is? Why is nature using just these 20 amino acids 
and what is the rationale behind the code. That there shall be a code is rather natural, but
this code? Can one say anything about how it originated and how it may have evolved?
There are some obvious features, seen in the table of Figure 12.9. First, similar amino acids
are often coded by similar codes. As discussed in Section 12D, the codon implies three
nitrogen bases, and each such triplet codes for a particular amino acid. In many cases, the
third codon does not distinguish amino acids, and in other cases, what is relevant for the third
code is if it is represented by a purine (adenine and guanine) or a pyrimidine (uracil and
cytosine). Only a few amino acids are represented by only one triplet in what is considered as
“standard code”, and there are variations where no amino acid is represented by only one
base triplet.

The third base in code triplet evidently plays a minor role. One may then suggest that the
code started with two bases, later developed into three. However, there might have been
forerunners of today’s code, but there could not have been any development from a “two-
letter code” to a “three-letter code” as all previous information would have got lost in such a
transition. It seems reasonable that the third code, even if it did not have any discriminating
function can have a stabilising role.

What is a striking feature is that the codes for the two commonest amino acids, glycine
and alanine both start with two of guanine or (G, C) (see Chapter 12). Glycine codes start
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with GG, alanine by CG. The third base doesn’t matter. This has lead to rather common
ideas that the code started with these bases. The two other amino acids that are coded by
guanine and cytosine are praline, the rather special amino acid (see Chapter 12) and argin-
ine, a basic, not very simple amino acid. An idea is that glycine and alanine that should have
been there from the beginning all the time have been coded in this way, while the other
primitive G, C-codes maybe rather coded for a group (for instance basic) of amino acids.

Researchers have tested various ideas about connections between nitrogen base triplets
and amino acids. There seems to be a correlation between some physico-chemical proper-
ties of amino acids and corresponding nitrogen base triplets. This can well have played a
role in fitting together amino acids and nucleic acid parts. The fact that similar amino acids
are coded by similar triplets may well be a result of an evolution: from the beginning a
triplet might not have distinguished these amino acids, or several code triplets of one spe-
cific amino acid were later separated to include new amino acids which also are synthe-
sised in processes that are developments of the synthesis of the primary amino acid. Thus,
there should be a common evolution of code and amino acid synthesis. This idea was first
presented by Wong (1975, 1988) and later taken up by Di Giulio (1997). See also Ronneberg
et al. (2000), and the discussion in Maynard Smith and Szathmary (1995) and Eigen and
Schuster (1979).

As emphasised in several of the mentioned references (see also Ninio, 1975), the genetic
code seems to be chosen quite properly to minimise errors in protein synthesis (see Chapter 31)
as a misinterpreted similar triplet code may simply select the same amino acid or a similar
one, which might not yield a severe result in a protein. However, there are also features in
the genetic code that are very difficult to understand. Amino acids that correspond to six
triplets are difficult to understand. They do not belong to the commonest ones. Why are there
two groups with total six triplets that correspond to serine?

Crick (1968) proposed at an early stage that the code was established as a “frozen acci-
dent” that the code once started in a particular form and then could not have been changed.
This idea has to a large extent been abandoned as there are obvious evolutionary traits as
those mentioned above.

However, it is reasonable that there is not only one basic principle behind the code. There
might at an early stage have combinations of nucleic acids and peptides that could have
lead to early systematic protein formation from some primitive gene sequence. This could
have been rather unsystematic and as a result, there would not be any real systematic code.
What should have been important is that the protein synthesis was stabilised, and there is
only one way to stabilise it, namely that one or several proteins that were formed in such a
process also could catalyse and control steps in this process. This is again the kind of feed-
back process that is discussed in many places; the products also control the process in
which they are formed. There might have been possibilities of various protein formations
and codes and maybe also a large variety until, suddenly, by random, this worked together.
The probability for that may be expressed by a small number, but unless it is too small,
there might have been sufficient variety to allow this to happen. I discuss numbers later, and
suggest that there might well be 1015 or more, perhaps 1020 attempts to get an appropriate
feedback. But there could well be that many attempts during millions of years among a mani-
fold of polymers. When the proper feedback was established, the particular code for these steps
should be stabilised and then could not be changed, and this would upset the stabilisation.



This would have provided a frozen accident, and I think it would have been difficult to avoid
that kind of process in the development. Then, I think one can imagine that some relations
between nucleic acid bases and amino acids are more probable than others. And, then, the
first code might still not be the code of today. Perhaps, it did not completely specify the
amino acids but rather specified the types of amino acids (see Chapter 12). This gives room
to a later co-evolution of the code as more amino acids were incorporated or amino acid
groups were divided (Blomberg, 1997).

This feedback principle must have been important at many stages. It is important to get
these primitive life units to work, and they need a number of functions. They need proteins
that control the replicator replication and also protein synthesis, the selection and establishing
of proper bonds. They need proteins that can build up the units, the amino acids, bases and
also sugars, and they shall accomplish the chiral enrichment, the production of properly
asymmetric units. They need proteins that stand for a metabolism, that can make free stored
free energy in energy-rich compounds and use it for driving processes of the cell. They
need proteins that can select and control what is transported in and out from the cell.

And there is a clear rule of selection at all stages of life: functions cannot be constructed
when they are needed, functions must be there and selected from some manifold. Functions
can be developed and refined once they have emerged, but they must in a primary state appear
spontaneously. And they must appear together with a functioning protein synthesis.

If this was not properly controlled, there could be many variants of the code and many
possibilities for units to be coupled together. This might have lead to an unsystematic, great
variation and probably that was also needed for the selection of proper functioning units,
and for stabilisation of the cell processes.

What are the odds for this scenario? Well, we don’t know. There are several suggestions
that this is very improbable with probability values similar to those we discussed together
with the entropy concept. Values similar to the production of meaningful pages in the mon-
key library.

There is a metaphor that we can call “Boeing dilemma”. One mixes together all kinds of
material, screws, nuts, sheet metals rubber etc., shake it without knowing anything of the
result, and then a Jumbo jet appears.

There are also numerous calculations of the very small probability to get a particular
amino acid sequence and a particular protein from a random mixture of amino acids.
Again, we get to values similar to those of the monkey library. We may imagine a similar
protein library with all possible sequences of, say 100 amino acids.

Perhaps the monkey library scenario contains the actual possibility. If we have some idea
about what we are looking for, we may find some pages in the library that show some parts
of what we are looking for. Then, the parts we recognise can be kept, and we allow for fur-
ther variations which can lead to copies closer and closer to an actual full page. In this way,
a particular page can be written with not too low probability.

We must also make a distinction between some various low numbers. There is a clear
difference, at least in these contexts, between a probability 10�100 and 10�15 � 10�15 may
be considered a very small number in some circumstances, and conversely 1015 might be
a very large number. There are about 1017sec since the earth was formed. On the other
hand, the shortest timescale for atomic events is about 10�15sec, that is there are about 1015

such events during 1 sec. 1015 protein molecules can well be present in a drop of water.
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10�15 might be regarded as a small number, but when we go down to the microscopic level,
and consider separate molecular units and molecular events, 1015 is not an extreme num-
ber; a probability 10�15 does not mean an essentially impossible event. When researchers
have looked for RNAs with catalytic function, they considered ensembles of about 1015 dif-
ferent, randomly formed RNAs in order to find out those with suitable properties.

I see this as a possibility, that there were a very large variety of basic molecules, maybe
1015, maybe still larger, say 1020, which should still not be unreasonable from which func-
tions could energy which worked properly together and which could stabilise the genetic
code and build up a properly functioning first cell. Before that, there might be catalytic RNAs,
some early form of protein synthesis, but no coherently functioning units. The probability for
this to occur was small, so it might only have happened once and anyhow, there is a clearly
marked distinction point when real life appeared. The way I propose this means that many
properties had to be frozen at that stage, which then could not be altered. Still, these early
functions could be developed further; certain early kinds of biochemical schemes could be
modified. But the basic functioning system was at that stage clear and had to remain.

I don’t see any other way to achieve the functions that were needed. A system that does
not work properly needs the functions. It cannot develop one function at sometime, then
wait a million years for the next, another hundred thousand years for the next and so on.
This doesn’t work.

33B Thoughts on stability of co-operative systems

The last section showed that competition and selection rules could be quite complex in an
RNA world or hypercycle scenario. In principle, selection is a question of using resources
as efficient as possible, but an important aspect of that enters through the interaction with
other entities, primarily those that provide catalytic support. This may also mean negative
co-operation: molecules may not only catalyse the production of other ones, they may con-
tribute to the destruction of other molecules. Mutations of a successful molecule species
can lead to parasites and other threats that thrive in the presence of the existing species, but,
in some sense, have bad functional effects. They may grow fast and overrule previous ones,
but are dependent on these, not able to survive by their own. The entire system may go to
extinction. These questions were taken up by Blomberg (1997).

Interactions between molecules with, in particular, catalytic properties, must certainly have
been very relevant for the path to the first living organisms. It was important for creating a
variety of functions that could work together, but at the same time, it gave place to lurking
perils. This is not a problem that is easy to analyse, as we do not really know what might have
happened, and what might not. Still, it should be an important problem. In order to under-
stand how the stages on their way to life could be stabilised, it is important to understand how
they can have been destabilised, and how the path might have been distracted.

Some kind of sharply defined spatial structures seem to be relevant in these stages. These can
provide a kind of “group selection”, for instance various clusters can develop different fea-
tures. Some may be exterminated, some may thrive, and also win in cluster encounters.

There are a number of strange dilemmas of “catch22”-type, or question of the form:
what was first hen or egg? One is associated with the accuracy as discussed above, and
emphasised by Eigen (1971). We saw that the accuracy of a replicating molecule restricts
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its length. To get a higher accuracy, the selection of unities should be made better, and this
should require more firm structures and also some control. This in turn, should mean
longer, more specific molecules. So, in order to get a high accuracy, long accurate mol-
ecules are needed, but to get long molecules, a high accuracy is needed.

We also pointed out that the occurrence of DNA would be important at an early stage as
it contains gathered information of both function (catalytic ability) and the entities that are
to be replicated. In principle, the fusion of free genes into a large DNA should not have
been a too complicated event in a RNA world. However, this also implies other effects. With
rules as we have discussed them here, a large DNA molecule at that stage would not have
any advantages against free RNA genes, which could be reproduced more rapidly as being
smaller and requiring less accuracy. As being a longer molecule, the replication of DNA
must have been more accurate, and it must from the beginning have been associated with
molecules that could control its growth. Such molecules would not have any function without
DNA, but still they were needed when DNA appeared. The first DNA should have informa-
tion about its control, and this information could not have been meaningful at earlier stages.
A work that takes up the role of DNA in an RNA world is by Hogeweg (1994).

Together with DNA, one should consider early proteins, formed in principle as today via
some kind of genetic code. It is feasible that already in an RNA world, there were some
associations between amino acids or small peptide groups and RNAs. These may well have
improved catalytic properties. Such associations could have been developed into a system-
atic protein synthesis and a genetic code. Proteins would then have been able to be more
efficient catalysts and also to canalise metabolism.

And then, we get to problems of function. Clearly, a number of functions were needed at
an early stage, and the first proper cell should have been a well-functioning system. Functions
mean, among other things, catalytic support and control of replication, serving metabolism,
synthesis and coupling together of monomers, identifying unities and relevant energy
sources and so on.

Now, there is an important point here, which is clear in all considerations of evolution as
in our relatively simple schemes: there is no way for nature to create a function that is
needed. Functions are always to be selected among what already exists. The functions must
be first. Control molecules must have appeared before or, possibly, simultaneously with the
entity that is to be controlled. The way to life could hardly have been such that something
primitive was started, then it was complemented by some more components, and some
function, then the system waited another million years, then another function appeared, and
after further million years some other crucial function appeared.

To some extent, we get to the “Jumbo Jet paradox”, but one hopes that the problem is not
that bad. Anyhow, a lot of relevant functions must have occurred spontaneously, essentially
simultaneously. Is this as difficult as building a Jumbo Jet? Probably not, and there are rea-
sons to believe so. Although functions were required, it was not necessary that they were
perfect. Evolution always gives a possibility to improve function, even if it cannot invent
new principles. A possible scenario would be that a large variety of molecules (proteins
together with nucleic acids or their predecessors) could be created during long times. Then,
the probability might not have to be extremely small that functioning molecules that could
work well together emerge somewhere at some time. Possible and acceptable probabilities
for that might have been 10�15 – 10�20. These are small numbers, but not unrealistic, and
quite different, much, much larger than the probability to put together a specific protein,
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which might be 10�290 or so. In a large sea, during long times, events with such probabili-
ties could well turn up. What was required was a strong metabolism that allowed the for-
mation of a large manifold of different molecules. At such early stages, a strong accuracy
might have been less relevant. We have emphasised accuracy and stability in the previous
sections, but it was also clear that these systems might not easily have developed a large
variety. Rather, it may be more feasible to have an unsystematic production that by a strong
metabolism could allow an unsystematic production. Then, from that lack of systematics,
life could have emerged.

33C The dynamics of replicating objects in the origin of life

In this section, we consider in more detail some features about models used for illuminat-
ing features of the origin of life. The selection processes by which we shall discuss possi-
bilities of molecular evolution are based upon basic equations for growth of, in this case,
self-replicating molecular species. Let the concentration of such a species be x. We believe that
it grows by replicating existing molecules. Thus, the growth shall be proportional to the
concentration x. Together with the growth, we also include decay proportional to the con-
centration. This leads to assumptions and to models similar to what is treated in Chapter 30.
We consider here only what was regarded as “average equation” of normal differential
equation character. An unlimited increase is not a realistic behaviour, and an initial increase
should slow down and eventually lead to a stationary behaviour. This has caused either the
growth rate decrease or the decay rate increase with concentration (or both). A typical
growth equation (when initial growth larger than initial decay) can be of the form:

(33.1)

k is here a difference between initial growth and decay rates. c is a resulting final concen-
tration. The solution is relatively simple, and a nice way to get this solution, which also provides
a nice start for later, more complex equations, is to introduce the variable ! � x/(c � x).
The equation then becomes:

(33.2)

We will complicate this kind of growth restricting equations by assuming that the species x
needs a certain substrate for growth, which can be a monomer, M. This would mean that the
growth rate is proportional to the concentration of M, and the growth equation becomes:
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k is a growth rate constant, g a decay constant. We also consider the time change of the sub-
strate (monomer) concentration M. First, it is assumed that all the time it is produced by a
constant rate, a. This can be interpreted as an energy-consuming activation process, needed
for the actual monomer units, as our present day nucleic acid building units (nucleotide-tri-
phosphates). By that, a represents an energy input. Besides this, the monomers are assumed to
decay by a rate proportional to their concentration with a decay rate b. In the absence of
polymer production, the monomer time derivative then becomes equal to: a � bM, indicating
a stationary concentration in the absence of x: M0 � a/b.

The next step is to include the rate by which monomers are consumed at the production
of x. This is described by the same term that describes the x-growth, and we introduce a
number N, representing the numbers of M-molecules consumed by building up on x-polymer.
Thus, the total equation for M is:

(33.4)

Now, we have a set of coupled eqs. (33.3) and (33.4). This set of equations does not provide
any analytic expressions, but one can easily see some clear features. According to eq. (33.3),
x grows if kM is larger than g, i.e. M is larger than g/k. This must be smaller than a/b, the sta-
tionary value of M in the absence of x. Otherwise, x eventually always decays to zero even
if there was an initial high concentration of M. Thus, a condition for any growth of x is

(33.5)

When x is produced, the M-concentration decreases according to eq. (33.4). It follows from
eq. (33.3), that x reaches a stationary level when M � g/k. This provides stationary values:

(33.6)

The second relation again shows that eq. (33.5) is necessary for a proper solution. This way to
consider the growth may be more realistic, and more general than that of eqs. (33.1) � (33.2),
which, however has the advantage of providing analytic solutions.

We now go further to consider competition, first between two species.

Competition results

Consider two species with concentrations x1, x2 described by the type of equations of the
preceding section. We first consider a type of equations, where as in eq. (33.1), the decay
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increases as the concentrations increase. A simple type of equations for this kind of dynam-
ics is formulated such that the total concentration of both species is constant. This leads to
the following set of equations:

(33.7)

Such equations are, in particular, used by Eigen and Schuster (1979). It is easily seen that
the total concentration can attain a stationary value, equal to c. The equations are such that
a variable substitution similar as in eq. (33.2) is appropriate:

With these, the equations simply become:

These lead to exponential growth. The final results for the x are:

(33.8)

j10, j20 are the initial values of the j-variables. If k1 � k2, the exponentials containing k1

eventually dominate. Thus, for large times, x1 turns to c, x2 to zero. Only one species, x1

survives here. This kind of coupled differential equations cannot provide any stationary
solution with both x different from zero except for the special case k1 � k2. The fact that
only one species survives is a general mark of this kind of competition.
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We also write down equations of the same form as eq. (33.4) containing the M monomers.

(33.9)

These equations do not provide any analytic solution, but the result is qualitatively the same
as in the preceding relation, and the non-coexistence follows directly. Assume, k1/g1 � k2/g2.
Then, x2 may reach a stationary level when M � g2/k2. Our assumption means that x1 will
grow at such M-values. A further growth of x1 means that M decreases to levels where x2 does
not grow. Eventually x1 reaches a stationary value when M � g1/k1.x2 at that stage decreases
to zero. Thus, only one of the species can remain after long time, and the one that grows at
the lowest M-level is the one that survives. This provides a very clear principle.

33D Errors and mutations

No replication is perfect. Replicating macromolecules that may represent the relations we
consider are composed by a number of monomers; each of these shall be recognised cor-
rectly in the production of a new copy. However, there is always a possibility that one or
more of monomers are wrong. Our next task is to investigate that effect.

We make a first discussion based upon the following assumptions.
Consider a polymer with n crucial monomer units. There is a probability p that a wrong

monomer will be selected. Thus, the probability that the entire polymer is correctly repli-
cated is (1 � p)n. If we at the first instance ignore polymers with wrong units (they may for
some reason not be able to replicate), the monomer eq. (33.3) simply becomes:

(33.10)

The condition for growth (33.5) here becomes: (g/k)(1 � p)�n � a/b. We take the loga-
rithms of both sides, and use an approximation for small error probability p: ln(1 � p) � p.
Then, the condition for replication growth becomes:

(33.11)

Whatever assumptions one makes, one always gets such a kind of result: The product np
must be smaller than the logarithm of some combination of rate constants (see also Eigen,
1971). For reasonable situations, such a logarithm never varies much. Normally it may be
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around 1, say between 1 and 10. This provides a general constraint on the length n and the
error probability p. The crucial length n of a polymer cannot be much larger than the
inverse probability 1/p. (We say “crucial length” as the macromolecule may contain units
which are less relevant, and then parts where errors are irrelevant.)

We have in previous chapters discussed selection as provided by some kind of binding
(free) energy, which leads to a factor of the form exp(�E/kBT). Estimates of binding ener-
gies show that a “primitive” recognition without advanced control mechanisms could
hardly provide error probabilities much lower than about 0.1. This restricts accurate mol-
ecules to lengths much larger than 10, a fact which is regarded as a severe restriction for
primitive polymerisation, and possibilities to develop specific properties.

One interpretation is that molecules with long, crucial monomer sequences could not
appear at an early stage as production of erroneous molecules takes up too much of the
resources (the M-substrates).

In the last paragraph, we did not consider any activity of the “erroneous results”. Of
course, the errors are just what are meant by mutations. Erroneous species are mutants,
which can reproduce and then also mutate. Eigen (1971) treated a general scheme of muta-
tion involving all kind of mutual effects between replicating species. Written in a form simi-
lar to eq. (33.7), it also gives rise to analytic solutions.

We consider a number of molecule species, numbered by an index ‘i’ with concentration
xi and growth constant ki in the same way as before. We also assume that there is a prob-
ability pji that an erroneous replication of species ‘i’ gives rise to a molecule of species ‘j’.
As before, we have a constraint that depends on the total concentration, and a stationary
total concentration c. Then, the equations can be written in the following way:

(33.12)

The terms are similar to those introduced before. The first one represents the correct
replication rate of species ‘i’, and the parenthesis yields these replications that do not lead to
other species. The second term is the mutations of other species that lead to ‘i’. The
last term as before represents an assumption of “constant organisation” that restricts growth
and also introduces a kind of competition (and non-linearity). As before, a variable substitution

(33.13)

provides a set of linear equations for the j-variables, similar to eq. (33.8) without competi-
tion terms:

(33.14)
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As a linear set of equations, this can be treated by first making a diagonalisation, leading to
eigenvalues (i, diagonalised variables jd

i, which leads to equations: d(jd
i )/dt � ki!

d
i.

Thus, jd
i � jd

i0e
kit. jd

i can be expressed in terms of the primary ji and then, we can get a
complete expression for xi. We do not write any explicit expressions here. In complete
agreement with the earlier discussion, the diagonalised variable with largest eigenvalue, (1

is the one that will survive after large times. It grows faster, and in the complete expres-
sions, it will take over completely. This diagonalised variable represents a sum of molecule
species that form a kind of surviving stationary network where all mutations are kept in a
kind of equilibrium. This is what Eigen refers to as a “quasispecies”.

One can here object that this treatment is too strict. Although the equations may be
assumed to represent a kind of average behaviour, they show a very deterministic behav-
iour. This is not the way one usually regards evolution, and it is hardly relevant for a sys-
tem that may develop into an essentially unlimited number of forms. One may question if
there would ever be a time to reach the fastest growing quasispecies. In that respect, it suf-
fers by the same problem as the stochastic mutation model in Section 20I.

Anyhow, the ideas are used for the description of an early molecule evolution where the
number of variants may be restricted. It may also be used for evolution within a small, eas-
ily recognised group, such as present day viruses.

We end this section by stating that a similar kind of procedure can be used for the other
type of equations with the M-substrates and a competition for resources. It is straightfor-
ward to write down equations for the various xi with M in the growth term as before.
Equations are simplest if we assume that all decay rates gi are the same. In that case, we can
diagonalise the growth terms and reach a system of quasispecies similar to what was done
above. The main conclusion remains the same: only the one with largest growth rate (in that
case given by an eigenvalue) will survive after long time.

Drowning by mutations: Swetina—Schuster model

One can treat various variants based upon schemes as the previous ones. An interesting
scheme is the one considered by Swetina and Schuster (1982), based upon assumptions
similar but extended compared to our eq. (33.10): Consider a polymer that contains n cru-
cial sites which are to be correctly copied to get a proper replicated molecule. The accuracy
for correct monomers at the various sites is relatively high. Any error leads to a mutant that
is replicated with essentially no accuracy; at each site, any monomer can be inserted with
the same accuracy.

In order to simplify things, it is further assumed that only two monomers are used for the
various sites. (In contrast to four in today’s nucleic acids.) This means that there are 2n dif-
ferent molecules possible, which will be considered in the total scheme.

In the full scheme, we distinguish a primary, accurate species x. y1 is the concentration
of a particular molecule that differs from x at one (crucial) site. We assume a symmetry
so that all such n species have the same concentration. Then, y2 is the concentration of a
particular species (among n(n � 1)/2 variants) that differs from x at two places. Also all
these have the same concentration. Then we have y3, differing from x on three places and
so on. The assumption about the bad replication of most of the molecules means that the
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replication of one of these species will yield any other molecule with the same probability
P � 1/2n. The primary species x grows with a rate k0, the other species with a (lower) rate
k. For simplicity, it is assumed that the decay rate is the same for all species. If p is the error
probability of the primary molecule, we get a scheme, now written with the monomer con-
straint (and with constant decay rates)

and so on.
We introduce the total amount of mutant molecules:

The first terms correspond to the correct and incorrect replications of the primary species;
the second terms represent the (normally erroneous) replications of the other species.
P � 1/2n is a small number, and the factor (1 � P) is very close to one.

We can here diagonalise the M-dependent terms. The corresponding matrix is:

Eigenvalues are close to k0(1 � p)n and k. The difference is of order P (or �P when the
eigenvalues are close to each other), which means small numbers. Thus, we have two very
clear situations.
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Either k0(1 � p)n � k, and we get a quasispecies where the primary molecule determines
the growth rate. The quotient between the Y and x-concentrations is obtained by standard
techniques and is equal to (neglecting terms of order P):

(33.17)

In another situation, the “erroneous” species dominate. The corresponding quotient
becomes neglecting terms of order P:

(33.18)

which is very large as P � 1/2n is very small. We remark that there is nothing in this
scheme that says that such a state could not be a possibility.

We also need a condition of type (33.5) telling whether the states are stable which means
that the eigenvalue divided by the decay rate g must be larger than the quotient of the
monomer rates a/b.

The situation we have considered uptill now has been that with basically linear growth
equations, possibly with mutations of a complex scheme, but also these described by linear
equations. These are then complemented by some competition rule, making the equations
non-linear and leading to either finite stationary concentrations or complete decay. The
Eigen scheme can describe evolution properties and how various quasispecies can occur
and replace each other. An important point in these schemes is that there is a very clear “fitness
value”, given by the quotient of growth and decay. The basic rule is strict: a (quasi)species
with a higher fitness value will drive out any species with a lower fitness value. In principle,
a high fitness value means that a species uses resources efficiently. With the monomer (M-
containing) approach, the best species is the one that can grow at the lowest M-concentration,
which means that it uses the resource (M) most efficiently.

Drastic changes can of course be accomplished by changes in the basic parameters, the
growth and decay rates, but in the way it is written here, there are no rules for such events.
Such a change of parameters could change an achieved state with a dominating primary
polymer of the Sestina–Schuster model to the unspecific state with all species occurring at
about the same amount.

If the molecule species interact, a more complex behaviour is anticipated.

33E Autocatalytic growth: hypercycles

The relevance of catalysis within the system itself, what we call autocatalysis, is empha-
sised by many authors. Eigen (1971), introduced the concept of hypercycles, which was
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developed in later work (Eigen and Schuster, 1979), for a system where the polymer repli-
cation is catalysed by other polymers in the same group, or formed (as proteins) by poly-
mers in the group. We will here consider the first possibility which also represents the idea
of a RNA world, a state on the path to the origin of life where self-replicating polymers
appear which also could catalyse the production of themselves or other polymers (Gilbert,
1986; Joyce, 1989; Fontana et al., 1989).

We start with a situation of a polymer, X, which also catalyses its own production, lead-
ing to a growth, proportional to X2. We in this part stick consistently to the formalism of the
use of monomers, M. Equations for one such species are:

(33.19)

The equation for M is of the same type as previously. Relations are more complicated than in
the previous (linear) case, but can be readily written down. There is a stable stationary state:

(33.20)

The condition for a solution, similar to eq. (33.5) is now: (a2K)/(4Nbg2) � 1. (Note that K
is of a different kind than k in the preceding case.)

We also see that the growth condition is more complex than previously. It follows from
the equations that in order for X to grow, the product MX must be larger than a certain value
(g/K). Thus, it cannot grow from very small values. This can be changed by keeping the lin-
ear term of the previous case, i.e. to put the right hand side of the X-derivative equal to:

KMX2 � kMX � gX

We do not go further with that question now. With two competing species, it is possible to
get stable, stationary states of both the species, and initial states will determine what hap-
pens after long times. In some regions in a X1, X2, M-space, solutions go to a stationary
state with only X1, in other regions, it goes to a state with only X2. If we also take fluctu-
ations explicitly into account (and not only consider mean values), it is a still more open
question which species of two competing ones will survive.

The hypercycles and the RNA scenario also show possibilities of co-operativity. A cata-
lytic polymer can facilitate the production of other polymers. There can be networks of 
various polymers catalysing the production of others, and there can be closed catalytic
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loops, where, for instance, polymer ‘1’ catalyses the production of polymer ‘2’, which in
turn catalyses the production of polymer ‘3’. The last one can then catalyse the production
of a fourth and so on, eventually leading to one that catalyses the production of the first one.
Such schemes have been much studied in different frameworks, primarily (Eigen et al.
(1980). There is a scheme:

We distinguish the components in the reactions that serve as catalysts and those that serve
as templates. We assume the same rate constants for all of the different catalytic reactions,
and we get equations:

To this, there is an equation for M of the same type as previously. There is a stationary solu-
tion with all X-concentrations equal, which is stable only up to three components (n � 3).
With n larger than 3, the components will oscillate, and this can be rather drastic for a large
number of components. The oscillations appear in the following manner.

Start with a situation where component ‘n’ is relatively large but decreasing. As long as
it is above a certain threshold value, component ‘1’ increases. As ‘1’ then becomes large,
component ‘2’ increases, although it at first is not large enough for ‘3’ to increase. As com-
ponent ‘n’decreases further, ‘1’will reach a maximum and then decrease. Component ‘2’will
still increase at that stage, and when it passes a threshold, also ‘3’ increases. As ‘1’ no longer
gets sufficient catalytic support from ‘n’, it goes down. ‘2’ will turn while ‘3’ still increases
and the next component ‘4’ is on its way up. And so on. In the decreasing intervals, the
components may go down very far when there are many components. The minima are
roughly 2 orders of magnitude lower for each further component in the scheme. (Although
the general features are the same in alternative schemes, details may vary.)
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Fatal components: parasites

When there can be co-operative components, there can always appear component that
make use of this, and which may be fatal for the system. All the kind of equations we have
studied up to now show a competition. Components grow under the conditions that are pro-
vided by the parameters and also by features such as the catalytic help. There is no direct
advantage for a polymer in these schemes to have catalytic properties; the importance is to
use catalytic properties. Components can grow considerably and take up the resources by
using the catalytic properties of other polymers, but as the latter one may go down, the
entire system can be extinguished.

A primary example of such a component is a “parasite”, a component that grows by cata-
lytic support of another component but does not itself co-operate. It may grow more effi-
ciently than the catalytic component, it may extinguish that one and, by that, also itself.
Such features are easily seen in the basic equations. Another problem that can occur in 
co-operative networks is what has been called “error propagation”: as in the Swetina–Schuster
model, there occur mutated replicators which may catalyse replication, but also lead to more
errors. Eventually the entire system may fail because any accuracy is lost. Note an important
distinction to the model of Section 33D. There, a bad accuracy provides a restriction to what
could be developed, but, unless parameters are changed, an advantageous species always
dominates. In a co-operative system, because various molecules influence the growth of oth-
ers, unfavourable molecules can grow, and eventually destroy the system. We will later take
up ways out of this dilemma.

The time development of a catalytic polymer with concentration X and a parasite with
concentration P are given by our monomer-equations as:

We look for stationary solutions. The equations for X and P give the following relations
besides possibilities that one or both of these are zero:

Clearly, unless gx /Kx � gp /Kp, both these relations cannot be fulfilled. The only possibil-
ities are that either X � 0 or P � 0 or both are zero. As P in this scheme cannot replicate
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itself, there cannot be any stationary situation with only P. The stationary features of X are
the same as in our previous case, and this will provide stationary values X0, M0. Now, one
easily see from the P-equation above that if (Kp/gp) � (Kx/gx), then P can grow from small
values. In that case, a state with X � 0 is not stable. P will increase, and by that decrease
the M-concentration to levels where X decreases. Eventually both components decrease.

Such a parasite can also occur in a co-operative network like the oscillating one
described above, and then again destroy the entire system. Its growth may be catalysed by
one of the components, and then compete with one of the original ones, eventually destroy-
ing that and by that the entire system.

What has been suggested as a remedy to parasite threats is some kind of spatial organ-
isation (Eigen et al., 1980). Boerlijst and Hogeweg (1991) have considered a cellular
automaton model with rules corresponding to the hypercycles, which provides an organ-
isation where components change by spiral waves and where parasites are eliminated unless
they appear in a spiral centre. Such models can also be formulated to provide rotating clus-
ters of components (Cronhjort and Blomberg, 1996a; Blomberg and Cronhjort, 1994). In
such cases, parasites may destroy some cluster but not overtake the entire system. It was
also shown (Cronhjort and Blomberg, 1996b) for a model of one component as in eq.
(33.22) that a special co-existence situation could take place where a parasite appeared at
the surface of the cluster, but the main component could move away and prevent the taking
over by the parasite. On the other hand, a calculation based on a diffusion-reaction type of
model shows that the parasites could not be avoided in that kind of model description
(Cronhjort and Blomberg 1994). This is also studied by Andrade et al. (1993) and Chacon
and Nuño (1995). These models were made for motion in two dimensions. In three dimen-
sions, it is found that the spiral structure is no longer stable (Cronhjort and Nyberg, 1995).

These are model descriptions, but they show important problems together with the
hypercycle dynamics, problems similar to what may also occur in population biology. In
many ways, hypercycles comprise a kind of model for a proposed RNA world-scenario,
and these questions are there at any stage of early evolution where there appear components
with several roles (information carrier as well as catalyst) and where control mechanisms
are not sufficiently developed.
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Part IX

Going further

§ 34 PHYSICS ASPECTS OF EVOLUTION

Evolution is a central concept in biology and, in particular in what can be termed “theoret-
ical biology”. Some may say that here, the significance of physics may end, this is pure
biology. But is it, can’t we go further with physics?

Indeed, the rules of evolution are easy to apprehend for a physicist and suit well into the
conceptual framework of physics. I see two important aspects.

The first characteristic is the formation of a genetic variation by mutations, erroneous
copies formed at the replication of DNA. This variation is formed in accordance with the
general picture of selection that has been discussed in Chapter 29. In each reproduction of
DNA, each nitrogen base is chosen to form suitable pairs with an existing template, an old
DNA. And there is always a (small) probability that a wrong base is selected and thus a
variation of the original genetic information is formed. Thus, what at a first examination is
considered an error in the reproduction provides the necessary basis for a variation and for
the continued evolution. The DNA, the gene sequence contains the information of building
up proteins and a whole new organism with all its functions. And a variation in the gene
sequence implies a variation of the proteins and then the functions of a varied individual.

Then, the next step means that this variation implies a variation in function. Typically,
most of that variation normally works badly, but there are also changed copies that work
better than the original, and this is also a means to achieve new functions.

Thus, the primary pre-requisites of evolution are among the important concepts dis-
cussed in this book. And then we get to themes with relevant aspects of physics.

However, the most interesting features enter in a next step, which also relates to our gen-
eral theme with a several level-description, in this case the relation between the changes at
the genetic level, their consequences for the molecular constituents of a cell and then the
relevance at the organism functional level. The important evolutionary basis is the relation
between the genetic level, the genotype and the individual functional level, the phenotype.
This also brings up a problem of highest relevance for molecular biology, how to relate the
molecular structure to the cell functions. And then physics provides an important instru-
ment for going further into these questions.

Such questions are to some extent taken up in previous chapters, and we will not go fur-
ther with that here. Rather, we will take up some typical evolution features and what they



imply. The mutations behind the genetic variation can provide the emergence of new func-
tions, one of the most important possibilities. It is important to note that a function may at
the first appearance be rather crude, and it can then be improved and refined by further evo-
lution. This is an important aspect. Functions have to appear by random mutations; they
cannot be developed to provide a desirable task, they must appear through mutations, be
selected and made useful by the cell, and after that further improved.

This scenario makes it meaningful to pose “why”—questions about features of a cell.
Why do they appear as they do? They should be selected because they are advantageous for
the cell and they should then be refined to serve a cell in improved ways. This leads to a
somewhat ambiguous claim that features of the cell appear as having a certain aim; they are
developed in what can be regarded as a purposeful manner. On the other hand, it is also
emphasised that as the principles of evolution are apprehended, there is no aim, no pur-
poseful manner by which a desired function can be developed; it has to be selected from a
randomly generated manifold. This is a claim that many people find difficult to accept.

There is a common dislike to the idea that evolution is governed by a random generation
of a variation from which essential properties are selected. Many people would like to see
some kind of purposeful tendencies in the natural laws leading to possibilities to develop
advantageous properties when they are needed. But that is not consistent with any known
facts about basic laws, and it is hardly consistent with how we see evolution. A possibility
to choose functions when they were needed would lead to a much faster evolution than
what we can see, and it is questionable that this would be stable. It would be too easy for a
number of purposeful perils to take over and destroy what is developed. Much of this is
related to what was discussed in the chapter on the origin of life.

As also stated in that chapter, we know very little about the possibilities to randomly
generate functions, primarily by random changes of nitrogen bases along DNA genes gen-
erate proteins with new functions. There are, however, some obvious pieces of evidence.

What is referred to as “the genetic variation” must by necessity be relatively restricted
and small. Mutations occur, but they should not be too common and not be too extensive,
i.e. they should primarily mean a small amount of changed units of, primarily, a protein
chain. One must have in mind that the variations shall correspond to changes of the genes,
at the DNA level. There can easily be more drastic errors at the protein synthesis level, but
these could not be propagated to future generations as successful mutations do.

We here primarily discuss mutations and evolution of simple prokaryotes, bacteria, which
reproduce by the replication of single, very long DNA strings, and where mutations means pri-
marily changes of single bases along this chain. “Higher organisms” with sexual reproduction
mix the genetic material from mother and father organisms and then, there are more possibil-
ities of more drastic changes of the genetic material. There occur also more complex changes
of the genetic material in bacteria DNA. Parts of the genes can be transposed, opening the
possibilities of completely new proteins with a small probability of new functions. Often, single
genes can be multiplied, which leads to possibilities of more drastic changes in some gene.
This may not have severe consequences as original, unaltered copies may sustain, conserving
the original functions, but allowing something new to appear in the mutations of the copied.

Many proteins can have several functions. Many functions developed in evolution as a
spin-off of some protein or protein complex originally with another established function.
Such a new possibility could develop, first together with the established one, then after
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some repetition and further change of genes as an entity of its own. It is also known that a
particular function can be attained by proteins of very different protein composition. This
is also related to the possibility of convergent evolution. Organisms of originally different
origin and great differences in the cellular composition can evolve into individuals of very
much the same properties.

Such findings suggest that the probability to attain important functions might not be very
small, perhaps we shall say not extremely small. A search for a particular function shall not be
compared by searching for a particular text in the monkey library. One often sees comparisons
here, with an intention to show that the development of particular protein functions is a very
special process and virtually improbable by the random generation of genetic variations.

We make a small parenthesis here. A library of all possible protein sequences is smaller than
the monkey library, described in Chapter 15. (It referred to a library of all possible texts pro-
duced by some random generation of letter sequences of to give, primarily, one page of all pos-
sible letter combinations.) Still there is no room for all possible proteins of, say, 100 amino
acids in the visible universe, and their number places among other large numbers of our book.

See the numbers: consider proteins of 100 units, with a molecular weight about 10,000.
There are 20100 possibilities of different amino acid sequences, equal to about 10129 a num-
ber with 129 digits. A protein of that size has a volume of a little less than 2 � 10�26m3.
The visible volume of the universe is about 1093m3. Large, yes, and it could contain about
10119 proteins if it was completely filled with proteins, and this is still a factor 1011 (100 bil-
lions) less than all possible protein sequences. (Of course, one cannot fill the entire uni-
verse with that kind of matter; it would rapidly contract by gravitation. But the importance
is to provide a feeling for the meaning of these very large numbers.)

The development of a particular protein function does not mean a development of a par-
ticular protein but rather the development of a protein with an appropriate structure and
some amino acids that are essential for the function. That need not be a very small group.

With a basic idea that all kinds of functions are selected and refined by evolution, one
might use this to investigate the appropriateness of certain features of cell process. If one
assumes that the processes are refined to yield some optimisation, this can provide further
information about the process. One might also consider questions about what properties
that seem to be optimised and thus appearing as the most relevant in the selection. If one
finds features of the cell processes that do not seem to follow some kind of criteria of opti-
misation, one may ask how they have been selected and what criteria might be relevant.

I will take up some examples. A point that has confused me, and briefly mentioned in
Chapter 29, is the energy use of protein synthesis. This is a very common process of a cell,
maybe the most common one, and it uses very much of the cell’s energy resources. The final
step, as discussed elsewhere is made at the ribosomes, of the cell where messenger RNA
move, exposing the triplet nitrogen bases of the codons that correspond to particular amino
acids that shall be selected to be put into particular places of a protein. The targets of the final
selection are the transfer RNAs (tRNAs) with attached, cognate amino acids. A triplet of
nitrogen bases of the tRNA are coupled to the messenger codon and, if properly accepted,
the amino acid of the tRNA is transferred to the growing protein chain.

If one considers thermodynamic properties and the free energies (chemical potentials) of
the various compounds, one finds that the chemical potential of the tRNAs with attached
amino acids are sufficient to drive this part of the protein synthesis process and also the
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proofreading steps. The free energy required for the peptide bonds of the protein chain is not
very large, and well covered by amino acid binding at the tRNA. However, that chemical
potential, that free energy does not seem to be used at all. The process that binds the amino
acid to the tRNA uses the normal cell free energy carrier, ATP for the process in, what can
be regarded as a quite efficient way, and the dissipation of the formation the amino acid
attachment is not particularly large.

However, for the ribosome steps, the cell uses for each amino acid to be put in a protein
two GTP that are hydrolysed to GDP and thereby transferring a considerable free energy.
This drives the formation of the peptide bonds, the possible proofreading and also a move-
ment of the tRNA along the process from a primary binding side to a final site where the
amino acid finally is bound to a protein chain.

In cases like this, one might ask why a cell does not use the free energy sources more
efficiently. Other processes appear to be quite efficient, this, however, not. What one may
say in a case like this is that the tRNA with amino acid is apparently used as a source of
amino acid, not of free energy. Indeed, the positions of the actual bonds are such that the
tRNA free energy cannot be used directly to the tasks it might be able to drive. This, does,
however, not mean that it could not have been used in a more appropriate scheme.

Such cases suggest that certain processes have been developed in a particular fashion,
and then remained in that fashion although they might not provide the most efficient possi-
bility of function form, as in this case, a thermodynamic point of view. A better solution,
although certainly possible to be acquired, could not compete at a primary stage with the
developed process, and might never have been competitive.

Such kinds of examples sometimes show well the inefficient effects of the particular
processes of evolution, not the results of an intelligent design, which might have developed
a more efficient process. Note that protein synthesis is a very common process and this failure
of using tRNA as free energy source provides a very large part of the dissipation of a cell.

It should be a well-motivated task to take up this kind of questions, to ask what would be
reasonable consequences of evolution with some basic ideas about significant factors.
Then, one shall compare this with the real situation. If the found result agrees with what was
expected, well, then the ideas may be regarded as correct. If not, well, we have a more inter-
esting question: if the first idea about what is relevant seems to be wrong, then one has to go
on and ask about alternative justifications, what are the relevant factors that are refined in evo-
lution. Or are the original conclusions wrong. Should one have taken another view? Such
questions may comprise a broad field, but there is no place here to develop this further.

There are also a number of attempts to model evolutionary aspects. For instance, there
are models based on computer program propagation with ideas on programs that copy
themselves, and which provide certain tasks. The programs may get errors (analogies to
mutations), which will propagate and lead to modified and even new developed tasks.
There are also other types of models, for instance developments of strategies of game the-
ory (Dawkins, 1976). These models show the typical traits of evolution with new functions.
But, of course all such models are restricted by their formulations. To some extent, they can
show some unexpected developments, but one must have in mind that they cannot go astray
and develop features that are completely outside the rules of the models.

The true evolution can be regarded as virtually unrestricted. Of course the biological
evolution also comprises co-operation between various individual of the same or different
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kinds. It is always emphasised that competition is an important characteristic of evolution
and a condition for the “survival of the fittest”. But it is also important that no organisms
are independent of other ones, not only as competitor but also for providing new condi-
tions. When the biosphere has evolved to stages as today, the organisms create the environ-
ment and the conditions for various individual to appear and develop. This is very complex,
haven’t we got outside physics now? Yes and no. Of course this is about true, what is seen
as “green” biology. How species appear and live side by side with other species. What
makes some species to be successful, while others live more unpretentious lives, but still
are successful survivors. Of course this is biology.

But still all this is caused by certain basic rules, at bottom, the rules of genetic variation,
at a higher level a variation of functions that lead to completions and selections.

As an analogy of physics development, one can see the evolution as a development in a
large space in the way physics speaks about development at the lowest level. This occurs a
space described by the states of the basic units, basic atoms and their formation to large mol-
ecule complexes. Similar to that, the lowest level of evolution is formed by all the possible
genotypes. And as the basic physics description is expressed by the formation of large-scale
entities and macroscopic features, the space of all genotypes is expressed by the phenotypes,
all possible biological organisms. But there is an enormous difference, mentioned in an ear-
lier chapter. The conventional physics low-level dynamics is about a distribution of energy that
tends to be rather uniform. The space of all possible states is enormously large, but almost all
states lead to about the same macroscopic behaviour. Even of only a small part of the low-level
states can be reached, one still gets a clear, well-defined high-level description.

The biological evolutionary systems are quite different. The possible genotypes form a
kind of low-level space, and this is still very much smaller than the space of all possible
energy distributions of any physics system. However, the great difference appears at the
high level. While most physics low-level states lead to a uniform description, the same kind
of high-level behaviour, the biological high-level states show an essential variety, very far
from uniform. The dynamics goes all the time through states that are qualitatively different. In
principle, also the conventional physics development at a high level shows a history aspect:
what happens depends to some extent on what is there, but because of the homogeneity of the
systems, this can be considered in a relatively simple way by conventional physics.

The biological evolutionary space is, as said, much more varying. Every macroscopic
state, every state of phenotypes is different. Kauffman (2000) has a suitable terminology,
“adjacent possible” states, the states which can be reached from an actual high-level state, and
which all the time change during the course of evolution. Evolution then leads to some state
of the adjacent possible, and from that, there are new possibilities, new adjacent possible
states. This seems to be an appropriate description for situations where, as in the biological
state space, the high-level states show a high degree of variability.

A scenario for evolution, much discussed in recent years and appreciated by many physi-
cists is what is called “punctuated equilibrium”. This means that evolution develops into a
kind of equilibrium situation, a relatively stationary biological situation where biological
species exist in a comparatively calm equilibrium. There are fluctuations, most of them rela-
tively small, which may involve extinctions and replacements of some species by other as
well as some expansions of realms of certain groups. These do not change the large situation
very much. With larger intervals, there are larger events, larger extinctions and possibilities
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of larger changes. There are mass extinctions, where very much disappears and quite new
biological groups can develop. In fact, many of the evolution models mentioned earlier
show this kind of behaviour.

The scenario has much in common with the spin-glass model discussed among the physics
model in a previous chapter. This has many different kinds of aspects for biological applica-
tions. The basic principle is that there are very many states; the dynamics provides transitions
between states and a motion, primarily towards what is regarded as locally stationary, stable
states. There are directions of the changes that can be apprehended as “favourable”, and they
also show the primary directions of the evolutionary changes. The locally stable states are
such that there are no favourable directions out from them, no direction by which the states
change. There are, as in all physics models, fluctuations also to less favourable states, and there
are great, rather improbable fluctuations which comprise very large changes and transitions
to new groups of states where there are favourable directions towards new stable states.

To describe it in another way. There are directions that are apprehended as favourable in
some sense. In an original physics model, this may mean a basic energy where favourable
directions mean directions towards a lower energy. For a model of biological evolution, a
favourable direction can mean a situation with better-fitted individuals, which are given
some quantitative measure. All transitions between states are in principle random, based on
the randomly gene rated “genetic variation”. There are then states where all directions out
from them are unfavourable in this meaning, as they provide to a larger “favourability
value”. There are regions around such states where favourable directions go towards these
points, where they in principle may stop. There are regions where different original direc-
tions can go towards several stable states. It may at the onset go in different direction but
eventually appear in a region around some stable state. Which such region it goes to,
depends on the original direction, which in turn is randomly determined. While in such a
region, the dynamics goes towards the stable state, and then it may for a long time merely
show small variations around that state. Note that this space with all its states is very large
involving many dimensions. Every state involves a very large number of specified sub-
states, for the biological states all the genetic specification.

Then, there are larger variations due to more improbable fluctuations (although not com-
pletely absurd, such as the numbers we encountered for, e.g. the monkey library). There is
a small, but approachable possibility to go out from one region around one stable state
towards another region around a new stable state. Thus, at long time, there are motions
between such regions, from one stable state to another.

The aim of this discussion is to show some aspects of how the very complex biological
evolutionary dynamics can be interpreted in terms of physics.

At the end, I will take up another important point for this book, how biological aspects
can be turned back to see how they can be useful for physics. As for evolutionary aspects,
it is relevant to see that many biological features have been developed and refined through
evolution. I have discussed such aspects at other places. The synthesis and the accuracy of
biologically important macromolecules are refined by evolution. At other places, I put for-
ward views and ideas how we apprehend our environment and also ideas about thinking
and that other higher brain functions are effects of evolution.

A nice example is seen in the problems of protein folding. In a previous chapter, it was
stated that as in other systems we take up there are very many possibilities. In fact, the variety
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of macromolecule states can also be apprehended as an example of the spin-glass analogies.
In that case, there is a free energy measure, and a tendency to change the molecule conform-
ations towards states with lower free energy. But as in the proper spin-glass model, there
are many states and many possible “locally stable” states—which represent free energy
minima and from which there is no direct road towards a lower free energy. Still, there are
fluctuations and probabilities to go out from the region around a certain free energy minimum
to another region and each another free energy minimum. For a general protein, the num-
ber of such states is so large that it is not possible to reach a state with the absolutely low-
est free energy within any reasonable times. But if this cannot be achieved, then one may ask
about how a unique protein function can be achieved. In such cases, an evolution develop-
ment can provide means to reach such unambiguous features. This is discussed in the chap-
ter about protein structures. It is possible that evolution has developed suitable amino acid
sequences of proteins that can more rapidly proceed towards a state of absolute lowest free
energy. It might also be possible that a suitable structure is formed kinetically at the same
time as the protein is formed. It might mean that when amino acids are put into their proper
places in the proteins, they also fall into a proper position, which may sustain to form a kind
of kinetic structure. Not the one with lowest free energy, which might be unreachable, but
a structure with a proper function.

Thus, evolution is not only a scenario to develop biological organisms and biological
communities, it is also essential to build up and refine the basic cell biological components
and their functions, to achieve a kind of optimum organisation.

What happens next? One might have very different opinions about that. Mankind may
continue and develop. And note that now, first time in the history of biological evolution,
one can use the rules of evolution to achieve a purposeful development, to plan and tailor
new functions. There are several possibilities of generic manipulations and to use stem
cells to develop new cells. Certainly, this is a possibility that can lead very far.

I have heard serious researchers who speak about a further evolution when one can send
out people and colonise the space. Maybe also develop and construct new forms of life,
suitable for space colonisation. Science fiction? Yes, possible? Maybe. But there are prob-
lems to be solved at earth.

Maybe, as some may believe, the time of human civilisation can be a great short-lived
catastrophe, already leading to a mass extinction. And after that perhaps new kinds of organ-
isms, perhaps a new type of intelligence, hopefully more peaceful that the present one.

§ 35 DETERMINISM AND RANDOMNESS

We may regard the present state of the universe as the effect of its past and the cause
of its future. An intellect which at a certain moment would know all forces that set nature
in motion, and all positions of all items of which nature is composed, if this intellect
were also vast enough to submit these data to analysis, it would embrace in a single
formula the movements of the greatest bodies of the universe and those of the tiniest
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atom; for such an intellect nothing would be uncertain and the future just like the past
would be present before its eyes.

Pierre Simon de Laplace (1822).

35A General discussion

Randomness and its seeming opposite, determinism have played a central role in our pre-
sentation, and I at this stage go further in the basic concepts, partly as conclusion, partly as
a base for the following chapters where determinism is a crucial concept.

Determinism plays an important role in many discussions of physical sciences. We start
there and have to analyse what this means. It seems that there is some confusion about the
concept and there are some variants around. A general, philosophical approach to these
questions, besides numerous discussions at the internet, for instance at Wikipedia, is by
Earman (1986). In physics and mathematical sciences, there is a strict concept, a determin-
ism that means that a process is completely given by appropriate starting conditions.
Nowhere is this better described than by Laplace’s quotation.

Mathematically, this is usually formulated for various models centred on some set of
equations, formulated to show a time development and such that this development is com-
pletely determined by starting conditions. It is clear that basically, this is based upon features
of fundamental mathematical equations: they are formulated in this way, so that they provide
developments that are completely determined if one knows starting conditions perfectly
well. Mathematically, this is clear, and that is also the basis of Laplace’s formulation—he
and other mathematicians were aware of this in those days.

But we have to consider this further. Laplace’s statement hints at something else, the
possibility of prediction. For him, the mathematical determinism, clear in his mathematical
framework, as suggested also infers possibilities of prediction.

Now, things have developed, and the coupling between the strict, mathematical deter-
minism and predictability does no longer hold. First, let us be somewhat stricter.

The strict determinism concept should mean that when we know all details of starting
conditions, the future process is completely given. Every step is completely determined by
what has occurred, and this influences the process all the time.

By predictability, we of course mean that we can make predictions of the process. To be
predictable, one does not necessarily need to know starting conditions in full details.
Prediction can be based on previous experience: one has made observations about similar
processes, and then one can predict what will happen in a similar development.

Sometimes, one has used another concept, like “empirical determinism”, which would
include predictability.

Indeed, a strict determinism is a metaphysical concept that cannot be established by any
experiments, nor can it be falsified. An experimental test should compare two processes
that start from exactly the same conditions, and then, later show exactly the same time
development. But, one can never construct processes that start from exactly the same start-
ing condition. The strict determinism cannot be established.

This does not mean that it is meaningless. Indeed, this strict determinism is still regarded as
a very central concept in formulation of basic laws. All basic formulations of physical laws
are strict deterministic. This includes quantum mechanics, where the Schrödinger equation
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(and other formulations) is deterministic in the strict sense. This means a deterministic der-
ivation of the basic quantum mechanical concept, the wave function. What is not deterministic
is the interpretation in classical concepts of the quantum mechanical development.

There is a kind of basic belief that the natural laws shall be formulated in terms of strict
deterministic equations. This is closely related to questions concerning causality: one wants
all actions to be assigned a particular cause, which usually is assumed to be deterministic
in our strict sense. It may be a useful idea, but it may be more of a belief than something
anchored in strong empirical facts. Note Einstein’s frequently cited remark that he did not
believe God plays dice.

It is not my aim to go further with such questions. My own view is that determinism is a
metaphysical concept that cannot be decided. Laws may be formulated by deterministic laws,
but I do not take any position whether the world basically is deterministic or, the opposite,
indeterministic, nor whether that would play any essential role for the systems, I talk about.
I will say a lot about randomness, and also about deterministic systems. I will also claim that
these concepts are not contradictory.

But, first consider predictability and determinism, where I see the latter in the strict
sense. As I said, these concepts are often seen together, but they are not equivalent. Indeed,
although there clearly are situation where both concepts are relevant, there are also situ-
ations where one is valid but not the other.

The study of so-called chaotic processes (see Chapter 29), has clearly stated that there
are deterministic processes that are not predictable. As said, determinism means that starting
conditions completely determine a process. But starting conditions that differ very little can
diverge from each other. To be predictable, also similar starting conditions shall give rise to
similar processes. That is not always true for a deterministic process. It implies that pre-
dictability means that starting conditions that in some sense are similar lead to similar future
development. One takes information from previously observed processes to make predictions
about later events. This is less strict than determinism as it does not necessarily mean that
a process is completely determined by starting conditions.

And then, we get to the next main concept, randomness, which can be regarded as 
the opposite to determinism. Randomness shall in some way mean that values do not fol-
low any strict rule and they are not completely determined by any initial conditions.
However, as we shall see, it may not be quite relevant even to say that randomness is not
determinism.

Randomness has defied possibilities of strict definitions among the mathematicians who
work with probability theory (see, e.g. Chaitin, 1975). One knows what should be con-
sidered: an infinite completely random sequence of digits. It should completely lack all cor-
relations. Every digit could be followed by any digit with the same frequency, and any pair or
multiples of digits should be followed by any pair or multiples with the same frequency and
that applies to all groupings of digits. A sequence of seven ‘7:s’ should appear with a fre-
quency one in hundred millions (1:108), and it should be followed by a further number 7 by a
frequency 1:10. This is clear, but this shall apply to an infinite sequence, and we can never
have such a thing. In practice this can never be decided. Similarly to determinism, true ran-
domness can never be decided. One may speak about such things, but again, that would
rather confer to a belief than to a scientific fact. But this also means that the strict difference
between determinism and randomness is less clear and perhaps non-existing. I can think of
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some examples which at the bottom are supposed to be deterministic, but at the same time
show important random features.

(1) I may consider the sequence of digits in the decimal expression of the number p, but
can also think of other calculable irrational numbers (calculable here means that there
are methods to calculate values with arbitrary accuracy). p is calculated with a number
of decimals, and the aim is just to see if there are any correlations in the sequence of
digits. Up till now, it is not clear whether there exist determinative patterns in this or if
the sequence can represent a true random sequence. Note now: there are methods of a
deterministic nature to calculate p by an arbitrary accuracy, and we in that way get an
expression in terms of a large number of decimals. But this decimal sequence may well be
a true random sequence. (Or that could be the case for any similar type of calculable num-
ber.) Thus, a deterministically calculated sequence would go for a random sequence,
and there may not be any means to say it is not, neither that it is completely random.

I think that is a fascinating idea: a sequence calculated in some systematic way, producing
a number of digits and decimals which, seen as a sequence turns out to be completely random.
I cannot see any reason that this may not be the case.

(2) My next example is what may be the most relevant for this book and for the physics of
life. It means that there are mechanisms that are very complex involving very many
elements and what we refer to as “degrees of freedom” that their action is completely
out of control and is then best treated as random with probability rules. This applies to
the numbered balls in a lottery, which are mixed, and shaken in a way that there is no
control of which ball falls out. A strict theory might claim that the bouncing of balls
follows deterministic laws, but that cannot be inferred in the final result.

For us, the main accomplishment is the motion of a very large number of atoms and mol-
ecules at a molecular, microscopic level. When we see objects around us and even the smallest
units in a living cell, these are much larger than the basic atomic parts, the motion of which
can be considered as a kind of random background. Again, it is not meaningful to take up all
details in the atomic motions to determine relevant mechanisms at a higher level. Ok, there are
projects, simulations, molecular dynamics or what they are called where one takes up quite
large units and determines complete motion. But the possible outcome there is again limited,
and they at best provide a background for the statistical treatment of larger motions.

(3) My third example is what is called “deterministic chaos”, and which has been exem-
plified by the logistic equation and complete loss of accuracy in Section 33D. They are
described by relatively simple expressions, the sequence relation for the logistic equation
and the still simpler successive multiplication by 2 and dropping integers (and the baker’s
transformation) are among the simplest examples. In other cases, they can be obtained
from three or more coupled not too complicated ordinary differential equations. The
equations are deterministic in the sense that the solutions are completely determined 
by initial values. Still, differences between solutions corresponding to slightly differ-
ent initial values diverge away from each other, which means that the outcome after some
initial time is not predictable and can be considered as random.
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Deterministic chaos has mainly been studied for relatively simple systems (and that is its
great merit: to show how a simple system can lead to very complex behaviour). For appli-
cations, one can think of successively more complicated situations and in that case, this
eventually goes over in the systems of point 2, those that are so complicated that they
appear out of control. We will somewhat later discuss differences between random process
of the type of point 2 and those of deterministic chaos, represented by simple systems.
There are features that can be used as characteristics, but if the chaotic systems are made
successively more complex, then probably the differentiating characteristics vanish.

35B Game of life

Let us take up another model description which, just because of its simplicity tells a lot about
the problems we consider. It is the relatively well-known “game of life”, which has been
around for a long time, often implemented on computers, and still awaking a lot of fascination.

It might be well known by now, but let me give the basic rules. This is played on a che-
quered surface (square tiled), covered by squares. Each square can be either empty or filled,
and these features are changed at each step of a development process. For each step, one
considers the eight nearest neighbour squares. The rules are simple. If a square is filled at
one stage, and there are two or three filled squares among its eight neighbours, that square will
remain filled, otherwise, it will be empty at the next stage. If an empty square is surrounded
by just three (no other number) of filled squares, it will be filled at this step. This leads to a
sequence of filled patterns where at each stage; all squares are considered and maybe changed
according to the rules.

There are some typical configurations (See Figure 35.1, page 388).

Some are stable, and do not change with time.
There are some simple structures that oscillate in a simple way.
There is a certain, simple configuration that creates copies of a certain simple structure

that moves over the lattice, called “the glider”.
If one starts with a random configuration, there can be a relatively long stage with a

development of rather complex structures. Eventually most of this dies out with mainly
simple stable elements and oscillating ones remaining.

But there are more complex possibilities and proofs that there for suitable initial con-
figurations can be patterns that remain changing in an indefinite fashion.

What has aroused a considerable interest among computer scientists is the possibility to
provide what is called a universal computer. This means that an arbitrary algorithm of arbi-
trary length can be found. An algorithm means that instructions, written as of a binary num-
ber, can provide arbitrary actions, also interpreted as binary numbers. Now, the state of the
cellular automata can be interpreted as the binary numbers, as the instructions and actions,
and it is found here that any kind of sequence of rules can be formed.

As everyone knows who has considered this game, it is astonishingly rich. The rules are
simple but they lead to large variety of possibilities. The simplest ones are oscillating struc-
tures, but there are moving structures and structures that produce moving arrays of struc-
tures. The moving parts can collide, destroying other structures but also build up new parts.
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This game has a lot of interesting aspects. It has got the name “game of life” perhaps not
because it is a model of biology, but because it has such rich possibilities and that it leads
to astonishing features. For this section, it is interesting together with these ideas of deter-
minism and predictability. Clearly, with its rules, this is a strict deterministic model: each
step follows strict rules. But some consideration also rather clearly shows that it is not pre-
dictable. One may get an idea about how structures change perhaps during a few steps, but the
patterns are quite complex. One single missing or extra filled square can lead to completely
different patterns within a few steps.

As a deterministic development, it cannot be expressed in anything like the Laplace’s
formula. One might ask what can be said about the development from a given pattern, say
100 steps forward. This is not really possible. Note that the number of possible patterns is
very large. Even a small figure with 10 � 10 squares, there are 2100 (�1029) different pat-
terns. It is not possible even for that case to give a kind of result account, by showing what
every initial pattern will lead to. (Ok, there are many patterns that just die out and lead to
trivial things. But the remaining possibilities are large enough.) We can think of the much
larger possibilities for 100 � 100 squares. (Most patterns lead to some kind of stationary
pattern after some time, maybe including some oscillating parts.)

There is a clear conclusion from such models and processes: there is no other possibility
to see what happens after a number of steps than to follow the complete process up to that
stage. There is no shortcut to the development, no way to make things simpler and go
beyond the complete process.
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Figure 35.1 (a) Stable configurations. (b) An oscillating pattern. (c) The glider. The configuration
changes successively as shown and thus moves to the right and downwards.



And that is a lesson that we have to also take for other, general physics processes that
involve the building up of various structures of different scales which interact and influence
the behaviour.

There is no universal law that would make it possible to predict the future; the only way
to see what happens in the future is to wait and see.

Note what the game of life teaches us. The rules are simple and clear. They are easy to
apply, but to see the fate of a certain structure pattern, one must make a rather detailed
analysis of all the squares within and around the pattern. This becomes rather cumbersome,
in particular if one wants to follow the development of the patterns for a large number of
steps. Rather, one can recognise the appearance of certain structures, which infer new rules:
structures that oscillate, that move, that changes according to simple rules. The behaviour
is in principle straightforward, but some analysis is necessary to get this clear. One can
interpret these new structures as examples of “emergent” structures with their own new
rules and analyse how they interact. One has to follow the development step by step. It is
virtually impossible, at least for large patterns, to make predictions about the development for
large times. Instead, one has to follow all kinds of unchanging and moving structures and
how they interact with each other. Although the rules are deterministic, the only meaningful
way to see what happens is to follow the development step by step and recognise the roles
of different structures.

35C Laplace’s formula

I will at this stage take up the question about Laplace’s formula which was also discussed in
the chaos Chapter 29. What I emphasised there and repeat here is that there is no such formula.
I gave examples of regularly number sequences where formulas could be obtained which
can be used, in principle to predict any value in the sequence. That is the idea of Laplace’s
formula: that one can find an analytic expression as solution to basic, deterministic equations,
and by that everything can be known about the future and the past. However, it was shown
in an example that even if such a formula can be derived, it may not be of much use.

Now, the situation is worse than that. Usually, it is not possible to get any formula at all.
There is no formula for the Lorenz equation. By numerical calculations, one can make some
predictions of what happens next. A curve that goes around a particular stationary point
(see Section 28C) in a particular fashion will continue that curve in a predicable fashion. With
good accuracy, one can predict whether it will continue by a rotation around the same point
or whether it will move over to the other branch. But then information soon gets lost. One can
continue calculations, but soon that would require a very high accuracy. And there is no for-
mula, no other possibility to see what happens than to make the numerical calculation. There
is no formula that can tell how the curve alternatively goes around the two central points.

I think there is still more in the game of life. Again, there is no formula. There is no other
way to see what happens than to start with some initial configuration and follow all the
events step by step. One must keep strictly to the appearing configurations, as the change
of one particular point may drastically change the future development. On the other hand,
there is no difficulty in following the development.

There is an accepted measure of complexity: that there is no simpler way to find out what
happens in a process than following it step for step. This makes all predictions futile.
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Still, there is an important difference here. There is no difficulty to follow the game of life
although one can hardly make predictions, and construct any meaningful formulas a change
of one unit can lead to large changes. As for the chaotic processes, even the calculations
become futile, all accuracy gets lost. In such cases, one best works with some probability
distribution, as for the underlying microscopic seemingly irregular motion.

What the game of life also tells is that the process itself builds up structures that influ-
ence each other. Of course, one can say that everything was there in the initial configur-
ation, but there is (at least in a comparatively large game) no way to see that. There is no way
to know what will happen. The development produces structures and then one can at least
for some time see some typical encounters. They might have been there from the onset, but
they were not apparent until much later.

35D Macroscopic world

This is just a simple and easily formulated example of the real world, where we have rela-
tively simple rules at the bottom, but where the atoms interact and bind together to provide
new structures which interact, also back to the microscopic interactions and lead to new
emergent features. We don’t see the world in terms of atoms bound together according to
particular rules, we see the objects that are the outcomes of such binding rules. We can
understand how they are formed and how their properties follow from the simple rules. But
we have to see all this from two sides, from the microscopic, atomic one and from the
macroscopic side, the one that we see and experience. The events are then not predictable,
and that has nothing to do with the question whether the world at the bottom is determinis-
tic or not. The events in our macroscopic world begin to be so complex that there is no 
possibility to anchor them in the extremely complex microscopic, atomic lower level.

What I see in some discussions and ideas about quantum mechanics is exactly that: one
wants to save the possibility to believe that we have free wills that act autonomously and
we thus may make decisions that are independent of everything else. In particular, one
wants something like non-causal decisions, we by our decisions can make things appear
without any previous cause and then defy any basic determinism. I think it is very difficult
to really see what would be meant when one says that we make decisions and do things that
do not have any causes and are not related to any previous events. Think over that!

The discussion has some funny, but very strange features. There are suggestions that, if
everything is governed by deterministic laws, then there is no free will, there is no freedom
in our actions, thus we are not responsible for what we do, and then for instance a court
could not judge us as we are not responsible. But in that case, one also has to note that the
court is also part of the deterministic events and its judgement is also pre-determined. One
cannot put a freedom at one place, the judgement of the court in another.

In fact, what I think we have to consider is a very difficult structure of different levels
and different structures. The atoms may follow deterministic laws or there is anything else
at the bottom. For me, here the views of that are of less relevance. We may well have com-
pletely, strict, deterministic laws at the lowest level. That does not upset my arguments.

The point is that the atoms form new structures the ones around us, and, in particular,
they also build up the living beings—and then we are in the biological physics realm—and
in this, it is very important that these structures and, in particular, the living organisms, are
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in some sense autonomous features. I as a human, my dog, my flowers in the window and
the birds outside the window, must in some sense be autonomous beings—otherwise biology
and all I write would be meaningless. This does not mean that we are completely independ-
ent of everything else. Of course, I depend on getting food and I am highly influenced by
everything that happens around me, but it is of course important that I am myself in some
sense, having thoughts for myself. That may essentially mean that there are actions confined
to my body with relatively little interaction to the outside. Nothing is completely isolated
from the rest of the world, still all living beings have a certain degree of independence and their
behaviour influences their actions and we all also, of course, influence our environment.

This is a complex picture I try to show, but I think it is necessary to grasp this. We as bio-
logical beings are part of the entire world, built up by atoms as are all rocks, oceans, indeed
all structures in the universe. At our level, we by the special processes that occur inside our-
selves act and influence other structures according to new, emergent functions, although we
still are built up by the simple laws.

And, in this, what about the free will or possibilities to act autonomously. I think it is
clear that irrespective of whether everything at the bottom is deterministic or not, the for-
mation of humans also provide means to get influenced by our brains, and also to have feel-
ings that influence our actions. They may at the bottom again be caused by simple atomic
processes, but the important point is here that as we have been formed and as results of the
biological evolution, we have developed certain possibilities to think, to feel and so on.
These are biological functions, still governed by physical processes. We make decisions as
our brain can trace up influences, in some sense thinking and then making decisions. We
don’t make decisions independent of everything else. We make decisions in our brains and
these decisions are influenced by our way of thinking and influences from the outside. The
action and feelings from other people on my actions are also parts of a very complex inter-
action scheme. But this has nothing to do with a possible lack of causality.

I would say that we basically consider different possible decisions and eventually get to
something we feel as relevant. If we do what we by some criterion feel as best, this is not
indeterministic and it does not get in conflict with any determinism criteria. We may well
in some sense let a decision be based on some random features. But that is no problem, we
have discussed various random features above that are not in any conflict to determinism.
Our way of making decisions is in no way in conflict with determinism.

Let me take it this way: the development of living beings, their actions and interaction
are very complex and lead to a network of actions that is difficult to grasp in a complete
way. But this has nothing to do with any basic determinism. The basic determinism is
responsible for building up various structures including living organisms by the binding of
atoms and influences at that level of atomic forces. But when they are growing to macro-
scopic structures and when they are growing to biological organisms, these structures get
an autonomous role meaning that they still interact with each other and still may be built up
and governed by basically deterministic laws.

Free will has nothing to do with a basic, strict determinism. Does it mean that free will
is an illusion? To some extent, probably yes. Free will has to do with our way of acting as
biological beings with our biological functions, and skills developed during the long evo-
lution. What must be said is that it is very important for us as humans to apprehend the
world around us in a coherent way that govern our possibilities to survive. This also, I think
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means that it is important for us to see ourselves as independent individuals. It is important to
see our actions as our own, and it is important in our society to apprehend all personal actions
as their own. We are single individuals that act together. This is important. What may influ-
ence our decisions is important for our appearance in the society, and it then doesn’t matter
how they are formed by the atoms and electrons that form the biological molecules and
direct the nerve impulses that determine our actions. It is important for us to be responsible
for our actions, but that has nothing to do with the electrons and ions in our neural network.

35E Final words

I end this section with the question whether it matters, in principle, that biological fluctu-
ations are generated by indeterministic or, by deterministic processes. In most cases, prob-
ably not. For phenomena such as stochastic resonance, the distinction between chaos and
noise is most likely irrelevant. But it may in philosophical contexts be all-important. To
judge such problems properly, one has to consider the meaning of reductionism in physics,
and grasp the differences between concepts on different levels, from fundamental laws of
nature at the lowest level, to properties of life at a higher level, from quantum mechanical
wave functions to classical mechanical objects, from atomic motion to large-scale behaviour.
Then, the idea of emergent properties is crucial. These are unpredictable from the lowest level,
and there they are not necessarily well defined. Irreversibility is not well defined in terms
of basic, time-reversible basic laws at the lowest level, and classical properties are not well
defined at a quantum level. The phenomenon of life needs irreversibility and cannot be mean-
ingful at a low level. By the lack of a sharp definition, emergent properties introduce what
we can apprehend as irreducible elements at higher levels. This view is seemingly similar
to that of Popper (1982), whose ideas centre about a basic indeterminism, while my main point
rather means that the randomness and seemingly irreducibility are due to lack of knowledge
and the enormous reduction in information when going from a low to a high level. Any math-
ematical description of high-level properties should only be meaningful within a certain range
that does not conflict with this basic incompleteness. This means strictly that there is no pos-
sibility, not even model-dependent, to decide whether the underlying processes are deter-
ministic or indeterministic for high-level properties. One way to interpret this is to say that
the irreducibility introduces a fundamental indeterminacy at higher levels, a claim which again
agrees with that of Popper (1982). Whether this leads to an indeterministic or a determinis-
tic universe is controversial and beyond the scope of this chapter.

§ 36 HIGHER FUNCTIONS OF LIFE

36A Thinking, memory and the mind

What still may be challenged is whether these ideas also work for the functions of the brain,
in particular its higher functions: learning, thinking and ultimately, what is referred to as
consciousness or awareness.
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We have a description of the nervous system in Chapter 32, and we continue here with
some aspects here. The book by Churchland (1988) contains a good description of the brain
with many aspects also on reductionistic views, and still more about philosophical points
of view. Such aspects are also discussed by Penrose (1994). Other discussions of this problem
are Edelman (1992), Popper and Eccles (1977), (Eccles, 1990), Searle (1997), Squires (1990),
who also take up physics aspects of physics. A recent review of physics and these higher
functions is given by Perlovsky (2006).

The brain activity is started by external influences, through our senses. Primary recep-
tors in the form of macromolecules provide a chemical activity that in turn influences pro-
teins that regulate the activity of the nerve cells. Strong and repeated influences can modify
the connections between neurons and stabilise the activity patterns that were said to be the
basis of memories. Such an activity, which provides and stabilises memory patterns, can be
apprehended as learning. Eventually, the neural activity yields an output. A primary output
may be a chemical signal, which by macromolecules may be transferred into a mechanical
action. In this way, we get a qualitative picture of the basic brain action that does not go
beyond the cellular–macromolecular picture.

In the gigantic neural network with thousand millions of neural cells, each connected to
a large number of other cells by various types of synapses, there is an extremely large pos-
sibility of stable patterns of electric activity. These can be localised to certain parts of the
brain network. Interactions between various localised patterns can cause an associative
memory. One “memory” pattern of active cells can activate another pattern, corresponding
to another memory. In this way, one may qualitatively understand how a certain smell first
provides a particular cell pattern which then activates other ones so we become aware of
previous events associated with that particular smell. Clearly this allows an enormous com-
plexity of brain action. The basis for present attempts of understanding the brain system is
to investigate models of such a network, and how patterns can be formed and be recog-
nised. It is not possible to study a system of the size of the entire brain in any detail. Still,
it is possible to make models with a relatively small number of cells (up to some hundred
have been considered) with realistic assumptions of generation and transfer of signals.
Through such models, it has become possible to understand important features of the brain
function, how a memory is established, and how the systems are able to learn. Some ques-
tions of this kind are discussed by Kohonen (1980, 1987).

The identification of a memory to a certain activated pattern in the network means that
the brain does not need a complete picture for recognition. An incoming signal activates a
particular pattern if there is sufficient information, and a certain memory is recalled. The
brain can recognise an incomplete picture, and fill in details that are not really experienced.
This also explains well-known “errors” of the brain, where details are filled in that are not
originally present.

One often compares the brain with computers. It is important to note that the basic ways
of function are completely different. In a computer, there is one part that contains a “mem-
ory”, thoroughly kept information, and other components that are the processors where
computations with the stored information take place. In the brain, however, there does not
seem to be any distinction between the storage of memories and the processing of infor-
mation, which can take place anywhere along the network. This considerably complicates
the picture of brain action.
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Still, analogies with the electronic devices tell a lot about the reductionist view. There
are, in the literature, many comparisons between brains and computers. Concepts such as
“thinking” are often discussed from a computer’s point of view. (See, in particular, the
books by Penrose (1989, 1994)). Such concepts refer to the general system level, which can
be reduced to a component level, which for the brain are the synapses and the ion channels.
As the components in a TV set or a computer do not say anything about the function, sin-
gle neurons do not say anything about functions of the brain. One needs an overall picture
of a TV set or a computer to understand its function, but once one recognises that, the func-
tion can be worked out stepwise from the lowest level of the components. In the same way,
one shall not describe an odour in terms of the chemistry of synapses, nor an emotion in
terms of neurons, but we may analyse how the effect of an odour is processed and an emo-
tion or feeling is propagated in the brain network.

Some aspects on learning and thinking can advantageously be regarded from the principles
of biological evolution. Evolution is thought to be the root of all biological features: every-
thing is developed and finely tuned under the pressure of competition between individuals.

A memory is not so difficult to understand. In a wider sense, a memory is stored infor-
mation, and there are many kinds of that in a living organism. The genetic information in
DNA is a memory. There are many kinds of chemical memories, for instance in the immune
system or among enzymes constructed to recognise (“remember”) certain substrates. With
a memory, there is also a possibility of learning. Learning in a wider sense is the process
for gathering information to the memory system, and for improving the memory. We may
speak about learning in the genetic system. This is not an active learning, as there is no active
mechanism that tells: “This is good, this will be maintained” or “This is bad, and should be
avoided”. However, this is exactly the result provided by evolutionary selection. Good prop-
erties are preserved in the most fitted individuals and bad ones are rejected.

What about “thinking”? We normally put some intellectual aspects on thinking, make
analogies with computers and so on, but it means more than that. Thinking is the process
for making decisions based upon conclusions from previous experiences to manage, in par-
ticular, in new situations. Thinking in that sense is intimately connected to memory and
learning, its advantages in evolution are obvious, and it may be a natural property of an
advanced neural network.

Even very simple organisms, such as bacteria, have in this sense an ability to learn, and
to make use of its stored information. It is possible also for bacteria cells to communicate
with transferred signals, and cooperative behaviour is not uncommon. Do these organisms
think? Of course not in our normal sense, but in a wide sense they can adapt to new situations
and use their resources in a wider scope than for which they originally developed. Many basic
features of the higher functions of life are already there in that molecular biological mecha-
nisms, and these are understandable in terms of the basic macromolecular features of the
cells. The fact that life can adapt to new situations is a basic ingredient in “thinking”.

This also points to an important difference between a passive learning and the active,
“intelligent” learning and thinking. Biologically, this is related to the capabilities of commu-
nicating and cooperating in a social environment. It is by such ways I propose that one should
approach the concept of “awareness”. It is important for an advanced predator to have a clear
picture of the surroundings including potential prey. Social hunters as wolves co-ordinate
their intentions and it is important for each individual to know his place in the pack. This is
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a starting point for the development of the sensation to be aware of oneself. The development
of advanced means of communication is relevant. Eventually this leads to the more advanced,
“intelligent” awareness of humans where a language is an essential factor.

A starting-point at one end is how the “mind” apprehends our environment. We form con-
cepts about the world in classical terms, and one of our biggest problems is to connect this
down to the basic quantum mechanics. Our comprehension of objects around us is not quite as
simple and straightforward as the outcome of a physical experiment. The mind seems to
“manipulate” the external influences and what we believe we see is the result of a kind of
“interpretation” of the neural system. Thus, we have to go further with questions about how
our minds interpret the world. The picture made by the brain is not fully complete, a fact that
introduces basic limitations in the concepts at that level, limitations that we must accept, but
do not prevent us pursuing our task and putting everything in places in a more universal
scheme. This view is emphasised by Hesslow (1994) and also discussed by Dennett (1991).

An example is our apprehension of colour. A simple, physical interpretation as discussed
previously is in terms of the spectral properties of reflected light and in terms of electron
properties of a material. Still, this is not how the living mind analyses colours. This does
not mean that the reductionist method is misleading. The fact that the spectral analysis is
not the complete truth solely means that we should go further and analyse how the neural
system makes the analysis.

For questions about emotions, one should seek their physical significant features and
analyse how these are related to properties of the neural system. Today, we cannot do that
properly. We can understand how external sensations influence the senses and the nervous sys-
tem. When I now feel bored of writing this article or someone, hopefully, feels a pleasure when
reading it, these are statements where physical reductionism at present cannot say much. Even
if we can identify some neural activity related to such emotions, this does not say much
about how we are bored or get a pleasure. This does not mean that these phenomena are out-
side physics or that it is impossible to get a deeper understanding of them. There are hardly any
observations that tell that the functionalistic reductionism method I have envisaged is wrong.
Nowhere, where we can follow its paths, does it show any failures. The possibility to under-
stand our minds does not seem to be entirely hopeless, and I think that we should go on by
analysing the mental states. However, the main problem is to formulate proper questions that
can be analysed in a reasonable way by physical terms. The goal is to be able to analyse and
answer the question “What am I?” by similar means as “Why is gold yellow?”

Can a neural network explain the mind?
Can the network picture explain the most interesting aspects of life, learning of compli-

cated tasks, thinking, and eventually our awareness of ourselves and the mind? As already
discussed, learning is not so difficult to understand. Thinking becomes more difficult, but
it may well be achieved in a great computer, and it would not be a too strange effect in the
neural network system.

The mind and the sensation of “awareness” are worse. This concerns the way that we “see”
the world, the way we get emotions and feel pain. It concerns the fact that we are aware of
us as individuals. Can this be analysed in reductionist terms? Is the mind referring to such
features that we cannot properly answer as they are part of ourselves and therefore outside
of what we can comprehend. This may well be so. It is well possible that the phenomenon of
awareness is a consequence of fundamental, physical laws, but the way to demonstrate this
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may be so complex and would require such an insight to the problems that we can simply not
achieve this. Most writers seem to hold the view that the mind in some way is a consequence
of the complicated brain system. Essentially nothing is known about how this is accom-
plished, and there are up to now no successful approaches to explain the mind although
there are some attempts. A big problem is to analyse the “mind” in a correct way. If it shall
fit into the reductionist picture, it should be described in terms according to the basic phys-
ical concepts. This is an important task to pursue, and it must be achieved by a combination
of physical, biological and physiological knowledge. My view is that one shall seek the
clues from ideas of biological evolution. The ability to apprehend the world and to see one-
self as an individual are important biological achievements. There are attempts to relate
awareness and the mind to certain physical mechanisms, for instance wave patterns in the
brain. My view is that this is a too simple-minded view, there may be such mechanisms, but
I believe that awareness is more than so.

A relevant point here that we have briefly encountered above is the following. Imagine a
computer or a robot that is able to make very complicated tasks and that also is thinking in
the meaning that it can analyse situations and make proper decisions according to that. It
may even be an exact copy of a human brain. Then one asks: Does this construct have a
mind? Is it aware of itself as an individual? There is no clear answer to this question at pre-
sent, and there may never be, but anyhow we can have ideas. It may well be so that the robot
can do a lot of complicated things but still not be aware. (Such points are discussed by
Penrose (1994).) I may well think something biological is needed, such as the genetic
memories of previous generations and the experience of growing up surrounded by com-
municating people. This may mean that complexity alone does not provide the whole truth
about awareness, a view that is sometimes proposed. Still, it does not exclude the possibility
to get a meaningful interpretation in reductionist terms. Discussions about this are found in
(Cotterill, 1997).

36B The free will and determinism

The question of the free will appears as a central deep question when one discusses conse-
quences of physics and determinism for biology. It is an old problem; already the Greek
atomists Leukippos and Democritos were aware of it, and the later atomists Epicurus and
Lucreticus tried to save the situation by suggesting a kind of random, indeterministic effect
on the motion of atoms. The revived atomism with a basis in Newtonian mechanics got
back to the determinism, and this is nowhere expressed clearer than by Laplace in his cit-
ation, presented in Chapter 35. The deterministic basic laws of nature imply that everything
that happens is predetermined from conditions at some previous instant of time. All is fixed
beforehand, there is no place for a free will. As expressed by Laplace who speaks about an
intellect with a full knowledge of the laws of nature: “if this intellect were also vast enough
to submit data to analysis, it would embrace in a single formula the movements of the
greatest bodies of the universe and those of the tiniest atom; for such an intellect nothing
would be uncertain and the future like the past would be present before its eyes”.

I first encountered this question as an undergraduate student in a physics course, when
the lecturer claimed that the Heisenberg uncertainty of quantum mechanics could save the
free will (see chapter 6). For me this was an extremely fascinating statement. Probably it
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was important for my (free?) choice of career. Was my choice of continuing in the academic
world predetermined as a consequence of some ancient circumstances? Later I realised that
quantum mechanics didn’t yield a proper solution of the free will, and I eventually devel-
oped the ideas I show here, denying any true free will, but also realising that the problem is
quite complex. What should be meant by a free will?

The question is evidently still with us. New Scientist in its 50th anniversary issue (18
November, 2006) presents a number of articles about “The Big Questions”. This includes
the free will problem, regarded as so big that it is treated in two articles by Churchland (2006)
and Vedral (2007). At the internet, one finds a bewildering number of comments and active
discussion groups that discuss the free will, mainly associated with determinism and the
question whether persons are responsible for their actions. Much of the discussion appears
to me quite confusing, often contradictory.

Basically, the problem is easily stated with Laplace’s statement in mind: Natural laws are
deterministic, which should mean that everything follows a predetermined scheme. What
will happen tomorrow is determined by the details of the state today, last year or millions
or billions of years ago. One cannot change what is to happen, and that also concerns our
mind. Free will is not compatible with determinism. Is this then saved by quantum mechan-
ics? It is true that quantum mechanics yields a kind of uncertainty, there are events that can-
not be determined by certainty but by some probabilities. However, these probabilities
follow deterministic laws. This can hardly change anything: the strange free will is not
solved by probabilities that follow strict laws.

There is a still stranger concept. Those that take this question seriously speak about a free
will that leads to actions not anticipated by anything that has happened. That are non-causal
and appear without any cause. What does that really mean? In physics, as in general in science,
it is very difficult to comprehend anything that happens without a cause. Can one really claim
that we make decisions that do not have any causes? Indeed, both New Scientist articles deny
this. Is a decision based on my thoughts and a choice of certain alternatives without causes?

Related to that are questions about responsibility. If there is no free will, as some people
argue, what I do is predetermined and I cannot be held responsible for what happens.
Others, the compatibilists claim that free will is compatible with determinism: there is still
a question of choosing among possible alternative decisions.

For me, this kind of discussion appears contradictory. One might assert in a court that a
criminal is not responsible for his deeds and could not be punished. On the other hand, the
trial itself must according to such ideas be predetermined as also the verdict. We may all be
marionettes in a play determined long ago.

But the question of responsibility also concern non-causal decisions. How can anyone 
be responsible for decisions that do not have any cause, that are not caused by any deliber-
ate action? One can claim that actions of an acausal mind must lack rationality, must 
lack reason, be in some way irregular, nonsensical. What should a decision without any
cause mean?

Clearly, the questions are very confusing with contradictory arguments. Can the problem
be resolved? There are many people who see these questions as motivations to use quantum
mechanics, and some who recognised that conventional quantum theory does not solve the
problem have gone on to further strange ideas. Penrose in “Shadows of the Mind” (1994)
proposes that one has to go to quantum gravity theories that may allow acausal events.
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Vedral in the mentioned New Scientist article speaks about a view with many universes
where events in each universe are deterministic but where one cannot decide “which par-
ticular world you yourself will occupy: which you is you”. This is as bewildering as it
sounds, and the author comes to a conclusion that “physics is simply unable to resolve the
question of free will, although, if anything it probably leans towards determinism”.

Judging from the internet discussions, this is particularly discussed among philosophers
with retrospective views from some of the great ones, Spinoza, Schopenhauer, Kant, Hobbes
and others. Among natural scientists, I think I see a distinction between, at one side, bio-
logical physicists and physically inclined neural scientists and, at the other side, those with
a background in particle physics and related disciplines, disciplines that are quite advanced
but are dominated by studies on much simpler systems than the very complicated living ones.

The view I have here is much the same as that expressed by Hopfield (1994). Churchland
in her New Scientist article (2006) claims that “a philosophy dedicated to uncaused choice
is as unrealistic as a philosophy dedicated to a flat Earth”. A statement I agree with. I will
later go on and tell more of her ideas.

I think one has to consider the determinism concept in a less strict way and also accept
that this is about us as individuals. As said here at other places, a strict determinism of the
natural laws is a determinism at the lowest atomic or a still lower level, a determinism that
concerns the motion of the constituents of matter, the smallest particles in our bodies and,
in particular, of our brains. But there is no formula, no possibility for any intelligent being
to acquire full information about their dynamics that can account for future events. The
strict determinism of physics does not imply predictability. One sometimes speaks about a
“scientific determinism”, a determinism that also implies predictability (Popper, 1982).
The Newtonian physics is deterministic, but not in general scientifically deterministic in
this sense. On the other hand, this does not tell much, and it does not give off causality.

The high level description that is the basis of much of our description of life means that
one distinguishes separate objects. No object is entirely independent of its surroundings, in
principle, everything influences everything. Still, it is important that identifiable objects are
meaningful, and in particular, that living organisms are identified as autonomous objects.
Of course, no organism is entirely independent of the rest of the world and that also signi-
fies all parts of a body. One cannot see any truly uncaused actions anywhere.

We as living individuals have a sense of autonomity. Of course, we are part of an envir-
onment, and we can interact with other individuals. But we should adopt a view that life
and living individuals are meaningful concepts. In the strict deterministic view of the low-
est microscopic, atomic level, it might not be possible to provide a strict identification of
any large objects, and there may not be any clear difference between living and dead
objects. As discussed elsewhere, we have a comprehension of the world that is shaped by
our minds, and this is something that shall be regarded at the high level. By our minds, we
see us as free individuals and we make decisions which we apprehend as free, but which
are based on a number of causes, and in best cases, are well thought-out in our brains. The
resulting actions are not formed without any causes; they are results of careful consider-
ation. In that sense they may not really be free, and a true free will is an illusion. But that
depends on what we mean. We see ourselves as free, autonomous biological individuals,
and this is very important for our actions in the world. I see this as a consequence of a 
successful evolution.
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Our will is not without causes, it is what we ourselves regard and feel as free. The real
question is in some sense not a meaningful problem, originally based on confusing ideas
about determinism and predictability. From any physical point of view, we cannot predict
our future fates, not even predict what is going to happen tomorrow, which people you may
meet and what you may say to them. Maybe that is determined by basic laws, but there is
no possibility, at least not in our universe, for a Laplacian demon to collect all data, and
recognise everything that has happened and everything that will happen.

It is necessary to recognise that a deterministic development can be very complex, very
far from a simple-minded idea of something predetermined, and that our fates are
inevitable.

The cellular automation model, “The Game of Life” discussed in the Chapter 35 is very
instructive here. It is much simpler than any real development, but it is instructive in its
simplicity as it shows important features and tells how to avoid still simpler arguments.

The rules of the game of life are simple and strictly deterministic and they lead to chan-
ging patterns which can be quite complex. There are patterns that generate small objects that
move in straight directions with constant velocities. These can collide with other structures
and then accomplish drastic changes. They can also collide with each other. It is hardly
possible to predict from a relatively complicated initial pattern where such structures
appear (emerge) and what kind of collisions that will appear. As in the real world there is a
good predictability for short-time development, but for longer developments, exact pos-
itions of the structures and the structure changes are essential. The only way to see what
happens, and to make small time predictions, is to follow the game, to follow how the struc-
tures develop and what new features emerge. There are no formulas for that. There is a pos-
sibility that the entire pattern vanishes, but starting from a relatively complicated pattern,
one cannot find out such a possibility in any other way than following the development.

We should adopt such a view when discussing determinism. Let us assume some kind of
classical, deterministic laws for the underlying physics at a low, atomic scale. Atoms bind
together in different structures and these structures of course influence the basic dynamics.
Atoms form larger objects and these objects change. There is always a small-scale pre-
dictability. If we get loose a stone at a hill we know it will roll down and we might also be
able to see what will be in its way. But there may be small obstacles that can change its
direction and suddenly, it goes in a completely new way destroying something we had not
foreseen. All such events are at the bottom described by complete deterministic laws. This
includes the simple motion but also what happens at various obstacles in the way down, and
a strict determinism of course tells exactly where the stone will go, but we cannot see that
unless we follow everything in detail.

When we speak about brain actions and deterministic effects, we should attain a strict
mechanistic view: There are only basic physics laws here, no kind of dualism. The individ-
uals themselves and the brain activity are parts of the game. When anyone makes a decision,
it can be seen as an outcome of deterministic laws. These laws are involved in everything
we speak about: How the signals are transmitted in the wildering loops of the neural sys-
tem, how they are interpreted by our mind and how they lead to decisions? Who claims that
this is predetermined?

There is more that takes place in this process. Our own feelings, previous experience,
also morals as some messengers saved as information in the neural network are part of a
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decision processes. All these are parts of the overall deterministic low-level development.
In achieving a decision, an individual is aware of its consequences. All other people and
their opinions are parts of same scheme as also any judgement of the outcome of the deci-
sion. They can all be regarded as parts of an overall deterministic view where, in principle,
everything influences everything.

Note here the analogies to “The Game of Life” (Section 35B): Structures are formed, struc-
tures influence each other and patterns forms and change. All the time this follows the given
rules. But the only way to see this is to follow the development, to see what the next step is.

It should also be emphasised that simple random effects do not change my general view.
When I make a decision, there may well be a kind of random component in this, random
effects of the kinds that are frequently discussed in other chapters. I may think about sev-
eral alternatives, and choose some by chance. This doesn’t make my thoughts more free,
and it does hardly lead to something non-causal. As already said, quantum effects are ran-
dom, but described by probabilities that are deterministically determined.

When one looks at a decision process, one has to consider everything that influences the
result. The neural currents are part of it. And so are also the feelings—we do not accept any
dualistic description—and our internal views that influence our thoughts. Our decisions and
our actions follow the basic deterministic rules. In that sense, there is no free will. At the same
time, I think it is very important for us humans to think we are free individuals, indeed the
view that we have a free will, which we can form our decisions entirely within ourselves,
is an important part of our thinking and our appearance in the world. This may be strictly
deterministic, although that is something we never can confirm in a completely satisfactory
way. Our actions are not completely predictable but they should neither be regarded as
acausal, events without any causes. The view here is also proposed by Hopfield.

Churchland in her New Scientist article, mentioned earlier, takes a further view on the
problem and discusses what can be considered as obsessions, thoughts and actions that
seem to be created by faulty actions of the brain. Here in my city, Stockholm, some year
ago there was a person going amok in a car, even killing people in a narrow pedestrian
street in the old city. Afterwards, he explained his action by claiming that someone in 
his head ordered him to drive in this way. Something went wrong. Of course, there was 
no question of any free will, but a sound decision should also take possible consequences
into account. This then becomes a question about the sound and unsound behaviour of the
brain.

My views here also mean that I repudiate ideas of consciousness as a physical phenom-
enon, described by some mathematical–physical formalism. There are several attempts of that,
usually founded on quantum mechanics or some further developed quantum mechanics. I
have heard serious suggestions that as quantum mechanics and consciousness both are con-
cepts that one cannot understand, they should be related. That is not a good conclusion, and
the reasons why we don’t understand quantum mechanics and consciousness are of quite
different nature. (I previously proposed that a reason why we don’t understand quantum
mechanics is that it is about concepts of the Nature that our minds cannot comprehend, and
which are not necessary for us to grasp in order to survive in our environments.)

I have no intention to go in any details about mind as a physical, probably quantum
mechanical phenomenon, as I do not believe in such an approach. I will, however, give
some comments. As said above, I think one must consider this question from a biological,
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to some extent psychological point of view. It is important to put the correct questions.
What purpose has the mind? What advantages does it provide for any living individual?
And further, how do we characterise the mind? For such aspects, we shall not confine to
humans, but to conscious animals and questions about how this has developed in evolution.
With such questions, we can go on and consider physics aspects. One gets away from all
such aspects by claiming that consciousness is a quantum phenomenon. Perhaps a coher-
ent radiation state, a popular Bose–Einstein condensed state as suggested by Fröhlich and
taken up by many others (Fröhlich, 1968; Hammerhoff, 1987). In spite of the fact that the
suggestion in itself has a number of unrealistic aspects, it says very little about the bio-
logical relevance, and how it is developed in the animal world.

§ 37 ABOUT THE DIRECTION OF TIME

The direction of time is directly related to the irreversibility concept and the second law.
This seems to be a rather strange statement. The direction of time appears so obvious in our
world; shouldn’t that be as fundamental as other basic physics concepts—directions, masses
and so on, instead than being based on the elusive second law.

The point is that the basic laws of physics, the laws of Newton, the quantum mechanical
laws or even the laws of relativity theory all do lack a direction of time. (We will come back
to the question of general relativity theory). In the description of, for instance, planetary
motion there is nothing that tells about a direction of time; that enters when we consider the
energy transformation processes in the Sun and the transfer of heat to the earth and the
other planets. The direction of time seems to be a consequence of the second law, and then be
a characteristic of the macroscopic world, not the atomic world with general, time-reversible
laws. A book dealing various aspects of these questions is (Halliwell et al., 1994).

There are attempts, most notably by Prigogine to get a more fundamental role of the
direction of time, but it seems that we rather should cope with it: the direction of time is an
expression of the irreversibility postulated in the second law. Prigogine’s view (1980) is
that there is a fundamental broken symmetry with the terminology, we had in Section 16A.

We will in this chapter go somewhat deeper in fundamental processes than in most of the
book, out from the earth and out from the consideration of life (although we will get back
there at the end). And we may start by a still deeper question: What is time? How do we
comprehend time?

Do you think you understand it? Think a little further. There is a classical quotation by
St. Augustine that says something like: “When I don’t bother, I know what time is, but
when I think about it, I don’t know.” This simple statement, uttered long ago can be
repeated at any time. There is something strange with the time concept, different from, for
instance, distances. It is not clear how to characterise time.

I have a view on that, related to the biological view on certain basic (macroscopic) con-
cepts discussed in a chapter 2. We humans have good ideas about distances and structures
in the environment. That is needed in order to find our way, to find food (in the woods as
well as in a grocery store). But we don’t need to understand time for that purpose. Time is
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there in some way, but we cannot find it as we find a distance. There are certainly human
cultures that have very faint ideas about the concept of time, and who manage quite well in
spite of that. We can see some periodic processes: we know about the sequence of days and
nights following each other. Seasons follow each other. But is that really time? As dis-
cussed in Section 27B we can have internal clocks. Now, I said it—clocks. Clocks measure
time. Or? Do they define time? Or is a clock a tool to measure time whatever it is. Certainly,
the apprehension of time is confusing. The time can be so slow, but sometimes it goes quite
fast. Without a good clock, we cannot really say that all days and nights are equally long,
and what do the clocks tell us. And, as we will see shortly, the direction of time is not an obvi-
ous property of time itself, and then we easily get lost.

Time may be comprehended as a flow that is not possible to influence. We cannot stop it,
we cannot return, we follow it. What is relevant, and what becomes clear when one thinks
about it, is the change of time. How fast things happen, how much we can do in a time period
or how fast we go? And also, this is the way time enters the fundamental laws of physics—
by time changes, but velocities and accelerations. The fundamental law of Newton tells that
acceleration is proportional to a force. And acceleration is change of velocity with time.
Time is a kind of parameter, which appears through its changes, through velocities. A clock
defines in a sense time by periodic changes, which we apprehend as time steps. (This is very
important, for instance in relativity theory.)

Time is defined by time changes of various kinds, basically formulated by natural laws,
which just involve such time changes. And time is measured by clocks that have to conform
according to the basic laws which comprise time as a kind of parameter.

But what does this tell about the direction of time. Indeed, the Newton laws of motion do
not provide a clear direction of time, and neither do the quantum mechanical laws that
describe the dynamics of the atomic world and the lowest level of our world description.
Where is the time flow now?

To illustrate what we shall mean by direction of time, consider a process that is followed by
a movie. We can then not only show the process, but we can also show in reverse. Usually, we
see that there is a clear distinction between the true and the reverse directions. People move
backwards, but most important, things can get broken and thus repaired in the reverse direc-
tion; features develop in what we may see as impossible ways. An apple breaks away from its
position on a tree, falls to the ground, remains there, may be deformed. The reverse course of
events: the apple is put away from the ground, up to the tree to an exact position, where its for-
mer connection to the tree becomes fixed. This looks like an impossible sequence of events.

We can consider simpler situations. Consider the balls on a billiard table. They move
with little friction and collide with each other in nice, almost elastic ways. If one photo-
graphs the motion of some balls, their motion and collision, the reversed sequence might
not look impossible. If it is not shown for a long time where the balls may stop because of
friction, the motion can be almost completely meaningful, with nothing that tells that this
is a “wrong time direction”. Simply because the laws of motion for the balls are the same
also along a backward time direction.

Next, consider a situation where a number of balls are put in a firm structure, for instance
like a pyramid with 4–3–2–1 balls in four rows. Then, shoot a ball towards these (This is a
way to start a certain game). Eventually all the balls move, collide according to the laws of
these balls. Now, make a movie and turn it backwards. What do we see: First, there are a
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number of balls moving and colliding in what can be regarded as a completely regular way.
At that stage, there is nothing that tells that it is not a proper time direction. Then, the col-
lisions becomes such that some ball stops, and so to others. Eventually all balls except one
have stopped in the original position, and one ball returns with the sum of all original
kinetic energies and moments of motion. That certainly looks strange.

Here, we are at the bottom of this problem:
The return of a number of moving and colliding balls to a strict, motionless position and

all energies and momenta gathered by one ball is not impossible, but it is utterly improb-
able. It would require that the original positions and velocities of the balls were given by a
very high precision. Simply speaking, it would be utterly improbable that the balls had that
precise velocities and positions. We are here back to the entropy discussions: The original struc-
ture where the ordinary time course started has low entropy, when all the balls later move
around, they represent one possibility among other possible motion possibilities, the entropy
has increased. The reverse process would be possible only if we could measure all the veloci-
ties and positions with a very high accuracy, which would mean low entropy. We specify one
particular set of motion parameters, and than this returns to the low-entropy position.

The direction of time is associated to the entropy.
As stated in the discussion about entropy, the improbable processes leading to lowered

entropy are very improbable. As for the apple that fell from the tree, the reversed process
would mean that the molecules of the ground all move in a ordered way that can provide an
ordered push to the apple, sufficient to get it thrown up to the tree, sufficiently precise to get
the broken connections to fit together and that the processes that lead to the broken bond
become fixed. Maybe not impossible, but utterly improbable. It would never happen. Or,
what does never mean? A point here, which we shall consider further is that if there is a
truly infinite time scale, anything, also events, with extremely low probability can happen.
This suggests, and that is the view here that in order to get a meaningful picture, it is neces-
sary to have a delimited time period. It is difficult to imagine a development and thermo-
dynamics laws in a scenario which would mean the same kind of basic physics during a
truly infinite time. There have been speculations about infinite timescales, where there may
be periods where the entropy decreases as we comprehend it today as periods, which go in
an opposite direction, where apples if they existed were thrown up in the trees and everything
would appear backwards.

Let us here be content to consider the delimited time scale of the universe such as we see
it today with the physical laws we know about. Then processes, such that the expectation
time for their occurrence may be the entire history of the universe would appear as a brief
instance, must be classified as virtually impossible.

The time direction means that a reversed direction is improbable, virtually impossible in
such a sense. As the total universe must be regarded as an isolated system, this also means
that the total entropy of the universe must all the time increase. It should have been very
low at the beginning, and it might go towards a general maximum, sometimes regarded as
a heat death. What does that mean?

Let us go further here. I have an impression that the concept of a “heat death” is appre-
hended as something negative, something one tries to avoid. Still, it in some sense appears
unavoidable. A large system that in some sense can be regarded as isolated is our solar sys-
tem. There is an obvious energy source, the thermonuclear process in the centre of the sun,
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which has been burning for 15 billion years and which will continue for many billions of
years. It warms earth and the other planets by electromagnetic radiation, which has gone on
during its entire existence, and which constitutes the ultimate prerequisite for life. All this
is well described thermodynamically. The fusion processes in the sun are what we see as
exothermal processes, which means that they release substantial energies during long times
while they are driven by an entropy increase. In the total closed planetary system, entropy all
the time increases, while the flows within the system can drive particular processes in var-
ious ways that we will take up in other places. Here, I will bring out the long time features.
Eventually, the available hydrogen in the sun will be “burned out”, that is transformed to
mainly helium. After some remarkable events such as an enormous expansion of the sun, it
will stop burning, go out and then slowly cool down. This is a true example of a heat death
and at that time there cannot be any life left unless, as suggested in some proposals, future
mankind can find new ways to survive and new kinds of energy sources.

What I here took up was the view of the solar system as a closed system with increasing
entropy and an inescapable heat death. But this is only a small part of the universe and there
are further energy sources. As long as there is hydrogen left, the universe (and also, today,
most matter in the universe is hydrogen), it is possible to form stars and start burning of
hydrogen into helium. And still further, the ultimate, most stable nucleus of all substances
is the iron nucleus, which also is the main end product in supernovas.

When we here consider beginnings and ends and emphasise a delimited (although in our
time scales long) time period (as an infinite time leads to problems). The entropic time
direction is appropriate when we have identified a starting low entropy state and some final
heat death, with a steady development in between. We have, however, the state of the start-
ing low entropy. Penrose in his The emperor’s new mind (1989) and other publications has
stated this as a large problem: The primary low entropy of the universe represents a very
special state with a very low probability. How can that be understood? Is there such a prob-
lem? It may become more clearer that we need a further time direction.

There is such a further time, a cosmological time, provided by the general theory of 
relativity. For anyone with faint knowledge of relativity theory, this may sound strange.
Relativity theory may be thought to tell that that there are different ways to apprehend time
and that no one should be preferred. To a large extent this is true. But the general theory
also admits a particular time for the universe as a whole, a time that describes the develop-
ment of the entire world. There is a particular formalism for this development, expressed in
this universal time.

This provides the basis of the most accepted picture of the history of the universe, starting
from a singular, infinitely compressed state, what we call “big bang”. From that the uni-
verse has expanded and is still expanding also today along a well-defined (within the rela-
tivity theory) rate and time. This time, as we shall see also triggers a thermodynamic time.

There is no place and no reason to further into the details of this here. It is clear that the
view of a singular, infinitely compressed state cannot hold, and there must be another kind
of theory when coming to time and length scales where quantum mechanical effects influ-
ence the interpretation of general relativity theory. Anyhow, at the onset, this highly com-
pressed state represented a very high kinetic energy density of, at an early stage, a bewildering
number of particles. This is usually described as a state of extremely high temperature
(temperature may thus refer to kinetic energy density). Here we need not go in further details
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about that, but may rather consider early stages of the universe about which there are rela-
tively well-founded ideas. What is relevant, are events during the first minutes when the
particles we recognise today are present and the first atomic nuclei are formed. There were
protons and at this stage neutrons. Free neutrons are not stable but decay in the order of min-
utes. They become stabilised together with protons in atomic nuclei, primarily deuterium
(one proton and one neutron) and helium (two neutrons and two protons for the common
isotope). Such nuclei were formed during the first minute when there were still free neu-
trons around and when the particle and energy densities were high enough to allow nuclear
processes, which is fusion of smaller nuclei to larger ones. After this period, no further
nuclei were formed in the open space and the abundances of these lightest nuclei today 
provide information that also verifies much of this early scenario.

But this also formed a starting point for possibilities of entropy increase and a general
thermodynamic time. The universe is still mostly hydrogen and besides some light elem-
ents, deuterium, helium, lithium, all further synthesis of elements has taken place in stars.
We can put a thermodynamic aspect on this and claim that as long as there is hydrogen
around, it is always possible to increase entropy by fusion processes, by the transformation
of lighter elements to heavier ones. Probably, this will never be done, at least if the universe
will remain expanding, and it will not reach that kind of heat death.

We can continue this description by stating that after the first minute when atomic nuclei
were formed there followed a long period with still high energy density, where electro-
dynamics radiation, essentially in thermodynamic equilibrium dominated both the energy and
entropy of the universe. During that period, the universe was a rather uninteresting place.
First after some hundred thousand years, when the energy density had fallen off so that
atoms became stable, the energy of matter began to dominate and then larger bodies, even-
tually stars and some more exotic objects were formed. These could again provide high
densities and allow nuclear processes in shining stars. And we may say that they “live on”
the possibilities to increase entropy. We shall add here that the electromagnetic radiation,
essentially with a thermal equilibrium distribution was at that stage disconnected to the
hydrogen and other early atoms. It is still there, forming what we call “background radi-
ation”, now quite cool, about 3 K, which is a proper number of the temperature of the uni-
verse today. Although the energy of the matter (nowadays including stars and other objects)
today dominates the energy of the universe, this radiation still dominates the entropy. There
are now rather steadily about one billion more photons per volume than atoms in the uni-
verse and this also means a similar ratio of entropies. We can say that as a whole, most of
the universe is in thermodynamic equilibrium by the background radiation at a temperature
of 3 K. Of course, the parts that are not in equilibrium are the interesting, active parts.

This means that the thermodynamic time scales of star systems are coupled to a general
cosmic time. The theory of relativity also provides scenarios for the continued development
of the universe; it can expand forever or it can contract and end in a highly compressed
state, similar to the state from which it arose. These can also lead to speculations about the
future fate and what a “maximum entropy state” of the entire universe might be.

For larger scales and for the entire universe, there are other scenarios of an end. These
also depend on the large-scale development, whether the universe will expand forever, or if
the present expansion will be turned into a compression. Possibilities to increase the total
entropy comprise, besides converting hydrogen to helium or still further, iron, disintegration
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of all matter into radiation, proposed, but not verified by some basic physics theories, or
there can be compressions into black holes which are suggested to represent high entropy.

There are several proposals of a universal heat death. There are also many ideas about how
future humans can develop various possibilities to survive at situations far in the future. These
have also considered situations of strong cooling, down towards the absolute zero during a
continued expansion period (Tipler, 2005).

Are we now satisfied with this scenario, with this description of the beginning of a thermo-
dynamic time and possibility of entropy increase? When we accept the natural laws as we
know them and the densities of energy and matter, this is an appropriate scenario that keeps
together and gives proper answers.

But physicists are eager to take further steps and ask further questions. What about the
natural laws and what about the densities? When we take such steps, there are new ques-
tions and one gets to very bewildering questions that even if all that is far beyond a simple
physics of life, they put very intriguing aspects on one of our main questions: what are the
prerequisites of life? And then we get to the puzzling aspects of what is called “antropic
principle” of the next chapter.

§ 38 WE LIVE IN THE BEST OF WORLDS:THE ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE

This has been claimed by many philosophers and may in the western tradition go back to
Plato who claimed that the creator, the demiurge, had made our world as good as possible.
Sometimes, when one sees the struggles amongst humans, one may doubt. But when one
looks at some detailed physics, the point is clearer. We live in the best of worlds. At least
for the development of life.

The earth is a perfect place for life—filled with water where life probably originated and
developed, a lot of minerals that are important for many chemical reactions, and also full
of easily accessible carbon compounds, oxygen and nitrogen, which are important for the
basic compounds of the living cells. When one looks at the abundance of elements in the
solar system, one finds that they vary naturally, the lightest one, hydrogen, is the most com-
mon. More than 90% of common matter in the universe is hydrogen. Helium, the next
lightest element, is second in abundance, but that is not relevant for us as it does not form
chemical compounds and does not contribute to the processes of life. (As we shall see
shortly, it plays an important role of building up the relevant elements). Then, the next com-
mon elements are in the order: oxygen, carbon and nitrogen, the most relevant elements for
forming the basic biochemical substances.

The most important elements for forming substances of biological relevance are the
commonest elements in the universe and in the solar system. The prerequisites for develop-
ing life is the best possible. This also concerns the temperature on earth, allowing liquid
water but is also low enough that important chemical compounds can remain in the atmos-
phere or solved in water, they do not in any large extent react spontaneously. On the other
hand, the temperature is large enough to allow fluctuations that can drive may processes
and which are crucial for the living processes.
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What can be said about that? Is it obvious that the commonest elements are these that are
most relevant for life? It is not. These are not only the commonest elements, they are the
most suitable ones to form compounds with suitable properties.

As we shall see here, the situation is more subtle than that. The fact that these elements
are the commonest ones and that also are perfect for chemical compounds depends on the
basic laws of Nature, and the basic constants that enter these laws. What one sees when
going deeper into the details of element formation is that the constants of nature are very
finely tuned to provide what can be regarded as the best possible prerequisites for life, and
of course then also for the developments of humans with possibilities to explore all this.

I said—the constants of nature are very finely tuned to provide this situation. Is there any
clear reason to see that it must be so? No, it is not, there is no reason at all that the constants
have the values they have.

This is the basis of the anthropic principle. We can draw the important conclusion: The
world and the natural laws must be as they are in order for life to originate and to develop.

To get an idea of what this is about, let me take up the basic steps in the formation of 
elements in the universe. Elements are, as well known, characterised by their nuclei, con-
sisting of positively charged protons and neutral neutrons. We recognise three basic forces
that influence the nuclei. There are electromagnetic forces, most relevant for strong elec-
trostatic repulsions between the charged protons. There are two forces that essentially are
limited to the range of the small nuclei, being less relevant at larger distances. The strong
force is the one that keeps the nuclei together. It is stronger than the electrostatic force and
can therefore compensate the strong repulsions between protons. Then, there is what is called
weak nuclear force (and this can be unified with the electromagnetic force) which is respon-
sible for many nuclear decays. Most relevantly, it causes the decay of a free neutron which
goes over to a proton, an electron and a neutrino. The mass of the free neutron is slightly
larger than the masses of a proton and an electron, which makes this process possible. If the
proton had the highest mass, then it would have been unstable and there world would have
been very different from ours.

The common picture of the formation of the universe is of course that of the big bang, a start
with a very compressed universe with, at the onset, very high energy density. It expanded
and with that, it cooled (as it still does). At the very first instances, the energy density was
too high for nuclei and still less atoms to be formed. Some elements were formed in the first
minutes after the big bang, when the energy density (temperature) was still sufficiently high
for protons to overcome the strong repulsions and coming sufficiently close to form larger
nuclei, and there were still free neutrons. The latter decayed after some minutes.

At this stage, neutrons and protons combined to form deuterium, the heavy form of
hydrogen, the nuclei of which contain one neutron and one proton. Two deuterium nuclei
can get together and form the common helium nucleus with two neutrons and two protons.
At that time also a lighter form of helium with a nucleus of one neutron and two protons
was formed. Most of the deuterium and the two forms of helium in the universe today were
formed during these first minutes of the universe. There was also some production of the
next lighter elements, lithium and beryllium. Other elements have been produced by
nuclear reaction in the centres of the stars, set free, primarily after explosions of old stars.

As said, the nuclei of all elements are kept together primarily by the strong nuclear force.
It is opposed by the electrostatic repulsion between the charge protons. There is a balance
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in the nuclei between the number of protons and neutrons. With too many protons, the elec-
trostatic repulsion would be too large; if there are too many neutrons, the nucleus decays
by the weak force. A neutron is, as said, not stable in a free situation, and must be strongly
bound in a nucleus to overcome its decay by the weak force. With these rules in mind, let us
look at the formation of elements in stars, where the energy and matter density are very high
which provides possibilities for nuclear reactions.

A neutron and a proton bind together to form the deuterium nucleus, the “heavy hydro-
gen”. Careful investigation shows that the nuclear forces are just appropriate to get this
nucleus stable. If that nucleus had not been formed, hardily anything could have been
formed. Next, the strong force is not sufficient to overcome the repulsion between two pro-
tons, which might have formed a helium nucleus with two charged protons. If that nucleus
had been stable (and that would have been the case if the electric interaction had been
slightly weaker compared to the strong one), then much of the hydrogen in the universe
would have been bound up in such nuclei. Thus this would have had consequences for 
further elements and it would have lead to quite another type of world.

Two protons need an accompanying neutron in a nucleus or, still better, two neutrons to
form helium. The most common helium nucleus with two protons and two neutrons can be
formed by two deuterium nuclei and it is particularly stable. It is a rule (not without exceptions)
that nuclei with an even number of protons are more stable than those with an odd number.

A key element in the further processing is beryllium with a nucleus containing four pro-
tons. But the beryllium nucleus with two protons and two neutrons is not stable; the elec-
tric repulsions between the protons become too large. Otherwise, it would easily be formed
by combining two strongly bound helium nuclei and a good starting point for further reac-
tions. The stable beryllium nucleus has four protons and five neutrons. In spite of it being
a light element in the beginning of the periodic table, it is quite a rare element. If the
nucleus with two neutrons had been stable, it would have been formed much more readily,
and this would also have influenced the subsequent steps. It should also have meant that
stars could have burnt more rapidly; the lifetimes of stars like our sun would be much
shorter and there might not have been any time for developing life in all its forms.

A beryllium nucleus with four protons and four neutrons could combine with a helium
nucleus to form carbon with six protons and six neutrons. Then, two helium nuclei could form
a beryllium nucleus and this could combine with a further helium nucleus to form carbon. If
that pathway was entirely impossible, very little carbon had been formed and then also, very
little of heavier elements. However, there turns out that there is a favourable, relatively long-
lived state, called a resonance state, of two helium nuclei that provide a favourable possibility
for a further helium nucleus to be bound and then form a stable carbon nucleus. In this way,
carbon is formed in appreciable quantities to be the fourth commonest element. The carbon
nuclei can then combine with a further helium nucleus and form oxygen. Indeed, most carbon
goes that way, and oxygen is the third commonest element. It could have been worse. If car-
bon had such a resonance state that is found for the unstable beryllium nucleus, almost all car-
bon had built up oxygen nuclei, and then the requisites for carbon-based life had been greatly
reduced. Nitrogen, which is between carbon and oxygen in the periodic table, is formed by
a carbon nucleus and a deuterium, a heavy hydrogen nucleus. This continues in the stars
and the binding forces of the nuclei relates to their abundances. About as common as nitrogen
is neon, formed by oxygen and a helium nucleus, but with less relevance for life.
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All these features depend on subtle relations provided by the basic constants of the natural
laws, the constants that determine electric, strong and weak nuclear forces. There is no rea-
son that the constants have such values. I think it would be a mystery even if one found that
they must be as they are by some principle we still don’t know about. Would we be happy
with such as statement? I don’t think so. There is still a question: Why is the world so per-
fectly tuned to accomplish the prerequisites of life, to form the main elements in amounts
relevant for starting life.

It is reasonable that many can see this as some kind of deeper meaning in the laws of
nature, maybe a pantheistic idea about a cosmic religion. (A kind of view one finds with, in
particular, Einstein.) Of course, one can regard this as a kind of intelligent design.

On the other hand, most scientists may just say: well, it must be like this. We don’t know,
and we can’t probably know why, but it must be so. If we meet a prince, we can draw the
conclusion that his father is a king (or a royal person). There is no “why” there. If there is
life based on carbon compound, then there must have been stars where carbon have been
formed. Can one say more?

Well, there are attempts to go deeper and some of the attempts are quite reasonable. One
is that our universe is a part of a still larger complex with many possible universes, each
governed by natural laws and specific basic constants. In many of these universes, the spe-
cific constants are such that nothing interesting at all could have been formed. Everything
might have collapsed or expanded rapidly without forming any interesting worlds with
nuclear reactions and possibilities for life. There should at the first place have been rather
particular choices to allow the formation of appropriate nuclei and the appropriate matter
of stars and galaxies. In our universe, the constants are appropriate for the chemical reac-
tions I have described and life can be formed. We can not see the other universes, but we
know that we have been born in a perfect one.

Another view, discussed by Kauffmann in his “investigations” (2000) proposes a kind of
evolution of the universe: that there are many possibilities of constants, which could have
been changed according to some unknown mechanism at an early universe, favouring con-
stants that provide more possibilities like those we see, disfavouring those that lead to more
boring possibilities without life.

These are speculations, but quite interesting ones. They also show that the questions of
the appearance of life are quite deep, going back to the basic laws of nature and the forma-
tion of our universe. The appearance of different universes appearing with different con-
stants of the basic natural laws seems to me as a quite possible explanation even if it is
something we never can confirm or falsify. It is an interesting idea. At the same time, one
may feel frightened of the idea of a manifold of cold universes without any life, without any
observers, stretching into unthinkable spaces in unthinkable times.

It seems to be a good point for ending here.
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